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Dear Mr Lodge
PROPOSED ARGYLL AND BUTE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN
THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT PLANNING)
(SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2008
SUBMISSION OF THE REPORT OF THE EXAMINATION
We refer to our appointment by the Scottish Ministers to conduct the examination of
the above plan. Having satisfied ourselves that the council’s consultation and
engagement exercises conformed with its participation statement, our examination of
the plan commenced on 23 May 2014. We have completed the examination, and
now submit our report, enclosing one bound copy.
In our examination we considered all 148 issues arising from unresolved
representations which were identified by the council. In each case we have taken
account of the summaries of the representations and the responses, as prepared by
the council, and the original representations, and we have set out our conclusions
and recommendations in relation to each issue in our report.
The examination process also included a comprehensive series of unaccompanied
site inspections and, for some issues we requested additional information from the
council and other parties. We did not require to hold any hearing sessions.
Subject to the limited exceptions as set out in Section 19 of the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 and in the Town and Country Planning (Grounds for
Declining to Follow Recommendations) (Scotland) Regulations 2009, the council is
now required to make the modifications to the plan as set out in our
recommendations.
The council should also make any consequential modifications to the text or maps
which arise from these modifications. Separately, the authority will require to make
any necessary adjustments to the final environmental report and to the report on the
liabilities regulations appraisal of the plan.
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All those who submitted representations will be informed that the examination has
been completed and that the report has been submitted to the council. It will advise
them that the report is now available to view at the DPEA website at:
http://www.dpea.scotland.gov.uk/CaseDetails.aspx?id=115066
and hard copy at the council’s office at Development and Infrastructure, 1A Manse
Brae, Lochgilphead, PA31 8RD, and that it will also be posted on the council’s
website at:
www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/ldp
and web access or a CD will be available for viewing at the following libraries:
Campbeltown Library, Cardross Library, Dunoon Library, Helensburgh Library,
Lochgilphead Library, Oban Library, Rosneath Library, Rothesay Library, Tarbert
Library
The documents relating to the examination should be retained on the authority’s
website for a period of six weeks following the adoption of the plan by the authority.
It would also be helpful to know when the plan has been adopted and would
appreciate being sent confirmation of this in due course.
Yours sincerely

Lance R Guilford

Douglas Hope

Reporter

Reporter

David A Russell

Martin Seddon

Reporter

Reporter
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PROPOSED ARGYLL & BUTE LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Examination of Conformity with the Participation Statement
Introduction
1. Section 19(4) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 (as amended)
requires the person who has been appointed by the Scottish Ministers to examine the
plan: “firstly to examine…the extent to which the planning authority’s actings with regard to
consultation and the involvement of the public at large as respects the proposed plan have
conformed with (or have been beyond the requirements of) the participation statement of
the authority which was current when the proposed plan was published under section
18(1)(a).”
The participation statement
2. The version of Argyll and Bute Council’s participation statement which was current
when the proposed plan was published is contained in its published Development Plan
Scheme, dated March 2013. It stated that:
“It is imperative that meaningful participation and engagement takes place with a full
range of stakeholders in the production of the LDP. This participation and engagement
will be carried out in line with Planning Advice Note 3/2010 – Community Engagement,
and will be facilitated through the following:










Public meetings;
Dialogue with key agencies and organisations;
Setting up special phone lines and e-mail addresses;
Providing a form where you can give us feedback;
Putting everybody who responds on a database for newsletters (sent regularly by
email or post or just before consultation documents are issued);
Website based information and document releases;
Providing paper copies of documents at all libraries, council offices with planning
staff, and other important local facilities;
Providing CD copies of documents in response to individual requests;
Carry out appropriate Neighbour Notification.”

3. In relation to consultation on the proposed local development plan, it stated that the
council would involve: elected Members, members of the public; community groups;
private and public sector; main agencies; and consultation authorities. The forms of
consultation which it intended to undertake were:










Newsletter - making newsletter available and utilising web-based social networking
sites to disseminate information.
Press releases.
Providing feedback forms online and in hard copies to ask your views
Providing the scheme and documents online and in Council libraries.
Launching the Development Plan Scheme (to include community groups, main
agencies and consultation authorities, business groups, and so on).
Giving information to Community Councils.
Online versions of phases of LDP provided.
Public ‘drop in’ meetings where elements of the LDP can be discussed.
Invited audience meetings/events where elements of the LDP can be discussed.
1
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The council’s report on conformity with the participation statement
4. The report on conformity submitted to the examination by the council tabulated as
follows the actions carried out in relation to each of those intended consultation and
engagement activities specified in the participation statement in respect of the proposed
plan:
What we said we would do
Newsletter - making newsletters
available and utilising web- based social
networking sites to disseminate
information.

Press releases
Providing feedback forms online and in
hard copies

Providing the scheme and documents
online and in Council libraries.
Published the Development Plan
Scheme (DPS) (to include community
groups, main agencies and consultation
authorities, business groups, and so on).
Giving information to Community
Councils.
Online versions of all phases of LDP
documents provided.
CD versions have been made available
on request.
Public ‘drop in’ meetings where elements
of the LDP can be discussed

What we did, when we did it, and who
we consulted
We published a newsletter during the
consultation period of the Proposed LDP
and used the Council’s twitter account on
a weekly basis to raise awareness of the
consultation. Another newsletter was
prepared and published on the Council’s
web site to explain the next steps in the
plan process including the presentation
of the schedule 4s to the Area
Committees and Council in January
2014.
We prepared various press releases for
media outlets within Argyll and Bute.
We provided feedback forms on line to
be downloaded, filled in and returned by
email (through a dedicated LDP mail
box) or by post. We also prepared an
online survey for people to fill in directly
(185 replies) and send back directly
through the Council’s web site. We also
made available paper copies of the
feedback form for people to hand directly
to planners at open meetings or post
back to us.
All submissions were acknowledged with
a letter and a unique reference number
created to aid tracking of the
representation.
We provided all documents online and
placed paper copies in Council libraries
and Council office buildings:
We advertised the DPS and wrote to
Community Councils

We have all phases of the LDP placed on
the Council’s web site at:
www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/ldp.
We conducted a 3 month public
consultation period starting on the 4th
2
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February and ending on the 29th April at
5 pm. We held 9 drop in days in venues
around Argyll and Bute including
Cardross; Lochgilphead; Oban; Dunoon;
Campbeltown; Helensburgh; Rothesay;
Tobermory and Bowmore between the
dates of the 18th and 25th February;
Invited audience meetings/events
An additional 18 meetings with
where elements of the LDP can be
organisations such as community
discussed.
councils who made specific requests for
planners to attend.
Sending e-mails to people who are on
We sent out 1,335 emails and letters to
our database as interested parties in the people on our LDP database; we sent
LDP and utilise web based social
out 2,616 letters to adjacent neighbours
networking forums.
on development sites included within the
LDP.
Publish the Proposed Local Development The Proposed Local Development Plan
Plan and the Strategic Environmental
went out for public consultation on the
Assessment Supplementary Report for
4th of February 2013 for a period of 3
public consultation.
months until 29th April 2013.
Notify the following groups:
A copy of the plan was sent to:
• Members of the public
• 49 Community Councils
• Community Councils and other Groups • 7 neighbouring Planning Authorities
• Private and public sector
and the Loch Lomond and Trossachs
• Key consultation agencies
National Park and 2 Strategic Joint
• Scottish Ministers
Planning Committees.
• 8 Key agencies and Scottish
Ministers
Carry out appropriate Neighbour
A total of 2,616 neighbour notification
notification though the notification of
letters were sent to neighbours of
owners, occupiers and neighbours within proposed development sites in the plan.
20 metres of sites which the proposed
plan specifically proposes to be
developed.
The reporter’s conclusions
5. I have reviewed the information submitted by the council. On that basis I find that its
actings with regard to consultation and the involvement of the public at large as respects
the proposed plan have been generally in conformity with those set out in the participation
statement of the authority, dated March 2013, which was current when the proposed plan
was published.
6. In particular, and consistent with its published intentions, I find that the council:
1. Sent the relevant published documents available to interested organisations, and
made them available for members of the public both on its web-site and also at
convenient locations across the council area.
2. Drew the attention of the public to the publications of the proposed plan through
press releases, public meetings, email and letter correspondence.
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3. Used neighbour notification to highlight specific proposals to potentially affected
owners and residents.
4. Provided the opportunity for members of the public and interested organisations
to make responses and representations regarding the proposed plan, including
through feedback forms and online surveys.
7. I therefore conclude that it is not necessary for me to submit a report to the Scottish
Ministers under subsection (1) (b) of section 19A of the Act recommending that they
should require the council to undertake further steps with regard to either consultation or
public involvement as respects the proposed plan. I will therefore proceed with the
examination of the local development plan.

4
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ISS001

Housing Land - Innellan

Development plan
reference:

S005 - Wyndham Road, Innellan

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Persimmon Homes (01920)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector stated the following:
S005 - Persimmon Homes (01920) - A site at Wyndham Road, Innellan should be allocated
for housing.
The proposed allocation of land at Wyndham Road, Innellan for housing is supported for
the following reasons:
The site has no environmental or historical designations which would restrict development.
The site has no visual impact on the character or visual amenity of Innellan.
The site is within close proximity to public transport and local facilities and services.
The development of the land would create a logical settlement boundary to the north of
Innellan, taking into consideration the settlement boundary applied to the north of
Wyndham Road in the adopted Argyll & Bute Local Plan.
The promotion of housing development at Wyndham Road would create a development
opportunity that will assist in providing a strong defensible settlement boundary for Innellan.
Development of this site for housing will assist in stemming population decline.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
S005 - Persimmon Homes (01920) - The site should be identified as a housing allocation in
the Local Development Plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD085) - The Council does not disagree with the points
mentioned in the submission and outlined above.
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However, this site was previously considered and rejected during the preparation of the
current Argyll and Bute Local Plan by Reporters acting on behalf of the Scottish
Government. (Production ref: PD021)
There has been no material change in circumstances since the site was previously
considered and rejected, nor has the objector provided any solutions to the deficiencies of
the site identified previously and therefore it cannot be considered to be effective.
Accordingly, the Council cannot agree that the site should be identified as a housing
allocation in the Local Development Plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I refer to the findings within Issue 400 to the effect that the housing land allocations in
the plan are sufficient to meet the need identified. In these circumstances it would only be
appropriate to include additional sites for housing development in the local development
plan if there is a substantial case that such would be appropriate in environmental and
infrastructure terms.
2. I note that this proposed housing site was considered when the existing adopted local
plan was examined before its adoption in 2009, the site (which appears to have been split
into 2 separate sites) having been included in the finalised local plan for 48 houses.
However, following a hearing, the site was subsequently not included in the adopted local
plan for housing development, and was instead designated as countryside around the
settlement. I have not been made aware of any significant material changes since the
time of that examination. However, I acknowledge that the site is in reasonably close
proximity to public transport and local facilities and services.
3. I recognise that the site has no environmental or historical designations which may
restrict development, but from my site inspection, I do not agree that there would be no
impact on the character or visual amenity of Innellan from housing development on the site.
The site slopes upwards to the north from Wyndham Road, and is elevated above the
houses on the south side of the road. There would therefore be some adverse visual
impact from the south. In addition the site contributes to the landscape setting of the
northern edge of Innellan, and there would be some adverse impact on this landscape
setting as a result.
4. I note that there is screen planting along the southern boundary, but this is quite sparse
and becomes less effective along the eastern part of the site. Owing to the topography, I
also find that the landscape impact would be local in nature, and that views of housing
development on the site would generally be restricted to local views. However, whilst I do
not therefore consider the adverse landscape and visual impact to be a significant impact,
in the context of there being sufficient housing land, there is no basis in terms of this impact
to justify the allocation of the site for housing development.
5. The site is existing agricultural pastureland, and I note that the proposed settlement
boundary is the same as that in the adopted local plan, and runs along the eastern
boundary of the site. Development on the site would therefore constitute an extension of
the existing settlement into the countryside. Housing on the northern side of Wyndham
Road lies to the east of the access to the Innellan Forest, and this housing is separated
from the subject site by woodland surrounding the entrance to Innellan Forest. So even
though this woodland is included in the settlement boundary, housing on the subject site
6
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would appear isolated from the remainder of the settlement to the north of Wyndham Road.
I therefore find that the existing settlement boundary is logical, and that the creation of a
new settlement boundary would not be as defensible as the existing boundary which is
formed by Wyndham Road.
6. I note that at the hearing held to examine the proposed housing site before the
adoption of the existing local plan, evidence was led from the council’s Roads and Amenity
Service Manager that the geometry of the local road network was inadequate to
accommodate the number of vehicle movements which houses on the site could be
expected to generate. This would be a fairly large housing site, which appears to have
capacity for around 50 houses, and I find that additional vehicular traffic would be likely to
be substantial. It appears that there is sufficient scope to provide an appropriate access to
the site, but the approach road is likely to be Newton Road, which at its junction with
Wyndham Road is steep and contains a sharp bend. I find that significant improvement
would be required to this junction.
7. I conclude, in the context of sufficient housing land having already been allocated in the
proposed plan, that there is no overriding justification for the allocation of this site as well.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS002A

Housing Land - Sandbank

Development plan
reference:

H1001 - Sandbank

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Donald Ross (01189)
David Honer (01695)
John & Catherine Laughlan (01714)
Alexander Williams (01851)
Graeme Lawrence (02021)
Sandbank Community Council (02073)
T Hutchinson (02004)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
H1001 - Donald Ross (01189); H1001 - David Honer (01695); H1001 - John & Catherine
Laughlan (01714); H1001 - Alexander Williams (01851); H1001 - Graeme Lawrence
(02021); H1001 - Sandbank Community Council (02073); H1001 - T Hutchinson (02004);
Donald Ross (01189); David Honer (01695); John & Catherine Laughlan (01714);
Alexander Williams (01851); T Hutchinson (02004)
The existing housing development adjacent to the proposed housing allocation H1001
already suffers from surface water flooding from the surrounding hill land and the proposed
housing development would exacerbate this flooding.
John & Catherine Laughlan (01714); Graeme Lawrence (02021) - The existing housing
development adjacent to the proposed housing allocation H1001 has a substandard foul
drainage system that could not accommodate additional foul drainage from the proposed
housing allocation H1001.
Graeme Lawrence (02021) - The proposed housing allocation H1001 would result in the
loss of views from existing property adjacent to the site.
T Hutchinson (02004) - The Council should identify brownfield land for housing rather than
greenfield sites. (02004)
Sandbank Community Council (02073) - Concern that the Council has agreed that the site
will contain 58 houses without consultation with the local community.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
H1001 - Donald Ross (01189); H1001 - David Honer (01695); H1001 - John & Catherine
Laughlan (01714); H1001 - Alexander Williams (01851); H1001 - Graeme Lawrence
(02021); H1001 - Sandbank Community Council (02073); H1001 - T Hutchinson (02004)
Donald Ross (01189); David Honer (01695); John & Catherine Laughlan (01714);
Alexander Williams (01851)
A guarantee that the proposed housing development would not impact the existing
drainage and sewerage systems of the existing housing on adjacent land.
David Honer (01695) - The cost of new drainage works to be borne entirely by the
developer.
Graeme Lawrence (02021) - Remove the proposed housing allocation to a more suitable
location.
Sandbank Community Council (02073) - Provide an answer as to why the proposed
housing allocation has been identified for 58 houses.
T Hutchinson (02004) - Use brown field sites instead of agricultural land.
Graeme Lawrence (02021) - The proposed development of this site with 58 dwelling
houses would spoil the open views currently enjoyed from existing properties.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD106)
It is the Council’s view that the development of the housing allocation (Core doc ref:
CD012) would provide an opportunity to rectify the surface water drainage (flooding) that
currently occurs on the existing housing site by removing the surface water run-off that
emanates from the open fields that the allocation would develop. It is conceded that the
existing housing may have a sub-standard foul drainage system. However, for that very
reason it would be very difficult for the developer of the housing allocation to argue that it
should be drained to the existing system in that development.
The drainage infrastructure, including both foul and surface water drainage arrangements
would be required to be considered and approved as part of any subsequent planning
applications for the development of the proposed allocation. In addition the Council would
propose to include a requirement for the submission of a full drainage impact assessment
as a component part of any planning applications for the development of the allocation to
ensure that these matters are fully and properly considered. This is a addressed in the
mini-brief for the allocation contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014.(Core doc ref:
CD030)
The costs associated with the development of the allocation including drainage works
would, as is normally the case, be the responsibility of the developer.
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There are no suitable alternative brownfield sites for such a housing development.
The site is shown as being suitable for 58 dwelling houses as a notional guide for density.
This will of course be subject to adequate access, servicing arrangements, landscaping
etc. The suggested density of housing has been increased across all allocations in the
proposed Local Development Plan to allow more flexibility for developers to bring forward
economically viable schemes. Indeed, the suggested density is not dissimilar to the density
found in the adjacent housing development of Sandhaven. The local community will of
course have further opportunities to engage with the planning authority on the details of
any proposals when a planning application(s) is submitted.
The loss of views from existing properties is not a material planning consideration.
The Council recommends no modification of the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans to allocate effective sites in
the plan period to meet the housing land requirement in full. However, I refer to the
findings within Issue 400 to the effect that whilst the scale of the housing land allocations in
the plan is appropriate and sufficient to meet the need identified, this would not prevent the
deletion or modification of particular sites where it is found that such sites would not be
appropriate. This essentially relates to the environmental impact or the available
infrastructure in relation to the allocated sites.
2. The majority of the representations express concern about the inadequate system for
surface water and foul drainage from the housing estate to the south of the site, and the
associated increase in flooding that would be caused by housing development on the site.
It would not be appropriate to specify or provide guarantees relating to the drainage
arrangements. That is not the purpose of the local development plan. However, there has
to be a reasonable prospect that any drainage or flooding constraints can be sufficiently
addressed at the development management stage, for the site to be considered effective,
and to justify its allocation for housing in the local development plan.
3. I note the council’s response that the development of this housing site provides an
opportunity to rectify the surface water flooding that occurs within the existing housing by
removing the surface water run-off that emanates from the open field. Foul drainage would
also require to be properly addressed. I also note that within the draft action programme
there is a requirement for a full drainage impact assessment at the development
management stage. In my view, this is sufficient, because no planning permission would
then be given without these matters being properly resolved.
4. There are also however concerns relating to the principle of designating the site for
housing. Paragraph 1.6.2 of the local development plan states that preference will be
given to the use of brownfield land. This accords with the provisions of paragraph 40 of
Scottish Planning Policy. However, the council has indicated that there are no suitable
alternative brownfield sites in this case. Whilst the development of the site would cause the
loss of agricultural land, I have no evidence that this would in the circumstances outweigh
the contribution that the development of the site would make to the housing land supply.
5. The site would constitute an extension of the existing built up area into the countryside,
but I find that this would have a local and limited impact on the landscape setting of
Sandbank and the visual amenity of the area. Whilst it would affect the outlook from
10
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existing housing to some extent, any adverse effect on the visual amenity of the area would
not in the circumstances be significant. There is an area of land to the north of the site, up
to the B838, which already contains several mature trees, and these could be
supplemented by further planting if this is considered necessary.
6. Furthermore, I find that any adverse impact on the residential amenity of existing
housing could be reduced to a minimum through an appropriate layout and landscaping of
the site. New housing could be set back from existing housing and screened to ensure that
there is no significant adverse effect on privacy through the overlooking of habitable rooms
and gardens. This could be ensured through the development management process.
7. However, an appropriate density of development is required, and some concern has
been expressed over the indicative capacity of the site for 58 houses identified in Schedule
8.1 of the local development plan. Furthermore, the density of development is stated in the
draft action programme to be 29 dwellings per hectare, which is a fairly high density for the
edge of a small settlement. However, from my site inspection, I find that such housing
would be likely to be compatible with the character of the existing housing to the south,
subject to an appropriate layout and sufficient landscaping, particularly along the
boundaries of the site. The figure is in any event only indicative, and the actual number of
houses would depend upon a detailed assessment of any specific development proposals.
I therefore find that the indicative capacity is reasonable in the circumstances.
8. In overall terms, I conclude that the designation of the site for housing as proposed
within the local development plan is appropriate, and that the required drainage
infrastructure, and the protection of visual and residential amenity, can in this context be
properly secured through the development management process.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.

11
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IS002B

Housing Land - Sandbank

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 2/13 - Sandbank - Broxwood

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Brian Close (01712)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector stated the following:
H-AL 2/13 - Brian Close (01712) - There is no indication whether the proposed
development of 40 dwelling houses would be for social/private occupation.
There is an existing site layout for this allocation and it is difficult to see how it could
accommodate the additional numbers of units that are now suggested.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
H-AL 2/13 - Brian Close (01712) - The site should only accommodate the 17 dwelling
houses previously approved.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD107)
Planning permission for 17 detached dwelling houses on this housing allocation was
approved in 2005 and has subsequently expired and the approved development has not
commenced. (Production Refs: PD022 and PD023)
The density on this allocation has, in line with all other housing allocations in the proposed
Local Development Plan, been increased to allow developers more flexibility to encourage
development to be brought forward.
The increased density of the site as proposed is also in line with the findings of the Main
Issues Report (MIR) (Core doc ref: CD013) which received public support for increasing
density on appropriate sites in order to deliver greater economies of scale.
The density of any development will of course be determined by other factors including
adequate access, servicing, landscaping etc. However the Council considers that the
density could be increased by a combination of reducing the size of the housing units and
12
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their curtilages and/or providing some flatted properties as a component of the
development. Given that the previous consent for 17 dwelling houses has now lapsed, any
applications submitted either to renew the previous consent or for a materially different
scheme would allow the local community to make comments on any such proposals that
were brought forward to the planning authority.
The question of occupancy of the housing is not relevant to the planning assessment of the
development of this site. In addition it should be noted that there is no requirement in the
proposed LDP for the provision of affordable housing as a component of the development.
The Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans to allocate effective sites in
the plan period to meet the housing land requirement in full. However, I refer to the
findings within Issue 400 to the effect that whilst the scale of the housing land allocations in
the plan is appropriate and sufficient to meet the need identified, this would not prevent the
deletion or modification of particular sites where it is found that such sites would not be
appropriate. This essentially relates to the environmental impact or the available
infrastructure in relation to the allocated sites.
2. The representation relating to this allocated housing site is not about the principle of its
allocation for housing development, but rather the indicative capacity of the site. However,
as stated in paragraph 2.10.1 of the local development plan, the indicative capacity of each
site is essentially for the purpose of ensuring that the allocations (in overall terms) are
sufficient to provide an effective land supply. The actual number of houses built on any
particular site could differ from the indicative capacity, following a more detailed
assessment of a specific housing development proposal. I also refer to the findings in
Issue 400 that the use of higher housing density assumptions on allocated sites (from that
in the existing adopted local plan) is generally appropriate.
3. I recognise that there was general support through the main issues report for increasing
density on appropriate sites. In the main issues report this was based upon a general
increase in the range of units for low, medium and high density housing, although the
council has accepted that such should not be at the expense of townscape character and
good design. In any event, I find that the indicative capacity should still be based on a
reasonable assessment of the number of houses that is likely to be acceptable in the
circumstances of the case. I note that there is no requirement for affordable housing on
this site.
4. I note that planning permission was granted for the erection of 17 dwellings on the site
in 2005, but that this permission has now expired. In addition, the site is allocated for
housing in the existing adopted local plan with an indicative capacity for 20 houses, so the
proposed local development plan doubles the original indicative capacity. However, I also
note that the proposed houses in the original planning permission were mostly quite large
detached houses, and I therefore find that a larger number of smaller houses may not
significantly increase the amount of built development from what was originally proposed.
5. I also note that the site constitutes a gap in the existing built form of Sandbank, and has
a good landscape framework. Furthermore, I find that the character and residential
amenity of adjacent housing would not necessarily be adversely affected by a larger
13
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number of smaller semi-detached or terraced houses. In addition, there appear to be no
major physical constraints to the development of the site for housing, including vehicular
access, and there is no evidence of any other significant infrastructure constraints.
6. In overall terms, I conclude that there is no evidence to suggest that the proposed
indicative capacity could not be reasonably achieved in either environmental or
infrastructure terms, and that it is therefore in the circumstances appropriate. It would then
be a matter for the development management process to determine the actual number of
dwellings on the site, following a more detailed assessment of an individual development
proposal.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS003

Housing Land - Dunoon

Development plan
reference:

S006 - Victoria Road, Dunoon

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Eliot Peterson (00183)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector stated the following:
S006 - Eliot Peterson (00183) - The area outlined on the attached map (Production ref:
PD020) has not been included in the proposed Local Development Plan. The site would
allow for sympathetic private housing development and continue the existing pattern of
development on adjacent land within Hunter’s Quay.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
Eliot Peterson (00183) - S006 - To include the site as a development site in the proposed
LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref:PD020)
Permission in principle for the erection of three dwellinghouses on this site was previously
refused in 2008. (Production ref: PD024) In addition an application to remove some forty
trees from within the TPO that covers the site was also previously refused in 2008.
(Production ref: PD025)
There has been no material change in circumstances since the decision was taken to
refuse these applications and therefore the Council has not considered the inclusion of this
site in the proposed Local Development Plan.
The Council does not therefore support a modification of the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This representation seeks the inclusion of the site in the local development plan, to
enable its development for housing. I take the proposed development of the site for
housing from the planning history of the site that is set out in the submissions. However,
there is no indication within the representation as to how this should be achieved, nor has
15
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the council indicated how this representation has been considered in the context of
Proposals 1, 2 and 3.
2. This small site could not deliver a significant number of houses, and I find that it would
not be appropriate in the circumstances to allocate the site for housing under Proposal 2.
Whilst a potential development area may be considered under Proposal 3, given the size of
the site its development would be more in the character of windfall development as referred
to in paragraph 2.12.1 of the local development plan.
3. I therefore consider that the most appropriate course of action is to consider the site in
the context of Proposal 1, and in that context the key issue is whether or not the site should
be included within the settlement boundary as part of the settlement zone, resulting in a
policy framework more sympathetic to the development of the site for housing.
4. In determining the above, I consider that it is necessary to assess whether the site is
more related to the built up area of the northern edge of Dunoon, or the surrounding
countryside, and the associated environmental impact of development on the site. This is
just with respect to the principle of developing the site for housing, because it would be a
matter for the development management process to undertake a more detailed
assessment of any specific development proposal. In this context, I note that planning
permission in principle for 3 houses was refused in 2008, together with an application to fell
40 trees on the site to facilitate the development, the reason for this being the resulting
environmental impact.
5. The site appears to contain a disused quarry, but it is now a woodland area with a
significant number of mature trees, which are the subject of a tree preservation order. The
mature trees on the site contribute to the character and visual amenity of the area to a
significant extent, complementing the traditional housing to the south and east of the site.
The site is at the edge of the built up area, and the woodland continues to the north and
west of the site, extending into the surrounding countryside. There does not appear to be
any definitive physical boundary to the north and west of the site.
6. I recognise that the environmental impact from the development of the site would be
local in nature, with a woodland backdrop still being retained through the woodland which
continues to the north and west. The site is not a designated nature conservation site, and
any concerns relating to protected species would be properly addressed through the
development management process. However, the site is in my view more related to the
surrounding countryside than the built up area, and as a result any new housing
development there would be likely to have some adverse effect on the landscape setting of
the northern edge of Dunoon, and on the character and amenity of the existing residential
area.
7. On balance, I therefore conclude that there is insufficient evidence to justify the
inclusion of this site within the settlement boundary as part of the settlement zone.
Following on from this, and with reference to my findings above about the potential
designation of the site for housing, I conclude that there is no basis to include the site as a
housing allocation or as a potential development area in the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS004

Business and Industrial Land - Ardyne

PDA 2/43 - Ardyne
Reporter:
AFA 2/3 - Ardyne
Lance Guilford
MAST 1/1 - Ardyne
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Turley Associates (01909)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector stated the following:
Turley Associates (01909) - PDA 2/43; Turley Associates (01909) - AFA 2/3; Turley
Associates (01909) - MAST 1/1 - The Area for Action, Strategic Masterplan Area and
Potential Development Area designations covering the Ardyne site are supported.
However in the interests of maximising the development potential of the site, and although
already identified as suitable for business and marine uses, a specific reference to
‘aquaculture and associated industrial and research activity’ is sought.
The inclusion of the additional wording would be consistent with the established fish
farming activity in the wider area, and would complement the other suggested uses at the
site, particularly the potential business space and marine uses.
Given the potential opportunities already identified, including Ardyne, and the importance
and growth potential of aquaculture in the area, specific references to mixed use
development and aquaculture should be included at Section 2.2 - Bute and Cowal.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
Turley Associates (01909) - PDA 2/43; Turley Associates (01909) - AFA 2/3; Turley
Associates (01909) - MAST 1/1
Chapter 2
2.2.1 - (additional text)
The Island of Bute, together with the peninsular community of Cowal, are both facing
numerous challenges given their falling population levels and fragile economies. It is
important therefore that the LDP capitalises on existing and new opportunities to assist
further town centre regeneration, to create sustainable economic growth in areas of
strength such as tourism (and aquaculture and associated industrial and research activity)
17
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and better connectivity to the Glasgow conurbation and beyond."
2.2.2 (second bullet) - (additional text)
“A competitive place, better connected to the global economy with thriving local rural
communities that provide an incentive for businesses to locate to, particularly major new
(mixed use) and tourism developments in places such as Portavadie, Castle Toward and
Ardyne.”
Chapter 8
8.1 – Bute and Cowal - Potential Development Areas
Location: PDA 2/43 – Ardyne - Use: Mixed use - Tourism, housing, business, leisure,
marine, aquaculture related
Strategic Masterplan Areas
Location: MAST 1/1 – Ardyne - Use: Mixed use - Tourism, housing, business, leisure,
marine, aquaculture related
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD108)
The Council would have no objection to the inclusion of the wording as suggested in the
Proposed LDP Written Statement(Core doc ref:CD012), and if the Reporter is so minded
the following text (shown in bold) will be added:
Chapter 2
2.2.1
“The Island of Bute, together with the peninsular community of Cowal, are both facing
numerous challenges given their falling population levels and fragile economies. It is
important therefore that the LDP capitalises on existing and new opportunities to assist
further town centre regeneration, to create sustainable economic growth in areas of
strength such as tourism (and aquaculture and associated industrial and research activity)
and better connectivity to the Glasgow conurbation and beyond."
2.2.2 (second bullet)
“A competitive place, better connected to the global economy with thriving local rural
communities that provide an incentive for businesses to locate to, particularly major new
(mixed use) and tourism developments in places such as Portavadie, Castle Toward and
Ardyne.”
8.1 – Bute and Cowal - Potential Development Areas
PDA 2/43 – Ardyne - Use: Mixed use - Tourism, housing, business, leisure, marine,
(aquaculture) related Strategic Masterplan Areas
18
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MAST 1/1 – Ardyne - Use: Mixed use –
Tourism/Business/Leisure/Housing/Marine/Aquaculture related
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. In the context of the spatial strategy for Bute and Cowal, I note that Ardyne is a tourism
development area, an area for action and a strategic masterplan area. It is also identified
for medium scale housing development. I note that the representation seeks the addition
of aquaculture because fish farming in the wider area is already established. In this
context aquaculture is specifically referred to within key objective D, which is to support the
continued diversification and sustainable growth of the Argyll and Bute economy, with
particular focus on aquaculture (in addition to other specified uses).
2. In the circumstances, it would appear to me that aquaculture is a logical addition to the
other potential uses already identified within the potential development area and
masterplan area. It is also logical to list the same uses under both. I also agree that the
addition of aquaculture and mixed use within paragraphs 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 would be
appropriate in the context of key objective D and Policy LDP STRAT 1 relating to
sustainable development.
3. Aquaculture is also examined in Issue 602, and I refer to the conclusions and
recommendations within that issue which result in a further recommended amendment to
paragraph 2.2.1.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
1. Amending paragraph 2.2.1 as follows:
The Island of Bute, together with the peninsular community of Cowal, are both facing
numerous challenges given their falling population levels and fragile economies. It is
important therefore that the LDP capitalises on existing and new opportunities to assist
further town centre regeneration, to create sustainable economic growth in areas of
strength such as tourism and aquaculture and associated industrial and research activity,
and better connectivity to the Glasgow conurbation and beyond.
2. Amending paragraph 2.2.2 (second bullet) as follows:
A competitive place, better connected to the global economy with thriving local rural
communities that provide an incentive for businesses to locate to, particularly major new
mixed use and tourism developments in places such as Portavadie, Castle Toward and
Ardyne.
3. Amending Schedule 8.1, potential development areas, PDA 2/43 Ardyne to state under
use:
Mixed use – tourism/business/leisure/housing/marine/aquaculture related
4. Amending Schedule 8.1, strategic masterplan areas, MAST 1/1 Ardyne to state under
use:
Mixed use – tourism/business/leisure/housing/marine/aquaculture related
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ISS006

Housing Land - Strachur

S004 - Strachur
PDA1004 - Strachur - Letters Way
PDA1005 - Strachur
Development plan
Reporter:
PDA1006 - Strachur - South East of Manse
Lance Guilford
reference:
Gardens
H-AL 2/14 - Strachur - Creggans
H-AL 2/15 - Strachur - Mid Letters
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Iseabal M Thomson (00948)
A McLachlan (01690)
David Morton (01691)
Euan MacLachlan (01170)
Leslie Earle (01726)
John R Fleming (01740)
Teresa Hunt-Earle (01749)
Thomas S Peebles (01165)
Ralph Michael Peters (02057)
Barbara Watson (02095)
Robert Hawkins & Susan Maple (02108)
Della Veillet (02088)
Strachur & District Community Council (01183)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
S004 - Iseabal M Thomson (00948) - I am totally opposed to the inclusion of the land in the
proposed LDP, and some of the land is in my ownership. The land is not suitable for
development due to the substandard means of access.
There is more than sufficient land available for development and many houses for sale
indicating that there is no demand for additional housing.
PDA1004 - A McLachlan (01690) - There does not appear to be demand for housing in
Strachur at the present which must question the need for further large scale housing
development.
There is no work for young people. The site is used by local people for walking and
watching wildlife, and the existing single track road is unsuitable for additional traffic.
PDA1004 - David Morton (01691); PDA1005 - David Morton (01691); PDA1006 - David
Morton (01691) - The provision of housing sites in Strachur is currently greater than
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demand and the existing sites in the local plan remain undeveloped. There appears to be a
disproportionate provision of housing in Strachur compared to the current level of
population with no discussion about how employment, transport and other services would
be affected.
PDA1004 - Euan MacLachlan (01170) - Support for the identification of Strachur as a Key
Rural Settlement.
Supports the identification of PDA 1004 in the proposed LDP including the moratorium on
the provision of affordable housing.
PDA1004 - Leslie Earle (01726); PDA1005 - Leslie Earle (01726); PDA1006 - Leslie Earle
(01726) - The 2011 census results indicate that the population of Argyll and Bute is falling
which is recognised but contradicted in the proposed LDP which seeks to increase the
amount of development land in Strachur. The housing allocations in the current local plan
are not being progressed.
The 2011 Housing Need Demand Assessment (HNDA) did not use the 2011 census
figures and should be reviewed using the latest data. The HNDA suggests the need for
more housing in Argyll and Bute and by extension, in Strachur yet this is not borne out by
the present economic/social reality.
The housing sites identified in the current local plan remain undeveloped since first
appearing in 2003 and the additional sites identified in the proposed LDP would add a
further 200 houses without any apparent demand.
There is inadequate capacity of the existing sewerage system to cope with the proposed
increase in housing without a significant upgrade.
The water supply is also at capacity and would require expensive upgrading at a time when
public investment is limited.
The issue of access to PDA1004 is not addressed in the proposed LDP, but would not be
practicable from the existing housing site at Letters Way, and access from the public road
would require that it be upgraded from its current status as single carriageway to take into
account the increase in traffic movements.
H-AL 2/14 - John R Fleming (01740) - The site is important for wildlife including red
squirrels and birdlife.
There does not appear to be demand for housing in Strachur at the present which must
question the need for further large scale housing development.
PDA1004 - Teresa Hunt-Earle (01749) - The housing allocations in the current local plan
are not being progressed with little demand for new or second hand properties. The census
indicates a falling population, and with little employment locally, people occupying housing
would have to travel for employment.
The existing public road infrastructure would require to be upgraded, and it is not clear how
access to the PDA is to be formed as the existing access to the adjacent housing is not
suitable. The increase in population suggested by the proposed new housing sites would
have an adverse impact on community character and cohesiveness.
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PDA1004 - Thomas S Peebles (01165) - The 2011 census results indicate that the
population of Argyll and Bute is falling which is recognised but contradicted in the proposed
LDP which seeks to increase the amount of development land in Strachur. The housing
allocations in the current local plan are not being progressed with little demand for new or
second hand properties. The housing sites identified in the proposed LDP together with the
existing local plan allocations would approximately add a further 200 housing units in
Strachur with poor infrastructure, including sewerage and water supply provision. The
access to the PDA looks as though it would be taken from the existing housing site at
Letters Way which would be unacceptable, and the single track public road (A886) would
require upgrading to cope with the increased traffic volumes.
H-AL 2/14 - Ralph Michael Peters (02057) - The site contains a number of species of
wildlife that I understand are protected.
H-AL 2/15 - Barbara Watson (02095) - The housing allocation will affect water abstraction
and wildlife, create light and air pollution, put a strain on road infrastructure, sewerage
infrastructure, telecommunications and local services.
H-AL 2/14 - Robert Hawkins & Susan Maple (02108) - Development of this land will create
noise, pollution and could result in undesirable people occupying the social housing. The
site is occupied by a number of species of unusual wildlife.
H-AL 2/15 - Della Veillet (02088) - I accept the seven new houses that have been
constructed, but object to the proposals for 50 houses as the roads and other local
infrastructure will not support this level of development.
S004 - Strachur and District Community Council (01183) - There is sufficient land available
for development in the current local plan and so no need for the additional sites in the
proposed LDP, nor the identification of the extension to the settlement boundary.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
S004 - Iseabal M Thomson (00948) – None stated.
PDA1004 - A McLachlan (01690) - None.
PDA1004 - David Morton (01691); PDA1005 - David Morton (01691); PDA1006 - David
Morton (01691) - Removal of PDAs 1004, 1005 and 1006 from the proposed LDP.
PDA1004 - Euan MacLachlan (01170) - None.
PDA1004 - Leslie Earle (01726); PDA1005 - Leslie Earle (01726); PDA1006 - Leslie Earle
(01726) - The requirement for additional housing set out in the HNDA is not borne out by
an increase in demand and there would need to be significant improvements made to
sewerage, water and road infrastructure.
H-AL 2/14 - John R Fleming (01740) – None
PDA1004 - Teresa Hunt-Earle (01749) - Creation of more jobs locally. Development of the
housing sites identified in the current local plan before adding more.
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Access to PDA 1004 that avoids either the existing housing at Letters Way or the public
road.
The creation of a village ‘centre’ with bank, art gallery, shops etc.
PDA1004 - Thomas S Peebles (01165) - No access to the PDA to be taken from the
existing housing site, Letters Way, and the existing single track section of the public road
would require to be upgraded.
H-AL 2/14 - Ralph Michael Peters (02057) - The wildlife would have to be absent for a
period of over 24 months before the site should be developed.
H-AL 2/15 - Barbara Watson (02095) - Don’t build 50 houses, plant more trees.
H-AL 2/14 - Robert Hawkins & Susan Maple (02108) - Abandon plans to develop the site.
H-AL 2/15 - Della Veillet (02088) - Restrict development to the seven houses already given
consent.
S004 - Strachur and District Community Council (01183)
Until the services and infrastructure in the village are upgraded we oppose any additional
housing in the area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site locations (Production ref: PD205)
It should be noted that both of the housing allocations H-AL 2/14 and H-AL 2/15 are being
carried forward from the current local plan (Core doc ref: CD017) and there were no
objections raised when the local plan was subject to public consultation.
The substance of the objections that have been raised in respect of the existing housing
allocations and the additional Potential Development Areas, PDA1004, PDA1005 and
PDA1006 (Core doc ref: CD012) can be categorised under the following broad headings:
Impact on Wildlife; Road Access and Services; Housing Need and Demand.
Impact on Wildlife
None of the proposed housing allocations or PDA’s affect local, national or international
sites of wildlife interest. The Council accepts that there may examples of particular species
of flora or fauna present on an intermittent basis on these sites, but in the absence of
formal designations to protect particular species, the Council has no reason to prevent
development occurring at these locations. In any case there is a requirement on
developers to carry out survey work to determine the presence of European Protected
Species (EPS) and this requirement is reflected in the development briefs for each site
contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030).
Road Access and Servicing
The objectors have raised concern over the impact of proposed allocations and PDA’s on
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the existing road infrastructure, sewerage and potable water supply capacities. The
Council has not received any indication from Scottish Water that these development sites
would compromise or require the augmentation of existing water and sewerage
infrastructure. The Council as roads authority has not identified any immediate road
infrastructure constraints in connection with the allocations or PDA’s, it being accepted that
any development proposals being brought forward for these sites would require to meet the
requirements of all other relevant policies in the proposed LDP including roads construction
standards.
Some concern has been expressed that access to the PDA 1004 might be taken from the
existing housing estate known as Letters Way. The brief for the PDA contained in the Draft
Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030), makes it clear that access is not to be
taken from the existing housing estate.
Housing Need and Demand
Much of the substantive objections to the inclusion of PDA1004, PDA1005 and PDA1006
rest on assertions that the Housing Need Demand Assessment (HNDA) (Core doc ref:
CD008) uses census data that is now out of date and that the current housing allocations
are not being developed indicating a lack of demand and that the new PDA’s therefore
represent an over provision of housing sites.
The Council does not dispute that the current approved HNDA is based on the 2001
census data as that was the only census data available at the time the HNDA was
produced and subsequently approved by the Scottish Government. However, it is the
Council’s view that it is overly simplistic to refer to basic population data from the census,
and the fact that the 2011 census indicates an overall fall in population across Argyll and
Bute as an indication that the HNDA findings are fatally flawed as a result.
There are other factors that the HNDA takes into account in terms of outlining housing
need, including changes in household formation where there is now smaller household
formation than in the past representing a net increase in demand for smaller homes
despite a fall in overall population levels. However, the Reporter will also be aware that the
provision of Potential Development Areas do not contribute to the overall housing land
supply calculations unless the PDAs have outstanding planning consents for housing
development as indicated in the Housing Land Audit – March 2013 (Core doc ref: CD009).
As none of the proposed PDA’s that are the subject of these objections have yet been
confirmed and have not therefore been subject to the submission and approval of planning
applications for housing development, they do not count in numerical terms, as
components of the housing supply in the Bute and Cowal housing market area. This would
of course be subject to review when the LDP, Housing land Audit and HNDA are
subsequently reviewed.
The provision of the PDA’s in the proposed LDP sets out where the Council envisages
planned development taking place in Strachur over the period of the LDP and beyond,
taking account of the identification of Strachur as a Key Rural Settlement in the LDP and is
consistent with Key Objective A (Core doc ref: CD012).
Further, there is an expectation in Scottish Planning Policy (Core doc ref: CD007) for
(housing) supply to be available “at all times” and not just when the economy is thriving. It
is also expected to be “generous”.
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Objections have also been raised in connection with the proposal to extend the settlement
boundary of Strachur (Production ref: PD026). The extension to the settlement boundary
was included in the proposed LDP in response to a request from the landowner following
the Future Potential Development Sites consultation. The Council has included this small
area of land without prejudice, and any development potential the land might have would
require to be tested through the submission of a planning application(s). At that stage
matters pertaining to road access would be fully considered together with all other relevant
policies in the LDP.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area including Strachur with a potential to adversely impact on the
economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall
objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA) (Core doc
ref: CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023
is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of
the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set
out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute
contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome
in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing
sites in places where people want to live.
In view of the foregoing the Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. The representations within this issue concern several proposed or potential housing
sites (and a proposed extension to the settlement boundary) in Strachur, which is a small
village to the north of the A815 and to the east of Loch Fyne, together with 2 linear housing
areas along the shoreline north and south of the junction of the A815 with the A886. The
village has a historic core including a church and local facilities. There is traditional
housing within the core of the village and a number of generally more recent housing areas
on the periphery, including the 2 separate linear housing areas along the shoreline of Loch
Fyne. The area along the A886 is a substantial housing area in the context of the overall
size of the village.
2. Two of the sites are housing allocations that are carried forward from the existing
adopted local plan, although the indicative capacity of both sites has been increased.
Development has already commenced on H-AL 2/15. Scottish Planning Policy requires
local development plans to allocate effective sites in the plan period to meet the housing
land requirement in full. However, I refer to the findings within Issue 400 to the effect that
whilst the scale of the housing land allocations in the plan is appropriate and sufficient to
meet the need identified, this would not prevent the deletion or modification of particular
sites where it is found that such sites would not be appropriate. This essentially relates to
the environmental impact or the available infrastructure in relation to the allocated sites.
3. Three of the sites are potential development areas for housing. The potential
development of these sites is not a formal component of the housing land supply, and the
capacity of such sites does not count towards meeting the housing land requirement. The
local development plan states that potential development areas are areas where known
constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is still a relevant consideration,
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to the extent that the development of a site should be feasible in terms of infrastructure
provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that potential development areas are effective.
4. One representation expresses support for the identification of Strachur as a key rural
settlement, but concern is expressed by the community council and others that there is
already sufficient land available for development within the existing adopted local plan and
that there is no need for the identification of further sites, or any extension of the settlement
boundary. Concern is expressed about the environmental consequences (particularly
nature conservation) and inadequate infrastructure and amenities, in particular access and
drainage. The council’s position however is that the projected decline in population is a
threat to the viability of the settlement, and that potential development areas can assist in
contributing to the provision of a generous housing land supply in places where people
want to live.
Proposed housing land allocations
5. There are representations against both of the proposed housing allocations. I note
however that 7 houses have already been granted planning permission with respect to part
of the site of H-AL 2/15. I also note from my site inspection that an access road and
ground engineering works have already commenced on the site. Since these sites have
been carried forward from the existing adopted local plan, the key issue is whether or not
there are any material changes with respect to the development of these sites which would
justify their deletion or modification. In this context, I find that there are no such material
changes since the existing local plan was adopted, with the exception of the proposed
increase in the indicative capacity of the sites. My findings therefore concentrate on this
matter.
6. The environmental concerns essentially relate to nature conservation interests, and
whilst I consider this further with respect to the potential development areas, I find that it is
not a significant matter relating to the proposed increase in the indicative capacity of the
allocated housing sites. However, there would be some infrastructure implications from an
additional 20 houses on H-AL 2/15, and an additional 28 houses on H-AL 2/14. The
addition of 48 houses in total would increase the traffic flow on the local road network and
any access constraints, and would add to the demand on the existing drainage and water
infrastructure.
7. However, I accept the council’s evidence to the extent that no augmentation of the
drainage and water infrastructure would be required for the increased number of houses on
the sites, and that access would need to meet the council’s normal construction standards.
From my site inspection, it appears that vehicular access to both of these sites is possible.
I can see no reason why the increase in the number of houses for H-AL 2/15 would require
an upgrading of the A886, even having noted the restricted width of this road.
8. Furthermore, the number of houses referred to in Schedule 8.1 of the local development
plan is indicative only, and the actual number of houses would depend upon a detailed
assessment of any specific development proposals. I therefore find that the proposed
increase in the indicative capacity of both sites is appropriate in the circumstances.
Potential development areas
9. I understand the concern expressed by the community council and others with respect
to identifying further potential for housing development before the housing land allocations
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have been developed. I recognise that at a medium or medium/high density, the resulting
number of houses on the 3 sites identified could be significant, and I note within the
representations it is suggested that 200 additional houses could result. However, the
actual number of houses is less certain than on the allocated housing sites, depending
upon a detailed assessment of specific proposals through the development management
process.
10. Furthermore, all 3 sites constitute land which is not in productive agricultural or other
use. They generally constitute rough grass and scrub with some trees, and on PDA 1006
there is a hardstanding which appears to be used for the storage of rubble. PDA 1004
would be a logical infill development between housing site H-AL 2/15 and existing housing.
Whilst new development would alter the character of the village to some extent, in overall
terms I find that this would not necessarily be an adverse effect, and that any adverse
effect is likely to be outweighed by the need to stabilise rural depopulation and maintain the
economic viability of the village. The sites do not need to be considered effective, but I find
that there is a reasonable prospect of providing appropriate vehicular access to the sites. I
note that access to PDA 1004 would not be taken from the access already provided to site
H-AL 2/15. The council’s response relating to drainage and water infrastructure applies to
the potential development areas to some extent, but in any event improvements may be
required where necessary through the development management process.
11. There is no evidence to suggest that the amenities in the village would be insufficient to
accommodate the potential development areas for housing in the local development plan.
However, I note that one of the representations refers to the need for the creation of a
village centre with more facilities including a bank, art gallery and shops. I do not consider
that there is evidence to justify the specific designation of sites for such uses, but an
increase in the local population may result in further commercial or tourism development in
the village, which would contribute to its economic viability.
12. The council has not referred to PDA 2/102 adjacent to the new playing field and
pavilion which has recently been completed at the eastern edge of the village. Because
the community council in particular has stated that there should be no additional housing
(until infrastructure is improved), I find that this potential development area also needs to
be taken into account within this issue. However, this is a relatively small area of rough
grass and woodland to which my findings above equally apply. This site is further
considered under Issue 028, in relation to another specific representation.
13. The most significant environmental concern expressed within the representations
relates to the nature conservation value of the sites. Given that the sites appear to have
regenerated naturally, it is likely that they provide a habitat for local species of wildlife.
However, they are not designated nature conservation sites, and the effect on local wildlife
is unlikely to be significantly greater than would occur in the designation of any
unmanaged, naturally regenerated areas for potential development. There does not
appear to be much use of the sites for recreation purposes in association with their
contribution to providing wildlife habitats.
14. Any nature conservation value the sites may have does not in the circumstances
justify their deletion from the local development plan. However, I note that PDA 1004 and
the larger part of PDA 1005 are retained as countryside and this would alter the policy
context applying to the development of these sites. With respect to the possible presence
of European protected species on the sites, I am satisfied that the interests of such wildlife
would be satisfactorily protected by the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations
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1994.
15. There is also a reference to potential overlooking from housing on PDA 1004 within
one of the representations. I recognise that this is an important issue, particularly with
existing housing on 3 sides of this infill site. However, I am satisfied that this matter could
be properly addressed through the development management process, where it would be
a factor in determining the actual number of houses that could be accommodated on the
site.
Proposed extension to the settlement boundary
16. There is a proposed extension to the settlement boundary to the west of Manse
Gardens. This is somewhat unusual in that it is part of a larger field, with no physical
northern boundary. However, the site is not allocated for development; it is simply included
within the settlement boundary which alters the policy context for the consideration of any
development proposal, and any detailed proposal would have to be considered on its
merits, including the provision of a suitable vehicular access to the site.
Overall Conclusions
17. In overall terms, I conclude that it is appropriate to retain both allocated housing sites,
and that in the circumstances, and in the context of the representations made, the increase
in the indicative capacity of the sites is appropriate. I also conclude that all of the potential
development areas are appropriate, and that there is insufficient reason to remove the
proposed extension to the settlement boundary at Manse Gardens.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS007

Development Land - Cairndow - Inverfyne

S012 - Various sites around Loch Fyne
Oyster Complex
Development plan P001 - Bute and Cowal Spatial Diagram
Reporter:
PDA 9/13 - Cairndow - Inverfyne
Lance Guilford
reference:
S010 - Clachan, Cairndow
PDA 9/12 - Cairndow - Oyster Bar
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Ardkinglas Estate (00223)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S012 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); P001 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); PDA 9/13 Ardkinglas Estate (00223); S010 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); PDA 9/12 - Ardkinglas Estate
(00223); PDA 9/12 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The objector seeks further recognition in
the spatial strategy of the Local Development Plan in relation to Cairndow in terms of the
settlements contribution to the economic growth of the area and mentioning specific
businesses. The objector further states that the Council must give commitment to
supporting growth of these businesses including their physical growth and infrastructure
needs together with their spin offs, including ancillary uses and housing.
The Objector required the spatial strategy to be expanded to better recognise the activities
for which Cairndow is renowned in order to meet the criteria set out in the Vision of the
plan.
The Objector contends that where Key Rural Settlements are being encouraged to
maximise their potential and build on their existing strengths it makes no sense not to
provide some flexibility in the building of new homes, particularly affordable homes. The
presence of a planning permission in principle at the head of the loch – 09/00385/OUT and
to include that in the spatial strategy/housing/landscape is a missed opportunity and should
be rectified.
The Objector requests that the Housing Allocations table on page 64 of the LDP written
statement should be amended to include the effective, consented in principle site at
Clachan/Cairndow (09/00385/OUT) for 16 housing units.
In addition, the Objector considers that further small cluster housing allocations should be
identified around the Loch Fyne Oyster complex in order to meet the Vision requirements
of the plan and provide a range and choice of homes in order to allow the economic growth
of this location to be sustained. There is capacity, in particular at two sites: South Clachan
and Cuil Beg to the south of the Oyster Bar complex.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S012 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); P001 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); PDA 9/13 Ardkinglas Estate (00223); S010 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223); PDA 9/12 - Ardkinglas Estate
(00223); PDA 9/12 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The Objector required the spatial strategy
to be expanded to better recognise the activities for which Cairndow is renowned in order
to meet the criteria set out in the Vision of the plan.
The Objector requests that the Housing Allocations table on page 64 of the LDP written
statement should be amended to include the effective, consented in principle site at
Clachan/Cairndow (09/00385/OUT) for 16 housing units.
Small cluster housing allocations should be identified around the Loch Fyne Oyster
complex in order to meet the Vision requirements of the plan and provide a range and
choice of homes in order to allow the economic growth of this location to be sustained.
There is capacity, in particular at two sites: South Clachan and Cuil Beg to the south of the
Oyster Bar complex.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site locations (Production ref: PD204)
The Council considers that the spatial strategy in the Proposed Local Development Plan
does recognise the important contribution that Cairndow can play in the future economic
growth of Argyll and Bute. Cairndow has been identified as a Key Rural Settlement and
Tourist Development Area in the Proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012) and the Council is
also supportive of a Community Plan being undertaken for Cairndow that can address local
issues, constraints and opportunities in greater detail.
Furthermore, the Council contends that it is not the purpose of the LDP spatial strategy to
list, or indeed promote, every successful business in Argyll and Bute or state that their
growth will be unconditionally supported by the Council through the vehicle of the LDP.
While the Council welcomes sustainable new development in this location it must be done
on the basis of complying with all relevant policies and supplementary guidance of the
Local Development Plan when applications are duly submitted.
In terms of housing the Council agrees with the Objector that there needs to be a good
supply of affordable housing and range and choice in the local market in order to aide
further economic growth in the area. In Cairndow, the Council has identified a number of
mixed use PDAs including housing and other windfall opportunities that exist within the
established settlement boundary and in the countryside zones most notably the Rural
Opportunity Areas.
The Council considers that its published Housing Land Audit March 2013 (Core doc ref:
CD009) clearly demonstrates that there are sufficient new sites for housing available to
provide an effective housing supply in each housing market area as required by the
Scottish Government. With regard to Cairndow the Council considers that there is
sufficient flexibility in the spatial strategy for Cairndow in terms of housing supply, including
the provision of affordable housing through the identification of the PDAs and Rural
Opportunity Areas.
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The Council considers that designating the area affected by planning permission
09/00385/OUT (Production refs: PD027 and PD028) for the purposes of building a child
care centre and workshops/business units as a PDA (9/13) is sufficient given that there are
a number of known constraints that have to be overcome before the site can be considered
effective
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Council considers that Cairndow should be retained as a Key Rural
Settlement within the plan and that a Community Plan be implemented.
The Council considers that the identification of PDA 9/16, PDA 9/13 and PDA 9/12 (Core
doc ref: CD012) fully recognises the potential for new development in Cairndow subject to
known constraints being overcome. Consequently the Council rejects the objector’s
argument that they should become Allocations in the LDP Written Statement schedules.
That said, the Council considers, if the Reporter is minded to accept, that a medium scale
housing icon can be added to Cairndow in the Bute and Cowal Spatial Strategy diagram to
reflect the potential for housing growth in Cairndow, subject to known constraints being
overcome.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. Cairndow is a key rural settlement on the eastern shore of Loch Fyne (Proposals Map
number 13), but it also extends to include Inverfyne (Proposals Map number 14) at the
northern end of Loch Fyne, and both are within a tourism development area as shown on
the spatial strategy within the written statement. A further representation from Ardkinglas
Estate relating to the development of Ardkinglas Woodland Garden and House (Issue 030)
is also relevant. I therefore also refer to the findings within Issue 030, and the relationship
of that site to the spatial strategy.
Spatial strategy
2. This representation is however concerned mainly with Inverfyne, and seeks an
expansion of the spatial strategy for Cairndow (including Inverfyne) to refer to the existing
key local businesses, the recognised international brand of the existing visitor attractions,
and a commitment to supporting their sustainable physical growth as well as ancillary uses
and spin-off service sector uses. It is suggested that the spatial strategy should also
specifically refer to the potential development areas identified.
3. It is not the purpose of the spatial strategy to specify individual businesses and provide
for their expansion, but rather to provide an appropriate framework within which individual
development proposals can be positively considered whilst at the same time addressing
any environmental and infrastructure constraints. In my view, the spatial strategy achieves
this through the designation of Cairndow as a key rural settlement and the designation of
the wider area (including Inverfyne) as a tourism development area.
4. Potential development areas identify where specific development opportunities may be
supported through the life of the local development plan, where known constraints can be
overcome. Whilst these should be consistent with the spatial strategy, I do not consider
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that there needs to be a reference to them within the spatial strategy. It would be
inconsistent with the overall approach taken in the local development plan as a whole to
specify them solely for Cairndow or Inverfyne.
Housing allocations
5. I note that planning permission in principle has been granted for 16 houses, 7
commercial units and a child care centre within a small part of PDA 9/13. I also note from
my site inspection that the conifer plantation has been felled in readiness for development.
I have no evidence relating to the effectives of the site, although I have no reason to doubt
its effectiveness within the local development plan period. However, the council has
clearly not included the proposal as part of the housing land supply under LDP PROP 2.
Given that planning permission in principle has now been granted, I consider this proposal
to be windfall development in the context of paragraph 2.12.1 of the local development
plan.
6. I see no benefit in including the site under the proposed housing allocations, and doing
so would not make any difference to the spatial strategy or the promotion of further
development within PDA 9/13. There is equally no benefit to be gained by including the
commercial units or child care facilities under the business and industry and community
facilities allocations in Schedule 8.1. According to the appendix to the decision notice, this
is a small part of the overall site (2 hectares out of 28 hectares), and a masterplan already
appears to have been prepared for the development of PDA 9/13 in the context of the draft
action programme, which is broadly acceptable to the council.
7. Two small sites to the south of the existing oyster bar complex have also been raised
within the representation as potential housing allocations. However, I have no information
relating to the effectiveness of housing development on these sites, and therefore if they
were to be included in the local development plan for housing development, I consider that
a more appropriate designation would be as potential development areas, and I consider
this matter further below.
Potential development areas
8. Two potential development areas have already been identified at Inverfyne. The first of
these contains the existing oyster bar/delicatessen, tree shop and fish farm. This potential
development area therefore already contains significant commercial and tourism
development, and any further development would generally be likely to constitute an
intensification or change of use. However, the site also includes the Clachan Farmhouse,
where there may be some potential for further development. This potential development
area is also identified as a rural opportunity area. In any event, I find that the designation
of PDA 9/12 under LDP PROP 3 for mixed use (business and tourism) is consistent with
the spatial strategy and is therefore appropriate.
9. PDA 9/13 adjoins the oyster bar complex to the north. This site contains an access to
the existing Clachan Power Station and Clachan Quarry (the latter also being the subject of
Issue 010), with a weighbridge and office for the quarry being located adjacent to this
access. There is also an existing sawmill/timber storage yard to the north of the
weighbridge. The site of the proposed housing, commercial units and child care centre is
adjacent to these uses. Otherwise, the site is agricultural pastureland to the south of the
access (between the access and the oyster bar complex), and rough grass/scrub with a
large flooded lagoon to the north of the access. There is also a brewery, bar and shop
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(which is identified as a rural opportunity area) to the east of PDA 9/13. This is a large site
(the majority of which remains uncommitted for development) with significant potential for
commercial, tourism or housing development. I find that the designation of PDA 9/13 for
these uses under LDP PROP 3 is also consistent with the spatial strategy and is therefore
appropriate.
10. The representation however seeks the designation of further potential development
areas, particularly on 2 smaller sites to the south of the oyster bar complex, separated by
an area identified in the plan as a rural opportunity area. These 2 sites generally appear to
comprise agricultural pastureland, and (together with mature trees lining the main road and
isolated houses) they contribute to the landscape setting of the oyster bar complex. Whilst
they do appear to have potential for low density housing development, there would be
some adverse landscape and visual impact from development on approaching the sites of
PDA 9/12 and PDA 9/13 from the south, along the western shore of Loch Fyne.
11. I consider that any further development potential of PDA 9/12, and the significant
development potential of PDA 9/13, should be realised before identifying further land for
potential development, which would have some adverse landscape and visual impact. It
may be the case that at the next review of the local development plan, the matter could be
further examined in the context of the successful implementation (or otherwise) of the
masterplan for the development of PDA 9/13. However, I find that there is insufficient
justification for the identification of further potential development areas at the present time.
The designated potential development areas and rural opportunity areas provide sufficient
opportunities for commercial, tourism and housing development.
12. I note that the representation expresses some concern about the lack of clarity of the
local development plan designations relating to PDA 9/12 (and the rural opportunity areas
to the south) on the proposals maps, because of the small scale of the maps. I understand
this concern, but in my view it is sufficiently clear where the potential development area
and the rural opportunity areas are on the proposals map.
Overall conclusions
13. In overall terms, I conclude that the spatial strategy for Cairndow and Inverfyne is
appropriate, and that there is insufficient justification for the allocation of specific housing
sites, or the designation of additional potential development areas.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS009

Housing Land - Cairndow - Village

Development plan
reference:

S011 - Cairndow Village

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Egerton International Ltd (01848)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector stated the following:
S011 - Egerton International LTD (01848) - The PDA 9/6 in the current Local Plan should
be rolled forward into the proposed LDP. The PDA was subject to two previous planning
applications which were withdrawn pending agreement with Transport Scotland over
junction improvements at both the north and south entrances to the village.
It is still intended to pursue the development of the PDA in time.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
S011 - Egerton International LTD (01848) - Re-instate the PDA 9/6 in the proposed LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD109)
Both of the previous planning applications for the development of PDA 9/6 (Core doc ref:
CD017) were withdrawn, the latter (10/00556/PPP) following a recommendation of refusal
by Transport Scotland due to the impact of the proposed development on traffic
movements affecting both of the existing sub-standard accesses from the village to the
trunk road. (Production refs: PD029; PD030; PD031; PD032)
Given the extent of off-site works that would be required to be undertaken to bring road
junctions up to a suitable standard coupled with a requirement to seek the agreement of
the community to close off the south most access as a through route and that there has
been no substantive efforts made by the landowner to address the access issues since the
previous applications were withdrawn. The Council has decided to withdraw both of the
PDA’s within Cairndow village from the proposed LDP.
The Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This representation concerns a potential development area within the village of
Cairndow which has not been carried forward from the adopted local plan to the proposed
local development plan. PDA 9/6 lies to the east of the existing built up area of the village,
between the village and the A83, which is a trunk road. The site comprises agricultural
pastureland lined by mature trees along its eastern boundary, which screen the site from
the trunk road. The representation seeks the inclusion of PDA 9/6 within Schedule 8.1 of
the local development plan, and the designation of the site on the proposals map.
2. Development within potential development areas is not a formal component of the
housing land supply, and the capacity of such sites does not count towards meeting the
housing land requirement, which is instead met through the allocation of housing sites
under LDP PROP 2. The local development plan states that potential development areas
are areas where known constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is
therefore still a relevant consideration, to the extent that the development of a site should
be feasible in terms of infrastructure provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that
potential development areas are effective in the context of Planning Advice Note 2/2010.
3. I note that the council has generally carried forward allocations and potential
development areas unless there has been a material change in circumstances. The
material change in circumstances in this case relates to the difficulty of providing access to
the trunk road. In addition to being designated as a potential development area, the site
also lies within the settlement zone in the adopted local plan, and I find that this would
remain appropriate if the potential development area is included in the local development
plan.
4. The trunk road effectively bypasses the village, and there is a road loop through the
village with access taken from the trunk road to the north and south of the village. Both of
these accesses are at a very acute angle to the trunk road. I note that a planning
application for the development of 12 housing plots and a community/childcare facility and
shop (with car parking) was withdrawn following a recommendation for refusal on behalf of
Transport Scotland. It was stated that the existing accesses are substandard, and
development would result in increasing the number and type of vehicles entering and
leaving the traffic stream at a point where visibility is restricted, creating interference with
the safety and free flow of traffic on the trunk road, where vehicle speeds are high.
Following my inspection of these accesses, I agree with the position of Transport Scotland
on this matter.
5. I note however that the objection by Transport Scotland may be removed if substantial
works are undertaken to improve the existing junctions. From the evidence available, it
appears that there is little prospect of sufficiently improving the south junction, but that it
may be possible to improve the north junction to an appropriate standard. I note that a
sketch plan has been submitted on behalf of Transport Scotland indicating what would be
required to improve this junction. Improving the north junction and closing off direct access
into the village from the south junction appears to be only feasible way forward to allow a
housing development of the scale envisaged. Transport Scotland’s response was in March
2011, and I note that no further discussion appears to have taken place since the
application was withdrawn, although the prospective developer has indicated that it is still
intended to develop the site in time. In my view, the key determining issue in this case is
whether or not there is a reasonable prospect of development within the period of the local
development plan.
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6. If it was just a question of improving the north junction, there may be, but the potential
closing off of access into the village from the south clearly has implications for the village
as a whole, and extensive consultation would be required. If this process had been
commenced, there also may be a reasonable prospect of development. However, the
position set out on behalf of Transport Scotland is clearly a material change since the
existing local plan was adopted, and in the circumstances I find that the necessary process
to resolve the safe access to the trunk road places significant doubt on the prospect of
development.
7. I would also mention that Circular 6/2013 requires that reporters should only
recommend modifications to a local development plan if the proposed plan is insufficient or
inappropriate. On balance, I conclude that there is not enough evidence in this case to
indicate that the local development plan is inappropriate without the inclusion of this
potential development area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS010

Quarry - Clachan, Cairndow

MIN-AL 9/2 - Cairndow - Clachan Quarry
Development plan D420 - Maximising Our Resources and
Reporter:
Reducing Consumption Together,
Lance Guilford
reference:
Maximising Our Resources Diagram
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Ardkinglas Estate (00223)

Provision of the
development plan Local Development Plan Schedules, Proposals Maps and
to which the issue Maximising our Resources Diagram.
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MIN-AL 9/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that part of this quarry
site extends into the Glen Etive and Glen Fyne Special Protection Area (SPA) and so
requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the plan.
D420 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The objector contends that Clachan, Loch Fyne should
be identified as a hard rock quarry, instead of sand and gravel, on the maximising our
Resources diagram of the Written Statement.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MIN-AL 9/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector requests satisfactory
conclusion of HRA of this plan.
D420 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The objector requests that the annotation requires to be
altered in the Maximising Our Resources diagram to reflect Clachan, Loch Fyne is a hard
rock quarry and not a sand and gravel quarry.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD110)
MIN-AL 9/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The quarry at Clachan is an existing
consented mineral working (Core doc ref: CD012) The matter of its’ boundary extending
into part of an SPA will be dealt with through the HRA of the proposed LDP in consultation
with SNH.
D420 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - In terms of the objection relating to Clachan, Loch Fyne
quarry and its designation as a sand and gravel quarry being changed to hard rock the
Council notes that there are two valid extraction consents for this mineral allocation within
the LDP. One is for sand and gravel and the other is for hard rock. Consequently, and if
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the Reporter is so minded the Council would add the hard rock quarry icon to the
maximising our resources diagram of the Written Statement and altering the appropriate
schedule of the Written Statement to reflect this.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that Clachan Quarry is an existing consented mineral working which is currently
operational. The representation states that this quarry has focused on hard rock extraction
to date, and at my site inspection I noted a lorry containing hard rock aggregate at the
weighbridge. However, I recognise from the council’s response that there are existing
permissions for both hard rock and sand and gravel extraction, and I note that the
representation also states that there is potential for some extraction of sand and gravel in
the future. In view of this, I agree with the council that there should be icons for both on
the maximising our resources diagram within the written statement. In addition, hard rock
should be added to the mineral allocation, MIN-AL 9/2, Cairndow – Clachan Quarry, in
Schedule 8.1.
2. I note that the boundary of the quarry extends into (or is directly adjacent to) 2 special
protection areas. However, given that the allocation in the local development plan relates
to extant permissions for hard rock and sand and gravel, there is no evidence to suggest
that this should not remain in the plan. I recognise that the mineral allocation requires
assessment as part of the habitats regulations appraisal of the local development plan.
However, I am satisfied that the local development plan is compliant with the habitats
regulations appraisal which has been undertaken, and that no modification of MIN-AL 9/2
is required as a result.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
1. Adding an icon for hard rock extraction at Clachan Quarry (in addition to the icon for
sand and gravel) within the maximising our resources diagram on page 57 of the written
statement.
2. Amending schedule 8.1, mineral allocations, MIN-AL 9/2 Cairndow – Clachan Quarry to
state under use: Hard Rock and Sand and Gravel.
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IS011A

Housing Land - Port Bannatyne A

Development plan
reference:

PDA 1/4 - Port Bannatyne - Gortans Road

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kevin Bye (01954)
Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 1/4 - Kevin Bye (01954) - The objector stated “I would like to see how the proposed
development sites are to be accessed. I am not against new houses being built but serious
consideration needs to be given to the access - Gortons road is not capable of taking more
traffic in its current form.”
PDA 1/4 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - The objector stated “I have no objection to PDA
1/4 but would expect that access road, and other services would be improved to support
development here.”
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 1/4 - Kevin Bye (01954) - Plans to show improvements to Gortons Road and its
junction with the High Road/Ardbeg Road plus suitable footpaths for Gortons Road
PDA 1/4 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - None stated
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD089)
PDA 1/4 was identified in the previous Argyll and Bute Local Plan and is being continued
into the Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan as a site at Port Bannatyne – Gortans
Road (Production ref: CD012) with potential for new housing at a low density. Potential
Development Areas (PDAs) have been identified in the plan as sites with potential for
further specified development during the life of the plan subject to known constraints being
addressed. The PDAs have proved very useful in bringing forward development
opportunities in a coordinated fashion through the use of masterplans (required for all
PDAs) that ensure the best use of the land is achieved.
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The PDA mini brief contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030)
associated with PDA 1/4 identifies access as a constraint that will have to be addressed by
an applicant as part of any subsequent planning application, to the agreed standards
required by the Council, in its role as roads authority. The Council considers that on this
basis PDA 1/4 should remain in the plan with no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This potential development area is carried forward from the existing adopted local plan.
The only matter raised within the representations is the provision of infrastructure, and
primarily an appropriate vehicular access to the site. From my site inspection, I note that
access would be taken from Gortans Road. Although the site is raised above the level of
the road, I do not consider that there would be any physical difficulty with the gradients
necessary to provide access to the site.
2. Nevertheless, Gortans Road is only metalled as far as the access to Mountclare
Gardens, just constituting a gravel access track north of that point. It would therefore
require substantial improvement in order to provide the necessary vehicular access to
housing development on the site, which although being referred to in the draft action
programme as low density, is also identified there as having access constraints.
3. However, I do not consider that the upgrading of this access would necessarily present
a major difficulty. It is not the role of the local development plan to provide specifications
for the improvement of the existing access, including its junction with High Road and the
provision of footpaths. I note that the draft action programme refers to a master plan or
comprehensive approach to the development of the site, and I find in the circumstances
that this is an appropriate way forward. One of the representations also refers to the
possibility of taking access to PDA 1/6 from Gortans Road, and this is further examined
within Issue 011B.
4. I also note that the draft action programme identifies a sewerage capacity constraint
with respect to the development of this site. However, I am satisfied that this and other
services would be upgraded as necessary. These would be matters to be addressed
through the development management process. I therefore conclude that this potential
development area remains appropriate, and that no modification to the local development
plan is required.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS011B

Housing Land - Port Bannatyne B

Development plan
reference:

PDA 1/6 - Port Bannatyne - Ardbeg Farm 1

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Capt George & Mrs S M J Hay (01724)
T & V Mulholland (01805)
James McAlister (01850)
Raymond Boyle (00941)
Kevin Bye (01954)
Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926)
Roger Browning (01684)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/6 - Capt George & Mrs S M J Hay (01724) - Concern that the development of PDA
1/6 may have adverse impacts on their own property.
PDA 1/6 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - Concern that the development of PDA 1/6 would
result in the loss of wildlife, overlooking of their property with a loss of light and privacy and
a general increase in traffic together with an increase of flood risk.
Concern also over the development of other PDA’s 1/7 and 1/8 having adverse impacts on
vehicular access and increased traffic volumes.
Development should be steered to vacant and derelict sites before greenfield sites are
considered.
PDA 1/6 - James McAlister (01850) - Fully supports the inclusion of PDA 1/6 in the
proposed LDP.
PDA 1/6 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA1/6 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Concern that
the development of PDA 1/6 would have adverse impacts on the existing vehicular access
and water/sewerage/electrical/telecoms services in the area.
The development of the PDA would impact on the flora and fauna and represent a loss of a
natural play space for children.
PDA 1/6 - Kevin Bye (01954) - Concern over access and increased traffic volumes.
PDA 1/6 – Roger Browning (01684) - There is a copse under threat at PDA 1/6.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/6 - Capt George & Mrs S M J Hay (01724) - Ensure that access to existing
properties is not obstructed.
PDA 1/6 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - None.
PDA 1/6 - James McAlister (01850) - None.
PDA 1/6 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA1/6 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Ensure
water/waste/electrical/telecoms services and access are properly upgraded for all existing
households and that other environmental impacts are fully considered.
PDA 1/6 - Kevin Bye (01954) - Improvements to Gortans Road and footpaths.
PDA 1/6 – Roger Browning (01684) - None.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD090)
The PDA 1/6 is an existing Potential Development Area (PDA) in the current Local Plan,
and is to be rolled forward in the proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
PDAs are not considered to be effective and matters relating to access and servicing would
require to be fully considered and tested through the planning application process. In all
cases the amenity, privacy, standards of pedestrian and vehicular access for existing
residents would be maintained and most probably improved should new development be
approved.
PDAs have been identified in the plan as sites with potential for further specified
development during the life of the plan subject to known constraints being addressed. The
PDAs have proved very useful in bringing forward development opportunities in a
coordinated fashion through the use of masterplans (required for all PDAs) that ensure the
best use of the land is achieved.
The PDA mini brief contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref:CD030)
associated with PDA 1/6 identifies access as a constraint that will have to be addressed by
an applicant as part of any subsequent planning application, to the agreed standards
required by the Council, in its role as roads authority.
There are no local, national or international wildlife sites affected by PDA 1/6. The Council
accepts that development of PDA 1/6 may result in the loss of some vegetation within the
site, however there are no protective designations such as tree preservation orders that
apply and any development proposals would be required to comply with policies SG LDP
ENV 1 and SG LDP ENV 6.
The Council considers that on this basis PDA 1/6 should remain in the plan with no
modifications.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. Development within potential development areas is not a formal component of the
housing land supply, and the capacity of such sites does not count towards meeting the
housing land requirement, which is instead met through the allocation of housing sites
under LDP PROP 2. The local development plan states that potential development areas
are areas where known constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is
therefore still a relevant consideration, to the extent that the development of a site should
be feasible in terms of infrastructure provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that
potential development areas are effective in the context of Planning Advice Note 2/2010.
In the circumstances, it is the environmental impact which is likely to be a more significant
consideration.
Environmental Impact
2. This site is a combination of undulating rough grass, scrub and woodland in the northern
part of the site, and agricultural pastureland in the southern part of the site. The southern
part of the site rises to a high point in the centre of the site, where it is significantly elevated
above the existing houses to the east along Ardmory Road. The site is identified in the
draft action programme for medium density housing. I find that there may be physical
constraints to development in the undulating northern part of the site, but I do not consider
that any loss of existing woodland would have a significant adverse environmental impact.
3. I acknowledge that this part of the site is likely to contain habitats for local species of
wildlife, but since the site is not a designated nature conservation site, I do not consider
that there would be any significant adverse impact on local nature conservation. With
respect to the possible presence of European protected species on the site, I am satisfied
that the interests of such wildlife would be satisfactorily protected by the Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994.
4. The southern part of the site comprises agricultural pastureland which is elevated above
the existing housing to the east. It is unlikely to provide a significant habitat for local
wildlife, and there is no evidence that the loss of agricultural land would be significant in
this case. Although it constitutes a greenfield site, it is relatively small and may generally
be viewed as an appropriate extension to the existing built up area. However, housing
development on the site, at a medium density, would in my view be likely to have some
adverse visual impact. Housing would be prominent in local views, particularly from the
existing housing.
5. I note that the representations express concern about the resulting effect on residential
amenity. However, I find that the adverse visual impact in this case would not in the
circumstances be overbearing, and subject to an appropriate layout and landscaping of the
site, would not result in overlooking (leading to a significant loss of privacy) or loss of light.
An appropriate distance between habitable rooms of existing and proposed new housing
could be ensured through the development management process.
6. I did not see any significant evidence of access into any part of the site (either the
woodland or the agricultural land) for recreational purposes during my site inspection, and
pedestrian access through the northern part of the site is in practice quite difficult owing to
the terrain and the overgrown nature of the site.
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7. In any event, I note that the site is carried forward from the existing adopted local plan,
and the above environmental concerns are likely to be the same now as they were at the
time the existing local plan was adopted, including the designation of PDA 1/6. There is
therefore no significant material change in circumstances, in terms of environmental
impact, justifying the site’s deletion from the local development plan. I would add that an
assessment of the environmental impact of any individual development proposal would be
carried out at the development management stage, before planning permission was
granted.
Infrastructure
8. Concern is expressed within the representations about the effect of additional traffic
from new housing development on Ardmory Road. This includes the cumulative impact
with development on PDA 1/7 and PDA 1/8 as well as this potential development area. It is
also suggested within one of the representations that access may be taken to PDA 1/6
from Gortans Road. However, from the site as designated on the proposals map, it
appears likely that access would be taken from Ardmory Road to the east, along a strip of
land currently providing access to existing garages. Whilst this would clearly require
improvement, it appears from my site inspection to be a feasible point of access.
9. I note that access is identified as a constraint for this site within the draft action
programme. Furthermore, Ardmory Road is reasonably well surfaced, although it is also
quite steep. I find that there is no reason to suggest that it would be unable to cope with
the traffic generated by housing on the 3 potential development areas, even allowing for
the existing parking which occurs. This includes the capacity of the junction of Ardmory
Road with Ardbeg Road. Any required improvement to the existing road network, an
appropriate standard of access to the site, and off street parking for new housing would be
required through the development management process. There may be some disturbance
during the construction of houses on the site, but this would only be for a temporary period.
10. The draft action programme also identifies a sewerage capacity constraint for this site.
Clearly, the existing sewerage system would have to be upgraded as appropriate to make
good any existing deficiencies. Concern is also expressed about the increased risk of
flooding to existing housing resulting from the development of the site. Since the site is
elevated above the existing housing to the east along Ardmory Road, surface water would
need to be properly drained, so that the risk of flooding is not increased. However, I find
that these matters could be appropriately addressed through the development
management process. There is no evidence of any other infrastructure constraints.
Overall conclusions
11. In overall terms, I conclude that carrying forward PDA 1/6 from the existing adopted
local plan into the proposed local development plan is appropriate in the circumstances.
Any adverse environmental impact (which would be subject to appropriate mitigation
through the development management process) is insufficient reason to justify the site’s
deletion from the local development plan, and the required improvements to infrastructure
can be appropriately secured through the development management process.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS011C

Housing Land - Port Bannatyne C

Development plan
reference:

PDA 1/7 - Port Bannatyne - Ardbeg Farm 2

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Roger Browning (01684)
T & V Mulholland (01805)
James McAlister (01850)
Raymond Boyle (00941)
Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/7 - Roger Browning (01684) - Development of the PDA would adversely affect the
value of my property and would have adverse impacts on flora and fauna.
There would be difficulties for contractors getting construction equipment to the site.
PDA 1/7 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - There would be an adverse impact on vehicular
traffic and access.
PDA 1/7 - James McAlister (01850) - Fully support the inclusion of PDA 1/7
PDA 1/7 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA 1/7 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Concern
that the development of PDA 1/7 would have adverse impacts on the existing vehicular
access and water/sewerage/electrical/telecoms services in the area.
The development of the PDA would impact on the flora and fauna and represent a loss of a
natural play space for children.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/7 - Roger Browning (01684) - Do not develop the PDA.
PDA 1/7 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - None.
PDA 1/7 - James McAlister (01850) - None.
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PDA 1/7 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA 1/7 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Ensure
water/waste/electrical/telecoms services and access are properly upgraded for all existing
households and that other environmental impacts are fully considered.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD091)
The PDA 1/7 is an existing Potential Development Area (PDA) in the current local plan, and
is to be rolled forward in the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012). PDAs are not
considered to be effective and matters relating to access and servicing would require to be
fully considered and tested through the planning application process. In all cases the
amenity, privacy, standards of pedestrian and vehicular access for existing residents would
be maintained and possibly improved should new development be approved.
PDAs have been identified in the plan as sites with potential for further specified
development during the life of the plan subject to known constraints being addressed. The
PDAs have proved very useful in bringing forward development opportunities in a
coordinated fashion through the use of masterplans (required for all PDAs) that ensure the
best use of the land is achieved.
The PDA mini brief contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030)
associated with PDA 1/7 identifies access as a constraint that will have to be addressed by
an applicant as part of any subsequent planning application, to the agreed standards
required by the Council, in its role as roads authority.
There are no local, national or international wildlife sites affected by PDA 1/7.
The value of property is not a material planning consideration.
The Council considers that on this basis PDA 1/7 should remain in the plan with no
modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Development within potential development areas is not a formal component of the
housing land supply, and the capacity of such sites does not count towards meeting the
housing land requirement, which is instead met through the allocation of housing sites
under LDP PROP 2. The local development plan states that potential development areas
are areas where known constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is
therefore still a relevant consideration, to the extent that the development of a site should
be feasible in terms of infrastructure provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that
potential development areas are effective in the context of Planning Advice Note 2/2010.
2. The most significant concerns expressed within the representations are about the effect
of additional traffic from new housing development on Ardmory Road. This includes the
cumulative impact with development on PDA 1/6 and PDA 1/8 as well as this potential
development area. I note that access is identified as a constraint for this site within the
draft action programme. Furthermore, Ardmory Road is reasonably well surfaced, although
it is also quite steep. I find that there is no reason to suggest that it would be unable to
cope with the traffic generated by housing on the 3 potential development areas, even
allowing for the existing parking which occurs. This includes the capacity of the junction of
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Ardmory Road with Ardbeg Road. Any required improvement to the existing road network,
an appropriate standard of access to the site, and off street parking for new housing would
be required through the development management process. There may be some
disturbance during the construction of houses on the site, but this would only be for a
temporary period.
3. With respect to other infrastructure, the draft action programme also identifies a
sewerage capacity constraint for this site. Clearly, the existing sewerage system would
have to be upgraded as appropriate to make good any existing deficiencies. However, I
find that this matter could be appropriately secured through the development management
process. There is no evidence of any other infrastructure constraints.
4. The environmental concerns expressed within the representations essentially concern
the loss of woodland habitat for wildlife and the loss of a recreational resource. From my
site inspection, I note that the site is an open area of rough grass and scrub, which appears
to have largely regenerated naturally, with some mature trees along the boundaries of the
site. It is not difficult to obtain pedestrian access into the site from Ardmory Road, but there
was no significant evidence of the use of the site for recreational purposes during my site
inspection. It appears to constitute an area of amenity open space. There is an overgrown
footpath along the site’s northern boundary, but this does not provide access into the site.
5. The nature of the site is such that it is likely to contain habitats for local species of
wildlife, but since the site is not a designated nature conservation site, I do not consider
that there would be any significant adverse impact on local nature conservation. With
respect to the possible presence of European protected species on the site, I am satisfied
that the interests of such wildlife would be satisfactorily protected by the Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994.
6. I note that the site is carried forward from the existing adopted local plan, and the above
environmental concerns are likely to be the same now as they were at the time the existing
local plan was adopted. There is therefore no significant material change in circumstances,
in terms of environmental impact, justifying the site’s deletion from the local development
plan. I would add that an assessment of the environmental impact of any individual
development proposal would be carried out before planning permission is granted.
7. In overall terms, I conclude that carrying forward PDA 1/7 from the existing adopted
local plan into the proposed local development plan is appropriate in the circumstances.
The required improvements to infrastructure and an assessment of the environmental
impact of any individual development proposal can be appropriately addressed through the
development management process. There would be no adverse environmental impact
sufficient to justify the site’s deletion from the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS011D

Housing Land - Port Bannatyne D

Development plan
reference:

PDA 1/8 - Port Bannatyne - Ardbeg Farm 3

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
T & V Mulholland (01805)
James McAlister (01850)
Raymond Boyle (00941)
Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/8 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - There would be an adverse impact on vehicular
traffic and access.
PDA 1/8 - James McAlister (01850) - Fully support the inclusion of PDA 1/8.
PDA 1/8 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA 1/8 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Concern
that the development of PDA 1/8 would have adverse impacts on the existing vehicular
access and water/sewerage/electrical/telecoms services in the area.
The development of the PDA would impact on the flora and fauna and represent a loss of a
natural play space for children.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
PDA 1/8 - T & V Mulholland (01805) - None.
PDA 1/8 - James McAlister (01850) - None.
PDA 1/8 - Raymond Boyle (00941); PDA 1/8 - Reeni Kennedy-Boyle (00926) - Ensure
water/waste/electrical/telecoms services and access are properly upgraded for all existing
households and that other environmental impacts are fully considered.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD092)
The PDA 1/8 is an existing Potential Development Area (PDA) in the current local plan, and
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is to be rolled forward in the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012).
PDA’s are not considered to be effective and matters relating to access and servicing
would be fully considered and tested through the planning application process. In all cases
the amenity, privacy, standards of pedestrian and vehicular access for existing residents
would be maintained and possibly improved should new development be approved.
PDAs have been identified in the plan as sites with potential for further specified
development during the life of the plan subject to known constraints being addressed. The
PDAs have proved very useful in bringing forward development opportunities in a
coordinated fashion through the use of masterplans (required for all PDAs) that ensure the
best use of the land is achieved.
The PDA mini brief contained in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030)
associated with PDA 1/8 identifies access as a constraint that will have to be addressed by
an applicant as part of any subsequent planning application, to the agreed standards
required by the Council, in its role as roads authority.
There are no local, national or international wildlife sites affected by PDA 1/8.
The Council considers that on this basis PDA 1/8 should remain in the plan with no
modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Development within potential development areas is not a formal component of the
housing land supply, and the capacity of such sites does not count towards meeting the
housing land requirement, which is instead met through the allocation of housing sites
under LDP PROP 2. The local development plan states that potential development areas
are areas where known constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is
therefore still a relevant consideration, to the extent that the development of a site should
be feasible in terms of infrastructure provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that
potential development areas are effective in the context of Planning Advice Note 2/2010.
2. The most significant concerns expressed within the representations are about the effect
of additional traffic from new housing development on Ardmory Road. This includes the
cumulative impact with development on PDA 1/6 and PDA 1/7 as well as this potential
development area. I note that access is identified as a constraint for this site within the
draft action programme. Furthermore, Ardmory Road is reasonably well surfaced, although
it is also quite steep. I find that there is no reason to suggest that it would be unable to
cope with the traffic generated by housing on the 3 potential development areas, even
allowing for the existing parking which occurs. This includes the capacity of the junction of
Ardmory Road with Ardbeg Road. Any required improvement to the existing road network,
an appropriate standard of access to the site, and off street parking for new housing would
be required through the development management process. There may be some
disturbance during the construction of houses on the site, but this would only be for a
temporary period.
3. With respect to other infrastructure, the draft action programme also identifies a
sewerage capacity constraint for this site. Clearly, the existing sewerage system would
have to be upgraded as appropriate to make good any existing deficiencies. However, I
find that this matter could be appropriately secured through the development management
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process. There is no evidence of any other infrastructure constraints.
4. The environmental concerns expressed within the representations essentially concern
the loss of habitat for wildlife and the loss of a recreational resource. From my site
inspection, I note that the site contains several dwellings and a farm steading, and I
assume that the potential housing development relates to a paddock to the south of the
farm steading and surrounding agricultural pastureland. Since the site is essentially used
for agricultural purposes, I do not consider that the site has significant potential for
recreational or open space use, other than general access to the countryside.
5. The nature of the site is such that it is It is unlikely to provide a significant habitat for
local wildlife, and I do not therefore consider that there would be any significant adverse
impact on local nature conservation. With respect to the possible presence of European
protected species on the site, I am satisfied that the interests of such wildlife would be
satisfactorily protected by the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994.
6. I note that the site is carried forward from the existing adopted local plan, and the above
environmental concerns are likely to be the same now as they were at the time the existing
local plan was adopted. There is therefore no significant material change, in terms of
environmental impact, justifying the site’s deletion from the local development plan and an
assessment of the environmental impact of any individual development proposal would be
carried out before planning permission is granted.
7. In overall terms, I conclude that carrying forward PDA 1/8 from the existing adopted
local plan into the proposed local development plan is appropriate in the circumstances.
The required improvements to infrastructure and an assessment of the environmental
impact of any individual development proposal can be appropriately addressed through the
development management process.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS012

Retail - Dunoon

S002 - Walkers Garden Centre, Dunoon
Reporter:
PDA 2/5 - Dunoon - Dunloskin
Lance Guilford
PDA 2/6 - Dunoon - Dunloskin
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Walker Home and Garden Centre Ltd (01723)
George Johnstone (01169)
CWP Property Development and Investment (00619)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
S002 - Walker Home and Garden Centre Ltd (01723) - SPP indicates that development
plans should identify a network of retail centres in the form of a hierarchy and the garden
centre site should be identified as such.
PDA 2/5 - George Johnstone (01169) - PDA 2/5 in the proposed LDP is part of a site that
included the Walkers Garden Centre that was granted consent for a retail development
(supermarket) in May 2012.
PDA 2/5 - CWP Property Development and Investment (00619); PDA 2/6 - CWP Property
Development and Investment (00619) - The proposed LDP identifies PDA 2/5 and PDA 2/6
for housing development, but does not reflect the granting of planning consent (ref:
10/00222/PPP) for a supermarket that straddles PDA 2/5 and the adjacent Walkers garden
centre.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
S002 - Walker Home and Garden Centre Ltd (01723) - The garden centre site should be
identified in the proposed LDP as a commercial centre and the role of the premises in the
hierarchy of retail centres in Dunoon.
PDA 2/5 - George Johnstone (01169) - PDA 2/5 and the garden centre should be identified
in the proposed LDP for mixed use - retail and housing.
PDA 2/5 - CWP Property Development and Investment (00619); PDA 2/6 - CWP Property
Development and Investment (00619) - The boundary of PDA 2/5 should be extended to
include the existing garden centre that lies adjacent to reflect the granting of planning
consent for a supermarket development. Further the PDA 2/5 should be identified for
mixed use retail and housing.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The location of the PDA 2/5 and 2/6 together with the Walkers Garden Centre is shown on
the attached plan. (Production ref: PD033)
The application for the supermarket development on part of PDA 2/5 and the garden centre
site was recommended for refusal by planning officers based on current Local Plan
policies. (Production refs: PD034 and PD035) This recommendation was overturned by
elected members and the application was approved on the 31st May 2012.
When the application (ref: 10/00222/PPP) was under consideration by the planning
authority a separate application for a supermarket development on a former gas works site
(Production ref: PD036) was lodged. This application was recommended for approval
based on current Local Plan policies (Production refs: PD037 and PD038). However, this
application was subsequently refused by elected Members. (Production ref: PD039)
Given that the proposed retail development of PDA 2/5 and the adjacent garden centre
does not comply with the current Local Plan as set out in the report 10/00222/PPP it would
not be appropriate to identify this site and PDA 2/5 for mixed use retail/housing
development in the proposed LDP. To do so would in effect solidify a permission in
principle where the retail environment in Dunoon may change. As an example, since the
application for retail use on the PDA 2/5 and the garden centre was approved an
application for the extension of the existing Morrisons supermarket in John Street, Dunoon
by some 782 sqm has been approved. This would have an impact on any future retail
impact assessment of applications for retail development in Dunoon that may be submitted
in respect of those sites that lie outside the town centre/edge of centre as set out in the
proposed LDP.
Further, it is submitted that the requirement to identify a network of retail centres as set out
in paragraph 53 of SPP (Core Doc ref: CD007) does not apply to individual retail outlets
out with the identified shopping centre of a settlement such as Dunoon where there is no
‘heirarchy’ identified in the Local Plan or the proposed LDP.
Accordingly the Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Policy context
Scottish Planning Policy
1. Scottish Planning Policy states in paragraph 60 that the planning system should apply a
town centre first policy when planning for uses which attract significant numbers of people,
including retail and commercial leisure, offices, community and cultural facilities.
Paragraph 61 states that development plans should identify a network of centres and
explain how they can complement each other. The network is likely to include city centres,
town centres, local centres and commercial centres and may be organised as a hierarchy.
Paragraph 63 states that plans should identify as commercial centres those centres which
have a more specific focus on retailing and/or leisure uses, such as shopping centres,
commercial leisure developments, mixed retail and leisure developments, retail parks and
factory outlet centres.
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2. Paragraph 68 states that development plans should adopt a sequential town centre first
approach when planning for uses which generate significant footfall, including retail and
commercial leisure uses, offices, community and cultural facilities. This requires that
locations are considered in the following order of preference; town centres (including city
centres and local centres); edge of town centre; other commercial centres identified in the
development plan; and out-of-centre locations that are, or can be, made easily accessible
by a choice of transport modes.
Local development plan
3. Policy LDP 7 as currently set out in the proposed local development plan is consistent
with Scottish Planning Policy in that it promotes a town centre first policy and adopts a
sequential approach to protect their vitality and viability. The town centre for Dunoon is
designated on the proposals map, together with an edge of centre location to the north of
the town centre. These areas are brought forward from the existing adopted local plan.
There are no representations specifically relating to these areas, and they are therefore not
the subject of this examination. However, they do provide a context for the consideration
of the specific representations relating to this issue.
Designation of commercial centre
4. I note that there are no commercial centres designated on the proposals map for
Dunoon. The council clearly takes the view that there are no existing or proposed
retail/commercial leisure uses that would justify such a designation. The representation on
this matter relates to the existing Walker Home and Garden Centre, which is an existing
retail use, restaurant and petrol filling station on the west side of the A885 within the built
up area of Dunoon. It is adjacent to a fire station and opposite the Cowal Community
Hospital. The representation seeks the inclusion of the site as a commercial centre in the
local development plan, as part of a network of retail centres, in the context of Scottish
Planning Policy.
5. I recognise that this is a significant retail destination, but it is an individual retail use
surrounded by other uses, and I find that this retail use is not of a scale that would justify its
designation as a commercial centre in the context of paragraph 63 of Scottish Planning
Policy. I do not consider that there is any evidence justifying a requirement for a network
of retail centres within Dunoon in the context of paragraph 61.
Retail development on the site of PDA 2/5
6. The remaining representations seek the modification of PDA 2/5, to provide for housing
and retail use, and an extension of the site to include the Walker Home and Garden
Centre. One of the representations also appears to suggest the inclusion of a specific
proposal for mixed use development (housing and retail) in the local development plan.
Currently, PDA 2/5 is identified in Schedule 8.1 of the local development plan as a potential
development area for medium density housing, and this is carried forward from the existing
adopted local plan.
7. I note that planning permission in principle has been granted for a foodstore and
associated development (including a petrol filling station) on the eastern part of the site of
PDA 2/5, and including the site of the existing home and garden centre, through which
access would be taken to the development from the A885. A bridge would be required
across a burn which runs between the home and garden centre and the site of PDA 2/5, as
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there is no access currently into the site of PDA 2/5 from the A885. The site appears to be
mainly agricultural land interspersed with areas of woodland. There is also woodland
immediately to the west of the home and garden centre.
8. A plan submitted with the representations showing the layout of the proposed retail
development also shows housing development within the western part of the site of PDA
2/5, but this is not part of the planning permission granted. I further note from the report to
committee that a separate proposal for 74 houses on the whole of the site of PDA 2/5 was
at that time under consideration by the council, but that this would involve a different
access from the A885 to the north of the home and garden centre. The representations
and the council also refer to PDA 2/6, which is another potential development area for
housing which lies to the north of PDA 2/5. However, I find that this potential development
area is not directly relevant to the content of the representations.
9. It appears to be the case that if PDA 2/5 is not modified in the terms sought within the
representations, and/or the permission in principle granted for the foodstore is not
implemented, the development of PDA 2/5 would simply proceed in a different manner,
including the provision of access to the site.
10. I also note from the evidence on behalf of the council that planning permission in
principle for another proposed foodstore to the west of Hamilton Street has been refused
by the council. This site lies within the area denoted on the proposals map as an edge of
centre location. Both applications appear to have been considered concurrently, were
accompanied by retail impact assessments, and were the subject of a detailed land use
and policy assessment in the respective reports to committee.
11. The application for the proposed foodstore to the west of Hamilton Street was refused
by the council on the grounds that the site was not considered to be a viable retail site for
the people of Dunoon, and therefore did not meet the sequential test set out in the existing
adopted local plan (and therefore by definition Scottish Planning Policy). On the other
hand, planning permission in principle for the proposed foodstore on the site of PDA 2/5
was granted by the council, on the basis that the other proposed foodstore did not meet the
sequential test and therefore this proposed foodstore was now the sequentially preferable
site for Dunoon and so was consistent with policy.
12. I therefore find that the council’s response on this matter is unconvincing. I recognise
that the report to committee argues that the proposed foodstore on the site of PDA 2/5
does not comply with the current adopted local plan. This was however not accepted by
the committee, and the council’s decision to grant planning permission in principle is clearly
based on a reason indicating that in the circumstances the proposal is consistent with
policy. The word policy is used in a general sense, but by definition it must relate to the
development plan and Scottish Planning Policy.
13. I recognise the difficult position in which this has placed the council. There are no
commercial centres identified on the proposals map for Dunoon, and including retail use on
a site outwith both the town centre and the edge of centre designations on the proposals
maps may appear to be anomalous without any explanation for doing so. I also recognise
that the location for retail development should be led by the development plan rather than
development management decisions where possible. But at the same time, I do not
consider that the council can set aside significant development management decisions.
The relevant development management decisions referred to above constitute a significant
material change in the circumstances relating to PDA 2/5 since the existing local plan was
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adopted.
14. Furthermore, whilst potential development areas mainly provide flexibility to assist in
providing a generous housing land supply, they are not exclusively related to housing, and
they are stated to be areas where specific development opportunities may be supported
through the life of the local development plan where known constraints can be overcome.
When planning permission in principle has been granted for such, I find that it would be
appropriate to at least state that it is a development opportunity which may be supported.
In the event that the permission in principle expires, the council still has the opportunity to
review the situation in the light of any change in the retail environment. Some form of
explanation for this would be desirable, but this does not necessarily have to be within the
written statement of the local development plan.
15. I therefore find that the use identified for PDA 2/5 within Schedule 8.1 should be
extended to also include retail use, and that the site of PDA 2/5 should be extended to
include the home and garden centre. An explanation for this, and any qualification about
the council’s support for retail development in the particular circumstances applying, could
be included within the action programme or supplementary guidance, but as these are
outwith the scope of the examination, this is a matter for the council to decide.
16. However, I do not consider that it would be appropriate in the circumstances to include
a specific proposal for mixed housing and retail use in the local development plan. That
would in my view go further than is necessary, and would not be consistent with the
general approach being taken to the policy/proposal framework. LDP PROP 3 is already a
proposal in the local development plan for the potential development areas in general, and
I find that this is in the circumstances both appropriate and sufficient in the context of
circular 6/2013.
Overall Conclusions
17. In overall terms, I conclude that there is no justification for the designation of the
Walker Home and Garden Centre as a commercial centre in the local development plan,
and that there is no requirement for a network of retail centres within Dunoon. However, I
conclude that the use identified for PDA 2/5 within Schedule 8.1 should be extended to
also include retail use, and that the site of PDA 2/5 should be extended to include the
Walker Home and Garden Centre.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
1. Within Schedule 8.1, for PDA 2/5 Dunoon Dunloskin, under use, the deletion of housing
and its replacement by housing/retail.
2. Extending the site of PDA 2/5 as shown on the proposals map to include the Walker
Home and Garden Centre.
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ISS014

Development Land - North Bute

Development plan
reference:

S001 - North Bute Forest Masterplan
PDA1001 - North Bute

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Teresa Lenton (01796)
Bute Community Land Company (01727)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors stated the following:
S001 - Teresa Lenton (01796) - There is no information on the new masterplan for north
Bute given in the proposed LDP.
The north part of Bute lies within the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area and is remote and
unspoilt and should remain undeveloped.
PDA 1001 - Bute Community Land Company (01727) - The masterplan and PDA 1001
identified in the proposed LDP are supported. However, there are proposals for other low
impact development outwith the main area for development, PDA 1001 and this strategy
for low impact development should be adopted in the proposed LDP.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
S001 - Teresa Lenton (01796) - Remove the reference to the masterplan from the
proposed LDP.
PDA1001 - Bute Community Land Company (01727) - None.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD206)
A description of the masterplan (MAST 1/13) should have been included as part of the
Local Development Plan Schedules on page 66 of the proposed LDP Written Statement
(Core doc ref: CD012), but was inadvertently omitted. The description of the Masterplan
should have referred to “community use, leisure and tourism” to reflect the aspirations of
the Bute Community Land Company who plan to undertake the sustainable management
and development of the Bute Forest. The masterplan will provide a planning framework
and strategy for the development of low impact buildings/structures, spaces, infrastructure
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and access within and related to the community and recreational use of the forest.
If the Reporter is so minded, the Council propose to re-instate the missing reference to
Masterplan 1/13 in the schedules as outlined below.
Strategic Masterplan Areas
Ref No.

Location

Use

MAST 1/1

Ardyne

MAST 1/2

Castle Toward

MAST
1/13

North Bute

Mixed use;
Tourism/Business/Leisure/Housing
Mixed Use;
Tourism/Business/Leisure/Housing/
Educational
Mixed use;
Tourism/Leisure/Access/Communit
y Use (Low impact development)

In addition, the Council considers that the development of the Masterplan 1/13 and the
associated PDA 1001 will help sustain local services, boost economic growth and help to
counter population loss in line with the key themes that have been identified in the
Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (Core doc ref: CD011) and the Key
Objectives of the Local Development Plan principally Key Objectives (B), (C) and (D) (Core
doc ref: CD012).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that the council has inadvertently omitted a reference to the North Bute
Masterplan Area, the intention being to include it in Schedule 8.1. The area of the
masterplan is however shown on the proposals map. I also note the content of the
representation on behalf of the Bute Community Land Company, which supports a
potential development area (PDA 1001), and also low impact development elsewhere in
the forest. The representation also refers to the assessment of PDA 1001 contained within
the environmental report. However, I am not examining the content of the environmental
report, except in so far as this may be relevant in determining whether or not it is
appropriate to include the masterplan area in the local development plan.
2. The other representation seeks the removal of the masterplan area from the local
development plan, on the basis that there is insufficient information to indicate what is
proposed, and that this remote, unspoiled area of Bute should be left largely undeveloped.
I have also noted subsequent correspondence recognising that modest proposals may be
acceptable in the context of the policies for the countryside zone and national scenic area,
but maintaining the position that the vague masterplan area over such a large area of
North Bute is not justified. I have however decided that no further process is required in
relation to this subsequent correspondence.
3. From my own site inspection, I note that this is an area of the highest scenic quality,
justifying its national scenic area status. The Kyles of Bute, the North Bute Coastline, and
the Colintraive coastline combine to provide an exceptional landscape, when viewed from
either coastline, or when viewed from the north along the A8003, where there is a
significant viewpoint over to the Kyles of Bute. There is very little built development along
the North Bute Coastline as far as the ferry to Colintraive, and it is important that the
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qualities of this remote scenic area are retained. There are several rural opportunity areas,
which are development management zones for small scale development in the
countryside. However, for the majority of the area the countryside zone applies (the area
not being identified as sensitive countryside) to small scale development proposals.
4. Potential development area PDA 1001 is assessed in the interim environmental report.
It is not within my remit to make any recommendations to the council with respect to this
assessment, but I find that the approach of the Bute Community Land Company, as set out
within its representation, appears to be a sustainable approach in this context.
5. In addition, North Bute is identified as a tourism development area in the Bute and
Cowal Spatial Strategy, and enhanced vehicle ferry terminals and a community ownership
initiative are also identified within the area. Tourism development within the area would
need to pay due regard to the scenic quality of the area, which is a key element of what
makes the area attractive to visitors. I find that tourism, leisure, access and community
uses would all support the spatial strategy, and that referring to low impact development
would reflect the need to protect the scenic quality of the area.
6. In all development management zones, Policies LDP 3 (rotection and enhancement of
the environment) and LDP 4 (coastal zone) also apply. The designation of North Bute as a
national scenic area and a coastal area is therefore significant. However, it would be
better to plan for appropriate sustainable development rather than to rely on the
assessment of individual development proposals through the development management
process.
7. I therefore conclude that the designation of rural opportunity areas, the inclusion of
North Bute as a tourism development area, and potential development area PDA 1001
justify the designation of the area as a masterplan area. I consider that this is particularly
relevant to the designation of the area as a national scenic area. The masterplan
approach appears to offer the means of securing appropriate sustainable development
whilst at the same time protecting the inherent qualities which define this remote and
nationally important landscape.
8. I finally note that there is a reference within the representation on behalf of the Bute
Community Land Company to masterplan symbols not appearing on the spatial strategy
map, and on the map relating to strengthening our communities. Whilst it may be helpful
for these to be shown, I do not consider that their omission significantly reduces the
sufficiency or the appropriateness of the local developmnet plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
Including MAST 1/13, North Bute for Mixed Use; Tourism/Leisure/Access/Community Use
(Low impact development), in Schedule 8.1.
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ISS015

Extension to Settlement - Colintraive

Development plan
reference:

S003 - Colintraive (Ardare)

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Nicholas Staunton (01736)
Steven Catchpole (01806)
Kenneth Garner (01871)
John Crawford (01970)
Ian Warnock (01787)
Provision of the
development plan
Extension to Settlement Boundary - Colintraive
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S003 - Nicholas Staunton (01736) - The contributor supports the extension of the
settlement boundary and does not consider that it will lead to development pressure
beyond the proposed extended settlement boundary.
S003 - Steven Catchpole (01806) - The objector contends that the land in question was not
previously designated as settlement zone and there has been no reasons given for the
change to settlement, furthermore that the land is covered by a tree preservation order and
this should not be undermined to allow development of the land.
S003 - Kenneth Garner (01871); S003 - Ian Warnock (01787) - The objectors state that it
appears that the extension to the settlement zone has been undertaken to allow the
approval of a planning application and that permitting development at this location would
set an undesirable precedent that could threaten other similar areas in Colintraive.
The objectors contend that the site was subject to a planning application for a
dwellinghouse that the planners recommended be refused then the Local Review Board
considered that the area had capacity for development. The objectors contend that the
proposed Local development Plan should not amend the settlement zone to allow the
development to proceed.
The objectors contend that there has been no notification to the wider community of the
proposed change in the settlement zone designation.
The objectors contend that a Tree Preservation Order covers the site and wider area and
that many of the trees within the new settlement zone would have to be removed to
facilitate the development of the dwellinghouse that is proposed to be built on the site.
The objectors contend that the change in the settlement zoning and the prospect of
development of the site is contrary to the provisions of Section 1.1.2, Policy LDP 3 and
Policy LDP STRAT 1 of the proposed Local Development Plan.
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S003 - John Crawford (01970) - The contributor objects to the proposed extension to the
settlement zone between the properties known as Milton Wood and Ardare and contends
that if developed would degrade and change the nature of the intermittent linear coastal
development pattern.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objectors stated the following:
S003 - Nicholas Staunton (01736) - None.
S003 - Steven Catchpole (01806) - Do not extend the settlement zone, allow development
of the site or the removal of trees.
S003 - Kenneth Garner (01871); S003 - Ian Warnock (01787) - Do not extend the
settlement zone into this wooded area and do not permit development of the site or the
removal of trees.
S003 - John Crawford (01970) - None stated.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD111)
The representations on the proposed LDP relate to a change to the settlement boundary at
Colintraive that was occasioned by the submission of a planning application for the
erection of a single dwellinghouse, formation of a vehicular access and installation of a
septic tank. (Production ref: PD040)
The area of land that is the subject of these representations is currently zoned as
Countryside Around Settlement in the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core doc ref:
CD017). The land is also covered by a Tree Preservation Order (Production refs: PD042
and PD043).
The application was considered by planning officers and recommended for refusal
(Production ref: PD041).
The applicants’ agent subsequently requested that the application and planning officers’
recommendation of refusal be considered by the council’s Local Review Board (LRB)
comprising a small panel of three councillors. The agents submitted an additional planning
statement in support of the review undertaken by the LRB. (Production ref: PD044).
The LRB agreed to defer further consideration of the appeal against the refusal of planning
permission pending the outcome of;
The inclusion of the application site as part of the settlement of Colintraive by extending the
current settlement boundary and;
The outcome of the examination of the proposed LDP by the Scottish Government should
objections be lodged by members of the public in respect of the proposed extension to the
settlement boundary.
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It should be noted that the extension to the existing settlement boundary in the proposed
LDP was instructed by the LRB (Production ref: PD045), and not as a consequence of a
review of the settlement boundary by planning officers.
In view of the instruction by the LRB that the existing settlement boundary be extended in
the proposed LDP, and the recommendation by planning officers that the planning
application be refused. Reporters are now invited to make a determination on the proposed
extension to the settlement boundary as set out in the proposed LDP having regard to the
submitted planning application, the planning officers’ recommendation on this application,
the additional case made to the LRB by the agent acting on behalf of the applicants and
the representations on the extension to the settlement boundary lodged by members of the
public in response to the consultation on the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that the proposed extension to the settlement zone of Colintraive follows a local
review of the refusal of planning permission for a single house on the site. The decision of
the local review body has been deferred pending the outcome of this examination process.
2. I have taken into account all of the matters raised within the representations. However I
should emphasise that this issue is not concerned with an allocation for development under
LDP PROP 2, or a potential development area under LDP PROP 3. I would further
emphasise that the purpose of this examination is not to determine whether planning
permission should be granted for housing development on the site. That is a matter for the
development management process, which in this case is still ongoing. Relevant local
development plan policies would apply to all development proposals, including Policies
LDP STRAT 1 and LDP 3, the latter being relevant to the designation of the national scenic
area.
3. This issue is about how the site fits into the settlement plan in the context of LDP PROP
1. There are only 2 development management zones relevant to the issue, these being
the settlement zone (relating to villages and minor settlements), and the countryside zone.
I have to consider whether or not the settlement zone should be extended (as proposed by
the council) to include the site. The only alternative in the circumstances is to include the
site within the countryside zone around the settlement, as within the existing adopted local
plan.
4. The physical characteristics of the settlement of Colintraive are quite unusual. The
settlement has a dispersed pattern, including small clusters of existing development
(mainly housing) along the shoreline south east of the ferry terminal. These clusters are
designated in the local development plan as part of the settlement zone of Colintraive. In
between these clusters are areas of countryside.
5. In the area of countryside to the south of the site proposed for inclusion within the
settlement zone, there is a row of dispersed houses set within woodland which is the
subject of a tree preservation order. This woodland (and the tree preservation order)
extends over the site, which is effectively a gap within the existing built form, even though
the built form to the north is part of the settlement zone, and the built form to the south is
within the countryside zone.
6. I find however that the site is more related to the dispersed pattern of houses to the
south, particularly since it contains mature trees which are a significant part of the tree
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preservation order. The landscape and visual effects of development on the site would
probably be more appropriately assessed as part of the countryside zone. Furthermore, I
am not aware of any material change in circumstances since the existing local plan (which
includes the site as part of the countryside zone) was adopted. I therefore find that there is
insufficient evidence to justify the inclusion of the site within the settlement zone.
7. Notwithstanding the above, from my site inspection I find that there is little difference
between the built form of the settlement cluster and the northern part of the row of houses
to the south. From the North Bute shoreline, the appearance is of a dispersed row of
houses, set within woodland, extending south east from the cluster and beyond the site.
However, I note that under Policy LDP DM1, in the countryside zone, encouragement will
be given to sustainable, small scale infill or rounding off development, but that there is a
presumption against development that seeks to extend an existing settlement into the
countryside zone.
8. I conclude that in the circumstances it would not be appropriate to extend the settlement
zone to include the site. However, I also note that the development of a site lying within
the countryside zone is not precluded by the terms of the local development plan. It is for
the council to determine whether to grant planning permission for a particular application,
having regard to the relevant provisions of the development plan as well as to any other
material considerations.
9. Matters raised within the representations relating to the need for housing in the area,
the priority given to vacant/derelict land, and whether the site could be used to facilitate a
shoreline trail are in the circumstances not relevant to my consideration of this issue.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
Deleting the site from the settlement zone, and designating the site as countryside zone on
the proposals map for Colintraive.
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ISS019

Extension to Caravan Site - West Cowal

Development plan
reference:

S007 - Castle Lachlan

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Euan MacLachlan (01170)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objectors states the following:
Euan MacLachlan (01170) - S007 - The caravan park and its potential extension is located
within a Rural Area Opportunity zone where there is a general capacity to successfully
absorb small scale development, including development in open countryside, such as
expanding the existing Castle Lachlan Caravan Park.
We further note that this extension was supported as a potential additional site to be
identified in the LDP in July 2012 to reflect representations made on behalf of the owner at
the Main Issues Report Stage. The specific allocation of the site for tourism purposes was
not pursued by the Council due entirely to the flood risk concerns outlined by SEPA in their
consultation response of 20 August 2012.
Whilst the flood risk maps do indicate the area is generally within a 1:200 year flood risk
zone, the owner has not investigated the potential mitigation to ensure that flood risk is not
an issue. We accept therefore, at this time, bearing further investigations that it is
premature to zone the site. However as the principle of development has a policy support,
the Local Plan which would enable development, the Plan therefore can still be supported.
We will be considering SEPA’s comments prior to progressing matters further, especially
the question of mitigation and creating a buffer zone.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Mr Euan MacLachlan (01170) - S007 - None.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The site together with the 1:200 year flood zone is shown on the attached map (Production
ref: PD046)
The Council notes the intention to undertake additional investigations into the potential
flood risk for development at this location.
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Given the potential flood risk, the Council does not propose nor support any alteration to
the proposed Local Development Plan in respect of the extension to the existing caravan
park.
Accordingly the Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. It appears that this site is included within a rural opportunity area in the existing adopted
local plan, but that this area has been reduced to the extent that the majority of the site is
now part of the countryside zone in the proposed local development plan. I also note that
at the main issues report stage consideration was given to the identification of the site for
tourism purposes, but that this was not pursued owing to the risk of flooding which is a
matter requiring further investigation.
2. I conclude that there is no basis to designate this site for tourism development, even as
a potential development area, because there is no indication at this stage that the flooding
constraint could be overcome. Policy LDP DM 1 (E) would still provide a basis for
considering any application for planning permission which is submitted. In the event that
further investigation of the flood risk is carried out, the matter could be reassessed at the
next review of the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS020

Rural Opportunity Area - Colintraive

Development plan
reference:

S008 - Rural Opportunity Area Colintraive

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Teresa Lenton (01796)

Provision of the
development plan
Proposals Maps – Development Management Zones
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objector states the following:
S008 - Teresa Lenton (01796) - There is an area of land adjacent to the property known as
Ardachuidh that previously contained a chicken shed and other outbuildings. The area of
ground would be suitable for the development of a single dwellinghouse and therefore the
ground should have its current designation as a Rural Opportunity Area retained in the
proposed LDP.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
The objector stated the following:
S008 - Teresa Lenton (01796) - The plot of ground should have its current designation as a
Rural Opportunity Area retained in the proposed LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The area of ground referred to is shown on the attached plan. (Production ref: PD047)
The landscape Capacity Study for Bute and Cowal prepared on behalf of the Council by
Gillespies (Core doc ref: CD014, page 30) specifically excludes the area of ground referred
to as suitable for small scale housing development. That is, there is no presumption in
favour of development afforded by the Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) designation, and the
proposed LDP now incorporates these changes with the designation returned to
‘Countryside’.
However, it remains open to the objector to make a case for the proposed development of
a single dwellinghouse based on the proposals satisfying the requirements of Policy LDP
DM1(E) of the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012), which does allow for small scale
development on appropriate infill, rounding-off and redevelopment opportunities.
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The council submits that there is no substantive case for deviating from the
recommendations set out in the Gillespies Landscape Capacity study as it affects this
particular site/locus.
Accordingly, the Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that this site is part of a larger rural opportunity area in the existing adopted local
plan, both north and south of the B866. If there is no material change in circumstances,
such designations would normally be carried forward from the adopted local plan into the
proposed local development plan. The rural opportunity area has however not in this case
been included in the proposed local development plan.
2. The council refers to the landscape capacity study for Bute and Cowal of October 2010,
which was undertaken specifically for the purpose of assessing the capacity of the
landscape to accommodate rural opportunity areas. The intention was to resolve the
potential conflict between such areas and important landscape designations, including
national scenic areas. The former rural opportunity area lies within a national scenic area.
3. The landscape capacity study, on page 30 of the report, assesses Site CB24
Glachavoil, stating that it has limited capacity to absorb development. More specifically, at
Glachavoil to the south of the B866, including the subject site, it is stated that the ability of
the landscape to accommodate development is at capacity, and that woodland areas
should remain intact as they provide a setting for the existing development.
4. In circumstances where a landscape capacity study has been undertaken which
concludes that the landscape is already at capacity, and the given the designation of the
area as a national scenic area, I find that there is insufficient justification for the continued
designation of the rural opportunity area. There is therefore a material change in
circumstances which justifies a change in direction from the adopted local plan. I do
however need to consider whether there would be any justification in designating the
specific site (rather than the larger area identified in the adopted local plan) as a rural
opportunity area.
5. From my site inspection, the site appears to be the former curtilage of a large house
within substantial garden grounds. It generally comprises scrub and woodland, although
there is a small clearing at the entrance to the site. I would not however characterise the
site as brownfield, notwithstanding that there may have been outbuildings on the site. The
settlement pattern in the area is of a dispersed nature, and there is a considerable amount
of local woodland which provides an appropriate landscape setting. Small scale
development on the site would have a limited and very local landscape impact, and would
generally be quite well screened by the woodland in the area.
6. However, I do not consider that there is sufficient evidence to justify the designation of
the specific site as a rural opportunity area. It is a relatively small site, and I conclude that
the appropriate means of considering any development proposal would be through Policy
LDP DM1, with the site designated as part of the countryside zone, which would allow for
small scale development to be considered where this is appropriate infill or rounding off of
development. In this context, Policy LDP 3 would also require consideration of the effect
on the national scenic area.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS021

Housing Land - Glendaruel

Development plan
reference:

S009 - Clachan of Glendaruel

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
George Paton (01776)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S009 - George Paton (01776) - The settlement boundary at the southern end of Clachan of
Glendaruel should be extended to allow for the development of a single dwellinghouse as
previously applied for under application 12/00648/PP which was refused as was the
subsequent appeal to the Council’s Local Review Board.
The site was previously considered suitable for development and planning consent was
previously granted in 1991 for housing on the land.
Council planning officers have more recently offered more positive responses to the
prospect of development of the land.
The settlement boundary at this location has been drawn arbitrarily and is not related to
any specific physical features or natural boundary.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S009 - George Paton (01776) - The settlement boundary should be amended to allow the
development of the land in accordance with the application 12/00648/PP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The site referred to in this representation comprises a narrow strip of land between the
main road (A886) and the access road leading to the village of Glendaruel. (Production ref:
PD048)
The Council previously refuted the premise of this representation when the application
12/00648/PP was refused (Production refs: PD049 and PD050), and the subsequent
appeal to the Local Review Board was also dismissed. (Production ref: PD051)
The Council does not dispute the fact that planning consent for housing on the land was
granted in 1991. However, circumstances change and in the intervening years the land has
become wooded and the development of the land would inevitably see the loss of the
woodland. The Council also takes the view that there are other more suitable areas of land
for development within the existing generous settlement boundary of Clachan of
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Glendaruel, and that to extend the settlement boundary into this relatively narrow strip of
woodland is unnecessary. Notwithstanding comments made by individual planning officers
on the matter of development of the land in question, the fact remains that development
proposals for this land have been submitted in the recent past and the Council has taken
the view that the grant of planning permission in the context of the proposals, the site and
the prevailing planning policies as set out in the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan was
inappropriate.
The Council does not accept that the settlement boundary that is now disputed is arbitrary.
The settlement boundary reflects the fact that there is a live planning consent for the
development of three dwellinghouses within the southmost portion of the settlement area.
(Production refs: PD052, PD053 and PD054). The settlement boundary reflects this
planning consent which was granted following the submission of the proposals by Mr
Paton.
The Council considers that the settlement boundary of Clachan of Glendaruel should not
be extended to the south of its current position and that there is therefore no justification for
a modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This representation seeks a change to the content of Policy LDP DM 1(E) (countryside
zone) by deleting the sentence “there is a presumption against development that seeks to
extend an existing settlement into the countryside zone”. I refer to the findings within Issue
601 on this matter. Retaining this sentence provides an appropriate degree of certainty
over the plan period, and the remainder of this issue therefore examines the appropriate
extent of the settlement zone for Glendaruel in the context of the representation.
2. The focus of this representation is the southern edge of the settlement zone of
Glendaruel. The boundary in the proposed local development plan approximates to the
southern edge of a proposed development for 3 houses granted planning permission on
22 September 2011. A subsequent application for a single dwelling house on land to the
south (within the countryside zone) was refused planning permission (supported by the
local review body) on 29 June 2012, and the representation now seeks the inclusion of this
land within the settlement zone.
3. I note that planning permission was previously granted for development on this land,
and that this planning permission has now expired. I also note the discussions with officers
of the council relating to the proposed inclusion of the additional land within the settlement
zone. However, the council’s position on this matter is now quite clear, and I do not
consider that the discussions referred to are relevant to where the boundary of the
settlement zone should be drawn. In my view, this is in the circumstances dependent upon
an appraisal of the physical characteristics of the site, and what would be the most
appropriate boundary for the settlement in landscape and visual terms.
4. From my site inspection, I am aware that the development for 3 houses has not yet
commenced, but that this will constitute an extension of the existing settlement into an area
of existing woodland. However, this extension is included as part of the settlement zone in
the existing adopted local plan. The existing woodland continues within the land to the
south as far as the junction with the A886. Whilst the exact boundary of the settlement
zone may not be of major significance, I find that the woodland contributes significantly to
the landscape setting of the southern edge of Glendaruel. It is therefore important to retain
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a significant element of this woodland in order to preserve the landscape setting and visual
amenity on approaching the settlement from the south.
5. The boundary of the settlement zone proposed within the local development plan is
logical because this relates to an extant planning permission. The retention of the
remaining woodland would then preserve the landscape setting of the settlement from the
south. Whilst I acknowledge that extending the boundary to include a further single
dwelling would have a limited visual impact, because woodland would still remain to the
south, I find that it is important to avoid possible further incremental extensions of the
settlement zone. In any event, in the context of Circular 6/2013, I find that the plan is
sufficient and appropriate without extending the settlement zone to include the subject site.
I therefore conclude that the settlement zone should not be extended as proposed within
the representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS022

Housing Site Developability - Dunoon

Development plan
reference:

D418 - Developability of Housing Sites

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Councillor Michael Breslin (01490)
Provision of the
development plan
Housing Allocations
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D418 - Councillor Michael Breslin (01490) - Concern that housing allocations such as
those identified in the current local plan such as H-AL 2/19 and H-AL 2/20 are not being
developed due to the burden of having to install roads and drainage infrastructure and are
likely to remain undeveloped for the foreseeable future.
The solution might be to reduce the size of the allocations into small clusters to allow local
builders and self-builders to invest in development and not insist on expensive
infrastructure that is required in large sites.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D418 - Councillor Michael Breslin (01490) - Identify a large number of smaller sites suitable
for self-build or local builders.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD112)
The housing allocations referred to are located in Toward (Core doc ref: CD017). It is not
disputed that new housing development is currently not being progressed in Toward and
indeed elsewhere in Argyll. However, it is contended that there are other factors that are
perhaps more significant than the cost to the developers of providing infrastructure to
support new housing, not least a significant drop in demand for new housing as a
consequence of the ‘credit crunch’, a stagnant economy and an uncertain jobs and
financial environment.
The LDP does not preclude phasing of development on allocations or PDA’s provided that
there is a masterplan for the whole development package. The Council does not agree that
adequate road, drainage and other infrastructure standards should be reduced or
abandoned simply to encourage development to take place. Firstly there is no certainty
that this approach would encourage new house purchases, indeed poorer standards of
infrastructure may further deter new buyers and secondly there would be a negative
cumulative impact of reducing infrastructure standards resulting in increased longer term
burdens on individual householders responsible for maintaining infrastructure that was not
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adopted.
Finally, there are still opportunities for the development of windfall sites for single or small
scale housing in the rural hinterland and within settlements.
On this basis, the Council does not support a modification to the LDP that would reduce
the standards of services or infrastructure required for development sites.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The primary focus of this representation appears to be H-AL 2/19 and H-AL 2/20 in
Toward. However, allocated sites within Dunoon are also referred to, and indeed the
concept advanced within the representation would also apply to other areas in Argyll and
Bute, not just in Bute and Cowal. Any change to the approach to housing development
along the lines suggested in the representation would have implications for the remainder
of Argyll and Bute.
2. I recognise the concern about sites not being developed timeously, which may be as a
result of many diverse factors, and I note that the 2 sites referred to in Toward have been
carried forward from the existing adopted local plan, where they are designated with an
indicative capacity of 15 and 16 units respectively. The indicative capacity has been
increased in the local development plan to 25 and 22 units respectively. This is part of the
council’s general approach to increasing the density of development on suitable sites.
3. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans to allocate effective sites in
the plan period to meet the housing land requirement in full. For the most part this is met
by the housing allocations within the schedules of the written statement, and identified on
the proposals map as such. This is supplemented by potential development areas for
housing and windfall sites. It is important that the sites allocated are appropriate in terms
of their environmental consequences and their effect on the existing infrastructure. This
means generally allocating brownfield sites, or greenfield sites constituting appropriate
extensions to existing built up areas. Larger sites provide economies of scale, and
therefore constitute an important part of the housing land supply.
4. With respect to the infrastructure requirements, it is important that roads, drainage and
other services are improved where necessary in order to accommodate the additional
housing envisaged. In this respect, the council has specific standards which require to be
met, although there may be some flexibility to take account of specific circumstances. The
overall effect on infrastructure is likely to be similar for the same number of houses,
whether these are developed on a single large site, or a large number or cluster of small
sites. There needs to be a choice of housing available, and the council has allocated a
range of sites from 10 units to 100 units within Schedule 8.1. Larger sites may be
developed in phases.
5. In overall terms, I conclude that it would not be appropriate to reduce the size of
housing allocations and search for smaller sites, and that in any event it would not be
acceptable to lower the existing standards for the provision of services. Many of the
representations about housing sites within the local development plan are already
concerned about the impact of development on local infrastructure and services. It may
take time to develop some sites, and not all sites will be completed within the period of the
local development plan. But it is necessary to plan for the required number of houses, and
try to ensure that these are effective in meeting the need identified as far as it is practical to
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do so. It is unlikely that generally reducing the size of allocations would ensure more
houses were developed.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS023

Housing Land - Kames

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 2/10 - Kames - Kames Farm

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
A R Brown (01702)
Mrs M G Brown (01703)
Kate McManus & Garry Coyle (01725)
Chris & Margaret Murray (01779)
Terry & Catriona Perlich (02056)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 2/10 - A R Brown (01702); H-AL 2/10 - Mrs M G Brown (01703) - A housing
development of 39 units is not in keeping with the character of the surrounding area.
There is no indication of the means of access, nor who would be responsible for the
adoption and maintenance of the road.
There is no employment for 39 families in the area.
There is no indication of who would occupy these homes given that many properties in the
area are holiday homes.
There are few local amenities available to sustain such a number of new houses.
The adjacent golf course would be adversely affected by the proximity of the proposed
development.
There would be adverse impacts on flora and fauna in the area.
There are other tourism development areas with housing nearby.
There are many existing properties for sale in the area, indicating that there is no need for
further housing and investment should be directed to improving amenities and employment
opportunities.
The development of this site would spoil views enjoyed by occupants of existing residents
and would reduce property values.
H-AL 2/10 - Kate McManus & Garry Coyle (01725) - Without a requirement to provide
affordable homes as part of the development, it is likely the housing would be expensive or
be second/holiday homes.
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There are currently large numbers of existing properties on the market, suggesting that
there is little demand for new housing.
There are insufficient jobs available locally to support this new housing and the local school
and health facilities would struggle to cope.
The proposal is contrary to the policy provision of the current Local Plan including policies
LP ENV 1, LP ENV 19 and Appendix A.
The proposed development would have an adverse impact on wildlife and the scenic
qualities of the area.
The development would introduce urbanisation into a rural village with street lighting and
tarmac roads.
Access to the proposed site would run close to existing properties and have an adverse
impact on their amenity.
The topography and boggy ground conditions within the site will dissuade developers.
There are many uncompleted developments elsewhere in Cowal suggesting there is no
market for additional housing.
The allocation does not constitute either infill or rounding-off and will alter the boundary of
the settlement and character of the village by introducing suburban type development.
H-AL 2/10 - Chris & Margaret Murray (01779) - Opposed to the development as our holiday
lodge lies within the boundary of the housing allocation, but would not object to the
development of further holiday lodges.
H-AL 2/10 - Terry & Catriona Perlich (02056) - The proposed housing allocation has a
number of existing holiday lodges within its boundary and what impact would the proposed
housing development have on these lodges?
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 2/10 - A R Brown (01702); H-AL 2/10 - Mrs M G Brown (01703) - None.
H-AL 2/10 - Kate McManus & Garry Coyle (01725) - Opposed to the housing allocation.
H-AL 2/10 - Chris & Margaret Murray (01779) - Change the development to holiday lodges.
H-AL 2/10 - Terry & Catriona Perlich (02056) - Object to any changes that will impact on
our property now or in the future.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD113)
This housing allocation is being carried forward from the current Local Plan. (Core doc ref:
CD017)
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The Council disputes the assertion that housing development on this allocation would not
be compatible with the character of the surrounding area which currently comprises both
timber chalets and a variety of designs of modern detached dwellinghouses. Given the
proximity of the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area, it would also be incumbent on the
Council to ensure that the design of buildings within the allocation was of a quality
commensurate with the existing built environment.
There is existing access to the housing allocation, although it is not disputed that the
access would require to be improved as a component part of the development of the
allocation. The allocation is close to existing properties and the council accepts that care
will be required in ensuring that development does not compromise the privacy and
amenity of existing property, but that these are matters that will be addressed through the
planning application process.
Matters concerning the future occupancy of housing or the impact of employment
opportunities locally are in the Council’s view, conjecture. Further, the expectation in
Scottish Planning Policy (Core doc ref: CD007) is for supply to be available at all times and
not just when the economy is thriving. It is also expected to be generous.
The housing allocation does not affect any nature conservation sites or interests and the
council does not therefore consider that the development of the allocation would have any
significant impact on flora and fauna.
Matters pertaining to perceived loss of property values or the views enjoyed from existing
properties are not material planning considerations.
The council notes that some timber chalets have, over time been permitted to encroach
within the boundaries of the housing allocation and that the development of the housing
allocation will require care to ensure that these chalets are properly integrated and that
their privacy and amenity are not compromised. In this respect the council as planning
authority would, if the Reporter is so minded relax the notional density requirement for the
allocation as indicated in the proposed LDP from 39 units to that indicated in the current
local plan of 15 units.
In view of the foregoing, the Council recommends no modification of the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans to allocate effective sites in
the plan period to meet the housing land requirement in full. This includes the requirement
for affordable housing, but there is no evidence to suggest that the suspension of
affordable housing in Bute and Cowal for at least 2 years is not justified, or that the
resulting housing mix on this site would be inappropriate.
2. In any event, I refer to the findings within Issue 400 to the effect that whilst the scale of
the housing land allocations in the plan is appropriate and sufficient to meet the need
identified, this would not prevent the deletion or modification of particular sites where it is
found that such sites would not be appropriate. This essentially relates to the
environmental impact or the available infrastructure in relation to the allocated sites.
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3. This site is allocated for housing within the existing adopted local plan, although the
indicative capacity of the site has been increased from 15 to 39 houses, and I further
address the capacity of the site below. Otherwise, I do not consider that there has been a
significant material change in circumstances since the existing local plan was adopted.
Environmental issues
Landscape and visual impact
4. From my site inspection, this site is elevated above the existing built form of the village
to the east. Although it essentially constitutes infill development between the main built
form of the settlement to the east, the holiday lodges existing within the site and to the
north of the site, and the houses and golf club to the west, it is a prominent site within the
local landscape, and together with the golf course to the south of the site, contributes to the
landscape setting of the existing built up area. However, as the site does not extend
further south than the existing golf club, I find that its development would not have a
significant adverse effect on the visual amenity of the golf course to the south of the site,
for either golfers or walkers.
5. Nevertheless, owing to its local prominence and elevated position, the development of
the site would have some adverse local landscape and visual impact. The site is relatively
close to the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area, and the landscape setting of the
settlement within this coastal area is in general terms an important consideration.
Development on the site would be prominent from the Kyles of Bute. Nevertheless,
housing on the site would appear as a logical extension of the existing built up area, and
an appropriate layout and landscaping of the site would further mitigate the overall visual
impact. I do not in the circumstances consider that any adverse visual impact would be
significant enough to affect the enjoyment of the scenery in this coastal area by tourists.
Character of the village
6. I recognise the village is essentially a small rural community, but I also note that it is
identified (with Tighnabruaich) as a key rural settlement in the spatial strategy. I find that a
relatively modest increase in the housing provision within the settlement would not
adversely affect the character of the existing built up area; indeed it may provide more
cohesiveness within the built up area in the western part of the village. However, I
recognise that it is important to achieve a form of development on the site compatible with
its physical characteristics and the density of development within the surrounding area.
Nature conservation
7. The site has the character of agricultural pastureland, although at the time of my site
inspection it did not appear to be in use. I therefore find that it would provide a limited
habitat for local species of wildlife, and I note that there is no nature conservation
designation affecting the site. I find that there would be no significant adverse impact on
nature conservation or biodiversity interests from the development of the site for housing.
Residential amenity
8. I am satisfied that the residential amenity of existing houses in the area, and the
adjacent holiday lodges, could be maintained by ensuring an appropriate layout of
development on the site, a sufficient distance between habitable rooms, and effective
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landscaping of the site. The amount of traffic generated by housing development on the
site is unlikely to create significant additional disturbance to the existing dwellings (and
holiday lodges) in the area, subject to providing an appropriate vehicular access to the site,
which is further considered below. All of the above could be satisfactorily addressed
through the development management process.
9. I recognise that there are existing holiday lodges within the eastern part of the site, and
to the north of the site. However, it may be that access would be taken from the existing
access to the houses and golf club to the west of the site, rather than through the area in
which the existing holiday lodges are located. In any event, I find that there is no basis to
suggest that mainstream housing would have more effect on the residential amenity of the
existing holiday lodges, than increasing the number of holiday lodges on the site. I
therefore find that there is no evidence to justify restricting the further development of the
site to holiday lodges. There does not appear to be any significant use of this site for
access to the wider countryside.
Infrastructure
Access
10. Vehicular access to the site would have to be provided. The only alternatives appear
to be through the site of the existing holiday lodges, or using the existing access to the
houses and golf club to the west of the site. From my site inspection, the existing roadway
from the B8000 would probably require to be surfaced and otherwise improved as
necessary. There do not appear to me to be any physical difficulties in providing vehicular
access to the site.
Local services
11. There is no evidence of any adverse effect on local services or amenities. Within the
representations it is suggested that there may be insufficient capacity within the local
primary school, and that local health facilities may be considered deficient by prospective
full time residents. However, I find that there is no basis to determine that local services
would not be sufficient for a modest housing development on the site.
Physical constraints
12. I acknowledge that the ground slopes upwards from the existing holiday lodges to the
east. However, following my site inspection, I find that there are no overriding physical
constraints which would be likely to prevent housing development on the site.
Site capacity
13. There is however an issue relating to the indicative capacity of the site. Whilst a
reduction in capacity is not specifically sought within the representations, a view is
expressed that 39 houses would not be appropriate. I tend to agree with this position,
because the existing housing to the west, and the existing holiday lodges in my view
represent a fairly low density of development. I find that a low density of development
would integrate much better with the character of the surrounding area, and would further
mitigate the landscape and visual impact of the proposed housing development.
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14. I find that the indicative capacity as proposed within the existing adopted local plan is
more appropriate, and that in the circumstances this should not be significantly increased.
There may be an opportunity for slightly more than 15 houses, but the stated capacity is
only indicative, and the actual number of houses would depend upon a detailed
assessment of a specific proposal at the development management stage. However, in
the circumstances, I find that rather than set an arbitrary figure slightly in excess of 15
houses, the most appropriate course of action is to carry forward the indicative capacity
from the adopted local plan. I note that the council indicates above that it would be content
with this approach.
Overall conclusions
15. In overall terms, I conclude that the allocation of this site for housing development
remains appropriate, taking into account all of the environmental and infrastructure issues
examined above, but that the indicative capacity of the site should also remain at 15
houses as set out in the existing adopted local plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
Altering the indicative capacity (number of units) for H-AL 2/10 in Schedule 8.1 from 39 to
15.
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ISS024

Housing Land - Tighnabruiach A

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 2/9 - Tighnabruaich

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kilfinan Community Council (02012)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 2/9 - Kilfinnan Community Council (02012) - Concern over the proposed density of
housing on the allocation H-AL 2/9 and consider that the council should reconsider the
number of units that could be accommodated.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 2/9 - Kilfinnan Community Council (02012) - Reassessment of the numbers of
housing units on housing allocation H-AL 2/9.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD114)
H-AL 2/9 was included in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core doc ref: CD017) as an
allocation for housing for 26 units and no objections were received. The capacity of this
site has been revised upwards to 34 in an effort to achieve the requirements of the
Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core doc ref: CD008) for the Bute and Cowal
area with the requirement for a minimum of 25% affordable also being removed for a
period of two years from the date of adoption of the LDP.
The increased density of the site as proposed is also in line with the findings of the Main
Issues Report (MIR) (Core doc ref: CD013) which received public support for increasing
density on appropriate sites in order to deliver greater economies of scale.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area including Tighnabruaich with a potential to adversely impact on the
economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall
objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA) (Core doc
ref: CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023
is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of
the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set
out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute
contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome
in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing
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sites in places where people want to live.
In view of the foregoing, the Council recommends no modification of the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Scottish Planning Policy requires local development plans to allocate effective sites in
the plan period to meet the housing land requirement in full. However, I refer to the
findings within Issue 400 to the effect that whilst the scale of the housing land allocations in
the plan is appropriate and sufficient to meet the need identified, this would not prevent the
deletion or modification of particular sites where it is found that such sites would not be
appropriate. This essentially relates to the environmental impact or the available
infrastructure in relation to the allocated sites.
2. This representation is not about the principle of its allocation for housing development,
but rather the indicative capacity of the site. However, as stated in paragraph 2.10.1 of the
local development plan, the indicative capacity of each site is essentially for the purpose of
ensuring that the allocations (in overall terms) are sufficient to provide an effective land
supply. The actual number of houses on any particular site could differ from the indicative
capacity, following a more detailed assessment of a specific housing development
proposal. I also refer to the findings in Issue 400 that the use of higher housing density
assumptions on allocated sites (from that in the existing adopted local plan) is generally
appropriate.
3. I recognise that the council aims to deliver greater economies of scale and stem
population decline, and that there was general support through the main issues report for
increasing density on appropriate sites. In the main issues report this was based upon a
general increase in the range of units for low, medium and high density housing, although
the council has accepted that such should not be at the expense of townscape character
and good design. In any event, I find that the indicative capacity of each site should still be
based on a reasonable assessment of the number of houses that is likely to be acceptable
in the circumstances of the case, including landscape and townscape impact.
4. I note that this site is allocated for housing in the existing adopted local plan with an
indicative capacity for 26 houses, so the proposed local development plan only marginally
increases the original indicative capacity compared to increases on other sites within the
local development plan. The site is at the edge of the built up area of Tignabruaich, and
PDA 2/101 to the north is identified for a community forest croft project. Housing to the
east of the site is generally of low density. This would tend to suggest that a fairly low
density of housing development on the site may be appropriate. However, there is a
primary school and clinic to the west of the site on the other side of School Road.
5. Following on from my site inspection, I note that the site is generally unused rough
grassland and scrub, with some mature trees, particularly along the boundaries of the site.
Whilst housing development would constitute an extension of the existing settlement, the
site has a good landscape framework, and a well planned and landscaped development
would integrate reasonably well with the existing built up area, and particularly the school
and health facility to the west. This can be ensured through the development management
process. I conclude that an indicative capacity of 34 houses on this site (which would lie
within the medium density range on the new scale) is appropriate in the circumstances, in
the context of the size of the site and its surroundings.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS025

Housing Land - Tighnabruaich B

Development plan
reference:

PDA1002 - Tighnabruaich

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Jim Neill (01746)
A Davidson (01705)
Martin Hewitt (01710)
G C Newton (01720)
Dalhanna Farming Co (00114)
David Stewart (01742)
Susan Potter (01753)
David McKigen (01768)
John Hamilton (01760)
Robert Killow (01812)

Mrs A Downie (01819)
Mary Stephenson (01831)
John Whiston (01833)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
P & J Barclay & J McFarlane (01896)
Dennis Archer (01943)
Kilfinnan Community Council (02012)
Nigel & Johanne Sim (02077)
Paul Frame (01868)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
The objections/comments that have been submitted in respect of PDA 1002 can be
summarised under the following headings:
Access (01896); (01943); (01720); (01746); (01753); (02077)
It is not clear whether access to the PDA is to be taken from the existing unsurfaced track
that is unsuitable and cannot be improved, or from the new road access taken from the
public road (A8003).
Access from the new road would create a scar in the landscape that would be highly visible
from the Kyles of Bute.
The expense of providing a new access would result in the developer seeking a bigger
development than is currently suggested with a greater impact.
Drainage/Services (01943); (01896); (01812); (01831); (01833); (01710); (01720); (01760);
(01705)
Concern that it will not be possible to provide provision for foul drainage arrangements that
would affect properties below the development.
There is no way that development within the PDA could be connected to the public
sewerage system and the provision of a private drainage system would be contrary to
Council policy to permit private drainage systems in areas served by public sewers.
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Currently part of Tighnabruaich discharges raw untreated sewerage directly into the Kyles
of Bute as it is not currently connected to the public sewer and treatment plant. Given that
the Kyles of Bute are classified as Shellfish Waters, the effluent from the development of
the proposed PDA should not be permitted to add to the load of untreated sewerage being
discharged to the Kyles of Bute.
Development of the PDA would increase surface water run-off on to adjacent properties.
There may be insufficient mains water pressure to service the development of this PDA.
Suitability of the Site (01896); (02012); (01742)
The proposed PDA is significantly constrained by virtue of the steep topography and would
require significant engineering works including the provision of the access road to allow
housing development to take place. The site has no distinguishable physical boundaries,
and development would be unrelated to the settlement.
Landscape Impact – effect on designations NSA/APQ/SBEA (01896); (01868); (01812);
(01831); (01833); (01710); (01746); (01753); (01705); (02012); (02077); (01587)
The proposed PDA lies within the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area (NSA), is close to an
Area of Panoramic Quality (APQ) and a Special Built Environment Area (SBEA) and
development would adversely affect the integrity of these designations and undermine their
provision and justification.
Development of the PDA would have an adverse impact on the setting of the village,
particularly when viewed from the sea.
Although the proposed PDA has not been subject to Landscape Capacity Assessment, it is
contended that it could be considered to be an area of ‘high sensitivity’ and therefore
deemed to have limited or no capacity to accommodate development.
Inclusion of the PDA in the proposed LDP will by-pass any proper assessment of the
impact of the development on the NSA.
The PDA cannot be considered to be either rounding-off or infill development.
The PDA is located adjacent to an area of ancient woodland.
Site effectiveness (01896)
The site is constrained and is not a viable, deliverable or effective housing site in terms of
PAN 2/2010 and should not therefore be allocated for development in the LDP.
Precedent (01896); (01760)
Confirmation of this PDA in the proposed LDP would create an undesirable precedent for
further inappropriate and unjustified development within the open countryside and make it
difficult to resist further development of a similar nature leading to significant cumulative
impact.
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Conflict with SPP (01896)
The proposed PDA would be contrary to the provisions of paragraph 137 of the SPP
because it promotes development within the NSA that would affect the integrity and quality
of the NSA and there are no counterbalancing social, environmental or economic benefits
of national importance that could justify the development of the PDA.
Housing need (01831); (01705); (02077); (01819)
As PDA’s do not contribute to the required 5 year housing land supply there is no
justification for its’ inclusion in the proposed LDP.
Due to the likely high cost of developing the PDA, the housing is likely to be expensive and
bought as second homes thereby contributing nothing to the local economy.
There is already sufficient provision of development sites for housing in Tighnabruaich, and
given that the other sites are more readily developed, but remain undeveloped, indicates
that there is no demand for new housing.
The proposed PDA will cumulatively with the other identified sites for housing in
Tighnabruaich, far exceed the maximum number of units (30) stated under the policy SG
LDP HOU 1
Proposed Potential Development Areas (LDP PROP 3) (01833)
The identification of PDA’s in the proposed LDP is contrary to the certainty that is required
of the plan led system.
It is not clear under what circumstances the PDA’s would be released for development?
Contrary to the wording in the proposed LDP, there are no development briefs available for
the PDA’s which would allow the public to make proper assessment of what is being
proposed for each PDA as part of the LDP examination process.
LDP Policies (01833); (01742); (01746)
Policy LDP DM 1 makes it clear that there is a presumption against development that
seeks to extend an existing settlement boundary which is what PDA 1002 does.
Policy LDP 3 seeks to protect, conserve and where possible enhance the built, human and
natural environment with particular emphasis placed on protecting, conserving and
enhancing the established character and local distinctiveness of the landscape and the
established character of the built environment.
Policy LDP 9 requires the design of the development to be compatible with its surroundings
with particular emphasis in sensitive locations such as National Scenic Areas, Areas of
Panoramic Quality and Special Built Environment Areas.
Development of the PDA would also be contrary to many of the policies set out in the
Supplementary Guidance, specifically:
SG LDP ENV 7; SG LDP ENV 12; SG LDP ENV 13; SG LDP ENV 14; SG LDP ENV 17;
SG LDP CST 1; SG LDP TOUR 3; SG LDP HOU 1; SG LDP SERV 1; SG LDP TRAN 4.
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Identification of PDA 1002 is contrary to the provisions of the LDP that identify a protected
coastal zone that includes Tighnabruaich stating:
“Coastal development within the Countryside Zone and Rural Opportunity Areas may be
permitted in certain circumstances, but capacity for development is limited.”
Impact on existing properties (01768); (01833)
Development of the PDA would devalue adjacent properties.
Development of the PDA would adversely affect the amenity of adjacent properties by
virtue of the elevation of the PDA above existing properties and that they would be
overlooked by the new development.
Support for PDA 1002 (00114)
The development of this PDA will provide some affordable housing in line with the
Council’s policy.
Given the topography of the site and the proposal to bring a new access from the public
road (A8003), there would be little impact on existing residents.
It is recognised that the site is located within a National Scenic Area and that design and
landscape issues will be important considerations when a planning application is brought
forward.
Although the site is deemed to be a PDA where there are recognised constraints, it is
submitted that these constraints are resolvable, and discussions have already been
initiated with planning and roads officials from the Council in terms of road access,
woodland, drainage and general layout.
The proposed development is considered to be of medium scale and therefore accords
with the proposed LDP Policy LDP DM 1, and is consistent with SPP (para’s 94 and 95)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA1002 - Jim Neill (01746); PDA1002 - A Davidson (01705); PDA1002 - Martin Hewitt
(01710); PDA1002 - G C Newton (01720); PDA1002 - Dalhanna Farming Co (00114);
PDA1002 - David Stewart (01742); PDA1002 - Susan Potter (01753); PDA1002 - David
McKigen (01768); PDA1002 - John Hamilton (01760); PDA1002 - Robert Killow (01812);
PDA1002 - Mrs A Downie (01819); PDA1002 - Mary Stephenson (01831); PDA1002 - John
Whiston (01833); PDA1002 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587); PDA1002 - P Barclay & J
McFarlane (01896); PDA1002 - Dennis Archer (01943); PDA1002 - Kilfinnan Community
Council (02012); PDA1002 - Nigel & Johanne Sim (02077); PDA1002 - Paul Frame
(01868)
The removal of PDA 1002 from the LDP (01833); (01896); (01943); (01812); (01831);
(01705); (02012); (02077); (01819)
The removal of the Potential Development Areas and the related Policy LDP PROP 3 from
the LDP. (01833)
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Full information given for each PDA and time given for the public to make comment
thereon. (01833)
Policy LDP PROP 3 should be amended to specify when the PDA’s will be released for
development. (01833)
Scale down the proposals. (01868)
Locate PDA’s closer to existing roads and within the settlement. (01753)
Mini development brief for the PDA to require protection for adjacent ancient woodland.
(01587)
Retain PDA 1002 in the LDP.(00114)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD115)
Access
The Council has incorporated this PDA in the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012) based
on the proposals submitted by the landowner during the Future Potential Development
Sites consultation. (Production ref: PD055). The proposals clearly indicate that a new
access is to be taken from the public road (A8003) and not via the substandard unsurfaced track leading up from the village. The existing track is not under the ownership of
the landowner promoting the PDA, and it is unlikely that it could be brought up to an
acceptable standard without both the agreement of others and at significant cost.
The Council considers that the visual impact of the proposed access road can be
minimised by design and the materials used in its construction and is a matter that would
be fully considered when a planning application is submitted to develop the PDA.
The Council does not agree with the assertion that the costs associated with the provision
of access to the PDA would result in further pressure for development either within or
without the PDA. In any case this is a matter that would require to be considered through
the planning process and that such further development would be required to satisfy the
prevailing policies in the development plan at that time. The Council has included PDA
1002 in the proposed LDP on the understanding that it would not automatically lead to
pressure for further development, and the landowner has not given any indication that this
would be the case.
Drainage/Services
The matter of foul and surface water drainage would be considered when a planning
application is submitted for development of the PDA, and the Council would consult with
both SEPA and Scottish Water on drainage and water supply issues.
The LDP policy on drainage, SG LDP SERV 1 (Core doc ref: CD015) indicates that
developments would be expected to connect to a public sewer unless the applicant can
demonstrate that this is not feasible, the existing waste water treatment plant is at capacity
and that the private drainage system would not cause or exacerbate amenity or health
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issues. Given that Tighnabruaich is not identified in the proposed LDP as a main
settlement, nor is the development within the PDA considered to be large scale, there is no
automatic presumption that the development should connect with the public sewer.
The Council does not dispute the fact that the Kyles of Bute are considered as ‘Shellfish
Waters’ and the consequent requirement for the careful control of effluent discharges.
Similarly the Council does not dispute that the existing public sewerage system does not
currently serve all property in Tighnabruaich. However, drainage from the PDA would have
to comply with the Waste Water Directives and the consequent CARS licensing
arrangements issued by SEPA and these matters would be fully addressed during the
planning process.
The Council considers that matters relating to surface water discharging from the
development of the PDA would be fully dealt with through the planning process.
Scottish Water have not advised the Council that there would be a problem providing a
potable water supply to PDA 1002.
Suitability of the Site:
The Council recognises the topographical constraints within the PDA and by definition that
a degree of engineering works will be required both to construct the access road and the
construction of the housing. However, the Council would insist that through careful design
the amount of land engineering would be reduced, for example through the use of split
level building design that takes advantage of sloping ground and reduces the need for ‘cut
and fill’.
The Council consider that the PDA would in effect provide an extension to the current
settlement boundary and that a new boundary would be created by virtue of the
development within the boundary of the PDA. Although there are currently no
hard/physical/landscape boundaries that define the PDA, the subsequent development
within the PDA would require the definition of boundaries and that this would be addressed
through the planning process utilising either walls, fences and landscaping or a
combination of same. It is noted that currently the upper boundaries of the settlement are
not particularly well defined other than changes in landscape features, most notably
woodland.
Landscape Impact - effect on designations NSA/APQ/SBEA (Special Built Environment
Area)
The Council does not accept the suggested premise that development within the PDA
would have an adverse visual impact re-inforced by the various photo montages that have
been submitted by representees that development would inevitably result in both prominent
and unsightly development that would have an adverse visual impact on the NSA, APQ or
SBEA. The Council considers that the photo montages exaggerate the size of buildings,
colour and the relationship of buildings to the surrounding landscape and lack of
landscaping within the PDA.
The Council does not accept the argument that by including the PDA in the proposed LDP
that there would not be a full and proper assessment of any subsequent development
proposals submitted through the planning process. The Council takes the view that it is
necessary to undertake such further assessment and that the only proper way to do this is
by fully assessing detailed proposals rather than rejecting the principle of development
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based on assertions concerning design, access, servicing and landscape impact when it is
not possible to properly and fully examine and test such matters at this stage. It should
also be noted that the PDA designation recognises that there are constraints that have to
be addressed through the planning process, and these include, access; drainage; layout;
design; landscaping. The Council recognises that all of these matters will have a bearing
on whether the proposed development will be acceptable in terms of the impact on the
NSA, APQ and the SBEA.
The constraints of the PDA, including its proximity to ancient woodland are recognised in
the mini brief contained in the proposed Draft Action Programme 2014. (Core doc ref:
CD030)
Site Effectiveness
The Council recognises that the PDA is not effective, that is why it is a PDA and not an
allocation, and does NOT form part of the LDP’s effective land supply. (Core doc ref:
CD012; para 2.11.1) There is therefore no conflict with the terms of PAN 2/2010.
Precedent
The Council disputes the assertion that the identification of PDA 1002 would create an
undesirable precedent given that it is only the Council as planning authority that can
designate land as a PDA through the development planning process.
Conflict with SPP
It is suggested that the proposed PDA is contrary to the provisions of Paragraph 137 of
SPP. The Council disagrees that the identification of PDA 1002 contravenes this element
of SPP in that the PDA does not affect the overall integrity of the NSA by virtue of the fact
that it comprises a planned extension to the settlement of Tighnabruaich and where the
scale and nature of the development would be consistent with para 94 of SPP (Core doc
ref: CD007). It is the Council’s view that the identification of this PDA as a planned
extension to the settlement boundary and the scale of development will not damage the
overall integrity of the NSA.
Housing need
The Council accepts that the identification of PDA 1002 for medium scale housing does not
contribute to the ‘effective land supply’. However, there is also a recognition in SPP that
there is an expectation for supply to be available ‘at all times’ and it is also expected to be
‘generous’. PDA 1002 represents an opportunity to provide housing on a site on the edge
of the settlement of Tighnabruaich that is identified in the proposed LDP as a ‘key rural
settlement’, and contributing to a choice of sites and flexibility of supply.
Matters concerned with the cost of housing on the PDA and the likely tenure of the housing
is considered to be conjecture and, with the exception of the provision of affordable
housing, is not a material consideration in the identification of this particular PDA in the
proposed LDP.
The Council disputes that the reference to the scale of housing development as outlined in
Policy SG LDP HOU 1 can be applied to the identification of PDA 1002 and the other
housing sites in Tighnabruaich. Policy SG LDP HOU 1 refers to the scale of development
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that is acceptable on individual sites relative to the scale of the settlement within which the
site is located rather than an expression of the cumulative numbers of housing units across
all sites within a particular settlement.
Proposed Potential Development Areas – LDP PROP 3
The identification of PDA’s in the proposed LDP follows on from the approach taken in the
current adopted Local Plan (Core doc ref: CD012).
The Council does not agree that the identification of PDA’s in the Proposed LDP is contrary
to the certainty required in the plan led system. There is a requirement that LDP’s meet the
housing land supply as indicated by the Housing Needs Demand Assessment (Core doc
ref: CD008) together with the Housing Land Audit (Core doc ref: CD009), and that the plan
sets out where development is directed through the settlement strategy. PDA’s provide a
range of alternative sites for a variety of types of development, though most usually
housing. The housing that may be brought forward through the development of PDA’s is
not considered to be a formal component of the housing land supply to meet the
requirements of the HNDA. Rather PDA’s provide opportunities for other planned
development provided the constraints identified for each PDA can be overcome. Without
the mechanism of PDA’s there would only be formal ‘allocations’ or a reliance upon
‘windfall’ development where there is no indication given in the proposed LDP where such
development might occur beyond the criteria set out in Policy LDP DM 1 (Core doc ref:
CD012) for the seven development management zones.
The Council takes the view that the identification of PDA’s gives considerably more
certainty of where there is an expectation of development taking place as a component of
the plan led system.
The LDP does not give any priority to the release of PDA’s during the life of the plan as
there is no specific requirement to do so. PDA’s can only be developed following
submission of a planning application(s) that reflect the development requirements for the
particular PDA and demonstrate that the constraints set out in the mini-briefs contained in
the proposed Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030), can be satisfactorily
overcome having regard to all other relevant LDP policies.
The development briefs for every PDA in the proposed LDP are set out in the Proposed
Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030). The Action Programme comprises
part of the Supplementary Guidance and was not therefore part of the public consultation
on the proposed LDP. The Council intends to carry out public consultation on the
Supplementary Guidance, including the Draft Action Programme prior to the examination of
the proposed LDP.
LDP Policies
The reference to Policy LDP DM 1(Core doc ref: CD012) and the presumption against
development “…that seeks to extend an existing settlement into the Countryside Zone” is,
in the Council’s view, incorrect as it does not apply to PDA’s or indeed allocations where
these are component parts of the LDP. Policy LDP DM1 section (E) refers to windfall
development proposals within the countryside zone that abuts settlement boundaries
rather than a PDA or allocation which represents planned development.
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The Council agrees that all development proposals, including development within PDA’s
must accord with the LDP Policies LDP 3 and LDP 9. However, the identification of PDA’s
within the proposed LDP cannot, in principle, be considered contrary to these policy
provisions.
Similarly any proposals for planning permission that are subsequently submitted to the
Council for the development of PDA 1002 must accord with all other policy provisions in
the LDP where applicable.
The Council contends that the assertion that the identification of PDA 1002 is contrary to
the provisions of the proposed LDP based on the suggestion that the PDA lies within a
protected ‘coastal zone’ is incorrect. The vast majority of the population of Argyll and Bute
live in settlements that lie within the defined coastal zone as defined in LDP Policy LDP 4 :
“Strip of land between Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS) and 1km landwards…”
Clearly this definition would include very many if not most of the coastal settlements within
Argyll and Bute. However, the Policy LDP 4 (Core doc ref:CD012) sets out the subsidiary
Supplementary Guidance that applies, and it is clear that it is not intended to apply to
development covered by other LDP policies, including Policy LDP DM 1 which sets out a
framework for development within the seven Development Management Zones and
associated SG.
The Council is clear that this policy does not apply to planned development within existing
settlements including proposed PDA’s and allocations as set out in the proposed LDP.
Impact on existing properties.
The impact of the proposed development on the value of adjacent properties is a matter of
conjecture and is not a material planning consideration.
The amenity of adjacent properties, including issues relating to overlooking and privacy are
material planning considerations and would be fully addressed when a planning
application(s) are submitted for the development of the PDA. The Council does not
consider that such matters can be determined in the absence of detailed proposals that set
out the disposition of the new buildings and the relationship with the existing buildings
adjacent to the PDA.
In view of the foregoing, the Council recommends no modification of the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. I note that this potential development area has been included in the proposed local
development plan following a submission by a potential developer of the land, when the
council invited such submissions during the plan preparation stage. The submission
shows the possible development of the site for 9 houses, 3 of which would be affordable
houses. I note however that the proposed designation is actually smaller than the site
shown in the submission, which may reduce the capacity of the site slightly. A new access
road would be constructed from the A8003 to the north, in respect of which physical
surveys have already been undertaken, indicating that such a road would meet the
council’s guidelines relating to sightlines and access. The position of the proposed
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developer is also confirmed by the submission of a representation to the proposed plan.
2. This is one of several potential development areas in Tignabruaich, and this particular
potential development area has generated significant concern within the local community
with respect to its environmental and infrastructure impact. Most of the representations
seek the removal of the potential development area from the local development plan,
although the possibility of a smaller development is also referred to. The principle of
designation of potential development areas in the local development plan, either seeking
their removal or a different approach, is also referred to within the representations.
The designation of potential development areas
3. I note that the identification of potential development areas is an approach to
development which is already established within the existing adopted local plan. I also
refer to the findings within Issue 605 to the effect that potential development areas have
proved beneficial in promoting appropriate development and introducing an important
additional element of flexibility into the provision of the housing land supply, and that they
are consistent with the plan’s broader strategic objective of seeking to reverse population
decline and supporting rural development. It is concluded within Issue 605 that there is no
evidence or change in circumstances which would justify departing from, or amending, this
approach.
4. I therefore find that the principle of designating potential development areas is sound,
and there is no evidence to suggest that Tignabruaich is an exception to this. However, it
is also necessary to examine each potential development area on its merits. The local
development plan states that potential development areas are areas where known
constraints can be overcome. The impact on infrastructure is therefore still a relevant
consideration, to the extent that the development of a site should be feasible in terms of
infrastructure provision, but it is clearly not a requirement that potential development areas
are effective in the context of Planning Advice Note 2/2010. In the circumstances, it is the
environmental impact which is likely to be a more significant consideration.
5. With respect to the other potential development area (for housing) in Tighnabruaich,
there are no site specific representations expressing concern, although there is reference
to the cumulative impact of all housing proposals. I find that cumulative impact is not
however significant in this case, because the development of this site would not add
significantly to the overall effect on the existing infrastructure or the environment in
conjunction with other sites. I find that the significant effects would only relate to the
development of the site itself.
Environmental Issues
Landscape and visual effects
6. In the first instance, the representations refer to Scottish Planning Policy and several of
the policies within the local development plan, with which the proposed potential
development area is not considered to be consistent. With respect to Scottish Planning
Policy, the issue essentially concerns the national scenic area, and this is considered
further below. With respect to the policies of the local development plan referred to, I find
that potential development areas take precedence over specific policies, and as a result
potential development areas cannot in principle be considered inconsistent with these
policies.
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7. Nevertheless, relevant policies will apply to individual development proposals through
the development management process, where it will be a matter of determining the overall
consistency of the proposal with the local development plan, taking into account all of the
relevant policies. However, if a proposal is within a potential development area, this clearly
favours the development of the site in principle. Therefore, it is important to be satisfied
that potential development areas have acceptable environmental consequences, with
respect to those matters which are the subject of specific local development plan policies.
This includes protecting the natural environment and the coastal zone.
8. The site is located within the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area. There are also other
sensitive landscape designations nearby, but in my view the national scenic area takes
precedence in this case, and Scottish Planning Policy states that development within these
should only be permitted where the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the
area will not be compromised; or any significant adverse effects on the qualities for which
the area has been designated are clearly outweighed by social, environmental or economic
benefits of national importance.
9. Since potential development areas mainly relate to housing and are intended to provide
flexibility within the housing land supply, and there are a significant number of them, I find
that any significant adverse effects would not be outweighed by social or economic
benefits. There is no evidence of significant environmental benefits. So the key issue is
whether or not the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the area would be
compromised.
10. The western part of the site is rough grass and scrub, and the eastern part is
woodland, which extends beyond the site to the east. The site slopes very steeply
upwards from an existing access road which has 2 junctions with the shore road to the east
and west of the site. The eastern and western sides of this access road are steep but well
surfaced, and provide vehicular access to a number of houses, but the northern section of
the access road is mainly a narrow rough gravel track, which provides access to only a few
isolated houses.
11. The hillside to the north of this access road, including the site of the potential
development area, contributes to the landscape setting of Tignabruaich. It provides a
steep hillside and woodland backdrop to the settlement. However, the topography and
mature trees in the area are such that there are few points within the settlement from which
housing development on the site would be likely to be seen. There may be some views
from housing to the south of the site, and from the shore road, but from the latter
development on the site would largely be screened by mature trees. The topography and
screening therefore significantly mitigates the likely landscape and visual impact from the
settlement.
12. From the A8003, the site is more clearly visible, although from the north of the site,
where the new access road to the A8003 is proposed, housing development would be
significantly below the level of the road, and this would also mitigate its landscape and
visual impact. The proposed access road would however be prominent and would
constitute a fairly significant intrusion. From the west there are views to the site from the
point at which an overhead power line appears to run from the A8003 to the site, and along
the northern boundary of the site. From here housing development would be prominent,
and would not be seen in the context of the existing built up area of the settlement,
although the woodland in the eastern part of the site, to the extent that this is retained (and
further woodland beyond the site) would provide a visual backdrop. Nevertheless, there
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would be a significant adverse effect on the landscape and visual amenity of the area from
the A8003 to the west.
13. However, in the circumstances, I find that it is the potential longer distance views that
are of more concern. Development on the site would be visible from Kames, where it
would be seen above the existing settlement and mature trees in the area, although owing
to the relatively small size of the site, and the distance, new housing development would
appear relatively small scale and would be seen in the context of the whole of the built up
area of the settlement. There would nevertheless be some adverse effect on the
landscape setting.
14. The most significant potential for adverse landscape and visual impact is from the
Kyles of Bute and the eastern shoreline or hills beyond. The steeply sloping land to the
north of the settlement is highly visible from here, and makes a very significant contribution
to the landscape setting of the settlement. Housing development on the site would be
prominent and be seen to extend the settlement significantly. The proposed new access
road would also be prominent from here. A smaller development would have less visual
impact, but the council’s proposed designation suggests that the capacity of the site would
not be reduced significantly. A much smaller development may not be feasible given the
engineering work likely to be involved in developing the site, and the intention to provide a
new access.
15. Although I agree with the council that the photographs and photomontages submitted
with the representations tend to exaggerate the visual impact, they do clearly show the
prominence of the site and how development on the site would extend the settlement
northwards onto steeply sloping land. I find that there would be a significant adverse effect
on the landscape setting of Tignabruaich, and visual amenity in general, when viewed from
the Kyles of Bute or the eastern shoreline. This would also include the proposed new
access (which is considered further below). There is however some further mitigation, in
that it would be likely to only be those in boats on the Kyles of Bute, or on foot on the
shoreline or hills beyond (because there is no public road on the eastern shoreline) that
would experience this significant adverse effect. There would be no general public views
of this effect.
16. The fact that the site is on the coastline, whilst not necessarily being a critical factor in
the context of Policy LDP 4, in this case adds weight to my findings on landscape and
visual impact. I find that the Kyles of Bute, and particularly their function in connection with
tourism, is a significant consideration. I note that the paddle steamer Waverley has regular
services along the Kyles of Bute. In addition, the character of the village would also be
adversely affected to some extent because its existing linear pattern along the shoreline
would be significantly altered. I also note that the site was not considered within the
council’s landscape capacity assessment, which only assessed the rural opportunity areas.
17. In overall terms, and notwithstanding all of the mitigation described above, whilst
adverse landscape and visual impact may be acceptable in a less sensitive landscape, I
find that the adverse landscape and visual impact within this national scenic area would
compromise the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the area to some
extent. This is particularly the case in the context of Policy LDP 3.
18. I recognise that the council would seek to ensure the highest quality of development
on the site, through the application of Policies LDP 3 and 4, and Policy LDP 9. However, I
do not consider that Policy LDP DM 1 would be particularly relevant once the potential
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development area has been identified. I have no doubt that the visual effect could be
mitigated through appropriate engineering and landscaping. The council would indeed be
able to assess the details of a specific development proposal through the development
management process. But there still has to be a view as to whether development on the
site is acceptable in principle, and I draw this to a conclusion below.
Extension to the settlement and ancient woodland
19. I note that the proposals map retains the designation of the site as a countryside zone
within the potential development area designation. However, the development of the site
for housing would in practice constitute a significant extension of the existing settlement
zone, northwards of the existing limit of development. The settlement extension would be
accentuated by the steeply sloping nature of the site. This would result in a significant
intrusion into existing agricultural land or forestry within the countryside. There are only 2
existing isolated houses north of the access road. There are also no physical boundaries
to the site, and such would have to be created. I find that these would not be as defensible
as the existing boundaries.
20. I note that only the council can designate land as a potential development area, and
that each proposal must be considered on its merits. However, I find that the nature of this
potential development area is such that it may create pressure for further development,
either through the development management process or at the next review of the local
development plan. Once the existing hillside has been breached, it may be difficult to
resist further housing development, which would be likely to depend on a similar analysis.
The fact that there is no currently expressed intention to expand development on the part
of the prospective developer of the site cannot be relied upon in a planning context.
21. I also note that the proposed potential development area is adjacent to designated
ancient woodland, and Scottish Natural Heritage has referred to the need for this ancient
woodland to be protected. However, I am satisfied that this could be sufficiently addressed
through the development management process. I note that this is referred to within the
draft action programme.
Residential amenity
22. Concern has been expressed as to the effect of new housing development on the
residential amenity of the area, in particular with respect to privacy and overlooking. As
stated above, there are likely to be views of housing on the site from those houses
immediately south of the access road, exacerbated by the steeply sloping nature of the
site. Although screen planting would be likely to reduce this impact, the new houses would
be likely to be well above the level of houses to the south; notwithstanding that site
engineering works may reduce the height of the new houses to some extent.
23. However, whilst there would be a change in outlook from the houses to the south, and
some adverse visual impact, I find that the residential amenity afforded to existing houses
in the area could be sufficiently protected by ensuring an appropriate distance between
habitable room windows and appropriate retention of planting or landscaping of the site.
Infrastructure provision - Access to the site
24. Access to the site is one of the key issues raised in the representations. Whilst it may
be possible to achieve access to the site from the existing access road, I consider that the
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steeply sloping nature of the site would be likely to make this difficult. In addition, the first
part of the access road (both to the east and west) leading to the site, whilst reasonably
surfaced, is very steep and may be difficult to negotiate in winter. In any event, the
northern section of the access road, generally being a narrow rough gravel track, would not
be suitable for the likely amount of traffic movements to a housing site with potentially 9
houses without significant upgrading. I note that the access track is also not under the
control of the prospective developer.
25. It appears that the above difficulties are already acknowledged by both the prospective
developer and the council, because the submission from the prospective developer shows
the formation of a new access from the A8003 to the north. Because the housing site is
significantly below the level of the main road at this point, this access road would be steep,
although I have no reason to doubt that it would accord with the council’s roads guidelines.
26. On balance, I find that the physical difficulties of providing access to the site do not
constitute an overriding reason not to designate the site as a potential development area.
Even the upgrading of the existing track could not be entirely discounted, although I accept
that the difficulties may be sufficient to justify the deletion of the potential development area
if this was the only possible means of access. Even though the site does not have to be
currently effective, I find that there should still be a reasonable prospect of development.
However, the proposed new access gives this reasonable prospect of development in
terms of the ability to deliver the appropriate infrastructure.
27. It is the environmental impact of the proposed new road (referred to above) that raises
the most significant concern, rather than the ability to deliver it. The access road itself
would have an adverse visual impact, particularly from the A8003 (where it would be seen
from the north in isolation from the housing development) and from the Kyles of Bute
(where it would be prominent on the hillside to the north of the settlement).
Drainage and Services
28. I have noted all of the concerns expressed about drainage, and that the Kyles of Bute
are considered to be shellfish waters. However, I am convinced by the council’s evidence
that drainage for the potential development area would have to comply with the waste
water directives and Scottish Environment Protection Agency requirements, and that this
could be properly addressed through the development management process. Although I
recognise that this is a very steep site, I also agree with the council that matters relating to
surface water drainage could be satisfactorily addressed within this process.
29. Whilst the steeply sloping nature of the site raises landscape and visual concerns,
there is no evidence to suggest that this would result in overriding physical constraints to
the development of the site. There is no evidence of any other overriding difficulty relating
to the provision of services.
Overall conclusions
30. In overall terms, I conclude that there are no physical constraints which suggest that
there is not a reasonable prospect of implementing this potential development area.
However, and on balance, I conclude that the resulting extension of the settlement and the
associated adverse landscape and visual impact from housing development on the site
would compromise the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the national
scenic area to an extent which in the circumstances would not be acceptable. This is
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notwithstanding mitigation including a full assessment of proposals at the development
management stage.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
Deleting potential development area PDA 1002 from schedule 8.1, and removing the
designation of the site from Bute and Cowal Proposals Map 2, thus retaining the
designation of the site as existing countryside zone only.
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ISS026

Mixed Use - Tighnabruiach

Development plan
reference:

PDA 2/51 - Tighnabruaich - Boatyard

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
A Davidson (01705)
Dalhanna Farming Co (00114)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 2/51 - A Davidson (01705) - The proposed PDA 2/51 would lead to further over
loading of the sewage system in Tighnabruaich.
The PDA’s should be identified around Portavadie, rather than destroying the ambience of
Tighnabruaich and the likely adverse impact on tourism.
The PDA is located within a National Scenic Area, and is therefore contrary to policies LP
ENV 1; LP ENV 19 and Appendix A.
The Council has introduced these PDA’s in a secretive manner without giving the public
appropriate notice of their intention.
PDA 2/51 - Dalhanna Farming Co (00114) - Client owns most of the land designated as
PDA 2/51 and would support a tourism/marine related development.
Another party owns the road in front of the PDA and it is therefore highly unlikely that the
development of the PDA will be realised without support from the public agencies such as
the Council or Highlands and Islands Enterprise.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 2/51 - A Davidson (01705) - Removal of the PDA 2/51 from the proposed LDP.
PDA 2/51 - Dalhanna Farming Co (00114) - None.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD116)
PDA 2/51 is currently identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan for mixed uses – tourism
and marine and is located at the north end of Tighnabruaich adjacent to the existing boat
yard. (Core doc ref: CD017)
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Scottish Water have not raised any objection to the rolling forward of PDA 2/51 from the
current local plan into the proposed LDP based on the capacity of the current waste water
treatment plant in Tighnabruaich.
PDA 2/51 has been identified as potential development area where marine/tourism uses
might be accommodated to complement the adjacent boatyard. The Council does not
accept that new development opportunities should be directed to another location simply
because a member of the public disagrees with the identification of the PDA.
The Council does not agree that because Tighnabruaich lies within the Kyles of Bute
National Scenic Area that it should not identify PDA’s for specific development purposes.
The representee rightly indicates that there are other policies in the current local plan
which should be used to determine the suitability of any development proposals within the
PDA, but they do not in themselves preclude the identification of development
opportunities in the local plan/LDP.
The Council does not agree that it has been secretive or underhand when introducing
proposals through the development plan process and has and will continue to adhere to
the legal requirements for public consultation on such matters. Indeed the minimum
consultation period that is required for the proposed LDP is six weeks, and the Council
extended this period to twelve weeks.
The support for the inclusion of the PDA is noted. The points raised concerning ownership
of adjacent land/access may well mean that the PDA is not capable of development unless
agreement could be reached with those land owners. The likelihood of development being
brought forward will of course be reviewed when the proposed LDP is subsequently
reviewed, but it is highly unlikely that either the Council or HIE would act pre-emptively
unless there were development proposals that were deemed to be of strategic
economic/social importance or there was agreement to give financial or other business
development support.
The Council recommends no modification of the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Context
1. I note that the identification of potential development areas is an approach to
development which is already established within the existing adopted local plan. I also
refer to the findings within Issue 605 to the effect that potential development areas have
proved beneficial in promoting appropriate development and that they are consistent with
the plan’s broader strategic objective of seeking to reverse population decline and
supporting rural development. It is concluded within Issue 605 that there is no evidence or
change in circumstances which would justify departing from, or amending, this approach.
2. I therefore find that the principle of designating potential development areas is sound,
and there is no evidence to suggest that Tignabruaich is an exception to this. However, it
is also necessary to examine each potential development area on its merits. Whilst many
of the potential development areas in the local development plan are to assist in providing
a generous housing land supply, this particular site is identified for potential mixed use,
including tourism and marine use. The local development plan states that potential
development areas are areas where known constraints can be overcome. The impact on
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infrastructure is therefore a relevant material consideration, to the extent that the
development of a site should still be feasible in terms of infrastructure provision, and the
environmental impact is also a significant material consideration.
3. The matter of consultation has also been raised and is referred to by the council in its
response above. I find that this is largely a matter for the council, but I also refer to the
examination under Section 19(4) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
(as amended) which has found that consultation has been generally in conformity with the
council’s participation statement. I would also mention that this applies equally to Issue
025, where the same matter is raised within the representations. I further note that this
potential development area is carried forward from the existing adopted local plan.
Environmental impact
4. This site lies within the Kyles of Bute National Scenic Area, and therefore the landscape
and visual impact of any development thereon needs careful consideration. Being on the
western shoreline, any development would be prominent from the Kyles of Bute and the
eastern shoreline. However, from my site inspection, I note that the site is adjacent to an
existing boatyard and slipway, and any further tourism or marine development would
therefore constitute a logical extension of the existing built up area.
5. Furthermore, the site is low lying on the shoreline, and there is a steep and rocky
escarpment to the north and east, which provides a good landscape framework for any
development on the site, and would significantly contain and mitigate the visual impact of
further marine (or tourism) development. There also appears to be no through route for
vehicles to the east, and vehicular access to the area is likely to be restricted to those with
a need to access the existing uses.
6. I therefore find that there would be no significant adverse landscape or visual impact
from the development of the site. There is no evidence of any other adverse
environmental consequences, and accordingly the potential development area would not
compromise the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the national scenic
area.
Infrastructure
7. I do not consider that there is any evidence to suggest that the existing sewerage
system would be unable to cope with the development of the site, and I note that there is
no indication within the draft action programme of any sewerage capacity constraint. A
flood risk assessment would however be required, given the site’s location on the
shoreline, and I note that a masterplan or comprehensive approach is required for
development.
8. I note that there is no access constraint identified in the draft action programme.
However, from my site inspection, it is clear that to the east of the existing boatyard the
road is roughly surfaced and very narrow, and would need to be upgraded for any
significant further development in the area.
9. I also note the ownership constraint identified on behalf of the prospective developer.
However, I find that there is nothing to suggest that the development of the site would not
be feasible during the life of the local development plan, if a proposal came forward and
the ownership constraint was resolved. The potential development of the site could be
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further assessed at the next review of the local development plan.
Overall conclusions
10. In overall terms, I conclude that the potential development of this site would not
compromise the objectives of designation and the overall integrity of the national scenic
area, and that development appears to be feasible during the life of the local development
plan, subject to infrastructure constraints being resolved.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS028

Potential Development Area 2/102 - Strachur

Development plan
reference:

PDA 2/102 - Strachur

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
sportscotland (01864)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 2/102 - sportscotland (01864) - Objects to the identification of a recently completed
playing field at Strachur as a Potential Development Area (PDA 2/102) for housing
development.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 2/102 - sportscotland (01864) - The PDA should not be identified as a housing site
but as an Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) to ensure the recognition and protection of
the playing field.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD117)
The Council considers that the objector has misread the plan. The PDA 2/102 is the small
area adjacent to the larger red coloured allocation CFR –AL 2/1 which is the now
completed sports pitch (Core doc ref: CD012). The Council would also refer the Reporter to
Issue 029 which also refers to the playing field in Strachur and the Council’s wish to modify
the proposed LDP by covering the playing field with an OSPA designation. (Production ref:
PD057)
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note from my inspection of the site that the playing field and associated pavilion are
now substantially complete, and I refer to the findings on this matter within Issue 029. It is
also clear that the site of PDA 2/102 is not part of the playing field and the associated
pavilion, but is instead an undeveloped area of rough grass and mature trees adjacent to
the playing field, which does not appear to have any formal recreational use.
2. I also note from the draft action programme that a masterplan or comprehensive
approach is required for the development of the site, and from the evidence available to
me, I therefore conclude that the development of this area for housing would be unlikely to
have any adverse effect on the playing field and the associated pavilion which has now
been implemented.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS029

Community Facility CFR AL-2/1 - Strachur

Development plan
reference:

CFR-AL 2/1 - Strachur - Strachmore

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Strachur and District Community Development Co Ltd (SDCDC) (01899)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
CFR-AL 2/1 - Strachur and District Community Development Co Ltd (SDCDC) (01899) The Strachurmore sports facility has now been completed therefore reference to the
allocation in the proposed LDP should be deleted.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
CFR-AL 2/1 - Strachur and District Community Development Co Ltd (SDCDC) (01899) Removal of reference to CFR-AL 2/1 in the LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD058)
The Council accepts that the sports facility has now been completed and if the Reporter is
so minded the allocation will be deleted from the proposed LDP and the site identified as
an Open Space Protection Area (Production ref: PD058) to afford the sports facility
recognition and protection in line with other sports pitches in Argyll and Bute.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note from the council’s response and my inspection of the site that the playing field
and associated pavilion are now substantially complete, and I agree with the position of the
council to the extent that the most appropriate course of action would be to delete this
outdoor recreation allocation CFR-AL 2/1 from Schedule 8.1 of the local development plan,
and designate the site as an open space protection area in the context of Policy LDP 8.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by:
Deleting CFR-AL 2/1 from Schedule 8.1 and the proposals map, and designating the site
on the proposals map as an open space protection area.
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ISS030

Potential Development Area PDA 9/16 - Ardkinglas

Development plan
reference:

PDA 9/16 - Ardkinglas

Reporter:
Lance Guilford

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Ardkinglas Estate (00223)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 9/16 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The objector contends that PDA 9/10 Pheasant
Field is missing from the appropriate schedule in the Written Statement.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 9/16 - Ardkinglas Estate (00223) - The objector requests that PDA 9/10 Pheasant
Field needs to be included in the appropriate schedule in the Written statement.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD118)
The Council has included Pheasant Field as PDA 9/16 (not PDA 9/10) in the appropriate
schedule of the Written Statement (Core doc ref: CD012) and Map 13 of the Bute and
Cowal Proposals Maps (Core doc ref: CD012). It should also be noted that there is a
partially implemented planning consent for 15 dwellinghouses that includes a minimum of
25% affordable housing on PDA 9/16 (Production refs: PD059 and PD060).
The Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This representation concerns potential development area PDA 9/16, which is already
included in Schedule 8.1. Planning permission has been granted for 15 dwelling houses
on the site. From my site inspection, I note that only 2 of these have been built so far,
these being at the entrance to the site from the A815. There are also representations from
Ardkinglas Estate relating to the potential development areas around the oyster bar
complex at the head of Loch Fyne, which include the need to refer to Ardkinglas Woodland
Garden and House within the spatial strategy. However, I refer to the findings under Issue
007 on this matter, and I consider in the circumstances that it would not be appropriate for
the spatial strategy to include this level of detail.
2. Since planning permission has been granted, it may be considered that the site should
be identified as a housing allocation, instead of a potential development area. However,
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the representation is not clear that this is what is sought, and since only 2 out of the 15
houses have been built so far, it may be that there are some uncertainties as to whether or
not the site will be fully developed in the form for which planning permission has been
granted.
3. On balance, I conclude that there is insufficient evidence to justify the inclusion of the
site as a housing allocation, and that its identification as a potential development area is
sufficient for the purposes of promoting the development of the site, and if appropriate
securing the implementation of the planning permission that has been granted.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS100

Business and Industrial Land - Blackwood, Colgrain

Development plan
reference:

AFA 3/18 - Black Wood, Colgrain

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - AFA 3/18 - Proposal is adjacent to Inner Clyde Special
Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - AFA 3/18 - Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
This area for action (PD 127) has already been subject to an HRA as it was included in the
HRA which was done for the Adopted Local Plan in 2009. This area is now included in the
HRA for the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This area for action at Blackwood, Colgrain is adjacent to the Inner Clyde special
protection area, designated for over-wintering redshank. I note that this proposal has now
been the subject of further assessment as part of the revised habitats regulations appraisal
undertaken by the council and dated August 2014.
2. It confirmed that the proposed area for action would have the potential for disturbance
to the over-wintering redshanks through increased recreational activity along the shoreline, particularly if dogs are walked off-lead. It stated that an additional statement should
be to the action programme, but confirmed that no modification to the local development
plan is required.
3. On that basis, therefore, I conclude that it is not necessary to make any amendment to
the local development plan itself. The contents of the action programme are a matter for
the council.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS101

Re-designation of AFA 3/4 - Craigendoran

Development plan
reference:

AFA 3/4 - Helensburgh - Craigendoran
AFA 3/4 - Helensburgh - Craigendoran

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068)
Provision of the
development plan
Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) – AFA 3/4: Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - AFA 3/4 - The
need for action has been identified in the last 4 or 5 local plans. There has been 25 years
of inaction. Nothing has happened in part because the planners have not “planned”
anything, have not initiated challenges or commissioned ideas.
AFA 3/4 Helensburgh – Craigendoran Local, recreation/tourist development, this
description is inadequate.
The area features in both the Transport and Town Centre Strategies as a new Park and
Ride facility to relieve parking loss in Helensburgh. A Park and Ride is basically a
Transport development for commuters to Glasgow.
On the area to the East the front half is both Foreshore and unusable because of
underground waste water storage. With the creation of an appropriate sea wall, this could
be a valuable tourist/recreation resource.
It could feature a camp site linked to the John Muir/Three Lochs Ways and, the Argyll
Canoe Trail.
Some of the rear half of the site would be suitable for limited housing, possibly sheltered, if
this is deemed compatible with policy SG LDP CST 1. However it should be noted that the
whole area is designated as a Local Nature Conservation Site, in part due to rare
butterflies, orchids and otters.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - AFA 3/4 - As a minimum it is suggested that the AFA
description must be modified to; AFA3/4, Helensburgh
- Craigendoran, Strategic: Transport, Tourism and Recreation.
The Supplementary Guidance should provide guidance on what is proposed/acceptable
even if this is in the broadest terms, showing what is and what is not acceptable. If the area
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is seen as potentially a valuable recreation resource with a connected transport/parking
hub then it should say so. As a basic minimum, council policies for each AFA should be
identified in the Supplementary Guidance. Currently the statement in the Glossary “Area
remits for these AFAs are being worked up in the Supplementary Information and
Guidance report” should be demonstrated as accurate and implemented.
A detailed plan will be required (and this planning period be considered a priority) but that
must not be used as a reason for doing nothing.
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - AFA 3/4 - Amend to read:
AFA3/4 Helensburgh-Craigendoran Strategic, Transport Development, Environmental
Improvement, Recreation and Tourist Development Ensure that the Priority for Action is
High. (Priority List not yet stated)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) – AFA 3/4; Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - AFA 3/4
Overview
In reviewing the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc ref CD001) in preparation
for the Proposed Local Development Plan, the Council has adopted a “light touch
approach” and accordingly no changes have been made to either the extent or description
associated with Area For Action (AFA) 3 /4. (see production no PD126) The description of
this area for action as “Local” and for “recreation/tourist development” was endorsed by the
reporters following the inquiry in to the Adopted Local Plan in 2009. (see production no
PD125)
In terms of the Helensburgh Town Centre Strategy, and also the Local Transport Strategy
the issue of parking improvements to improve accessibility to Helensburgh Town Centre
has been subject to a feasibility study (see production no PD128) which looked at sites
previously identified for a potential park and ride site together with addressing demands for
additional commuter parking in the town. Following this study the Helensburgh and
Lomond Area Committee have approved a strategy to achieve approximately 130
additional spaces in the town centre through the reconfiguration of existing on street
parking. These reconfiguration works have been undertaken in conjunction with the
CHORD proposals and are funded from SPT monies to improve access to the town centre.
The feasibility study has also identified Craigendorran Pier as an option for the provision of
additional park and ride facilities. However, there are a considerable number of issues
which require further feasibility studies, including assessment of potential land stability and
contamination issues, and the satisfactory resolution of the currently substandard junction
of Station Road and East Clyde Street. There is also the matter that the land in question is
in the ownership of a third party. At this stage it is not certain that these issues can be
resolved, and as yet the Council has made no allocation in its current spending
programmes to do so. As such the proposed LDP does not include specific reference to
the delivery of a park and ride in this location in order to avoid raising undeliverable
community expectations with regard to the future delivery such a facility in this location.
The council submits that the description of this area for action for recreation and tourism
related proposals would already allow for both the recreational and camp site facilities
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proposed by the objectors. That said, the development of the area for these purposes or
for any other use which is likely to result in additional vehicular use of the Station Road/
East Clyde Street Junction would require junction improvements.
The proposed Local Development Plan has retained the LNCS designation over the south
eastern part of the area. The reasons for its designation are outlined in Production No 129
and any proposals for development of this area would be expected to be proceeded by a
Phase 1 environmental survey to assess the impacts of such development and to detail the
further survey work or mitigation measures which might be required in order to ensure both
EPS and the intrinsic qualities of the designated area are not damaged as a result of the
development which might be proposed. Use of part of the area for sheltered housing might
be considered appropriate if this was ancillary to, or enabling development associated with
a tourism or recreational use requiring a coastal location.
Conclusions
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - AFA 3/4; Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - AFA 3/4 - The
current designations for the AFA as detailed in the Proposed Local Development Plan area
considered appropriate by the Council with no need for further amendment. Whilst a
feasibility study in to the provision of park and ride in Helensburgh has confirmed
Craigendorran Pier as an option for a future park and ride facility capital funding has yet to
be allocated.
As an interim measure the Council has reconfigured on street parking in the town centre
which has helped to address the short term commuter parking requirements and while the
feasibility study demonstrates a likely demand for additional parking by 2023 the Council
has not allocated a budget to address this need and in any event there is a requirement
for further site and ground investigation works, plus improvements to the wider
road/junction network. In addition, the area covered by AFA 3/4 remains in the ownership
of a third party which makes it too early to confirm the transport aspect of its use or to
identify it as a Strategic Priority.
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - AFA 3/4 - In relation to identifying the area for Environmental
Improvement, this is likely to come about as a result of any recreational or tourism use of
the area. The land is not currently owned by the Council and it has not identified a priority
need for such improvements in this area at this time and accordingly the Council can see
no requirement for an amendment to the plan to be made.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The frustration expressed in the representations is understandable. I also note the
complexities of the factors affecting the future of this site, as explained by the council. Its
allocation in the proposed plan reflects that in the existing local plan, and appears to
remain appropriate. Perhaps regrettably, there does not appear to have been any
significant change in circumstances to justify an amendment.
2. While the passage of time appears to justify greater priority being given to resolving its
future and delivering action, that remains a matter for council. Neither would this justify
designating the site as strategic, rather than as local. I therefore conclude that it would not
be appropriate to amend the provisions of the proposed plan in relation to this site.
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3. I note that this area for action has been the subject of further assessment in the revised
habitats regulations appraisal of the plan undertaken by the council and dated August
2014. It concluded that although no amendment would be required to the local
development plan, a statement should be added to the action programme in relation to its
potential effects on the Inner Clyde special protection area which has been designated for
over-wintering redshanks. That is a matter for the council.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS102

Business and Industrial Land - Craigendoran

Development plan
reference:

BI-AL 3/1 - Helensburgh - Craigendoran

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The objector contends that business categories
at the business site at the south east of Helensburgh are Class 4, Class 7 and sui generis
car show rooms. Retail is excluded, but the advice of A&BC planning officials was over
ruled and Waitrose was allowed in.
HGBG wishes to record its worry that, with the Waitrose precedent, there will be other
attempts to put retail outlets there, to the further damage of the Helensburgh town centre.
HGBG agrees with the proposal to split the remaining vacant business site in two, with the
south-easterly end being retained for Class 4, Class 7, and sui generis car show rooms,
but the north westerly half (i.e. next to Waitrose) being designated for housing. That would
block further retail development and in-town harm.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The new Waitrose foodstore at Craigendoran
due to open in autumn 2013 (now opened) is an edge of town site at Craigendoran on land
currently allocated for business Use Classes 4,7 and for the display of motor vehicles (BIAL 3/1). After the store opens most of the site will still remain available for business use.
As of April 2013 there has been no demand from businesses wanting to come on site and
HCC does not see any such demand forthcoming in the foreseeable future. In 2012 HCC
received a written assurance from A&BC that only such businesses would be allowed on
the remainder of the business site and any planning applications for further retail stores
there would be resisted strongly. Nevertheless HCC is concerned that by allowing Waitrose
to develop there a precedent will have been set and other major retailers will be attracted
to build alongside. If successful that would create a rival town centre for Helenbsurgh
posing a much more serious threat to the viability of both local shops and national stores
there.
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Helensburgh Study Group (ʻThe Study Groupʼ)
gives the following reasons for requesting a change in the use of the business site coded
BI-AL-3/1 on Map 3 of the Helensburgh and Lomond maps dated February 2013 and the
Business and Industry Allocation on page 67 of the PLDP.
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In the current Local Plan, the business categories were (and remain in the PLDP) Class 4,
Class 7 and sui generis car show rooms. Retail was excluded, correctly in the view of the
Study Group.
The Study Group understands that there have been no bids at all for non-retail businesses
of the approved classes. Further, contrary to the land’s designation and the advice of the
planning officers, the Council permitted Waitrose to create a supermarket at the narrow
north-western area of the site. This supermarket now challenges existing retail in the town
centre.
In the view of the Study Group, the biggest single danger is that more retail outlets will be
attracted to the site, with further damage to the town centre. The question, then, is how
can that land best be protected from further retail incursion? It is clear that the Council’s
own business class designations are not strong enough to prevent it. It is also clear that
there has been no demand for the business site, perhaps because both serviced and unserviced business land is available in Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven, both of which are
better located for access to the Central Belt and beyond.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation is adjacent to Inner Clyde Special Protection
Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal
(HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - HGBG considers that dividing the remaining part
of the business site in to two is an appropriate step. The section closest to Waitrose could
be allocated for housing and the part furthest (i.e. to the south -east) remain as a nonretail business site. This could provide about 70 housing units and would help block further
retail incursion to the site.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - HCC position on the further development on
this site is that:
Further retail development on the site to be resisted strongly
If there has been no demand for "clean" Class 4 and/or business use after 2018 the land
either reverts to Green Belt, or housing on part of the remaining business site
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The recommended solution is to divide the remaining
(vacant and larger) part of the site in two. The section closest to Waitrose could be
allocated for housing and the part furthest (i.e. to the south-east) remain as a non-retail
business site in the hope of some appropriate businesses of the declared classes showing
interest at some point in the future.
It is estimated that, at mid-density, the half allocated for housing could accommodate about
70 housing units. Crucially, that might help to block further retail incursion to the site.
It is proposed that trees be planted between the housing area and Waitrose, and at the
south-eastern edge of the section of the site that would remain designated for Class 4,
Class 7 and sui generis car show room businesses. Those trees should act as screening,
and also provide a defensible boundary for the town.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this plan.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167); Helensburgh Community Council (00135);
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Overview
Planning permission for the erection of a supermarket on this Business and Industrial
Allocation (see production PD130) was recommended for refusal by officers (see
production PD131). However, in line with substantial support from the community,
Members decided to approve the application, in doing so they recognised the likely effects
which the supermarket use might have both on the town centre and on the deliverability of
the remaining business and industrial allocation. In recognition of this a package of
significant planning gain was negotiated with the developers and operators of the
supermarket. This includes a sum of £150,000 to provide a new junction and access to
serve the remainder of the business and industrial allocation. The availability of part
serviced industrial land should therefore help make it more attractive to potential occupiers.
In terms of business and industrial land supply the need for this land was confirmed by
studies which were carried out by Scottish Enterprise, and this level of need was accepted
by the Reporters concerned with the Public Local Inquiry with regard to the current Local
Plan. In accordance with SPP paragraph 46 the business and industrial site is considered
to be marketable and provides part of an effective 10 year supply of business and industry
land for the Helensburgh and Lomond area. Crucially, the Objectors have not supplied the
Council with an alternative site suitable for industry and business uses if this site was to be
re-zoned for another purpose.
As yet there is no evidence to demonstrate that the allocation is no longer appropriate,
effective or marketable. However, this will be kept under bi-annual review (through the
Action Programme) and subsequent LDPs may consider appropriate alternative uses
should it be demonstrated that the site does not meet market requirements during the next
five years.
In terms of Local Development Plan Policy the designated use of this site is as business
and industry, and not for retail. The retail policies of the LDP seek to promote a town
centre first approach in line with SPP. Only in the exceptional circumstances as set out in
paras 62 to 65 of the SPP would retail use of the site be justified.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167); Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The proposal
to re allocate part of this site for housing would not be appropriate given the need to
provide an effective 10 year supply of business and industry land; the close proximity of the
adjacent supermarket servicing area or potential compatibility issues with additional
business and industrial uses, that would have the potential to result in lower standards of
amenity, or result in business practices being restricted due to hours of operation being
conditioned. In addition, the Council can see no added benefit in zoning this site for
housing in terms of deterring retail for being sited in this location.
As has been demonstrated in the Housing Land Audit (see core document CD009) the
proposed housing allocations make provision for an appropriate level of housing to meet
the requirements of the Helensburgh and Lomond housing market area. There is no need
for further allocations, and the objectors have not adequately demonstrated why this area
should be preferred for housing over the allocations identified in the proposed Local
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Development Plan.
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - BI-AL 3/1 - The development of the business and
industrial allocation in this area was intended to promote a high quality office and business
campus type of development with a range of complimentary uses which required a high
quality location (such as car showrooms). The development brief contained within the
Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc. Ref. CD030) which accompanies this proposed
allocation has always envisaged landscaping between both the existing housing and also
along the south eastern boundary of the site. The purpose of the landscaping along the
south eastern boundary of the site being to provide screening of the proposed
development from the south east and to create a strong greenbelt boundary which builds
upon the enclosure provided by the woodland belt on the north eastern side of the road.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - BI-AL 3/1 - The Council undertook a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the current Local plan that had this site included with no
unacceptable adverse impacts identified. That said the Council is undertaking a HRA for
the proposed LDP to address the issue raised by SNH.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The site is already allocated for business and industrial development in the adopted
local plan. Although part of the site has now been developed for a supermarket, I do not
consider that this prejudices the potential for the remainder to be developed for business
and industry. Indeed it may provide an example of a high quality of building which should
be emulated on the rest of the site.
2. The site has no significant constraints which have been brought to my attention, and it
is prominently located on the eastern edge of Helensburgh, adjoining the A814. I consider
that it is a good location for firms wishing to locate in, or serve, the Helensburgh area.
While a need for additional land for housing has been identified, and is to be provided, I
consider that the use of another part of this site for that purpose could prejudice its long
term potential for employment creation and business growth.
3. This site is close to the Inner Clyde special protection area, designated for overwintering redshank and the proposal has now been the subject of further assessment as
part of the revised habitats regulations appraisal undertaken by the council and dated
August 2014.
4. It confirmed that the proposed development has the potential for ‘in combination effects’
with other allocations through simultaneous construction causing disturbance to redshanks
during the over-wintering periods. However, while it stated that an additional statement
should be inserted in the action programme, it confirmed that no modification to the local
development plan is required. The contents of the action programme are a matter for the
council.
5. I therefore conclude that no amendment should be made to the proposed plan in
relation to this proposal.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS104

Green Belt - Helensburgh and Lomond

D413 - Green Belt, General
Reporter:
S106 - Rhu/Shandon, Greenbelt
David Russell
S104 - Blackhill, Helensburgh Greenbelt
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Brian Cook (00701)
Jean Cook (01966)
James Duncan (01978)
Linda Duncan (01979)
James S Johnstone (02009)
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276)
Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260)
David B Price (02063)
Fiona Baker (01895)
Jack Rudram (02117)
David & Janice Cowan (00287)
A Brian Aitken (01942)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S104 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - Before the creation of the small industry
site at the top of Sinclair Street (subsequently the Argyll and Bute Council Depot) the
Green Belt included the full length of the Blackhill Plantation north of Crawford Drive and
Abercromby Crescent and the Blackhill Mire beyond it. When the industry site was taken
out of the Green Belt a small section of the Blackhill Plantation immediately adjacent to the
site was inexplicably also taken out of the Green Belt and included as settlement. During
the process of the current local plan the Reporters agreed with HGBG representations that
the small area should be re-designated as Green Belt but again for some inexplicable
reason this recommendation was not taken up. We therefore object to this small area being
designated as settlement and seek its designation as Green Belt.
S106 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260), S106 – Jack Rudram (02117), S106 James Duncan (01978) S106 and D413 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135), S106
- Pat Pollok-Morris (00276), S106 - Linda Duncan (01979), S106 - Jean Cook (01966),
S106 and D413 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167), S106 and D413 - Fiona Baker
(01895), D413 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166), D413 – A Brian Aitken (01942)
The Green Belt should remain as in the current Local Plan and not shrunk as indicated in
the Proposed Local Development Pan. In addition the area lying between the current
green belt boundary and the National Park boundary should be included in an enlarged
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green belt. The main reasons given are:
1. Greenbelt is felt to be a more protective zone than Countryside. Whilst not under
immediate pressure of development from, eg; urban sprawl or expansion, these areas do
nevertheless form a protective rural zone around the settlements which should be
maintained.
2. The arguments put forward in the Ironside-Farrar Report are considered weak and
appear to be based on a starting presumption that less Green Belt is a good thing or that
Countryside provides better protection.
3. Green Belt is understood to be a statutory concept and widely recognised (see for
example Scottish Planning Policy Feb 2010, ISN17411203, para 159-164), whereas
Countryside appears to be a zone defined by Argyll & Bute Council. In this regard Green
Belt would appear to have a stronger and more supportive provenance.
4. Looking at the definitions within the Glossary of the Written Statement (pages 82 & 84)
Green Belt is seen to be more protective in many ways against inappropriate
developments than Countryside. This is confirmed in proposed policy LDP DM1 (G) which
refers to control of development in the Green Belt, when compared with LDP DM1 (E)
which refers to control of development in the Countryside zone.
5. Paragraph 159 of Scottish Planning Policy Feb 2010 refers to the purposes of Green
Belt one of which is to protect and enhance the quality, character, landscape setting and
identity of towns etc and another is to protect and give access to open space around towns
and villages. The area also contains footpaths, including the new 50 km. ''Three Lochs
Way", and other access routes of local importance which relate to the third purpose of
Green Belts given in SPP Paragraph 159: "access to open space within and around
towns". It also has green tourism importance.
6. Extending the Green Belt zone would provide enhanced protection for Helensburgh
and Rhu by including Tom na h’Airidh which, to quote Ironside Farrar page 16, “…forms
the broader setting to the town (of Helensburgh)and a backdrop of open moorland and
forestry.” In the case of Rhu, Ironside Farrar on page 18 refers to”…the dark conifer
plantations of Highlandman’s Wood and the flanks of Tom na h-Airidh give it its wider
landscape setting.”
7. Thus Ironside Farrar themselves, who have suggested downgrading Highlandman’s
Wood (area B and C) from Green Belt to Countryside appear confused as to the role these
areas play in landscape setting. The fact that it is currently a pine forest (as referred to by
Ironside-Farrar) is irrelevant as these can be cropped leaving open hillside possibly
vulnerable if zoned as Countryside. The objectors also believe Green Belt provides a better
level of protection against, for example, development such as wind farms.
8. The proposed reduction would mean that the protection to the setting of Rhu and
Shandon would be reduced to a narrow strip of Green Belt to the west of the West
Highland Railway which would do little to provide and protect the overall setting and
character of the villages. In addition the inner boundary is not as strong in places as it
might be, eg; by St Andrews School, and hence is vulnerable to development pressures.
Retention of the area to the north and east of the railway provides a broad distinctive and
defensible Green Belt setting, whose existing boundaries are considered to provide a clear
and unequivocal boundary to the Greenbelt, as suggested by paragraph 162 of Scottish
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Planning Policy Feb 2010.
9. Highlandman’s Wood, and adjacent areas, are contained in a Local Nature
Conservation Site. It would appear logical that the Green Belt zoning should apply to the
whole of this LNCS which stretches from around Aldownick Glen in the west to the National
Park boundary in the north, and the east edge of Highlandman’s Wood.
S106 - Brian Cook (00701) - Expresses concern about the downgrading of green belt to
Countryside. Greenbelt provides better protection than Countryside and I don't want to see
more developments in the area inland from our property. We have noticed a considerable
rise in the water table over recent years due, we think, to the failure to keep culverts free
from debris. Any development on what is currently green belt would exacerbate the
flooding problems we currently experience through increased run off. Highlandman's
Wood, is a valued recreational area and should be maintained as greenbelt for this reason.
It is, also a Local Nature Conservation Site.
S106 - James S Johnstone (02009) - I wish to express concern over the effect this change
will have on residents at Stuckenduff (of which I am one). Vehicle access is by unadopted
public road which is currently in poor state of repair due to its regular use by heavy
commercial vehicles. In order to maintain normal car access to my home I have to repair
the damage caused by these commercial vehicles at my own expense. My concern is that
the increased commercial activity resulting from this change will render the road
impassable to ordinary cars hence removing access for residents, visitors, healthcare
professionals, etc.
D413 – David & Janice Cowan (00287) - The objectors contend that there is no guidance
or commitment within the plan on the means by which the authority will consult directly with
the involved local residents on matters such as the change of use of Greenbelt land to that
for development purposes.
D413 - Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The Objector contends that
the definition of Greenbelt could be sharper/clearer/more meaningful.
D413 - David B Price (02063) - The Objector contends that the former policies area around
Camis Eskan House to the South and East are treated as a "NO MAN'S LAND". Limited
sympathetic rural based use on the edge of the Green Belt should be allowed.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S104 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The small section of the Blackhill
Plantation adjacent to the Argyll & Bute Council Depot at the top of Sinclair Street,
Helensburgh currently shown as settlement is designated as Green Belt.
D413 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The Objector requests that the Green
Belt, Local Nature Conservation Site (LNCS) and Open Space Protection Area
designations from the town boundaries of Helensburgh and Rhu up to the boundary of the
National Park, starting in the west at the Aldownick Glen (which is currently LNCS) to the
A818 road from Helensburgh to Loch Lomond Park Boundary in the east be extended.
The Objector further requests that the north area of Highlandman's Wood (marked HWOl
by the Ironside Farrar, Green Belt Landscape Study) should be retained as Green Belt as
part of the above rationalisation of the Green Belt and not downgraded to Countryside
Around Settlement (CAS).
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D413 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166), D413 - Helensburgh Community Council
(00135) - The Objector requests that the Greenbelt and Local Nature Conservation Site
status be extended to the land north of Rhu and Helensburgh up to the boundary of the
National Park, from Aldownick Glen in the west to the main road from Helensburgh to Loch
Lomond in the east.
D413 - Fiona Baker (01895) D413 - A Brian Aitken (01942) - The Objectors requests that
the greenbelt is retained as is. No development on greenbelt. No re-zoning as countryside,
retain as greenbelt.
S106 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - None stated.
S106 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) S106 - Linda Duncan (01979), S106 James S Johnstone (02009), S106 - Pat Pollok-Morris (00276), S106 - Brian Cook
(00701), S106 - Fiona Baker (01895), S106 - James Duncan (01978) - These areas should
retain the classification of Greenbelt.
S106 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260), S106 – Jack Rudram (02117) - The
proposal to downgrade the two areas from Green Belt to Countryside should be reversed
and both retained as Green Belt. The broader area stretching from west of Aldownick Glen
(including the totality of the Local Nature Conservation Site) towards the A818 in the east,
and from the outer Green Belt boundary of Rhu and Helensburgh in the south, up to the
National Park Boundary in the north should be re-zoned in its entirety from Countryside to
Green Belt.
D413 – David & Janice Cowan (00287) - A clear commitment statement within the final
Local Development Plan.
D413 - Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The objector requests that all
wording after "Shandon" should be deleted and replaced with "The greenbelt designation
of these named areas will: - direct planned growth to the most appropriate locations and
support regeneration of the settlements, - protect and enhance the quality, character,
landscape setting and identity of the settlements and - protect and give access to open
space within and around the settlements. The cumulative erosion of a green belt’s integrity
through the granting of individual planning permissions will be avoided. The green belts
can provide a range of opportunities for outdoor recreation, education and tourism in
addition to protecting and enhancing biodiversity, the landscape and the historic
environment."
D413 - David B Price (02063) - The objector requests that limited sympathetic rural based
use on the edge of the Green Belt should be allowed.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S104 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - With regard to the green belt in the vicinity
of the Blackhill Depot site, the Council does not agree with the objectors statement “During
the process of the current local plan the Reporters agreed with HGBG representations that
the small area should be re-designated as Green Belt”. The Reporters recommendation
with regard to this issue was “we support the modification to recognise the implemented
use of the objection site” (see production PD134 chapter 16.1.19), and this is what is
included in the Adopted Local Plan.
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S106 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260), S106 – Jack Rudram (02117), S106 James Duncan (01978) S106 and D413 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135), S106
- Pat Pollok-Morris (00276), S106 - Linda Duncan (01979), S106 - Jean Cook (01966),
S106 and D413 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167), S106 and D413 - Fiona Baker
(01895), D413 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166), D413 – A Brian Aitken (01942) - The
Council does not agree with the assessment made by the objectors in terms of Green Belt
boundaries as defined in the Proposed Local Development Plan (See Production PD133).
These have been informed by the Argyll and Bute Green Belt Landscape Capacity Study
(Core Doc. Ref. CD036) commissioned by ABC Council from landscape architects
Ironside Farrar in 2010. The study was commissioned as a result of a commitment made
by the Council during the public local inquiry for the Argyll and Bute Local Plan, in
response to objections raised in relation to a number of green belt issues. When
commissioning the study the consultants were required to have regard to the key
objectives of green belt policy as set out in Scottish Planning Policy (Core Document ref
CD007 para 159). To:




direct planned growth to the most appropriate locations and support regeneration,
protect and enhance the quality, character, landscape setting and identity of towns
and cities, and
protect and give access to open space within and around towns and cities.

In addition the commission for the study specifically asked that consideration be given to:





Should the outer boundary of the green belt be extended eastwards to the boundary
with the National Park, or does the current boundary appropriately reflect
topography and landscape?
The Landscape Assessment should evaluate the contribution the identified green
belt makes to the character, landscape setting and identity of the settlements of
Helensburgh, Cardross, Rhu and Shandon. The Landscape Assessment should
identify any areas of the green belt which do not contribute to the character,
landscape setting and identity of these settlements or if necessary identify any
additional areas which may be required to secure these objectives.
The green belt boundary should be capable of being identified on site with regard to
obvious landscape features, the landscape assessment should assess the
appropriateness of the current boundaries and if necessary recommend alterations
to the boundary where stronger boundary features are required.

The green belt landscape capacity study adopts a clear and consistent methodology to
assess the study area, involving its subdivision in to smaller areas relating to the landscape
character, topography and setting of settlements within the green belt. Detailed
assessments are provided for each of these areas together with an assessment of the
contribution which they make to green belt landscape objectives of SPP as well as
recommended changes are summarised in table 6.1 of the Landscape Capacity Study
(core document ref CD036).
The Landscape Capacity Study determined that the majority of the green belt is of a high
landscape value. In particular the main areas of the green belt between the border with
West Dunbartonshire and Rhu meet the principal SPP objectives by providing a setting for
the principal settlements, preventing coalescence and providing, to various degrees, a
gateway to these settlements. In some cases the study made recommendations for
changes or improvement to the green belt boundary. Those recommendations for changes
which have been taken forward in the Proposed Local Development Plan include those
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which address the SPP objectives in the following ways:




Protecting the approach to Helensburgh from the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs
National Park and the setting of Helensburgh when viewed from across the Gare
Loch by incorporating new areas between the A818 and the National Park
Boundary.
Improving the consistency and robustness of the green belt by rationalising its
coverage to areas in which it can clearly meet core SPP development control
objectives. In all cases these areas have been reassigned to other protective
landscape designations more suited to their character and location. This has
included
- exclusion of hilltop areas above Helensburgh that are of clear upland character
(moorland or forestry), that are relatively remote from the settlements and unlikely to
be developed, and re-designation as Very Sensitive Countryside or Countryside;
- exclusion of steeply sloped areas north of the West Highland railway line above
Shandon and re-designation as Sensitive Countryside.

While the landscape study had also recommended changes to the inner boundary
particularly where these related to areas which had been developed for formal sports and
recreation purposes these are retained in the green belt as proposed in the Local
Development Plan, together with their designation as Open Space Protection Areas as
appropriate. Those changes which have been made to the inner boundary of the green
belt have been limited to those areas which have been identified to meet the need for
additional housing land release in order to accommodate the housing requirements
identified in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment as approved by the Scottish
Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis. The selection of which has been
informed by the green belt landscape study.
S106 - Brian Cook (00701); S106 - James S Johnstone (02009) - Where the Proposed
Local Development Plan has removed areas from the outer edges of the green belt in
accord with the recommendations of the landscape study these have been place in either
Countryside or Very Sensitive Countryside designations. In terms of the plans settlement
strategy these areas do not have a general capacity to accommodate development, with
development in sensitive countryside being limited to small scale infill rounding off and
redevelopment in locations not adjacent to defined settlement boundaries. Within Very
Sensitive Countryside development opportunities are even more limited to, essentially
those with a locational or operational need. It is therefore not envisaged that such
redesignation would give rise to the flooding and traffic problems anticipated by the
objectors.
D413 – David & Janice Cowan (00287) - Outwith the Strategic Development Plan areas,
the Local Development Plan is the established mechanism for review of Green belt
boundaries. The Local Development Plan process, contains statutory requirements for
public consultation, and includes a requirement for the annual publication of a
Development Plan Scheme which sets out the program for plan preparation and identifies
the opportunities which the public have to engage in the plan preparation process.
D413 - Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - This objection relates to the
definition of green belt given in the glossary to the LDP. The glossary is not the
appropriate place to reiterate green belt policy. Policy LDP DM 1(G) sets out policy for
greenbelt and adopts an approach which is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy para
163 (see core document CD007).
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D413 - David B Price (02063) - There have been no changes made to the boundary of the
green belt to the south and east of Camis Eskan House. The policies on applicable green
belt uses are those which have been long established and are reflected in Scottish
Planning Policy. This allows appropriate rural uses.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I find that the independent review of the green belt which was commissioned by the
council has provided a robust and consistent basis for the identification of the areas
proposed for designation, as well as assisting in identifying the most appropriate sites to be
released for housing development.
2. The recommendations of the review have been reflected in the proposed plan. This has
included significant additions, for instance to ensure that land on both sides of the A818 to
the north of Helensburgh is protected by green belt designation. Apart from the sites which
have been specifically released for housing development, those areas removed from the
green belt, including Highlandman’s Wood and the land beyond the railway line north-east
of Rhu, have been given different forms of protection which are more appropriate to their
role and characteristics. It is not inappropriate that part of a local nature conservation site
should lie within a green belt, while another part lies outwith it.
3. The exclusion from the green belt of the small area in the vicinity of the Blackhill Depot
site reflects the current adopted local plan, and is in line with the recommendation made by
the reporters at that time. They also suggested that this matter be addressed in the then
forthcoming review of green belt boundaries. This review has now been undertaken. I
note that it found that the transition from urban to green belt is less clear in this location
north of Helensburgh, but made no specific recommendations for alterations to the
boundary in the vicinity of the depot. In these circumstances, I consider that it would not
be appropriate to amend the green belt boundary here.
4. I note that the policy on development within the green belt is set out in Policy LDP DM1,
and it does provide for support to be given to certain, limited forms of development within
the green belt. This would apply equally on land around Camus Eskan House. The policy
which applies to areas designated as countryside separately applies a presumption against
development which would extend an existing settlement.
5. I agree that it is not appropriate to incorporate policy statements within the glossary’s
definition of ‘green belt’. However, it currently includes one and this element should be
deleted from the definition. However the references in the glossary definition to the
structure plan and to ‘this local plan’ are out of date and should also be removed.
6. Overall, however, I consider that the approach adopted by the council is appropriate
and is consistent with that advocated in relation to green belts by Scottish Planning Policy.
7. The requirements for neighbours to be notified of any planning application submitted
apply both within and outwith green belt areas. Effects on roads or on drainage would be a
material consideration to be assessed by the planning authority in deciding whether to
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grant any planning application submitted, whether it lies within the green belt or the
‘countryside’ or the ‘very sensitive countryside’.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan’s glossary definition of ‘Green belt’ to read: “ a development management
zone which comprises a substantial area of countryside peripheral to the settlements of
Cardross, Helensburgh, Rhu and Shandon and which may be subject to considerable
pressure for development.”
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ISS105

Housing Allocation - Ardencaple

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 3/12 - Helensburgh - Ardencaple

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Linda O'Connor (01697)
Melvyn C Hornsby (01756)
J T P Brownrigg (01778)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821)
Elaine Kordys (01893)
Boo Bennett (01916)
Luss Estates Company & Graham Elliott (00662)
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276)
Margaret Morrison (02048)
Andrew & Catherine Gemmell (01783)
Fiona Baker (01895)
Ian & Cathie Grout (01857)
David & Rachel Bailey (02121)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Linda O'Connor (01697) - H-AL 3/12 - Objects to the proposed housing development Firstly the plans appear to encroach upon my land which extends to the top of the old
Dobbies fence. Secondly, my family have lived in a lovely rural setting for 40 years. We
always understood that the land behind was green belt and suddenly we are to be
surrounded by a housing estate.
Melvyn C Hornsby (01756) - H-AL 3/12; J T P Brownrigg (01778) - H-AL 3/12; Elaine
Kordys (01893) - H-AL 3/12; Andrew & Catherine Gemmell (01783) - H-AL 3/12; Ian &
Cathie Grout (01857) - H-AL 3/12; David & Rachel Bailey (02121) - H-AL 3/12 - The
community was not consulted on the inclusion of the Ardencaple Extension in the Local
Development Plan. The land within the Ardencaple extension other than the garden centre
was to be retained as Green Belt land and hence Ardencaple extension was not included
in the Main Issues Report. The land owner or developer led Argyll and Bute Council
Planning department to believe that the entire site had previously been used as hard
standing and therefore the site was compromised. This is untrue. The area to the north of
the garden centre, which is Green Belt land, consists of large stands of mature willow and
birch as well as regenerating woodland and was not used by the former garden centre.
The proposed extension contravenes previously specified low density housing on the
Ardencaple garden centre. The Adopted Local Plan (2009) specified that the Ardencaple
Garden Centre site could have “no more than 16 units” on the site in line with the
Reporters recommendations. Assuming that only 16 houses would be built on the
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Ardencaple Garden Centre (as per the Adopted Local Plan, 2009), this would mean that
the remaining 44 houses of the total of 60 is proposed for the <2 hectare Ardencaple
Extension, and hence for the Green Belt land. In our opinion, this contravenes the low
housing density specified by the Reporters to the Public Inquiry into the last Local Plan.
Ardencaple Extension Disregards Paragraph 159 of the Scottish Planning Policy for Green
Belts (February 2010). The proposed development does not respect the open, semi-rural
character of the area, and the very low density of the housing currently within the vicinity.
The Strategic Environmental Assessment for this site suggests that ‘The development
provides opportunity to secure more formal links between it and adjacent recreational
areas’. In our opinion, we think that this assessment contravenes the objectives of the
Scottish Planning Policy for Green Belts. The proposed development, particularly on the
current Green Belt land within the proposed site, would preclude access to green space
within walking distance from existing local settlements, especially as the apparent high
density of the proposed housing would allow little scope for public footpaths through the
development. The woodland is regularly used by the local community for access to the
adjacent Local Nature Reserve (Duchess Wood) and also as an area for informal
recreation in its own right. The LNR, is heavily used by the local community, thus providing
support for the proposed Ardencaple Extension to remain as open, green space for local
community use. Better still would be for it to be managed as an extension to Duchess
Wood LNR.
Except for the Garden Centre, the area outlined is indeed Green Belt and it affords
distinction between Rhu and Helensburgh. As we have mentioned, it also provides access
to the local community to open, green space within walking distance from local settlements
for all ages. The area also provides an important wildlife corridor to and from Duchess
Wood and surrounding areas. The woodland on the northern half of Ardencaple extension
would provide a suitably wide and defensible boundary between the current allocation, and
further Green Belt land to the north. It is hard to see that a single row of elderly poplar trees
could fulfill such a clear purpose.
The proposed site includes a pond inhabited by amphibians and a woodland community
interestingly different from that found in Duchess Wood. The area is notable for banks of
moss and many orchids and other flowering plants. As a result this site forms a valuable
habitat type and likely greatly adds to the biodiversity of the area.
The proposed site and Glenoran Road are often running in water after heavy rain, and Rhu
Road Higher has flooded regularly over the winter of 2012/2013. A large pressure is
already put on the drains and burn to the west of Glenoran Road from the volume of water
that comes off the hills and the field to the north of the site. In our opinion, removing and
building on a woodland site that would otherwise hold this water will substantially add to
this pressure.
Access from Rhu Road Higher would be dangerous, a development of 60 houses would
bring with it at a minimum 60 cars and road users. The junction has a dangerous blind spot
and the road is narrow with a wall on its northern side. Pedestrian crossing at this point is
also hazardous.
A discrepancy exists between the Main Issues Report and the LDP for the number of
houses required in the Helensburgh and Lomond area. Argyll and Bute council stated that
a total of 743 houses would be their preferred option based on detailed analysis to be built
up to 2023 in Helensburgh and Lomond. However, the LDP proposes to allow the building
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of 1200 houses in the 10 year period in the same area. Why does the Council suddenly
feel the need to propose to the building of nearly double the number of houses, especially
given the uncertainty surrounding the Faslane Naval base in Garelochhead.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - H-AL 3/12
The Helensburgh Green Belt Group (HGBG) objected to the allocation of 60 houses at
Ardencaple in response to the Main Issues report. In part this was because it was a 'late"
bid; in part because the HGBG needed to assess all incursions into the Green Belt to
assess where most allocations should be withdrawn; and in part because of an inadequate
boundary which we considered was not "defensible".
HGBG remains critical of the assertion that the original planning permission of 16 houses
was uneconomical. That is clearly not the case since smaller estates are economical and
the original planning application would not have been submitted if it had not been
assessed as such.
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) - H-AL 3/12 - The Friends of Duchess Wood (FODW) is
concerned that any development on this site should protect and enhance the boundary
with Duchess Wood to the east. If any development is approved, no damage should be
done to Duchess Wood, and a suitable transition zone provided within the site. We are
also concerned about the proposals for the northern part of the site, where informal
woodland forms a natural extension of Duchess Wood, and where, for example, there are
significant clumps of orchids which are not found in Duchess Wood. We are also
concerned at the failure to provide a defensible boundary to the site. The narrow line of
trees proposed as a boundary is insufficient. For ecological reasons, existing woodland
habitat should be enhanced to provide greater continuity of habitat between Glenoran
Wood and Duchess Wood by retaining the existing woodland and extending it to the field
between the proposed site and the railway line.
Boo Bennett (01916) - H-AL 3/12 - This 60 home incursion into Green Belt land is
excessive and unnecessary.
Most residents seem to agree that sustaining the good amount of green land that lies
within the borough is vital to the quality of life in Helensburgh.
This development is not going to do anything towards the much needed regeneration of
Helensburgh town centre.
This plan seems to have more to do with politics and increasing the Councils share of
government funding than any real need for this housing on Green Belt land, particularly
when the future of Faslane and associated employment are unknown.
The recent Waitrose decision surely opens the door for more town centre housing, which
would help to regeneratation.
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - H-AL 3/12 - Objection to increase in proposed housing units
from 16 to 60
Margaret Morrison (02048) - H-AL 3/12 - Access from this site onto a blind corner at
Glenoran Road would be very dangerous.
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Fiona Baker (01895) - H-AL 3/12 - Proposed building of 60 houses on greenbelt behind old
Dobbies – we lost Dobbies as they could not expand.
In general Helensburgh has no shortage of housing stock – the Helensburgh Advertiser
reports 230 houses on the market at present, the Hermitage Academy site is yet to be
developed for housing and there are other smaller more suitable sites.
Luss Estates Company Graham Elliott (00662) - H-AL 3/12 - We write on behalf of the
landowners of the proposed Ardencaple Housing Allocation (H-AL 3/12), on Rhu Road
Higher at Helensburgh. We are broadly in support of the proposed allocation. We support
the indicative capacity of 60 housing units on the site and recognise the requirement for
25% affordable housing provision. We do however request a minor amendment to the
proposals map which accompanies the Proposed Plan. This currently identifies the site as
being within a “Strategic Masterplan Area”, however no specific requirement for
masterplanning has been identified for the site in the written text of the plan. In addition to
the above points we would like to take this opportunity to provide some brief further
supporting commentary for the allocation of the land at Ardencaple for housing:
Deliverability
The land at Ardencaple is covered by two ownerships, both landowners are in full
cooperation and are fully committed to facilitating the delivery of housing on the site within
the operational period of the forthcoming Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan. The
increase in the numbers of housing which can be delivered as a result of the extended
allocation, means that the site is viable for delivery.
Affordable Housing
Support expressed for the requirement for a contribution to the affordable housing stock in
Helensburgh as part of this allocation. Once the comfort of a secured allocation allows us
to proceed with detailed proposals, discussions will be undertaken with Argyll and Bute
Council and the relevant bodies to determine the best way to contribute.
Site Conditions
The site is bounded to the west by the Glenoran Road. It is intended that access to the site
will be taken from this road, which will require the upgrading of part of the road to
adoptable standard. This will bring about an improvement to the current condition of the
road which currently suffers from poor drainage. The upgrading of Glenoran road to the
point of access on to the site will also facilitate the installation of improved drainage
infrastructure.
Initial discussions have been held with the Argyll and Bute Council Roads Department. A
Sustainable Urban Drainage System scheme will be utilised as part of the development to
ensure no surface run off from the site.
The site is bounded to the north by land of agricultural character which currently forms part
of the Green Belt. The mature tree line which forms this boundary already provides a
natural boundary to the settlement. We recognise the requirement for a landscaping
strategy to be prepared as part of a future application to ensure that the defensible
boundary to the north is maintained and reinforced.
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The Luss Estates Company works closely with the Helensburgh Green Belt Group and the
Friends of Duchess Wood, which is owned by the Estate. Liaison with these groups will
continue as the site progresses, including the potential provision of a nature corridor north
of Ardencaple linking Duchess Wood with woodland in the west.
To conclude, we are in support of the identified allocation at Ardencaple and the indicative
capacity of 60 units with 25% affordable housing. We request that the Strategic Masterplan
Area allocation is removed from the site.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Linda O'Connor (01697) - H-AL 3/12; Melvyn C Hornsby (01756) - H-AL 3/12; J T P
Brownrigg (01778) - H-AL 3/12; Elaine Kordys (01893) - H-AL 3/12; Andrew & Catherine
Gemmell (01783) - H-AL 3/12; Ian & Cathie Grout (01857) - H-AL 3/12; David & Rachel
Bailey (02121) - H-AL 3/12; Boo Bennett (01916) - H-AL 3/12; Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) H-AL 3/12; Fiona Baker (01895) - H-AL 3/12 - Revert to original Allocation.
Margaret Morrison (02048) - H-AL 3/12 - None suggested
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - H-AL 3/12 - A defensible town boundary of at
least 70 metres deep should be planted in advance of any building work. That woodland
should have the following designations: Green Belt, Open Space Protection Area and
Local Nature Conservation Site. It should provide a green corridor and wildlife linkage
between Glenoran Wood and Duchess Wood.
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) - H-AL 3/12 - Protection and enhancement of the
woodland habitat as suggested above.
Luss Estates Company Graham Elliott (00662) - H-AL 3/12 - We support the proposed
allocation. The only amendment we seek is that the masterplan designation is removed
from the site as explained above.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Linda O'Connor (01697) - H-AL 3/12 - The boundaries of the site are not intended to
encroach on any third party land, the mapping which accompanies the Proposed Local
Development Plan is of a scale which shows the general boundaries of the proposed
allocation, at this location (see production no PD135). Precise boundaries taking account
of ownership would be a matter for consideration at the detailed application stage.
Settlements evolve over time, and part of the proposed allocation comprises a former
horticultural nursery which then became a more formalised garden centre. This was then,
subsequently abandoned, and following the Public Inquiry in to the current Local Plan was
identified as an allocation for 16 houses. The rural nature of the area has therefore
changed overtime, and further change has already been sanctioned by the Reporters’
recommendation that the site be included as an allocation in the Argyll and Bute Local
Plan.
Melvyn C Hornsby (01756) - H-AL 3/12; J T P Brownrigg (01778) - H-AL 3/12; Elaine
Kordys (01893) - H-AL 3/12; Andrew & Catherine Gemmell (01783) - H-AL 3/12; Ian &
Cathie Grout (01857) - H-AL 3/12; David & Rachel Bailey (02121) - H-AL 3/12;
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - H-AL 3/12; Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - H-AL 3/12
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- As a result of consultation on the Main Issues Report, a number of additional potential
sites were identified to the council, as was the need to ensure that sufficient land was
available to meet identified housing needs. Accordingly the Council prepared an annexe to
the Strategic Environmental Assessment, and carried out further public consultation on
Proposed Additional Sites. This further consultation follows best practise and further
advice from Scottish Government Officials and goes beyond that required by planning
legislation.
Melvyn C Hornsby (01756) - H-AL 3/12; J T P Brownrigg (01778) - H-AL 3/12; Elaine
Kordys (01893) - H-AL 3/12; Andrew & Catherine Gemmell (01783) - H-AL 3/12; Ian &
Cathie Grout (01857) - H-AL 3/12; David & Rachel Bailey (02121) - H-AL 3/12 - An
inspection of the site by Planning Officers revealed that some parts of the site showed
evidence of use by the garden centre as hardstanding and storage areas, whilst other parts
of the site contained regenerating scrub woodland, and others more established trees.
The previous use of the site was not the determining factor in deciding to identify this site
as a proposed allocation. A number of additional factors were which taken in to
consideration are discussed below:
The issue of increasing housing densities was outlined in the Main Issues Report, both to
promote more efficient use of resources, help reduce carbon emissions, provide greater
economies of scale, and promote the provision of more varied house sizes and types,
more accurately reflecting needs of smaller households which the Housing Need and
Demand Assessment identifies as making up an increasing proportion of need and
demand in the area (see core document CD008 para 6.1).
The proposed Allocation H-AL 3/12 extends to 2.7 ha, the proposed density at just over
22 houses per hectare (or 9 per acre) is considered to be medium density. Whilst the
Council accepts that this is greater than the low density recommended by the Reporters,
this increase in density is considered appropriate in light of the changes to the site, housing
need and demand in the Helensburgh and Lomond area, and the declining economic
conditions in terms of site delivery since the Adoption of the Argyll and Bute Local Plan.
Paragraph 159 of Scottish Planning Policy (see Core Document CD007) states: “The
purpose of green belt designation in the development plan as part of the settlement
strategy for an area is to:




direct planned growth to the most appropriate locations and support regeneration,
protect and enhance the quality, character, landscape setting and identity of towns
and cities, and
protect and give access to open space within and around towns and cities.

Green belt designation should provide clarity and certainty on where development will and
will not take place….. Green belt designation should be used to direct development to
suitable locations, not to prevent development from happening.”
The proposed extension to the Ardencaple Allocation is considered to be consistent with
Scottish Planning Policy on Green Belts. Its release has been promoted through the Local
Development Plan preparation process, which seeks to direct growth to the most
appropriate locations in accordance with the settlement strategy as set out in the
Development Plan and also helps to facilitate the redevelopment of the brownfield former
garden centre site that forms part of the site. The findings of the Helensburgh and Lomond
Green Belt Landscape Capacity Study (core document CD036) have also been taken into
account. The site lies to the east of Glen Oran Road where properties on the western side
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form the settlement edge and adjoin the sensitive wedge between Helensburgh and Rhu
that will be retained within the Green Belt. The northern boundary of the proposed housing
allocation has been drawn to exclude a 10 metre wide strip of wood land to allow a
sustainable and defensible Green Belt boundary to be firmly established.
The open space audit for Helensburgh and Lomond (production PD274), does not reveal a
deficit of informal open space in this part of Helensburgh, and although there is some
evidence of routes through the site connecting in to the adjacent Duchess Woods LNR, the
land owners have confirmed that they are happy to work with the Duchess Woods
Management Group to explore ways of improving access to the woods. Supplementary
Guidance on Green Networks in Helensburgh is also being prepared and will be consulted
on before the adoption of the LDP. The identification of green networks can be used to
help secure an access and wildlife corridor for the woodland within this locality.
The site has no nature conservation designations and no evidence has been submitted by
the objectors to demonstrate the existence of any protected species.
The proposed development provides the opportunity to upgrade the lower part of Glenoran
Road to an adoptable standard, thereby securing drainage improvements and reducing the
risk of flooding on Rhu Road Higher as a result. As part of the detailed planning proposals
the developers will need to demonstrate that a Sustainable Urban Drainage System
scheme will be utilised to ensure no surface run off from the site. The Council’s Area Road
Engineer is satisfied that a safe junction can be provided at Glen Oran Road/Rhu Road
Higher. (see production PD136).
Following analysis of the responses to the consultation on the Main Issues Report the
Council took the decision that where possible it should try to identify allocations and other
sites which were capable of meeting the housing needs and demands in the Helensburgh
and Lomond Housing Market area.
Melvyn C Hornsby (01756) - H-AL 3/12; J T P Brownrigg (01778) - H-AL 3/12; Elaine
Kordys (01893) - H-AL 3/12; Andrew & Catherine Gemmell (01783) - H-AL 3/12; Ian &
Cathie Grout (01857) - H-AL 3/12; Boo Bennett (01916) - H-AL 3/12; Fiona Baker (01895) H-AL 3/12 - The Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demands Assessment shows a
requirement for 1,200 new homes in Helensburgh and Lomond over a ten year period.
The Council has conducted a Housing Land Audit (Core Doc. Ref CD009) which
demonstrates that there are not enough development opportunities on existing allocated
sites or within infill or other sites within the settlement zone, including Helensburgh Town
Centre. In particular, opportunities which the original Pierhead Masterplan identified for a
mixed use development with up to 150 residential units, has been replaced with an
updated master plan where as a result of public consultation on the proposals the
residential development has now been omitted. The potential for more town centre
housing is therefore highly limited given the built up nature of the settlement and a lack of
sizable sites to accommodate the identified housing needs.
Margaret Morrison (02048) - H-AL 3/12 - The Council’s Area Road Engineer is satisfied
that a safe junction can be provided at Glen Oran Road/Rhu Road Higher (see production
PD136).
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) - H-AL 3/12 - The open space audit for Helensburgh
and Lomond (production PD274), does not reveal a deficit of informal open space in this
part of Helensburgh, and although there is some evidence of routes through the site
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connecting in to the adjacent Duchess Woods LNR, the land owners have confirmed that
they are happy to work with the Duchess Woods Management Group to explore ways of
improving access to the woods. Supplementary Guidance on Green Networks in
Helensburgh is also being prepared and will be consulted on prior to the approval of the
LDP, and this can be used to help secure an access and wildlife corridor for the woodland
within this locality.
The site has no nature conservation designations, and no evidence has been submitted by
the objectors to demonstrate the existence of any protected species.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - H-AL 3/12 - The Helensburgh Green Belt Group
have provided no evidence to demonstrate that the site will not have a defensible
boundary, and have provided no alternative strategy for accommodating the required
amount of land for housing on non Green Belt sites. Similarly they have provided no
evidence to back up their assertion that “smaller estates are economical” or that the
original application would not have been submitted. There have been significant changes
in the housing industry since 2008/2009 and both the Main Issues Report and the
Proposed Local Development Plan has sought to recognise this in an effort to secure new
housing development.
Luss Estates Company & Graham Elliott (00662) - H-AL 3/12 - The Proposals Maps which
accompany the Proposed Local Development Plan show a Strategic Master Plan Area for
the Helensburgh Green Belt extending in to H-AL 3/12. The strategic master plan for the
Helensburgh Green Belt has been incorporated into the Proposed Local Development Plan
and incorporates the findings of the Argyll and Bute Green Belt Landscape Capacity Study
(see Core Document CD036). The Council considers that an error has been made here
given the requirements for the Masterplan have been superseded by the Proposed LDP
and the inclusion of H-AL 3/12. Should the Reporters be so minded the Council would be
content to remove the Strategic Master Plan designation covering the Helensburgh Green
Belt at this specific location from the Proposals Maps in an effort to improve the accuracy
and clarity of the LDP as proposed.
Conclusion
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond) with a potential to adversely
impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery.
The overall objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA)
(Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10
years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.”
(See page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national
policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see
Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this
overall outcome in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for
new housing sites in places where people want to live.
Helensburgh and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient housing allocations to meet our
housing needs including affordable and contribute to retaining and growing our population.
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The need for housing in the Helensburgh and Lomond area has been established in the
Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment which has been approved as
robust and credible by the Scottish Governments Centre for Housing Market Analysis (see
core document CD008).
This site H-AL 3/12 can form part of this supply of land as the Council considers the site to
be effective and taking into account all of the issues raised by the objector’s can see no
reason why this site cannot remain in the plan with no amendments proposed other than
the suggested removal of the requirement to undertake a strategic masterplan associated
with the Green belt.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The requirement for additional land to be allocated for housing development in Argyll
and Bute is addressed at Issue ISS400, where I have found it to be justified. Therefore
with regard to the land at Ardencaple, the matter before me is whether the proposed
allocation for housing development is appropriate in that context.
2. The southern part of this site comprises a vacant, brownfield site formerly used as a
garden centre and currently enclosed by security fencing. In seeking to identify land on
which to build additional housing for Helensburgh, I consider that it should be regarded as
a priority for re-development. Beyond the former garden centre site, the site allocation
extends northwards into an area of fairly dense scrub woodland. It has informal narrow
access paths, but there is limited evidence of recreational use. The mature trees on its
western and northern edges could form an appropriate green belt boundary and/or edge to
a new housing development which would maintain the visual containment of the town in
this vicinity. The site’s identification at a later stage in the preparation of the plan does not
preclude its suitability, as it has been the subject of both assessment and consultation.
3. With existing houses already extending on the western side of Glenoran Road, the
development of this site would not result in a significant extension of the built up area into
the current green belt, and the separation of Rhu from Helensburgh would not be
threatened. For all these reasons I accept that the allocation of this site for housing
development in the proposed plan is appropriate.
4. Concerns about the allocation of land for housing development and the general
increase in housing densities have been highlighted and are addressed at Issue ISS400.
The housing capacities stated for individual sites are indicative and not prescriptive, and
higher or lower densities may be found appropriate at the site design stage. Although this
development will adjoin open countryside, it will form part of the built-up area of
Helensburgh and become part of the town. I do not consider that specifying a lower
density would be justified at this stage.
5. I note that the owner and the council are satisfied that issues relating to drainage and to
road access can be addressed, and that continued access to Duchess Wood can be
maintained and a wildlife corridor secured, together with a defensible green belt boundary.
6. As the council has confirmed that the strategic master plan designation relating to the
green belt is not intended to cover this site allocation, I agree that the plan should be
amended to remove it.
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7. At my request the council submitted a plan with an amended boundary for the site
allocation to reflect the correct ownership. I consider that this should also be reflected in
the local development plan to avoid unnecessary confusion.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. On the proposals map, removing from the area of the site allocation the symbol relating
to the ‘Strategic Masterplan Area’.
2. On the proposals map, amending the boundary of site allocation H-AL 3\12 in
accordance with the version of the map contained in production PD135, as submitted to
the examination by the council on 22 August 2014.
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ISS106

Housing Allocations - Blairvadach

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 3/6 - Shandon - Blairvadach
H2006 - Shandon, Blairvadach House

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Patricia Low (01795)
James S Johnstone (02009)
Bryan Wight (01737)
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276)
James McLatchie (01741)
M A Walker (01305)
Michael L Gladden (01757)
Keith Whaley (02097)
Stuart Gibson (01824)
David Whitham (02098)
Jonathon McLatchie (01844)
Nicola Skrastin (02111)
John Skrastin (01861)
Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260)
Ian Chatten (01866)
Jennifer Skrastin (02110)
Linda Skrastin (01884)
Elizabeth Gladden (01853)
Brian Aitken (01942)
Violet McLatchie (01891)
Brian Cook (00701)
Fiona Baker (01895)
Jean Cook (01966)
A Wyllie Robertson (02116)
James Duncan (01978)
Jack Rudram (02117)
Linda Duncan (01979)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Patricia Low (01795); Bryan Wight (01737); James McLatchie (01741); Michael L Gladden
(01757); John Skrastin (01861); Ian Chatten (01866); Linda Skrastin (01884); Brian Cook
(00701); Linda Duncan (01979); James S Johnstone (02009); Pat Pollok-Morris (00276); M
A Walker (01305); David Whitham (02098); Nicola Skrastin (02111); Rhu & Shandon
Community Council (01260); Jennifer Skrastin (02110); Elizabeth Gladden (01853); Fiona
Baker (01895); A Wyllie Robertson (02116); Jack Rudram (02117) 1) Object to the increase in number of units on allocation H-AL 3/6 and the density on
proposed allocation H2006.
Bryan Wight (01737); Jonathon McLatchie (01844); John Skrastin (01861); Ian Chatten
(01866); Linda Skrastin (01884); Brian Aitken (01942); James S Johnstone (02009); M A
Walker (01305); Nicola Skrastin (02111); Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260);
Jennifer Skrastin (02110); Elizabeth Gladden (01853); Fiona Baker (01895); A Wyllie
Robertson (02116); Jack Rudram (02117)
2) The scale of housing proposed is out of character with the surrounding development.
Bryan Wight (01737); James McLatchie (01741); Michael L Gladden (01757); John
Skrastin (01861); Linda Skrastin (01884); Brian Cook (00701); David Whitham (02098);
Nicola Skrastin (02111); Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); Jennifer Skrastin
(02110); Elizabeth Gladden (01853); Violet McLatchie (01891); A Wyllie Robertson (02116)
3) Concern over the loss of trees and wildlife as a result of development contrary to Paras
146, 147 and 148 of SPP.
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Bryan Wight (01737); James McLatchie (01741); Ian Chatten (01866); Brian Cook (00701);
Jean Cook (01966); M A Walker (01305); Keith Whaley (02097); Rhu and Shandon
Community Council (01260)
4) Removal of trees and vegetation will increase runoff and give rise to flooding.
Patricia Low (01795); Bryan Wight (01737); Ian Chatten (01866); Brian Cook (00701); Jean
Cook (01966); James Duncan (01978); Linda Duncan (01979); James S Johnstone
(02009); Pat Pollok-Morris (00276); M A Walker (01305); Rhu & Shandon Community
Council (01260); Elizabeth Gladden (01853); Violet McLatchie (01891); Jack Rudram
(02117)
5) The proposed development would result in an increase in traffic, with the main road
through Rhu village is inadequate to cope with additional traffic.
James McLatchie (01741); Michael L Gladden (01757); John Skrastin (01861); Linda
Skrastin (01884); Nicola Skrastin (02111); Jennifer Skrastin (02110); Elizabeth Gladden
(01853); Fiona Baker (01895); A Wyllie Robertson (02116)
6) The Schedule of land ownership shows that the Council owns the area covered by HAL 3/6 and H2006. The Council’s ownership of this land gives rise to a conflict of interest
and as such the Council should followed due process in accord with PAN 82.
Michael L Gladden (01757); Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); Elizabeth
Gladden (01853)
7) Concern at loss of obstacle course and outdoor recreational opportunities which the
woodland and openspace currently provide.
Stuart Gibson (01824); Elizabeth Gladden (01853)
8) Need to ensure development does not compromise neighbouring care facility users.
Nicola Skrastin (02111); Jennifer Skrastin (02110)
9) The proposal is not consistent with Para,78, 79, 80 and 82 of SPP
Patricia Low (01795); Ian Chatten (01866); Brian Cook (00701); James S Johnstone
(02009)
10) Shandon has no facilities, there are only limited facilities in Rhu. There are limited
employment opportunities in Helensburgh. Lack of facilities, poor public transport, and
high travel to work costs means that affordable housing risks isolation and deprivation for
the elderly, disabled and lower paid.
Ian Chatten (01866); Brian Aitken (01942); Pat Pollok-Morris (00276); Rhu and Shandon
Community Council (01260); Violet McLatchie (01891); Fiona Baker (01895); Jack Rudram
(02117)
11) There is no need for additional housing, the area has a falling and ageing population
and over 200 houses for sale locally. There are regeneration opportunities in the Naval
Estates in Helensburgh and Rhu which should be taken up before green field sites are
developed.
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Linda Skrastin (01884); Brian Aitken (01942)
12) Planning permission has previously been refused for a house at Broomfield Gardens
based on a series of policy contraventions.
Patricia Low (01795); Brian Aitken (01942); Brian Cook (00701); Jean Cook (01966); Linda
Duncan (01979); Pat Pollok-Morris (00276); M A Walker (01305); Keith Whaley (02097);
David Whitham (02098); Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); Elizabeth Gladden
(01853); Jack Rudram (02117)
13) The local school is at capacity and cannot be expanded.
James Duncan (01978); Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260)
14) The Main Issues Report did not include H2006 as a site. Given that A&BC were
already marketing the site for housing it should have been highlighted in the MIR. In the
absence of earlier consultation the inclusion of H2006 is questioned.
Rhu and Shandon Community Council (01260); Elizabeth Gladden (01853)
15) The proposals will have an adverse effect on the setting of Blairvadach House a
category B listed building
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Patricia Low (01795) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006 - Not to build any houses - leave the land open
and don't destroy the wood.
Bryan Wight (01737) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006 - Reduction in the number of houses to reflect
the present housing density
Michael L Gladden (01757) - H-AL 3/6; Linda Skrastin (01884) - H-AL 3/6 - Amend
Allocation H-AL 3/6 to reduce the housing unit density to match the existing area.
Michael L Gladden (01757) - H2006; Elizabeth Gladden (01853) - H2006; John Skrastin
(01861) - H2006; Linda Skrastin (01884) - H2006; Jennifer Skrastin (02110) - H2006
Include Blairvadach House and its associated parking lot in H-AL 3/6 and rezone the rest
as a protected woodland area.
Stuart Gibson (01824) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006 - A statement in the plan indicating that we
will be consulted in the design stage.
Jonathon McLatchie (01844) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6; Violet McLatchie (01891) - H-AL 3/6
and H2006 - Only small scale development with sensitivity to the countryside and tree
population
John Skrastin (01861) - H-AL 3/6; Linda Skrastin (01884) - H-AL 3/6; Nicola Skrastin
(02111) - H-AL 3/6; Jennifer Skrastin (02110) - H-AL 3/6 - Amend allocation H-AL3/6 by
reducing housing density so that it is sympathetic and in character with surrounding locale
and recent developments. Also ensure that any development on allocation H-AL3/6 does
not impinge unnecessarily on any elevation /vista of the listed building. Ensure mature
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trees are protected.
Ian Chatten (01866) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6 - Development proposals for brown field sites in
Helensburgh area. Regeneration of underutilised Naval Estates in Helensburgh area.
Significant reduction of at least 50% of the housing allocation on the site. Or use of the site
for facilities for the benefit of the local population.
Brian Cook (00701) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006 - The proposed development must be
considerably reduced in scale or, perhaps, totally abandoned.
Jean Cook (01966) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6; Linda Duncan (01979) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6;
Keith Whaley (02097) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6; Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - H-AL 3/6; David
Whitham (02098) - H-AL 3/6; Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260) - H-AL 3/6;
Jack Rudram (02117) - H-AL 3/6 - Reduce the number of houses back to the number
proposed in the 2009 LDP.
James S Johnstone (02009) - H2006 and H-AL 3/6 - Reduction in the total number of
housing units from 124 to 24
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - H2006 - Amend the allocation to flats in the house only
David Whitham (02098) - H2006 - Do not develop area H2006
Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260) - H2006; Jack Rudram (02117) - H2006 The allocation for H2006 should be reduced in scale and density to accord with the
adjacent areas. This would imply low density housing at an indicative 6 units/ha, or 10
units/ha maximum. Allowing for the nature of the site referred to in point 8 above this
would imply not more than 25 units with 25% affordable.
Elizabeth Gladden (01853) - H-AL 3/6 - Decrease the density of houses and incorporate
Blairvadach house and car park into H –AL 3/6. Minimise the loss of mature trees.
Fiona Baker (01895) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006 - Reduce housing allocations at Blairvadach
(H-AL3/6 and H2006) to low density – much smaller number of houses.
A Wyllie Robertson (02116) - H-AL 3/6 and H2006; James McLatchie (01741) - H-AL 3/6
and H2006 - No modification suggested
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
1) Object to the increase in number of units on allocation H-AL 3/6 and the density on
proposed allocation H2006.
The issue of increasing housing densities was outlined in the Main Issues Report, (See
Core Doc Ref. CD013) both to promote more efficient use of resources, help reduce
carbon emissions, provide greater economies of scale, and promote the provision of more
varied house sizes and types, more accurately reflecting needs of smaller households. The
Housing Need and Demand Assessment identifying a continuing decline in the size of
households fuelled by the growth of single persons and single parent households, and
suggests that future housing development profiles focus on the provision of smaller units.
(see core document CD008 para 12.4).
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2) The scale of housing proposed is out of character with the surrounding development;
Concern over the loss of trees and wildlife as a result of development contrary to Paras
146, 147 and 148 of SPP.
The Council considers that the Housing Need and Demand Assessment shows that the
majority of both need and demand comes from smaller households. The site presents both
the redevelopment of a valued listed building that will become vacant by the summer of
2015 and brownfield opportunities. These opportunities are considered suitable for flatted
development and smaller housing units The Council further considers that provided that
these are taken forward with appropriate design and siting the development of this site
need not necessarily be out of character with the surrounding area. In relation to the
woodland, this has not been identified on the inventory of ancient semi natural woodland,
and as such para 146 would not apply. The provisions of paras 147 and 148 would be
applicable, were the woodland to be affected. In identifying the area for the proposed
allocations, it was not the intention that the woodland to be clear felled, but rather that the
woodland edges of the site be retained, incorporated into the open space requirements of
the site and managed appropriately. Important individual trees within the site area will also
be retained and incorporated within the layout of any development. In addition, the sites
have no wildlife designations.
3) Removal of trees and vegetation will increase runoff and give rise to flooding.
As part of the proposals for any development the developers will be required, through
Supplementary Guidance (SG) associated with the plan, to submit a drainage impact
assessment, and include designs for a sustainable urban drainage scheme which will
ensure that there will be no increase in run off and consequent risk of flooding as a result
of any development. The Council intends to minimise the loss of mature trees by taking full
account of SG LDP – Development Impact on Trees/Woodland as part of any development
of the sites.
4) The proposed development would result in an increase in traffic, with the main road
through Rhu village is inadequate to cope with additional traffic.
The Council’s area road engineer has raised no concerns in relation to additional traffic
with regard to this site. The redevelopment of Blairvadach will only take place once the
Council vacates the offices with a consequent reduction of traffic movements from 70
employees. Residential development of the site is likely to result in less peaky flows of
traffic and in the context of traffic flows along this main road generally will have minimal
affect.
5) The Schedule of land ownership shows that the Council owns the area covered by HAL 3/6 and H2006. The Council’s ownership of this land gives rise to a conflict of interest
and as such the Council should followed due process in accord with PAN 82.
The Council has declared its interest in the site as part of the procedures associated with
the LDP process and PAN 82. The objectors have submitted no evidence to the contrary
and the Council does not accept that it has any conflict of interest here.
6) Concern at loss of obstacle course and outdoor recreational opportunities which the
woodland and open space currently provide.
The land leased by Glasgow City Council for the obstacle course associated with its
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outdoor centre on the shore side of the road, is located within the riverine woodland which
runs alongside the burn on the south eastern boundaries of the allocation H- AL 3/ 6. (See
production PD138). The lower portion of this obstacle course is outwith the proposed
allocation boundaries, although the proposed boundaries of the allocation encroach on
parts of the upper area. Given the wooded and steeply sloping nature of the area leased
for the obstacle course, it is considered that this area would not form part of the
developable area of the proposed allocation, but would remain as part of a retained
landscape area between the proposed development and the surrounding area.
Accordingly if the Reporters were minded the proposals map boundaries for this small area
could be adjusted to exclude this area, without material compromise to the purpose or
expected capacity of the allocation.
7) Need to ensure development does not compromise neighbouring care facility users.
Whilst there is currently a disagreement between the two Councils as to the legal basis for
current occupancy of this facility, in land use terms Class 8 – Residential Institutions and
Class 9 Houses would be considered compatible. The Council therefore considers that
there is no potential conflict regarding the potential co-existence with these two uses.
8) The proposal is not consistent with Para, 78, 79, 80 and 82 of SPP.
In identifying the proposed allocations the planning authority has had regard to SPP, all
development would be expected to comply with the Councils Sustainable Design Guides,
thereby ensuring successful place and quality residential environments, as advocated by
Para 78. In terms of Para 79 the site is immediately adjacent to a dedicated cycle route,
thereby facilitating active travel, and is also on a frequent bus service route with bus stops
adjacent to the entrance to the site. Para 80 of SPP states “ Planning authorities should
promote the efficient use of land and buildings, directing development towards sites within
existing settlements where possible to make effective use of existing infrastructure and
service capacity and to reduce energy consumption. Redevelopment of urban and rural
brownfield sites is preferred to development on greenfield sites. The allocations at
Blairvadach do exactly that with the proposed re-use of a soon to be vacant (2015) valued
listed building and associated area of brownfield land. Para 82 of SPP refers to infill
development, as the sites have been identified as allocations this paragraph is not
considered applicable.
9) Shandon has no facilities, there are only limited facilities in Rhu. There are limited
employment opportunities in Helensburgh. Lack of facilities, poor public transport, and
high travel to work costs means that affordable housing risks isolation and deprivation for
the elderly, disabled and lower paid.
Scottish Planning Policy (Paragraph 88 Core Document CD007) encourages Local
Development Plans to seek the integration of affordable housing in all new housing
developments wherever such a need has been demonstrated. The benchmark figure being
that each site should contribute 25% of the total number of housing units as affordable
housing. The need for affordable housing in Helensburgh and Lomond as established in
the Housing Need and Demand Assessment is significant. There is therefore an
expectation in the LDP that all developments of 8 or more housing units should make
provision for affordable housing at a rate of 25%. Such provision will help to overcome the
deprivation and promote social integration of those groups of people referred to by the
objectors. While it is accepted that there are limited facilities in Shandon its self, there are
bus stops with frequent public transport services on the main road immediately adjacent to
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the site, as is a dedicated cycle route. Blairvadach is situated between Helensburgh (the
largest town in Argyll and Bute) and Faslane (the largest single employment site in the
west of Scotland) and accordingly opportunities for local employment and consequently
travel to work costs are not considered to be disproportionately high, and are likely to be
considerably less than more rural parts of Argyll where public transport services are
considerably reduced, there are fewer options for active travel, and greater distances to
travel to work.
10) There is no need for additional housing, the area has a falling and ageing population
and over 200 houses for sale locally. There are regeneration opportunities in the Naval
Estates in Helensburgh and Rhu which should be taken up before green field sites are
developed.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond) with a potential to adversely
impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery.
The overall objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA)
(Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10
years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.”
(See page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national
policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see
Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this
overall outcome in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for
new housing sites in places where people want to live.
Helensburgh and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient housing allocations to meet our
housing needs including affordable and contribute to retaining and growing our population.
The need for housing in the Helensburgh and Lomond area has been established in the
Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment which has been approved as
robust and credible by the Scottish Governments Centre for Housing Market Analysis (see
core document CD008).
The objectors have provided no evidence to demonstrate the availability of Naval Estate
housing to help meet the approved Housing Need and Demand Assessment. There is
therefore no certainty regarding their availability, particularly as the MoD have advised that
their land at Rhu which was formerly identified as a housing allocation is no longer
available due to the presence of a gas main that traverses part of the site, and has
accordingly been removed from the schedule of allocations for the Proposed LDP.
11) Planning permission has previously been refused for a house at Broomfield Gardens
based on a series of policy contraventions.
Planning permission was refused because of the effect that the proposed house at the
entrance to Blairvadach would have on views of it and the removal of significant mature
trees from its park like grounds when viewed from the public road. (see production
PD140). The proposed allocations are not directly comparable and are considered to be
capable of development in a manner which is consistent with both the current Local Plan or
Proposed LDP policy and associated SG.
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12) The local school is at capacity and cannot be expanded.
Rhu primary school is 1.5 miles from Blairvadach. The school roll as at September 2012
was 165 and the capacity 229. The Council therefore considers that there is sufficient
capacity at this school, alternatively Garelochhead primary school is 4.5 miles away and
has a capacity of 363 and a school role of 100.
13) The Main Issues Report did not include H2006 as a site. Given that A&BC were
already marketing the site for housing it should have been highlighted in the MIR. In the
absence of earlier consultation the inclusion of H2006 is questioned.
The Council was not marketing the site for housing at the time of the Main Issues Report
as confirmation on the construction of the new offices at East Clyde Street was not
finalised at that time, making the site non-effective and unable to be included as a possible
MIR site. That said, proposed Allocation H2006 has always been included as part of the
settlement area at Shandon. The site has in the past been marketed for development
which could have included residential development as well as the re use of the existing
offices. Its identification as an Allocation in the Proposed LDP helps to provide greater
certainty and has allowed more consultation regarding the proposed uses than is required.
14) The proposals will have an adverse effect on the setting of Blairvadach House a
category B listed building.
The Objectors have provided no evidence for this assertion. Detailed proposals are not yet
known, both planning and listed building consent will be required for any works which affect
the character or setting of Blairvadach and these will be subject to all of the relevant
Policies and Supplementary Guidance of the proposed LDP to ensure no such adverse
effects. With the removal of council offices from Blairvadach in 2015 the Council is seeking
to deliver a positive future for Blairvadach through its identification as part of a housing
allocation in the plan, otherwise the future of this valued listed building could be uncertain.
Conclusion
The Council therefore, taking all of the above into account, recommends that H-AL 3/6 and
H2006 be both retained in the plan, with no amendments in terms of scale, density or area,
to allow both sites to contribute to the identified housing needs of the area.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The requirement for additional land to be allocated for housing development in Argyll
and Bute is addressed at Issue ISS400, where I have found it to be justified. Therefore
with regard to the proposals at Blairvadach, the matter before me is whether the proposal
to allocate each of the two areas identified for housing development is appropriate in that
context.
2. While Shandon itself has no community facilities for its own residents, it lies very close
to the village of Rhu which itself almost adjoins Helensburgh to the south. The primary
school at Rhu has spare capacity to accommodate additional pupils. The land at
Blairvadach lies immediately to the east of the A814 main coastal road, which has a
frequent bus service and an adjacent off-road cycle path, as well as a good vehicular
junction. These combine to provide good accessibility for potential future residents.
Accordingly I am satisfied that this is an appropriate location for additional housing.
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4. The sites at Blairvadach are on relatively steeply sloping land which rises from the
coastal road. It offers the opportunity for the occupants of new housing to enjoy very
attractive views over the Gare Loch, with a south-westerly aspect. The land comprises a
combination of open parkland with prominent mature trees and elements of woodland.
These surround Blairvadach House which occupies a prominent elevated position. The
house’s current use as a council office is due to cease shortly, providing an opportunity for
refurbishment and conversion. Areas of office car parking and hardstanding associated
with the house would then provide opportunities for what could be defined as brownfield
development.
5. The area to the south of the house, which extends up from the coastal road, is already
allocated for housing development in the current adopted local plan. There has been no
significant change in circumstances drawn to my attention which would justify deleting it
now, particularly in the context of the increasing need for new housing which has been
identified. I do consider it appropriate, however, that its boundary should be amended to
exclude the area of land on its south-eastern edge which is used for an obstacle course in
association with the nearby outdoor centre.
6. I agree that the proposed new allocation (H2006) around and to the north of
Blairvadach House would provide an appropriate opportunity for additional housing
development. No insurmountable technical or infrastructure constraint has been identified,
but the presence of the listed building, areas of steeply sloping ground, and the presence
of important tall trees will restrict the extent and location of any additional new housing. In
these circumstances I consider that a lower density of housing is likely to be appropriate on
this site, and accordingly the indicative site capacity should be reduced to 48. This will be
subject to the detailed assessment of any specific proposal which is the subject of a
planning application.
7. My findings in relation to the appropriate site allocations in the local development plan
are unaffected by the current ownership of the sites, or by the decision on an earlier
planning appeal in relation to a proposal for an individual house nearer to the driveway
entrance.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. On the proposals maps, amending the boundary of allocation H-AL 3/6, as shown in the
map contained in Production No. PD137A (submitted by the council in the course of the
examination), to exclude the area of land on its south-eastern edge which is used for an
obstacle course in association with the nearby outdoor centre; and
2. In the schedule of housing allocations on page 67, changing the number of units at Site
H2006 to 48.
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ISS107

Housing Land - Cardross

Development plan
reference:

H2002 - Cardross Kirkton Farm 1
H2001 - Cardross Geilston Farm

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Chris Barrett (01947)
Cardross Community Council (00122)
Joyce Borland (01949)
Eric Duncan (00435)
Ian Borland (01950)
Robert Murray (00463)
David Branch (01952)
Taylor Wimpey plc (00527)
Shona Cairns (01955)
Julie Lang (00696)
Cardross Primary School Association (01960)
Jim Gibb (00703)
David Charles (01962)
Catherine Court (00765)
Wendy Clarke (01964)
Bett Homes by Gladedale (00808)
Nicola Charles (01965)
Patricia Readman (00937)
Dr Nicola Craise (01969)
Kenneth Readman (00938)
Richard Creasey (01972)
Mrs J Clements-Jewery (01041)
Isabel Cullen (01974)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Sharon Creasey (01975)
Cardross Tenants and Residents
Professor William F Deans (01976)
Association (01669)
Rose Creasey (01977)
Alan Grey (01670)
Scott Elliott (01981)
Miss J Guthrie (01698)
Morag Elliott (01983)
W J Major (01711)
Sharon Goodwin (01986)
Archie McIntyre (01715)
Jacqueline Gibbs (01987)
Stewart Macdonald (01729)
William Grant (01989)
Gillian Macdonald (01730)
D V Griffiths (01994)
Mavourneen Watkins (01732)
John Hendren (01996)
Mr & Mrs A Miller (01759)
J M Henson (01999)
Mrs J L Clow (01777)
Victoria Hendren (02000)
Myra Martin (01788)
Gwynneth Humphries (02002)
Sabrina Dawson (01790)
Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003)
Joan McMillan (01793)
Mark Kemp (02010)
Marjorie Mackie (01797)
James Kinloch (2013)
Tahira Nasim (01801)
Jim Kinloch (02014)
Rachel Mansley (01803)
Stella Kinloch (02015)
Robert Harvey (01808)
Flora Leckie (02016)
Mairi Harvey (01809)
Peiwah Lee (02017)
Neil Buchanan (01814)
David Lockhart (02019)
Margaret Duggan (01816)
David MacDonald (02023)
Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory
David MacDonald (02025)
petition] (01817)
Dorothy MacDonald (02026)
Rosemary Wilson (01818)
Johan Machtelinckx (02031)
Margaret Sargent (01820)
Jack McAulay (02032)
Michael Wilson (01822)
Caroline McNair (02039)
Amanda Murray (01836)
Andrea Miller (02041)
Edmund English (01839)
Andrew Miller (02042)
Ruth O'Keeffe (01840)
Mark McDougall (02044)
Brian Craven (01846)
Joanne Moses (02049)
Ed Wardle (01854)
Christine Nevin (02050)
Karen A Adam (01858)
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Ian Williams (01860)
Elizabeth Gregory (01863)
Avril Williams (01867)
Duncan Gregory (01869)
Ronald Collins (01872)
Colin Clarke (01873)
Michael Rostant (01874)
Theresa Purdie (01876)
Ian Purdie (01877)
Ewan Mansley (01879)
Nicola Wright (01881)
Elizabeth Lawrie (01882)
Jennifer Mansley (01883)
Eileen Murray (01885)
Sarah Taylor (01886)
Kathleen Kerr (01888)
Fiona Baker (01895)
John Middleton (01897)
Deborah Tokeley (01908)
Fiona Collins (01917)
Richard Auty (01921)
Susan Auty (01922)
Allan Adam (01937)
Jenny Adams (01939)
Madeline Badger (01944)

Eileen Newton (02052)
James Paterson (02055)
Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060)
Rhoda Faye Preston (02061)
Craig Rooney (02069)
Anne Ryan (02071)
Mark Ryan (02072)
Linda Scott (02074)
Sara Sullivan (02082)
Dawn Thom (02085)
Ronald Ventilla (02091)
Margaret Ward (02092)
John Watkins (02093)
Archie Westwood (02094)
Alan Young (02102)
Carol Young (02103)
Jill Young (02104)
Liane Young (02105)
Michael Young (02106)
Rikki Young (02107)
Ian Thom (02109)
Mr & Mrs Sweeney (02112)
Isabel S Cullen (02113)
John Lewis (02123)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scale/Character of Village/Conservation Area
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Julie
Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); W J Major (01711); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Joan
McMillan (01793); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Amanda
Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Brian
Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Colin Clarke (01873); Nicola
Wright (01881); Eileen urray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Fiona Baker (01895); Susan
Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline
Badger (01944); David Branch (01952); David Charles (01962); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Isabel Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); David Lockhart (02019); David
MacDonald (02023); Dorothy MacDonald (02026); Jack McAulay (02032); Caroline
McNair (02039); Mark McDougall (02044); Joanne Moses (02049); Eileen
Newton (02052); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Sara Sullivan (02082); Dawn
Thom (02085); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret Ward (02092); Carol
Young (02103); Liane Young (02105); Michael Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Ian
Thom (02109); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
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H2001 only - Robert Murray (00463); Patricia Readman (00937); Alan
Grey (01670); Marjorie Mackie (01797); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Ronald
Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Elizabeth
Lawrie (01882); John Hendren (01996); David MacDonald (02025); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031); Mr & Mrs Sweeney (02112)
H2002 only - Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Sabrina
Dawson (01790); Rachel Mansley (01803); Mairi Harvey (01809); Ian
Williams (01860); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Jennifer
Mansley (01883); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona Cairns (01955); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Rose Creasey (01977); Christine Nevin (02050); Jill Young (02104)
Scale/Density
H2001 only - Amanda Murray (01836); Brian Craven (01846)
H2002 only - Ed Wardle (01854)
Housing Need
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Robert Murray (00463); Jim
Gibb (00703); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); David
Branch (01952); Christine Nevin (02050); Sara Sullivan (02082); Liane Young (02105)
H2001 only - Julie Lang (00696); Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth
Readman (00938); W J Major (01711); Amanda Murray (01836); Eileen
Murray (01885); Jenny Adams (01939); D V Griffiths (01994)
H2002 only - Archie McIntyre (01715); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mairi
Harvey (01809); Ed Wardle (01854); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Rikki Young (02107)
Brownfield in Glasgow/Dumbarton
H2001 and H2002 - Nicola Charles (01965); Sara Sullivan (02082); Liane Young (02105)
H2001 only - Kenneth Readman (00938)
H2002 only - Eileen Murray (01885); David Charles (01962); Jack McAulay (02032); Rikki
Young (02107)
Green Belt Loss
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Julie Lang (00696); Mrs J Clements-Jewery (01041); Stewart
Macdonald (01729); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund
English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Colin Clarke (01873); Jennifer
Mansley (01883); Eileen Murray (01885); Fiona Baker (01895); Allan
Adam (01937); Madeline Badger (01944); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); David Charles (01962); Wendy Clarke (01964); Nicola
Charles (01965); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); William Grant (01989); Mr &
Mrs Hunter (02003); Mark Kemp (02010); Andrea Miller (02041); Mark
McDougall (02044); Christine Nevin (02050); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Linda
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Scott (02074); Dawn Thom (02085); Carol Young (02103); Liane Young (02105); Michael
Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Jim Gibb (00703); Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth
Readman (00938); Alan Grey (01670); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Ronald
Collins (01872); Nicola Wright (01881); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Fiona
Collins (01917); Susan Auty (01922); Chris Barrett (01947); D V Griffiths (01994); Jack
McAulay (02032)
H2002 only - Myra Martin (01788); Joan McMillan (01793); Rachel Mansley (01803); Mairi
Harvey (01809); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Brian Craven (01846); Ed
Wardle (01854); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Shona
Cairns (01955); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon Creasey (01975); Rose
Creasey (01977); Alan Young (02102)
Ribbon Development
H2001 and H2002 - Dorothy MacDonald (02026)
H2001 only - Scott Elliott (01981)
Employment Opportunities
H2001 and H2002 - Julie Lang (00696); W J Major (01711); Joan McMillan (01793); Brian
Craven (01846); Karen A Adam (01858); Eileen Murray (01885); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Scott Elliott (01981); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Patricia
Readman (00937); Chris Barrett (01947); Nicola Charles (01965)
H2002 only - Jim Gibb (00703); Myra Martin (01788); Robert Harvey (01808); Margaret
Duggan (01816); Colin Clarke (01873); Shona Cairns (01955)
School Capacity
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Jim Gibb (00703); Catherine Court (00765); W J Major (01711); Stewart
Macdonald (01729); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan
McMillan (01793); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Margaret
Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Michael Rostant (01874); Nicola
Wright (01881); Eileen Murray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Deborah
Tokeley (01908); Susan Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Joyce
Borland (01949); Ian Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Wendy Clarke (01964); Dr Nicola Craise (01969); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Mr &
Mrs Hunter (02003); Jim Kinloch (02014); Stella Kinloch (02015); David
Lockhart (02019); David MacDonald (02023); David MacDonald (02025); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrea Miller (02041); Andrew
Miller (02042); Mark McDougall (02044); Rhoda Faye Preston (02061); Craig
Rooney (02069); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Linda Scott (02074); Dawn
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Thom (02085); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie Westwood (02094); Carol
Young (02103); Jill Young (02104); Michael Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S
Cullen (02113); John Lewis (02123)
H2001 only - Julie Lang (00696); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Colin
Clarke (01873); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Alan Young (02102); Liane
Young (02105)
H2002 only - rchie McIntyre (01715); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); Duncan Gregory (01869); James Paterson (02055); Michael
Wilson (01822); Robert Harvey (01808); Caroline McNair (02039); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Jacqueline Gibbs (01987); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Margaret
Duggan (01816); Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Shona
Cairns (01955); James Kinloch (2013); Flora Leckie (02016)
Drainage/Flooding H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric
Duncan (00435); Catherine Court (00765); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); W J Major (01711); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Brian
Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Colin
Clarke (01873); Jennifer Mansley (01883); Sarah Taylor (01886); John Middleton
(01897); Susan Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline
Badger (01944); Cardross Primary School Association (01960); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); William Grant (01989); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Peiwah
Lee (02017); David MacDonald (02025); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrew
Miller (02042); Christine Nevin (02050); James Paterson (02055); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Linda Scott (02074); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret
Ward (02092); Archie Westwood (02094); Liane Young (02105); Rikki
Young (02107); John Lewis (02123)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian
Purdie (01877); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Chris Barrett (01947); D V
Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000)
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696); Miss J Guthrie (01698); Mavourneen
Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel Mansley (01803); Robert
Harvey (01808); Margaret Duggan (01816); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Michael
Wilson (01822); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Duncan Gregory (01869); Michael
Rostant (01874); Ewan Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona
Cairns (01955); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F Deans (01976); J M
Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013); John Watkins (02093); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
Traffic and Parking
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Robert Murray (00463); Julie
Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Catherine Court (00765); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan McMillan (01793); Neil
Buchanan (01814); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Margaret
Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Ian
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Williams (01860); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); Colin
Clarke (01873); Michael Rostant (01874); Nicola Wright (01881); Eileen
Murray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Deborah Tokeley (01908); Susan
Auty (01922); Madeline Badger (01944); Joyce Borland (01949); Ian
Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); David Charles (01962); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Nicola Charles (01965); Dr Nicola Craise (01969); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); William
Grant (01989); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Jim
Kinloch (02014); Stella Kinloch (02015); Peiwah Lee (02017); David
Lockhart (02019); David MacDonald (02023); David MacDonald (02025); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrea Miller (02041); Andrew
Miller (02042); Mark McDougall (02044); Joanne Moses (02049); Christine
Nevin (02050); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Craig Rooney (02069); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Sara
Sullivan (02082); Dawn Thom (02085); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie
Westwood (02094); Alan Young (02102); Carol Young (02103); Jill Young (02104); Michael
Young (02106); Ian Thom (02109); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); W J
Major (01711); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian
Purdie (01877); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Jennifer Mansley (01883); John Middleton
(01897); Fiona Collins (01917); Chris Barrett (01947); Sharon Goodwin (01986); D V
Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000); Caroline
McNair (02039)
H2002 only - Cardross Tenants and Residents Association (01669); Miss J
Guthrie (01698); Archie McIntyre (01715); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mavourneen
Watkins (01732); Mr & Mrs A Miller (01759); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel
Mansley (01803); Robert Harvey (01808); Margaret Duggan (01816); Rosemary
Wilson (01818); Michael Wilson (01822); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan
Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona Cairns (01955); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Rose Creasey (01977); Jacqueline Gibbs (01987); J M
Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013); Flora Leckie (02016); Jack
McAulay (02032); Linda Scott (02074); John Watkins (02093); Liane Young (02105); Rikki
Young (02107)
Facilities/Lack of Facilities
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Julie
Lang (00696); Catherine Court (00765); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); W J Major (01711); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund
English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen
A Adam (01858); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Colin Clarke (01873); Michael
Rostant (01874); Deborah Tokeley (01908); Susan Auty (01922); Allan
Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline Badger (01944); Joyce
Borland (01949); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Sharon Goodwin (01986); William Grant (01989); Mr & Mrs
Hunter (02003); Peiwah Lee (02017); David MacDonald (02025); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031); Andrew Miller (02042); James Paterson (02055); Anne
Ryan (02071); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie
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Westwood (02094); Liane Young (02105); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Ian
Williams (01860); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Elizabeth
Lawrie (01882); Eileen Murray (01885); Chris Barrett (01947); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Morag Elliott (01983); D V Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Stella
Kinloch (02015)
H2002 only - Robert Murray (00463); Miss J Guthrie (01698); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel
Mansley (01803); Robert Harvey (01808); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Duncan
Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Nicola
Charles (01965); Isabel Cullen (01974); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F
Deans (01976); J M Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013)
Agricultural Land Loss
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Julie Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan McMillan (01793); Amanda
Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Ed Wardle (01854); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Colin Clarke (01873); Michael
Rostant (01874); Eileen Murray (01885); Fiona Baker (01895); Joyce
Borland (01949); Cardross Primary School Association (01960); Nicola
Charles (01965); Morag Elliott (01983); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); Mr & Mrs
Hunter (02003); Mark Kemp (02010); David MacDonald (02023); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Linda
Scott (02074); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Archie Westwood (02094); Rikki
Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Alan
Grey (01670); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Ronald Collins (01872); Fiona
Collins (01917); Wendy Clarke (01964); Scott Elliott (01981); ohn Middleton (01897)
H2002 only - Archie McIntyre (01715); Myra Martin (01788); Mairi Harvey (01809); Brian
Craven (01846); Duncan Gregory (01869); Nicola Wright (01881); Ian
Borland (01950); Shona Cairns (01955); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon
Creasey (01975); Prof William F Deans (01976); Flora Leckie (02016); Dawn
Thom (02085)
Nature Conservation
H2001 and H2002 - Julie Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Colin Clarke (01873); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag
Elliott (01983)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Scottish Natural
Heritage (01587); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877);
John Middleton (01897); Fiona Collins (01917); Chris Barrett (01947); John
Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000); Caroline McNair (02039); Rikki
Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
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H2002 only - Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra
Martin (01788); Robert Harvey (01808); Mairi Harvey (01809); Brian
Craven (01846); Kathleen Kerr (01888); David Charles (01962); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); Dorothy MacDonald (02026); Dawn Thom
Geilston
H2001 and H2002 - (02085); Edmund English (01839); Michael Rostant (01874); Fiona
Baker (01895); Ian Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); Nicola Charles (01965); David
MacDonald (02023)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Alan
Grey (01670); Amanda Murray (01836); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Scott
Elliott (01981); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Dawn Thom (02085)
H2002 only - Myra Martin (01788); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Ed
Wardle (01854); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); David Charles (01962)
St. Mayhews
H2001 and H2002 - Edmund English (01839); Michael Rostant (01874); Joyce
Borland (01949); Ian Borland (01950); Nicola Charles (01965); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031)
H2001 only - Ruth O'Keeffe (01840)
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696); Joan McMillan (01793); Mairi Harvey (01809); Rosemary
Wilson (01818); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); Nicola
Wright (01881); David Charles (01962); Sharon Goodwin (01986)
Other
H2001 and H2002 - Eric Duncan (00435); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Richard
Auty (01921); David Branch (01952); Sara Sullivan (02082)
H2001 only - Mrs J L Clow (01777); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Ronald
Collins (01872); Victoria Hendren (02000); Dawn Thom (02085)
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696); Michael Wilson (01822); Edmund
English (01839); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Rhoda Faye Preston (02061); Jill
Young (02104)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert Murray (00463); Julie
Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Catherine Court (00765); Patricia
Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Mrs J Clements-Jewery (01041); Scottish
Natural Heritage (01587); Cardross Tenants and Residents Association (01669); Miss J
Guthrie (01698); W J Major (01711); Archie McIntyre (01715); Stewart
Macdonald (01729); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Mr & Mrs A
Miller (01759); Mrs J L Clow (01777); Myra Martin (01788); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan
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McMillan (01793); Marjorie Mackie (01797); Rachel Mansley (01803); Robert
Harvey (01808); Mairi Harvey (01809); Neil Buchanan (01814); Margaret
Duggan (01816); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Rosemary
Wilson (01818); Margaret Sargent (01820); Michael Wilson (01822); Amanda
Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Brian
Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Ian
Williams (01860); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); Duncan
Gregory (01869); Ronald Collins (01872); Colin Clarke (01873); Michael
Rostant (01874); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Ewan
Mansley (01879); Nicola Wright (01881); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Jennifer
Mansley (01883); Eileen Murray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Kathleen
Kerr (01888); Fiona Baker (01895); John Middleton (01897); Deborah
Tokeley (01908); Fiona Collins (01917); Richard Auty (01921); Susan Auty (01922); Allan
Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline Badger (01944); Chris
Barrett (01947); Joyce Borland (01949); Ian Borland (01950); David
Branch (01952); Shona Cairns (01955); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); David Charles (01962); Wendy Clarke (01964); Nicola
Charles (01965); Dr Nicola Craise (01969); Richard Creasey (01972); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F Deans (01976); Rose
Creasey (01977); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); Jacqueline Gibbs (01987); William Grant (01989); D V
Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); J M Henson (01999); Victoria
Hendren (02000); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Mark
Kemp (02010); James Kinloch (02013); Jim Kinloch (02014); Stella Kinloch (02015); Flora
Leckie (02016); Peiwah Lee (02017); David Lockhart (02019); David
MacDonald (02023); David MacDonald (02025); Dorothy MacDonald (02026); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031); Jack McAulay (02032); Caroline McNair (02039); Andrea
Miller (02041); Andrew Miller (02042); Mark McDougall (02044); Joanne
Moses (02049); Christine Nevin (02050); Eileen Newton (02052); James
Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Rhoda Faye Preston (02061); Craig
Rooney (02069); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Linda Scott (02074); Sara
Sullivan (02082); Dawn Thom (02085); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret
Ward (02092); John Watkins (02093); Archie Westwood (02094); Alan
Young (02102); Carol Young (02103); Jill Young (02104); Liane Young (02105); Michael
Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Ian Thom (02109); Mr & Mrs
Sweeney (02112); Isabel S Cullen (02113); John Lewis (02123)
The above have sought, either the removal of site H2001 and / or H2002 from the plan, or
a reduction in numbers of houses on the sites, or improvements to infrastructure and
services in Cardross in order to accommodate the proposed development.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Scale/Character of Village/Conservation Area
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Julie
Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); W J Major (01711); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Joan
McMillan (01793); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Amanda
Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Brian
Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Colin Clarke (01873); Nicola
Wright (01881); Eileen Murray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Fiona Baker (01895); Susan
Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline
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Badger (01944); David Branch (01952); David Charles (01962); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Isabel Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); David Lockhart (02019); David
MacDonald (02023); Dorothy MacDonald (02026); Jack McAulay (02032); Caroline
McNair (02039); Mark McDougall (02044); Joanne Moses (02049); Eileen
Newton (02052); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Sara Sullivan (02082); Dawn
Thom (02085); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret Ward (02092); Carol
Young (02103); Liane Young (02105); Michael Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Ian
Thom (02109); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Robert Murray (00463); Patricia Readman (00937); Alan
Grey (01670); Marjorie Mackie (01797); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Ronald
Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Elizabeth
Lawrie (01882); John Hendren (01996); David MacDonald (02025); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031); Mr & Mrs Sweeney (02112)
H2002 only - Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Sabrina
Dawson (01790); Rachel Mansley (01803); Mairi Harvey (01809); Ian
Williams (01860); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Jennifer
Mansley (01883); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona Cairns (01955); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Rose Creasey (01977); Christine Nevin (02050); Jill Young (02104)
Cardoss is the second largest settlement in Helensburgh and Lomond, with a population of
over 2000, it is one of the larger settlements in Argyll and Bute. Some settlements have
more capacity to accommodate growth than others in term of availability of land, access to
services and facilities, as well as desirability and ease of assimilation with existing
communities. Over the years there have been several phases of major development in
Cardross, the last major release of land for development purposes being in the Dumbarton
District District Wide Local Plan Adopted in 1999, resulting in CALA’s Fairways
development in the early 2000’s. Following on from this there were numerous
representations made to the last local plan to have additional land identified for further
housing release in Cardross, however, this approach was rejected by the council, who
considered that it would be appropriate to allow some time to allow the recent development
to settle down and assimilate in to the community. This approach was endorsed by the
Reporters at the 2008 inquiry in to the Argyll and Bute Local Plan, whilst at the same time
recognising that future consideration of the proposed sites would be appropriate as part of
a wider green belt review.
The Conservation area at Cardoss lies to the east end of the village and is centred on the
Old Parish Church and Manse, the listed buildings and parkland like setting associated
with Auchinfroe and Bloomhill, together with some older parts of the village to the south of
the A814, bounded by Station Road to the west. Both the proposed allocations H2001 and
H2002 are located to the west of the village (see production PD141), separated by a wide
mixture of both more traditional and modern development from the conservation area, and
as such are considered to have no effect of the conservation area.
Scale/Density
H2001 only - Amanda Murray (01836); Brian Craven (01846)
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H2002 only
Ed Wardle (01854) - The scale of the proposed housing land release has been determined
by the area of land available within each of the various landscape compartments/fields
available, and having regard to the access and servicing requirements associated with it.
The proposed density of both sites is medium scale, this reflects the desire of the Council
to promote a wider range of house sizes and types (including provision for affordable
housing) in accord with the needs identified in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
and the aims of SPP (see Core Document CD007 para 83).
Housing Need
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Robert Murray (00463); Jim
Gibb (00703); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); David
Branch (01952); Christine Nevin (02050); Sara Sullivan (02082); Liane Young (02105)
H2001 only - Julie Lang (00696); Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth
Readman (00938); W J Major (01711); Amanda Murray (01836); Eileen
Murray (01885); Jenny Adams (01939); D V Griffiths (01994)
H2002 only - Archie McIntyre (01715); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mairi
Harvey (01809); Ed Wardle (01854); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Rikki Young (02107)
The requirement for additional housing allocations in Cardross has been informed by the
Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment, which has been approved as
robust and credible by the Scottish Governement. The Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (see Core Document ref CD008) has indicated that there is a need for over
1200 new homes over a ten year period in Helensburgh and Lomond. The Housing Land
Audit (see Core Document ref CD009) establishes that there is currently a potential 727
units available from existing allocations, potential development areas, and windfall sites
within the Helensburgh and Lomond Housing Market Area. There is therefore a
demonstrable need to release additional land for development in order to provide for the
established local housing needs of the area.
Brownfield in Glasgow/Dumbarton
H2001 and H2002 - Nicola Charles (01965); Sara Sullivan (02082); Liane Young (02105)
H2001 only - Kenneth Readman (00938)
H2002 only - Eileen Murray (01885); David Charles (01962); Jack McAulay (02032); Rikki
Young (02107)
The Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan seeks to provide a set of policies,
Supplementary Guidance and Proposals Maps to guide the land uses of the area
(excluding the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park) for which the Council is
responsible as a planning authority. Helensburgh and Lomond, despite its relative close
proximity to Glasgow and its border with West Dunbartonshire, is not included within the
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Strategic Plan area as set up by statute by the Scottish
Parliament, and as such there is no remit for the Council to abdicate its responsibility to
make appropriate provision for its housing land requirement to other planning authorities.
In addition, the overarching objective of the Council’s SOA (Core Doc. Ref. CD011)
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agreement is to deliver economic success through a growing population which is in turn
supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community
planning.
Green Belt Loss
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Julie Lang (00696); Mrs J Clements-Jewery (01041); Stewart
Macdonald (01729); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund
English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Colin Clarke (01873); Jennifer
Mansley (01883); Eileen Murray (01885); Fiona Baker (01895); Allan
Adam (01937); Madeline Badger (01944); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); David Charles (01962); Wendy Clarke (01964); Nicola
Charles (01965); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); William Grant (01989); Mr &
Mrs Hunter (02003); Mark Kemp (02010); Andrea Miller (02041); Mark
McDougall (02044); Christine Nevin (02050); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Linda
Scott (02074); Dawn Thom (02085); Carol Young (02103); Liane Young (02105); Michael
Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Jim Gibb (00703); Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth
Readman (00938); Alan Grey (01670); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Ronald
Collins (01872); Nicola Wright (01881); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Fiona
Collins (01917); Susan Auty (01922); Chris Barrett (01947); D V Griffiths (01994); Jack
McAulay (02032)
H2002 only - Myra Martin (01788); Joan McMillan (01793); Rachel Mansley (01803); Mairi
Harvey (01809); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Brian Craven (01846); Ed
Wardle (01854); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Shona
Cairns (01955); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon Creasey (01975); Rose
Creasey (01977); Alan Young (02102)
The need to identify additional land for housing has been established in the HNDA and the
Housing Land Audit. The Council had commissioned a Green Belt Landscape Study (Core
Document CD036) to help inform decisions as to the options which might be available for
land release. Both areas at Kirkton Farm and Geilston farm were specifically examined as
part of this. This study’s recommendations regarding avoiding the higher ground and
eastern field at Kirkton and the lower lying area adjacent to the railway and also the area
adjacent to the Geilston Burn have all been taken on board. Supplementary Guidance in
the form of a mini development brief will include the requirement for strong boundary
features to be established as part of any new development thereby creating new strong,
defensible green belt boundaries.
Ribbon Development
H2001 and H2002 - Dorothy MacDonald (02026)
H2001 only - Scott Elliott (01981)
Both sites are proposed Allocations in the Proposed plan, this would require a co-ordinated
approach to development and involve provision for internal access roads, servicing and
open space. This is not ribbon development which is traditionally defined as a string of
houses one house deep fronting on to arterial roads developed in an uncoordinated
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manner, typified by developments of the interwar era, and prior to the 1947 Planning Act.
Employment Opportunities
H2001 and H2002 - Julie Lang (00696); W J Major (01711); Joan McMillan (01793); Brian
Craven (01846); Karen A Adam (01858); Eileen Murray (01885); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Scott Elliott (01981); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Patricia
Readman (00937); Chris Barrett (01947); Nicola Charles (01965)
H2002 only - Jim Gibb (00703); Myra Martin (01788); Robert Harvey (01808); Margaret
Duggan (01816); Colin Clarke (01873); Shona Cairns (01955)
While Cardross may have limited employment opportunities there are a number of
employers in the village such as the sawmill, retail, pubs, hotel, golf course etc. and there
are also frequent public transport services available, with bus stops on the main road
through the settlement and also a frequent train service between Helensburgh, Glasgow
and further afield. The Council intends for Cardross to be served by superfast broadband
as part of the Digital Scotland investment plan that is being led by the Scottish Government
in the Helensburgh and Lomond area. In addition, the Council has plans to extend the
dedicated cycle route from Helensburgh to Cardross that will help promote active travel to
major employment centres in Helensburgh (the largest town in Argyll and Bute) and the
likes of Faslane (the largest single employment site in the west of Scotland). It should also
be noted that the Council considers that a high number of additional jobs have the potential
to be created through significant future investment as part of the UK Government’s
Maritime Change Programme; and failing this through the Scottish Government’s recent
commitment to develop a Scottish Naval and Military base at Faslane, dependent upon the
outcome of the 2014 referendum.
School Capacity
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Jim Gibb (00703); Catherine Court (00765); W J Major (01711); Stewart
Macdonald (01729); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan
McMillan (01793); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Margaret
Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Michael Rostant (01874); Nicola
Wright (01881); Eileen Murray (01885); Sarah Taylor (01886); Deborah
Tokeley (01908); Susan Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Joyce
Borland (01949); Ian Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Wendy Clarke (01964); Dr Nicola Craise (01969); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Mr &
Mrs Hunter (02003); Jim Kinloch (02014); Stella Kinloch (02015); David
Lockhart (02019); David MacDonald (02023); David MacDonald (02025); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrea Miller (02041); Andrew
Miller (02042); Mark McDougall (02044); Rhoda Faye Preston (02061); Craig
Rooney (02069); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Linda Scott (02074); Dawn
Thom (02085); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie Westwood (02094); Carol
Young (02103); Jill Young (02104); Michael Young (02106); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S
Cullen (02113); John Lewis (02123)
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H2001 only - Julie Lang (00696); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Colin
Clarke (01873); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Alan Young (02102); Liane
Young (02105)
H2002 only - Archie McIntyre (01715); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); Duncan Gregory (01869); James Paterson (02055); Michael
Wilson (01822); Robert Harvey (01808); Caroline McNair (02039); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Jacqueline Gibbs (01987); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Margaret
Duggan (01816); Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Shona
Cairns (01955); James Kinloch (02013); Flora Leckie (02016)
The Councils education service has advised that the capacity of Cardross Primary School
is 294 pupils. The school roll for the academic year 2012/13 was 182 (Production Ref PD
143). The Council therefore does not accept that the school is at or near capacity or that it
would not be able to cope with the potential increase in numbers of school children which
may occur as a result of the proposed development(s). There are many factors which can
influence demand for school places, with availability of new housing being only one of
these. If in the event that additional school accommodation is required, then the Council
as education authority will address these.
Drainage/Flooding H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric
Duncan (00435); Catherine Court (00765); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); W J Major (01711); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Brian
Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Colin
Clarke (01873); Jennifer Mansley (01883); Sarah Taylor (01886); John Middleton
(01897); Susan Auty (01922); Allan Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline
Badger (01944); Cardross Primary School Association (01960); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); William Grant (01989); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Peiwah
Lee (02017); David MacDonald (02025); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrew
Miller (02042); Christine Nevin (02050); James Paterson (02055); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Linda Scott (02074); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret
Ward (02092); Archie Westwood (02094); Liane Young (02105); Rikki
Young (02107); John Lewis (02123)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian
Purdie (01877); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Chris Barrett (01947); D V
Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000)
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696); Miss J Guthrie (01698); Mavourneen
Watkins (01732); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel Mansley (01803); Robert
Harvey (01808); Margaret Duggan (01816); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Michael
Wilson (01822); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Duncan Gregory (01869); Michael
Rostant (01874); Ewan Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona
Cairns (01955); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F Deans (01976); J M
Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013); John Watkins (02093); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
It should be noted that no objection to both these sites have been raised by SEPA with
regard to flooding. In relation to concerns about drainage and increased flood risk, as part
of the proposals for development the developers will be required to submit a flood risk
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assessment, and include designs for a sustainable urban drainage scheme which will
ensure that there will be no increase in run off and consequent risk of flooding as a result
of any development. The developers will also be required to undertake a drainage impact
assessment to ensure that that the existing foul water drainage systems in the area are
sufficient to accommodate the proposed new developments without any adverse effects on
neighbouring properties. Both developers have submitted schemes to indicating that they
have taken these matters into consideration and are confident that they will be able to
address these at the detailed design stage. (see productions/supporting documents Taylor
Wimpey Geilston Farm (00527) PD144/SDXXX and Bett Homes (00808) PD145/SDXXX)
Traffic and Parking
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Robert Murray (00463); Julie
Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Catherine Court (00765); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan McMillan (01793); Neil
Buchanan (01814); Paul Semple [+ 255 signatory petition] (01817); Margaret
Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth
O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen A Adam (01858); Ian
Williams (01860); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); Colin
Clarke (01873); Michael Rostant (01874); Nicola Wright (01881); Eileen Murray (01885);
John Middleton (01897); Sarah Taylor (01886); Deborah Tokeley (01908); Susan
Auty (01922); Madeline Badger (01944); Joyce Borland (01949); Ian
Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); David Charles (01962); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Nicola Charles (01965); Dr Nicola Craise (01969); Isabel
Cullen (01974); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag Elliott (01983); William
Grant (01989); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); Mr & Mrs Hunter (02003); Jim
Kinloch (02014); Stella Kinloch (02015); Peiwah Lee (02017); David
Lockhart (02019); David MacDonald (02023); David MacDonald (02025); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); Johan Machtelinckx (02031); Andrea Miller (02041); Andrew
Miller (02042); Mark McDougall (02044); Joanne Moses (02049); Christine
Nevin (02050); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Rhoda Faye
Preston (02061); Craig Rooney (02069); Anne Ryan (02071); Mark Ryan (02072); Sara
Sullivan (02082); Dawn Thom (02085); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie
Westwood (02094); Alan Young (02102); Carol Young (02103); Jill Young (02104); Michael
Young (02106); Ian Thom (02109); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); W J
Major (01711); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian
Purdie (01877); Elizabeth Lawrie (01882); Jennifer Mansley (01883); Fiona
Collins (01917); Chris Barrett (01947); Sharon Goodwin (01986); D V
Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000); Caroline
McNair (02039)
H2002 only - Cardross Tenants & Residents Association (01669); Miss J
Guthrie (01698); Archie McIntyre (01715); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mavourneen
Watkins (01732); Mr & Mrs A Miller (01759); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel
Mansley (01803); Robert Harvey (01808); Margaret Duggan (01816); Rosemary
Wilson (01818); Michael Wilson (01822); Duncan Gregory (01869); Ewan
Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Shona Cairns (01955); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F
Deans (01976); Rose Creasey (01977); Jacqueline Gibbs (01987); J M
Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013); Flora Leckie (02016); Jack
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McAulay (02032); Linda Scott (02074); John Watkins (02093); Liane Young (02105); Rikki
Young (02107)
The area road engineer has raised no concerns in relation to the ability of the road network
to cope with the additional traffic associated with the proposed Allocations. In the case of
Kirkton Farm, the developers have submitted proposals which demonstrate the access to
the site being taken from Darlieth Road and have shown a scheme of improvements which
the Councils Area Road Engineer has indicated in principle would be appropriate to
accommodate the proposed development (see production no PD144/SD170).
Similarly the potential developers at Geilston Farm have submitted a scheme which takes
access from the A814 via an improved Murray’s Road, which is also considered to be
acceptable (see production no PD145/SD177) by the Council.
The objectors have submitted no evidence to demonstrate that Cardoss Station Car park
suffers from capacity problems at present. The station car park currently has 44 car
parking spaces (including 2 disabled), the Council’s aerial photography (see production
PD148) indicates that there were 9 spaces plus 2 disabled bays unoccupied, and a survey
on 22nd April 2013 at 10:13 showed that there were 8 vacant spaces. It should also be
noted that both proposed sites will be within a relatively short walking distance of the
station and in particular the Geilston farm site will have a direct pedestrian path linking the
site to the station.
Facilities/Lack of Facilities:
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Julie
Lang (00696); Catherine Court (00765); Cardross Tenants and Residents
Association (01669); W J Major (01711); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Margaret Sargent (01820); Amanda Murray (01836); Edmund
English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Brian Craven (01846); Ed Wardle (01854); Karen
A Adam (01858); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Colin Clarke (01873); Michael
Rostant (01874); Deborah Tokeley (01908); Susan Auty (01922); Allan
Adam (01937); Jenny Adams (01939); Madeline Badger (01944); Joyce
Borland (01949); David Branch (01952); Cardross Primary School
Association (01960); Sharon Goodwin (01986); William Grant (01989); Mr & Mrs
Hunter (02003); Peiwah Lee (02017); David MacDonald (02025); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031); Andrew Miller (02042); James Paterson (02055); Anne
Ryan (02071); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Margaret Ward (02092); Archie
Westwood (02094); Liane Young (02105); Rikki Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Ian
Williams (01860); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian Purdie (01877); Elizabeth
Lawrie (01882); Eileen Murray (01885); Chris Barrett (01947); Wendy
Clarke (01964); Morag Elliott (01983); D V Griffiths (01994); John Hendren (01996); Stella
Kinloch (02015)
H2002 only - Robert Murray (00463); Miss J Guthrie (01698); Myra Martin (01788); Rachel
Mansley (01803); Robert Harvey (01808); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Duncan
Gregory (01869); Ewan Mansley (01879); Kathleen Kerr (01888); Nicola
Charles (01965); Isabel Cullen (01974); Sharon Creasey (01975); Prof William F
Deans (01976); J M Henson (01999); James Kinloch (02013)
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Cardross has a post office, pharmacy, national trust property, various shops, garages,
hotels/pubs, hairdressers, café, golf, tennis and bowling clubs, recreation ground, nursery,
hall, library, rail station, churches, as well as a primary school, and is well served by public
transport (bus and rail), the settlement therefore enjoys a considerable range of facilities
and amenities for a settlement of this size. The Council considers that additional new
homes in the village will help support the sustainability of these facilities through an
increased population in the village.
Agricultural Land Loss
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Community Council (00122); Eric Duncan (00435); Robert
Murray (00463); Julie Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Stewart Macdonald (01729); Gillian
Macdonald (01730); Sabrina Dawson (01790); Joan McMillan (01793); Amanda
Murray (01836); Edmund English (01839); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Ed Wardle (01854); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Colin Clarke (01873); Michael
Rostant (01874); Eileen Murray (01885); Fiona Baker (01895); Joyce
Borland (01949); Cardross Primary School Association (01960); Nicola
Charles (01965); Morag Elliott (01983); Gwynneth Humphries (02002); Mr & Mrs
Hunter (02003); Mark Kemp (02010); David MacDonald (02023); Dorothy
MacDonald (02026); James Paterson (02055); Mr & Mrs P Preston (02060); Linda
Scott (02074); Ronald Ventilla (02091); Archie Westwood (02094); Rikki
Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Alan
Grey (01670); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Ronald Collins (01872); John Middleton
(01897); Fiona Collins (01917); Wendy Clarke (01964); Scott Elliott (01981)
H2002 only - Archie McIntyre (01715); Myra Martin (01788); Mairi Harvey (01809); Brian
Craven (01846); Duncan Gregory (01869); Nicola Wright (01881); Ian
Borland (01950); Shona Cairns (01955); Richard Creasey (01972); Sharon
Creasey (01975); Prof William F Deans (01976); Flora Leckie (02016); Dawn
Thom (02085)
Scottish Planning Policy (core document CD007) Paragraph 97 refers to prime quality
agricultural land. This is defined a Class 1, 2 or 3.1 in the land capability for agriculture
developed by the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute. The Geilston Farm site is shown
as Class 3.1 on the Macaulay Maps, and the Kirkton Farm site as 3.2. Development of
prime quality agricultural land is permitted by SPP where it is an essential component of a
settlement strategy or is necessary to meet an established need. The settlement strategy
of the Proposed Local Development Plan reflects the aims outlined in the Main Issues
Report to create more sustainable communities, directing development to settlements
which enjoy a range of facilities and are accessible by a variety of means of transport.
Both the Housing Need and Demand Assessment (core document CD008) and the
Housing Land Audit (core document CD016) confirm an established need for additional
housing land release in the area. While the loss of the agricultural land is regrettable this
has to be balanced by the wider needs of the area as detailed above and also the findings
of the landscape capacity study.
Nature Conservation
H2001 and H2002 - Julie Lang (00696); Jim Gibb (00703); Gillian Macdonald (01730); Ian
Williams (01860); Avril Williams (01867); Colin Clarke (01873); Scott Elliott (01981); Morag
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Elliott (01983)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Scottish Natural
Heritage (01587); Ronald Collins (01872); Theresa Purdie (01876); Ian
Purdie (01877); Fiona Collins (01917); Chris Barrett (01947); John
Hendren (01996); Victoria Hendren (02000); Caroline McNair (02039); Rikki
Young (02107); Isabel S Cullen (02113)
H2002 only - Stewart Macdonald (01729); Mavourneen Watkins (01732); Myra
Martin (01788); Robert Harvey (01808); Mairi Harvey (01809); Brian
Craven (01846); Kathleen Kerr (01888); David Charles (01962); Sharon
Goodwin (01986); Dorothy MacDonald (02026); Dawn Thom
The Geilston Farm site is in use for crop growing and the Kirkton Farm site is improved
pasture land. The proposed developers have submitted reports (see production PD145
and PD144) which include ecologist’s reports, indicating limited ecological value, confined
to trees and hedgerows on the margins. Further more detailed investigation would be
carried out prior to works commencing on site, and appropriate mitigation measures
provided as required if any protected species are found. The Geilston Farm site is located
adjacent to the Geilston Burn SSSI. The SSSI is designated for its geomorphological
interest (see production PD151). The proposed development site deliberately does not
encroach on the designated site and adverse effects either directly or indirectly on the
designation are not anticipated as a result of the proposed development.
Geilston
H2001 and H2002 - (02085) Edmund English (01839); Michael Rostant (01874); Fiona
Baker (01895); Ian Borland (01950); David Branch (01952); Nicola Charles (01965); David
MacDonald (02023)
H2001 only - Patricia Readman (00937); Kenneth Readman (00938); Alan
Grey (01670); Amanda Murray (01836); Ruth O'Keeffe (01840); Scott
Elliott (01981); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Dawn Thom (02085)
H2002 only - Myra Martin (01788); Rosemary Wilson (01818); Ed
Wardle (01854); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); David Charles (01962)
Geilston House and Walled Garden is category B listed and was left to the National Trust
for Scotland, only the gardens are open to the public.
(see production no PD156 http://data.historicscotland.gov.uk/pls/htmldb/f?p=2200:15:741391325702995::::BUILDING:1181).
Both the house and gardens are set back from the road and are not directly visible from
either site, and when visiting appear to be set in relatively self contained landscape. The
proposed allocations are therefore considered to have little impact upon the house or any
of its associated listed structures. Geilston is subject to a separate representation from the
National Trust regarding its long term future which, the Council submits, are likely to have
much more direct impacts on the property, than either of the two proposed housing
allocations if they are permitted to proceed.
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St Mayhews
H2001 and H2002 - Edmund English (01839); Michael Rostant (01874); Joyce
Borland (01949); Ian Borland (01950); Nicola Charles (01965); Johan
Machtelinckx (02031)
H2001 only - Ruth O'Keeffe (01840)
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696); Joan McMillan (01793); Mairi Harvey (01809); Rosemary
Wilson (01818); Elizabeth Gregory (01863); Avril Williams (01867); Nicola
Wright (01881); David Charles (01962); Sharon Goodwin (01986)
Saint Mahew’s chapel lies to the north of the Kirkton Farm site separated by a lane. It is
category A listed (see Production no PD153 http://data.historicscotland.gov.uk/pls/htmldb/f?p=2200:15:0::::BUILDING:42905)
The proposed allocation does not have a direct effect on the building or its associated
curtilage, although it will have an effect on the rural nature of the chapel when approaching
from Cardross. These impacts are considered to be acceptable in the context of the
overall development strategy for the area, and have not been raised as an issue by Historic
Scotland in their response to the Proposed Local Development Plan.
Support with provision of 25% housing for Social Rent
H2001 and H2002 - Cardross Tenants and Residents Association (01669)
The proposed allocations require provision to be made for affordable housing in line with
the provisions of paras 86 to 88 of Scottish Planning Policy (see core document CD007 ).
This allows for a range of tenure types including social rented, and sets 25% provision as a
bench mark.
Improved Broadband
H2001 and H2002 - Richard Auty (01921)
The Council is committed to supporting improved broadband services throughout its area,
however the availability of high speed broadband services is not considered to be a
prerequisite for the allocation of land for residential development.
Affect on Tourism Opportunities at St Peters/Kilmahew
H2001 and H2002 - David Branch (01952)
The proposed allocations are to the west of Cardross and are not considered to have an
effect on the setting of or the opportunities which might be associated with the
redevelopment of St Peters Seminary/ the Kilmahew estate.
Loss of Recreational Opportunities:
H2001 and H2002 - Sara Sullivan (02082)
H2002 only - Michael Wilson (01822); Sharon Goodwin (01986); Jill Young (02104)
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The use of woodland footpaths, and minor roads adjacent to both sites for recreation and
to gain access to the wider countryside, will not be directly affected by the proposed
allocatons. The prospective developers have submitted schemes which show how their
proposals will integrate with the access network, and these will safeguard existing routes
and provide opportunities for the creation of new routes. (see productions PD144/SD170
and PD145/SD177).
Loss of privacy and amenity
H2001 only - Mrs J L Clow (01777); Ronald Collins (01872); Victoria Hendren (02000);
H2002 only - Julie Lang (00696)
The Local Development Plan seeks to establish the principle of development within this
area, and while the prospective developers have submitted and indicative scheme which
shows how the area might be developed, the detailed proposals have yet to be
established. The area for the proposed allocation is sufficiently large and the options for
layout of any development are likely to be flexible enough to ensure that neighbouring
properties privacy and amenity can be safeguarded at acceptable levels, without resorting
to high fencing, loss of daylight or unacceptable overlooking. Individual properties may
have their views of particular features affected by the development, but loss of view is not a
material planning consideration.
Lack of publicity and consultation on the proposals
H2001 only - Ruth O'Keeffe (01840)
H2002 only - Edmund English (01839
The Council consulted on the proposals at Geilston Farm and Kirkton Farm at the Main
Issues Report stage and at the current Proposed Local Development Plan stage of the
process. Details of the publicity and consultation arrangements were given in the
Development Plan scheme which the council has published annually, since the start of the
process.
Effect on Tourism
H2002 only - Rhoda Faye Preston (02061)
The Council considers that the A82 forms the main tourist access route to the area.
Access via Cardross requires to be taken through Dumbarton and is not as well
signposted. In terms of visitor attractions, Geilston Garden is the main draw for Cardross,
this is only open between March and October and its operators, the National Trust for
Scotland advise that visitor numbers are low (see production PD156). Geilston Gardens
are set within a relatively self-contained landscape and while the Geilston Farm site is
located opposite the entrance to them the proposed allocation at Kirkton Farm (H2002) will
have little effect on them or their setting.
Conclusion
Cardross is considered to be a Key Settlement in Argyll and Bute with a population in
excess of 2,000 people with a range of essential services and on a public transport corridor
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for buses, active travel, road and rail that connects this village community with
Helensburgh and the likes of Dunbarton.
The Council has considered carefully the representations duly made by all of the
Objectors. While the Council can fully understand the concerns raised over the proposed
changes to the green belt boundary to accommodate the two Allocations for 300 houses
the Council can see no compelling argument why either of the sites should be modified or
indeed deleted from the LDP.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond) with a potential to adversely
impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery.
The overall objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA)
(Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10
years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.”
(see page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national
policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see
Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this
overall outcome in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for
new housing sites in places where people want to live.
Cardross and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient housing allocations to meet our
housing needs including affordable and contribute to retaining and growing our population
to help maintain essential services within the town.
Consequently, the Council considers that the Allocations as proposed H2001 and H2002
represent a logical extension to the village that has been informed by the landscape
capacity study and studies undertaken by the potential developers of the sites in question.
The proposed Allocations will help to deliver much needed new housing, including 25%
affordable units, within the plan period to meet the Argyll and Bute Housing Need and
Demand Assessment requirements for the Helensburgh and Lomond area. As the
objectors have not put forward any credible alternative to these sites or justified their site
specific objections with additional evidence, the Council considers both Allocations to be
effective sites, supported by major housing developers and consequently, for the reasons
set out above, the Council considers that H2001 and H2002 should be retained within the
proposed LDP with no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. During the course of the examination I was notified that Caroline McNair wished her
representation (ref: 02039) to be treated as withdrawn, and I have done so.
2. In addition to matters related specifically to the two proposed allocations of land for
housing development at Cardross which are the subject of this issue, some of the
representations also raised concerns about the overall scale of the housing need and
demand identified in the plan and about the release of land currently part of the green belt
in order to meet that identified need and demand. I have addressed these matters at Issue
ISS400, where I have found the council’s approach to be justified.
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3. Where a substantial requirement for additional housing has been identified, and
sufficient brownfield land to accommodate that requirement is not available, the release of
greenfield sites can be justified in principle. In the case of the Helensburgh and Lomond
area, outwith the Rosneath peninsula, each of the settlements is surrounded by land
currently designated as green belt. Without exception, that green belt land also abuts the
settlement boundaries, including those of Cardross. Thus, any housing development on
greenfield sites will unavoidably be on land previously designated as green belt.
4. In these circumstances I consider that the council has adopted the correct approach in
undertaking a comprehensive review of the green belt to identify those areas of land which
make the most effective contribution to the objectives of the green belt, and also those
areas where development would have the least damaging effect on the green belt’s
objectives. Accordingly, despite my conclusions at Issue ISS400, it remains possible that
the allocation of particular sites for housing development may be found to be inappropriate,
either due to the impact on the objectives of the green belt, or for other reasons.
5. However, before dealing with the appropriateness of releasing each of these sites from
the green belt for development, I will address the broader concerns that their release
together would be too much for the small village of Cardross, either in the short or the
longer term, because of their joint scale.
6. The plan suggests that the indicative capacity of the two sites together is some 304
houses, with the Kirkton Farm site being slightly the larger. The effect of the continued
decline in average household size means that, unless new houses are built, most
settlements will also lose population. In the case of Cardross however, although it is the
second largest settlement in the Helensburgh and Lomond area, the scale of the new
housing sites could result in an increase in the village’s population of up to 30%, over the
period that construction lasts.
7. I agree that this would represent a significant scale of growth, even if it takes longer
than this plan’s ten year time horizon, and I note that other new housing development has
taken place in recent years. I have no evidence to suggest that the arrival of these new
residents is likely to create any significant social problems as they integrate into the life of
the village and they would provide a degree of additional support for local activities,
services and businesses as well as encouraging new ones. The provision of some 75
affordable houses (or some 25% of the total) would be an important benefit for the village
as a whole.
8. The conservation area extends over only a limited part of the village. It is well
separated from each of these sites, and I consider that neither would have any detrimental
effect on its character or appearance.
9. The new housing developments would also place additional demands on the village’s
infrastructure. However, the evidence provided does not indicate that there are any
insurmountable constraints in relation to school, roads or drainage capacities which would
justify reducing the scale of the housing land allocations, or deleting one of the sites, for
that reason. I therefore turn to consider whether there are other reasons why allocating
either of these sites for housing development would be inappropriate.
The Kirkton Farm site
10. In allocating this site, the council has reflected the conclusions of the green belt review
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in relation to the release of land for housing development around Cardross. Although this
area was assessed along with the land to immediately to the east, which has higher
visibility and does not form part of the proposed allocation, the review found that it had a
weak inner boundary with the existing village, and was of moderate landscape sensitivity,
because of its moderate landscape value and moderate susceptibility to development. I
therefore accept that the release of this site for housing development would be consistent
with the findings of the green belt review, and therefore appropriate in that respect.
11. I also find that it would not form an inappropriate form of extension to the settlement,
nor would it have an unacceptable impact on agriculture or nature conservation. Its
immediate proximity to the primary school is a significant advantage. The village has good
bus links to Helensburgh, Dumbarton and beyond, and the railway station is within
reasonable walking distance. Although the village would encroach closer to St. Mahew’s
Chapel to the north-west, I consider that it would not have a significant adverse impact on
its setting.
12. The development would probably be accessed principally from Darleith Road which
leads out of the village along its western edge. Its restricted width, due to the narrowness
of the carriageway and the presence of on-street parking towards its southern end, is a
potential constraint. However, the council’s roads officials have confirmed that a scheme
proposed by the prospective developer would be acceptable in principle. On that basis I
conclude that the allocation of the site at Kirkton Farm is not inappropriate in relation to
road access.
13. The potential developer has confirmed that the implications for flooding and drainage
have already been taken into account, and has submitted a consultant’s report which
concluded that, with the use of sustainable urban drainage systems, the impact of the
development in relation to surface water drainage would be acceptable.
The council has confirmed that it will require a flood risk assessment and a drainage
impact assessment to be prepared and submitted along with any planning application.
While concerns have been raised about these aspects of the development, refusal to grant
planning permission would still be justified if these issues are not addressed and resolved.
14. I have also taken account of the other matters raised in the representations regarding
this proposed site allocation, but none leads me to conclude that its inclusion in the
proposed local development plan is inappropriate.
The Geilston Farm site
15. Due to its proximity to the Inner Clyde special protection area which has been
designated for its populations of over-wintering redshank, the impact of the proposed
development on the Geilston Farm site has been the subject of further assessment as part
of the revised habitats regulations appraisal undertaken by the council, and dated August
2014.
16. It found that, arising from the proposed housing on this site, the increased population,
especially with dogs, could have a significant impact on wintering redshanks. It advised
that an additional statement should be inserted into the action programme, but confirmed
that no modification to the local development plan is required in relation to the special
protection area. The contents of the action programme are a matter for the council.
17. The Geilston Farm site lies on the south side of the main A814 road and extends from
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the western edge of the village and well beyond the tree lined valley of the Geilston Burn.
The eastern part of the site comprises an arable field which lies behind a row of houses
that front onto the main road. This field is enclosed on its western side by the tree lined
footpath which extends from the A814 southwards to Woodlands Cottage. The larger
western field lies on the other side of the footpath and associated tree belt and is also in
arable use, forming part of the open countryside to the west of the village.
18. While the council apparently relies on the findings of the green belt review to support
the allocation of both fields for housing development, the western field was not the subject
of assessment in that review as part of the Geilston Farm ‘objection site’. The eastern field
was, forming part of a larger area extending further south. The proposed allocation in
relation to that field has taken on board the study’s recommendations by excluding a lower
lying area adjacent to the railway and also the area adjacent to the Geilston Burn.
19. I agree that the reduced extent of the eastern field would represent an acceptable
extension of the built up area, subject to the protection of the Geilston Burn site of special
scientific interest (SSSI) (which has been designated for its geological features rather than
its flora and/or fauna), but also subject to the retention of the mature tree belt which lines
both sides of the footpath on its western boundary. That tree belt provides important visual
enclosure for any future development, but together with the continued wooded edge
associated with the Geilston Burn on the north side of the A814, it can form a very effective
settlement boundary and entrance to the village on approach from the west along this main
road. The green belt study confirmed that, in the event of this field being released for
development, the alternative, or resulting, green belt boundary would be strong.
20. The release of the western field for housing development cannot rely on the findings of
the green belt review at all, as that option was not assessed. I consider that a housing
development on the western field would be a prominent and obtrusive extension of the built
up area of Cardross into the open countryside to the west of the village. It would be clearly
visible from the A814.
21. The potential developer has submitted a separate landscape assessment of the
impact of the joint release of both sites. It suggests that development of the western field,
together with boundary planting, would create a new western gateway to Cardross.
Together with the Geilston Estate to the north of the A814, which has a new tree belt and
tree-lined avenue, the assessment states that it would form a natural transition from the
open countryside and into the main built up area of Cardross, which would be less abrupt
than the gateway formed by the existing tree belts on either side of the A814. Undertaking
the planting in advance was recommended as a means of accelerating the integration of
the development.
22. If achievable, I consider that such an approach would only reduce rather than
eliminate the adverse impact. In my view, a clear boundary, albeit an abrupt one, is likely
to be more defensible than an area of transition which blurs the boundary between village
and countryside.
23. There is an element of uncertainty regarding the future of Geilston House and Estate,
and an ‘area for action’ is now recommended there to enable options to be assessed (see
Issue ISS120). This may result in proposals which would either re-inforce or alter the
perception of the estate as forming part of the countryside lying beyond the village. It
would be premature to anticipate whether that might in turn affect the impact of any
housing development on the western field to the south of the A814.
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24. I have therefore considered whether it would be appropriate instead to restrict the
housing allocation to the eastern field, and retain the western field in the green belt.
I invited observations on this possibility from both the council and from the prospective
developer who had made representations in support of the proposal in the plan.
25. The prospective developer confirmed that the eastern field is land-locked, as no road
access to it can be obtained independently. Therefore it can only be developed in
conjunction with the western field, where road access would be taken from Murrays Road,
which has the appearance of a private farm road, with its junction with the A814 lying
opposite the access road to Geilston House and Garden. Given that the capacity of the
eastern field is only 25 to 30 houses, it was stated that the extra length and cost would
render the development of that field alone unsustainable.
26. The retention of both fields as part of the green belt would reduce the housing land
supply allocated in the local development plan by the combined capacity of some 146
houses. These represent a component part of the housing land supply provided by the
local development plan to meet the assessed housing requirements of Argyll and Bute in
general, and of the Helensburgh and Lomond area in particular.
27. However, the evidence relating to housing land (which is considered at Issue ISS400)
confirmed that a significant proportion of the housing completions in Argyll and Bute are
generated from ‘windfall’ sites which have not been allocated in the development plan. In
Helensburgh and Lomond (as discussed at Issue ISS400) a number of infill, brownfield
sites that are not allocated for housing development in this plan have already been
identified as being suitable for new housing, including one on which planning permission
has already been granted.
28. I am therefore satisfied that the remaining housing land supply provided by the local
development plan on allocated sites is sufficient, in conjunction with the reasonably
anticipated continued generation of housing completions on windfall sites, to enable the
assessed requirements of both Argyll and Bute in general and Helensburgh and Lomond in
particular to be met.
29. I therefore conclude that housing development on the Geilston Farm site (including
both the eastern and the western fields) would be inappropriate as it is not supported as a
whole by the findings of the green belt review, and I have found that in the present context
the development of the western field would not be an appropriate extension to the village
of Cardross.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by deleting the housing allocation H2001 at Geilston Farm, Cardross from
the proposals maps and the associated schedules, and incorporating it instead as part of
the land designated as green belt.
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ISS108

Housing Allocation - Helensburgh Golf Club

Development plan
reference:

H2004 - Helensburgh East Helensburgh
Golf Club

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
J McCarthy (01679)
Sarah O'Donnell (01733)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Sportscotland (01864)
Boo Bennett (01916)
Callum McNicol (02043)
S C & S J Milton (02045)
David McCarthy (01667)
Fiona Baker (01895)
Keith Shipman (02120)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679)
1. Erosion of area designated as Green Belt zone. The Golf Course serves as a buffer
zone between housing and uncultivated country side and provides a very good amenity.
2. The north east corner of the proposed site is a mature wooded area providing a wild life
habitat. The development will have a direct/indirect impact on wild life in these woods and
surrounding areas.
3. Current surface water drainage is inadequate to cope with heavy rainfall and results in
excessive surface water and flooding in Churchill and Glade Estates, and East King Street
and will be made worse during construction if not properly considered during design phase.
5. There is little provision for public amenities within existing adjacent housing areas. To
add a further 300 units can only exacerbate and will result in considerable movement of
persons to/from these areas. Hence traffic increase along with associated noise.
6. East Abercromby Street is a busy road particularly at peak periods. Traffic volumes will
increase, resulting in excessive wear/damage to road surfaces. Additionally its junction
with Easterhill Road is poor with substandard visibility, higher traffic levels will increase in
the possibility of traffic accidents at this junction.
H2004 - Sarah O'Donnell (01733) - There are established trees along the golf course
boundary providing a wildlife habitat will these be retained by the developers? The Golf
Course was considered to be part of the Green Belt in 1970. This was one of the reasons
for buying the property. I understand the need and demand for new housing but feel
Helensburgh is gradually losing its hillsides.
H2004 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - Proposed Green Belt land-take from the
golf course (H2004) is huge. At 300 houses, it is the largest proposed allocation in the
Helensburgh and Lomond Area. It needs to be considered, in the context of overall
excessive housing allocations for Helensburgh, alternative in town housing sites and large
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current availability in the town. The current housing proposals are incompatible with
Scottish Planning Policy paragraphs 80 and 159.
H2004 - sportscotland (01864) - The Objector contends that the proposed housing
allocation will significantly reduce the size of the existing golf club. However it is known that
this allocation is supported by the Golf Club who is well aware of the potential implications
for the club.
SportScotland is a statutory consultee and would expect to be consulted if a planning
application was forthcoming for the above site. While not objecting to the allocation we
would require any application to make provision for replacement facilities to be provided
before development commences to ensure that the playing capacity or operation of the golf
course is not reduced or detrimentally affected during the development of the site.
H2004 - Boo Bennett (01916) - The Objector contends that this 300 home incursion into
Green Belt land is excessive and unnecessary. Sustaining the good amount of green land
that lies within the borough is vital to the quality of life in Helensburgh.
This development will not secure the much needed regeneration of Helensburgh town
centre, it will just make a less green place.
There is no need for this housing on Green Belt land particularly when the future of
Faslane and associated employment are unknown.
H2004 - Callum McNicol (02043) - I object to this proposal because the land upon which
the housing would be built is fundamentally green belt land, albeit owned by Helensburgh
Golf Club, who have made several attempts to sell this land in order to continue as an
entity. It's no secret that the club is financially imperilled and requires revenue to develop a
contingency expansion plan, including building a new clubhouse. I object to the Council
basically agreeing that a sports organisation – who boundaries impact so many private
properties - can auction off this land to suit the needs of a council being squeezed to find
alternative housing zonings, when alternative housing zones already exist within the area
but have not been exploited.
Paragraph 159 of the new SPP gives the purposes of Green Belts which are to: direct
planned growth to the most appropriate locations and support regeneration, protect and
enhance the quality, character, landscape setting and identity of towns and cities, and
protect and give access to open space within and around towns and cities.
This proposal clearly fails most of the above objectives, not least that 300 houses - of
which 25% are to be 'affordable' - will desecrate what is natural parkland and deny access
to that landscape. The 'affordable' element is ludicrous when you consider the eventual
occupants will be 1.5 miles from local amenity and that there is no public transport link to
this location currently.
It also says that Green Belt designation should provide clarity and certainty on where
development will and will not take place. The Golf club land is an open sore that won't go
away it seems, until they have a new facility and the council gets a new housing estate
built.
The other important paragraph is 163 which lists the types of development which ARE
suitable in a Green Belt, such as : woodland and forestry, including community woodlands,
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recreational uses that are compatible with an agricultural or natural setting.
Clearly, selling off a vast tract of the golf club - whose boundaries impact so many private
properties - is not compatible with the above SPP provision. It's no secret in Helensburgh
that H2004 makes for a cosy win-win for the Golf Club, a housing contractor/developer and
of course the Council. The only people to lose are those who through no fault of their own,
will lose most of what it is that made them want to live there in the first place.
H2004 - S C & S J Milton (02045) - The proposed change of area H2004 Helensburgh Golf
course from Green Belt to Housing for 300 units. We do not see a requirement for this
number of new houses in Helensburgh. The town is not growing and has a large number of
unsold houses. There are other areas within Helensburgh detailed in the Local
Development Plan which provide sufficient housing growth capacity without encroaching
on Green Belt. Note, An earlier plans to develop a smaller area within H2004 was
previously rejected. In 10 years’ time once the uncertainty over Scottish independence has
passed and the long term plan for the Naval Base at Faslane is known there my then be a
requirement for additional housing.
Local Development Plan - Interim Environmental Report. Helensburgh East:
Helensburgh Golf Club H 2004 Impact on Drainage and Flooding: Any proposed
development on H2004 must have a detailed Drainage Impact Assessment (DIA). The
interim Environmental Report indicates that there would be no significant effect on flooding
from 300 houses.
It is normal practice to put surface water and drainage from roofs and roadways into
natural watercourses. Any development at the western end of the proposed H 2004 site
would inevitably drain into the small burn which runs downhill between Sannox Place and
Machrie Drive. Recent drainage improvement conducted by Helensburgh Golf Course
(HGC) has resulted in accelerated erosion of the banks and undermining of the retaining
wall foundations on the east side of the burn. Any future housing development in this area
would lead to the burn water flow rapidly responding to rain and the resultant “Flood Pulse”
causing failure of the retaining walls. If this were to happen local blockage of the burn
would result in damage to the garden at 2 Sannox Place, but more seriously possible
subsidence of the properties in Machrie Drive.
Any proposed development on this site must consider the effect on the watercourse and
the properties downstream. There could be a similar impact on the smaller watercourse
which runs down the east side of Old Luss Road (ROW) which runs through the centre of
site H2004
Local Development Plan - Interim Environmental Report. Helensburgh East:
Helensburgh Golf Club H 2004
The Interim Report assessment for against “Would development of the allocation
significantly affect an area of known value for recreation, amenity, outdoor access or
community value? “ was assessed at ? with a comment “Golf course to be extended to
north to compensate for area lost to housing. Need for ROW to be protected.” .The only
area to the north is virgin Green belt . If the site H2004 was designated as an area for
housing and subsequent planning application approved the golf club would have to build
fairways and possibly the new, pro-shop and clubhouse on this virgin Green Belt.
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H2004 - David McCarthy (01667) - The objector contends that as a house owner to 14
Machrie Drive, Helensburgh , I object to proposed Local Development Plans to
Helensburgh East Helensburgh Golf Club, Site ref H2004 , because:
1. Loss of value to my property if development plans were to successfully proceed
2. Loss of Helensburgh Golf Club green belt land immediately behind my property would
mean loss of privacy and loss of pleasant views
3. If housing was built on proposed development plan my property would be under serious
threat from flooding without proper drainage.
4. Local existing drainage system unable to cope with extra housing.
5. Local road system unable to take increased traffic volume to proposed development.
6. No nearby shopping infrastructure would only increase pedestrian and road traffic on
local roads.
7. Pavements unsuitable at present time for pedestrians and with increased use can only
get worse.
8. No loss of woodland as direct result of consequence to development
H2004 - Fiona Baker (01895) - Helensburgh – building 300 houses on and adjacent to the
golf course! Totally unacceptable to destroy the town’s golf course.
H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120)
1)
The site is an important open space and recreational site. Except in the case of
closure of the club an alternative green site would have to be found.
2)
Adequate provision for social housing has been made on the old Academy site.
3)
The infrastructure and amenities of the area will not sustain a development of this
size.
4)
The road junctions at the west end of East Abercrombie Street and the southern end
of Charlotte Street would provide a danger for the additional 600 plus cars using the
junctions.
5)
Helensburgh schools are already at capacity without the additional naval personnel
moving to the area being taken into account
6)
There is no evidence the current housing stock is insufficient, the number of ‘for
sale’ properties evidences this. Indeed the policy’s own projections are for a continuing
decline in the Helensburgh population. The council’s desire to increase housing flies in the
face of this evidence.
7)
The proposal is contrary to the sustainability and environmental protection policy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679) - Remove the development site proposal from the Plan.
Should the Golf Club wish to dispose of these lands, to then designate this area for sports
and recreational purposes.
No housing to be proposed on Green Belt but if must be developed then limited
density in keeping with surrounding areas. Serious consideration to be given to
the upgrade of drainage and traffic management.
H2004 - Sarah O'Donnell (01733) - My objection would be removed when assurance is
given that established forests are preserved and that any future developments will include
provision of adequate green spaces and play areas.
H2004 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - Reduce the housing allocation for
H2004, but in the context of overall housing for Helensburgh and Lomond.
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H2004 - sportscotland (01864) - The policy allocation for this site should make reference to
the need to provide replacement facilities prior to the development of the existing golf
course in accordance with paragraph 156 of the SPP.
H2004 - Boo Bennett (01916) - Withdraw this planned development area or drastically
reduce the number of proposed new homes.
H2004 - Callum McNicol (02043) - That H2004 be withdrawn or vetoed. There is already
an approved application for Dunbritton Homes on ground already sold by Helensburgh Golf
Club near to Kent Drive; this scale of development, while regrettable, should be the only
one allowed at this location.
H2004 - S C & S J Milton (02045) - None stated
H2004 - David McCarthy (01667) - Stop this Local Development Plan – Call a halt to any
future building proposals on Site ref H2004
H2004 - Fiona Baker (01895) - Remove entirely housing proposals for East Sawmill field at
Colgrain (H2005) and on Helensburgh Golf Club
H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120) - Remove the item in the plan
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679); H2004 - Sarah O'Donnell (01733); H2004 - Helensburgh
Green Belt Group (00167); H2004 - Boo Bennett (01916); H2004 - Callum McNicol
(02043); H2004 - S C & S J Milton (02045); H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120) - The Housing
Need and Demand Assessment (see Core Document ref CD008) has indicated that there
is a need for over 1,200 new homes over a ten year period in Helensburgh and Lomond.
The Housing Land Audit (see Core Document ref CD009) establishes that there is currently
a potential 727 units available from existing allocations, potential development areas, and
windfall sites within the Helensburgh and Lomond Housing Market Area. There is
therefore a need to release Greenbelt land in order to provide for the established local
housing needs of the area. The Green Belt Landscape Study (see Core Document
CD036) provides an assessment of the landscapes of the Green Belt and the contribution
which they make to the Green Belt objectives as outlined in para 159 of Scottish Planning
Policy (see Core Document ref CD007).
The landscape study included a detailed assessment of a variety of potential sites around
the Helensburgh area including the Golf Course site, and concluded that it had weak
landscape boundaries, that existing planting contiguous with the Blackhill Plantation and
the 100 metre contour could be reinforced with additional planting to create a new
boundary, and that in terms of landscape objectives of the Green Belt it made the lowest
contribution of the assessed sites. This accords with the findings of the Reporters at the
2009 local plan inquiry who concluded that the golf course would be suitable for release
should the housing land supply figures require it. (see Production PD273).
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679); H2004 - Sarah O'Donnell (01733); H2004 - Helensburgh
Green Belt Group (00167) - The proposed allocation extends to 14 hectares (see
production PD157), the heavily managed and used greens and fairways comprise around
four fifths of this, and are considered to be of relatively little wildlife interest. The wooded
areas and boundaries are likely to be of greater interest to wildlife and comprise a relatively
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small proportion of the allocation. The Local Development Plan policy is to seek to retain
trees and woodland wherever possible, and the development brief in the Draft Action
Programme (see Core Document CD005) which accompanies the Local Development Plan
highlights the need to retain these. The brief also indicates landscaping and open space
provision will be required as part of the proposed development, and this can give the
opportunity to enhance biodiversity as a result of the development.
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679); H2004 - S C & S J Milton (02045); H2004 - David McCarthy
(01667) - In relation to concerns about increased flood risk the potential developers for this
proposed Allocation will be required to submit a Drainage Impact Assessment, and to
include designs for a sustainable urban drainage scheme which will ensure that there will
be no increase in run off and consequent risk of flooding as a result of any development.
This will be dealt with as part of any detailed planning application. It should be noted that
SEPA have not objected to the inclusion of this site in the plan.
H2004 - J McCarthy (01679); H2004 - David McCarthy (01667); H2004 - Keith Shipman
(02120) - The area road engineer has raised no concerns in relation to the traffic
associated with this proposed development; the impact of which will be partly offset by the
reduction of traffic using the local road network to access the golf course, clubhouse and
associated facilities. Similarly, the road engineer had raised no concerns regarding
pedestrian access to the site, the detail of which can be addressed as part of the detailed
planning application process.
H2004 - Sportscotland (01864); H2004 - Fiona Baker (01895); H2004 - Keith Shipman
(02120) - The identification of part of the golf course as a housing allocation has come
about as a result of sustained representation from the Golf Club. The club has stated its
intention to develop replacement holes/fairways together with a new clubhouse and
associated facilities further north with access taken from Blackhill. The development of this
site will consequently help the sustainability of this important recreational facility in the
town.
H2004 - Boo Bennett (01916) - The Council accepts that the regeneration of Helensburgh
town centre will be best secured by the adoption of a town centre first approach as
advocated in SPP for a wide range of uses, and in particular those uses such as retailing,
offices, and commercial leisure which attract large volumes of users. This approach is
enshrined in the current Adopted Local Plan Policy and that of the Proposed Local
Development Plan. Housing development can have a role to play in this, however the
opportunities for town centre housing development have been curtailed, as a result of the
local communities response to the recent consultation exercise on Helensburgh Pier Head
Masterplan, whose modest proposals for town centre residential development were
overwhelmingly rejected by the community (see productions ref PD158 and PD159)
There are no other larger scale development sites for housing that are available for
development and as such the Council has to look to greenfield release of the settlement
edge/Green Belt in order to accommodate the numbers required to meet our housing
needs.
H2004 - Callum McNicol (02043) - The need for affordable housing in Helensburgh has
been clearly established in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment (Core document
ref CD008). Scottish Planning Policy (Core document ref CD007) Paragraph 88
encourages Local Development Plans to seek the integration of affordable housing in all
new housing developments wherever such a need has been demonstrated. The
benchmark figure being that each site should contribute 25% of the total number of
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housing units as affordable housing.
H2004 - David McCarthy (01667) - The development brief which accompanies this
Allocation in the Draft Action Programme (core document ref CD005) seeks the retention of
existing boundary trees, the site is large and the detail of orientation of proposed houses,
separation from existing houses, can appropriately be dealt with at the detailed planning
application stage to ensure acceptable levels of privacy between existing and proposed
houses. The loss of view and/or value of property is not a relevant material planning
consideration however the Council always endeavours to minimise the impact on
residential amenity wherever it can.
H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120) - The long term population projections for Argyll and Bute
(including Helensburgh) show an aging and declining population. Many of the schools
across the Councils area have excess capacity. While there may be a number of primary
schools in Helensburgh and the Hermitage Academy which are approaching their capacity
currently, this may change in future years if the population trend of decline is not arrested.
There are many factors which can influence demand for school places, with availability of
new housing being only one of these, if additional school accommodation is required, then
the council as education authority will address these.
H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120) - No evidence has been submitted by the objector to
support this assertion that the proposed development of this area would be contrary to
sustainability and environmental protection policy. The proposed Allocation does not affect
any identified protected environmental features, and as it is located on the edge of a main
settlement in walking distance of a wide range of key community facilities, public transport
options and services which a Main Town, such as Helensburgh provides is considered to
be in a sustainable location.
H2004 - Keith Shipman (02120) - As part of the development proposals the developers will
require to upgrade infrastructure, and improve or provide new amenities, should these be
required to support the development.
Conclusion
The need for additional land for housing has been clearly identified in the Argyll and Bute
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (see Core Document Ref CD008). This was
included as an issue in the Main Issues Report (MIR) (Core Document Ref CD013) for the
Local Development Plan. Analysis of the representations received in response to the MIR
indicated that Argyll and Bute Council should try to identify a supply of land to meet all of
the housing requirements in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment (see Core
Document Ref CD008) wherever practicable for each of the 9 housing market areas. This
approach is further reinforced by analysis of the Council’s Housing Land Audit (see Core
Document CD009), and also the latest census results which indicate a 6.8% reduction in
population in the Helensburgh and Lomond area, where markedly, the application of the
Green Belt, and the resultant constrained supply of housing land, can be contrasted with a
6% increase in population in the Oban and Lorn area, where there is a more generous
supply of housing land allocations; including the development of the Dunbeg Corridor
together with numerous opportunities for small scale development in the surrounding
countryside.
None of the objectors objected to the site at the Main Issues (MIR) Stage of the LDP nor
have they provided any alternative sites that can accommodate the numbers identified for
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H2004.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond that has experienced the sharpest
falls in population) with a potential to adversely impact on the economy/wealth creation,
workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall objective of the Council’s
Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA) (Core Doc Ref.CD011) that has been
approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s
economic success is built on a growing population.” (see page 12 of the SOA). This
outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out in the
national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute contribute to
the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome in a number
of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing sites in places
where people want to live.
Helensburgh and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient, effective housing allocations to
meet our housing needs and contribute to retaining and growing our population.
The location of these allocations have also been guided by a landscape capacity study
(Core doc. Ref, CD036) and are supported by private developers who responded for a call
for sites to inform the contents of the Main Issues Report (MIR) and then the proposed
LDP.
Taking all of the above into account the Council recommends that this site be retained in
the Proposed LDP with no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The general concerns regarding the release of significant areas of greenfield land for
new housing development both around Helensburgh and elsewhere in Argyll and Bute are
addressed at Issue ISS400, where I have concluded that this is justified and is consistent
with the council’s vision set out in this plan of seeking to reverse the area’s population
decline. Therefore in addressing the particular concerns regarding the allocation of a
significant part of Helensburgh golf club’s land which lies adjacent to the north-eastern
edge of Helensburgh’s existing built up area, I will consider whether, in this context, the
proposed allocation of this site for housing development it would not be appropriate.
2. Within an indicative capacity of 300 houses, this is a very large site which currently
forms both part of the golf course, including the clubhouse and associated facilities, and
part of the designated green belt. The council has confirmed that the golf club is in support
of this proposal and intends to provide alternative land and facilities to maintain the future
integrity of the golf course, which is of benefit to the town as well as to its current members.
3. Those whose properties bound the golf course are likely to lose an amenity in terms of
the view across the course and the relative peace and tranquillity it may normally afford.
This is likely to occur in most cases of town expansion onto greenfield land, and although
the residential area below the golf course will retain the panoramic vistas southwards
across the Firth of Clyde, I accept that the loss felt by some of the individual occupiers may
still be a serious one.
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4. However I am satisfied that the concerns arising from the impact of the development
itself, which principally related to roads and drainage issues, can be addressed
satisfactorily. The requirement for the submission of a drainage impact assessment will
ensure that the potential effects both on neighbouring properties and the wider area are
addressed, and the council has confirmed that the local road network does not pose any
significant capacity constraints. I have found no evidence that there is any physical or
infrastructure impediment to the principle of development, while the layout would be
expected to incorporate open space provision for future residents. There is no natural
heritage designation covering the site and, subject to the design and layout of the
development protecting significant areas of woodland, I consider that there would be no
unacceptable impact on wildlife.
5. Although located on the upper slopes on the edge of Helensburgh, this is the main town
in the area and I do not consider it to be an unsustainable location for new housing, or
inappropriate for an element of social housing.
6. The council’s proposal to allocate this site for development is consistent with the
findings of the green belt review which it commissioned. It concluded that this site
performs a limited landscape function in relation to the green belt as a whole, and I am
satisfied that its release for development is justified and appropriate in these
circumstances. Through its development brief and the exercise of its development
management responsibilities, the council can ensure that the resultant new green belt
boundary is robust.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS109

Housing Allocation - Sawmill Field

Development plan
reference:

H2005 - Helensburgh East Sawmill Field,
Cardross Road

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Dr H & Mrs P M Thompson (01700)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
CALA Homes (West) (01870)
Boo Bennett (01916)
Sarah Brown (01956)
David B Price (02063)
Fiona Baker (01895)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Dr H & Mrs P M Thompson (01700) - H2005 - The Red Burn is the natural boundary to the
east of Helensburgh. A housing Allocation for 145 units on productive agricultural land in
the parish of Cardross is a mistake. The proposed development would be as close to
Cardross as it would be to the centre of Helensburgh.
We are also extremely concerned that this site was identified at the initial stage of the LDP
process "which included community engagement" and consultation with developers. As the
only family living adjacent to the site we are obviously stakeholders but were never
consulted. The lands of Mill House were part of the Sawmill Field, why were they not
included. Why was no thought given to the amenity value of our woodland to the east? Did
the planning officials just draw a line around the field at the behest of the owner/developer
with no consideration for the wider picture?
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - H2005 - Allocation is close to Inner Clyde Special
Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
CALA Homes (West) (01870) - H2005 - This Representation relates to proposed housing
allocation H2005: Helensburgh East – Sawmill Field, Cardross Road. The merits of
allocating this site (Ref: H2005) for development are set out in the Development
Framework Report which supports this Representation. The site extends to 5.8 hectares
and is under the control of CALA Homes (West). It can accommodate up to 145 homes,
including affordable housing. The site is effective in accord with PAN 2/2010 and can be
delivered in the initial Plan period.
There is no harm to Greenbelt objectives from the release of this site. Its development
provides a logical extension to the town, with existing robust boundaries for the settlement
and the Greenbelt. The Interim Environmental Report (February 2013) assesses the
proposed allocations and the Council has determined that this allocation (Ref: H2005) will
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have a likely neutral effect. The analysis carried out by CALA Homes (West) supports this
assessment of the site and its conclusions. CALA Homes (West) supports the Council’s
allocation of this site, helping meet its housing land requirement and maintain a 5 years’
effective land supply at all times.
Boo Bennett (01916) - H2005 - This 145 home incursion into Green Belt land is excessive
and unnecessary.
Sustaining the good amount of green land that lies within the borough is vital to the quality
of life in Helensburgh.
This development will not help the regeneration of Helensburgh town centre, it will just
make a less green place.
This plan seems to have more to do with politics and increasing the Councils share of
government funding than any real need for this housing on Green Belt land.
The amount of housing is also being proposed when the future of Faslane and associated
employment are unknown.
The recent Waitrose decision surely opens the door for more town centre housing, which
would help regeneration.
Sarah Brown (01956) - H2005 - Release for housing development is inappropriate and will
lead to long term ribbon development between Helensburgh and Cardross. This area is
Greenbelt and is important in supporting the open space network in the area. It backs onto
locally important woodlands and is very close to the internationally recognised Ramsar site
down on the shore near Ardardan. Its release for housing development would also
increase traffic, and the risk of accidents as people turn on and off the Cardross road. It will
also break the line of Helensburgh's outline from the sea and have a disproportionate
effect on views of the town. I am not adverse to development, filling in gaps at the back of
the town, e.g. the field behind H2007, would be much more effective and would have many
benefits from a services point of view.
David B Price (02063) - H2005 - This area of ground Ref: H2005 is the most logical
extension to local housing in view of the land available because of restrictions caused by
the West Highland Railway to the North East of Helensburgh.
Fiona Baker (01895) - H2005 - Helensburgh – Colgrain Site Ref H2005 for 145 houses on
greenbelt agricultural land would not only contravene several policies of the LDP it would
be urban sprawl ribbon development extending the boundary of Helensburgh.
I object very strongly to this proposal to the detriment of Helensburgh. This is a major not a
minor adjustment to the Greenbelt.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Dr H & Mrs P M Thompson (01700) - H2005 - Reject the application or conduct reasonable
discussions with adjacent land owners.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - H2005 - Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this plan.
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CALA Homes (West) (01870) - H2005 - None - support
Boo Bennett (01916) - H2005 - Withdraw this planned development area or drastically
reduce the number of proposed new homes.
Sarah Brown (01956) - H2005 - I would like to see H2005 removed from the proposed
development areas and the field behind H2007 used instead.
David B Price (02063) - H2005 - None - support
Fiona Baker (01895) - H2005 - Remove entirely housing proposals for East Sawmill field at
Colgrain (H2005)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Dr H & Mrs P M Thompson (01700); Boo Bennett (01916) - H2005; Sarah Brown (01956) H2005; Fiona Baker (01895) - H2005 - The need for additional land for housing has been
clearly identified in the Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment (see Core
Document Ref CD008). This was included as an issue in the Main Issues Report (MIR)
(Core Document Ref CD013) for the Local Development Plan. Analysis of the
representations received in response to the MIR indicated that Argyll and Bute Council
should try to identify a supply of land to meet all of the housing requirements in the
Housing Need and Demand Assessment (see Core Document Ref CD008) wherever
practicable for each of the 9 housing market areas. This approach is further reinforced by
analysis of the Council’s Housing Land Audit (see Core Document CD009), and also the
latest census results which indicate a 6.8% reduction in population in the Helensburgh and
Lomond area, where markedly, the application of the Green Belt, and the resultant
constrained supply of housing land, can be contrasted with a 6% increase in population in
the Oban and Lorn area, where there is a more generous supply of housing land
allocations; including the development of the Dunbeg Corridor together with numerous
opportunities for small scale development in the surrounding countryside.
None of the objectors objected to the site at the Main Issues Stage of the LDP. Only one
of the objectors has put forward an alternative site to make up the housing land shortfall
that would result on account of this site being omitted from the LDP as proposed. The
alternative site put forward by Ms Sarah Brown (01956) is considered not to be effective by
the Council at this time and as such has not been included the SEA (Core Document Ref
CD052).
The decision to include the Sawmill site within the proposed LDP was taken after due
consideration of the findings of the published Green Belt Landscape Capacity Study (Core
Document Ref CD036) that identifies this area located on the eastern edge of the town,
surrounded by the old policy woodlands of Camis Eskan as having a well-defined and
defensible boundary features with moderate to low scenic quality and moderate landscape
sensitivity. Consequently, the Council rejects the objector’s opinion that the development
of this site represents "urban sprawl and ribbon development” as the site will occupy a selfcontained area bounded by the new school to the east, the A814 with new retail and
allocated site for business and industry purposes beyond and the policy woodlands of
Camis Eskan to the west (see Production ref PD161 Ariel Photography of Sawmill Field
Cardross Road Helensburgh).
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The site while accepted by the Council as being highly visible given its position on a main
entrance route to the town of Helensburgh is considered to be of moderate to low scenic
quality. In addition, this approach to the town has been significantly affected by the recent
large scale development of the new Hermitage Academy and the new retail development
(Waitrose) on the opposite side of the road together with the identified zoning for business
and industry purposes at BI-AL 3/1. The proposed housing allocation provides an
opportunity to create a more graduated transition, incorporating a new gateway feature, to
the eastern approaches to the town.
The development of the site will also result in the former policy woodlands of Camis Eskan
becoming a strong and highly defensible Green Belt boundary. In particular, the Council
considers that these woodlands make, and will continue to make, a significant contribution
to the visual amenity of the area and provide a strong and highly defensible landscape
feature which will help contain the new development, prevent future coalescence and
indeed the further possibility of ribbon development along the A814.
Sarah Brown (01956) - H2005 - The Council accepts that proposed development will result
in additional traffic and turning movements onto and off the A814 Cardross Road.
However, the Council’s road engineers have raised no objections to the inclusion of the
site within the plan and are confident that a new junction can be satisfactory provided on
the site which allows for safe access and egress. In addition, the increase in volume of
traffic as a result of this development is not considered significant in the context of the
existing levels of use of this main road and the objector has not provided any evidence to
counteract this opinion of the Council. The objector has provided no evidence to counter
this opinion.
In terms of the alternative site (extension of H2007) as put forward by the objector.
Possible alternative areas for new housing development to the rear of Helensburgh were
included in the Main Issues Report which was produced as an initial stage the in Local
Development Plan preparation process. The area at Drumfork Farm was included as one
of the options at this stage. However, this area is more extensive than the Sawmill Field,
and it has no natural feature which would enable a strong green belt boundary to be
established. Its upper slopes would also result in more significant detrimental landscape
impacts across a wider area. In terms of access and servicing, this area is some distance
from the main road network and is more remote from rail, cycle and other public transport
routes. The Sawmill Field site is therefore considered to be a more appropriate site both in
landscape terms, and in relation to ease of access and servicing, and overall ease of
development as demonstrated by the active interest and support of a developer (CALA
Homes (West) (01870) for this site.
CALA Homes (West) (01870) - H2005; David B Price (02063) - H2005 - Support noted and
welcomed.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - H2005 - The Council is undertaking a HRA to address
this issue.
Conclusion
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond) with a potential to adversely
impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery.
The overall objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA)
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(Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10
years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.”
(see page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national
policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see
Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this
overall outcome in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for
new housing sites in places where people want to live.
Helensburgh and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient housing allocations to meet our
housing needs including affordable and contribute to retaining and growing our population
to help maintain essential services within the town.
Consequently, the Council considers that the Allocation as proposed H2005 represents a
logical extension to the town that once completed will provide a robust green belt boundary
and help to deliver much needed new housing, including 25% affordable units, within the
plan period to meet the Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment
requirements for the Helensburgh and Lomond area. As the objectors have not put
forward any credible alternative to this site or justified their site specific objections with
additional evidence, the Council considers the Sawmill site to be an effective site and
consequently for the reasons as set out above the site should be retained within the
proposed LDP with no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The general concerns regarding the release of significant areas of greenfield land for
new housing development both around Helensburgh and elsewhere in Argyll and Bute are
addressed at Issue ISS400, where I have concluded that this is justified and is consistent
with the council’s vision set out in this plan of seeking to reverse the area’s population
decline. Therefore in addressing the particular concerns regarding this proposed eastward
extension of Helensburgh’s existing built up area, I will consider whether, in this context,
the proposed allocation of this site for housing development it would not be appropriate.
2. The proposed allocation site is of a significant scale, with an indicative capacity of 145
houses. It lies on the north side of the A814 Cardross Road and to the west of the new
secondary school and, on the south side of the A814, the new Waitrose supermarket,
which together now form the edge of the existing built up area. However the land opposite
the proposed allocation site on the south side of the A814 is already allocated for
development for business and industry in the adopted local plan. That allocation is to be
retained in the proposed local development plan. As a result, the development of the
proposed allocation would not result in Helensburgh extending further east than is already
proposed. The proposal is not for a linear development restricted to the existing road
frontage, so would not be defined as a ribbon development.
3. While the trees lining the Red Burn on its western edge clearly separate the site from
the grounds of the secondary school, and also form a clear boundary to the existing built
up area, I am also satisfied that the woodland to the north and east of the site would
provide a very effective framework for the proposed development. On approach from the
east along the A814, I am satisfied that this woodland would also provide a suitable and
effective ‘gateway’ entrance to Helensburgh, and a robust green belt boundary for the town
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in the longer term. I also note that in selecting this site the council has been guided by the
findings of the green belt review which it commissioned.
4. No physical or infrastructure constraints have been brought to my attention that might
preclude the development of this site, and there is no impediment to securing a high
standard of road access into and out of the site.
5. This site is not far from the Inner Clyde special protection area, designated for overwintering redshank, and this proposal has now been the subject of further assessment as
part of the revised habitats regulations appraisal undertaken by the council and dated
August 2014.
6. It has confirmed that construction on the site, and in combination with other sites, could
impact on the over-wintering redshanks. However, while it advised that an additional
statement should be inserted in the action programme, it confirmed that no modification to
the local development plan is required in relation to this proposal. The contents of the
action programme are a matter for the council.
7. In view of these findings, I conclude that the proposed allocation of this site for housing
development is not inappropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS110

Settlement and Spatial Strategy - Helensburgh and Lomond

Development plan
reference:

Settlement and Spatial Strategy –
Helensburgh and Lomond

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766)
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257)
David Cowan (00287)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 2 Settlement and Spatial Strategy – Helensburgh and
to which the issue Lomond
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - Objections to the content of paragraphs 2.3.1
and 2.3.2 of the Written Statement. Helensburgh is a non-industrial but residential quasisuburb of Glasgow in an Exceptional, south facing setting, with countryside paths,
woodlands and visual amenity which play an important part in the success of the town. Its
Green Belt serves the purposes given in paragraph 159 of the Scottish Planning Policy, not
only in giving access to this valuable countryside, but in ensuring that planned growth is
directed to "the most appropriate locations" and supports regeneration.
The Objector contends that the Proposed Local Development Plan, to a degree, puts these
advantages at risk and, in particular, fails to "direct planned growth to the most appropriate
locations".
The Objector is also concerned that the words "relative accessibility to the adjacent
Glasgow conurbation" underplay the close links with Dumbarton and Glasgow;
The Objector is concerned that the word "pressures" in the second line of section 2.3.1
appears negative, so we suggest use of a more neutral term such as "issues";
The Objector is concerned that the suggestion that Helensburgh's potential needs to be
unlocked neglects the high level of its success.
The Objector is concerned that the assertion contained within the plan that Helensburgh
needs "sustainable economic growth" both ignores its current stability and may be a
preliminary excuse to impose an extreme degree of population expansion implied in the
housing allocations, but not justified in the text.
The Objector is concerned that problems experienced by other parts of A&B are being
ascribed to Helensburgh. In particular, the sixth bullet point in section 2.3.2 should be
divided into two distinct issues: green countryside and renewable energy and that the
renewable energy point should be cautious about wind turbines, while encouraging less
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conspicuous renewables. In addition the sixth bullet point should seek to enhance further
“the outstanding countryside setting of the Helensburgh, its exceptional existing footpaths
network, its community woodlands, its green network and its important Greenbelt".
Paragraph 2.3.2 of the LDP Written Statement consequently, in the opinion of the Objector,
fails to provide an adequate vision for the future of Helensburgh.
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Objector contends that paragraph 2.3.1 is
inadequate and misleading. The distinction between the Helensburgh Corridor and the
Rosneath Peninsular needs to be made clearer. The phrase “relative accessibility to the
adjacent Glasgow conurbation” is a serious understatement concealing the reality that
Helensburgh was created as and remains as a quasi-residential suburb of Glasgow.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The Objector contends that the (bullet point) list
at Paragraph 2.3.2 does not adequately reflect or build on Helensburgh’s reason to exist as
an attractive, residential town and as a quasi-suburb of Greater Glasgow. Its local
economy is largely geared to meeting the needs of its local residents and for the first time
in over 40 years there a number of major development initiatives planned for the town. It is
all of these which need to be reflected here.
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The Objector contends that the
Council plans that by "2024, Helensburgh and Lomond will be: (3rd bullet point) a place of
outstanding natural and built heritage with enhanced natural assets, better townscape and
public realm with new community facilities such as the Helensburgh Pierhead Swimming
Pool and Leisure Centre together with a refurbished East Clyde Street Centre ". The
above list contains named "community facilities". But does not give examples of "natural
heritage with enhanced "natural assets".
The Objector also contends that the Council plans that by "2024, Helensburgh and
Lomond will be: (6th bullet point) a greener place with numerous community led renewable
energy projects, established community forests and green networks". The Objector
contends that Helensburgh has and plans to have community woodlands, but not
community forests.
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257) - Expression of general
support expressed for the Local Development Plan key policy themes which mirror the
ambitions of the people in the Peninsula West local communities. The Trust supports the
continuing commitment of the Council, through the Local Development Plan, to promoting
and supporting renewable energy developments.
The Trust acknowledges that the number of children in their area, including Cove and
Kilcreggan, reduced by 23% and adults of working age by 7% falling between 2001 and
2009, and are designated by the Plan as ‘Key Rural Settlements’, the Trust supports the
view expressed in the plan in Paragraph 1.6.1 that sustainable long-term economic growth
is needed ‘to support the retention and growth of our population’ through attention to
services, the natural and built environment and quality-of-life. The Trust supports the
recognition in the Local Development Plan that ‘an effective land supply‘ will be required ‘to
accommodate new business and retail opportunities, homes, leisure facilities together with
the necessary infrastructure and services required to support them.’
The Trust welcomes the intention to steer significant new developments to particular areas,
including the local Key Rural Settlements in Paragraph 1.6.2 of the LDP Written Statement.
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The Trust also supports Key Objective C, and its stated intention that the Council will be
seeking ‘to work in partnership with local communities in a way that recognises their
particular needs to deliver successful and sustainable local regeneration;’
The Trust is disappointed however that the sections of the Local Development Plan dealing
with Helensburgh and Lomond in Paragraph 2.3 of the LDP focuses largely on
Helensburgh and its adjacent communities. Whilst those communities may be ‘subject to
different development pressures from the rest of Argyll & Bute’ (Paragraph 2.3.1), the
communities of the Rosneath Peninsula share the pressures experienced by smaller
communities across the Council area.
This includes distance and relative inaccessibility from main population centres have
contributed to features of decline on the Rosneath Peninsula in recent years, including:
derelict public amenities; weak and costly transport links; very limited facilities for young
people; an absence of local job opportunities; lack of affordable housing; lack of special
needs housing for older people; closure of the Council library; the sale of former
community centre and church hall; and environmental degradation.
David Cowan (00287) - There are no visionary statements as to how the Helensburgh and
Lomond actions are to be achieved.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The Objector (agrees with the Helensburgh
Study Group (00166)) and requests that Paragraphs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of the LDP Written
Statement (page 10) are altered to provide a foundation for its sic (Helensburgh) future. In
particular the Objector contends that the negative ascription of the Green Belt as a
"pressure" replaced by a strong statement of its positive value based upon the purposes
given in Scottish Planning Policy Paragraph 159.
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Objector requests that the words "and superb
countryside setting, footpaths and green tourism value." be added to the third bullet point.
The Objector requests that the word "offer" in the first line of the fourth bullet point be
replaced with the words "continue to provide" and after the word choice add the words “as
is already extensively available in the private sector, but with the addition of more
affordable housing". Delete "with a focus on large scale growth"
The Objector contends that in the fifth bullet point the generalisations here could be
misinterpreted or interpreted in different ways and it should be made clear that
Helensburgh is not, and should not become, an industrialised town. In addition
distinguishing between the Helensburgh corridor and Rosneath Peninsula would be
helpful.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The Objector requests the following changes to
be made to Paragraph 2.3.2, the 3rd bullet point. The addition of the words “a revitalised
Hermitage Park” after the word centre.
The deletion of the words “with a focus of larger scale growth in Helensburgh and Cardross
delivered through the Greenbelt Masterplan” and its replacement with the words “ on
meeting identified housing needs and on growth delivered through existing sites, new
identified sites and underused and brownfield sites” after the word focus in the fourth bullet
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point.
The addition of the words “surrounding countryside, recreational access to the River Clyde”
after the word “Park” in the 5th bullet point.
The deletion of the 6th bullet point after the words “A greener place” and its replacement
with the words “offering wide ranging, community led, small scale renewable energy
projects, established community woodlands and green networks.”
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The Objector requests that the
words "and a network of community and amenity woodlands" be added to the 3rd bullet
point Paragraph 2.3.2 and that the word "woodlands" be added to the words “forests" in the
6th bullet point.
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257) - The Community
Development Trust understands that the detailed housing proposals made in the draft
Local Development Plan reflect the terms of the Argyll and Bute Mr Murdo MacDonald
(Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust) (01257):
The Community Development Trust understands that the detailed housing proposals made
in the draft Local Development Plan reflect the terms of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs
and Demand Assessment (HNDA). However the Trust is aware of a very widely expressed
need on the Rosneath Peninsula for both affordable housing for younger people and
families, and for special needs accommodation for older people and people other age
groups with particular needs. These housing developments are needed on the Rosneath
Peninsula to address the population decline in children and families, which is a strategic
and local issue recognised in many parts of the Local Development Plan. Housing is also
required to address the needs of older people, who have no local access to special needs
accommodation. Recognising the terms of the current HNDA, the Trust would want to see
a commitment within the Local Development Plan to the Council working with the Trust on
a new form of rural housing needs and demand assessment, which would assess the
housing needs in of the Key Rural Settlements on the Rosneath Peninsula. Potential sites
have been identified beyond the top of Church Road in Cove for affordable housing, and
on Shore Road or Fort Road for special needs housing.
The Trust recognises that it is not possible to include very detailed local area analysis and
project planning within a Local Development Plan for Argyll & Bute. However, within the
section concerning Helensburgh and Lomond, the Trust would want to see recognition of
the key importance of the Rosneath Peninsula West Community Action Plan, with its
assessment of local needs, and its detailed project proposals to meet those needs,
including: youth and recreation facilities; arts and culture events and festivals; employment,
business and tourism resources and workshop space; transport development;
environmental improvements to villages and foreshore; health and welfare supports and
housing.
The Annex below provides a full listing of the priorities set out in the Community Action
Plan, and these are described and can be accessed in greater detail on the Community
Development Trust website: http://www.rosneathpeninsulawest.com/?page_id=162
The Trust would therefore wish to see a specific commitment to partnership working
between the Council and the Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust to
deliver all of the improvements laid out in the Community Action Plan, which are consistent
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with those of the Local Development Plan and relevant other council policies.
David Cowan (00287) - An updated final Local Development Plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The Council considers that in the context of the
Local Development Plan it is right to refer to the different development “pressures” that
exist in Helensburgh and Lomond given the close proximity to the Glasgow conurbation
and the presence of the Green Belt. The use of the term is not meant to be negative and
the Council can see no advantage of replacing the term with the word “issues”.
The Council agrees with the Objector that Helensburgh is a successful place which has
been improved recently with public investment to its public realm through CHORD, the
building of the new Hermitage Academy, new affordable housing at the Hermitage, the
refurbishment of the former East Clyde Street Centre to form new council offices, an
improved retail offer in the town centre and the outskirts of the town, and proposed
revitalisation of the Pier to provide a new community leisure facility.
That said, despite a lower than the Scottish average unemployment rate, the area has a
falling population (See production Doc. Ref PD162) and Helensburgh contains two
datazones within the 15% most overall deprived datazones in Scotland according to the
SIMD 2012.
According to SIMD 2012:
Datazone S01000767 is ranked 170 most overall deprived out of 6,505 datazones in
Scotland, and is the most overall deprived datazone in Argyll and Bute. 36% of the
population within this datazone were identified as being income deprived, and 34% of the
working age population were identified as being employment deprived.
Datazone S01000770 was ranked 465 most overall deprived out of 6,505 datazones in
Scotland. 32% of its population were income deprived. 28% of its population of working
age were employment deprived.
These two datazones have been in the 15% most overall deprived datazones in Scotland
in previous indices, published in 2004, 2006 and 2009.
In addition Rosneath a community that relies on the services and job opportunities that
Helensburgh can offer also has a datazone that falls within the 20% of the most deprived
datazones in Scotland.
Datazone S01000780 (Rosneath) is within the 20% most overall deprived datazones in
Scotland, and was ranked 1,185 out of 6,505 in SIMD 2012. 20% of its population were
income deprived; 22% of its working age population were employment deprived
These facts indicate that there is a need for sustainable economic growth in the community
of Helensburgh and indeed wider Lomond. It also has to be re-stated that the overall
objective of the Argyll and Bute Single Outcome Agreement (SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011)
that was agreed by the Scottish Government is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is
built on a growing population”. This is particularly relevant to Helensburgh and Lomond
given its sustained population loss over a number of decades with a 7.5% decrease
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recorded between 2001 and 2011 as stated on page 6 of the SOA.
While the Council considers that reversing this population decline in Helensburgh and
Lomond is a top priority for the Council, it does not consider that the proposed settlement
and spatial strategy as contained within the plan will lead to an extreme population growth
as suggested by the Objector. The Council also considers that spatial and settlement
strategy as proposed fully recognises the different problems that Helensburgh and Lomond
has to deal with even though many issues are also shared such as the need for superfast
broadband and up to date telecommunications, improved transport connectivity, a vital and
attractive town centre, new employment opportunities, the need to reduce our carbon
footprint through the development of appropriate scales of renewable energy, better
housing choice, including affordable housing and the need to make Helensburgh more
attractive for tourists to visit and help support the growth of local businesses.
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Council agrees with the Objector that
Helensburgh enjoys a “superb countryside setting” but the bullet points listed in Paragraph
2.3.2 are designed to be aspirational to help inform what Helenburgh and Lomond could be
by 2024.
Consequently the Council sees no need to include reference to the countryside other than
in the final bullet point which calls for Helensburgh and Lomond to be a “greener place”
including “community forests and green networks.” In addition the Council does not
support the replacement of the word “offer” in bullet point 4 with the words “continue to
provide” as housing choice is limited for people in Helensburgh and communities such as
Cardross where the Government approved Housing Needs and Demand Assessment
(Core Doc ref. CD008) supports the level of green belt release that is contained within the
plan.
The Council does not propose that Helensburgh will become an “industrialised town” as
suggested by the Objector. Additional employment opportunities are required in
Helensburgh and Lomond and the plan supports sustainable economic growth to help
achieve this. The Council would also like to state that Helensburgh is not simply a
residential community. The town is a centre of employment for a wide range of industry
sectors including public services, tourism, leisure, retail, commercial services, transport,
private education and manufacturing. The town and Rosneath Peninsula lie in close
proximity to the major employment base of Faslane and Coulport which have significant
potential to deliver additional job opportunities through the implementation of the maritime
change programme.
The intention of the plan is to continue to grow this employment base in a sustainable
manner that takes full account of all the relevant policies and supplementary guidance that
the plan contains, to the benefit of the Helensburgh and Lomond area.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The Council would have no objection, if the
Reporter was so minded, to add the words “a revitalised Hermitage Park” to the 3rd bullet
point after the word centre. The Council has been working with the friends of the park to
help deliver improvements of the park and remains supportive of the project.
The Council would have no objection, if the Reporter was so minded, to add the words
“surrounding countryside, recreational access to the River Clyde” after the word park in the
5th bullet point of Paragraph 2.3.2.
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As previously stated the bullet points listed in Paragraph 2.3.2 are designed to be
aspirational to help inform what Helensburgh and Lomond could be by 2024 and the
addition of these words can add to these aspirations.
The Council does not agree with the Objector’s proposed changes to the 4th bullet point as
this bullet point reflects the focus of the settlement strategy within the plan that focusses
larger scale growth in Helensburgh and Cardross in line with identified housing needs that
will require new development to be located on appropriate locations within the Green Belt
in addition to brownfield land and underused sites within the settlement boundary.
The Council would have no objection to the word “,woodlands” to be added to the 6th bullet
point after the word “forests” in Paragraph 2.3.2 ,if the Reporter was so minded, given the
scale of the woodlands adjacent to the likes of Helensburgh. That said there does remain
the potential for community forests in the Rosneath Peninsular.
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The Council would have no objection
to the word “,woodlands” to be added to the 6th bullet point after the word “forests” in
Paragraph 2.3.2 ,if the Reporter was so minded, given the scale of the woodlands adjacent
to the likes of Helensburgh. That said there does remain the potential for community
forests in the Rosneath Peninsular. The Council does not support the other additional
wording changes proposed in the 3rd bullet point by the Objector as it risks being repetitive.
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257) - The Council does not
think that Paragraph 2.3.2 is the right place in the plan to deal with the issues raised by the
Objector or make commitments with individual community groups. The Council has no
objection to working with the Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust
and would be happy to assist them with developing their specific proposals through
community plans for the Key Rural Settlements identified in their area that will be subject to
detailed consultation with local people directly affected by them.
David Cowan (00287) - The vision for the Local Development Plan is set out in paragraph
2.3.2 of the proposed Local Development Plan, and the proposed policies set out how the
plan will help deliver these.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I am satisfied that, in the context of the plan’s vision for Argyll and Bute, the wording of
paragraphs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are generally appropriate in identifying the extent to which the
Helensburgh and Lomond area differs from the rest of the plan area, and then setting out a
series of aspirations for the changes which the council intends to secure for this area over
the next ten years, in response to the key challenges and objectives set out in the plan.
These include recognition of an urgent need to reverse static or falling populations in some
of the main towns, which applies to Helensburgh.
2. I also consider that it is appropriate that, while recognising its relative proximity to
Glasgow, the spatial strategy should identify Helensburgh itself as one of the main towns of
Argyll and Bute. The alternative view of Helensburgh as a non-industrial but residential
quasi-suburb of Glasgow could be regarded as more limiting in terms of providing for
housing needs and demand, and also providing for growth in employment, services and
amenities to serve its residents and those of the surrounding areas within Argyll and Bute.
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3. The reference to different development pressures arising in this area of Argyll and Bute,
partly arising from the presence of the green belt, is appropriate. Land within the
designated green belt will be afforded greater protection than other areas of countryside,
and is intended to direct development to more appropriate sites. There are no green belt
designations in Argyll and Bute outwith the Helensburgh and Lomond area.
4. I do not find that the stated aspirations for the future of Helensburgh, which combine
recognition of its outstanding natural and built heritage, with revitalisation of the town
centre and waterfront and a wide range of housing choice, are a denial of the town’s
existing role and strengths, or of its relative success. Recent initiatives and developments
in and around the town are consistent with these aspirations, as well as with the plan’s
vision for Argyll and Bute as a whole.
5. I am also satisfied that identifying ‘numerous community led renewable energy projects’
among the means to secure ‘a greener place’, does not provide support for inappropriately
conspicuous wind turbines, I do agree that in the context of Helensburgh and Lomond the
inclusion of ‘woodlands’ as well as community forests and green networks in the aspiration
for ‘a greener place’ is appropriate.
6. I agree that inclusion of reference in the third bullet point of paragraph 2.3.2 to
revitalisation of the Hermitage Park would be appropriate, in view of the council’s support
for its delivery. I find that the wording of the fourth bullet is also mis-leading, as the
housing growth at Helensburgh and Cardross is to be on sites which are proposed to be
allocated for housing development and removed from the green belt by this plan, and have
already been identified through a review of the green belt. In these circumstances,
deletion of the reference to the growth being ‘delivered through the green belt masterplan’
should improve clarity.
7. The fifth bullet point relates to the broad aspiration of making the Helensburgh and
Lomond area “a competitive place better connected to the global economy”. I consider that
it already contains sufficient explanation of the Maritime Change Project, and any
additional text relating to that project would tend to shift the focus inappropriately to that
project alone.
8. I note that the council is willing to work with the Rosneath Peninsula West Community
Development Trust in developing specific proposals through community plans for the key
rural settlements in their area, in order to meet the identified needs. In the absence of
such proposals being identified, assessed and consulted on with the local community,
there are no modifications which I can recommend at present. Similarly in his
representation, David Cowan has not suggested specific alterations to the plan which I
could recommend.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify paragraph 2.3.2 as follows:


In the third bullet point, add “and a revitalised Hermitage Park” at the end.



In the fourth bullet point, delete “delivered through the Greenbelt Masterplan”.



In the sixth bullet point, add “,woodlands” after “forests”.
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ISS111

PDA 3/11 Rosneath and Open Space Protection Area

Development plan
reference:

PDA 3/11 - Rosneath - Waterfront 1

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Andrew Gillon (01673)
Janet Cassie (01961)
Ian Todd (02090)
Amy Birch (01948)
Nicola Campbell (01959)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Andrew Gillon (01673) - PDA 3/11; Janet Cassie (01961) - PDA 3/11; Ian Todd (02090) PDA 3/11; Amy Birch (01948) - PDA 3/11; Nicola Campbell (01959) - PDA 3/11 - The area
known as the DUMPS between Camsail Road and high water mark should have the open
space protection area extended over its entirety and should be removed from the Potential
Development Area which covers the area to the south.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Andrew Gillon (01673) - PDA 3/11; Janet Cassie (01961) - PDA 3/11; Ian Todd (02090) PDA 3/11; Amy Birch (01948) - PDA 3/11; Nicola Campbell (01959) - PDA 3/11 - The
Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) extended to the north west and the boundaries of the
Potential Development Area (PDA 3/11) be amended to exclude the area identified as the
Open Space Protection Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Andrew Gillon (01673) - PDA 3/11; Janet Cassie (01961) - PDA 3/11; Ian Todd (02090) PDA 3/11; Amy Birch (01948) - PDA 3/11; Nicola Campbell (01959) - PDA 3/11
Overview
In the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core doc. Ref CD001) the Potential
Development Area PDA 3/11 (Production No. PD163) is drawn to include an area of
brownfield land to the south of the residential development at Argyll Road/Camsail Road in
Rosneath and also the undeveloped, grassed area of open space between the existing
housing development and the foreshore to the east. The purposes of the designation are
given as housing/leisure. (See Core Doc CD001) The majority of the undeveloped area
which lies between the houses and the foreshore is covered by an Open Space Protection
Area (OSPA) designation, and as such would not be considered suitable for housing, but
would allow for leisure uses which are compatible with the open space protection area
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would be appropriate. These leisure uses are likely to comprise use of the area for informal
recreational purposes. This reflects the current use of this area including the north west
part of the PDA which is currently outwith the OSPA.
Given the current uses of this area and the likely development expectations for the area,
the Council would be content if the Reporter was so minded that the OSPA could be
extended to include this area as illustrated on Production No. PD202, and that the area
designated as OSPA be specifically excluded from the area identified as PDA 3/11 as
illustrated on Production No. PD201.
Conclusion
In conclusion, if the Reporter is so minded, the Council would have no objection to the
boundaries of the PDA being altered to exclude an enlarged OSPA (Production Nos.
PD201 and PD202) and the description of the PDA being subsequently amended to
include Housing only and delete the reference to leisure.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. As the exclusion from the ‘open space protection area’ of the north-western section of
the open grassed land between the houses and the foreshore has not been justified, I
consider that it would be appropriate to extend that designation to include this area too.
2. Similarly, as no other use than informal outdoor recreation is envisaged for it, I find that
the whole of the extended area which is to be covered by the ‘open space protection area’
designation should not be included within the ‘potential development area’ which covers
the brownfield land to the south and is proposed for mixed housing and leisure uses.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposals maps by:
1. Extending the ‘open space protection area’ to cover the adjoining area of open grassed
land to the north-west; and
2. Removing that extended area from the adjoining ‘potential development area’ PD 3/11
to the south.
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ISS113

PDA 3/29 Rhu Marina

Development plan
reference:

PDA 3/29 - Rhu Marina

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Rhu Marina Developments (01894)
David & Anne Carswell (01063)
Brian Cook (00701)
Jean Cook (01966)
James Duncan (01978)
Linda Duncan (01979)
Michael McAuley (00936)
Pat Pollok-Morris (00276)
Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260)
Maurice Corry (01492)
Alastair Moore (02046)
Hilda Massey (02030)
Jack Rudram (02117)
James Johnstone (02009)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 3/29 - Rhu Marina Developments (01894) - Rhu Marina Developments have
submitted their proposed master plan for the area which shows the Potential Development
Area enlarged to include an area of infill. The infill area is required in order to allow the
development of the site for the benefit of the community as a whole and provide the space
and facilities intended for the site. They are also requesting that the residential density be
reduced from high to medium, as high density residential units are not appropriate or
required on the site.
PDA 3/29 - David & Anne Carswell (01063) - Concerned about the impact and height of the
proposed buildings, and associated volume of traffic and the infrastructure is already
overburdened.
PDA 3/29 - Brian Cook (00701) - The proposed development is incompatible with Rhu’s
Conservation Area status. Existing policy states that coastal development should only be
allowed where it is essential. Housing does not require a coastal location. Any
development of the marina should be for marine associated activities. No building should
be more than one storey high and land reclamation is unnecessary.
PDA 3/29 Map 6 - I support this as written. Land reclamation between the Marina and the
off-base reception site [hangars] is not necessary and it is no longer recommended.
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PDA 3/29 - Jean Cook (01966) - I support the area in map 6 for the Potential Development
area 3/29 and fully support the decision not to undertake any land reclamation. The
proposed schedule calls for a high density of development with a minimum of 25%
affordability. I object to this because there has been no consultation on the change to high
density, housing does not require a coastal location, such developments are inappropriate
to a village, and would have a negative impact on views of the conservation area.
PDA 3/29 - James Duncan (01978) - The proposed schedule calls for a high density of
development with a minimum of 25% affordability. I object to this because there has been
no consultation on the change to high density, housing does not require a coastal location,
such developments are inappropriate to a village, and would have a negative impact on
views of the conservation area. Buildings on this site should be low rise and spaced so as
to provide walkways, viewpoints and public open space. Medium and large scale
developments are inappropriate in villages. Whilst density and scale are different high
density can be construed as larger scale, out of keeping with the village setting.
PDA 3/29 - Linda Duncan (01979) - The proposed schedule calls for a high density of
development with a minimum of 25% affordability. I object to this because there has been
no consultation on the change to high density, housing does not require a coastal location,
such developments are inappropriate to a village, and would have a negative impact on
views of the conservation area.
PDA 3/29 - Michael McAuley (00936) - This area is described in the Environmental
Statement as adjacent to a Conservation Area. This is incorrect as this area currently
forms part of a Conservation Area. Had the correct statement been included in the ES, the
Assessment would require to be clearer.
The density has been changed to high and no justification given for its change. Housing is
contrary to both the existing Local Development Plan and Supplementary Guidance and
should be removed. The 2009 Local Plan Coastal Development policy must apply this is
contravened as residential use does not require a coastal location. Supplementary
Guidance LDP CST 1 which accompanies the proposed LDP makes it clear that
applications for coastal development on land will only be supported where a coastal
location is essential to the development.
PDA 3/29 - Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - This site should be developed for directly marine
based activities but not for housing there is no need for such development on a coastal site
in a conservation area, and there is a presumption against large or medium scale housing
in villages and minor settlements. High density housing seems particularly inappropriate.
PDA 3/29 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); Maurice Corry (01492) - The
proposed schedule calls for a high density of development with a minimum of 25%
affordability. This is inappropriate. The site is a key element in views of Rhu Bay and the
setting of the conservation area. High density housing will impact that setting, of particular
concern is the introduction of housing between the A814 and the sea. Buildings on this
site should be low rise and spaced so as to provide walkways, viewpoints and public open
space. Whilst density and scale are different high density can be construed as larger
scale, out of keeping with the village setting. Housing does not require a coastal location,
and on this site is seen as providing no economic or social benefit to the community.
PDA 3/29 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260) - R&S CC support the area
delineated in Map 6 for the Potential Development Area PDA 3/29.
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R&S CC are pleased that the PDA has not been expanded and fully support the decision
not to introduce a wider area and land reclamation as indicated by HL12 of the Main Issues
Report.
PDA 3/29 - Alastair Moore (02046) - I strongly object to any house building within this small
section of ground at Rhu Marina in the bay of Rhu. It is not a suitable location for lots of
reasons and would be out of character and not wanted in Rhu Conservation Village.
PDA 3/29 - Hilda Massey (02030) - I am concerned about the height of the proposed
buildings that are to be built, also the volume of traffic on the access road to the marina,
and that further development will occur in the future.
PDA 3/29 - Jack Rudram (02117) - The proposed schedule refers to a high density of
development, presumably housing, and minimum 25% affordability. This is considered
inappropriate on this site, particularly with respect to housing.
PDA 3/29 - Jack Rudram (02117) - I support the area delineated in Map 6 for the Potential
Development Area PDA 3/29. I am pleased that the PDA has not been expanded and fully
support the decision not to introduce a wider area and land reclamation as indicated by
HL12 of the Main Issues Report.
PDA 3/29 - James Johnstone (02009) - A high density development in this area will result
in a significant loss of amenity and local wildlife. Local infrastructure is not suitable for
such development, particularly the road through Rhu to Garelochhead which is already
dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists to use.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 3/29 - Rhu Marina Developments (01894) - Change high density to medium in
schedule 8.2, and increase the area of the PDA to that shown in the submitted master
plan.
PDA 3/29 - Brian Cook (00701) - Housing on the site should not be permitted and any
buildings should be low rise.
PDA 3/29 - James Duncan (01978) - The reference in Schedule 8.2 to “High” density
housing should be deleted. I would like there be no housing on this site and would
reclassify it’s use as “Mixed use – leisure/tourism and marina related only"
PDA 3/29 - Linda Duncan (01979) - Housing should be deleted from this proposal. The
marina should be developed as a marina for marina associated activities.
PDA 3/29 - Michael McAuley (00936) - Removal of reference to housing, or if it is retained
it should be low density housing.
PDA 3/29 - Pat Pollok-Morris (00276) - Removal of the housing use from the PDA
PDA 3/29 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260) - A majority in the community
would prefer there to be no housing on this site. This would reclassify it’s use as “Mixed
use – leisure/tourism/business/retail” with the density then being as per the adopted Local
Plan 2009 specified as “N/A”.
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If it is minded to retain housing within the use categories for PDA 3/29, against the advice
of the R&S CC, then the density should be re-categorised as “Low”, and certainly no higher
than “Medium”.
PDA 3/29 - Alastair Moore (02046) - Any building at the location of Rhu Marina should only
be a Facilities/Reception area with a maximum height of one level high.
PDA 3/29 - Hilda Massey (02030) - The buildings erected should be minimum height and
not cause a blot on the landscape. The number of apartments reduced, and roads
improved.
PDA 3/29 - Jack Rudram (02117) - I would prefer there to be no housing on this site and
it’s use reclassified as “Mixed use – leisure/tourism/business/retail” with the density then
being as per the adopted Local Plan 2009 specified as “N/A”.
If housing is retained, then the density should be re-categorised as “Low”, and certainly no
higher than “Medium”.
PDA 3/29 - James Johnstone (02009) - Complete removal from the plan.
PDA 3/29 - David & Anne Carswell (01063); PDA 3/29 - Jean Cook (01966); PDA 3/29 Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); PDA 3/29 - Maurice Corry (01492); PDA 3/29
- Jack Rudram (02117) - None specified
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 3/29 - Rhu Marina Developments (01894) - The site (PD165) has been subject to a
number of planning applications in recent years including one for the enlargement of the
area by infilling and land reclaimation works to allow the erection of a new building to
provide public bar, restaurant, hotel, office accommodation and ancillary facilites (see
production PD166 – application ref 04/-1218/DET) and another more recently for the
change of use of land to allow the siting of a temporary modular office building, two storage
containers, security fence and pontoons for docking (see production ref PD167 application
ref 12/01696/PP) which was accompanied by an indicative master plan showing how the
site may be developed overall (see production PD168). The content of these applications
are reflected in the representations from Rhu Marina Developments. The planning
application for infill and reclamation works was consented but this consent has now lapsed.
This consent was reflected in the proposals for an enlarged site which was included in the
Main Issues Report. However in response to the representations on the Main Issues
Report the Council decided not to include the enlarged PDA in the PLDP. The application
for the temporary modular office building and the accompanying masterplan proposals
were subject to public advertisement and consultation at around the same time as
consultation on the PLDP. This application was subsequently given temporary consent as
a minor departure from the Adopted Local Plan following a hearing by the Councils
Planning Protective Services and Licencing Committee on 27th August 2013. The same
committee also considered the proposed masterplan and concluded “ that the current
proposals contained within the proposed Masterplan are out of keeping with the general
character of the Rhu Conservation Area. The PPSLC agrees that there is insufficient detail
to assess the proposed redevelopment in principle with particular concerns relating to the
scale and massing of the proposed buildings and the scale of the proposed infill. As a
result, it is agreed that the application for the Masterplan be refused.” (See Production
PD169 - minutes of PPSLC 27th August 2013) The objection element of responses to the
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PLDP are considered to reflect concerns over the master plan proposed by the developers,
and not just those of the LDP. It is noted that a number of those who have objected have
also written to support the PLDP proposals map for the PDA and its description as outlined
in the adopted local plan.
PDA 3/29 - David & Anne Carswell (01063); PDA 3/29 - Brian Cook (00701); PDA 3/29 Jean Cook (01966); PDA 3/29 - James Duncan (01978); PDA 3/29 - Linda Duncan
(01979); PDA 3/29 - Michael McAuley (00936); PDA 3/29 - Pat Pollok-Morris (00276); PDA
3/29 - Rhu & Shandon Community Council (01260); PDA 3/29 - Maurice Corry (01492);
PDA 3/29 - Alastair Moore (02046); PDA 3/29 - Hilda Massey (02030); PDA 3/29 - Jack
Rudram (02117); PDA 3/29 - James Johnstone (02009) - Object to Scale of Proposed
Development, particularly high density residential development as this will have an adverse
effect on the character of the conservation area, and does not require a coastal location.
Concerned about the increased traffic as a result of the development.
This potential development area was included in the Adopted Local Plan, (see core
document ref CD001) the uses proposed for it as well as its area has not been changed in
the proposed local development plan. The only change has been the amendment of the
description of the density considered acceptable on the site. In the adopted local plan the
density was described as N/A (not applicable). This description being applied to potential
development areas where the primary use was not intended to be residential. The
proposed local development plan (LDP) now indicates that the residential component of
any development on this PDA is expected to be high density. It is not intended to indicate
that the overall development of the site should be high density, merely that the residential
component should seek to achieve a density in the order of 30 units per hectare on a pro
rata basis. This type of density would allow town houses, and low rise flatted development
suitable for smaller households to be provided. The areas designation as a mixed use
Potential Development Area, requires a Masterplan to be submitted with any proposals
which demonstrates how the range of uses identified in the LDP schedule for the site can
be accommodated. Housing is only one element of the range of uses expected as part of
a modern marina development the overall development of which requires a coastal
location.
Rhu conservation area has been drawn to extend to low water mark. It covers the most of
the settlement, with the exception of the predominantly MoD housing to the north. There
are a wide range building styles, types and ages, set in a fairly organic pattern of
development. The unifying feature of which is the significant contribution which trees and
woodland make to the setting of development. On the shore side of the road the marina
contains a mixture of utilitarian buildings, hardstanding areas and open space used for
storage purposes together with some limited landscaped areas at the entrance. This
combined with its’ location on the shore side of the road mean that it is not homogenous
with the rest of the conservation area. The redevelopment opportunities promoted by the
sites identification as a potential development area, and its requirement for a detailed
masterplan provide the means by which this part of the conservation area may be
enhanced, by providing the opportunity to promote a landscaping and tree planting
scheme, a rationalisation of existing buildings, and a co-ordinated approach to design and
finishes of new buildings.
The area road engineer has raised no concerns in principle with regard to this proposed
Potential Development Area.
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Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The issue here relates to the inclusion in the proposed local development plan of the
designation of a potential development area at Rhu Marina. It is not a new designation, but
has been ‘rolled forward’ from the existing adopted local plan. It is not a firm allocation
which would lead immediately to consent for development being granted, as the
designation as a “potential development area” recognises that there are constraints which
require to be overcome first.
2. The proposed plan highlights the potential for a “mixed use” development which reflects
the same mix of uses referred to in the current local plan for the same site. These are
housing, leisure, tourism, business and retail. I do not consider that it would be
inappropriate for an element of each of these uses to be incorporated in a development at
Rhu marina, although the expected focus would be on those uses which would combine to
contribute to the overall improvement of the facilities of the marina itself. The appropriate
scale, mix and balance of these uses would fall to be considered once the constraints have
been overcome and a masterplan has been prepared and/or a specific proposal has been
submitted. It is not the role of this examination to consider the particular merits of previous
proposals.
3. The one change proposed from the current local plan is the reference to a ‘high’
housing density. I accept the assurance of the council that this is not intended to indicate
that a high density housing development is sought across the whole, or the majority, of the
potential development area. Rather, it is envisaged that any individual element of housing
which is proposed within the overall mixed use development will itself be at a high density,
even if it is a small element. I consider that to be appropriate in this context, and it also
reflects the general move to higher density of housing developments across Argyll and
Bute, which is now proposed in this local development plan.
4. Nonetheless, retention of that reference is likely to lead to an element of unintended
ambiguity and confusion, as it could be interpreted as implying support for a mixed use
development within which housing would be the predominant element. For that reason
I consider that it would be more appropriate for the schedule to indicate that the reference
to density in relation to this potential development area is “not applicable”. This will leave
the council free to judge the appropriateness of any housing element which may be
proposed in any future planning application. I note that it also mirrors the reference to
density contained in the adopted local plan.
5. I turn now to the request to extend the delineated area to incorporate an additional area
of existing foreshore within the ‘potential development area’. I do not regard that to be an
appropriate modification to recommend as, although this was proposed as part of a
previous planning application, I have no evidence that the current boundaries present an
insurmountable constraint to achieving an acceptable development on the site.
6. I accept that this is an option which may be pursued by a potential developer when
seeking to resolve all of the constraints affecting the site. However, this would still require
to be addressed through the mechanism of a masterplan and a subsequent planning
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application, prior to being determined by the council as planning authority. In considering
the appropriateness of the ‘potential development area’ which is set out in the local
development plan, it is not the role of this examination to decide on the acceptability of
particular schemes.
7. A number of additional representations regarding this issue were forwarded following
the start of this examination, including from the community council and the local MSP, and
which also drew attention to the large number of objections submitted to the council in
relation to an earlier planning application. They stated that many had raised objections to
any use of the site for housing. However these do not affect my conclusions above which
do not preclude the possibility that an element of housing may be found acceptable as part
of an overall mixed use scheme.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the schedule on page 67 to amend the ‘density’ in relation to the potential
development area at Rhu Marina from “High” to “N/A”.
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ISS114

Business and Industrial Land - Moss Road

Development plan
reference:

PDA2001 - Helensburgh, Claddoch Moss
Road

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Henry Brothers (00790)
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - PDA2001 - It seems inappropriate to identify a
possibility of a "dirty" industrial site PDA 2001 within the coastal zone, within the Green
Belt, on a core path and on the shore side of the railway.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - PDA2001 - PDA 2001 not suitable as a site, it
is in the Green Belt, access is via a level crossing over a busy railway line. In addition
Moss Road is use by walkers to access the River Clyde and footpaths there, raising
serious safety concerns.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - PDA2001 - Close to Inner Clyde Special Protection
Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal
(HRA) of this plan
Henry Brothers (00790) - PDA2001 - The land owned and operated by Henry Brothers at
Claddoch should also be included in any delineated Potential Development Area, as it was
historically part of the same railway sidings, and is currently in use for Classes 5 and 6 as
well Headquarters offices. It would be inconceivable not to acknowledge that the uses that
the PDA promote are already in existence in part of the former sidings area. The PDA2001
allocation should be extended to include our client’s land to the north of the railway line.
Our client currently has a restriction in their original planning permission that permitted the
establishment of their business at this location. Their premises and yard space are an
existing brownfield site located within the Green Belt and should be recognised.
Accordingly, would seek the removal of our client’s site at Claddoch from the defined
greenbelt allocation in recognition of its established use; we also seek acknowledgement of
the site as a Business and Industry allocation within the LDP.
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - PDA2001 - Given the environmental designations and
Coastal, Green Belt and Access policies there is a sense of amazement that the planners
could identify a possibility of a “dirty” industrial site PDA 2001 within the coastal zone.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - PDA2001 - It is proposed that the PDA 2001 be
removed
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - PDA2001 - An alternative site should be
identified in theLDP
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - PDA2001 - HRA of plan required
Henry Brothers (00790) - PDA2001 - The boundary for proposed PDA2001 should be
amended to include the Henry Brothers site to the north of the railway sidings, or it should
removed from green belt and identified as an established business and industry area in the
plan.
Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - PDA2001 - Remove PDA
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - PDA2001; Helensburgh Community Council (00135) PDA2001; Dr Geoff Riddington (02068) - PDA2001 - The plan has identified a need to
provide an opportunity for bad neighbour industrial uses to be accommodated in the
Helensburgh area, such uses by their very nature are not compatible with the existing built
up area of the town. If such a facility is to be provided in reasonably close proximity to the
town then use of part of the green belt to provide such a facility is inevitable. There is
some evidence of former use of this area (see production no PD170), and there are other
“bad neighbour” uses (such as the waste water treatment facility) nearby. Scottish
Planning Policy (CD007) on Green Belts (para 159) describes the primary functions of
green belt land to : direct planned growth to the most appropriate locations and support
regeneration; protect and enhance the quality, character, landscape setting and identity of
towns and cities, and; protect and give access to open space within and around towns and
cities. Outwith strategic development plan areas, SPP tasks Local Development Plans
(LDP’s) to provide the framework for planning in the area including long term strategic
issues such as greenbelt, and the necessary adjustments which might need to be made to
secure the proper planning of the area.
Identification of the area as a Potential Development Area in the plan recognises the fact
that there are a number of issues that potential developers of the site would have to
address. These are highlighted in the development brief contained within the Draft Action
Programme 2014 (Core Doc. Ref. CD030) which accompanies this plan. In particular the
requirement for the access to the site to be via a pubic road involving the use of a level
crossing is identified as an issue which would require to be resolved. If this were done
then the issue of public access to the area would be resolved, and may result in improved
public access to the coast at this location. While the site is near the coast and the Inner
Clyde SPA, it is not immediately adjacent, and given the size of the potential development
area and the scale of operations likely to be capable of being accommodated within the
area, it is not anticipated that there will be any direct or indirect effects on the
internationally designated area and this will be demonstrated in the HRA which will
accompany the plan. The site it’s self is recognised as forming part of an area identified as
a Local Nature Conservation Site, in the Adopted Local Plan having previously been
identified as a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation) in the Dumbarton District
District Wide Local Plan 1999. The master plan which would be required to accompany any
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development proposals for this PDA would be expected to include ecological surveys, and
provide appropriate mitigation and or management measures to ensure no diminution in
the quality of the habitats
Henry Brothers (00790) - PDA2001 - The identification of the area at Claddoch as a
Potential Development Area for Class 5 and 6 uses, is in recognition that within the plan
period opportunities for development in the area may emerge. Such opportunities are not
currently fully resolved and issues may require to be overcome. These are set out in the
mini development brief which accompanies this PDA and which are set out in
supplementary guidance. One of the key requirements of all mini development briefs, is
that a comprehensive master plan be produced to accompany any development proposals.
This is to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the planning of the area. It would not be
appropriate to include the Henry Brothers site in this area, as the issues which require to
be resolved are different. The Henry Brothers site already has planning consent for the
uses covered in their operation. Their consent recognises their circumstances and those
of the site (see production PD172). Given the nature of their planning consent and the fact
that there is some uncertainty regarding the delivery of the PDA during the course of the
plan, inclusion of the Henry Brothers site as part of the Potential Development Area is not
considered appropriate at this time. Additionally given the nature of their planning consent
it is not appropriate to identify their site for unrestricted business and industrial use at
present. This matter can however be kept under review, and if the PDA is developed and
is successful in attracting business and industrial uses in to the area the adjoining site
could be considered for inclusion in a larger Established Business and Industry Area in due
course.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - PDA2001 - This site will be included within the Habitats
Regulations Assessment of the Plan. Given the sites location and adjoining land uses it is
not anticipated that its development will have any direct or indirect effects on the
internationally designated area.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I consider that the council’s identification of this area as one which may be capable of
accommodating “bad neighbour” industrial uses is appropriate. While well separated from
residential areas, it is in reasonably close proximity to Helensburgh and nearby villages
whose needs it is most likely to serve. Although currently in the green belt, it is clearly a
brownfield site which has been the subject of previous uses. However its allocation as a
‘potential development area’ recognises the constraints which would require to be
addressed before any planning permission for such uses would be granted.
2. It is in that context that I agree that it would not be appropriate at this stage to include
the existing site operated by Henry Brothers within the same designation. That site already
has planning permission for its current use. Until the constraints affecting the proposed
potential development area PDA2001 are addressed and resolved, it will not be possible to
determine whether the same uses can be undertaken on both sites.
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3. Concerns regarding the current restrictions imposed by the terms of the planning
permission for the Henry Brothers site are a matter which would require to be addressed
separately from the examination of this local development plan. The green belt is
extensive and there are a number of ‘non-conforming uses’, such as this, within it. I
consider that it would be premature to remove the green belt designation from either the
Henry Brothers site or from PDA 2001 pending the resolution of the constraints to
development.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS115

Additional Protection - Castle Wood, Helensburgh

Development plan
reference:

S102 - Castle Woods, Helensburgh

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 3 Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding
to which the issue Environment
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - S102 - The objector states that
Castle Woods is:
- a continuous area of long established broadleaved woodland
- a continuation/extension of Duchess Woods
- both Duchess Woods and part of Castle Woods have a LNCS designation
- an important site locally for wildlife and nature interests
- a site of value for environmental education for the local community.
For the above reasons, the Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group asks Argyll and
Bute Council to designate the whole of Castle Woods as a Local Nature Conservation Site.
For the above reasons, the Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group also asks Argyll
and Bute Council to designate the whole of Castle Woods as Green Belt in the new Local
Development Plan.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - S102 - The Objector considers that Castle Wood
is a valuable community woodland and that it should be given maximum protection.
Ownership is an issue, but HGBG has read the excellent management plan put forward by
the Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group which also seeks to lease or purchase the
land. If so, there would be the basis of a community woodland as implied by its current
semi-protected status.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S102 - The Objector supports the Helensburgh
Community Woodlands Group that Castle Wood should have three designations : Local
Nature Conservation Site, Green Belt and Open Space Protection Area.
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) - S102 - The Friends of Duchess Wood (FODW)
supports the request by the Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group that Castle Wood
(south of the Lomond School playing fields) should be designated throughout as an Open
Space Protection Area, Local Nature Conservation Site and Green Belt.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - S102 - The Helensburgh Community
Woodlands Group would remove its objection, if a Green Belt designation was awarded to
Castle Woods in the LDP. The Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group would remove
this objection if the whole of Castle Woods were to be re-designated as a Local Nature
Conservation Site.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - S102 - Presently Castle Wood is fully designated
as an Open Space Protection Area and partially designated as a Local Nature
Conservation Site. HGBG urges that it be fully covered by both designations.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S102 - Castle Wood should have three
designations: Local Nature Conservation Site, Green Belt and Open Space Protection
Area.
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) - S102 - Open Space Protection Area, Local Nature
Conservation Site and Green Belt designations of Castle Wood are required to be
recognised in the LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The proposed LDP makes no changes to the designations for this area of woodland which
are shown in the Adopted Local Plan. The woodlands status as an Open Space Protection
Area was confirmed by the Reporters at the last local plan inquiry, (see production PD174)
where objections were received to this designation from potential developers. The
Reporters’ conclusions stated that “The site is larger than the others, it contains a variety of
trees and its visual contribution is also greater. It is held in greater esteem in terms of the
Council’s rankings and, considered as part of the south end of the larger Duchess Wood.
Even in its own right, we consider this woodland to be a valuable asset to the town.”…
“We consider that woodland which is valued as being of community benefit, as this wood
so clearly is, should not lightly be passed over to development. In any case, remaining
areas of ancient woodland such as this are an increasingly scarce resource.” They
concluded : “We consider that the open spaces speak for themselves.”
In relation to the proposal that Castle Woods be designated as green belt this is not
considered consistent with the Green Belt Landscape Capacity Study (see core document
CD036) as it does not recommend that the green belt designation be extended in this
locale. Indeed the study, which was carried out by qualified landscape architects, had
recommended that the area to the immediate north of Castle Woods be removed from the
Green Belt because it was considered to have an urban green space character and not a
typical green belt use, whereas the retention of its designation as an Open Space
Protection Area was considered more appropriate. The Objector’s have not demonstrated
that Castle Woods contribute to recognized green belt function of supporting the
management of long term growth of a settlement at a strategic level.
While SPP (CD007) paragraph 159 refers to protect and give access to open space within
and around towns, and also to protect and enhance landscape setting of towns as
functions of a green belt, this is as part of a settlement strategy for an area. This confirms
that greenbelts are to be used as part of a strategic approach to development planning and
that, “designation as green belt is not intended to be used to protect natural heritage” (SPP
paragraph 160).
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The northern part of Castle Wood is covered by a Local Nature Conservation Site
designation, these designations which were recognized in the current Adopted Argyll and
Bute Local Plan 2009 which is in turn a continuation of a previous designation that was
included in the Dunbarton District District Wide Local Plan 1999 as Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation (SINC) These sites were identified in Nature Conservation Strategies
backed by Scottish Natural Heritage and undertaken for the Lower Clyde Area in 1993.
The rational for including such sites is therefore clearly established.
The Open Space Protection Area designation therefore remains a relevant designation,
and this together with other policies and associated Supplementary Guidance of the
Proposed Local Development Plan provides a sufficiently robust policy framework within
which the appropriate level of protection from development can be afforded to this area.
Conclusions
The Council therefore recommends, for the reasons given above, that no changes be
made to the Proposed LDP as a result of these objections.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The proposed plan carries forward from the adopted local plan the existing protection
afforded to Castle Woods, Helensburgh. There has been no significant change in
circumstances which would suggest that these measures are either inappropriate or
ineffective. In particular, the review of the green belt commissioned by the council has not
recommended any extension to its coverage here. In these circumstances I am satisfied
that the proposed provisions remain both appropriate and sufficient.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS116

Settlement Boundary Adjustment - Portincaple

Development plan
reference:

S103 - Portincaple, Settlement Boundary

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Jeremy Bernau (00850)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Jeremy Bernau (00850) - S103 - This response refers to the allocation of land identified as
Settlement Zone in Portincaple.
A. The road is entirely unsuitable to support any further development:
B. The lack of facilities make further development untenable – there is no mains gas and
mains sewage.
C. The settlement zone area accessed from the turning point between ‘Woodstock and
Road End Cottage is anomalous. It is at odds with the current settlement pattern i.e. single
houses along either side of the road.
D. The area of Portincaple is identified as an Area of Panoramic Quality (APQ). This
panorama is enjoyed from the entire upper stretch of Feuins Road so to now consider
obscuring it seems at odds with the APQ designation.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Jeremy Bernau (00850) - S103 - The Settlement Zone in Portincaple is re-drawn to
(1) significantly reduce its extent along the length of Feuins Road and to
(2) remove the Settlement Zone that uses the turning place (between ‘Woodstock’ and
‘Road End Cottage’) as a point of access.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The Proposed Local Development Plan (CD012) has not altered the settlement boundaries
at Portincaple from those which are identified in the current Adopted Local Plan (CD001).
There were no objections to these boundaries at that time (2009) which were delineated in
order to provide some opportunities for small scale infill and rounding off development.
Issues such as the acceptable level of increase in vehicular use of the road, the need for
additional services and appropriate pattern of development, are all assessed at the
planning application stage. The settlement boundaries therefore provide a framework
within which development proposals can be assessed. The requirement that these be
small scale infill and rounding off, and that access and servicing arrangements be
appropriate for the type and scale of development proposed, means that not every part of
the area within the settlement boundary will be considered suitable for development.
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Conclusions
Although the Council does not recommend making any prescribed modifications to the
Plan, the Reporters may wish to consider if so minded, to an adjustment to the settlement
pattern by removing the area to the rear and accessed from the turning space between
‘Woodstock’ and ‘Road End Cottage’ as this would not give rise to any significant issues in
relation to the settlement and development strategy for the area. (See Map production
PD175)
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that the delineation of Portincaple’s settlement boundary, as shown in the
proposed local development plan, is unchanged from the one shown in the current adopted
local plan. As there has been no significant change in circumstances which has occurred
in the meantime, the issue for me to address is whether the boundary is inappropriate and,
therefore, that its retention would not be justified.
2. Unless they are specifically allocated for housing development, the inclusion of
particular areas of land within a settlement boundary does not mean that they will be
appropriate for new housing development. None of the land within the settlement
boundary of Portincaple has been allocated for housing development.
3. Policy LDP DM1(C) would apply within Portincaple’s settlement boundary. It gives
encouragement to “sustainable forms of development, …up to small scale on appropriate
sites”. I consider that this provides a reasonable and appropriate framework within which
to assess the merits of individual proposals. It would provide a sound basis for the refusal
of proposals, including housing proposals, which were shown to lack suitable road access
or capacity, or not to be capable of securing suitable services, or would result in an
inappropriate form of development in the context of a particular settlement, or would
adversely affect the area’s contribution to the landscape.
4. With regard to the land to the rear of Road End Cottage, while it may be unlikely that an
acceptable proposal for some form of development will emerge, I cannot preclude that
possibility. I also note that no unacceptable consequences have been drawn to my
attention which would arise if it were to remain undeveloped during the plan period, despite
its inclusion within the settlement boundary.
5. I therefore conclude that, in these circumstances, the inclusion of the land to the rear of
Road End Cottage is not so clearly inappropriate that it is necessary to amend the
settlement boundary of Portincaple.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS117

Conservation Area - Helensburgh

Development plan
reference:

S107 - Helensburgh Conservation Areas

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 3 Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding
to which the issue Environment
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S107 - Helensburgh’s two Conservation Areas
- the Hill House Conservation Area designated in 1971 and the Upper Helensburgh
Conservation Area designated in 1994 are protected in the current 2009 Local Plan by
Policy LP ENV 14 - Development in Conservation Areas and Special Built Environment
Areas.
In 2008 A&BC published its Appraisal of the Helensburgh Conservation Areas. This
appraisal has not been followed up with a Conservation Area Management Plan. This is
unfortunate. Much of the infill development in the Conversation Areas has been of a
mediocre design and layout which has done little or nothing to "preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of a…. Conservation Area or its setting, " (LP ENV 14).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S107 - Management Plans to be produced for
both Helensbugh Conservation Areas.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S107 - There are two conservation areas in
Helensburgh, the Hill House Conservation Area and the Upper Helensburgh Conservation
Area, whose boundaries are conterminous (see production PD176). The Appraisal of the
Conservation Areas in Helensburgh 2008 (see production PD177) was produced by the
Helensburgh Conservation Areas Group led by a Helensburgh Community Councillor, with
support from Council Officers, and then adopted by Argyll and Bute Council. The appraisal
contains a section on Managing Change which looks at pressures for change within the
conservation areas, recommends approaches for dealing with such changes and also
refers to Argyll and Bute Councils Sustainable Design Guidance Volume 3 Working with
the Historic Built Environment (see production PD178). The foregoing provide clear
guidance on appropriate treatment of new development within the conservation area, and
effectively constitute a management plan for the Helensburgh Conservation Areas.
No modification to the Proposed Local Development Plan is therefore considered
necessary.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Although the “Appraisal of the Conservation Areas in Helensburgh” was produced in
2008 by the Helensburgh Conservation Areas Group, it was adopted by Argyll and Bute
Council. It does contain a useful section on managing change within the conservation
areas, but it also clearly confirms the need to produce a management plan to guide future
changes. It contains several references to the role and importance of such a management
plan.
2. I do not consider that the separate design guidance (which is found in document
CD039, not PD178) “effectively constitutes” an alternative management plan for
Helensburgh’s conservation areas. Indeed, it was published in 2006 and pre-dates the
appraisal, so the authors and the council would have been aware of its existence before
concluding that a management plan was required for Helensburgh’s conservation areas.
3. While recognising the constraints in terms of staff resources, in the absence of an
explicit council decision to the contrary I conclude that the commitment to prepare a
management plan for Helensburgh’s conservation areas should continue to be reflected in
the proposed local development plan. I consider that the reference would be better
included in the section dealing with the spatial strategy for Helensburgh and Lomond,
rather than in chapter three.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the third bullet point of paragraph 2.3.2, by adding at the end: “; and with change in
Helensburgh’s conservation areas guided by a management plan.”
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ISS118

Additional Recognition - Duchess Wood, Helensburgh

Development plan
reference:

S108 - Duchess Wood

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Friends of Duchess Wood (00821)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 3 Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding
to which the issue Environment
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S108; Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) S108 - The Proposed Local Development Plan should include a reference in the text to
Duchess Wood Local Nature Reserve
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S108; Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) S108 - The Proposed Local Development Plan should include a reference in the text to
Duchess Wood Local Nature Reserve
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - S108; Friends of Duchess Wood (00821) S108 - The LNR at Duchess Wood Helensburgh is shown in the attached location plan
(PD179). In the interests of brevity the Proposed Local Development Plan does not
contain schedules of all sites and designations. The glossary to the Proposed Local
Development Plan (see page 85 of core document CD012) does however provide a
definition, both of a Local Nature Reserve (LNR) and also Local Nature Conservation Sites
(LNCS) which include inter alia Local Nature Reserves. Local Nature Conservation Sites
are shown on the Local Development Plan Proposals Maps, including Duchess Wood
which is identified as both a LNCS and an Open Space Protection Area. Policy LDP 3 of
the Local Development Plan and Supplementary Guidance SG LDP ENV5 provide the
policy framework which seeks to protect LNCS (including LNRs) from detrimental
development.
Conclusion
The Council considers therefore that modification of the Proposed Local Development Plan
is not necessary. However, if the Reporters are so minded, the Local Development Plan
Proposals Maps could be amended to show this additional designation.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. While it may not be necessary for the proposals maps to show the location of a local
nature reserve, in this case the designation is defined in the glossary and in these
circumstances I conclude that it would be appropriate for the local nature reserve at
Duchess Wood, Helensburgh to be shown on the proposals maps. Doing so will be of
assistance to local residents, interest groups and others.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposals maps to show the local nature reserve at Duchess Woods,
Helensburgh.
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ISS119

Housing Land - Ardoch

Development plan
reference:

S111 - Ardoch

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
James Black (00520)

Provision of the
development plan Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy – Delivering an
to which the issue Effective Housing Land Supply
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S111 - James Black (00520) - The Objector requests that a site at Ardoch be identified in
the Local Development Plan (LDP) for housing. The site is a “rounding off” gap site
opportunity as defined in the glossaries of the current Local Plan and LDP. The site is
visually contained, low quality and partially brownfield scrubland and sits below and
between the railway and the houses to the north.
There would be a clearly defined settlement/Green Belt boundary (the A814 and the
railway). This can be further reinforced by tree planting to the west.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S111 - James Black (00520) - Removal of the site from the Green Belt and designation as
housing site.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The proposed site is located in the greenbelt between the A814 and the railway line at
Ardoch (see production PD180). Ardoch was identified as a Minor Settlement and its
settlement boundaries within the greenbelt were identified in the Consultative Draft Argyll
and Bute Local Plan as early as 2004. Following on from the Consultative Draft Plan, and
at subsequent stages of the current Local Plan representations were received to have this
area identified for housing. This matter was subsequently considered at the Local Plan
Inquiry;(see production PD181) and the Reporters stated “ The site has many attributes in
its favour…. In these terms, we agree with the objector that the site appears to comprise a
development opportunity. On the other hand, although Ardoch is now identified as a minor
settlement, we accept that there is no need for additional housing within its boundaries, or
on the objection site…. and in the absence of any overwhelming need for the housing, that
the land should remain in the green belt.”
Whilst recognising that the green belt boundary could be adjusted the Reporters concluded
“that tinkering with the boundaries in this way should only be done where really necessary,
and we prefer the comprehensive review of the green belt which the council proposes to
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carry out as soon as possible. As there is no established need for the development, we
consider that any such adjustment of the green belt boundary should await the formal
review.” Accordingly the Reporters recommended no change to the plan.
Following the Adoption of the Argyll and Bute Local Plan the Council commissioned a
green belt landscape review from consultant landscape architects (see core document
CD036). In carrying out the review the consultants were specifically tasked to assess the
landscape value of all of the sites which had been the subject of representations on the
Argyll and Bute Local Plan. Their assessment of the Ardoch site was that the area is of
low to moderate importance within the green belt. The Green Belt Landscape Study was
only one of the factors which were used to help identify those areas which should be
released from the green belt in order to help deliver housing land requirements in
accordance with the settlement strategy for the area. The Main Issues Report (MIR) for
the Local Development Plan sought to identify those factors which require to be taken in to
consideration when developing the settlement strategy for the area. In determining which
areas would be suitable for identification as allocations the planning authority has had to
have regard to Scottish Planning Policy, the requirement to promote sustainable
developments, reduce carbon emissions, and provide housing opportunities which will help
meet the housing requirements identified in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment
for the Area (CD008).
The LDP settlement strategy seeks to deliver sustainable levels of growth by steering
significant development to our existing settlements, where the bulk of our essential
services, employment opportunities, community facilities and infrastructure services are
available in our Main Towns and Key Settlements such as Helensburgh and Cardross.
The proposed settlement strategy was identified in the MIR as being most capable of
meeting the requirement to secure sustainable development, provide opportunities to
reduce carbon emissions, and the scale and type of housing opportunities capable of
meeting the assessed housing need and demand in the area, is that adopted in the LDP.
The use of larger scale allocations to meet the identified housing needs will help to deliver
a wider range of house types and sizes (including affordable housing) and associated open
space and infrastructure requirements. It also allows more certainty regarding
programming and timescale for delivery and can also result in greater economies of scale
and certainty of delivery.
Ardoch is identified as a minor settlement where there is a presumption in favour of small
scale development (defined in the adopted local plan as up to 5 dwelling houses) on
suitable infill rounding off and redevelopment sites within the settlement boundary. There
are over 150 minor settlements in the plan, however not every minor settlement will have
the capacity to accommodate five additional houses. Ardoch has its settlement boundaries
drawn fairly tightly to reflect the established settlement pattern, with green belt beyond
them. As there is no established need for development in this location, and the site is too
large to be considered infill and rounding off, the Council is of the opinion the site in
question should remain in the green belt.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. One of the key objectives of the proposed plan is to seek to stabilise the population
levels of Argyll and Bute, and the strategy of directing larger housing developments to the
main settlements is consistent with that objective and appropriate. However permitting
small scale housing developments in the smaller settlements would also contribute to this
broader objective. In the case Ardoch, the site has been assessed in the green belt review
commissioned by the council as making much less of a contribution to the objectives of the
green belt than most of the other sites which have been allocated for development by the
council. The review confirmed that the site already gives the impression of lying within the
settlement of Ardoch.
2. I agree with that assessment. Although in area it extends to some 1.7 hectares, its
shape and its proximity both to the railway line and the A814 coastal road are likely to
restrict the number of houses which can be accommodated, resulting in a relatively low
housing density. There is a good prospect that a satisfactory road access could be
obtained, and the need for an element of land-raising in order to resolve potential flooding
issues should not preclude development in the circumstances of this site.
3. No other insurmountable constraints to its development have been identified. In these
circumstances I conclude that its allocation for housing development would be appropriate.
However the site was not identified in the main issues report, apparently on account of its
small scale, and has therefore not been the subject of public consultation either at that
stage or subsequently.
4. Accordingly, for that reason it would be inappropriate to specifically allocate the site for
housing development at this stage, but I consider that it would be appropriate to remove
the green belt designation from the site and include it within the settlement boundary. A
future planning application for housing development would then be considered under the
terms of Policy LDP DM1 which gives encouragement to sustainable forms of development
of up to small scale on appropriate sites within minor settlements, such as Ardoch.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the proposed plan by excluding this site from the green belt and including it within
the settlement boundary of Ardoch on the proposals map.
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ISS120

Area for Action - Geilston House, Cardross

Development plan
reference:

S110 - Geilston House

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
The National Trust for Scotland (01901)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S110 - The National Trust for Scotland (01901) - The National Trust for Scotland (NTS)
control Geilston House and Estate which is located on the western edge of Cardross,
Argyll and Bute. The estate at Geilston comprises, Geilston House which is a Grade B
listed building with the listing description making reference to the house, walled garden and
green house. In addition, the Dovecot in the estate grounds is a Grade B listed building
while the stables block is a Grade C listed building. The site has a varied topography with
the site rising northwards from the A814 to a plateau towards the rear of the site, where the
Geilston House, a visitor car park, stable buildings and garden grounds are situated.
The grounds are currently open to visitors between March and October. Geilston House
has never been open as a visitor attraction, visitor numbers are low and there are minimal
opportunities for income generation.
The trust have spent significant sums undertaking repair works to roof, ensuring that the
building remains water tight. However, once the roof was made watertight a major
outbreak of dry rot throughout the building was uncovered. This combined with alterations
to the building over the years has weakened the structure, props have been inserted to
support the upper floors and roof but the building does remain potentially unstable. The
costs of properly reinstating the building would be significant, and with no clear use and no
obvious options which would achieve a return capable of justifying the necessary
expenditure, no progress has been made.
The Trust would like to work in partnership with Argyll and Bute Council to prepare a
development brief to consider the future of the estate, and the potential for enabling
development to secure the long term future of Geilston House.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S110 - The National Trust for Scotland (01901) - Land at Geilston House to be allocated in
the Local Development Plan as an Area for Action
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Argyll and Bute Council recognises Geilston House and Gardens (see production PD182)
forms part of the rich and varied historic built environment of the area, and the contribution
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it makes to our way of life. The Local Development Plan (LDP) seeks to protect, conserve
and enhance what we have through its policies, associated supplementary guidance, and
Areas for Action which focus future regeneration activity on areas of priority. Policy LDP
DM1 seeks to encourage sustainable development and recognises that in exceptional
cases in order to retain significant buildings at risk, enabling development and
development which does not accord with the general settlement strategy may be justified.
The use of AFA designations to provide a framework for the investigation of options to
secure the future of vulnerable, important listed buildings in the green belt at Cardross can
help to facilitate this policy, and has already been successfully used for St
Peters/Kilmahew. Area remits for AFAs are developed as Supplementary Guidance and
the remit for these can include; investment and funding packages, land assembly and
asset management programmes, development and redevelopment proposals,
infrastructure provision and environmental enhancement proposals. While the policies of
the LDP together with the associated supplementary guidance enable a positive approach
to be taken to securing viable uses for significant buildings (which would include listed
buildings) designation as an AFA and the preparation of a development brief or master
plan for the area, would enable proposals to be developed as supplementary guidance.
This approach allows for greater public consultation and involvement in the process and
would help to provide more certainty with regard to the nature and extent of enabling
development which may be available to secure the long term future of these important
listed buildings and associated gardens.
Conclusions
In view of all the above, if the Reporter was so minded to identify an Area for Action as:
Location: Geilston Estate, Cardross
Nature of Action: Local, safeguarding of historic property, consideration of redevelopment
and enhancement, preparation of development brief required.
The Council and National Trust for Scotland, or its agents could pursue in partnership, the
preparation of associated supplementary guidance for this area following the adoption of
the local development plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Given the evidence concerning the uncertainty over the maintenance and continuing
role of Geilston House and Gardens, I agree that the designation of an Area of Action
would provide an appropriate mechanism for identifying a sustainable future for Geilston
Estate, Cardross, and would enable the public and other interested parties to be engaged
in that process.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by including an Area for Action at Geilston Estate, Cardross on the
proposals maps and in the schedule for Helensburgh and Lomond on page 68. The ‘Use’
in the schedule relating to this Area for Action should read: “Local, safeguarding of historic
property, consideration of redevelopment and enhancement, preparation of development
brief required.”
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ISS121

Potential Development Area for Tourism Development Rosneath Castle Caravan Park

Development plan
reference:

S112 - Rosneath Castle Caravan Park

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Rosneath Castle Park (01852)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S112 - Rosneath Castle Park (01852) - The business has been run as a successful holiday
and residential caravan park since 1954. It is licensed for 550 berths and currently has
480 occupied, bringing significant economic benefit to the area with some 40 local
employees. The park owners are keen to maintain and develop the facilities, and wish to
develop an area of overgrown forestry and woodland at the entrance to the park to provide:
Site entrance with reception, ancillary facilities for some 120 pitch touring park with
reception building and ancillary facilities, 50 holiday statics for seasonal holiday use, space
for some 50 pitches for twin chalets or similar, but not for use as permanent residences,
and an area of woodland for use for natural camping “pods” and “wigwams”.
There are environmental benefits associated with the development, in particular the
clearing out of overgrown areas of rhododendron and wind damaged trees, together with
the introduction of a woodland management plan - including new planting. The
development would seek to incorporate sustainability measures (e.g. solar panels) and
may help secure, and maintain existing employment opportunities.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S112 - Rosneath Castle Park (01852) - The Objector (01852) requests that the proposed
extension to the existing holiday/ caravan park be identified as a Potential Development
Area for tourism related development.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The proposed LDP includes tourism as one of the main potential growth sectors supported
by the plan. The Rosneath Peninsula is identified as a Tourism Development Area and
this recognises the potential for this industry to expand in a sustainable way close to major
tourist routes and where there are already a number of key tourism sites.
The LDP also recognises the need to take a more flexible approach to ensure that
economic opportunities can be fully realised whilst safeguarding the environmental assets
of the area.
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Developments which improve our tourism offer can also play a key role in encouraging new
businesses to locate in Argyll and Bute, creating employment opportunities and
encouraging more people to move permanently to the area. These outcomes accord fully
with the Council’s SOA (Core Doc Ref. CD011) overarching key objective.
In addition, the Supplementary Guidance which accompanies the LDP recognises the
significant role which tourism plays in the economy of Argyll and Bute; SG LDP TOUR 1
contains a presumption in favour of new or improved tourist facilities and accommodation,
SG LDP TOUR2 seeks to protect key tourism sites from non-tourism related development,
and SG LDP TOUR 3 seeks to promote sustainable growth of tourism within the Tourism
Development Areas, and encourage further development of new high quality tourism
developments, wherever practicable utilising existing infrastructure.
The Proposed LDP has also identified a number of locations as Potential Development
Areas for tourist related development where landowners have identified these sites through
the plan process. Had the above representations been received at the call for sites stage
or the MIR then the Council as Planning Authority would have been in a position to give
them positive consideration, carry out an appropriate assessment, including screening for
the Strategic Environmental Assessment accompanying the plan. Unfortunately, the
representation was only made in response to the consultation on the Proposed Local
Development Plan, and has therefore not been subject to consideration in terms of the
Strategic Environmental Assessment or consultation with plan stakeholders.
Consequently, despite the recognition by the Council that the identification of a PDA on this
site (PD183) for tourism purposes could address environmental issues and potentially help
support the intentions of the proposed LDP in terms of developing the tourism industry and
growing the local economy. The Council cannot agree at this late stage of the plan
process to include this site at this time as a PDA. The Council would therefore encourage
the Objector to ensure that this site is identified at the call for sites stage to inform the
contents of the next plan that will commence following the approval of this Proposed LDP.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I agree that the submission of a proposal for the inclusion of an additional ‘potential
development area’ at Rosneath Castle Caravan Park at this late stage precludes the
proper assessment of its benefits and disadvantages, or effective community engagement
on its merits.
2. The area concerned is currently part of the ‘countryside zone’. It lies partly within an
‘area for action’ covering Helensburgh and Rosneath Bay and, along with the existing
caravan park, it also lies partly within a ‘garden and designed landscape’ which is listed in
Historic Scotland’s inventory. The caravan park is the source of important employment
and income and, as it brings many visitors to enjoy the attractions of the area, it also
generates significant expenditure in the local area.
3. Pending the next review of the local development plan, Policy LDP DM1(E) will be
applied to the consideration of any planning applications for development within the
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countryside zone. It provides an appropriate basis for assessing the merits of proposed
developments within the countryside zone including, exceptionally, large scale proposals.
4. In these circumstances I conclude that it would not be appropriate to alter the local
development plan at this stage.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS122

Settlement Boundary Extension - Ardpeaton

Development plan
reference:

S113 - Ardpeaton - Settlement Boundary
Extension

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Messrs Feeney & Page (00783)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S113 - Messrs Feeney & Page (00783) - The Objector seeks the extension of the
Ardpeaton Settlement boundary to incorporate their land. The land is located at
Ardpeaton, Cove, sandwiched between two separate areas of land which are included
within the defined settlement boundary. The Objector notes that the LDP proposes to
allocate land east of Barbour Road and east of the settlement, within open countryside, as
part of the settlement. The Objector states that our clients’ land links these two areas and
it is illogical to exclude it from the settlement. The site can be developed sympathetically
and with little visual impact. The wooded area is identified as a Site of Importance to
Nature Conservation, this designation does not preclude development, rather, it ensures
that any development that is permitted does not significantly impact on the reasons why
the site is designated as a SINC. The manner in which the site may be developed can be
controlled.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S113 - Messrs Feeney & Page (00783) - Amend the Proposals Map to extend the
settlement boundary delineated for Ardpeaton, Cove to include our clients’ land at
Ardpeaton, thereby linking the two separate and disjointed settlement areas at Ardpeaton
as one settlement.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The Proposed Local Development Plan has not altered the settlement boundaries at
Ardpeaton from those which are identified in the current Adopted Local Plan (see Core
Document CD001). The current boundaries have been delineated in order to provide
some opportunities for small scale infill and rounding off development in accord with the
settlement hierarchy established by the current Development Plan (Structure and Local
Plan).
The Proposed LDP makes no changes to the settlement boundary to the east of Barbour
Road and east of the settlement, where land is identified as countryside it does not form
part of the settlement, these designations being mutually exclusive.
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The existing settlement boundaries at Ardpeaton have been drawn to reflect the
established pattern of development whilst also providing some opportunities for small scale
development where considered appropriate in terms of settlement and landscape pattern.
The land to which this representation relates is partly wooded and sloping and provides a
natural buffer between the coastal strip of development at Ardpeaton and the cluster of
more recent development by the MoD on the western side of Barbour Road.
The area is also designated as an LNCS and is on Scottish Natural Heritage’s inventory of
ancient woodland. The Council therefore considers that its inclusion as part of a
settlement would result in increased development pressure, lead to coalesce between
Ardpeaton and the MoD housing on Barbour Road, and the loss of an established wildlife
corridor.
The area to the immediate south of this area was considered at the public inquiry into the
current Local Plan. The Council considers that the position with regard to this area is
remarkably similar (see production PD185). At that time the Reporters concluded that:
“vacant sites are included within a settlement boundary often solely in order to direct
development to them… We find that to include a site such as this therefore is effectively to
identify it as White Land or land awaiting development.... We consider this use of the
ground and its identification in this way to be unacceptable and agree with the council that,
as it would extend the settlement of Ardpeaton towards the Ministry of Defence housing
settlement to the rear, it would lead to coalescence, contrary to the tenets of sound
planning. If it is not White Land or land awaiting development, then it should not be
included within the settlement boundary.”
Conclusions
The Council therefore given all of the above, can see no justification for the settlement
boundary to be altered in this location as a result of this objection and recommends that no
modifications be made to the proposed LDP as a result of the objections made.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Although there could be merit in linking the two separate ‘settlement’ areas at
Ardpeaton, I agree that it would not be appropriate to include the proposed area due both
to its designation as a local nature conservation site and its inclusion within Scottish
Natural Heritage’s inventory of ancient woodland. In this context, I find that the extension
of the settlement boundary to incorporate the open field on the east side of Barbour Road
does not make the exclusion of this area anomalous.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS123

Housing Land - Bloomhill, Cardross

Development plan
reference:

S101 - Bloomhill, Cardross

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
The Chrystal Family Trust (01658)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S101 - The Chrystal Family Trust (01658) - The Chrystal Trust owns 5.1 acres at Bloomhill,
Cardross. The site is shown edged red on the drawing that accompanies this submission,
which also includes a plan of one possible scheme being considered for the site. (see
submission) The Trust is committed to developing the site in a sensitive manner, through a
scheme that is architecturally respectful of the site’s heritage, and that of the village,
incorporating the latest in sustainable building design.
The site could be developed in a number of ways, or indeed only part of the site could be
developed with sheltered housing as an integral part and with the remainder left as open
space to be enjoyed by the local community.
This is a site that has a landowner who is willing to deliver the site in the short-term, who is
committed to Cardross and who wishes to develop Bloomhill with a legacy scheme. The
Trust also intends to develop a Design Code for the site to ensure that all site and
development aspirations are delivered even if ownership of the site should change.
Otherwise, and in terms of the effectiveness tests that all housing sites are required to be
considered against the following comments are applicable.
Flood risk - The intention is to produce a Flood Risk Assessment that will consider how
developing the site could alter downstream flows. With appropriate SUDs measures,
outflow into the burn post-development should not significantly change from the current
greenfield flows.
Built culture - The site is within the Cardross Conservation Area and has listed buildings
and a scheduled ancient monument around its fringes. Scottish Government guidance is
clear that historic environments can accommodate new development. In conservation
areas, and in relation to the setting of listed buildings, these tests focus on whether the
proposed development ‘enhances’ or ‘preserves’ the character and appearance of the area
or the setting. SPP adds that, ‘a proposed development that would have a neutral effect on
the character or appearance of a conservation area (i.e. does no harm) should be treated
as one which preserves that character or appearance’ (paragraph 115).
In this case, careful consideration has, and will, be given to the historic character of the
area and any scheme that eventually comes forward on the site will be designed to respect
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the character of the area and will preserve the settings and outlooks of the key listed
buildings. This can be seen on the current draft scheme where every effort has been made
to avoid the important view out from Bloomhill House across the site towards Main Street,
for example.
Biodiversity - An initial walk-over suggests that the site has no obvious ecological interest
that could be harmed by development. A full Ecological Study is due to be commissioned
shortly.
The site includes a number of mature, and over mature, trees and the aim will be, following
a full Tree Survey and Management Plan, to avoid developing close to the best specimens
and to replace those trees that need to be felled due to age and disease with suitable, and
at least semi-mature, replacements.
Green Belt - While the site falls within the Green Belt, we note that all the sites identified at
Cardross are similarly defined. Bloomhill’s distinction is that, whilst covered by this
designation, it is already an integral part of the settlement rather than an extension of it.
Furthermore, there is an obvious alternative, and defensible, boundary for the Green Belt
that could follow Carman Road and the outer extent of Cardross Golf Club.
Existing Settlement - The site may currently lie outside of the settlement boundary in the
Local Plan, but it is clear that it has always historically been part of Cardross whilst on plan
and visually it appears as part of the village bounded by existing development (Auchenfroe
and Bloomhill), housing along Main Street and Carman Road and the Cardross Golf Club.
Accessibility - The site has a good bus link and is within walking distance of all of the
services and facilities in Cardross, including the train station.
Vehicular Access - Access to the site is available from Main Street, and possibly Carman
Road, with Main Street being the easier to deliver and, therefore, the preferred option. A
scheme showing how this would appear is included with the submission as a separate
report by traffic engineers Woolgar Hunter, which achieves a visibility splay of 50m to the
north and 63m to the south. As discussed with the Council’s Roads Department, the
proposals also include indicative locations for three traffic islands on the southern approach
to the village to reinforce the 30mph limit, reduce traffic speed and help to justify what are
slightly reduced visibility splays against the Council’s normal standards. To deliver an
access onto Main Street a short section of wall will require to be removed and replaced by
a lower alternative, but this will be executed in a sensitive manner and is more than
outweighed by the other benefits that a development of Bloomhill will deliver. Initial study of
the relevant wall section indicates that it is of a more recent vintage than parts further along
Main Street and appears already to have been much altered and repaired.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S101 - The Chrystal Family Trust (01658) - Inclusion of Bloomhill as a housing site and its
removal from the green belt.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
This site (PD186) was considered along with an adjoining site at the public inquiry in to the
last local plan (see production PD187 chapter 16.2.2). At the inquiry, In response to this
and other sites the council undertook to carry out a review of the green belt. Accordingly,
the Argyll and Bute Green Belt Landscape Study was commissioned from consultant
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landscape architects Ironside Farrar (see Core Document CD036). The study was
specifically tasked to look at the suitability of the objection sites for development purposes.
The study (core document CD036 chapter 5 concluded that the area is of high importance
within the green belt, it was assessed against the landscape objectives, physical criteria,
qualitative criteria and designations. Appendix 2 of the study shows that this site was
ranked joint first in terms of green belt landscape objectives, and equal first in terms of
physical, and qualitative criteria, and designations.
The site also forms part of the Cardross Conservation Area, it is surrounded by listed
buildings and is also adjacent to the remains of Cardross Old Parish Church, a scheduled
ancient monument. The site provides a parkland like setting for Bloomhill which is listed,
and contains numerous mature trees which contribute to the character of the conservation
area , and to the setting of the old church. The Reporters findings concluded that “we find
it difficult to envisage how the development in housing of either of these attractive open
areas of parkland would constitute their preservation or enhancement.”
The site’s north west boundary alongside the access to Glen House and its boundaries with
the former church and manse to the south west have significant stands of mature trees.
These make a significant contribution to the character of the conservation area, and at
present these are relatively safe from pressure for removal on the basis of perceived risk to
property from tree fall, developing the site would inevitably lead to increased pressure to
fell them, a fact acknowledged by the objectors.
The site extends to 2.1 hectares, which in order to meet the housing requirements
identified in the Housing Need and Demand Assessment, and based on the estimated
capacity of other sites in the village, the Council would normally be seeking to achieve a
development density of 25 houses per hectare. The proposed layout shows a mixture of 6
large detached homes and four smaller blocks of sheltered accommodation units, the
proposed scheme shows that even with this low density scheme and the developers
statement “every effort has been made to avoid the important view out from Bloomhill
House across the site towards Main Street”, that the impact on the integrity of the setting of
Bloomhill, and the character of this core part of the Conservation Area will be considerable.
Conclusions
The objectors have not demonstrated that the Council’s proposed housing land releases for
Helensburgh and Lomond housing market area are inadequate, or that there is any need
for additional housing land in Cardross, above that which has already been provided for in
the proposed Local Development Plan. In the absence of such a need, given the adverse
effect that the development of this area would have on the green belt, character of the
conservation area and the setting of the listed buildings and ancient monument which
surround the site, it is not considered suitable for development and should retain its green
belt designation.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This site’s status as part of the green belt and part of the conservation area is
unchanged since the current local plan was adopted. I accept that the need to allocate a
substantial amount of additional land for housing development in Argyll and Bute is an
important change in circumstances which could justify its release from the green belt for
that purpose.
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2. I accept that the site would be capable of development for housing, and that this could
be undertaken in a manner which would be relatively sympathetic to its position within the
conservation area, while also contributing to the local community perhaps through the
provision of some sheltered housing and open space. However its development for
housing would be incompatible with its continuing role within the green belt.
3. I consider that the council has been correct to be guided in identifying the most
appropriate sites for new housing development by the findings of the green belt review
which it commissioned. The non-selection of this site is consistent with the findings of the
review. It identified the site as having high importance as a result of its physical and
qualitative aspects, as well as its contribution to the green belt’s landscape objectives,
while also forming part of the conservation area.
4. On this basis I conclude that it would not be appropriate for this site to be allocated for
housing development or to be removed from the green belt.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS200A

Business and Industrial Land - Machrihanish A

Development plan
reference:

AFA 14/7 - Machrihanish Air Base

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744)
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997)
Highlands and Islands Enterprise (00047)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
AFA 14/7 – Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744) - Supports the
identification of the former RAF airbase at Machrihanish as an Area For Action (AFA 14/7)
AFA 14/7 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Notes that the AFA 14/7 is covered
by Civil Aviation Authority safeguarding policies relative to Campbeltown airport.
AFA 14/7 - Highlands and Islands Enterprise (00047) - Text on maps 5 and 6 in the LDP
Proposals Maps covering Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands incorrectly states the site as
“RAF Machrihanish”. The site has subsequently been sold and is now owned by a
community company.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
AFA 14/7 – Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744) - None.
AFA 14/7 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Future development within the
AFA 14/7 should involve consultation with Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd.
AFA 14/7 - Highlands and Islands Enterprise (00047) - None stated.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD093)
The location of the former RAF airbase and identified in the proposed LDP as an Area For
Action (AFA 14/7). (Core Doc ref:CD012)
Machrihanish airport is currently covered by a safeguarding zone and therefore any new
development occurring within the AFA 14/7 (former airbase) would be subject to preexisting consultation processes when planning applications within the AFA are submitted.
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The reference to RAF Machrihanish on maps 5 and 6 in the Proposals Map folder is
wording from the Ordnance Survey map base that was produced when Machrihanish was
an RAF base and does not indicate the current ownership nor indeed the Council’s
understanding of that ownership.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Area for action AFA 14/7 falls within the safeguarded areas for Campbeltown Airport. It
is important that Highlands and Islands Airports Limited are consulted on any development
proposals for the allocated site. The council has confirmed that consultation procedures
are in place for development affecting the airport safeguarding zone. On that basis there is
no need to modify the local development plan.
2. Maps 5 and 6 of the Proposals Maps for Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands include the
text ‘RAF Machrihanish’. The council has explained that this is a result of the Ordnance
Survey map base. I note that the site has been acquired from the Ministry of Defence by
the Machrihanish Airbase Community Company. The reference to the RAF base is now
historic, does not reflect land ownership and would not be a material planning consideration
that would constrain any development proposals.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS200B

Business and Industrial Land - Machrihanish B

Development plan
reference:

MAST 1/10 - Machrihanish Strategic
Business Sites

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744)
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MAST 1/10 – Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744) - Supports the
identification of the former RAF airbase at Machrihanish as an strategic masterplan area
(MAST 1/10)
MAST 1/10 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Notes that the masterplan area
is covered by Civil Aviation Authority safeguarding policies relative to Campbeltown airport.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MAST 1/10 – Machrihanish Airbase Community Company (01744) - None.
MAST 1/10 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Consultation, on this
development, should be made with Highlands and Islands Airports Limited, who are
required to safeguard the established and future operation of Campbeltown Airport, which
also has an important part to play in supporting the sustainable growth of the local
economy.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD094)
Support for the identification of the former airbase as a Strategic Masterplan area is noted.
Machrihanish airport is currently covered by a safeguarding zone and therefore any new
development occurring within the Masterplan area (MAST 1/10) (Core doc ref: CD012)
would be subject to pre-existing consultation processes when planning applications that fall
within the safeguarding zone are submitted to the Council.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Strategic Masterplan Area MAST 1/10 falls within the safeguarded areas for
Campbeltown Airport. It is important that Highlands and Islands Airports Limited are
consulted on any development proposals for the site. The council has confirmed that
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consultation procedures are in place for development affecting the airport safeguarding
zone. On that basis there is no need to modify the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS201

Housing Land - Tarbert

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 13/1 - Tarbert - Lady Ileene Road

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Ms A A Rees (01401)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 13/1 - Ms A A Rees (01401) - Concern that the housing development would have an
adverse impact on surface water drainage, access and servicing.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 13/1 - Ms A A Rees (01401) - None.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD119)
The housing allocation referred to is contained within the current Local Plan and is to be
carried forward into the proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
The objections raised were substantially dealt with by Enquiry Reporters when the Argyll
and Bute Local Plan was subject to public consultation. (Production ref: PD056)
As there has been no substantive change in circumstances for this allocation between the
current Local Plan and the proposed LDP, the council considers that the comments made
previously by Enquiry Reporters remain valid.
In view of the foregoing, the Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 13/1 has been rolled forward from the current local plan. It
would be capable of contributing 31 housing units to the housing land supply, 25% of
which would be required to be affordable.
2. Ms Rees considers that the site would involve building on an extreme drainage plain
and is not suitable for housing development because of inadequate drainage, access and
services. The representation acknowledges that there is a need for additional housing
development of the type proposed, rather than coastal strip development, but considers
that H-AL 13/1 is simply not suitable.
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3. No detailed technical evidence has been submitted to clearly demonstrate that the site
is incapable of development. It is likely that the matters raised may be resolved through
normal development management procedures as and when an application is submitted to
the council. At such a time, residents adjacent to the site would be consulted by the
council and would have an opportunity to comment on details of the proposal.
4.I have taken the matters raised in the representation fully into account but conclude that
there is no compelling reason to delete allocation H-AL 13/1 from the local development
plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202A

Housing Land - Campbeltown A

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/1 - Campbeltown - Braeside

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
D & M Cairns (01832)

Provision of the
development plan to
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D & M Cairns (01832) - H-AL 14/1 - The landowners of part of the existing housing
allocation H-AL 14/1 do not wish to pursue the development of this land for housing
purposes.
The access road serving Braeside farm should not be included in any proposals to develop
the housing allocation H-AL 14/1.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D & M Cairns (01832) - H-AL 14/1- The area of land farmed by Mr and Mrs Cairns should
be excluded from the housing allocation H-AL 14/1 and that the access to Braeside farm
should not be considered as a means of access to the housing allocation.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD095)
The housing allocation H-AL 14/1 is contained within the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan
and is to be rolled forward as part of the proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
The Council cannot force landowners to develop land if they do not wish to do so and
therefore the portion of the housing allocation owned by Mr and Mrs Cairns must now be
considered to be ineffective.
The access to Braeside farm traverses through the portion of the housing allocation that is
owned by Mr and Mrs Cairns and could not therefore be used as a means of gaining
access to the remaining balance of the housing allocation and this is accepted.
Although we do not recommend making any prescribed modifications to the Plan, reporters
may wish to consider the removal of the east most portion of the housing allocation H-AL
14/1 to reflect the wishes of the landowners.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Paragraph 117 of Scottish Planning Policy indicates that the housing land requirement
can be met from a number of sources, including sites within the existing land supply which
are effective or expected to become effective. PAN 2/2010: Affordable Housing and
Housing Land Audits explains that site ownership and control is one of the factors to be
considered when assessing effectiveness.
2. Housing allocation H-AL 14/1 has been rolled forward from the existing Local Plan. In
response to my request for further information Mr and Mrs Cairns’ solicitor has advised that
his client occupies the land under a protected agricultural tenancy in terms of the
Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act 1991. The land is also subject to an entry in the
Register of Community Interest in Land in favour of his client and valid until 2017. The
landowners are named in the register entry as the Sim Building Group Limited.
3. The council considered that the 2.2 hectares of land at Braeside Farm were not
effective having regard to the representations of the ‘land owners’. I accept that although
Mr and Mrs Cairns are not the land owners, they have sufficient interest in the land to
register an objection to part of the proposed housing allocation.
4. Nevertheless, on the basis of the information before me, the possibility of the land
becoming effective within the plan period cannot be entirely ruled out. For this reason I
consider that the eastern part of site H-AL 14/1 should be retained as part of the housing
allocation. However, the Council may wish to clarify the situation further as part of the next
local development plan review.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202B

Housing Land - Campbeltown B

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/2 - Campbeltown - Pole Park

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Stephen Wood (01687)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Stephen Wood (01687) - H-AL 14/2 - The objector considers that his property would be
overlooked if the housing allocation H-AL 14/2 were to be developed.
The objector considers that the housing allocation is unsuitable for development due to the
sloping nature of the ground and its exposure to winter weather.
The development of the allocation would reduce the grazing habitat of deer.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Stephen Wood (01687) - H-AL 14/2 - Removal of the allocation H-AL 14/2 from the
proposed LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD096)
The housing allocation H-AL 14/2 which is the subject of this representation is contained in
the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan and is to be rolled forward to the proposed LDP.
(Core doc ref: CD012)
It is contended that the objector is making assumptions about the potential nature and
extent of any housing development that would take place on the housing allocation.
Development of this allocation would require the submission of a planning application(s)
where matters such as the impact on the privacy and amenity of existing properties would
be fully considered. The Council contends that such an assertion carries insufficient weight
to warrant the removal of the housing allocation from the proposed LDP.
The Council does not dispute that the site is located on sloping ground or that it is exposed
to the prevailing weather conditions. However, this is not uncommon in the context of many
settlements within Argyll and Bute and indeed other housing sites within Campbeltown and
does not represent a significant constraint in the development of the allocation such that it
would be incapable of being developed.
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The Council does not dispute the observation that deer might graze on the land covered by
this allocation. However it is contended that deer are not restricted to grazing on particular
sites or locations, nor are they a protected species and therefore the development of this
land would not have any significant effect on the deer population.
On the basis of the foregoing the Council recommends no modification.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 14/2 has been rolled forward from the current local plan and is
part of the effective land supply for the local development plan area. It comprises sloping
grassland at the rear properties at Balgreggan Road.
2. The representation raises objections to the allocation on the grounds of loss of privacy,
suitability for development and loss of habitat. Matters of potential loss of privacy would be
dependent upon the design and layout of the proposed development, which has yet to be
determined. The sloping nature of sites and weather conditions need not be a constraint
that would necessarily rule out development. Although deer may use the site for grazing,
they are not a protected species.
3. All these matters and any other material considerations would have to be assessed as
part of any planning application that may be submitted to the council for determination.
Residents adjoining the site would normally have to be consulted by the council on any
application as part of development management procedures. They would therefore have
the opportunity to comment on any potential overlooking of their property, on the
topography and micro-climate of the site and effect on wildlife, including the deer
population at the planning application stage.
4. In view of the further consultation that would be necessary as part of the planning
process I am satisfied that the matters raised would be insufficient reason to warrant
deletion of the housing allocation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202C

Housing Land - Campbeltown C

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/4 - Campbeltown - Fort Argyll

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Keith Abendroth (01672)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Keith Abendroth (01672) - H-AL 14/4 - There are existing planning consents for housing in
Campbeltown with little likelihood that they will be developed. Consequently there is no
need for this particular housing allocation.
There is no access to this allocation and it should not be taken from the adjacent cul-desac at Loch View Avenue.
Resources would be better deployed to deal with the dilapidated tenement buildings and
shops within the centre of Campbeltown.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Keith Abendroth (01672) - H-AL 14/4 - Removal of the housing allocation H-AL 14/4 from
the proposed LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD097)
The housing allocation H-AL 14/4 is contained within the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan
and is to be rolled forward into the Proposed Local Development Plan (Core Doc ref:
CD012).
The Council is aware that the current economic downturn is affecting the delivery of new
housing development and that this is not unique to Campbeltown. However the council
does not agree that this is sufficient reason to remove this particular application. Indeed the
expectation in Scottish Planning Policy (Core doc ref: CD007) is for….supply to be
available “at all times” and not just when the economy is thriving. It is also expected to be
“generous”.
Further, There is a requirement that LDP’s meet the housing land supply as indicated by
the Housing Needs Demand Assessment (Core doc ref: CD008) together with the Housing
Land Audit (Core doc ref: CD009). This allocation represents a component part of the
housing land supply.
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There have been no planning applications submitted in respect of this particular housing
allocation and it is therefore difficult to speculate on where the most optimum access to the
site might be taken. However, it is highly unlikely that access would be taken from the
existing housing development on Loch View Avenue, and in any event those living adjacent
to the allocation would be given an opportunity to comment upon any planning applications
for the development of the allocation.
The Council does not accept the conflation of the development of this allocation with other
regeneration initiatives elsewhere in Campbeltown for the simple reason that the
development of the housing allocation would be for the provision of private housing that is
completely unrelated to, and has no bearing on other areas, sites or regeneration activity
elsewhere in Campbeltown.
The Council considers that in view of the foregoing that the housing allocation H-AL 14/4
should be retained in the proposed LDP and that no modification is required.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 14/4 has been rolled forward from the current local plan and is
part of the effective land supply for the local development plan area.
2. The representation seeks deletion of the housing allocation on the basis that land is
already allocated on the opposite side of High Askomil (H 3007). It is contended that
access to allocation H-AL 14/4 from High Askomil would be dangerous and that access
should not be gained from the cul-de-sac of Loch View Avenue. Moreover, it is considered
in the representation that money would be better spent on repairing tenements and shops
in the centre of Campbeltown.
3. The council has advised that it is highly unlikely that access would be taken from Loch
View Avenue. Whether access could be achieved in a safe manner from High Askomil
would be a matter for the council’s roads department to assess. It is probable that
neighbouring residents would be consulted by the council on any planning application that
might be submitted for development of allocation H-AL 14/4 as part of normal planning
procedures. Residents would therefore have the opportunity to comment in detail on the
means of access proposed to this site.
4. The question of whether money would be better spent on properties in the town centre
is not directly related to considerations of housing land supply and the allocation of housing
sites in the local development plan.
5. The proposed site has been carried forward as a housing allocation and forms part of
the 5 -10 year housing supply. A number of housing allocations and potential development
areas are proposed for Campbeltown. However, they may not all prove to be effective
following further investigation and appraisal. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local
development plans should provide a minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all
times. Beyond year 10 of the plan period, and up to year 20, the local development plan
should provide an indication of the possible scale and location of the housing land
requirement. Housing allocation H-AL 14/4 is required in addition to the other housing
allocation at High Askomil (H 3007) as a prospective means of meeting the policy
requirement for a generous supply of housing land to be available over the plan period.
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6. For the above reasons I consider that the allocation proposed by the council in the plan
is appropriate, and therefore an amendment to the plan is not necessary.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202D

Housing Land - Campbeltown D

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/5 - Campbeltown - Kilkerran

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Efric McNeil (01800)
John Harvard Davis (01878)
Jenny McFarlane (02036)
W & M Ralston (02066)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Efric McNeil (01800) - H-AL 14/5; John Harvard Davis (01878) - H-AL 14/5; Jenny
McFarlane (02036) - H-AL 14/5; W & M Ralston (02066) - H-AL 14/5 - There is no need for
housing on this site as the population of Campbeltown and the surrounding area is
projected to fall. (01800) (01878) (02036)
There is an oversupply of housing in Campbeltown with many for sale, negating the need
for additional sites for new housing. (02036)
The access to the site is poor and the increase in traffic as a result of the development
would put pressure on Kilkerran Road and might threaten the structural integrity of the road
and verges. In addition there would be a requirement for additional road engineering works
including the provision of a new mini-roundabout, signage and street lighting that could
impact on the MOD navigation beacons. (01800) (01878) (02066)
The existing sewerage system and electrical supplies can barely cope at present without
the additional load represented by the development of this allocation.
Wildlife in the area (buzzards, bats and owls) would be severely affected with pressure on
the adjacent McQueen’s Wood and hawthorn hedge. (01800) (01878) (02066)
Areas of wild land support a population of wildlife and insects such as bees which are
under threat, and these areas should not be developed. (02036)
The current Local Plan indicates that the housing allocation H-AL 14/5 could accommodate
up to 25 houses and the proposed LDP suggests that this is to be increased to 50 houses
despite evidence of falling population. (01878)
The increase in the numbers of housing is to cover the costs of providing a new access to
the allocation from Kilkerran Road. (01878)
The Interim Environmental Report (page 134) that accompanies the proposed LDP
suggests that there would be little or no impact on the landscape of the surrounding area. It
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is contended that this is incorrect and that the development would have a significant impact
on the landscape. (01878)
The allocation covers sloping ground, the development of which would affect natural
drainage. (01878)
The development of the allocation would have a negative impact on adjacent property
values. (01878)
The land covered by the allocation is used by members of the public for informal recreation
and is close to the town. For this reason the land should not be developed. (02036)
Concern over sewage disposal and surface water run-off. (02066)
The housing allocation lies within or near an ancient monument. (02036)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Efric McNeil (01800) - H-AL 14/5; John Harvard Davis (01878) - H-AL 14/5; Jenny
McFarlane (02036) - H-AL 14/5; W & M Ralston (02066) - H-AL 14/5 - Removal of the
housing allocation H-AL 14/5 from the proposed LDP. (01800); (01878); (02036)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD098)
The housing allocation referred to is already included in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan and
would be carried forward into the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012). When the
allocation was first considered during the preparation of the current Local Plan there were a
number of objections that were considered by Inquiry reporters and subsequently rejected.
(Production ref: PD019)
The Council does not dispute that Campbeltown and South Kintyre has been experiencing
population loss, and that there are a number of existing residential properties on the
market. However, these factors are not unique to Campbeltown and do not justify the
removal of this housing allocation. The expectation in Scottish Planning Policy is
for…..supply to be available “at all times” and not just when the economy is thriving. It is
also expected to be “generous” (Core doc ref:CD007)
Further, There is a requirement that LDP’s meet the housing land supply as indicated by
the Housing Needs Demand Assessment (Core doc ref: CD008) together with the Housing
Land Audit (Core doc ref: CD009). This allocation represents a component part of the
housing land supply.
Access to the allocation has been previously agreed with the council’s roads department
and the MOD to ensure that it does not interfere with the navigation beacon.
There has been no evidence submitted that the existing sewerage systems or electrical
supply could not accommodate the development of this allocation, nor have any such
concerns been raised by Scottish Water or Scottish and Southern Energy through the LDP
consultation process.
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With regard to wildlife interests, it should be noted that there are no local nature
conservation sites in the vicinity of the allocation. In any case the developer would be
required to undertake a phase 1 survey to identify whether there were any European
Protected Species affected by the development proposals when submitting a planning
application for the development of the allocation.
The proposed LDP does suggest an increase in the potential density of housing on this site
from 25 to 50 units. This is part of a common approach to increase density across all
housing allocations in the LDP to allow developers more flexibility to deliver development
during the current economic downturn. Nevertheless the Council remains committed to
improving the quality and standards of design of new development and has published a
suite of design guidance to assist developers improve design and related matters (Core
doc ref: CD039).
The Council accepts that the development of this allocation would have an impact on the
surrounding landscape and indeed townscape, but would not agree that such impacts
would necessarily be negative or unacceptable given the location adjacent to the existing
built up area of Campbeltown.
Matters relating to surface water drainage would be dealt with through the planning
application process, and at this stage there has been no evidence submitted to the Council
that would suggest that surface water drainage from this allocation would present particular
difficulties.
Consideration of the effect of a particular development on adjacent property values is
largely conjecture and is not a material planning consideration.
The Council does not dispute that the site of the allocation may be used informally by
members of the public for recreation purposes. However, any such use is completely
informal and could equally well be undertaken on other areas surrounding the settlement.
The proposed allocation will not remove a recognised recreational resource from the
community.
Sewage disposal and surface water run-off would be dealt with through the planning
process, and the Council has no evidence that these matters could not be satisfactorily
addressed.
There are indeed Scheduled Monuments close to, but not within the allocation. Neither
Historic Scotland or WOSAS have raised any concerns in respect of this allocation.
In conclusion and having regard to the submitted objections outlined above and the
response to those objections, the Council considers that the housing allocation H-AL 14/5
should be retained in the proposed LDP and that no modifications are required.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 14/5 has been rolled forward from the current local plan and is
part of the effective land supply for the local development plan area. The allocation
comprises two main areas of grassland located at the rear of dwellings near Campbeltown
Loch, off Kilcreggan Road, and at the rear of dwellings at Ardnacraig Avenue.
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2. Representations refer to the question of need for the proposed housing and the
increased density of development. In addition, the effect on drainage, access and highway
safety, street lighting and the effect on the navigation beacons, plus the impact on the
landscape, including ancient monuments, wildlife and McQueens Wood, the loss of
informal recreation space and effect on the viability of Knockbay Farm. The potential
adverse effect on property values is also raised, but that is not a material planning
consideration.
3. Surface water or foul sewer drainage problems can normally be resolved through
appropriate engineering solutions. Access to the allocation site has been previously
agreed with the council’s roads department and the Ministry of Defence to ensure that it
does not interfere with the navigation beacon. The site is not subject to a designation to
protect any wildlife value or informal recreational use.
4. The matters raised in representations would be considered further if detailed proposals
for the development of the site are submitted to the council as a planning application. In
those circumstances it is likely that residents adjoining the site would be consulted as part
of normal development management procedures. The council has explained why it has
increased the proposed density of the site, generally in line with other housing allocations
in the local development plan. However, the final density would be determined at the
planning application stage when the layout of the site and design of the housing was
proposed in detail. Development of the site would inevitably change the local landscape,
although appropriate layout and landscape treatment could help assimilate new
development within its setting and take the boundary with adjacent woodland into
consideration. Although there are remains of archaeological interest near the proposed
allocation, no objections have been raised by the relevant technical consultees of Historic
Scotland and the West of Scotland Archaeology Service.
5. The proposed site has been carried forward as a housing allocation and forms part of
the 5 -10 year housing supply. A number of housing allocations and potential development
areas are proposed for Campbeltown. However, they may not all prove to be effective
following further investigation and appraisal. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local
development plans should provide a minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all
times. Beyond year 10 of the plan period, and up to year 20, the local development plan
should provide an indication of the possible scale and location of the housing land
requirement. Housing allocation H-AL 14/5 is required as a prospective means of meeting
the policy requirement for a generous supply of housing land to be available over the plan
period.
6. None of the matters raised in the representations, either individually, or cumulatively
are sufficient reason to delete the proposed housing allocation H-AL 14/5.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202E

Housing Land - Campbeltown E

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/1 - Campbeltown - Hillside Farm

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs Graham Thomson (01675)
Provision of the
development
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
plan to which
the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Mr & Mrs Graham Thomson (01675) - PDA 14/1 - The PDA floods during heavy rain
There is no requirement for additional housing in Campbeltown.
The town has insufficient infrastructure such as school capacity or employment
opportunities for an influx of new residents.
Development of the PDA would compromise the privacy and enjoyment of our garden.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Mr & Mrs Graham Thomson (01675) - PDA 14/1 - Not stated.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD099)
PDA 14/1 is currently identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan and it is included in the
proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
The current SEPA 1:200 flood maps do not indicate that the PDA is subject to fluvial
flooding. Nevertheless the Council accept that there may be occasions when there may be
accumulations of surface water during heavy rain. This is a matter that would be tested
when a planning application is submitted for the development of the PDA through a flood
risk assessment and a drainage impact assessment and in consultation with SEPA. The
mini- brief for this PDA in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core doc ref: CD030)
indicates that a flood risk assessment and drainage impact assessment would be required
as part of the submission of a planning application.
The objectors have not provided any substantive evidence to reinforce their claim that there
is no requirement for additional housing in Campbeltown. Further, the expectation in
Scottish Planning Policy (Core doc ref: CD007) is for… supply to be available “at all times”
and not just when the economy is thriving. It is also expected to be “generous”.
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As one of Argyll and Bute’s main settlements the LDP includes a range of potential sites for
new development including PDA’s and allocations that covers a ten year time horizon.
The objectors have provided no substantive evidence that there is insufficient school
capacity or employment opportunities to warrant the identification of additional sites. Indeed
there is an assumption that development only occurs to satisfy demand from outwith
Campbeltown rather than assisting in the retention of young people through providing
employment and housing opportunities.
As there is currently no specific development proposal for this PDA, it is not possible to
state that development within the PDA would have an adverse impact on the privacy and
amenity of adjoining residential properties. Such matters would of course be addressed
when detailed development proposals are submitted to the Council for planning approval.
The Council recommends no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/1 has been rolled forward from the current local
plan. The land includes Hillside Farm and a large field located at the western edge of the
settlement.
2. The representation questions the suitability of the site because of its susceptibility to
flooding in heavy rain, and advises that there is no need for new build on this greenfield
land. There is considered to be inadequate infrastructure in the town, including education
and employment facilities to cope with an influx of people occupying the proposed
development. It is also contended that the representees would suffer loss of privacy and
enjoyment of their garden as a consequence of development.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. The potential development area is not within an area that is subject to a risk of flooding
from rivers or burns, but the council does accept that it may be subject to surface water
flooding on occasions. Site drainage, adequacy of infrastructure and primary and
secondary educational provision are matters that would be considered as part of the
assessment process for any future planning application that may be submitted to the
council. Privacy for neighbours adjacent to the site is a material consideration that would
be dependent upon site layout and building design. It is probable that residents located
next to the site would be consulted by the council if an application was submitted, in
accordance with normal planning procedures. This would provide an opportunity to
comment on the details of any proposal, including any perceived overlooking problems or
adverse effects from surface water drainage.
5. The proposed site has been carried forward as a potential development area and could
form part of the 10 year housing supply. A number of housing allocations and potential
development areas are proposed for Campbeltown, most of which involve greenfield land.
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However, they may not all prove to be effective following further investigation and
appraisal. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local development plans should provide
a minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all times. Beyond year 10 of the plan
period, and up to year 20, the local development plan should provide an indication of the
possible scale and location of the housing land requirement. Potential development area
PDA 14/1 is required as a prospective means of meeting the generous supply of housing
land over the plan period.
6. Scottish Planning Policy also indicates that the housing supply target is a policy view of
the number of homes the local authority has agreed will be delivered in each housing
market area over the periods of the development plan and local housing strategy, taking
into account wider matters including economic factors. In any event, employment levels in
the town would be a matter that influenced the viability considerations for developers of
constructing and selling/leasing houses on the proposed housing sites and potential
development areas.
7. For the reasons given above I consider that the matters raised in the representations
are insufficient reason to justify deletion of PDA 14/1 from the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202F

Housing Land - Campbeltown F

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/15 - Campbeltown - Witchburn
Road

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs D M Soudan (01849)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Mr & Mrs D M Soudan (01849) - PDA 14/15 - The development of the PDA would have a
detrimental impact on an unspoilt rural landscape.
Development of the PDA would have a detrimental impact on sunlight/daylight to adjacent
properties.
The development of the PDA would introduce noise pollution into a quiet area.
Development of the PDA would increase surface water runoff that would adversely impact
on adjacent properties.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Mr And Mrs D M Soudan (01849) - PDA 14/15 - Further consideration.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD100)
PDA 14/15 is contained in the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan and is included in the
proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
The PDA 14/15 is located immediately adjacent to existing development and part of the
Campbeltown conurbation. Given that the objection is simply based on the identification of
the PDA in the development plan and not specific development proposals, there is an
assumption being made that the development in whatever shape or form would have a
detrimental impact. The impact either positive or negative of the development can only be
determined when further details of the proposed development are made known and a
planning application submitted to the Council for determination.
Without specific details of the scale and nature of development within the PDA it is simply
conjecture to suggest that development would have an adverse impact on daylight/sunlight
levels to existing properties. Such matters would rightly be considered when detailed
proposals for the development are submitted to the council as a planning application.
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Any development is likely to introduce a change to the ambient noise levels in a particular
area or site. However, the issue is whether such an increase falls within acceptable levels,
and given that the PDA is identified for housing it is unlikely that this type of development
would generate noise levels that would be considered unacceptable where the adjoining
land use is residential.
Surface water drainage is a matter that would be considered when details of the
development are submitted as a planning application, and if necessary a drainage impact
assessment might be required. However until such times as more detail is provided on the
nature of development of the PDA the discussion on surface water run-off can only be
conjecture and not sufficient reason to reject the inclusion of this PDA in the proposed
LDP. The Council considers that there is no justification for a modification to the proposed
LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/15 has been rolled forward from the current local
plan. The site comprises agricultural land located at the rear of houses at Witchburn near
the western edge of Campbeltown.
2. The representation refers to the impact on the landscape, restriction of sunlight to the
property of Inveroran, noise pollution and effects of water run-off.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. Inevitably there would be a change to the local rural landscape and additional noise
from domestic activities and vehicles if the site was developed. However, it is possible that
any adverse impacts, including potential loss of sunlight for neighbouring properties, could
be mitigated through the design, layout and landscaping of any future housing
development.
5. Site drainage would be considered by the council as part of the assessment process
for any future planning application that may be submitted to the council. The council has
advised that a drainage impact assessment may be required. It is probable that residents
located next to the site would be consulted by the council if an application was submitted,
in accordance with normal development management procedures. This would provide an
opportunity for neighbours to comment on the details of any proposal.
6. For the above reasons there is no reason to delete PDA 14/15 from the local
development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202G

Housing Land - Campbeltown G

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/5 - Campbeltown - Bellfield

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Robert H Craig (01971)
Ewen Farrell (01980)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Robert H Craig (01971) - PDA 14/5; Ewen Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/5 - Bellfield Lane is not
suitable as an access to PDA 14/5 and that there are alternatives available between
Dunara and Auchinlee or between Bellgrove and Fernbank. (01971)
Housing built on the PDA would not be of the same quality and aesthetic as the existing
villas in the vicinity. (01980)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Robert H Craig (01971) - PDA 14/5; Ewen Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/5 - The PDA 14/5
should not be developed. (01980)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD101)
This PDA is contained in the current Local Plan and is to be rolled forward into the
proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
The details of the possible access arrangements to this PDA have not yet been explored
as this would occur when a planning application(s) was submitted and the suitability of the
access arrangement would be examined at that stage. If there are alternatives then these
would considered. It should be noted that the designation of PDA 14/5 does not imply a
particular preference for access and certainly not Bellfield Lane specifically.
The comment concerning the design of dwellinghouses that might be constructed on PDA
14/5 is conjecture. There have been no planning applications for housing development
either submitted or approved for this PDA and the planning authority would seek to ensure
that any new housing development within the PDA was designed to complement or at least
not damage the setting of the existing large villas adjacent to the PDA. The Council
considers that such concerns are not sufficient reason to remove the PDA from the
proposed LDP, and that no modification of the proposed LDP is required.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/5 has been rolled forward from the current local
plan. The land is part of a linear area north of Campbeltown Loch and High Askomil
comprising three potential development areas, PDA 14/4, 14/5 and 14/6 and two housing
allocations; H-AL 14/3 and H 3007, as proposed in the local development plan.
2. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
3. The council has explained that the means of access to the site has not been explored
and that it need not necessarily be via Bellfield Lane. It has also confirmed that
alternatives will be considered. These should include the possibilities suggested in the
representation.
4. Mr Farrell seeks to ensure that PDA 14/5 will not be developed because housing would
not be of the same quality as the existing villas in the vicinity. The council has explained
that the details of access for the site have not been explored and the proposed housing
design not finalised. Paragraph 40 of Scottish Planning Policy indicates that planning
should support development that is designed to a high-quality, which demonstrates the six
qualities of successful place. One of these qualities is that it is distinctive, and
complements local features including building forms. This part of Campbeltown is
characterised by a number of individually designed, and in some cases, imposing villas.
The council has advised that it would seek to ensure that any new housing development in
PDA 14/5 was designed to complement, or at least not damage the setting of the existing
large villas adjacent to the potential development area.
5. It is probable that neighbouring residents would be consulted by the council on any
planning application that might be submitted for development of PDA14/6 as part of normal
planning procedures. Residents would therefore have the opportunity to comment in detail
on the form of access and design of dwellings that may be proposed for this site.
6. I am satisfied that the matters raised in representations are insufficient reason to delete
this site as a potential development area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202H

Housing Land - Campbeltown H

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/4 - Campbeltown - Bellfield

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs Gerald Hulford (01845)
Robert H Craig (01971)
Ewen Farrell (01980)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Mr & Mrs Gerald Hulford (01845) - PDA 14/4; Robert H Craig (01971) - PDA 14/4; Ewen
Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/4 - There would be a loss of privacy and amenity for existing
residents. (01845)
The access to the PDA is sub-standard and would compromise road and pedestrian safety.
(01971); (01845)
Housing built on the PDA would not be of the same quality and aesthetic as the existing
villas in the vicinity. (01971); (01980)
Existing buildings within Campbeltown should be redeveloped rather than greenfield sites.
(01845)
The development of the site could result in the relocation of inner city residents to
Campbeltown. (01845)
The development of this PDA would not be attractive and could affect efforts to attract
more tourists to Campbeltown. (01845)
Development of the PDA has the potential of impacting on the stability of the land and
adjacent properties. (01845)
Potential for a breach in the human rights of local residents through compromising their
existing lifestyle, privacy, security and amenity. (01845)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Mr & Mrs Gerald Hulford (01845) - PDA 14/4; Robert H Craig (01971) - PDA 14/4; Ewen
Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/4 - The PDA 14/4 should not be developed. (01980);(01845)
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD102)
This PDA is contained in the current Local Plan and is to be rolled forward into the
proposed LDP. (Core doc ref: CD012)
Matters pertaining to privacy and amenity would be properly considered as part of the
planning assessment undertaken when determining any planning applications for the
development of the PDA.
The details of the possible access arrangements to this PDA have not yet been explored
as this would occur when a planning application(s) was submitted and the suitability of the
access arrangement would be examined at that stage. If there are alternatives then these
would considered. It should be noted that the designation of PDA 14/4 does not imply a
particular preference for a means of access.
The comments concerning the design of dwellinghouses that might be constructed on PDA
14/4 is conjecture. There have been no planning applications for housing development
either submitted or approved for this PDA and the planning authority would seek to ensure
that any new housing development within the PDA was designed to complement or at least
not damage the setting of the existing large villas adjacent to the PDA. The Council
considers that such concerns are not sufficient reason to remove the PDA from the
proposed LDP.
The redevelopment of existing buildings in Campbeltown is encouraged, however there is
also a need to provide a range of development opportunities to provide new build housing
in accordance with SPP (Core doc ref: CD007) where there is an expectation for there to
be a supply of land to be available at all times and not just when the economy is thriving. It
is also expected to be generous. The Council takes the view that the identification of PDA’s
in the LDP contributes to these objectives.
The conjecture over who might occupy future housing is not a material planning
consideration.
The suggestion that the development of this PDA would be unattractive and have negative
impacts on tourism in Campbeltown is conjecture. Matters relating to the design, layout
and appearance of any development would be dealt with through the planning process.
The objector has not submitted any substantive evidence to substantiate claims about the
stability of the land within the PDA or that surrounding it.
The Council does not accept that Human Rights legislation has any bearing on the
development of this PDA.
The Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/4 is an area of primarily grassland located to the
rear of houses at High Askomil and next to properties at Bellfield Lane. It is situated
between local development plan housing allocation H-AL 14/3 and potential development
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area PDA 14/15.
2. Representations raise a range of issues in relation to PDA 14/4. There are concerns
over access to the proposed site, land stability, loss of privacy, amenity and potential for a
breach in the Human Rights of local residents. Little or no requirement is seen for the
additional housing and redevelopment of existing buildings suggested as a way of meeting
local growth. It is doubted that development would add to the attractiveness of the town or
its potential for tourism. Reference is also made to the potential occupancy of any future
development. However, whether people would re-locate from inner city areas is not a
material planning consideration.
3. PDA 14/4 has been rolled forward from the current local plan. Potential development
areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local development plan as: “broad areas
identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are mainly, but not exclusively on the
edge of settlements and constitute land within which opportunities may emerge during the
plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or new development. Such opportunities
are not currently fully resolved and issues may require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini
development brief’ accompanying these PDAs before development opportunities within the
PDA area can be realised and be supported by this plan. A PDA may include a number of
identifiable development sites”.
4. A number of housing allocations and potential development areas are proposed for
Campbeltown. However, they may not all prove to be effective following further
investigation and appraisal. The council has indicated that the redevelopment of buildings
in Campbeltown is encouraged, but there is also a need to provide new build housing.
5. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local development plans should provide a
minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all times. Beyond year 10 of the plan
period, and up to year 20, the local development plan should provide an indication of the
possible scale and location of the housing land requirement. PDA14/4 is required as a
prospective means of meeting the policy requirement for a generous supply of housing
land to be available over the plan period.
6. Representations regarding access to the potential development area advise that
Bellfield Lane is not robust or wide enough to carry construction traffic or to serve a
housing development and provide safe pedestrian access. It is suggested that a new
access road is required. The council has explained that the details of possible access
arrangements have not yet been explored and if there are alternatives they will be
considered. Any implications for the stability of surrounding land as a consequence of
development would be a matter for assessment at the planning application stage. Matters
of privacy, potential loss of outlook and daylight/sunlight for neighbours would also have to
be considered by the council when an application is submitted and details of housing
layout and design put forward.
7. It is probable that neighbouring residents would be consulted by the council on any
planning application that might be submitted for development of PDA14/4 as part of normal
planning procedures. Residents would therefore have the opportunity to comment in detail
on the form of access and design of dwellings that may be proposed for this site. The
council does not accept that Human Rights legislation has any bearing on the development
of PDA 14/4. Ultimately, that would be a matter for the Courts.
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8. Mr Farrell seeks to ensure that PDA 14/4 will not be developed because he considers
that the new housing would not be of the same quality as the existing villas in the vicinity.
The council has explained that the proposed housing design has not been finalised.
Paragraph 40 of Scottish Planning Policy indicates that planning should support
development that is designed to a high-quality and which demonstrates the six qualities of
successful place. One of these qualities is that it is distinctive, and complements local
features including building forms.
9. This part of Campbeltown is characterised by a number of individually designed, and in
some cases, imposing villas. The council has advised that it would seek to ensure that any
new housing development for PDA 14/6 was designed to complement, or at least not
damage the setting of the existing large villas adjacent to the potential development area.
Development of an appropriate design at this location would be unlikely to act as a
deterrent to local tourism in Campbeltown.
10. For the above reasons I consider that potential development area 14/4 proposed by the
council in the plan is appropriate, and therefore an amendment to the plan is not
necessary.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS202J

Housing Land - Campbeltown J

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/6 - Campbeltown - Bellfield

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
David Mayo (01685)
Ewen Farrell (01980)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
David Mayo (01685) - PDA 14/6; Ewen Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/6 - The name of the PDA
14/6 (Bellfield) as shown in the Schedules of the proposed LDP is misleading as the PDA
is under the ownership of both ‘Bellgrove’ and ‘Auchinlee’.(01685)
Access to the PDA can be achieved via adjacent land owned by ‘Auchinlee’.(01685)
Housing built on the PDA would not be of the same quality and aesthetic as the existing
villas in the vicinity. (01980)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
David Mayo (01685) - PDA 14/6; Ewen Farrell (01980) - PDA 14/6 - Clarification of the
ownership of the PDA 14/6. (01685)
No development on the PDA. (01980)
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD103)
The name attributed to the PDA 14/6 in the proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012) is taken
from the name of the adjacent farm to identify the locus of the PDA. The name used does
not imply ownership, nor means of access, and is not material to the development of this
PDA.
The details of the possible access arrangements to this PDA have not yet been explored
as this would occur when a planning application(s) was submitted and the suitability of the
access arrangement would be examined at that stage. If there are alternatives then these
would be considered. It should be noted that the designation of PDA 14/6 does not imply a
particular preference for a means of access.
The comments concerning the design of dwellinghouses that might be constructed on PDA
14/6 is conjecture. There have been no planning applications for housing development
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either submitted or approved for this PDA and the planning authority would seek to ensure
that any new housing development within the PDA was designed to complement or at least
not damage the setting of the existing large villas adjacent to the PDA. The council
considers that such concerns are not sufficient reason to remove the PDA from the
proposed LDP and therefore no modification of the proposed LDP is required.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/6 has been rolled forward from the current local
plan. The land is part of a linear area north of Campbeltown Loch comprising three
potential development areas, PDA 14/4, 14/5 and 14/6 and two housing allocations; H-AL
14/3 and H 3007.
2. The representation from Mr Mayo seeks to clarify the ownership and name of the site
and advises on the potential means of access. In view of this representation I consider that
it would be appropriate to re-name the site as ‘land to the rear of Bellgrove and Auchinlee’
because it is a more accurate description of its location.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. Mr Farrell seeks to ensure that PDA 14/6 will not be developed because he considers
that the new housing would not be of the same quality as the existing villas in the vicinity.
The council has explained that the details of access for the site have not been explored
and the proposed housing design not finalised. Paragraph 40 of Scottish Planning Policy
indicates that planning should support development that is designed to a high-quality and
which demonstrates the six qualities of successful place. One of these qualities is that it is
distinctive, and complements local features including building forms.
5. This part of Campbeltown is characterised by a number of individually designed, and in
some cases, imposing villas. The council has advised that it would seek to ensure that any
new housing development for PDA 14/6 was designed to complement, or at least not
damage the setting of the existing large villas adjacent to the potential development area.
6. It is probable that neighbouring residents would be consulted by the council on any
planning application that might be submitted for development of PDA14/6 as part of normal
planning procedures. Residents would therefore have the opportunity to comment in detail
on the form of access and design of dwellings that may be proposed for this site. I am
satisfied that the matters raised in representations are insufficient reason to delete this site
as a potential development area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by renaming potential development area PDA 14/6Campbeltown-Bellfield as “PDA 14/6-Campbeltown - land to the rear of Bellgrove and
Auchinlee”.
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ISS203

Housing Land - Carradale

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/6 - Carradale

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Valerie Conley (01678)
Norrie McPhee (02040)
Doris Niven (01671)
Lewis Niven (01747)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 14/6 - Valerie Conley (01678) - Village is on the decline and there is no need for
social housing in the village on this sought after piece of ground in the village.
H-AL 14/6 - Norrie McPhee (02040) - Drastically Impact on views from Kelmscott with
Culcreuch road becoming busier. Peacefulness of the village will be lost. Site is privately
owned with no input from the owner.
H-AL 14/6 - Doris Niven (01671) - Most picturesque small scenic greensite in centre of
village would be completely spoiled. No demand for more housing, many houses for sale
for a long time. Poor, expensive transport, 15 miles to nearest shops and 150 miles to main
hospitals, absolutely no work. Plenty of open area around village if necessary for house
building.
H-AL 14/6 – Lewis Niven (01747) - Development of this site will impact on the amenity of
adjacent properties during the construction phase and will lead to a loss of views and
peace and quiet, and an increase in traffic volumes.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 14/6 - Valerie Conley (01678) - I would much prefer that no housing be built on this
ground at the present time.
H-AL 14/6 - Norrie McPhee (02040) - Do not build in H-AL 14/6, explore the possibility of
building in another area
which would have less of an impact to the surrounding area.
H-AL 14/6 - Doris Niven (01671) - I am not prepared to remove my objection to 22 units of
social housing in this area
H-AL 14/6 – Lewis Niven (01747) - Refuse planning permission for the development of this
site.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD120)
H-AL 14/6 was identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan and received no objections to its
inclusion at that time. The site has been carried forward into the Argyll and Bute Local
Development Plan (Core doc ref: CD012) for the siting of 22 houses to help meet the
identified requirements of the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core doc ref:
CD008) for the South Kintyre area and support the overall settlement strategy of the plan.
The site is therefore considered by the Council to be effective and is now included in the
Housing Land Audit. (Core doc ref: CD009)
The requirement to provide a minimum of 25% affordable housing has been removed from
the Allocation H-AL 14/6 taking into account housing needs in the area.
The site occupies a central, greenfield location in a village that has been identified as a
Key Rural Settlement within the Local Development Plan with a range of existing services
including a rural primary school with sufficient capacity to accommodate new pupils. This
site is the only area of land that has been included as an Allocation for new housing in the
village and the objectors have not identified an equivalent replacement site for
consideration as an alternative. The loss of a view is not considered to be a valid material
consideration.
The Council considers that the development of this site for the purposes of housing, in
accordance with Local Development Plan Policies and Supplementary Guidance, including
our suite of design guides (Core doc ref: CD039), will not have an unacceptable
detrimental impact on the attractiveness of the Carradale as a place to live. Indeed, the
Council considers that the development of this site will help sustain local services, boost
economic growth and help to counter population loss in line with the key themes that have
been identified in the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (Core doc ref:
CD011) and the key Objectives of the Local Development Plan principally Key Objectives
(B) and (F) (Core doc ref: CD012)
In view of the foregoing, the Council recommends no modification to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 14/6 has been rolled forward from the current local
development plan. It is an area of mainly grassland, sloping down towards the coast and
partly adjoined by housing development.
2. I note that the proposal for a percentage of affordable housing, required in the local
plan, has been removed from the allocation. The council considers that the allocation is
effective and capable of contributing towards the housing target for the South Kintyre area.
3. Development of the site would inevitably change the local landscape, traffic
movements and views of the site from neighbouring properties. Nevertheless, the site has
no specific landscape protection designation. It would be possible to create a housing
development which would have no significant adverse impact on the living conditions of
neighbours. The council would be able to assess environmental impacts and mitigation
measures if a planning application is submitted in future with details of housing layout and
design. It is likely that adjacent residents would be consulted at the planning application
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stage by the council in accordance with normal development management procedures. In
view of the nearby houses, impacts at the development stage could be controlled through a
requirement for a construction management scheme.
4. The council also considers that the development of this site will help sustain local
services, boost economic growth and help to counter population loss. These potential
benefits, plus designation of Carradale as a Key Rural Settlement, weigh in favour of the
proposed allocation.
5. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local development plans should provide a
minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all times. Beyond year 10 of the plan
period, and up to year 20, the local development plan should provide an indication of the
possible scale and location of the housing land requirement.
6. H-AL 14/6 is required as part of the effective land supply and as a prospective means
of meeting the policy requirement for a generous supply of housing land to be available
over the plan period. It is also the only site allocated for housing development in Carradale
and no suitable alternative sites have been put forward in the local development plan for
examination.
7. I have taken all the representations into account, but conclude that there is no reason
to delete allocation H-AL 14/6 from the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS204

Housing Land - Southend

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 14/8 - Southend

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Isobel Reid (01771)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 14/8 - Isobel Reid (01771) - This proposal is not in keeping with the nature of the
village. This is a most unsightly layout.
This land is used for much needed agricultural purposes at the moment. It is not lying
vacant.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 14/8 - Isobel Reid (01771) - None stated
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD121)
H-AL 14/8 was included in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan as an allocation for housing for 9
units and no objections were received. The allocation is being carried forward into the
proposed LDP (Core doc ref:CD012). The capacity of this site has been revised upwards
to 14 in an effort to achieve the requirements of the Housing Needs and Demand
Assessment (Core doc ref: CD008) for the South Kintyre area with the requirement for a
minimum of 25% affordable also being removed.
The increased density of the site as proposed is also in line with the findings of the Main
Issues Report (MIR) (Core doc ref: CD013) which received public support for increasing
density on appropriate sites in order to deliver greater economies of scale.
The site is currently a greenfield, linear site that adjoins the existing settlement and reflects
the current settlement pattern. No site layout has yet been identified and this will be
subject to a detailed planning application in due course. Any subsequent planning
application will have to satisfy the requirements of the policies and supplementary
guidance of the Local development Plan including our suite of design guides (Core doc ref:
CD039).
The site is considered by the Council to be effective (subject to the outstanding objection to
the site in relation to the proposed increase of numbers from 9 to 14) as identified in the
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published Argyll and Bute Housing Land Audit (Core doc ref: CD009). The objector has
not identified an effective housing site to be included in the LDP as an alternative.
Paragraph 97 of the SPP (Core doc ref: CD007) indicates that only prime quality
agricultural land should be afforded protection from development in principle. There is no
prime quality agricultural land at Southend including the land covered by the housing
allocation H-AL 14/8.
The Council therefore considers that this site should be retained in the Local Development
Plan with no modifications.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL-14/8 has been rolled forward from the current local plan, but
with an increased density of 14 units. It is a linear area of agricultural land which is not
vacant and fronts the main road through the village. The allocation is located close to the
centre of the village and includes part of the access to Dunaverty Lodge.
2. The representation contends that the proposal is not in keeping with the nature of the
village and is a most unsightly layout. No layout for the site is proposed in the local
development plan, but the shape of the plot would only indicate sufficient depth for single
dwelling plots. This would be consistent with the generally linear form of development that
exists in Southend. There is less development in the village at this side of the road, but
any development on the site would adjoin a row of three existing dwellings. The density of
development, design and layout of H-AL-14/8, and impact on public views towards
Dunaverty Lodge from the road, would be matters for detailed consideration by the council
as part of the appraisal of any planning application that may be submitted in future.
3. The site would not affect prime agricultural land and forms part of the effective housing
land supply for the local development plan area. Having regard to the representations
received, I see no reason to delete the proposed housing allocation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS205A

Housing Land - Machrihanish A

Development plan
reference:

PDA 14/27 - Machrihanish

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Rachel K D Mason (01699)
David & Jillian Baxter (01754)
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997)
Margaret & Iain Henderson (01992)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 14/27 - Rachel K D Mason (01699) - The development of this PDA would affect our
privacy, amenity and views.
If the development of this site proceeds then the council must ensure that any proposals
respect the landscape and surrounding built environment.
PDA 14/27 - David & Jillian Baxter (01754) - The PDA encroaches on land we own, and
modern development would be out of character with the surrounding built environment.
Do not consider there is a need for additional housing in this area.
PDA 14/27 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Notes that the PDA 14/27 is
covered by Civil Aviation Authority safeguarding policies relative to Campbeltown airport.
PDA 14/27 - Margaret & Iain Henderson (01992) - Question why residents were not
consulted on this PDA when it was introduced in the current Local Plan which was adopted
in 2009.
Object to our garden being included within the PDA.
There are existing services (water/sewerage/electricity) running below the PDA and the
current infrastructure is inadequate to cope with additional development in this PDA.
The area covered by the PDA has been subject to surface water flooding in recent times.
There is no demand for new housing in the area.
Building in rural areas increases the need to travel which increase carbon emissions which
is contrary to the stated aims of the proposed LDP.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 14/27 - Rachel K D Mason (01699) - Removal of the PDA 14/27 or failing that
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preparation of a site development/design brief.
PDA 14/27 - David & Jillian Baxter (01754) - Removal of the PDA from the proposed LDP.
PDA 14/27 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Future development of PDA
14/27 should involve consultation with Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd.
PDA 14/27 Margaret & Iain Henderson (01992) - Removal of the PDA from the proposed
LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD104)
The PDA 14/27 is identified in the current local plan, and is to be carried forward into the
proposed LDP (Core doc ref: CD012).
All of the matters raised in connection with the development of this PDA such as design,
the impact on amenity of existing property, servicing, and access would be fully considered
as part of a planning assessment undertaken when development proposals are submitted
to the council as planning authority. The submission of a planning application(s) would also
allow those around the PDA to further engage through neighbour notification and
submitting comments on the proposals to the planning authority.
The identification of the PDA in the current local plan and the proposed LDP does not take
into account specific details of land ownership, and there is no element of compulsion on
owners of land covering the PDA to participate or agree to development of the land.
The issue of housing need in this case is subjective. The expectation in Scottish Planning
Policy (Core doc ref:CD007) is for….supply to be available ‘at all times’ and not just when
the economy is thriving. It is with this in mind that the proposed LDP contains a broad
range of both housing allocations and PDA’s in many settlements throughout Argyll and
Bute.
The Council considers that the development of this site will help sustain local services,
boost economic growth and help to counter population loss in line with the key themes that
have been identified in the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (Core
doc ref: CD011) and the Key Objectives of the Local Development Plan principally Key
Objectives (B) and (F) (Core doc ref: CD012).
PDA 14/27 is covered by the Machrihanish airport safeguarding zone and therefore any
new development occurring within the PDA would be subject to pre-existing consultation
processes when planning applications are submitted.
Residents were not previously consulted specifically on the PDA 14/27 when it was
identified in the current local plan because there was no requirement to neighbour notify all
those who own/occupy properties adjacent to proposed sites as is the case now with the
LDP process.
The PDA is not affected by flooding as indicated on the 1:200 flood maps. However, that is
not to suggest that there may be instances when the ground is affected by surface water
run-off, but such matters would be properly addressed through the planning process when
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an application was submitted for the development of the PDA.
The proposed LDP does in principle seek to reduce carbon emissions including reducing
the need to travel. However, such an approach has to be undertaken sensitively when the
proposed LDP also contains objectives aimed at retaining population. It is not the intention
of the proposed LDP to achieve carbon reduction by closing down opportunities for
additional development in existing settlements. The Council recommends no modification
to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 14/27 has been rolled forward from the current local
plan. The site comprises agricultural land located to the rear of a row of established
properties.
2. Representations advise that the boundary of the proposed potential development area
includes land in the ownership of adjacent householders, although no precise plan details
have been submitted. Nevertheless, although their property may be included in the
potential development area, the land owners would be under no compulsion to allow their
land to be developed. This is a matter that may be resolved at the planning application
stage when the site boundary of any development would be clarified. Notice would have to
be served by the developer on any land owners whose land was included within the
application boundary. It is likely that the council would also consult property owners
adjacent to the application site as part of normal development management procedures.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. Representations concerning PDA 14/27 refer to potential loss of privacy, amenity and
views for neighbours, surface water drainage problems and the need to ensure that if the
development of the site proceeds then any proposals must respect the landscape and
surrounding built environment. Such matters would be considered if detailed proposals for
the development of the area are submitted to the council as a planning application,
although it must be recognised that there is normally no right to ensure that particular
distant views from a property are retained.
5. Representations also submit that building in rural areas increases the Carbon footprint
and that there is no demand for private or social housing in the area. Reducing the need to
travel would be a material planning consideration. However, this would have to be
balanced against factors including the support for local facilities that may be provided by
additional housing and the plan’s objective of reducing population decline.
6. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local development plans should provide a
minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at all times. Beyond year 10 of the plan
period, and up to year 20, the local development plan should provide an indication of the
possible scale and location of the housing land requirement. Not all housing allocations
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and potential development areas may prove to be effective and capable of development.
Potential development area PDA 14/27 is required as a prospective means of meeting the
generous supply of housing land over the plan period.
7. PDA 14/27 falls within the safeguarded areas for Campbeltown Airport. It is important
that Highlands and Islands Airports Limited are consulted on any development proposals
for the site. The council has confirmed that consultation procedures are in place for
development affecting the airport safeguarding zone. On that basis there is no need to
modify the Local Development Plan.
8. The council has explained that residents were not previously consulted on the
proposed potential development area when it was identified in the local plan because there
was no requirement to notify people who own or occupy properties adjacent to proposed
sites, as is the current procedure with the proposed local development plan.
9.None of the matters raised in representations are sufficient reason, singly or
cumulatively, to warrant modification of the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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IS205B

Housing Land - Machrihanish B

Development plan
reference:

PDA3001 - Machrihanish Campbeltown
Airport

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA3001 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - The proposed PDA 3001 lies
within the Campbeltown airport safeguarding zone.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA3001 - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (01997) - Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd
(HIAL) should be consulted on any development proposals for this PDA.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD105)
The Council is aware of the requirement to consult HIAL within the airport Safeguarding
Zone and would do so as a matter of routine when determining any planning applications
within the PDA.
Reporter’s conclusions:
Potential development area PDA3001 falls within the safeguarded areas for Campbeltown
Airport. It is important that Highlands and Islands Airports Limited are consulted on any
development proposals for the site. The council has confirmed that consultation
procedures are in place in respect of planning applications for development affecting the
airport safeguarding zone. On that basis there is no need to modify the local development
plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS206

Housing Land - Skipness

Development plan
reference:

S222 - Skipness

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs A MacCuish (01802)
Belinda McAllister (01823)
Peter McAllister (01823)
Gwyn Abernethy (01936)
Ken Abernethy (01938)
Melissa James (01440)
Duncan Shaw (02075)
Jean Shaw (02076)
Provision of the
development plan
Economic Development/Housing Land Supply Skipness
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S222 - Mr & Mrs A MacCuish (01802) - We are in support of affordable housing. The
suitable location in our view would be the field directly behind Skipness school. Younger
families may move in which would benefit both the school and shop.
S222 - Belinda McAllister (01823) - No housing planned for the Skipness area.
S222 - Gwyn Abernethy (01936) - There is no provision for economic/housing development
in the Skipness area. This capacity would be vital for a rural community like ours to survive
and address the issue of an ageing population coupled with seasonal occupancy of
the housing stock.
S222 - Ken Abernethy (01938) - There is no Potential Development Area for Skipness in
North Kintyre. The absence of modern affordable housing threatens the viability of the
community as there is no provision for younger, economically active workers. This runs
contrary to Key Objectives A, B and F. Concern expressed about condition of estate
houses.
S222 - Melissa James (01440) - It appears that there is no inclusion of Skipness in the
local development plan as a key rural settlement area and no subsequent identification of
an area for housing development which -given the stated aims of the local development
plan means that this area fails to meet the key development aims of sustaining
and developing our rural settlements.
The lack of an area designated around the village for new building opportunities either on
the neighbouring property or on our land after the church is a disappointment as we would
welcome the chance to consider a building proposal and there is a need for affordable new
housing in the area.
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S222 - Duncan Shaw (02075) - No houses planned for young people with children to move
to Skipness.
S222 - Jean Shaw (02076) - I object to the lack of housing planned for the Skipness area,
which would let young people into the community as they are sadly lacking. The school,
church, shop and village hall are needing support as we are an ageing community. I have
lived here all my life and do not want to see the community die. As an eighty year old, it
saddens me to see how the village has changed.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S222 - Mr & Mrs A MacCuish (01802) - None stated
S222 - Belinda McAllister (01823) - Affordable housing to rent or buy, near Monybach
Farm and the road north of there. Shore at Achamenach, fields behind village.
S222 - Gwyn Abernethy (01936) - Some small scale development of affordable housing in
at least 2 locations in the Skipness area. Landowners are amenable. Suggested locations
might be 1. Behind the village on either side of the road to Caolfin farm. 2. On either side
of Monybachach farm or along the road to the north of the farm. 3. To the
west of the settlement of Claonaig on the road to Tarbert.
As a rural authority committed to fragile areas I would hope that this proposal
would be accepted.
S222 - Ken Abernethy (01938) - I believe that there is potential for a limited housing
development in the field behind the village, either along the foot of the slope or running up
the Coalfin road. Making this a PDA would contribute to meeting Key Challenges A, B and
F
S222 Melissa James (01440) - Designated areas for housing opportunities in Skipness and
its environs. It is also necessary to try to create appropriate rural business opportunities in
the community to provide economic growth or we will continue to wither and decay.
S222 - Duncan Shaw (02075) - Affordable housing to buy or rent in the village. Lots of sites
available, behind village back from the present houses, Claonaig west of the old Claonaig
Inn and north of the village.
S222 - Jean Shaw (02076) - I want you want to build houses which are suitable and
affordable for young families to move to this beautiful area. I think that the part known as
the Laggan strip north of Monybachach farm might be good for houses and the back of the
field behind the village below Coalfin farm and on the other side of the road to Caolfin. Also
the land at Claonaig west of the jetty on the right hand side of the road before the narrow
part. A few houses in any of these places would be acceptable.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD122)
Skipness is a small rural community in North Kintyre that contains a primary school and
post office. No allocated sites for housing or Potential Development Areas (PDAs),
affordable or mainstream, have been identified in the village as no developer or landowner
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came forward during the call for sites stage of the plan process, and the proposed LDP
suggests no change from the current adopted Local Plan (Core doc ref: CD012).
At the Proposed Plan stage of the Local Development Plan it is not possible to include
additional sites for the purpose of providing new housing allocations particularly where no
clear site has been identified by the objectors.
Despite the community’s widely held view that there is a demand for affordable housing in
Skipness there has been little evidence of demand for housing in the locality (Production
ref: PD062). The Council does accept that the methodologies employed in carrying out
surveys and the subsequent analysis in small communities such as Skipness may not
reveal the precise extent of locational housing need. It is also the case that funding
mechanisms and economies of scale also mitigate against the delivery of affordable social
housing in small rural communities.
That said, the Council considers that there remains considerable potential for the
refurbishment/re-use of existing buildings or new build in adjacent Rural Opportunity Areas
for the purposes of providing small scale, new housing. The Council also considers that
there is also considerable opportunity contained within the LDP to allow appropriate and
sustainable economic development to take place within the community in line with LDP
policies and supplementary guidance.
In addition, the Council will work with the local community, if the Reporter considers this to
be appropriate, to bring forward a specific community plan for Skipness to help deliver
community aspirations in line with the key themes of the Council’s Single Outcome
Agreement/Community Plan (Core doc ref: CD011) and the Local Development Plan Key
Objectives B, C and F (Core doc ref:CD012).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I observed at my site visit that Skipness has a nearby ferry link, a post office, primary
school, church and a village hall. It is also an attractive coastal area with beaches,
Skipness castle and views towards Arran.
2. It is clear from representations that some of the residents of Skipness wish to see
additional housing development in the village in order to meet the key development aim of
sustaining and developing rural settlements, and in view of what they consider to be an
ageing population, with no housing opportunities for young people. I note that no
developer or landowner came forward during the call for sites stage of the local
development plan process, and the council has proposed no new development or potential
development allocations, and no change from the current adopted local.
3. The council’s research and development officer has advised that he has no evidence of
un-met housing need in the area and there is no current housing need and demand
assessment specifically for Skipness area. There is also no registered social landlord.
Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in issue ISS400 above that there is
sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the
local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan
period to 2024.
4. Residents have suggested a number of sites within the village that might accommodate
additional housing, although no detailed information of any development constraints or
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assessment of effectiveness is provided. Care would have to be taken to ensure that any
new development met a genuine local need as opposed to the provision of dwellings that
could ultimately result in additional holiday accommodation. The need for housing and
suggested housing sites could be further investigated as part of the review for the next
local development plan, also taking into account the council’s view that there remains
considerable potential for refurbishment/re-use of existing buildings or new build in the
adjacent Rural Opportunity Areas.
5. The council’s proposal for a community plan for Skipness, including Claonaig appears
to be a potentially positive way forward. However, this course of action has not been
raised in representations from local residents and the development of a community plan
and appropriate consultation procedures would be a matter for the council to arrange with
local residents, rather being included in the recommendations for the local development
plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS207

Community Facility - Southend

Development plan
reference:

S219 - Southend Playing Field

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Sportscotland (01864)
Provision of the
development plan
Open Space Protection Areas
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S219 - Sportscotland (01864) - The SPP requires that all playing fields should be identified
in the LDP and it is noted that the playing field at Southend is not highlighted or protected
by the Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) designation that is applied to other playing
fields.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S219 - Sportscotland (01864) - Southend playing field should be covered by the Open
Space Protection Area designation.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Site location (Production ref: PD061)
The Council agrees that the playing field should be protected and that the Open Space
Protection Area (OSPA) designation should be applied. (Production ref: PD061)
If the Reporter is so minded the Council would agree to apply the OSPA designation to the
playing field in Southend.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Southend playing field is located close to existing housing at the north –eastern end of
the village. It comprises maintained grassland and childrens’ playspace as part of the
Southend Community Play Park. The council endorses Sportscotland’s representation and
I agree that it is appropriate that the area should be formally protected in the local
development plan in view of its recreational value for the local community.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by designating Southend playing field as an Open
Space Protection Area on Proposals Map 12 for Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands.
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ISS208

Development Land - Kilmichael

Development plan
reference:

PDA 12/34 - Kilmichael Glassary - South

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
James William Irvine (01911)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
loorelates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 12/34 - James William Irvine (01911) - Objection to further building development to
the area at the rear of Dunadd View (marked PDA 12/34) on Map 29 on the grounds that
any additional development could seriously effect/disrupt the existing ground water
table/water course.
Objector expresses concern that any further development on this area, such as housing,
hard landscaping, roads, footways and driveways etc. will inevitably affect the way surface
water accumulates and dissipates through the underlying stratum and could result in an
increase build up of surface water and the risk of flooding to the back gardens along the
boundary fence.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 12/34 - Mr James William Irvine (01911) - In order to support new housing
development in the area the objector has over marked (appended) on an aerial site plan, a
layout which he would support and consider being more feasible.
The benefits stated by the objector of this proposed revised site location plan include the
following:
- Reduced risk of adding to the existing surface water problems.
- Simplified routes for both surface water and foul drainage "off" of the site.
- Possibly better underlying ground conditions for foundations
- No requirement to divert the overhead power lines.
- Simpler and more direct access for all other site services BT, Cable etc.
- Increase site length would allow the developer to create longer and safer road access
sight lines.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 12/34 - James William Irvine (01911) - PDA 12/34 (Production Site Map PD001) has
been carried forward from the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan (2009) (Core Doc Ref.
CD001). Potential Development Areas (PDAs) have been identified in the Local
Development Plan as are areas where specific development opportunities may be
supported through the life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome. (Para
2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement). The constraints that are currently not fully resolved and
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issues that may require to be overcome have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA,
included in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The inclusion of
PDAs has proved extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide a generous and
flexible housing supply in line with Scottish Government expectations, helping to meet the
requirements of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc
Ref: CD008) and providing new development opportunities to help support economic
growth and boost the local population in line with the aspirations of the Council’s Single
Outcome agreement (Core Doc. Ref. CD011). This PDA may also be required to provide
an additional access in due course to the adjacent H-AL 12/15 that has not been subject to
an objection.
PDA 12/34 mini brief identifies the site for medium density housing, including affordable
with a number of constraints to be overcome in order to be effective within the period of the
plan including sewerage capacity, access/road constraints, the requirement for a
masterplan and for a flood risk assessment to be undertaken. In particular it has been
identified that surface water drainage is a concern on the site but it is not in a SEPA flood
risk zone and they, as a Key Agency, have not objected to the inclusion of this site within
the plan. The Council further considers that a solution to the surface water drainage issue
can be found through the use of SuDs (SG LDP SERV 2 – Incorporation of Natural
Features/Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) and an appropriate layout. A Drainage
Impact Assessment would be required (SG LDP SERV 3 Drainage Impact Assessment).
No layout for the PDA has been supplied by the landowner and the matters raised by the
objector will be dealt with at the planning application stage with any new development
proposal having to satisfy the requirements of the mini development brief together with all
other policies and supplementary guidance of the LDP including POLICY LDP STRAT 1;
POLICY LDP DM 1; POLICY LDP 3; SG LDP HOU 1; SG LDP SERV 1, 2, 3, &7; SG
Sustainable Siting and Design Principles; SG Access and Parking Standards.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Council considers that the boundary of PDA 12/34 should remain
unaltered in the Proposed LDP and that the matters raised by the objector be fully
addressed through the submission of a subsequent masterplan and detailed planning
application that deals with all the substantive matters raised and all other relevant material
considerations as they arise.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Allocation PDA 12/34 is agricultural land located to the north of relatively modern
development at Dunadd View. It adjoins an undeveloped housing allocation H-AL 12/15 at
its north-western end. Part of the land at the rear of the development at Dunadd View is
occupied by an area of marshland with wetland vegetation. This indicates impeded
drainage and is symptomatic of the observations made by Mr Irvine in his representation.
Mr Irvine describes the underlying geology and advises that the land acts as a catchment
area for water from the surrounding hills. The representation seeks an amendment to the
boundary of allocation PDA 12/34 to exclude the marshland and to re-locate the site. The
representation also refers to the potential benefits of the revised site, including no
requirement to divert overhead power lines and easier access for services.
2. I note that PDA 12/34 has been carried forward as an allocation that is included in the
current local plan. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the
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local development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps.
They are mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within
which opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off,
redevelopment or new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved
and issues may require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’
accompanying these PDAs before development opportunities within the PDA area can be
realised and be supported by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable
development sites”.
3. The council is aware that surface water drainage is a concern on the site. Clearly
drainage is a matter which will require further investigation in order to facilitate any
potential development and to avoid harm to existing adjacent properties. The council has
advised that a drainage impact assessment would be required as part of any future
planning application and that sustainable urban drainage systems could be applied. I
expect that adjacent land owners would be consulted on any planning application
submitted for PDA 12/34 as part of normal development management procedures,
providing an opportunity for neighbouring residents to comment further on any drainage
proposals. The need for overhead line diversion and provision of services would be
matters for prospective developers to take into account.
4. No detailed information has been submitted regarding any potential constraints that
may affect the revised site area proposed in the representation. That proposal would result
in a significant extension of the settlement of Bridgend to the north towards Kilmichael
Glassary and would not easily allow any additional access to H-AL12/15.
5. I conclude that the matter of surface water drainage is potentially capable of resolution
and there would be no need to revise the site area for potential development area PDA
12/34 as suggested.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS209

Development Land - Craobh Haven

Development plan
reference:

PDA3006 – Craobh Haven

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Jo Woodcock (02100)
Neil Henderson (01995)
Neil Graham (01681)
Dr Ainsley Reid (02067)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA3006 Jo Woodcock (02100) - Objector considers that the LDP would have a
detrimental effect on Craobh Haven. At the moment there are a number of properties
empty and have been for quite a while so to have more empty properties would be
uneconomical.
Objector considers that Craobh Haven is a place of outstanding natural beauty and is a
very tranquil place with plenty of space. The objector further contends that by filling in all
the proposed areas with tourism, business and low cost housing would make Craobh
Haven not what it is today the peace and tranquillity would no longer exist.
PDA3006 Neil Henderson (01995) - Objects to the proposed development of PDA3006 as
it would have a detrimental effect on the current houses on the green and marina complex.
The objector considers that development would greatly lower the area’s appeal to tourists,
holiday makers and resident alike by the building of a large number of houses on or close
to the water’s edge or to the south of the Green, the very reason Craobh Haven was
developed for originally was as a leisure complex in an attractive, uncluttered location.
No need for additional housing in Craobh Haven.
PDA3006 Neil Graham (01681) - Objects to the current boundary to ensure that a service
strip can be established behind 1 to 35 The Green. (see Map provided by Objector)
PDA3006 Dr Ainsley Reid (02067) - General support expressed for PDA3006 which will
support existing facilities. Concern expressed about building on existing car park.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA3006 Ms Jo Woodcock (02100) - None stated
PDA3006 Mr Neil Henderson (01995) - None stated
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PDA3006 Mr Neil Graham (01681) - To allow for a service strip to be established behind 1
to 35 The Green
PDA3006Dr Ainsley Reid (02067) - No building on the car park.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context
Craobh Haven is located on the Craignish Penninsular approximately 20 miles south of
Oban and 15 miles north of Lochgilphead two of Argyll and Bute’s Main Towns. Craobh is
linked to the main A816 by an upgraded road that has been adopted by Argyll and Bute
Council in 2013 and is served by a regular bus service.
From 1983 onwards the area was developed primarily as a holiday resort encompassing a
pub, shop and marina with associated boatyard and storage area. Planning Consent was
obtained in 1983, for a water related leisure development, which was to be realised in three
phases. (Production :Planning history PD214)




Phase 1 was for the creation of a marina having 140 berths, accompanied by a
development of 136 houses with appropriate commercial development, on 47 acres.
The Green development formed part of this first phase.
Phase 2 proposed to increase the number of berths to 200, and increase the
number of houses to 350 on a further 64 acres.
Phase 3 proposed further expansion to approx 500 berths, and adding further
housing and commercial/leisure related development on a total of 330 acres.

Due to economic reasons and a lack of key infrastructure such as an adopted road these
phases were not fully implemented. That said, the area has also been subject to
numerous detailed and outline planning consents following the initial submitted concept
primarily for housing and facilities such as chandlery, marina offices, toilet block, bistro and
associated parking some of which have been constructed and some not.
The most significant of these were submitted by ALMA Leisure who successfully received
consent Ref: 04/00057/DET - Residential development (163 dwellings, 32
maisonettes/flats), 4 retail units, 1 cafe, sewage treatment works, 100 berth pontoon
extension, layout of roads and car parking and improvement of access road from A816.
This consent was amended and subsequently renewed in 2008 Ref: 08/01239/OUT Residential development (159 dwellings, 32 maisonettes/flats), 4 retail units, 1 cafe,
sewage treatment works, 100 berth pontoon extension, layout of roads and car parking and
improvements of access road from A816.
However, these consents have again largely been unimplemented due to the ambitious
scale of the proposal together with the presence of constraints (water, sewerage and road
access) and have subsequently lapsed.
As a consequence of this and in recognition of the identified constraints all housing
allocations (H-AL 12/9 – 12) identified in the Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core
Document : CD001) have been removed and are proposed to be replaced by PDA3006
and PDA3012 (not objected to) in the PLDP. The area is also covered by Strategic
Masterplan MAST 1/7 Craobh Haven of the LDP, which has been objected to by a Mr Neil
Tough (00705) and is addressed by the Council in a separate schedule 4 (ISS209A).
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PDA3006 is for mixed use including tourism/housing/business and PDA3012 is for Mixed
Use (Core Document – Action Programme: CD030). PDA 3006 covers an area in the
current Local Plan identified as housing allocations H-AL 12/10; H-AL 12/11 and H-AL
12/12 (Production: Site Map PD215) for 44 units including 25% affordable. The relatively
low number indicated for these allocations reflected the fact that the granted consents at
that time contained a majority of holiday accommodation units.
PDAs are areas where specific development opportunities may be supported through the
life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome. (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written
Statement). The constraints are not currently fully resolved and issues may require to be
overcome that have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA that has been included in
the Draft Action Programme (Core Doc Ref: CD030).
Housing Supply : PDA3006 Jo Woodcock (02100); PDA3006 Neil Henderson (01995) The inclusion of PDAs has proved extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide
a generous and flexible housing supply in line with Scottish Government expectations,
helping to meet the requirements of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand
Assessment (Core Doc Ref:CD008) and providing new development opportunities to help
support economic growth and boost the local population in line with the aspirations of the
Council’s Single Outcome agreement (Core Doc. Ref: CD011). Ardfern/Craobh Haven has
been identified as a key rural settlement to act as a rural growth point given its capacity
and range of existing facilities (Core Document: Monitoring Statement May 2011 para 3.46
CD046).
The replacement of the housing allocations with Potential Development Areas recognises
the need to address constraints (water, sewerage and nature conservation) and that the
sites cannot now be considered effective unless these constraints are overcome during the
life of the LDP. The housing numbers have therefore moved from the effective supply into
the established supply to reflect this. The two PDAs are intended to provide a minimum of
25 affordable housing with approximately 80 dwellings in total, some of which will be used
as holiday/second home accommodation. The current owners of the land, Holt Leisure,
covered by these 2 PDAs are currently working to address these constraints. Works
(funded entirely by Holt Leisure) are now finished on the access road, which has been
adopted by the Council in 2013. A draft masterplan has also been produced for both PDAs
(Production Ref: PD216).
Design: PDA3006 Neil Henderson (01995); PDA3006 Jo Woodcock (02100) - This draft
masterplan shows indicative layouts for taking the development forward in accordance with
the aspirations of the Craignish Community Plan, which was prepared by the Craignish
Community Council in partnership with the Council’s Planning Service and which was
subsequently approved by the Council in November 2012 as non-statutory supplementary
guidance (Core Document CD045). The community’s ambition for Craobh Haven was to
help create more of a permanent settlement in the village following existing settlement
boundaries. The PDA is situated within an Area of Panoramic Quality and as such SG LDP
13 (Core Doc CD015) will require to be taken into account. The Argyll and Bute
Sustainable Design Guidance and a required masterplan approach will ensure design
aspects are fully taken into account.
Service Strip and Car Park: PDA3006 Neil Graham (01681); PDA3006; Dr Ainsley Reid
(02067) - The draft masterplan also indicates that no development will take place on the
designated car park that serves the marina development and provision will also be made
for a service corridor to be provided at the rear of 1 to 35 The Green. The Council
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considers that this will address the objections raised by Neil Graham (01681) and Dr
Ainsley Reid (02067). In addition a note regarding this constraint has been added to the
PDA mini brief (Draft Action Programme Core Document CD030)
In terms of peace and tranquillity the area will still contain a rural feel with considerable
areas designated as Open Space Protection Areas or as Countryside. The PDA
designations will allow for considerably less development than was previously consented
for which the Council considers will be more sympathetic to the character of the
surrounding area.
Conclusion
In conclusion, Craobh Haven has been subject to considerable change in recent decades
in its changing role from a landed rural estate to a tourist resort linked to the marina and
other tourist facilities. The Council does not consider that this change has deterred tourists
to the area given the resultant improvements to access and holiday facilities that have
taken place. The Council also does not consider that further development in this location,
a key rural settlement with potential for growth, would lower the appeal of tourists to the
area if this done in a sensitive manner taking into account all the relevant policies and
supplementary guidance of the Local Development Plan.
The Council does however recognise that the scale of the original leisure village, as initially
planned, is undeliverable in the current climate and there is also a need to deliver a mixed
community to better reflect the wishes of the approved Craignish Community Plan. For this
reason the Council considers that PDA3006 should be retained in the plan with an
unaltered boundary for the purpose of mixed use including new housing, (including
affordable). Development of the PDA is subject to the identified constraints in the mini brief
being dealt with satisfactorily.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Craobh Haven is a coastal leisure and housing development located in the Craignish
Peninsula. The council has explained the history of development proposals for the area
and reasons why housing allocations in the current local plan have not been carried
forward. The local development plan now includes three potential development areas
(PDA 3006 –mixed use, tourism, housing, business, PDA 3012-mixed use and PDA 12/81caravan park) and an extensive area designated for a masterplan (MAST 1/7). I note the
new emphasis on a mixed community in line with the objectives of the housing following
the objectives of the Craignish Community Plan.
2. Representations regarding potential development area PDA 3006 include the effect of
new development on the tranquillity and spaciousness of Craobh Haven, number of empty
properties/lack of need for housing, and a submission advising that the car park serves the
public house and marina and should not be developed.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
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by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. Draft masterplans have been produced for PDA 3006 and PDA 3012, but not for the
wider area indicated in the local development plan proposals map for Croabh Haven. The
council advises that there is no intention to develop the dedicated car park. This is logical
given the proximity of the car park to the marina, public house and shop that it serves.
5. The original intentions for Croabh Haven as a leisure village were clearly ambitious.
The number of dwellings now proposed (around 80 compared to over 350 in the original
scheme of phased development) is a very significant reduction. This diminished scale of
development would have a much lesser impact on the peace and tranquillity of the area
than if the original plans were to be pursued. The designation of potential development
areas should give the council the opportunity to influence the design and location of
development, including any sensitive coastal land close to the water’s edge, bearing in
mind that the area is designated for its panoramic quality. Housing development, including
a proportion of affordable housing, would potentially contribute towards the housing target
for the local development plan area. I see no reason to modify the local development plan
to further reduce the amount of potential development land.
6. The representation from the owner of No.31 The Green requests that the service strip
at the rear of Nos.1-35 The Green be included within PDA 3006. The service strip is an
access track which appears to be mainly used by pedestrians. The council has advised
that provision will be made for a service corridor to be provided at the rear of Nos.1-35 The
Green. However, this is only a proposal in a draft masterplan. I consider that it would be
preferable to include the current service strip within the potential development area, as
sought in the representation and in recognition of the existing situation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by including the service access at the rear of Nos.1- 35
The Green within potential development area PDA 3006, as shown on submitted
documents SD125-SD128.
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IS209A

Development Land - Craobh Haven

MAST 1/7- Strategic Master Plan Craobh
Haven – Mixed Use
Development plan S203A Key Rural Community Status
Reporter:
(Ardfern and Craobh Haven)
Martin Seddon
reference:
S203 - Craobh Haven – Open Space
Protection Area
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Neil Tough (00705)
Stanley Hampton (00265)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Neil Tough (00705) - Strategic Master Plan - MAST 1/7 Craobh Haven – Mixed Use
Objection to the inclusion of MAST 1/7 that covers a large area of Craobh Haven given:The development history of the area; difficulty in obtaining agreement with all stakeholders
and the masterplan will stagnate any development by individuals. The objector states that
“blight” has been caused by 3 factors:-water and sewerage constraints; Tree Preservation
Orders – considered to be in place but only more recently made; Open Space Protection
Areas appear to be significantly greater in area than would be expected.
S203A Neil Tough (00705)- Linking two settlements as a Key Rural Settlement
The objector states that linking two settlements of Ardfern and Craobh Haven is
preposterous as they are two distinct areas with completely different characteristics and
on-going needs. The objector sets out the differing functions, facilities, locational
characteristics and infrastructure of Ardfern and Craobh Haven.
S203 Open Space Protection Areas Neil Tough (00705) - The objector states that not all of
the Open Space Protection Areas are assessed in any published open space audit and
there is no specific statement why the value of this unmanaged and private land is high
enough to restrict development within the Settlement Zone. The objector sets out a number
of reasons why the land should not be designated as OSPA in this area as follows:
 Safeguarding a landscape feature is not a key purpose of the designation
 Population to open space ratio - overprovision.
 The vast majority are unmaintained open spaces on private land
 overprovision of unmaintained open space within the Settlement Zone, which is
more than sufficient for amenity provision.
 The concept is understood to have been developed to deal with providing and
protecting open spaces within developed urban areas
 The Scottish Planning Document (2010) sets out some objectives for an OSPA.
Application of these to a rural, very much underdeveloped area such as Craobh
Haven is difficult to understand
 Location of OSPAs given that almost no development has taken place since 1987,
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and the Holt Leisure Parks development has not progressed very far.
It is noted that the objector has also raised issues regarding how the detailed
Supplementary Guidance SG LDP REC/COM 1 would be applied. It is considered
that these matters are issues for the Council.
S203 – Open Space Protection Areas Stanley Hampton (00265)
The objector is seeking the removal of an Open Space Protection Area in Craobh Haven to
permit development at that location and has provided a number of attachments to support
this case in respect of:
1 Open Space Protection Area affecting plot 8s Craobh Haven
2 Planning situation at Craobh Haven as at 2013
3 History of Open Space Protection Areas on plot 8s
4 Latest Local Plan
5 Plan showing “s” plots on 1/2 acre hill
6 Craobh Development Plan as at 01/03/1985
7 Petition : Residents of Craignish and businesses
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MAST 1/7 Neil Tough (00705) - The Masterplan idea should be removed and individual
"stakeholders" allowed to develop with the planning guidelines.
S203A Neil Tough (00705) - Linking two settlements as a Key Rural Settlement
Each settlement should have its own identity as a Key Rural Settlement
S203 - Stanley Hampton (00265) - An indication that the part of the OSPA covering Plot 8s
will be removed in the new Local Plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Neil Tough (00705) - Strategic Master Plan - MAST 1/7 Craobh Haven – Mixed Use
The Council considered that the inclusion of a strategic masterplan (MAST1/7) at Craobh
Haven would help to unlock the development potential of the area in a sustainable,
transparent and co-ordinated manner. The planning history of this area has been complex
since 1983 when the initial marina/tourism development was proposed and partially
implemented. The reasons for delay are outlined in the submitted Schedule 4 that
addresses issue ISS209-PDA3006 with a lack of suitable access being one of the principle
constraints that has recently been removed through investment by Holt Leisure in
upgrading the principal access road in 2012/13.
However, since publishing the Proposed Local Development Plan, two draft Masterplans
have been prepared by Holt Leisure (Production Ref. PD216) for PDAs 3006 and 3012.
Given that these Masterplans deal with the significant development issues in the Craobh
Haven area and the Craignish Plan (Core Doc ref CD045) provides an overarching local
framework it is no longer considered necessary to have a Strategic Masterplan for the
Craobh Haven area. Therefore, if the Reporter is so minded, the Council would be content
with the removal of MAST 1/7 Strategic Masterplan Craobh Haven from the proposals map
and any related schedules.
S203 Open Space Protection Areas Craobh Haven Neil Tough (00705); Stanley Hampton
(00265) - The Council, as the planning authority, identified Open Space Protection Areas
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(OSPAs) in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan, which was adopted in 2009 (Core Doc ref:
CD001). These areas have been carried forward into the Proposed Local Development
Plan, identified on the Proposals Maps. OSPAs are defined as – areas of valued open
space, sports pitches and playing fields as identified in the Proposal Maps of the Local
Development Plan. In designating the OSPAs the Council paid due regard to the relevant
national planning policy and guidance of the time. The Council took into consideration
relevant factors such as amenity value, development pressure, biodiversity and access. It
used a Geographical Information System [GIS] as one of the tools to assist in this
assessment, which contains a significant amount of spatial data. All OSPAs in the
Proposed Local Development Plan are recorded in the GIS, which identifies attributes such
as size, location and associated environmental and access factors. This provides a basic
level of audit for the OSPAs.
In carrying forward the OSPAs into the Proposed Local Development Plan new and
emerging policy and other material considerations were taken into account. This involved
the assessment of i) issues raised during the Main Issues Stage; ii) changes in policy; iii)
future development requirements for the area; iv) representations v) and a site visit. It is
considered that there has been no material change in circumstances to warrant a change
in the designation of this area as an Open Space Protection Area. Scottish Planning Policy
2010 para 149 states Open space which is valued or contributes to local amenity or
biodiversity should be protected in the development plan (Core Doc Ref: CD007). It is
considered that this does not conflict with policy stance taken in the emerging Scottish
Planning Policy – consultation draft (Core Doc Ref CD051). Open Space Protection Areas
(OSPAs) have therefore been designated in the Proposed Local Development Plan to
safeguard areas of valued open space, sports pitches and playing fields from being
developed. OSPAs are needed to safeguard open space as the demand for new
development on certain valued open space areas has increased.
There are a number of Open Space Protection Areas in the Craobh Haven Area, both
within and close to the settlement. The amount in this area relates to the nature of the open
space and the pressures upon it. As with any environmental designation the location and
quantity are based on the nature of and pressures on that specific resource, not simply
population levels. The area at Craobh Haven (Plot 8s), subject of this objection, is
safeguarded for its amenity value (related to topography, landscape, character) within an
Area of Panoramic Quality, its biodiversity as it contains an area identified as Ancient Semi
Natural Woodland and also due to the pressure for inappropriate development at this
particular location (See Planning History Production Ref PD270).
Since the Adoption of the Local Plan the Council has conducted detailed Open Space
Audits for its six Main Towns only, in accordance with guidance in PAN 65 and advice from
Greenspace Scotland. The Main Towns do not include Craobh Haven for which only the
basic audit information is held within the GIS. However, all the OSPAs in the Proposed
Local Development Plan have had appropriate consideration given to their designation.
Scottish Planning Policy (Core Doc Ref: CD007) states “Open space which is not identified
in the strategy but which is valued and functional or contributes to local amenity or
biodiversity should also be protected.” It is considered that the OSPAs at Craobh Haven
meet with this requirement.
The process for identification and designation of the OSPAs at Craobh Haven has already
been subject to third party scrutiny by Scottish Government Reporters at the Public Local
Inquiry into the Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan 2009.
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( Reporters Findings 9.2, Production Ref PD271)In terms of the Open Space Protection
Areas the Scottish Government Reporters at the Public Local Inquiry stated:“…As to whether the policy, as worded, would prevent windfall sites from being brought
forward, we agree that it may well do so where the loss of established playing fields, sports
pitches and Open Space Protection Areas is concerned. The policy is framed so as to
presume against development of these areas, as they are considered to be of value to the
community - and of greater value in their present form than they would be as housing land
for the limited number of houses that they would accommodate….
Recommendation
We therefore recommend no change to the plan to accommodate these objections.”
(Reporters Findings 18.2.10, Production Ref PD272)In terms of a specific site at Craobh
Haven, the designation of which was objected to, the Reporters stated in their conclusions
that “The landscape is both hilly and well wooded in the area of the objection site, and we
agree with the council that it would be difficult to fit even a low density development into the
area without causing considerable damage to trees and landscape, to an extent that it
would alter the existing character irrevocably, and to its detriment. We therefore consider
that there would be little purpose in adjusting any part of, or removing the designated Open
Space Protection Area.
Recommendation
Accordingly, we recommend no change to the plan in respect of this objection.”
The above clearly demonstrates that this Open Space Protection Area was appropriately
designated as such by the planning authority and sets out the key reasons for the
designation of this particular OSPA, namely – topography, landscape, valued trees,
existing character. Therefore it is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a
result of this issue.
Neil Tough (00705) - Linking two settlements as a Key Rural Settlement
The Council rejects this objection on the grounds that these two communities are
intrinsically linked due to their history, land ownership, geography, social fabric and
economic interdependency. Both communities are located on the Craignish Peninsular
and come under the remit of the Craignish Community Council that took forward the
Craignish Community Plan that addressed the land use needs of both communities and the
wider hinterland. (Core Doc. Ref CD045).
Both communities share the use of the Craignish Primary School, church, shops,
community fire station, pubs and newly built Craignish Hall. Access to this range of
facilities was a main element in the designation of Key Rural Settlements (Main Issues
Report :Monitoring Statement May 2011 para 3.46. Rural Renaissance Towns – Key
Facilities Core Document Ref CD046). Much of the land in both communities was under
the ownership of Lunga Estate that still exists today. The communities are also linked
physically by the adopted public road and private estate roads which allow people of both
communities to access local services including public transport.
Both Ardfern and Craobh Haven are subject to significant development pressure for
tourism and new housing associated with their outstanding natural environment. The
PLDP recognises this but also acknowledges that Ardfern and Craobh Haven have further
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potential for sustainable growth that makes their designation as a Key Rural Settlement
logical. Therefore it is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a result of this
issue.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The council indicates that two draft masterplans have been prepared for PDA 3006 and
PDA 3012. It advises that is no longer considered necessary to have a strategic
masterplan for the Craobh Haven area. Mr Tough seeks to have the masterplan proposal
removed and individual stakeholders allowed to develop with the planning guidelines.
2. The masterplan document appears to have been submitted to the council in 2013
following an outline application for 3 dwellinghouses next to Gigha cottage and a
recognition that a detailed strategy was required to demonstrate the sustainable delivery of
housing. The masterplans for the two potential development areas are in draft and it is
unclear who was consulted on the contents. For these reasons they can only be afforded
limited weight as a planning consideration. The proposed land use allocations,
designations and potential development areas shown in the Proposals Map for Craobh
Haven would establish a broad framework for the future development of the settlement,
within which detailed development proposals could be brought forward. I agree with the
council and representation that the requirement for an overall masterplan should be
removed.
3. Mr Tough submits that Ardfern and Craobh Haven should never have been put
together as a key rural settlement, being at opposite sides of the peninsula with poor road
connections and needing vastly different solutions to the many issues. The bulk of facilities
are in the established community of Ardfern and some facilities, such as the public houses
and marinas are in completion for trade.
4. The council’s approach to these settlements appears to be based upon their inclusion
within the Craignish Community Council area for which a community plan was prepared in
2011. I note that Craobh Haven shares some of the facilities at Ardfern, including the
primary school. On this basis it seems reasonable to me to consider the future
development of the two settlements together, to allow the best use of resources to be
made, whilst conserving their separate identities. The local development plan can allow
the local distinctiveness of the two settlements to be maintained as part of the planning
process for the Craignish peninsula as a whole and there is no reason to change the key
settlement status.
5. Mr Tough objects to supplementary guidance SG LDP REC/COM 1. Supplementary
guidance is not a matter which is before me at this examination. Nevertheless, I have
assessed the form and distribution of the proposed Open Space Protection Areas for
Craobh Haven within the local development plan. The designated areas were carried
forward from the current local plan. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that local
development plans should identify and protect open space identified in the open space
audit and strategy as valued and functional or capable of being brought into use to meet
local needs. The open space at Craobh Haven was not designated as part of an overall
audit. Nevertheless, the council has assessed each proposed Open Space Protection
Area on an individual basis.
6. The council has explained that the amount of open space in the Craobh Haven area
relates to the nature of the open space and the pressures upon it. It is safeguarded for its
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amenity value within an Area of Panoramic Quality and for its biodiversity, as it contains an
area identified as ancient semi-natural woodland. Scottish Planning Policy advises that
ancient semi-natural woodland is an irreplaceable resource and, along with other
woodlands, hedgerows and individual trees, especially veteran trees of high nature
conservation and landscape value, should be protected from adverse impacts resulting
from development. I see no reason for the deletion of the Open Space Protection Areas at
Craobh Haven as they would be retained as areas of valued open space as and when
development proceeded in accordance with the local development plan.
7. Mr Hampton has made a specific representation which seeks to remove the Open
Space Protection Area covering plot 8s at ½ acre hill. I note that application ref:
12/00886/PP for the erection of a dwellinghouse on plot 8s (0.14 hectares) was refused in
February 2013 for reasons including the conflict with local plan policies relating to the Open
Space Protection Area, the Tree Preservation Order and biodiversity value of the wider
area of ancient semi-natural woodland. There has been no material change in
circumstances since that application was refused. I inspected the site subject to the
representation and noted its hillside topography and tree cover which makes a positive
contribution to the amenity of the area. It was clear that even the development of a single
dwelling would require a new access, engineering operations and loss of tree cover that
would significantly harm this area of woodland and its amenity value. I have taken the
submissions supporting the representation into account, including the petition in favour of
development. However, I conclude that the part of the Open Space Protection Area
designation covering plot 8s should be retained.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by the removal of MAST 1/7 Strategic Masterplan
Craobh Haven from the proposals map for Craobh Haven and any related schedules.
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ISS210

Development land - Tayvallich

PDA 12/51 - Tayvallich - Carsaig
PDA 12/42 - Tayvallich - Back Brae
S212 - Carsaig/Tayvallich Site 2
S211 - Carsaig/Tayvallich Site 1
Development plan
Reporter:
PDA 12/46 - Tayvallich - Kintallen
Martin Seddon
reference:
D424 - Tayvallich Settlement Boundary
H-AL 12/21 - Tayvallich
S214 - Land South West of Dun Eistien,
near Tayvallich
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kevin J Williams (01758)
Rona Blythe (01826)
Marjorie Drysdale (01828)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Maureen Taylor (01799)
Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889)
Anne Munro (01906)
J McChessney & F Huntingford (01335)
Jim McChesney (01623)
John McArthur (02034)
Iain & Janet Paterson (02054)
Scott Raeburn (02065)
Tayvallich Estate (01924)
Henry B Semple (01794)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 12/51 - Kevin J Williams (01758) - The Objector states that PDA 12/51 at Port-naCloiche and the adjacent areas are served by a sub-standard un-adopted private road and
track that already serves ten dwellings, 27 static caravans, a public cemetery, an
operational farm and a popular launching point for small boats and kayaks.
The Objector contends that this level of development is already well beyond the
reasonable capacity of the road/track, which is in poor condition and has no passing
places. Consequently, there should be no further incremental development until a
comprehensive detailed plan for the whole area served by this road/track is produced and
agreed and that the road is improved or realigned to adoptable standard.
PDA 12/51 - Rona Blythe (01826) - The Objector contends that this is an area of
outstanding natural beauty situated overlooking a sweeping bay with natural hills and
vegetation all around. Nearby to the north of the proposed site is an identified SSSI (Site of
Special Scientific Interest). Snipe are the special feature bird of this site. Access would be
a problem as access roads are inadequate.
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PDA 12/51 - Marjorie Drysdale (01828) - The Objector contends that an area of scenic
beauty could be irreparably damaged by an influx of housing development. Concern is also
expressed on the state of the access road and small bridge, together with potential harm
increased drainage and sewerage would have on the waters of the bay.
PDA 12/51 - Henry B Semple (01794) - The Objector states that this proposal will destroy
the beauty and tranquillity of Carsaig Bay which at the moment is a tourist attraction
because it is so unspoilt. The Objector suggests that if there has to be a housing
development then it should be out of sight beyond Inchjura on the north of the bay.
PDA 12/51 - Iain & Janet Paterson (02054) - The Objectors state they have major
concerns about the Mixed Use description where small scale housing development is part
of that description. They consider that idea would destroy the area, which is presently a
farm.
The Objectors contend that there is an access issue as they own part of the tract leading to
the present caravan site. The Objectors are also concerned if a hotel is to be developed as
it would have a major effect on the present homes around the PDA with access again an
issue.
The Objectors also state that any development on the PDA would destroy the beauty
of Carsaig Bay.
PDA 12/51 - Tayvallich Estate (01924) - Expression of support for PDA 12/51 as it would
support an existing business, provide local employment opportunities and lies outwith the
SAC and SSSI.
PDA 12/51 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector states that the PDA is
adjacent to Tayvallich Juniper and Coast Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and requires
assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
PDA 12/51 - Maureen Taylor (01799) - The objector states that this is a beautiful natural
area. Also that the visitors who come to the existing caravans do not intrude on the peace
and tranquility of the area. The objector does not wish to see housing development and is
unclear of what development would be permitted by mixed use. Concerns are raised
regarding any extra dwellings affecting the quality of the sea water that children paddle,
swim and take dogs in.
PDA 12/42 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector states that the PDA is
adjacent to Tayvallich Juniper and Coast Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and so
requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
PDA 12/42 - Tayvallich Estate (01924) - Expression of support for PDA 12/42
PDA 12/42 - Scott Raeburn (02065) - The Objectors are supportive of the PDA for
affordable housing provided the narrowness of the access track be addressed that is
contiguous with their property.
S212 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - The Objectors state that representations were
made in February 2010 to include the attached site (See Map attachment) in the new Local
Development Plan. The Objectors now wish this site, that lies adjacent to the settlement
boundary, to be included for small scale housing as it would have a minimum impact on the
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character of the settlement and surrounding landscape.
S211 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - The Objectors state that representations were
made in February 2010 to include the attached site (See Supporting Documents) in the
new Local Development Plan. The Objectors now wish that this site, that lies adjacent to
the settlement boundary, to be included for small scale housing as it would have a
minimum impact on the character of the settlement and surrounding landscape.
PDA 12/46 - Anne Munro (01906) - Request for PDA 12/46 to be upgraded, at least in part,
to a housing allocation in the LDP. The Objector contends that the site is more straight
forward to develop as it is unconstrained topographically; is contained visually in landscape
terms and presents no servicing or access problems. The Objector contends that
according to their own research there is considerable unsatisfied demand in the village for
new housing but that there is a low demand for affordable housing but a healthy demand
for private rented.
D424 - J McChessney & F Huntingford (01335); Jim McChesney (01623) - Support
expressed for the settlement boundary at Glen Sabhail as shown in the LDP.
S214 - Tayvallich Estate (01924) - Support expressed for the settlement boundary of the
LDP within Tayvallich
H-AL 12/21 - John McArthur (02034) - The Objector contends that H-AL 12/21 currently
zoned for building of houses is one of the best grazing sites in the area .On the formulation
of the current plan zoning for building was vigourously opposed by the residents of the
area. The objector notes that this and other identified sites in the area have not as yet been
developed and new build houses remain vacant. The objector contends that there is not
the demand suggested by the builder and this site should revert again to agricultural use.
Issues noted by the objector are as follows:- The site is prominent being on a hillside to the
north of the Carsaig flood plain; development of the site would require a steep entrance
road; the development with roads and hard standing would greatly increase both the
volume and rate of water runoff into the flood plain; It is to be noted that there is no public
sewage facilities to, the west of Tayvallich in the Carsaig area. Current SEPA regulations
require developments to discharge water and sewage into the mains system currently only
extended by Scottish Water to the Front of Tayvallich Bay. Further discharge into the
Carsaig area through private sewage treatment systems is not appropriate and could
contaminate the Carsaig water course (adjacent to Site of Special Scientific Interest) and
floodplain. The Tayvallich road, which takes all traffic to the village and is single track with
passing places, has heavy use, and additional traffic associated with increased housing
would result in further road deterioration.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 12/51 - Kevin J Williams (01758) - The objector requests that PDA 12/51 should be
extended to include all land within the Village Envelope served by the access road/track in
this locality at Port-na-Cloiche.
PDA 12/51 - Rona Blythe (01826) - No further development should be allowed
PDA 12/51 - Marjorie Drysdale (01828) - None stated
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PDA 12/51 - Maureen Taylor (01799) - Retain status quo
PDA 12/51 - Henry B Semple (01794) - This proposal should be stopped as it is a huge
development
PDA 12/51 - Iain & Janet Paterson (02054) - We ask that a hotel and small scale housing
be excluded from the PDA and that there should not be a massive increase in the size of
the present caravan site.
PDA 12/51 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this
plan.
PDA 12/42 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this
plan.
PDA 12/42 - Scott Raeburn (02065) - The Objector requests notification of appropriate
details of changes to the access track.
S212 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - Inclusion of additional site shown on submitted
map
S211 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - Inclusion of additional site shown on submitted
map
PDA 12/46 - Anne Munro (01906) - The Objector requests that PDA 12/46, as far north as
‘Garvockhill’ be re-designated a housing allocation site with a capacity for 12 dwellings
only. The Objector has attached a plan to demonstrate the feasibility of such a proposal.
D424 - J McChessney & F Huntingford (01335); D424 - Jim McChesney (01623) Expression of support
H-AL 12/21 - John McArthur (02034) - The Objector requests that H-AL 12/21
Tayvallich/Carsaig be removed from the LDP.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Tayvallich Sites map Production Ref PD217.
Context - Potential Development Areas (PDAs)
PDAs are areas where specific development opportunities may be supported through the
life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome. (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written
Statement, Core Doc CD001). The constraints are not currently fully resolved and issues
may require to be overcome that have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA that
has been included in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref:CD030). It is noted
that Tayvallich Estate (01924) has expressed support for the PDAs in this area.
PDA 12/51
PDA 12/51 - Maureen Taylor (01799) - The PDA 12/51 has been identified to promote
Tourism/Mixed use. There is an existing use at the PDA of a caravan site. The mini brief
has been amended, removing the reference to small scale housing, to Tourism
development (existing caravan site/extension) with some small scale opportunities for
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ancillary development, in order to support and safeguard the tourism offer at this location
more appropriately (Core Doc Ref:CD030).
PDA 12/51 Access Issues – Kevin J Williams (01758); Rona Blythe (01826); Marjorie
Drysdale (01828); Iain & Janet Paterson (02054) - The Mini Brief (Core Doc Ref:CD030)
for PDA 12/51 notes, inter alia, a constraint regarding access/road safety issues and also a
specific note regarding the access not being in the site owner’s ownership. There is a
narrow bridge which is a constraint and the road would require upgrading to improve the
capacity of the track and include passing places before additional development could
proceed at this location. Therefore the constraints in terms of access are known and
understood and would require, through the control of the PDA, to be addressed prior to
development proceeding at this location. Other non-associated development proposals
outwith the PDA would be dealt with on their own merits against the Development Plan
policies, including any that raised access issues.
PDA 12/51 – Landscape issues - Rona Blythe (01826); Iain & Janet Paterson (02054);
Henry B Semple (01794); Marjorie Drysdale (01828); Maureen Taylor (01799) - The area is
within the Knapdale National Scenic Area and therefore development proposals would
require to take SG LDP ENV 12 – Development Impact on National Scenic Areas into
account (Core Doc ref: CD015). This is noted in the Mini Brief (Core Doc Ref:CD030) as
well as the Sustainable Design Guidance (CD039). The impact of any proposed
development will require to be assessed against these policies, which is considered to be a
sufficient safeguard in respect of this issue.
PDA 12/51 - Nature Conservation issues - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587); Rona Blythe
(01826); Marjorie Drysdale (01828); Maureen Taylor (01799) - The mini brief (Core Doc
Ref:CD030) notes there is a nature conservation constraint as the site is adjacent to the
Tayvallich Juniper and Coast SAC and the Tayvallich Juniper and Fen SSSI. The mini
brief notes that the relevant policies are SG LDP ENV 2 and SG LDP ENV 4, which require
to be taken into account. In addition in respect of the SAC, this matter is being dealt with
through the Habitats Regulation Assessment process, in consultation with Scottish Natural
Heritage. The Supplementary Guidance (CD015) contains a policy SG LDP SERV 3 –
Drainage Impact Assessment which would require a DIA to be submitted for all proposals
where there are contamination issues.
PDA 12/51 Conclusions - Given the above it is considered that no change is required to
PDA 12/51 in the PLDP.
PDA 12/42
PDA 12/42 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The PDA is adjacent to Tayvallich Juniper
and Coast Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and this matter is being dealt with through
the Habitats Regulation Assessment process, in consultation with Scottish Natural
Heritage.
PDA 12/42 - Scott Raeburn (02065) - Access is noted as a constraint in the mini brief
(Core Doc Ref:CD030) for this PDA as is the requirement to take into account SG Access
and Parking Standards (Draft Action Programme 2014 - Core Doc Ref: CD030). Access
issues will require to be resolved prior to development being permitted at this PDA.
PDA 12/42 Conclusion - Given the above it is considered that no change is required to
PDA 12/42 in the PLDP.
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S212
S212 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - The site proposed by the objectors (Site map Prod Ref: PD218) is situated in within the Knapdale National Scenic Area (policy SG LDP
ENV 12, CD015), within an Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) (policy SG LDP
REC/COM 1, CD015) in the Tayvallich and Carsaig Settlement zone. This area has been
designated as an OSPA given its sensitive location within a National Scenic Area which
has been subject to inappropriate development pressure. The designation of this area as
Open Space Protection Area was subject to objections at the previous Local Plan Inquiry
(Case 18.2.26 Tayvallich (including Carsaig): (Production Ref: PD219) and the Reporters
recommended no change to the designation at this time. It has also been subject of a
planning application in the past which was refused due to the sensitivities of the site.
(Planning History: Production Ref: PD220). There is sufficient development capacity within
the Settlement Zone in allocations, PDAs and areas not covered by other environmental
designations. Given the above it is considered that no change is required to the OSPA
designation in the PLDP
S211
S211 - Mr & Mrs Ken Macewan (01889) - The site proposed by the objectors (Site map Production Ref PD221) is situated within the Knapdale National Scenic Area (policy SG
LDP ENV 12, CD015) in the Countryside Development Management zone. This area is
within a sensitive location within a National Scenic Area, which when proposed for a
settlement extension in the Finalised Draft Local Plan was subject to objections dealt with
at the previous Local Plan Inquiry (Case 18.2.18 Core Doc Ref: PD222). The Reporters
recommended that this area be placed in Countryside Around Settlement. It has also been
subject of planning applications, which were refused. 04/02403/DET – Erection of a single
storey dwelling house - refused, appeal dismissed; REFVAL:09/00128/OUT- Site for
erection of three dwelling houses and installation of sewage plant - Refused. (Planning
History: Production Ref PD223).
It is considered that there is sufficient development capacity within the Settlement Zone in
allocations, PDAs and areas not covered by other environmental designations and that the
proposed extension to Tayvallich is inappropriate in this sensitive landscape location.
Given the above it is considered that no change is required to the Countryside
Development Management Zone designation in the PLDP.
PDA 12/46
PDA 12/46 - Anne Munro (01906) - The aim of Potential Development Areas is to ensure
that identified constraints are addressed and development for the identified area is taken
forward in a manner which optimises the development potential of that land in accordance
with the settlement strategy in the development plan. Some elements of a site may be less
constrained but an holistic approach to development of the PDAs ensures that the optimum
development can be achieved, the most sustainable use of land. Breaking up sites that
have been identified as cohesive entities is liable to compromise delivery of the remainder
of the sites potential in the future.
The constraints identified (Mini Brief in Draft Action Programme 2014 - Core Doc
Ref:CD030) are as follows:
Multiple ownership – no confirmation of agreement by the other owners to the objectors
proposal has been supplied. Although the objector has stated these are family members.
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Sewerage Capacity – these would require to be addressed in a manner that proves the
potential to deliver the whole of the PDA is not compromised.
Access constraints – access to enable development of the rest of the PDA area would
need to be confirmed through a masterplan
Cumulative Drainage Impact – the PDA is within a SEPA identified Cumulative Drainage
Impact area. No information on how this constraint would be addressed has been supplied
by the objector.
The PDA is designated for mixed density (low to medium density). In terms of the housing
proposed by the objector this is extremely low density with the site measuring 1.4ha, which
is 8 units per ha. This is not considered to optimise the potential of this site. This would
leave the less accessible areas of the site to deliver medium density. There is a
requirement for affordable housing at 25%, which the objectors proposal appears not to
deliver. The Housing Needs and Demands Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) shows that
Mid Argyll Housing Market Area has a requirement for affordable housing. A range of
housing types should be provided across the housing market area. Tayvallich has been
identified as a Key Rural Settlement as part of the effort to establish rural growth points
throughout Argyll and Bute. It is a settlement where medium and small scales of
development are encouraged on appropriate sites. The Main Issues Stage Monitoring
Report contains the information regarding the key facilities and capacity that led to the
designation of Tayvallich para 3.46. The owners of the site have not prepared a masterplan
to show how the constraints will be dealt with, the level of development and phasing of this.
PDA 12/46 Conclusion
A masterplan approach to address the identified constraints and deliver the optimum level
of development is the most suitable for this location and therefore it is considered that no
change is required to PDA 12/46 as identified in the PLDP. Should the constraints prove
such that the site is not deliverable then it would be returned to the Countryside
Development Management Zone.
H-AL 12/21
H-AL 12/21 - John McArthur (02034) - The Housing Needs and Demand Assessment
(Core Doc Ref: CD008 sets out the requirements for housing across Argyll and Bute. This
site contributes towards meeting these requirements. The housing allocations were subject
to review during the preparation of the Housing Land Audit (HLA) (Core Document Ref:
CD009). The developer of the site is M & K Macleod and they have confirmed that they
are content with the HLA (Core Doc Ref: CD053). It is considered that this site meets the
effectiveness criteria as set out in para. 55 PAN 2/2010 Affordable housing and Housing
Land Audits (Core Document Ref CD016).
Access - Access has been left available through the relatively recent roadside
development. Planning applications will be subject to an assessment against Policy LDP
11 – Improving our Connectivity and Infrastructure.
Agricultural land – The land is classified as 5.2 (Land capable of use as improved
grassland) and is not considered to raise issues in terms of the supply of good quality
grazing in the area (Map Production Ref PD224)
Setting - To the rear of that site, the ground level rises so that H-AL 12/21 slopes up from
road level, making any development prominent across the flood plain over the Site of
Special Scientific Interest to Carsaig. However, there is a precedent for this, inasmuch as
there are houses sitting on the hilltop to the south of the site, and at least one of these is of
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recent construction. In addition, there is the further advantage that development of this site
is less likely to break the skyline, as the rough ground of the hilltop is excluded from the
site.
Housing Land - the provision of housing land is required to satisfy the housing Needs and
Demand Assessment. Tayvallich has been identified as a Key Rural Settlement, which
have been designated in an effort to establish rural growth points throughout Argyll and
Bute where medium and small scales of development are encouraged on appropriate sites.
The Main Issues Stage Monitoring Report (CD046) contains the information regarding the
key facilities and capacity that led to the designation of Tayvallich para 3.46. This allocation
for 16 units requires the 25% element of affordable houses. The Supplementary Guidance
policy SG LDP HOU 1 (Core Doc Ref: CD015) sets out the Council approach to delivery of
affordable housing.
Drainage/Run off - the scale of the proposal would provide the opportunity to connect to
the public waste water treatment plant if required, although compliance with the
Supplementary Guidance SG LDP SERV policies would be a requirement of any planning
application before it was allowed to proceed. Scottish Natural Heritage has not raised any
issues in respect of this site.
This site was subject to objections at the previous Local Plan Inquiry at which the
Reporters recommended retention of the site. Case 18.2.20 in the Report of the Public
Local Inquiry into Objections to the Modified Finalised Draft Argyll and Bute Local Plan
(Production Ref: PD225)
H-AL 12/21 Conclusion - It is considered that no change is required to H-AL 12/21 as
identified in the PLDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 12/51
1. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
2. Potential development area PDA 12/51 is an area of grassland used as a caravan park.
The site is adjacent to the Tayvallich Juniper and Coast Special Area for Conservation and
the Tayvallich Juniper and Fen Site of Special Scientific Interest. It is also within the
Knapdale National Scenic Area .
3. The representations include the need to improve the road/track which serves the
general area because it is in poor condition, passes over a culvert and has no passing
places. It is submitted that there should be no influx of housing development and the site
should remain an area of natural beauty with some animal grazing. Concern is raised
regarding potential pollution of the bay waters from drainage. Inchjura is suggested as an
alternative location for housing. A request is also made to exclude small scale housing
and a hotel from the description of tourism and mixed use and to have no massive
increase in the size of the existing caravan site. A further representation requests that the
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potential development area be extended.
4. The council advises that the mini brief has been amended, removing the reference to
small scale housing and now referring to tourism development (existing caravan
site/extension) with some small scale opportunities for ancillary development, in order to
support and safeguard the tourism offer at this location. It also acknowledges the
constraints in terms of access and confirms that they need to be addressed prior to
development proceeding at this location. Hotel development is not specifically referred to
in the mini-brief. A drainage impact assessment would be required to ensure that there
was no adverse effect from any development on the water quality of the bay. The mini
development brief is a matter for the council to address separately from the plan itself and
not a specific matter to be addressed by me in this examination.
5. The site is within a prominent and sensitive coastal location and the scale and quality
of any development proposals would have to be assessed against all relevant local
development plan policies and the council’s proposed supplementary guidance concerning
national scenic areas.
6. I see no reason to extend PDA 12/51 to include all the land in the village envelope
served by the access track and consider that the matters raised in representations may be
resolved at the time of submission of a planning application.
7. Scottish Natural Heritage has advised that the site boundary for PDA 12/51 slightly
overlaps the area of the Tayvallich Juniper and Coast Special Area for Conservation. I
agree that the boundary of PDA 2/51 should be amended to exclude the special area for
conservation. Subject to this amendment I consider that the potential development area is
appropriate and should be retained in the local development plan.
PDA 12/42
8. The site is adjacent to the Tayvallich Juniper and Coast Special Area for Conservation
and also within the Knapdale National Scenic Area. Representations include reference to
the narrowness of the access track and need for consultation.
9. The council has advised that access is included as a constraint in the mini
development brief. This is a matter that may be resolved at the planning application stage,
when the council would consult adjacent landowners about the details of the proposal.
This would include the site access and any improvements that may be proposed.
10. The assessment carried out as part of the habitats regulations appraisal has
concluded that PDA 12/42 will not have a significant effect on the qualifying interests or
conservation objectives of the Tayvallich Juniper Coast Special Area for Conservation.
This has been endorsed by Scottish Natural Heritage. I find that, on the basis of the
assessment and in the absence of any contrary information that there would be no
significant effect on the special area for conservation. I consider that the potential
development area proposed by the council is appropriate and therefore an amendment to
the plan is not necessary.
Sites S111 and 212
11. The suggested development sites are located within the Knapdale National Scenic
Area. Site 212 is also within an Open Space Protection Area. I note that planning
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applications for housing have previously been refused by the council on both sites.
12. Land is allocated for development in Tayvallich at housing allocation H-AL 12/21 (16
units 25% affordable) and there are a number of potential development areas which could
contribute to the housing target. Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in issue
ISS400 above that there is sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated
as housing sites within the local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll
and Bute for the plan period to 2024. I find that the sites are inappropriate for inclusion as
housing allocations in view of the sensitivity of their location and that there is no current
need for the additional housing that is suggested.
PDA 12/46
13. The representation seeks upgrading of the status of this potential development area,
at least in part, to a housing allocation. It is submitted that PDA 12/46 is a much more
straightforward site to develop compared with the only housing allocation in Tayvallich at
H-AL 12/21. It is requested that PDA 12/46, as far north as ‘Garvockhill’ be re-designated
as a housing allocation with a capacity for 12 dwellings only. A draft layout has been
provided for this area, but no detailed evidence has been provided to establish that any
development constraints, such as those summarised by the council, may be overcome.
14. I consider that a site of this size (around 2.5 hectares) should be considered as a
whole, in accordance with good planning principles, rather than create a separate housing
allocation for part of the site with a proposal for relatively low density housing. Matters of
housing density, provision or not of affordable homes and market, or rented, housing
should be considered in relation to the development as a whole. The council has
suggested a masterplan approach, although it may be a planning application covering the
complete site would equally provide a basis for the council to assess a development
proposal as a whole.
15. I conclude that the potential development area proposed by the council is appropriate
and that there should be no change to the status of PDA 12/46.
H-AL 12/21
16. Mr McArthur considers housing allocation 12/21 to be one of the best grazing sites in
the area. He raises questions about the need for the allocation, its prominent location next
to an area of scientific interest, the need for a steep access road and potential drainage
and sewerage problems.
17. The site has been carried forward from the current local plan. Although it has not
been developed the council considers that it is effective. Matters of access, surface water
drainage, foul sewerage and the visual impact of development and any other constraints
would be assessed at the planning application stage. Although the land may be
considered as good for grazing, the council advises that it is class 5.2 agricultural land
capable of use as improved grassland. I consider that the loss of the agricultural use of
this land would be insufficient reason to warrant deletion of the housing allocation.
18. The site is capable of helping to meet the housing targets for Argyll and Bute and I
find that the site should be retained as a housing allocation in the local development plan.
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D424 and S214
19. The representations support the proposals in the local development plan. These are
not matters for this examination, which is concerned with unresolved issues.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by amending the boundary of potential
development area PD 12/51 to exclude all land designated as part of the Tayvallich Juniper
and Coast Special Area for Conservation.
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ISS211

Potential Development Area - Scalasaig, Colonsay

Development plan
reference:

PDA 8/1 - Scalasaig

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
David Binnie (01946)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 8/1 - David Binnie (01946) - PDA 8/1 - Scalasaig on Colonsay should be extended
further on the southern boundary to the base of the hill thereby incorporating south side of
old track from the "Pantry" to Scalasaig Church. This would enable housing in an elevated
position with ready access from the harbour which would mirror development on the other
side of Scalasaig. The objector feels this is preferable to building on the agricultural field at
the western end of the PDA 8/1 below the church which is a grade A listed building, the
vista of which from the pier would be obscured.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 8/1 - David Binnie (01946) - Extending area PDA 8/1 along southern boundary to
base of hill, deleting agricultural field at western end of PDA 8/1 from development area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 8/1 - David Binnie (01946) - PDA 8/1 was originally designated in the Argyll and Bute
Local Plan 2009 and carried forward in to the PLDP as a Potential Development Area
(PDA) [PLDP paragraph 2.11.1, Core Doc CD012] for mixed density development of low to
medium density housing, including provision for affordable housing. Site map production
PD226 – site, agricultural land classification and aerial. The following constraints have
been identified in its accompanying Mini Brief schedule in the Draft Action Programme
2014 [Core Doc Ref: CD030]:- Sewerage Capacity Constraint, Master
Plan/Comprehensive Approach Required, and Built Heritage Constraints. No
representations regarding amendment of the boundary were received at any earlier stage
in the LDP process nor during preparation of the Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan 2009.
The PLDP seeks to safeguard better agricultural land through Policy LDP 10 – Maximising
our Resources and Reducing Our Consumption, with supporting detail in Supplementary
Guidance (CD015), in particular SG LDP SERV 9 – Safeguarding Better Quality
Agricultural land. These policies would require to be taken into account for any
development proposed in this area and this should ensure that any better quality
agricultural land, including in-bye land, is safeguarded as appropriate. Therefore, there
would be no requirement to adjust the PDA boundary to remove the field towards the
western end of the PDA. The Mini Brief has been amended to reflect this constraint.
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Historic Scotland records show Scalasaig Parish Church, Colonsay is a ‘B’ listed building
[Production PD227]. This is situated some 80m outwith the PDA. There are also
archaeological remains in the vicinity, which require to be taken into account. The Mini
Brief notes the Built Heritage constraint. Policy LDP 3 Supporting the protection,
conservation and enhancement of our environment in the PLDP, with supporting detail in
Supplementary Guidance, in particular policies SG LDP ENV 16(a) Development impact on
listed buildings and SG LDP ENV 20 Development impact on sites of archaeological
importance, require to be taken into account for any development proposed on this area.
These policies should ensure that any issues relating to built heritage are dealt with
appropriately.
PDA 8/1 is not situated within a National Scenic Area or an Area of Panoramic Quality.
However, it should be noted that policy LDP 3 - Supporting the protection, conservation
and enhancement of our environment in the PLDP, with supporting detail in SG LDP ENV
14 - Landscape and policy LDP 9 - Development setting, layout and Design and associated
Supplementary Guidance would require to be taken into consideration for development
proposals.
Conclusion
Although modifications to the Plan are considered unnecessary, if the Reporter is so
minded as to consider an adjustment to the PDA boundary to remove the area of better
quality agricultural land and include the area to the south as delineated in Production
PD228 as this would not give rise to any known significant issues in relation to potential
development of this area.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 8/1 has been carried forward from the current Local
Plan. The representation seeks changes to the boundary of the site area to exclude a field
at the western end and to extend the boundary at the south-eastern end of the site to
enable housing in an elevated position with ready access to the harbour.
2. PDA 8/1 is located next to the single track road that leads from Scalasaig harbour and
ferry terminal. The land rises from a low lying strip with marsh vegetation next to the road
to a hillside characterised by rocky knolls and bracken. The field sought for exclusion is
reasonably level pasture land. It allows views from the road towards a monument on the
hill top. The category B listed church is located on higher land to the west, being
separated from the site by a dwelling and a small field that slopes down to the site
boundary. This small open field and relatively higher position of the church would still allow
the church to be seen from the road if the site was developed with a suitable design of
development and layout.
3. Nevertheless, PDA 8/1 is a prominent site in a key location and any development
would set the scene as the approach to the island for residents and visitors arriving by the
ferry. Any future development should be of a high quality and carefully sited to reflect the
sensitivity of this site and its topography.
4. Although the council considers that no changes are necessary it has indicated that it
would not object to removal of the better quality agricultural land and inclusion of the land
to the south as requested.
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5. I consider that there would be merit in reducing the linear form of the proposed site by
omitting the proposed field and broadening the site near ‘The Pantry’, closer to the harbour
area. The changes would provide an increased separation distance between the site and
the church and retain views of the monument. The site boundary should therefore be
modified accordingly.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by amending the boundary of Potential
Development Area PDA 8/1 in accordance with the two plans comprising production ref:
PD228. This involves excluding the field at the western end of the proposed potential
development area and extending the boundary at the south-eastern end of the site.
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ISS212

Statement on the Crinan Canal

Development plan
reference:

Statement on the Crinan Canal

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Canals (01926)
Provision of the
development plan
Statement on the Crinan Canal, Scheduled Ancient Monument
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Canals (01926) LDP recognition of the Crinan Canal - The objector states that the
Proposed LDP should recognise the importance of and opportunities arising from the
Canal in helping to achieve all of the Plan’s key themes.
The objector refers to the Scottish Government’s revised Scottish Canals Policy ‘Making
the Most of our Canals’, which has reinforced the importance of Scotland’s Canals.
The Crinan Canal in Argyll has been described as 'Britain's most beautiful shortcut'. These
canals are important transit routes for yachts accessing our west coast sailing waters. This
policy highlights 7 key areas of work:
1. Valuing the heritage of the canals
2. Fulfilling statutory and regulatory obligations
3. Risk management and safety
4. Increasing awareness of the potential contribution which canals can make
5. Delivering a high quality experience
6. Working through partnership and collaboration
7. Monitoring and measuring outcomes
The objector states that they are already working in partnership with A&BC and has
recently established a joint venture with particular focus on the Ardrishaig Area and the
Crinan Canal.
Scottish Canals (01926) Canal Related Development Proposals - The objector further
states that they have aspirations to develop small scale housing project at Crinan through
eco-living homes, small scale hydro schemes on the canal (e.g. at Loch a
Bahrain/Cairnbaan), floating homes and camping pods along the Crinan Canal at
appropriate locations (e.g. Crinan and Bellanoch).
Scottish Canals (01926) Sustainable Drainage Systems - The role of the canal in assisting
with SUDS associated with new development should also be recognised and promoted. It
is critical that the Plan is supportive of these general aspirations and projects.
Scottish Canals (01926) Mapping - The map on p63 Improving our Connectivity should
highlight the Crinan Canal in the key as an important piece of infrastructure in addition to
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being recognised as part of a Sea Kayak Trail, which Scottish Canals support.
Scottish Canals support the recognition of Tourist Development Areas as part of the spatial
plan for Mid Argyll area. This should highlight the Crinan Canal in its own right since it also
serves as an infrastructure, access and waterway route which serves the tourist
development area.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Canals (01926) LDP recognition of the Crinan Canal - Recognition of the
importance of the Crinan Canal within the Local Development Plan
Scottish Canals (01926) Sustainable Drainage Systems - Recognition and promotion of
Crinan Canal’s role in relation to SuDS
Scottish Canals (01926) Mapping - The map on p63 Improving our Connectivity should
highlight the Crinan Canal in the key as an important piece of infrastructure in addition to
being recognised as part of a Sea Kayak Trail.
Highlight the Crinan Canal in its own right given its role for infrastructure, access and as a
waterway route which serves the tourist development area on the Spatial Plan for the Mid
Argyll area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Scottish Canals (01926) LDP recognition of the Crinan Canal - The Council considers that
the Proposed LDP will support the sustainable development aspirations of Scottish Canals
with regard to the Crinan Canal. The Council will continue to work in partnership with
Scottish Canals to help achieve the 7 areas of work but does not consider that any change
in the LDP as proposed is necessary as a result of this representation.
In paragraph 2.5.2 of the Proposed Local Development Plan (Core Document CD012),
regarding built heritage and the role it plays in supporting the tourism industry in Mid Argyll
- this section could be stronger. The Council would be content if the Reporter was so
minded to amend this to “A place of outstanding natural and built heritage with enhanced
natural assets and green networks linking the Main Towns to the adjacent countryside and
effective use of its key assets such as Kilmartin Glen Heritage and the Crinan Canal.”
Scottish Canals (01926) Sustainable Drainage Systems - Whilst welcoming the work
Scottish Canals do in relationship to SuDS, it is considered that the PLDP addresses the
issue of Sustainable Drainage effectively through its Policy LDP 10 – Maximising our
Resources and Reducing Our Consumption and associated supplementary guidance SG
LDP SERV 2 – Incorporation of Natural Features/Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS)
(Core Doc Ref: CD015). Therefore there is no need to amend the PLDP as a result of this
representation.
Scottish Canals (01926) Mapping - The Council agrees with the objector and if the reporter
is so minded the requested change can be done to the Improving Our Connectivity Map on
page 63 of the LDP Written statement (Core Document CD012) to show the canal as an
important piece of infrastructure to the area.
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The Council agrees with the objector and if the reporter is so minded the requested change
can be made to the Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands Spatial Map of the LDP Written
statement to show the Crinan Canal as an important waterway for tourism.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The importance of the Crinan Canal in terms of its engineering heritage, as a tourism
asset and waterway for yachting and kayaking is recognised, as well as its potential for
complementary development and assistance in sustainable urban drainage systems for
new development.
2. I agree with the representation from Scottish Canals that the local development plan
should recognise the importance of the canal and the opportunities that it presents to
contribute towards achieving the plan’s key themes. Accordingly I endorse the
modifications to the plan and maps which have been suggested by the council. This
representation is also dealt with in Issue ISS613; Policy LDP 11 - Improving our
Connectivity and Infrastructure, below.
3. I note that local development plan Policy LDP 10 refers to sustainable design principles
and that the council is to produce supplementary guidance SG LDP SERV 2 –
Incorporation of Natural Features/Sustainable Drainage Systems. The supplementary
guidance would be the appropriate place to include any reference to the role of canals in
facilitating sustainable urban drainage. However this would be a matter for the council to
consider as the supplementary guidance is not subject to this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by:
1. Deleting the text in the second bullet point of paragraph 2.5.2 and replacing it by:
 A place of outstanding natural and built heritage with enhanced natural assets and
green networks linking the Main Towns to the adjacent countryside and effective
use of its key assets such as Kilmartin Glen Heritage and the Crinan Canal
2. Making reference to the Crinan Canal as an important piece of infrastructure on the
map “Improving Our Connectivity” on page 63.
3. Making reference to the Crinan Canal as an important waterway for tourism on the map
“Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands Spatial Strategy” on page 16.
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ISS213

Development Land - Ardfern

Development plan
reference:

S218 - Ach Na Caltain, Ardfern

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Aidan Gregory (01990)
Provision of the
development plan
Development Management Zone – Rural Opportunity Areas
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S218 - Aidan Gregory (01990) - The objector proposes that part of the area denoted as
MA25 in the Gilliespie Landscape capacity study be re-zoned in the new local development
plan and designated as a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) in order that it could be developed
to accommodate a small-scale tourist development.
The context to this has been supplied by the objector as follows:






area was re-zoned from a ROA after the Gillespies Landscape capacity
the pocket of land the objection relates to is different in nature to the description of
the land removed
this land could easily accommodate small scale, low-level developments such as
camp-pods or small cabin types of building.
The elevation of the site is lower than the area around
considers the area to be outwith the area marked as ‘Coastal Parallel Ridges’ on the
SNH website given distance from coast.

The objector’s proposal for development is a small number of timber buildings for seasonal
tourist accommodation, ideally ‘off grid’. The objector states that the site is easily
accessible from the village but is essentially out in the wilds, an ideal spot for an eco-tourist
development.
The objector notes the written statement aims in respect of economic and social
regeneration of our smaller communities and support for the continued diversification and
sustainable growth of Argyll and Bute’s economy with particular focus on our sustainable
assets in terms of renewables, tourism, etc. He also notes the LDP emphasis on a
successful economy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S218 - Aidan Gregory (01990) - The area denoted as MA25 in the Gilliespie Landscape
capacity study be re-zoned in the new local development plan and designated as a Rural
Opportunity Area (ROA)
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S218 - Aidan Gregory (01990)
Context
The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development (ROAs) Control Zone were
originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Document Ref: CD001). The
intention of this zone was to identifying areas within which there is a general capacity to
successfully absorb small scale housing development. This includes open countryside
locations where appropriate forms of small- scale housing development will be in tune with
landscape character and development pattern.
The ROA Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the public local inquiry into
the local plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the Rural Opportunity Areas in
National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality due in part to the lack of a
landscape assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Reporters Findings Chap 3.3,
Production Ref PD229). The Council did not agree with the Reporters Findings in this
instance and proposed a way forward to assess and retain some capacity for open
countryside development in these sensitive areas (Statement of Decisions on Reporters’
Findings : Committee Report, Production PD230). The Adopted Local Plan states “….
Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural Opportunity Areas
positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality will be considered
premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural Opportunity Area
has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter, development proposals will
be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within the Landscape Capacity
Study.”
Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural
Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality.
The Proposed Local Development Plan has taken into account the findings of the
Gillespies report by including the majority of the areas identified with capacity as Rural
Opportunity Area Development Management Zone and those not identified with capacity
as Countryside Development Management Zone (PLDP Proposals Maps, Core Document
Ref CD012).
S218 - Aidan Gregory (01990) - The area noted by the objector is situated to the west of
Ardfern in an Area of Panoramic Quality (Site map: Production Ref PD231).
This site is within MA25 of the Mid Argyll and Inveraray Landscape Capacity Study (Part 3)
(Core Document Ref CD047). It is shown as being an area that is highly sensitive to
change and with limited capacity to absorb development. Development in the red areas
was noted as not recommended as the area is exposed and open and would be visible
over long distances, changing the character of the landscape. This also applies to the
areas adjacent to the commercial forestry, as without the backdrop of trees these areas
would be very exposed. The site proposed by the objector for development is not within
one of the identified areas with capacity in landscape terms for development.
There have been a number of applications granted by the Council within this specific Rural
Opportunity Area since the adoption of the Landscape Study for this area (Planning
History, Production Ref 232), which have an impact on the remaining capacity of the area
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to absorb development.
The proposal is for small scale tourist development and the PLDP contains a policy
framework against which to assess such proposals in line with the settlement strategy in
order to deliver sustainable development within Argyll and Bute.
The Development Management Zones are key to supporting and delivering the Settlement
Strategy of the LDP. Policy LDP DM 1 establishes the acceptable scales of development in
each of the zones with the boundaries of all the settlements and countryside zones
mapped in the LDP’s Proposal Maps. This site is situated in the Countryside Development
Management Zone where small scale development is encouraged on appropriate infill,
rounding off, redevelopment and change of use of existing buildings. In exceptional cases
development in the open countryside up to and including large scale may be supported on
appropriate sites if this accords with an Area Capacity Evaluation. This site is not
considered to be infill, rounding off or redevelopment. The proposal is not considered to
represent an exceptional case. The proposal is not considered to be supportive of the
Settlement strategy.
The site is situated within an Area of Panoramic Quality where Policy LDP 3 – Supporting
the Protection, Conservation and Enhancement of our Environment applies with detail in
SG LDP ENV 13 – Development Impact on Areas of Panoramic Quality (APQs) (Core Doc
Ref: CD015). The landscape issues have been set out in the Landscape Capacity Study.
The key policy in respect of tourism development is Policy LDP 5 – Supporting the
Sustainable Growth of Our Economy in the PLDP (Core Doc Ref: CD012) with detail in SG
LDP TOUR 1 (Core Doc Ref: CD015), all other relevant policies would also apply. There is
a presumption in favour of tourism related development where it supports the settlement
strategy, respects the landscape/townscape character and amenity, are accessible by
public transport, cycling or on foot (proposed site is over 2km from the centre of Ardfern)
and well related to the existing development pattern when outwith settlements. There is no
specific locational requirement for this development proposal.
Given the above it is considered that no change is required to the Development
Management Zone at this location.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Site 218 is an area of countryside located to the west of Ardfern and served by an
access track that links to the B8002. It is within an Area of Panoramic Quality. It is defined
as a Rural Opportunity Area in the local plan, but changed to a Countryside Zone in the
proposed local development plan following the Mid Argyll and Inveraray Landscape
Capacity Study. The Rural Opportunity Area has been significantly diminished in size in
the local development plan, only indicating potential to accommodate development around
Corranmor, where it would be perceived as a cluster.
2. Mr Gregory seeks re-zoning of the land as Rural Opportunity Area to accommodate
small scale tourism development. He advises that site 218 is deciduous woodland with
rocky outcrops and a small stream running through it and neither open grazing nor
commercial forestry, as described in the Landscape Capacity Study. He also notes that
the site is not within the Coastal Parallel Ridges Landscape Character Type, as indicated
on the Scottish Natural Heritage website. The proposed development would be designed
to have minimal environmental and visual impact. Mr Gregory submits that the site offers a
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unique opportunity within the local area for a low impact ecological tourism based business
that will provide jobs in the community and increased tourism revenue.
3. A Countryside Zone is defined in the Glossary to the local development plan as a
development management zone which “frames the area around settlements and wider
countryside; within this zone a co-ordinated and planned approach to development is
appropriate whilst allowing for small scale infill, rounding-off redevelopment and change of
use of buildings to take place on an appropriate basis but not extending the existing
settlement boundary”. Policy LDP DM1 – Development Within Development Management
Zones indicates that in exceptional cases, up to and including large scale may be
supported if this accords with an Area Capacity Evaluation.
4. The Landscape Capacity Study indicates that the site is within a broader area that is
highly sensitive to change and with limited capacity to absorb development. Site 218 is not
within one of the identified areas with capacity in landscape terms for development and is
only a small part of a wider Countryside Zone. In view of the sensitive character and
panoramic quality of this location I consider that the proposed site should remain within the
Countryside Zone designation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS214

Development Land - Ardrishaig

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 12/20 - Ardrishaig - Kilduskland (New)

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
William Jackson (01674)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
William Jackson (01674) - The objector is not objecting to the proposals of more housing
but the impact it would have on parking on Kilduskland Road as he is 75 years of age and
requires parking as close as possible to his home.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
William Jackson (01674) - The objector requires adequate parking at his home.

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H-AL 12/20 William Jackson (01674) - H-AL 12/20 is an housing allocation in the
Settlement of Ardrishaig in Mid Argyll. (Site Map Production ref PD233). It contributes
towards providing the housing land supply for Mid Argyll which is sufficient to meet the
needs identified in the Housing Needs and Demands Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008).
It has been identified for 35 units.
This site, including issues related to parking was dealt with at the previous Local Plan
Inquiry (Reporters Findings chapter 18.2.7, Production PD234). The Reporters stated that
“… the access roads which would be used to reach the allocations have limited visibility in
places, involve sharp bends and steep slopes. However, much of the difficulty appears to
be caused by their use for on-street car parking because that reduces the serviceable
width to single track and limits visibility considerably. It seems logical to introduce parking
restrictions over the relevant roads. ….. perhaps such measures are already overdue even
without the introduction of additional housing”
The Council contends that development proposals at H-AL 12/20, which has been carried
over from the current Local Plan, will be required to comply with all relevant policies and
supplementary guidance of the Local Development Plan as proposed. This will include
requiring all the parking needs for the proposed housing development to be provided for
on-site - see SG LDP TRAN 6 – Vehicle Parking Provision, (Core Doc Ref: CD015)
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together with a requirement to undertake any off site highway improvements (Kilduskland
Road will be the main access route to the proposed allocation) if required (see SG LDP
TRAN 5 – Off Site Highway Improvements).
Therefore it is considered that no change is required to the PLDP in respect of H-AL 12/20.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. From my site visit it was clear that parking space near Mr Jackson’s property, 3 Hillview
Terrace, was limited on Kilduskland Road because of the lack of off-street spaces for local
residents. There are no parking restrictions near No.3 Hillview Terrace on Kilduskland
Road and there is a layby. However, residents were having to double park on the side of
the road near the houses because of the high level of demand and lack of available space.
The road carriageway of Kilduskland Road is narrow at this point and further restricted by
the on-street parking.
2. The council has advised that the main access to the housing allocation H-AL 12/20 will
be via Kilduskland Road. The council has also confirmed that the parking requirements for
the new development would be met on the housing site. Moreover, improvements to
Kilduskland Road would be provided if required.
3. The proposed housing allocation provides an opportunity to improve the parking
situation for the existing residents of Kilduskland Road, in the interests of road safety and
the free flow of traffic. These matters can be assessed at the planning application stage
when I would expect that local residents would be consulted by the council as part of
normal planning procedures. On this basis I see no reason to modify the local
development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS215

Development Land - Collaig, Ardfern

Development plan
reference:

S217 - Collaig, Ardfern

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Keith Peterson (01264)

Provision of the
development plan
Development Management Zone, Countryside Zone
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S217 - Keith Peterson (01264) - The Objector contends that his land is currently allocated
as a 'Countryside Zone' on the proposed local development plan. The land is currently
registered as crofting land.
The objector would like to apply for planning permission for the construction of a new
building and states that from discussions with Argyll and Bute Planning Department
believes that in order for this to be considered, this would need part of the land allocation
altered.
At present, the objectors are bounded to the east by the new Soroba Meadow housing
development (H-AL 12/4) and to the south by an environmental 'Area for Action'. This
would suggest that in the future we can expect housing to the south and east of our land.
The Objector further states that he has a number of outbuildings on his land and there are
also 2 caravans that have been used as accommodation for the past 12 years. The
intention would be to remove the existing buildings and replace them with a new, secure
building that would provide new storage and living accommodation.
The Objector contends that the new building would provide the following benefits:
• Remove old unsightly buildings and replace with a much more aesthetically pleasing
building.
• Provide more secure storage facilities to allow us safer storage of machinery. This will be
particularly important when Soroba Meadow is complete and the housing is occupied.
• Provide him with much better facilities in order to be able to comfortably stay on his land.
• Have a low visual impact as it is not visible from the B8002 road through the village
centre.
• Have a neutral impact on the road capacity as the building would replace existing
accommodation.
The objector further considers that in the future, part of his land would be suitable for
further housing development, should there be a need for allocation for additional housing.
A future development could provide a link between Corranbeg and Soroba Road which
would potentially improve the existing road network.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S217 - Keith Peterson (01264) - The Objector requests that he would like to seek planning
permission for one new building to provide living and storage facilities for his land.
The Objector also suggests that the proposal for additional future housing on the lower part
of our land is considered at this stage. The Objector considers that this would be
appropriate for the following reasons:
• It is close to existing housing and the village centre.
• It is close to existing infrastructure.
• There is potential to link Soroba Road and Corranbeg through our land.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S217 - Keith Peterson (01264) - The site is situated adjacent to the Key Rural settlement of
Ardfern within an Area of Panoramic Quality (Site map see production Ref. PD235)
The Council considers that the proper place to determine planning consent for a single
house is through the planning application process and not through the Local Development
Plan process.
LDP Policy DM 1 allows for the suitable conversion/refurbishment or replacement of
existing buildings on suitable locations within the Countryside Zone. This element of the
plan has not been objected to.
AFA 12/10 is an area for action designated for local scale environmental enhancement.
The Craignish Community Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD045) sets out the communities views for
this area and has been adopted by the Council. This states in respect of AFA 12/10
“The existing AFA as mapped on the current Local Plan is retained but that a full
development brief should be prepared, in consultation with the community, to clarify the
future potential of this area.
The brief should be wide ranging and ‘Development’ should consider not just housing, but
also have an emphasis on community benefit, avoiding the area being just used as an
extension of the village and purely for housing. The AFA is outwith the village boundaries
as currently mapped and the consultation has identified a wish not to expand the village
boundaries. Therefore, a development plan here should take this into account in terms of
density and style of any development.
The development brief should consider:
i. Access issues
ii. Low-cost and low cost self build housing
iii. Community energy projects
iv. Small scale workshops
v. Open Space
vi. Allotments/shared land
vii. Sports Hall
viii. Sports Pitches
ix. Waste water treatment
x. Camping/bunkhouse business/small-scale rural tourism
The list is not conclusive and the brief would need to be flexible.”
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In terms of providing land for future housing provision, the Council considers that the
identified housing allocation H-AL 12/4 for 30 units (25% affordable) and PDA 12/80 (10
houses 60% affordable) provides sufficient land within the community to meet anticipated
housing needs during the life of this plan and in accordance with the Housing Needs and
Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008). These sites have not been objected to in
the Proposed LDP and have both been granted planning consents. (Planning History :
Production Ref PD236). There is also additional capacity for development within the
identified settlement boundary for this Key Rural Settlement.
The Council held a call for new sites at the start of the LDP process, which allowed a range
of proposed sites to be considered by the public, developers and others at the Main Issues
Stage. A new call for sites will commence shortly after the adoption of this plan and the
Objector is asked to submit his intentions at that future stage with all the necessary
information to support his submissions. Consequently, the Council considers that there is
no need to amend the plan at this time.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The land at Collaig Croft is located at a higher level above Ardfern within an Area of
Panoramic Quality and Countryside Zone. It is near area for action AFA 12/10 and new
development at Soroba Meadow (H-AL-12/4). Much of the land at Collaig Croft is occupied
by grassland and gorse.
2. Mr Peterson does not dispute that the identified housing allocation H-AL 12/4 for 30
units (25% affordable) and PDA 12/80 (10 houses 60% affordable) provide sufficient land
within the community to meet anticipated housing needs during the life of this local
development plan.
3. However, he would like to seek planning permission for a new building at his property
to replace old storage sheds and caravans. He also requests that a proposal for future
housing on the lower part of his land be considered as part of this examination and that the
land be included in an extension to AFA 12/10.
4. I agree with the council that the proposal for a new building would be best determined
through the submission of a planning application, having regard to LDP Policy DM 1. This
policy allows for the redevelopment of existing buildings on appropriate sites within the
Countryside Zone.
5. The representation submits that the lower part of the land at Collaig Croft is near to
existing housing and Ardfern village centre, close to infrastructure, and there is potential to
link with Soroba Road and Corranbeg through the land. I note the reference to the area for
action in the Craignish Community Plan, and emphasis on community benefit, avoiding the
area being just used as an extension to the village and purely for housing.
6. At present there is sufficient housing land with permission in the vicinity of Collaig Croft
to meet local demand. Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in issue ISS400
above that there is sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated as
housing sites within the local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll
and Bute for the plan period to 2024.
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7. For this reason I conclude that the lower part of the land at Collaig Croft should not be
included in the area for action at present. However, its status could be re-considered by
the council as part of the next review of the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS216

Development Land - Crinan and Surrounding Area

PDA 12/56 - Crinan - North
S202 - Crinan South West
Development plan
Reporter:
PDA 12/57 - Crinan - South
Martin Seddon
reference:
S213 - Adjacent to Crinan Cottages and
Westerling
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Crinan Boatyard (01676)
M MacIntyre & A Murdoch (01719)
Graeme L Blair (01442)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Alistair D Blair (01951)
Gail Timms (02087)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 12/56 - Crinan Boatyard (01676) - The objector is concerned at the risk that
residential development in such close proximity to the long established boatyard could lead
to objections to noise etc. from normal industrial operations, and that any such objections
could lead to the threat of legal action prejudicial to our ongoing activities.
The local topography might help reduce any such risk, but the objector considers that the
onus should be on the developer to ensure that any change from the existing use to
residential is so designed as to ensure protection of residents from undue disturbance.
PDA 12/56 - Graeme L Blair (01442) - The objector states that more land areas required
for housing development in Crinan:- (Affordable Housing site); (Private Housing
development site)
The objector also states that more land areas identified/required for tourism development
in Crinan:- (Chalet style/self-catering dwellings site); (Caravan & tent site inc Toilet &
washing facilities block)
PDA 12/56 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocations (subject to mini development
brief) are within Knapdale National Scenic Area (NSA) and so should be of sufficiently high
design quality.
S202 - M Macintyre & A Murdoch (01719) - The objectors would like an area of settlement
to the south of Fuaran and Harbour Cottage removed from the Proposed Local
Development Plan and replaced with Countryside Zone and raise the following points
related to the PLDP policies to support this:


LDP STRAT 1 Development in this location would not serve to meet the aspiration
in this policy and the PLDP, as it would adversely alter the landscape character and
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strongly dilute the countryside setting/designation which the Council are seeking to
enhance. Development of land to the south of Fuaran and Harbour Cottage, and not
in the proposed two residential development areas proposed in Crinan - PDA 12/56
Crinan North, and PDA 12/57 Crinan South, would not accord with the thrust of
Policy LDP STRAT 1 – Sustainable Development in that it would fail to:
“(b) make efficient use of vacant land;
(h) conserve the natural and built environment and avoid significant adverse impacts
on biodiversity, natural and built heritage resources;
(i) respect the landscape character of an area and the setting and character of
settlements.”
The objectors note the refusal of planning consent for development in 2003 as an
indication that any further proposals on this site would be strongly resisted.
LDP DM 1 - The site currently helps to frame the area around the existing housing
cluster and so should be included as part of the ‘Countryside Zone.’
SG LDP ENV 14 –The Council’s refusal of planning consent for a dwelling on the
subject site in 2003 makes it very clear that any development on this site would not
accord with this Policy.
SG LDP ENV 12 The entire settlement of Crinan and its environs is located within
the Knapdale National Scenic Area SG LDP ENV 6
SG LDP ENV 6 – Development Impact on Trees/Woodland is relevant. This site
makes an important contribution to the wider landscape character and amenity
value of Knapdale Forest. Furthermore, the Forestry Commission have confirmed
that the site is owned by Forest Enterprise Scotland, and forms part of a larger area
of mature woodland covered by a ‘Natural Reserve’ designation,
SG LDP ENV 1 - The site is part of the Forestry Commission’s Coup 22062,
managed for its biodiversity

PDA 12/57 - Graeme L Blair (01442) - The objector states that more land areas required
for housing development in Crinan:- (Affordable Housing site); (Private Housing
development site)
The objector also states that more land areas identified/required for tourism development
in Crinan:- (Chalet style/self-catering dwellings site); (Caravan & tent site inc Toilet &
washing facilities block)
PDA 12/57 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocations (subject to mini development
brief) are within Knapdale National Scenic Area (NSA) and so should be of sufficiently high
design quality.
S213 - Alistair D Blair (01951) - The objector would like to extend the area adjacent to the
Crinan Cottages and Westerling which is partly highlighted in pink [Settlement zone] with a
new Potential Development Area in the area shown on attached map. The pink area on
map 33 currently only takes in a small part of the objectors land. The objector would like
the site for residential development.
PDA 12/56 - Gail Timms (02087) - The objector notes a number of issues with PDA 12/56
as follows:




No main drainage in area -outflows would seriously impact water environment
Dangerous exit from site on a blind bend - local roads are single track
Detrimental to tourism, flora & fauna (red squirrels, eagles, fish etc) - likely to have
adverse impact on jobs
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Only very occasional public transport (cars would be essential)
No urban infrastructure (no shop, school etc)
Little soil cover over rock and bog

Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 12/56 - Crinan Boatyard (01676) - The onus should be on the developer to ensure
that any change from the existing use to residential is so designed as to ensure protection
of residents from undue disturbance.
S202 - M Macintyre & A Murdoch (01719) - Remove the noted site (objector’s attachment)
from the Settlement Zone and correctly designate it as Countryside.
PDA 12/56 - Graeme L Blair (01442) - None stated
PDA 12/57 - Graeme L Blair (01442) - None Stated
PDA 12/56 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Mini development briefs to require a high
standard of design quality.
PDA 12/57 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Mini development briefs to require a high
standard of design quality.
S213 - Alistair D Blair (01951) - To extend the area adjacent to the Crinan Cottages and
Westerling
PDA 12/56 - Gail Timms (02087) - None Stated
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Crinan Boatyard (01676) - The boatyard in Crinan is within an Established Business and
Industry area situated adjacent to PDA 12/56 which is designated for medium density
housing, including provision for affordable. (Site map, Prod Ref: PD237). The mini brief, set
out in the Draft Action Programme 2014 will be amended to include reference to the
Established Industrial and Business Area and policy SG LD BAD 2 - Bad Neighbour
Development in Reverse (Core Doc Ref: CD030), which has a general presumption
against proposals that will introduce new incompatible development and associated land
uses into, or adjacent to, areas already containing developments classed as “Bad
Neighbour” Developments. This should afford the boatyard an appropriate safeguard and it
is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a result of this issue.
S202 M Macintyre & A Murdoch (01719) - The site is within the settlement zone to the
south of Fuaran and Harbour Cottage, Crinan. This is situated within a National Scenic
Area within an area noted on the Ancient Woodland Inventory and the Semi Natural and
Ancient Woodland records. (Site map, Prod Ref: PD237). The planning history associated
with this area is shown in Production Ref PD238.
There are many areas of settlement throughout Argyll and Bute that are situated within
National Scenic Area or that are wooded or that contain other designations. It is not
appropriate to remove them from settlement on this basis as the plan contains policy
against which development are assessed which safeguard from inappropriate development
within the Settlement zone. Proposals for development in this area would require to be
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assessed against all relevant policies of the Development Plan, including LDP STRAT 1;
LDP DM; SG LDP ENV 14; SG LDP ENV 12; SG LDP ENV 6 and SG LDP ENV as
appropriate. As indicated by the objector, inappropriate development has been refused.
This area is considered to be an appropriate boundary for the settlement, taking in a
reasonable area of land around the houses of Fuaran and Harbour Cottage. The boundary
follows an Ordnance Survey map line which in the main depicts the plot boundary for the
existing development.
It is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a result of this objection.
PDA 12/56 and PDA 12/57
Graeme L Blair (01442) - Although the objector has linked his representations to PDA
12/56 and PDA 12/57 (Site map Production Ref: PD237) they appear to relate to provision
of additional housing and tourism development land in the Crinan area. Both of the PDAs
noted have been identified for housing including affordable), subject to the noted
constraints being addressed. The PLDP contains sufficient housing allocations to meet the
requirements identified in the Housing Needs and Demands Assessment (Core Doc Ref:
CD008) as evidenced in the Housing Land Audit (Core Doc Ref: CD009). The
Development Plan is supportive of tourism development, in particular through Key
Objective D, Policy LDP 5 – Supporting the Sustainable Growth of Our Economy and SG
LDP 1 – 3 (Core Document CD012).
Therefore it is considered that no change is required to the Proposed Local Development
Plan as a result of this representation.
PDA 12/56 and PDA 12/57
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Site Map Production PD237. The mini brief for both the
above PDAs, which are set out in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref:
CD030), will be amended to note the National Scenic Area. Policy LDP 3 is already
referenced but the more detailed policies in the SG referring to National Scenic Areas (SG
LDP ENV 12) will also be referenced as well as the Policy LDP 9 – Development Setting,
Layout and Design.
It is considered that no change is required to the PLDP relating to this objection.
Alistair D Blair (01951) - The site is situated at the southern end of Crinan in the
Countryside Development Management Zone in a National Scenic Area (Site map,
Production Ref PD237). There are two Potential Development Areas identified for housing
(including affordable) within Crinan, subject to the noted constraints being addressed (PDA
12/56 and PDA 12/57). It is considered that the PLDP contains sufficient housing
allocations to meet the requirements identified in the Housing Needs and Demands
Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) as evidenced in the Housing Land Audit (Core Doc
Ref: CD009) and that an extension to Crinan is not required during the plan period. The
objector does not provide a full assessment of potential constraints on this area such as
sewerage. Given existing land supply and potential additional capacity within Crinan, no
change is required to the PLDP in respect of this representation at this time.
Gail Timms (02087) - PDAs are areas where specific development opportunities may be
supported through the life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome. (Para
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2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement)(Core Doc Ref: CD012). The constraints are not
currently fully resolved and issues may require to be overcome. These have been identified
in the mini brief for each PDA that has been included in the Draft Action Programme 2014
(Core Doc Ref: CD030).
The constraints noted by the objector in respect of PDA 12/56 are addressed by the mini
brief (proposed as Supplementary Guidance, Draft Action Programme 2014 Core Doc Ref:
CD030). This notes Sewerage Capacity Constraint; Access Constraint / Road Safety Issue;
Nature Conservation Constraints and the need for a masterplan approach. The mini brief
sets out the policies in the Development Plan that are particularly relevant to this site as
follows:- POLICY LDP STRAT 1; POLICY LDP DM 1; POLICY LDP 3; SG LDP HOU 1; SG
Sustainable Siting and Design Principles; SG Access and Parking Standards.
Therefore, it is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a result of this
objection.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 12/56
1. Potential development area 12/56 is proposed for medium density housing. It is an
area of higher ground compared to an industrial area and boatyard which are located on
the opposite side of the main access road into the coastal settlement of Crinan. It was
apparent at the site inspection that the boatyard operations inevitably create a variety of
noises from metal working and other activities. The representation seeks that any planning
approval should be conditional upon adequate measures being taken to ensure that
residential development is so designed as to mitigate the effect of nearby industrial
activities on the occupants.
2. The representation is understandable and the importance of local industry as a source
of employment is recognised. The council has advised that the mini-development brief will
be amended to include reference to the Established Industrial and Business Area and
supplementary guidance SG LD BAD 2 - Bad Neighbour Development in Reverse which
has a general presumption against proposals that will introduce new incompatible
development and associated land uses into, or adjacent to, areas already containing
developments classed as “Bad Neighbour” Developments. This would serve to highlight
the issue and meet the request of the representation. There would also be an opportunity
for nearby landowners to comment if any housing application is submitted as part of normal
development management procedures.
3. A further representation refers to the lack of main drainage, dangerous exit on a bend,
effect on tourism and wildlife, the rocky/boggy nature of the site and poor urban
infrastructure.
4. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
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5. The council has acknowledged that there are a number of constraints that are not
currently fully resolved and issues may require to be overcome. These matters include the
effect on any protected species that may be present, such as red squirrels. Whether the
site progresses towards development will depend upon the further investigation of these
constraints. Consequently, I consider that the potential development area proposed by the
council in the plan is appropriate and therefore an amendment to the plan is not necessary.
S202
6. The representation seeks the removal of land from the settlement zone for Crinan and
its replacement by the Countryside Zone designation. The area of land in question is
located between Harbour Cottage and the dwelling of Fuaran. It is situated within a
National Scenic Area within an area noted on the Ancient Woodland Inventory and the
Semi Natural and Ancient Woodland records. The site was the subject of an outline
planning application for a dwellinghouse and garage which was refused by the council in
2003. The reasons for refusal included the restricted nature of the site, cramped form of
development, effect on residential amenity and the erosion of the relationship between the
settlement and its landscape setting.
7. The council advises that the settlement zone boundary follows a line on the ordnance
survey map. However, the representation indicates that there is no fence or hedge line
that coincides with the boundary. The council considers that it would be inappropriate to
remove a site from a settlement zone simply because it is within a national scenic area, is
wooded or has other designations. Nevertheless, given the previous refusal of outline
permission for development, and in particular, the value that was ascribed by the council in
the reasons for refusal to the landscape setting of the settlement at this point, I consider
that the settlement zone should be amended to exclude the land subject to the
representations.
PDA 12/56 and PDA 12/57
8. Mr G L Blair wants more land to be identified for new housing and tourism development
around Crinan.
9. Nevertheless, Crinan is relatively well supplied with potential development land in
relation to the size of the settlement (PDA 12/56 and PDA 12/57). Moreover, on a wider
basis, we have concluded in issue ISS400 above that there is sufficient housing land with
planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the local development plan to
meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan period to 2024.
10. The council advises that the local development plan is supportive of tourism
development, in particular through Key Objective D, Policy LDP 5 – Supporting the
Sustainable Growth of Our Economy and its supplementary guidance SG LDP 1 – 3. No
specific sites for tourism related proposals have been included within Crinan. However, this
policy and guidance would be considerations included in the assessment of any tourism
proposals which may be submitted to the council. I consider that modifications to the plan
are neither necessary nor appropriate in relation to the representation.
11. Scottish Natural Heritage advises that these potential development areas are within
the Knapdale National Scenic Area and so should be of sufficient design quality. Both
sites are also next to the access road leading down into Crinan and I endorse the need for
good design at the approach to the coast and canal basin. The council has indicated that it
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will revise the mini-development brief accordingly and that reference to additional design
requirements will be added. The mini-brief already refers to LDP3 - Supporting the
protection, conservation and enhancement of our environment, which requires a higher
standard of design. This action meets the changes sought in the representation. As the
mini development brief is a matter for the council to address separately from the plan itself,
there are no matters raised by this representation which require to be dealt with by me
through this examination.
S213
12. Mr Blair wishes to see the area adjacent to Crinan Cottages and Westerling
incorporated in a new potential development area, in order that his land could be
developed when he returns to Crinan. Site S213 is partly within the development zone for
Crinan and partly Countryside Zone. As stated above, Crinan is relatively well supplied
with potential development land in relation to the size of the settlement and there is
sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the
local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan
period to 2024. For these reasons it would be inappropriate to include another potential
development area, of the size proposed, within the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by amending the Development Zone to exclude
land between Fuaran and Harbour Cottage in accordance with Figure 6 of Production
SD108. That part of the Development Zone excluded to be replaced by Countryside Zone.
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ISS217

Development Land - Furnace

Development plan
reference:

PDA 9/8 - Furnace

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Stuart Haddon-Riddoch (01683)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 9/8 - Stuart Haddon-Riddoch (01683) - Points made in respect of removing PDA9/8 in
Furnace:
 That the village of Furnace should be confined to within the boundary created by the
A83 main trunk road and Loch Fyne;
 The unneccessary building on farmland and other such countryside when there are
ample building sites within the village that can be used;
 The added danger to children and older adults who would have to cross the main
A83 trunk road to go to school, Post Office etc. Even if speed restrictions were put
in place, this does not stop cars and lorries from speeding if they want to;
 The proposed site has bad access to the main A83 fast road. Why build anything on
this site, when safety issues and available land are not a problem within the village.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 9/8 - Stuart Haddon-Riddoch (01683) - The removal of PDA 9/8 from the Proposed
Local Development Plan for building purposes and its continued use as farmland.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 9/8 - Stuart Haddon-Riddoch (01683) - PDA 9/8 is a Potential Development Area
situated within the Key Rural Settlement of Furnace. (Site Map, Prod Ref: PD239)
Potential Development Areas (PDAs) are areas where specific development opportunities
may be supported through the life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome.
(Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement) (Core Doc Ref: CD012). The constraints that are
currently not fully resolved have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA, included in
the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The inclusion of PDAs has
proved extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide a generous and flexible
housing supply in line with Scottish Government expectations, helping to meet the
requirements of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc
Ref: CD008) and providing new development opportunities to help support economic
growth and boost the local population in line with the aspirations of the Council’s Single
Outcome agreement (Core Doc. Ref: CD011).
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This PDA has been designated for low density housing, including affordable provision and
has the identified constraints of Access Constraint / Road Safety Issue, built heritage and a
masterplan approach.
Furnace has been identified as a key rural settlement, as part of the Council’s Settlement
Strategy in the PLDP, to act as a rural growth point given its capacity and range of existing
facilities (Monitoring Statement May 2011 para 3.46 - Core Doc Ref: CD046).
The Council considers that this site represents the only sizeable area of land with the
potential for new housing to be provided in Furnace, a Key Rural Settlement, following a
number of infill sites being developed in recent years. The PDA has identified access to be
a constraint and this will have to be suitably addressed through a masterplan and then a
detailed planning application before any development can proceed. In addition, the site
has no nature designations and no objections have been received by SNH or any other
Key Agency including Transport Scotland.
The Council does not accept the point of view of the objector on the grounds that the
village of Furnace already extends beyond the boundary as set by the A83. PDA 9/8 (See
Proposals Map 24 of the Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands map book) (Core Doc Ref:
CD012) is also included in the current Local Plan and is proposed to be carried forward
into the Proposed Local Development Plan for the purpose of low density housing including
affordable.
PDA 9/8 Conclusion
The Council considers that PDA 9/8 should therefore be retained in the LDP to provide an
opportunity for new housing development, including affordable, during the life of the LDP
subject to identified constraints being satisfactory addressed.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 9/8 has been carried forward from the current local
plan. It is an area of agricultural land located next to the A83 trunk road. Furnace has
been identified as a key rural settlement in the local development plan. The council
considers that the allocation is the only sizeable area of land that can accommodate
development.
2. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
3. The representation seeks removal of the site from the local development plan, leaving
the area of ground for continued use as farmland and countryside. Mr Haddon-Riddoch
does not want to see buildings sprawling over to the other side of the A83 and encroaching
onto wildlife friendly countryside. Road safety issues are raised because any future
occupants of housing at the site would have to cross the busy A83 to reach village
facilities.
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4. The bulk of development within Furnace is located to the south and east of the A83.
There are a small number of dwellings on the other side of the A83, but the landscape is
otherwise generally open. The council has identified access to be a constraint that would
have to be suitably addressed through a masterplan and then a detailed planning
application before any development could proceed. I note that the site has no wildlife
designations and no objections have been received from Transport Scotland.
5. The representation advises that there are ample building sites in the village which
could be used, although no examples are given. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that
local development plans should provide a minimum 5 year effective housing land supply at
all times. Beyond year 10 of the plan period, and up to year 20, the local development plan
should provide an indication of the possible scale and location of the housing land
requirement. The site is capable of contributing towards the housing target for the local
development plan area, subject to resolution of site constraints. On that basis the site
should remain as a proposed development area. However, if effective alternative sites
come forward within or around the main part of the village that would singly, or
cumulatively, provide a significant amount of housing, then the requirement for PDA 9/8
could be reviewed as part of the next review of the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS218

Development Land - Glenegedale, Islay

Development plan
reference:

PDA 10/31 - Glenegedale - South

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Angus & Caroline Bell (01841)
Innes Bell (01842)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 10/31 - Angus & Caroline Bell (01841); PDA 10/31 - Innes Bell (01842) - To the north
of the road which adjoins the B8016 and A846 there is an established community on both
sides of the road and the proposed plan shows 2 PDA's (10/29 _ 10/30) enlarging this area
which will provide a potential extension of the existing community which is in keeping with
the general landscape of the area.
PDA 10/31 - Angus & Caroline Bell (01841) - So far as the area of 10/31 lying to the east of
the public road is concerned we would agree to a development consent on this area but for
a reduced number of housing units.
We think that such a development should permit no more than 4 units and should be
restricted to the de-crofted area.
Accordingly in our opinion, any further change in the composition of this landscape would
be detrimental to the amenity.
PDA 10/31 - Innes Bell (01842) - To the south of the crossroad there is a well established
existing crofting area with the supporting croft houses.
The area of 10/31 lying west of the public road is open moorland and on that basis it is
important to protect the unique quality for the landscape at Glenegedale.
Accordingly we think that the permission to build on this area should be removed .
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 10/31 - Angus & Caroline Bell (01841) - The PDA to be restricted to 4 units and only
for the decrofted area.
PDA 10/31 - Innes Bell (01842) - Removal of part of PDA 10/31 and Settlement zoning to
the west of the public road.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 10/31 - Angus & Caroline Bell (01841); PDA 10/31 - Innes Bell (01842) - PDAs are
areas where specific development opportunities may be supported through the life of this
LDP where known constraints can be overcome. (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement,
Core Document CD012). The constraints are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome that have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA that has
been included in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The aim of
Potential Development Areas is to ensure that identified constraints are addressed and
development for the identified area is taken forward in a manner which optimises the
development potential of that land in accordance with the settlement strategy in the
development plan. Some elements of a site may be less constrained but an holistic
approach to development of the PDAs ensures that the optimum development can be
achieved, the most sustainable use of land.
The inclusion of PDAs has proved extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide
a generous and flexible housing supply in line with Scottish Government expectations,
helping to meet the requirements of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand
Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) and providing new development opportunities to help
support economic growth and boost the local population in line with the aspirations of the
Council’s Single Outcome agreement (Core Doc Ref: CD011). They ensure the coordinated rather than piecemeal development of land.
Potential Development Area 10/31 is situated at Glenegedale on the isle of Islay. (Site
map, Prod Ref: PD240). It is designated for housing of medium density, with a requirement
for affordable housing which may be linked to the adjoining allocation. The identified
constraints are as follows:- Nature Conservation; Master Plan/Comprehensive Approach
Required Access Constraint/Road Safety Issue; Sewerage Capacity; Constraint Water
Capacity; and Multiple Ownership. This area was included in the Settlement Zone in the
Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan, with the additional zoning of PDA, in recognition of the
constraints and the need to deliver a range of housing opportunities on the island.
It is considered that the modifications proposed would reduce the development potential at
this location, including for affordable housing. It is understood that part of the PDA to the
east of the road has been decrofted.
It is considered that no change is required to the PLDP as a result of this objection as the
PDA is the most appropriate mechanism to promote the optimum delivery of sustainable
development at this location, including affordable units.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Glenegedale is a small settlement located around a road junction east of Islay airport.
Potential development area PDA 10/31 is split by the Port Ellen to Bridgend Road (B8016).
The eastern part is believed to be de-crofted agricultural land. The western part is a
smaller area with moorland vegetation. The potential development area has been rolled
forward from the current local plan.
2. The representations seek removal of that part of PDA 10/31 lying west of the public
road in order to protect the unique quality of the landscape. The council considers that the
modifications proposed would reduce the development potential at this location, including
for affordable housing. However, Glenegedale has a housing allocation (H-AL 10/10 (10
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units) and two other potential development areas (PDA 10/29 and PDA 10/30).
Development of these areas would constitute a significant addition to the settlement.
3. The eastern part of PDA 10/31 would be located next to existing development.
However, development of the western part of PDA 10/31, although near other houses,
would be an intrusion into the open moorland landscape at the southern edge of the
settlement. In view of the generous scale of housing proposed for this settlement in
relation to its size and potential adverse impact on the landscape setting of Glenegedale I
consider that the western part of the potential development area should be deleted.
Reporter’s recommendations:
The local development plan be modified by deleting that part of Potential Development
Area PDA 10/31 located to the west of the B8016 and by designating the deleted area as
Countryside Zone.
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ISS219

Development Land - Lochgair

Development plan
reference:

S206 - High Level Area Above Lochgair

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S206 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - The objector seeks a site on the high level area
above Lochgair, which is level flat set back similar houses/farms on higher ground on other
side of loch. Area west of existing allocation.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S206 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Potential of this site to be assessed for inclusion in
the Local Development Plan
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S206 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - The site is located in the Countryside Development
Management Zone in an Area of Panoramic Quality (Lochgair Site Map – Production Ref
PD241 Note no location map was submitted at the PLDP stage, boundary supplied upon
request). This site was submitted at the Future Potential Development Sites Questionnaire
stage (1004.4 – Production ref PD242), prior to the Main Issues Report (Core Doc Ref:
CD013). Given its scale, location and nature it was not taken forward to be consulted on in
the Main Issues Report.
Lochgair is identified as a Minor Settlement in the Supplementary Guidance p162 (Core
Doc Ref: CD015). It was not identified as a Key Rural Settlement as it did not contain the
range of facilities and capacity for development that typifies the other Key Rural
Settlements identified as part of the Local Development Plan Settlement Strategy (Core
Doc Ref: CD012). In an effort to establish rural growth points throughout Argyll and Bute, a
network of Key Rural Settlements have been identified in the LDP where medium and
small scales of development are encouraged on appropriate sites. The other settlements,
such as Lochgair, in the LDP will continue to accommodate growth, of appropriate scale,
on established Allocations or Potential Development Areas (PDAs) and small scale
development on infill, redevelopment and other windfall opportunity sites within the defined
settlement boundaries.
Lochgair has a Housing Allocation, identified in the current Adopted Argyll and Bute Local
Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD001) H- AL 12/16, which is undeveloped. The number of units on
this site has been increased from 15 in the current plan to 24 units in the Proposed Local
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Development Plan (Housing Land Audit 2013, Core Doc Ref: CD009).There is a planning
application pending consideration for 10 units on part of the site (10/01847/PP). The
remainder of the site could accommodate 14 units. The Housing Land Audit demonstrates
that there is a sufficient land supply, in terms of scale, location and range, to meet the
housing needs identified in Mid Argyll in the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment
(Core Doc Ref: CD008), as confirmed by the Scottish Government (e mail – Core
Document ref CD048). It is considered there is sufficient capacity for the sustainable
growth of Lochgair, in accordance with the settlement strategy.
Conclusion
It is considered that no change is required to the PLDP in respect of this issue given that
there is no requirement for additional land in this plan period at Lochgair and that additional
release at this time at this location would undermine the settlement strategy.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The representation seeks the possible development of a site on the high level area
above Lochgair. It is submitted that there are similar houses/farms on higher ground on
the other side of the loch. The proposed site is within a Countryside Zone.
2. A Countryside Zone is defined in the Glossary to the local development plan as a
development management zone which “frames the area around settlements and wider
countryside; within this zone a co-ordinated and planned approach to development is
appropriate whilst allowing for small scale infill, rounding-off redevelopment and change of
use of buildings to take place on an appropriate basis but not extending the existing
settlement boundary. Policy LDP DM1 – Development Within Development Management
Zones sets out criteria for encouraging sustainable development in Countryside Zones.
However, the proposal would involve new development in this rural area and would not
meet any of these criteria. The existence of development on the opposite side of the loch
at a similar level would be insufficient reason to allocate the site for development.
3. Housing allocation H-AL 12/16 is proposed for an additional 24 units at the southern
end of Lochgair and would provide sufficient housing for the plan period. Lochgair is also
not defined as a key rural settlement. Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in
issue ISS400 above that there is sufficient housing land with planning permission and
allocated as housing sites within the local development plan to meet the housing needs
within Argyll and Bute for the plan period to 2024.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS220

Development Land - Lochgilphead

PDA3008 - Lochgilphead, Argyll and Bute
Hospital
Development plan PDA 12/3 - Lochgilphead - County Yard
Reporter:
MU3004 - Lochgilphead South
Martin Seddon
reference:
PDA3009 - Baddens, Lochgilphead
S221 - Oakfield Estate, Lochgilphead
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Co-operative Group (01270)
M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862)
Dr Jane Renfrew (01398)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA3008 - Co-operative Group (01270) - The Proposed Local Development Plan identifies
the Argyll and Bute Hospital site, Lochgilphead as a potential development area where the
draft plan offers support for ‘mixed uses’ and an affordability level of 25%.
The objector considers that the proposed plan needs to offer greater clarity on the range of
uses that are acceptable on the site, an approach that the proposed plan follows for other
potential development area sites. The plan need to offer more certainty as to the specific
uses that would be acceptable on the site. The objector considers that retail development
would not be an acceptable use on the Argyll and Bute Hospital site as there are
opportunities in and on the edge of Lochgilphead town centre to develop new retail
floorspace and this should be made clear in the Local Development Plan.
PDA 12/3 - Co-operative Group (01270) - The Proposed Local Development Plan identifies
the existing Council roads depot site at County Yard, Lochgilphead as a potential
development area where the draft plan offers support for ‘mixed uses’ with mixed density
and affordability level of 25%.
The objector considers that the proposed plan needs to offer greater clarity on the range of
uses that are acceptable on the County Yard site, an approach that the proposed plan
follows for other potential development area sites. The plan needs to offer more certainty
as to the specific uses that would be acceptable on the site. The schedule indicates a 25%
affordability requirement for the County Yard site, which would indicate that housing is one
of the preferred uses on the site and if this is the case then the schedule should specify
this.
The objector considers that retail development would not be an acceptable use on the
County Yard site as there are opportunities in and on the edge of Lochgilphead town
centre to develop new retail floorspace.
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MU3004 - Co-operative Group (01270) - The Proposed Local Development Plan identifies
land at Lochgilphead South for business, industrial and community uses and the objector
considers that the plan should elaborate on what is meant by community uses and should
specify those community uses that would be acceptable at Kilmory alongside business and
industrial uses.
PDA3009 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Badden Area, Lochgilphead currently approved
for tourism/hotel. The objector states that as this economic downturn continues they would
like the Council to consider adding commercial to the area, as they have a client, Harbro,
who are keen to expand their operation here in Lochgilphead but need a more visual
location. This end user is not a town centre operator as it serves farmers, horsey needs
etc.
S221 - Dr Jane Renfrew (01398) - The objector states that Oakfield is an historic estate
with some standing and some ruinous buildings that have the potential for small scale
redevelopment and also an Edwardian hydro scheme with potential for a small hydro
scheme. To ensure its long term viability, sustainability, maintain present structures,
improve the woodland and land management it requires a degree of redevelopment.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA3008 - Co-operative Group (01270) - The Local Development Plan should establish
that retail use is not acceptable on the Argyll and Bute Hospital site, either by specifically
stating this within the schedule or by not including retail in a list of acceptable uses for the
site.
PDA 12/3 - Co-operative Group (01270) - The Local Development Plan should establish
that retail use is not acceptable on the County Yard, either by specifically stating this within
the schedule or by not including retail in a list of acceptable uses for the site.
MU3004 - Co-operative Group (01270) - For the schedule to specify those community uses
that would be acceptable at Lochgilphead South.
PDA3009 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Add an additional usage of commercial to this
development area
S221 - Dr Jane Renfrew (01398) - The objector contends that it would be easier to achieve
the redevelopment of the Oakfield Estate if the area retained its "countryside around
settlement status" rather than "sensitive countryside"
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context Co-operative Group (01270) - It is noted that the Co-operative group have a live
consent for a supermarket outwith the town centre in Lochgilphead Main Town
(09/00225/DET granted on 6th May 2009; 13/01214/PP variation of condition granted July
2013 to extend time to 9th May 2015: (Production Ref: PD243)
PDA3008 - Co-operative Group (01270) (Site map Production ref PD244) - PDA3008 is
situated within the Main Town of Lochgilphead, where up to and including large scale
development is encouraged to support the settlement strategy of the Proposed Local
Development Plan (policy LDP DM1 (A) Proposed Local Development Plan Written
Statement, (Core Doc Ref: CD012). Potential Development Areas (PDAs) are areas where
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specific development opportunities may be supported through the life of this LDP where
known constraints can be overcome. (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement, Core Doc
CD012). The constraints that are currently not fully resolved and issues that may require
to be overcome have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA, included in the Draft
Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The inclusion of PDAs has proved
extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide a generous and flexible housing
supply in line with Scottish Government expectations, helping to meet the requirements of
the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) and
providing new development opportunities to help support economic growth and boost the
local population in line with the aspirations of the Council’s Single Outcome agreement
(Core Doc Ref. CD011). The description on this PDA is “Mixed Use” as currently the
potential uses for this area have not been fully assessed. If retail is considered appropriate
to support the overall development package then this will require to be justified against the
retail policies contained in the Local Development Plan and associated Supplementary
Guidance, which are strongly supportive of town centres and a sequential approach.
The Council seeks to support retail in town centres in accordance with Scottish Planning
Policy (Paragraph 52, Core Document Ref: CD007). The Proposed Local Development
Plan delivers this support through i) Policy LDP 7 – Supporting our Town Centres and
Retailing; ii) identifying Core Shopping Areas, Town Centres and Edge of centre on the
proposals maps iii) Supplementary Guidance, in particular policies SG LDP RET 1 - Retail
Development in the Main Towns and Key Settlements – The Sequential Approach and SG
LDP RET 2 - Change of Use to and from Use Class 1 (Shops) in the Core Shopping Areas
of the Main Town Centres (Core Doc Ref: CD015). The mini development brief has been
amended to highlight the requirement to take into account these retail policies.
Given the scale, nature and location of this PDA (14.6ha, significant regeneration and
development potential, in main town) the area has also been designated as a Strategic
Masterplan Area (MAST 1/8) with the following proposed uses Mixed
use/business/housing/tourism/community facilities. It is understood that a Masterplan is
currently being prepared by the Hospital Trust.
PDA3008 Conclusion
The PDA is for a significant scale of development in one of the Main Towns in Argyll and
Bute. The “Mixed use” designation permits all appropriate options to be considered to
promote sustainable development at this key location. The retail policies are town centre
orientated and afford appropriate safeguards. Therefore, it is considered that no change is
required to the PLDP.
PDA 12/3 - Co-operative Group (01270) (Site map Production ref PD244) - PDA 12/3 is
situated within the Main Town of Lochgilphead, where up to and including large scale
development is encouraged to support the settlement strategy of the Proposed Local
Development Plan (policy LDP DM1 (A) Proposed Local Development Plan Written
Statement, (Core Doc Ref: CD012). Potential Development Areas (PDAs) are areas where
specific development opportunities may be supported through the life of this LDP where
known constraints can be overcome. (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement). The
constraints that are currently not fully resolved and issues that may require to be overcome
have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA, included in the Draft Action Programme
2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The inclusion of PDAs has proved extremely useful in Argyll
and Bute in helping to provide a generous and flexible housing supply in line with Scottish
Government expectations, helping to meet the requirements of the Argyll and Bute
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Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) and providing new
development opportunities to help support economic growth and boost the local population
in line with the aspirations of the Council’s Single Outcome agreement (Core Doc Ref:
CD011).
The description on this PDA in the PLDP is “Mixed Use” as currently the potential uses for
this area have not been fully assessed. One of the site constraints is flooding and if
housing should prove undeliverable when this issue is more fully assessed there may
remain potential for other development such as business, industry or community uses. Any
proposals for retail would require to be justified against the retail policies contained in the
Local Development Plan and associated Supplementary Guidance, which are strongly
supportive of town centres and a sequential approach. The Mini brief gives more detail in
terms of the nature of the potential development as “Mixed density development of low to
medium density housing including provision for affordable housing” as this is the preferred
option at this location. However, it is noted that this supplementary guidance has the
flexibility to be updated outwith the main LDP process should this option prove unsuitable.
The Council seeks to support retail in town centres in accordance with Scottish Planning
Policy (Paragraph 52, Core Document Ref CD007). The Proposed Local Development
Plan delivers this support through i) Policy LDP 7 – Supporting our Town Centres and
Retailing; ii) identifying Core Shopping Areas, Town Centres and Edge of centre on the
proposals maps iii) Supplementary Guidance, in particular policies SG LDP RET 1 - Retail
Development in the Main Towns and Key Settlements – The Sequential Approach and SG
LDP RET 2 - Change of Use to and from Use Class 1 (Shops) in the Core Shopping Areas
of the Main Town Centres (Core Doc Ref: CD015). The mini development brief has been
amended to highlight the requirement to take into account these retail policies.
PDA 12/3 Conclusion - The PDA is for development in one of the Main Towns in Argyll and
Bute. The “Mixed use” designation permits all appropriate options to be considered to
promote sustainable development at this location, with the preferred option for housing
being identified in the Supplementary Guidance mini brief. The retail policies are town
centre orientated and afford appropriate safeguards. Therefore, it is considered that no
change is required to the PLDP.
MU3004 - Co-operative Group (01270) - MU3004 is a mixed use allocation of 9.3ha for
Industry (Class 5), business (Class 4), Storage (Class 6) and community use located at the
southern edge of the Main Town of Lochgilphead (Site Map : Production Ref PD244). It is
also situated within the Strategic Masterplan area MAST 1/9 for business and community
use.
There was a need to extend the industrial and business site in Lochgilphead to provide a
sufficient supply of land for economic development in one Argyll and Bute’s Main Towns.
This was achieved through MU3004 and BI3001. Part of this area (MU3004) offers the
potential to accommodate the Council depot (relocating from the town centre location PDA
12/3 noted above) and also potential to access AFA 12/12 Kilmory Home Farm designated
for redevelopment and enhancement and PDA3010 Home Farm designated for community
use. The local community’s plans for the Home Farm area were progressing but
unfortunately have stalled in more recent times. The PLDP safeguards these areas at
Home Farm to allow for community development in the future. Ideas had included
community workspace and allotments but there are currently no firm plans. MU3004
includes community use to safeguard access, permit some community use and
accommodate the Council depot.
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The Council seeks to support retail in town centres in accordance with Scottish Planning
Policy (Paragraph 52, Core Doc Ref: CD007). The Proposed Local Development Plan
delivers this support through i) Policy LDP 7 – Supporting our Town Centres and Retailing;
ii) identifying Core Shopping Areas, Town Centres and Edge of centre on the proposals
maps iii) Supplementary Guidance, in particular policies SG LDP RET 1 - Retail
Development in the Main Towns and Key Settlements – The Sequential Approach and SG
LDP RET 2 - Change of Use to and from Use Class 1 (Shops) in the Core Shopping Areas
of the Main Town Centres (Core Doc Ref: CD015). Any community based retail proposal
would require to be assessed against these policies.
Conclusion MU3004 - The community uses proposed are currently unknown. It is
considered that the policies in the plan are appropriate to safeguard the town centre and its
retail offer. It is considered that there is no requirement to change the PLDP in respect of
MU3004.
PDA3009 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - PDA3009 is situated on the northern edge of the
Main Town of Lochgilphead (Site Map Production ref: PD244). This area is designated as
Countryside Around Settlement in the Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan but is proposed
for PDA3009 for Hotel/outdoor recreation facilities in the Proposed Local Development
Plan to reflect the planning permission granted on 21/06/2010 for an Hotel Complex
(09/01003/OUT Planning History: Production ref PD245). It is also to be included within the
Settlement Development Management Zone designation.
Potential Development Areas (PDAs) are areas where specific development opportunities
may be supported through the life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome.
(Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement). The constraints that are currently not fully
resolved and issues that may require to be overcome have been identified in the mini brief
for each PDA, included in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030). The
specific constraints at this area are flooding (SEPA fluvial 200), built heritage (Crinan Canal
and archaeological remains) and the requirement for a comprehensive/masterplan
approach.
It is considered that the sequential approach in terms of town centre uses identified in
Scottish Planning Policy: Paragraph 62. “The sequential approach should be used when
selecting locations for all retail and commercial leisure uses unless the development plan
identifies an exception…”. (Core Document Ref: CD007) and the emerging Scottish
Planning Policy is supported by i) the Proposed Local Development Plan Policy LDP 7 –
Supporting our Town Centres and Retailing; ii) identifying Core Shopping Areas, Town
Centres and Edge of centre on the proposals maps iii) Supplementary Guidance, in
particular policies SG LDP RET 1 - Retail Development in the Main Towns and Key
Settlements – The Sequential Approach and SG LDP RET 2 - Change of Use to and from
Use Class 1 (Shops) in the Core Shopping Areas of the Main Town Centres (Core Doc
Ref: CD015). It would be inappropriate to identify this PDA3009 on the outskirts of
Lochgilphead for commercial uses, which may be more appropriately located in the town
centre or an edge of centre location.
The Council has received a planning application from Harbros that indicate they are
interested in a different site within Lochgilphead at Clock Lodge (Planning Application
13/02855/PP Production Ref PD280) and that they have discounted this site (PDA3009)
due to its current designation in the Local Plan and the Proposed Local Development Plan.
This proposal is objected to by both the Co-op and MacLeods.
PDA3009 Conclusion - PDA3009 has been designated for an hotel and outdoor leisure
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uses on the outskirts of Lochgilphead. Commercial uses are more appropriately located
within the town centre. It is considered that no change is required to the Proposed Local
Development Plan in respect of PDA3009.
S221 - Dr Jane Renfrew (01398) - The current designation of the Oakfield Estate (as per
the understanding of the Council as no definitive map has been provided by the objector) is
Countryside Around Settlement in the current Adopted Local Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD001)
and this has been changed to Countryside Zone in the Proposed Local Development Plan.
(Site map identifying Oakfield House - Production Ref: PD244). This area contains a
number of environmental designations, including Ancient Semi Natural Woodland and
archaeology.
The Council does not consider that this designation would hinder the sustainable
redevelopment of the estate as this zoning allows for the re-use/conversion of existing
buildings (policy LDP DM1 (E) of the PLDP Written Statement - Core Doc Ref: CD012),
subject to meeting all relevant council policies and Supplementary Guidance as contained
in the LDP.
In terms of mini hydro the relevant supplementary guidance for dealing with planning
applications of this nature is SG LDP REN 3 (Supplementary Guidance - Core Doc Ref:
CD015) which supports sustainable development provided there are no unacceptable
adverse impacts directly, indirectly or cumulatively on the listed criteria. SG LDP ENV 7
(Core Doc Ref: CD015) is also an important consideration as it deals with water quality.
The criteria in both of these Supplementary Guidance statements do not refer to the
development management zones as a guide on what is acceptable or not in terms of
planning policy.
S221 Conclusion
The Council considers therefore there is no need to amend the zone status for the Oakfield
Estate in the Proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The Co-operative Group raise similar representations in respect of potential
development area PDA 12/3 (County Yard) and mixed use allocation MU3008 (County
Hospital). It seeks greater clarification on the range of uses that are acceptable on these
sites and considers that retail development would not be an acceptable use. The County
Yard site was operational at the time of my site inspection and the County Hospital site
was mainly disused with a number of vacant buildings. The hospital site is a relatively
large allocated area with significant redevelopment potential. The site is also designated
as a Strategic Masterplan Area (MAST 1/8) with proposed mixed
use/business/housing/tourism/community facilities.
2. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that development plans should adopt a sequential
town centre first approach when planning for uses which generate significant footfall,
including, amongst other things, retail uses. Neither of the two sites are within the town
centre. The council has advised that the eventual use of these sites is undetermined at
present. Any applications for development would be assessed against retail policies in the
local development plan and Scottish Planning Policy as a material consideration. I note
that the council has amended the mini development brief for both sites to take account of
the retail policies. The mini development brief for PDA 12/3 has also been amended to
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refer to housing as the preferred option.
3. The Co-operative Group also seeks further details to be specified for the proposed
community uses at mixed use allocation MU3004, located at the southern edge of
Lochgilphead. The proposed uses at MU3004 are industry, business, storage and
community use. The council had advised that community use is in included in the
allocation to safeguard access to Kilmory Home Farm, to permit some community use and
relocate the council depot. There are no firm plans for the type of community use, and the
council indicates that any community based retail proposal would have to be assessed
against retail policies in the local development plan. Scottish Planning policy, town centre
first objective and the sequential test would also be relevant material considerations. I
conclude that no modification to the local development plan is necessary in response to the
above representations by the Co-operative Group.
4. PDA3009 is located in the Badden area at the northern edge of Lochgilphead. It is
proposed for hotel/outdoor recreation uses. Outline permission was granted for a hotel
complex in 2010 (ref: 09/01003/OUT).
5. The representation seeks the addition of commercial development to the range of
potential uses, having had interest from Harbro as a potential user. It adds that Harbro is
not a town centre operator as it serves farmers and horse owners.
6. Harbro received permission for a new store at land adjacent to Clock Lodge in 2014
(ref: 13/02855/PP), indicating that interest in developing PDA3009 may have lapsed. In
any event use of the site for commercial development would be contrary to the town centre
first principle. Scottish Planning Policy indicates that development plans should adopt a
sequential town centre first approach when planning for uses which generate significant
footfall, including, amongst other things, retail uses. Change to the proposed uses for
PDA3009 is therefore inappropriate.
7. Dr Jane Renfrew advises that Oakfield is a historic estate with some standing and
ruinous buildings that have potential for redevelopment. There are also opportunities for a
hydro scheme and woodland and land management. She requests that the zoning be
changed from sensitive countryside to countryside around settlement status to help
facilitate these improvements.
8. The Oakfield Estate is within an area designated as Countryside Around Settlement in
the current local plan. This has been changed to Countryside Zone in the proposed local
development plan. Policy LDP DM1-Development Management Zones indicates that
within the Countryside Zone encouragement will be given to sustainable forms of
development up to small scale, on appropriate infill, rounding off, redevelopment and
change of use of existing buildings. The designation of the Oakfield Estate as a
Countryside Management Zone should therefore not rule out consideration of the type of
proposals suggested in the representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS221

Development Land - Port Charlotte and Surrounding Area, Islay

Development plan
reference:

H-AL 10/7 - Port Charlotte
MU3003 - Port Mor, Port Charlotte, Islay

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 10/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation is close to Rinns of Islay Special
Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
MU3003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation is within Rinns of Islay Special
Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 10/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587); MU3003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
- Satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
(Site map: Production ref PD246)
H-AL 10/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Allocation H-AL 10/7 was taken
forward from the current Local Adopted Local Plan that has already been subject to a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal. H-AL 10/7 was subject to an outline planning consent for
30 affordable housing units in 2008 (07/02313/OUT) (Production Ref. PD247). No works
have yet been completed.
MU3003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - MU3003 has a number of leisure facilities
already constructed including a visitor centre, play area and camp site.
The Council is currently working on a Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in
consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns. The Council therefore wishes to retain
both allocations within the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Housing allocation H-AL 10/7 is located on the northern edge of the settlement of Port
Charlotte and is close to the Rinns of Islay Special Protection Area (SPA) and is identified
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for the development of up to 30 units.
2. The assessment carried out as part of the habitats regulations appraisal indicates that
the likeliest impact on the SPA from the development of this allocation might arise from the
loss of foraging habitat for geese, chough and corncrake and breeding habitat for
corncrake as a result of developing the housing allocation. However, given the proximity of
the existing settlement and the large range of the SPA which extends to some 9407
hectares, the assessment concludes that development of this allocation would have only a
minor residual effect, on the qualifying interests or conservation objectives of the SPA.
3. The assessment notes that any development proposals considered for the allocation
would be required to comply with all other relevant policies within the local development
plan including policies to protect the integrity of Natura sites (SG LDP ENV 2 –
Development Impact on European Sites).
4. The Mixed Use Allocation MU 3003 Port Mor is located adjacent to the southern
extremity of the settlement of Port Charlotte and is bounded on all sides by the Rinns of
Islay SPA.
5. MU 2003 is identified for tourism/community facilities, and is already partially
developed with a sports pitch, camp site facility and the Port Mor Centre. Given the existing
human activities on the site and the relative size and extent of the SPA the assessment
considers that it is unlikely that the expansion or improvement of the facilities would have
any impact on either the conservation objectives or the qualifying species of the Rinns of
Islay SPA. The site boundary does however include some coastal habitat to the east and
therefore it is concluded that it should be recorded as a minor residual effect that should be
taken into account for any future in-combination assessment and to inform the possible incombination assessment of other plans or projects.
6. The assessment notes that any development proposals considered for the allocation
would be required to comply with all other relevant policies within the local development
plan including policies to protect the integrity of Natura sites (SG LDP ENV 2 –
Development Impact on European Sites).
7. Scottish Natural Heritage has endorsed the habitats regulations appraisal. I find that,
on the basis of the habitats regulations appraisal and in the absence of any contrary
information that there would be no adverse effect on the integrity of the special protection
area arising from the proposed development allocations in the plan. Accordingly I am
satisfied that these allocations remain appropriate and there should be no change to the
allocations H-AL 10/7 and MU 3003.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS222

Development Land - Port Ellen and Surrounding Area, Islay

S201 - The Oa and Kilnaughton Area, Islay
Reporter:
H-AL 10/8 - Port Ellen
Martin Seddon
H3001 - Port Ellen
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Arthur Woodrow (00534)
Lorraine Reynoldson (01738)
Janette Taylor (01847)
Colin Peacock (01914)
Maryanne Smith (02079)
Roland Worthington-Eyre (00541)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 10/8 - Lorraine Reynoldson (01738) - The objector stated:
1. Footprint of proposed site needs amending as part of my property is included. See
enclosed land registry map. Area in question numbered '3080' to the rear of Tigh
Caragman.
2. Present rainfall from this land naturally drains down through my property. This will
inevitably increase with less area for absorption. Factor in the probability of more extreme
weather in the future, my concerns that this will lead to my property flooding should be
understandable.
3. Following on from issue No.2, I have strong concerns about the suitability for
development of the land immediately adjacent to my property as this is on a steep bank
which may become unstable with earthmoving and extra rainwater drains.
4. Is there sufficient industry in Port Ellen to support and sustain such a large development
5. Disturbance to the long established Rookery.
H-AL 10/8 - Maryanne Smith (02079) - The objector stated:- Protecting the landscape and
topography. The topography is unsuitable for development because of the rocky outcrops.
The schedule gives insufficient safeguard to the topography and whether these areas
would be developed. Development of the area, reducing the natural drainage, may
increase the flooding which is already a problem here.
H3001 - Janette Taylor (01847) - The objector stated:- I understand the requirement for
more housing, particularly homes which local people can afford to live in and to heat. My
concern here is mainly the road into the land. It is currently prone to heavy flooding, which
has damaged my boundary wall. The flooding would need to be fixed, as part of any new
housing. I am also concerned about the number of vehicles likely to be using the road in
the future. Site H3001 plus site H- AL 10/8 could mean 55 new homes, possibly 110 cars.
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My preference would be for the access road to come in from the main Port Ellen Road, if
possible. My home has no through traffic at present and I hope you understand my
concerns.
S201 - Colin Peacock (01914) - The objector states that Port Ellen has a higher
percentage of pensionable residents and a lower percentage of working age residents
together with a higher percentage of income deprivation. It is hard to find suitable
accommodation during holiday periods. The Proposed Local Development Plan has the
aim of further enhancing social and economic development in this area it must make sense
to generate further opportunities together with long term and short term income for the area
by reinstating planning permission for further development of dwelling houses on land
previously identified for development at the Oa.
The objector states that it must be appreciated this location can boast panoramic quality
and is of scenic beauty however the developments proposed will be designed and
constructed to integrate environmental technology, conservation and aesthetics to blend in
with the local environment, as have the other projects undertaken and successfully
completed in this area. These previous projects demonstrate that all of the above can be
achieved and the dwelling structures actually improve the overall appearance of the area
whilst providing additional social and economic benefits.
S201 - Roland Worthington-Eyre (00541) - Objector seeks his land re-designated either as
a Rural Opportunity Area or as a small scale Potential Development Area or as an area
where working crofts could be created.
The objector has supplied a location plan showing approx. 160 acres of hill land stretching
from the coastline back and up the hillside.
The objector sets out the context:
 In the 19th century there were extensive crofting communities living in this area
 In more recent times I obtained Planning Permission in 2005 for 4 houses. They are
all now built and lived in all year round by permanent residents who live and work on
Islay.
The objector seeks to obtain a further 6 Planning Permissions within the 160 acres owned.
Factors noted in terms of this proposal are as follows: Economic need (If Islay is confirmed as an Economic Priority Area it follows that
additional housing will be required.) Although other parts of
 The PDAs allocated over 5 years to Port Ellen have not been developed due to
problems with services, especially water. Although Scottish Water plan to rectify this
in the medium to long term, demand for housing in the short term cannot be
satisfied.
 demand is likely to increase in the future given the economic impact of the newly
completed ferry terminal in Port Ellen at a cost of £5 million, the newly built eco
friendly Islay Hotel in Port Ellen, and the current re-development of the Machrie
Hotel and Golf Course
 give people some choice in being able to build a house outside Port Ellen.
 The land is very close to Port Ellen - only 10 minutes` drive.
 There is existing housing on the hillside which has already blended in well.
 The service infrastructure is in p[lace - roads, electricity, and water from boreholes.
 There are no SNH designations.
 The land is undulating and sloping. It also has an approved Native Woodland
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planting scheme. This is a material change to the hillside. It will improve biodiversity
and ameliorate the environmental impact of a few additional houses, which, if
preferred, could be built as Eco houses with appropriate renewable energy features.
S201 - Arthur Woodrow (00534) - Port Ellen area on Islay is badly in need of additional
housing and development and though the existing local plan allows for a number of
potential development areas, most of the development over the past 6 years as been
outwith the PDAs. The new development plan repeats the same PDAs, some of which, for
various reasons, will not be developed, leaving the area starved for development for
another 5 years.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 10/8
Lorraine Reynoldson (01738) - Smaller development further away from my property
boundaries. Assurances (written) from specialist surveyor and/or environmental agency
that my property will not be adversely affected by rainwater run-off or land subsidence.
Maryanne Smith (02079) - Protecting the landscape and topography. The topography is
unsuitable for development because of the rocky outcrops. The schedule give insufficient
safe guard to the topography and whether these areas would be developed. Development
of the area, reducing the natural drainage, may increase the flooding which is already a
problem here.
H3001 - Janette Taylor (01847) - Careful consideration of access to minimise traffic noise
for me and my neighbours. Sympathetic design to landscape
S201
Colin Peacock (01914) - Reinstate previous planning policy adopted for this location.
Roland Worthington-Eyre (00541) - Objector seeks his land redesignated either as a Rural
Opportunity Area or as a small scale Potential Development Area or as an area where
working crofts could be created.
Arthur Woodrow (00534) - The area of land above lighthouse road at Kilnaughton, be
included as a PDA. It was included in the last proposed local plan early stages by the
planning officers who visited the island and spoke to local people, but it was later removed
by others in Lochgilphead Office. The consultation held in Bowmore Service point in
February had at least 20% of people attending supporting this area being developed. This
must count for this area being included as a PDA this time.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H-AL 10/8 - Lorraine Reynoldson (01738); Maryanne Smith (02079) - The site is situated in
Port Ellen, Islay and has been identified as an Housing Allocation H-AL 10/8 (Site map,
Production Ref PD248) in the Proposed Local Development Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD012).
Site boundary H-AL 10/8
The objector (01738) has presented evidence that part of the site is not in the developer’s
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ownership. Whilst ownership is not a determining factor the removal of this part of the site
from the allocation would not affect the delivery of the site or its effectiveness. Therefore, if
the Reporter is so minded the Council would be content if the allocation boundary were
amended to remove the area indicated as in the ownership of (01738). The different
ownership has been noted in the accompanying mini brief for the allocation in the Draft
Action Programme 2014 – (Core Doc Ref: CD030)
Drainage/Slope
The Proposed Local Development Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD012) contains policy and
Supplementary Guidance to deal with drainage issues in Policy LDP 10 – Maximising our
Resources and Reducing Our Consumption and with detail in the accompanying
Supplementary Guidance SG LDP SERV 2 – Incorporation of Natural
Features/Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS); SG LDP SERV 3 – Drainage Impact
Assessment (DIA) and SG LDP SERV 7 – Flooding and land Erosion – The Risk
Framework for Development (Core Doc Ref: CD015). It is considered that these provide
the appropriate safeguards in terms of the issues raised. The site is considered effective
and these issues are most appropriately dealt with through the planning application
process within the policy framework of the Development Plan. It is considered that no
change is required as a result of this issue.
Layout
Rocky outcrops are noted in the mini brief for this allocation in the Draft Action Programme
2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030).
The Proposed Local Development Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD012) contains policy to deal with
design and layout in Policy LDP 9 – Development Setting, Layout and Design and with
detail in the accompanying Supplementary Guidance SG LDP Argyll and Bute Sustainable
Design Guides and SG LDP Sustainable Siting and Design Principles. It is considered that
these provide the appropriate safeguards in terms of the issues raised. The site is
considered effective and these issues are most appropriately dealt with through the
planning application process within the policy framework of the Development Plan. It is
considered that no change is required as a result of this issue.
Scale of development
The Proposed Local Development Plan contains sufficient housing allocations to meet the
requirements identified in the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref:
CD008). This site is an important part of the supply within a Key Rural Settlement on Islay.
It is considered that no change is required as a result of this issue.
Nature Concerns
There are no noted wildlife designations on the site. Nonetheless the Proposed Local
Development Plan contains the Policy LDP 3 – Supporting the Protection, Conservation
and Enhancement of our Environment, which would require to be taken into account in the
assessment of any application for development. It is considered that no change is required
as a result of this issue.
H3001 - Janette Taylor (01847) - The site is situated in Port Ellen and was formerly part of
H-AL 10/8. The site has been split to better reflect the delivery options. (Sitemap Prod Ref:
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PD248).
The Proposed Local Development Plan contains sufficient housing allocations to meet the
requirements identified in the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref:
CD008). This site is an important part of the supply within a Key Rural Settlement on an
island.
The site is considered effective in principle and any planning application would be required
to be dealt with in the policy framework of the development plan. The Proposed Local
Development Plan (CD012) contains policies and Supplementary Guidance (CD015) to
take account of any flooding or traffic issues as follows:- Policy LDP 10 – Maximising our
Resources and Reducing Our Consumption with detailed policy in the supplementary
guidance as follows SG LDP SERV 7 – Flooding and land Erosion – The Risk Framework
for Development and SG LDP SERV 2 – Incorporation of Natural Features/Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SuDS). It is therefore considered that no change is required as a result
of this issue.
S201 - Arthur Woodrow (00534); Roland Worthington-Eyre (00541); S201 - Colin Peacock
(01914) - The proposed site is situated in the Oa/Kilnaughton area near Port Ellen on Islay
(Site Map Prod Ref: PD248). The site is within the Countryside Development Management
Zone in the Proposed Local Development Plan. It is also situated in a prominent location
within an Area of Panoramic Quality and there are archaeological remains in the vicinity.
This area was subject to objections at the previous Local Plan Inquiry (18.4.7 /17.4.17
Reporters Findings, Production Ref PD249). The Reporters in their report stated “at our
site inspection we noted with dismay the new access tracks and houses built, and under
construction, in this vicinity. We accept from the council that planning permissions were
granted under the currently local plan. We consider that these houses and their access
routes are unfortunate examples of the type of development which may emerge when a
relatively relaxed approach is taken to development outwith settlements. They should not
set a precedent for what is acceptable in Rural opportunity Areas. With that in mind we
welcome the fact that the vicinity is now designated Countryside Around Settlements. ”
The Council accepted the Reporters Findings on this matter.
The Planning history of this area is set out in (production ref: PD250). This indicates the
level of pressure for development within this sensitive landscape zone outwith settlement
area and cumulative impact that has occurred within this sensitive landscape.
The Council contend that the Housing Allocations and Potential Development Areas within
Port Ellen are viable and that the issues re servicing are being overcome. This is
demonstrated by a number of applications, house funding and information from Scottish
Water (Prod Ref: 251).
There is a good supply of land on Islay for housing development within housing allocations,
potential development areas, settlement zones and Rural Opportunity Areas. There are
also opportunities for infill rounding off and redevelopment within the Countryside Zone.
The effective land supply identified is sufficient to meet the requirements of the Housing
Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) as demonstrated in the Housing
Land Audit (Core Doc Ref: CD009). It is considered that additional development in this
area would undermine the Settlement Strategy as set out in the PLDP (Core Doc Ref:
CD012) and would not be supportive of the sustainable development of the area.
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The planting of native woodland is proposed, however this is not considered to be sufficient
to ameliorate the significant cumulative impact of continued development in this sensitive
landscape.
Given the above it is considered that there is no requirement to change the PLDP as a
result of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
H-AL 10/8 and H3001
1. Proposed housing allocation H-AL 10/8 is an area of sloping grassland with rocky
outcrops and gorse cover near to the A846. H3001 is a smaller, adjacent housing
allocation located to the rear of existing dwellings.
2. A landowner has requested that part of site H-AL 10/8 in their ownership be deleted
from the allocation. The council has advised that the minor area involved would not reduce
the effectiveness of the housing allocation. This part of the site could not be considered
effective because of the ownership issue and I conclude that the boundary of the allocation
should be reduced accordingly.
3. Matters raised in relation to these two proposed allocations include site drainage
problems, potential land instability, retention of a long standing rookery and whether
access would be taken using the existing track next to Tigh an Tobair or a new direct
access from the Port Ellen Road. It is also questioned as to whether there is sufficient
industry in Port Ellen to support and sustain such a large development.
4. The council considers that the allocations are effective in principle and could contribute
towards meeting the housing target for the local development plan area. Scottish Planning
Policy also indicates that the housing supply target is a policy view of the number of homes
the local authority has agreed will be delivered in each housing market area over the
periods of the development plan and local housing strategy, taking into account wider
matters including economic factors.
5. None of the matters raised in representations would be sufficient reason by themselves
or cumulatively, to warrant deletion of these housing allocations. Nevertheless, the details
of developing the land would have to be resolved through the submission of a planning
application and appropriate technical consultations by the council. I would expect the
council to consult adjoining neighbours if a planning application was submitted in future as
part of normal development management procedures. This would provide an opportunity
for detailed scrutiny of the proposed housing layout, means of access, wildlife
conservation, distinctive topography and drainage proposals.
Site S201
6. Site S201 is a large area of hillside (over 64 hectares) within an area known as the Oa
that slopes down to the sea near Port Ellen and Kilnaughton Bay. This area has been the
subject to some sporadic rural development in the past, the tracks and buildings being
particularly noticeable when approaching Port Ellen by sea. Part of the Oa to the west is an
RSPB reserve and designated as a Special Protection Area.
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7. The land within site S201 includes an area of Countryside Zone and Very Sensitive
Countryside. A Countryside Zone is defined in the Glossary to the local development plan
as a development management zone which “frames the area around settlements and wider
countryside; within this zone a co-ordinated and planned approach to development is
appropriate whilst allowing for small scale infill, rounding-off redevelopment and change of
use of buildings to take place on an appropriate basis but not extending the existing
settlement boundary. Policy LDP DM1 – Development Within Development Management
Zones indicates that in exceptional cases, development in the open countryside up to and
including large scale may be supported if this accords with an Area Capacity Evaluation.
8. Very Sensitive Countryside is defined as a development management zone which
“comprises countryside and isolated coast which has extremely limited capacity to
successfully absorb development; only limited categories of natural resource based
development is supported in these areas”. Site S201 is also within an Area of Panoramic
Quality; defined as “areas of regional importance in terms of their landscape quality which
were previously identified as ‘Regional Scenic areas’ in the former Strathclyde structure
plan”.
9. The representations seek to reinstate previous planning policy for the Oa, having
regard to the need for additional housing and holiday accommodation. In addition, redesignation of the land as Rural Opportunity Area or a small Potential Development Area
or an area within which working crofts could be created.
10. We have concluded in issue ISS400 above that there is sufficient housing land with
planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the local development plan to
meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan period to 2024. The council
advises that there is a good supply of land on Islay for housing development within housing
allocations, potential development areas, settlement zones and Rural Opportunity Areas.
Although development of some of the allocated housing sites and potential development
areas in Port Ellen may have been slow, that may in part reflect the effects of the economic
recession as well as service constraints. The council has submitted evidence to
demonstrate that there is interest in developing PDA 10/15 and that Scottish Water did not
object to the granting of permission for 18 affordable dwellings at part of that site in 2014.
11. In view of the generous supply of housing land that is available for the plan period
there is no need to accommodate further housing development in the Oa. There appears
to be little opportunity for small scale infill, rounding-off, redevelopment and change of use
of buildings within the Countryside Zone and Very Sensitive Countryside designations that
constitute site S201. Some native woodland planting is proposed which could help
assimilate additional development, but the trees would take time to mature. I also note that
there has been local support for developing the area of land above Lighthouse Road at
Kilnaughton. However, I see no reason to change the proposed local development plan
designations for site S201 in view of the current housing land supply and particular
panoramic quality of the landscape.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by deleting the land numbered 3080 (as shown on the
submitted Land Register of Scotland title plan numbered ARG4922) from Proposed
Housing Allocation H-AL 10/8.
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ISS224

Development Land: Silvercraigs, Mid Argyll

Development plan
reference:

S204 - Silvercraigs

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862)
Provision of the
development plan Countryside Development Management Zone, Rural Opportunity
to which the issue Area Development Management Zone, Area of Panoramic Quality
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S204 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Development opportunity missed at Silvercraigs.
Need Rural Opportunity Area extended east in saddle between hillocks.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S204 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Discussions re extension of Rural Opportunity Area
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S204 - M & K MacLeod Ltd (01862) - Silvercraigs is situated around 2km southwest of Port
Ann in Mid Argyll. It is within the Countryside Development Management Zone to the east
of a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA), in an Area of Panoramic Quality (Site map Production
Ref: PD252).
A broad area was submitted by the objectors at the Future Potential Development Sites
consultation stage prior to the Main Issues Report. This area was not included in the
Proposed Local Development Plan given the quantity of land available for development in
the Mid Argyll area, the lack of fit with the settlement pattern and sensitivities within this
Area of Panoramic Quality at this location (Land at Ballibeg, Appendix B MAKI Area
Committee Report: Production Ref: PD253). The objector did not submit a location map
with the PLDP representation but the description indicates a smaller area.
The Rural Opportunity Areas Development Control Zones were initially identified in the
Adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan. These areas had been subject to objection at the
previous Local Plan Inquiry (Chapter 3.3 of the Reporters Findings Production Ref:
PD229). The Council commissioned Landscape Capacity Studies of these areas to verify
which areas had capacity for development in landscape terms in the sensitive National
Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. (Committee Report on the Findings of the
Reporters into valid objections made to the Argyll and Bute Local Plan November 2008
Annex 1- Production Ref: PD230)
The objector seeks an area to the east of the ROA identified as MA27 Castleton in the
Landscape Capacity Study for Mid Argyll undertaken by Gillespies in 2010 (Core
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Document Ref CD047) but still within the Area of Panoramic Quality. The Landscape Study
for the ROA states, inter alia, “…There is potential to absorb development in the sheltered
valley between Burnside and Anchorage. Development should be sited adjacent to existing
access tracks, avoiding planting to anchor it to the existing landscape structure. This
should be limited to three or four properties to avoid over-development…”
The Proposed Local Development Plan identifies sufficient development capacity to meet
with the requirements of the Housing Needs and Demands Assessment (Core Doc Ref:
CD008) within the plan period. In particular, there is a Potential Development Area in
nearby Port Ann for housing/tourism (PDA 12/75) and identified capacity within the
adjacent Rural Opportunity Area.
Conclusion
This area is a sensitive landscape within an Area of Panoramic Quality with limited
capacity to absorb development. There is identified capacity within the vicinity. There is
sufficient capacity identified for housing in Mid Argyll for the plan period. Therefore it is
considered that no change is required to the Proposed Local Development Plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The council has provided a location map for the land subject to representation.
Silvercraigs is a rural area with rolling agricultural land and woodland situated between the
A83 and the shores of Loch Gilp and Loch Fyne. It is crossed by tracks serving sporadic
housing development.
2. Site S204 is located to the east of the properties of Anchorage and Arichuan. The
representation seeks a change in the designation of the site from Countryside Zone to
Rural Opportunity Area. The land is located immediately to the east of a Rural Opportunity
Area and is within an Area of Panoramic Quality.
3. There is a potential development area in nearby Port Ann which is identified for
housing/tourism (PDA 12/75). There is also capacity for some housing development within
the adjacent Rural Opportunity Area, as indicated in the Landscape Capacity Study.
Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in issue ISS400 above that there is
sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the
local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan
period to 2024. I find that there is no compelling reason to designate site S204 as an
extension to the Rural Opportunity Area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS225

Development Land: Bowmore, Islay

Development plan
reference:

PDA 10/3; PDA 10/1; PDA 10/2; PDA 3004

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Margaret C MacAffer (01686)
Angus MacIndeor (01704)
Scottish Natural Heritage 01587
The Islay Estates Company (00540)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 10/3 - Margaret C MacAffer (01686) - The objector considers the proposed PDA 10/3
will obstruct the view from her house and lower the value of her property. The objector
further considers that the construction phase would inconvenience her access as she
depends on her car.
PDA 10/1, PDA 10/2, PDA 10/3, PDA3004 - Angus MacIndeor (01704) - The objector
states that the housing proposals would cause privacy issues for existing properties at
Elder Crescent and Broom Hill.
The objector also raises a concern with regard to access for the PDAs through existing
streets which he states are not suitable for additional traffic and which are already
struggling to cope. Emergency vehicle access and additional traffic noise are noted as
issues.
PDA 10/34 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation (subject to mini development
brief) is adjacent to Bridgend Flats, Islay Special Protection Area (SPA) and so requires
assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
MU3002 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation is close to Laggan (Islay) Special
Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 10/3 - Margaret C MacAffer (01686) - The removal of PDA 10/3 from the Proposed
Local Development Plan and another site selected.
PDA 10/1, PDA 10/2, PDA 10/3, PDA3004 - Angus MacIndeor (01704) - The objector
considers that the housing should be arranged in a sympathetic manner, giving
consideration to existing properties. Consider tree planting, as visual barriers.
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The objector considers that a completely new access needs to be created from outside the
village directly from the A846 this access could then be used as village ‘by pass’, rather
than using existing streets.
Run quiet road surfaces on all the village streets.
PDA 10/34 and MU3002 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of
HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 10/3 - Margaret C MacAffer (01686) - Site map Bowmore Potential Development
Areas (Production Ref: PD254) The Council takes every opportunity to reduce the impact
of any development on adjacent neighbour amenity but the loss of a view is not a valid
material consideration in planning nor is any potential negative impacts on the value of a
property. The PDA Mini Brief in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030)
notes that Supplementary Guidance policies SG Sustainable Siting and Design Principles
and SG Access and Parking Standards, in particular, need to be taken into account.
In terms of access during the construction phase conditions will be placed in order to
minimise disruption to adjacent residents.
The inclusion of PDAs has proved extremely useful in Argyll and Bute in helping to provide
a generous and flexible housing supply in line with Scottish Government expectations,
helping to meet the requirements of the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand
Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) and providing new development opportunities to help
support economic growth and boost the local population in line with the aspirations of the
Council’s Single Outcome agreement (Core Doc Ref: CD011). This is particularly important
for island communities.
PDA 10/1, PDA 10/2, PDA 10/3, PDA3004 - Angus MacIndeor (01704) - The PDAs will be
subject to a masterplan process that will help inform the layout and any subsequent
planning application that will be considered for PDA 10/3; PDA 10/2; PDA 10/1 or
PDA3004. This process will be subject to satisfying all relevant policies and
supplementary guidance of the Proposed Local Development Plan including design.
These PDAs all have access as an identified constraint in the mini briefs that accompany
the PDAs that are located in the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030)
with the most likely option being taken to take a new access off the A846 to access each
PDA in turn as they are developed.
PDA 10/34 and MU3002 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This matter is being dealt
with through the Habitats Regulation Assessment process, in consultation with Scottish
Natural Heritage.
Conclusion
The Council considers that PDA 10/3, PDA 10/2, PDA 10/1 (all of which have been carried
forward from the current Local Plan), and PDA 3004 (downgraded from current housing
allocation H-AL 10/2 given the identification of known constraints) should therefore be
retained in the LDP to provide opportunities for new housing development, including
affordable, during the life of the LDP, subject to identified constraints being satisfactorily
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addressed and suitable conditions being placed on any subsequent planning consent to
minimise disruption to local residents during the construction phase, ensure the privacy of
existing residents. In particular the Council fully accepts that the access constraint
identified for all of the PDAs will have to be fully dealt with before any development takes
place. Therefore it is considered that no change is required to the PLDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 10/3
1. Mrs MacAffer submits that development of PDA 10/3 would obstruct views from her
property and affect its value. However, these are matters which are not normally material
planning considerations. In addition concerns are expressed regarding access for
construction vehicles. This is an issue that would be taken into account should a planning
application be submitted. Whilst I acknowledge the concerns expressed in the
representation, I find for these reasons that the allocation proposed by the council in the
plan is appropriate and therefore an amendment to the plan is not necessary.
PDA 10/1, PDA 10/2, PDA 10/3, PDA3004
2. The representation in respect of these potential development areas refers to major
traffic access issues, increased road noise from traffic, restricted access because of onstreet parking, and existing traffic problems associated with the use of Islay Hospital and
the re-located Bowmore surgery. Potential measures are included in the representation to
avoid additional problems such as arranging housing in a sympathetic manner, restricting
access from existing streets and providing a new access to the A846 and potential village
bypass.
3. Potential development areas (PDAs) are defined in the Glossary to the local
development plan as: “broad areas identified by this plan in the Proposals Maps. They are
mainly, but not exclusively on the edge of settlements and constitute land within which
opportunities may emerge during the plan-period for infill, rounding-off, redevelopment or
new development. Such opportunities are not currently fully resolved and issues may
require to be overcome in terms of the ‘mini development brief’ accompanying these PDAs
before development opportunities within the PDA area can be realised and be supported
by this plan. A PDA may include a number of identifiable development sites”.
4. Access to the sites, the effect on the existing road network and living conditions of local
residents in respect of traffic noise, would be considered by the council as part of the
assessment process for any future planning applications that may be submitted. It is
probable that residents located next to the sites would be consulted by the council if an
application was submitted, in accordance with normal development management
procedures.
5. The council has advised that it fully accepts that the access constraint identified for all
of the potential development areas will have to be fully dealt with before any development
takes place. Clearly the means of access to the sites has yet to be resolved in detail,
although the council indicates that the most likely option would be to take a new access off
the A846 to access each site in turn as they are developed. Consequently, for the reasons
given above, I find that the potential development areas proposed by the council in the
plan are appropriate and therefore an amendment to the plan is not necessary.
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PDA 10/34
6. Scottish Natural Heritage advises that potential development area PDA 10/34 is
adjacent to Bridgend Flats, Islay Special Protection Area. The special protection area
covers intertidal foreshore which is located immediately adjacent to PDA 10/34 which is
itself close to the existing settlement of Bowmore. The assessment carried out as part of
the habitats regulations appraisal concluded that, given the extent of the special protection
area, and the proximity of the settlement, development within PDA 10/34 would not have
any substantive impact on the qualifying interests or conservation objectives of the SPA.
On the basis of the habitats regulations appraisal and in the absence of any contrary
information I find that there would be no adverse effect on the integrity of the special
protection area arising from potential development area 10/34 and no need to modify the
local development plan in this respect.
MU3002
7. Mixed use allocation MU3002 is close to Laggan, Islay, Special Protection Area. The
special protection area extends to some 1230 hectares with the settlement of Bowmore
located close but not immediately adjacent to the boundary of the special protection area
and is some 190 metres to the south west. Part of the site, beyond an access track is
relatively near to the undeveloped coastline.
8. The assessment carried out as part of the habitats regulations appraisal considered
that this allocation could have a likely significant effect on the special protection area
because of direct loss of foraging habitat for the qualifying species, and because of
impacts on the extent of foraging and roosting habitat through recreational disturbance.
The assessment also found potential for a significant increase in recreational pressure
through the identification of a Core Path (C068 c-e Bowmore to Saltpan Point Circular) in
the Argyll and Bute Core Paths Plan. The Core Paths Plan has already been subject to a
habitats regulations appraisal. Agreed mitigation measures include the erection of signage
advising walkers to use alternative routes during the wintering period. In addition planning
consent has recently been granted for a new distillery at Gartbreck where visitors may add
to pressure on the paths.
9. In order to ensure that the impacts of recreational use (principally walking) are properly
considered in relation to the special protection area, the assessment suggested that
appropriate mitigation measures should include the submission of a Recreation
Management Plan with any planning application(s) or masterplan. The council proposes to
add the following statement to the mini-brief for the site contained in the Draft Action
Programme which is a component part of supplementary guidance:
“For planning permission to be granted, development proposals must ensure that there
would be no adverse effect on the integrity and qualifying interests of the Laggan Special
Protection Area, either alone or in combination with other plans or projects, through
recreational disturbance. To demonstrate this, a Recreation Management Plan should be
prepared to accompany the planning application, for the approval of the planning authority
in consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage”.
10. Scottish Natural Heritage has endorsed the findings of the assessment and I agree
that the proposed addition to the mini development brief would allow the council to ensure
that there would be no adverse effect on the integrity of the special protection area through
recreational disturbance. However, the mini development brief is a matter for the council to
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address separately from the plan itself and there are no matters raised by this
representation which require to be dealt with by me in this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS226

Development Land - Coullabus, Islay

Development plan
reference:

S338 - Settlement Zone: Coullabus, Islay

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Development Management Zone –Settlement Zone
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S338 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Settlement Zone identified for Coullabus,
Islay is within the Gruinart Flats Special Protection Area (SPA). This therefore requires
assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S338 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S338 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This area of settlement zone has been carried
forward from the current Development Plan that was not objected to. This matter is being
dealt with through the Habitats Regulation Assessment process, in consultation with
Scottish Natural Heritage. (Site map - Production Ref: PD255)
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Coullabus is identified as a minor settlement and consists of approximately six
dwellinghouses and a farm steading and the settlement boundaries fall almost entirely
within the boundary of the Gruinart Flats Special Protection Area (SPA).
2. The assessment carried out as part of the habitats regulations appraisal indicates that
Gruinart Flats SPA qualifies by regularly supporting a population of European importance
of the Annex 1 species: barnacle goose, Greenland white-fronted goose, light-bellied brent
goose and chough.
3. Since 2006 there have been a total of three planning applications for development
within this settlement, and only one involved the erection of new dwellinghouse outwith the
curtilage of existing buildings.
4. Nevertheless the assessment accepts that the inclusion of European sites within
settlement zones creates a ‘policy tension’ within the plan with small scale development
encouraged by Policy LDP DM1(C) on ‘appropriate sites’. Scottish Natural Heritage takes
the view that any development outwith existing curtilages of dwellings would result in a loss
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of habitat and other development impacts.
5. In order to remove the policy tension that exists, Scottish Natural Heritage has
suggested that those parts of the settlement zones that cover European sites should be
altered to the Countryside designation which would remove the presumption in favour of
small scale development as indicated in policy LDP DM 1(C). I agree that this would be an
appropriate course of action in view of the SPA designation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the local development plan by deleting the Settlement Zone for Coullabus and by
designating it instead as Countryside Zone.
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ISS227

Minerals Allocation - Furnace

Development plan
reference:

MIN-AL 9/1 - Furnace

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Bob Gordon (01957)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MIN-AL 9/1
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector contends that expansion area shown for
this quarry would appear to go into woodland that is indicated on the Ancient Woodland
Inventory as Type 1a Ancient Woodland (ancient – of semi natural origin)
Bob Gordon (01957) - The Objector contends that the area currently shown on Map 24 as
a mineral designation only takes in existing workings. This area should be extended to
show the full extent of consented sand and gravel workings as shown on attached plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MIN-AL 9/1
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector requests that plan should include
‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations. For this
allocation this factor [Ancient and Semi Natural Woodland] should be listed, with a
requirement that a species survey and if necessary mitigation plan should be submitted
with any planning application.
Bob Gordon (01957) - The Objector requests that Map 24 be amended to show the
consented planning boundary for Furnace Quarry
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Context MIN-AL 9/1 - Mineral Allocation MIN AL 9/1 is situated at the eastern end of
Furnace (Site map : Production Ref: PD256). It is situated within an Area of Panoramic
Quality and surrounded by land identified on either the Ancient Woodland Inventory or the
Ancient and Semi Natural Woodland records.
MIN-AL 9/1
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Supplementary Guidance mini brief (Draft Action
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Programme 2014, Core Doc Ref: CD030) associated with this minerals allocation has been
amended to take the Ancient and Semi Natural Woodland on site into account.
Bob Gordon (01957) - The mineral allocation boundary reflects the boundary in the current
Adopted Local Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD001) and this is the area within which the Council
consider mineral operations to be appropriate, subject to any necessary consents. It is
considered that no change is required to the PLDP in respect of this issue.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Minerals allocation MIN-AL 9/1 is based upon a large working quarry at the settlement
of Furnace. The quarry is situated within an Area of Panoramic Quality and surrounded by
land identified on either the Ancient Woodland Inventory or the Ancient and Semi Natural
Woodland records.
2. In response to the representation by Scottish Natural Heritage the council has advised
that the Supplementary Guidance mini brief associated with this minerals allocation has
been amended to take the Ancient and Semi Natural Woodland on site into account.
However, the request for a species survey and, if necessary, a mitigation plan to be
submitted with any planning application, is inappropriate because the quarry already has
planning permission.
3. Breedon Aggregates Ltd seek an amendment to Map 24 to show the consented
planning boundary for the quarry. The council’s response to my further information request
confirmed that the quarry received permission in 1976. In 2002 a new application was
submitted to the council as part of the review of mineral permissions. The application (ref:
02/00685/MIN) was approved with new conditions.
4. Allocation MIN-AL 9/1 has been carried forward from the current local plan. The
boundary for the allocation does not coincide with either the red line boundary for the
quarry site or with the permitted area for extraction. The allocated area omits a large part of
the permitted extraction area which is located to the north-west.
5. Condition 1 of the planning permission limits the extraction of minerals at the site until
no later than 21 February 2042, well after the local development plan period. The approved
drawings indicate phases of operation, but the permission does not directly specify any
timescale for the phasing of extraction of sand and gravel. In view of the extended period
of the planning permission (over 28 years) and uncertainty over the rate of development of
the site, which will be determined by market conditions, I consider that it would be
inappropriate to include the whole of the proposed extraction area within the minerals
allocation in the local development plan.
6. The extant permission for mineral extraction would be unaffected by the lack of
allocation of part of the consented site area. Nevertheless, the council may wish to
consider whether the boundary of the allocation should be modified as part of the next local
development plan review, and as further mineral extraction takes place.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS229

Potential Development Area - Jura

Development plan
reference:

PDA 11/3 - Craighouse – Ballard, Jura

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 11/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - It would appear that an area of woodland
on the Ancient Woodland Inventory (Type 2a – ancient, of semi-natural origin) is in the
south-east of the site.
Also mature trees here could be roosts for bats.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 11/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Mini development brief to include need to
protect ancient woodland on the site, and to carry out a bat survey if any trees would be
affected by development here.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 11/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Potential Development Area (PDA) 11/3 is
situated at Craighouse on the isle of Jura. (Site Map: Production PD259). This site was
identified in the Adopted Local Plan and was not objected to by Scottish Natural Heritage
at this time. The mini brief that accompanies the PDA is included as Supplementary
Guidance and has been amended to address this issue (Draft Action Programme 2014Core Doc Ref: CD030).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 11/3 is an area of land, including a small amount of
existing housing, which slopes down towards a ribbon of development that forms part of
the settlement of Craighouse. Deciduous woodland on the lower part of the hillside is an
attractive landscape feature which provides a prominent backdrop to this coastal ribbon of
older development.
2. The council has complied with Scottish Natural Heritage’s requirement that the mini
development brief should include the need to protect ancient woodland on the site, and to
carry out a bat survey if any trees would be affected by development. As the mini
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development brief is a matter for the council to address separately from the plan itself,
there are no matters raised by this representation which require to be dealt with by me
through this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS230

Potential Development Area - Cairnbaan

Development plan
reference:

PDA 12/21 - Cairnbaan - Daill Farm

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 12/21 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Allocation (subject to mini development
brief) is within Knapdale National Scenic Area (NSA) and so should be of sufficiently high
design quality, especially given the ‘linear’ nature of any such development.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 12/21 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector requests that a mini
development brief to require a high standard of design quality, drawing for example on
capacity study for this settlement.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 12/21 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - PDAs are areas where specific
development opportunities may be supported through the life of this LDP where known
constraints can be overcome:- (Para 2.11.1 – PLDP Written Statement) (Core Doc Ref:
CD012). The constraints are not currently fully resolved and issues may require to be
overcome that have been identified in the mini brief for each PDA that has been included in
the Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc Ref: CD030).
Potential Development Area 12/21 is situated at Cairnbaan in Mid Argyll (Site map,
Production Ref: PD260). PDA 12/21 is carried forward from the current Development Plan
for low density housing where no objections were previously raised. The Council does not
consider that the site is linear in nature and any proposed development will be subject to
the completion of a masterplan and detailed planning application. A higher standard of
design is called for as a matter of routine policy through policy LDP 3, associated SG LDP
ENV 12 – Development Impact on National Scenic Areas and Policy LDP 9 – Development
Setting, layout and Design, associated SG (design principals and suite of design guides)
together with the relevant Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Assessment. PDAs have
proved extremely useful to the Council in providing a generous supply of land for housing.
The Council therefore consider that PDA 12/21 should be retained in the LDP with no
amendments. The mini brief identifies that this PDA is within a National Scenic Area and
that LDP 3 requires to be taken into account.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Potential development area PDA 12/21 has been rolled forward from the local plan as a
site for low density housing. The site does not have a linear form, although it is located
next to the strong linear feature formed by the Crinan Canal and adjacent road. Any
development proposal should respect the sensitive rural location of the site within the
setting of the canal, and within a national scenic area.
2. The council has advised that the mini brief identifies that PDA 12/21 is within the
Knapdale National Scenic Area and that development plan policies including LDP 3 Supporting the protection, conservation and enhancement of our environment, will require
a higher standard of design. This action meets the requirements of the representation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS231

Rural Opportunity Areas - Jura

Development plan
reference:

S345 - All Rural Opportunity Areas: Jura

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Development Management Zone – Rural Opportunity Areas
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S345 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - There are a number of Rural Opportunity Areas
(ROA) identified on Jura which lie wholly or partly within the Jura, Scarba and the
Garvellachs Special Protection Area (SPA). These therefore require assessment as part of
the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S345 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S345 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Rural Opportunity Areas (ROA) identified
on Jura were carried forward from the current Development Plan and received no
objections to remove areas of ROA related to the environmental designations previously.
(Location Map : Production Ref: PD261). Rural Opportunity Areas are a Development
Management Zone which supports the Settlement Strategy in the Development Plan, in
particular through Policy LDP DM1– Development within the Development Management
Zones (Core Doc Ref: CD012). They are areas in which there is a general capacity to
successfully absorb small scale development, including development in the open
countryside
The Council is undertaking a Habitats Regulation Assessment to address this issue, in
consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The assessment carried out by the council as part of the habitats regulations appraisal,
prepared in consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage, has concluded as follows:
“The Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs Special Protection Area as its name suggests includes
the whole islands of Jura, Scarba and the northern outliers known as the Garvellachs and
extends to a combined area of some 34585 hectares. The Special Protection Area has
been identified to protect the ranges of Golden Eagles. The Rural Opportunity Areas
identified in the proposed LDP are located only on Jura and are restricted to the areas on
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the coastal fringe. Within these Rural Opportunity Areas there has been very little new
development within the life of the current Local Plan. It is considered that the very limited
development potential and take up of sites within the identified ROA’s together with the
vast range covered by the SPA suggests that any loss of the habitat through small scale
housing development within these Rural Opportunity Areas and the extent of disturbance
to the species is likely to be negligible. It should also be noted that any development
proposals considered for the Rural Opportunity Areas would be required to comply with all
other relevant policies within the LDP including policies to protect the integrity of Natura
sites (SG LDP ENV 2 – Development Impact on European Sites). It is therefore concluded
that the Rural Opportunity Areas identified on Jura will not have a significant effect on the
qualifying interests or conservation objectives of the Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA.
The SPA covers a large area and SNH have advised that given that the ROA’s are on the
extreme periphery of the SPA where it likely that there will be minimum use for foraging.
On this basis it is considered that the Rural Opportunity Areas will have no significant effect
on the Jura, Scarba and Garvellachs SPA”.
2. Scottish Natural Heritage has endorsed the assessment carried out by the council and
in these circumstances there is now no unresolved matter for me to address through this
examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS232

Development Land - Aird

Development plan
reference:

S225 - Aird, Loch Beag

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Caroline Younger (01200)
Provision of the
development plan
Development Management Zone : Countryside Zone
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S225 - Caroline Younger (01200) - The objector seeks 3 dwelling houses in the open
countryside within a Zone shown as Countryside Development Management Zone in the
Proposed Local Development Plan. Information including a site plan, photographs of the
site and a landscape capacity study have been provided as part of the representation.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S225 - Caroline Younger (01200) - Rezoning of the PLDP to permit 3 dwelling houses in
the open countryside at this location.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S225 - Caroline Younger (01200)
Context
The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development (ROAs) Control Zone were
originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc Ref: CD001). The intention
of this zone was to identifying areas within which there is a general capacity to successfully
absorb small scale housing development. This includes open countryside locations where
appropriate forms of small- scale housing development will be in tune with landscape
character and development pattern.
The ROA Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the public local inquiry into
the local plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the Rural Opportunity Areas in
National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in part to the lack of a
landscape assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Reporters Findings Chap 3.3,
Production Ref: PD229). The Council did not agree with the Reporters Findings in this
instance and proposed a way forward to assess and retain some capacity for open
countryside development in these sensitive areas (Statement of Decisions on Reporters’
Findings : Committee Report, Production Ref: PD230). The Adopted Local Plan states “….
Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural Opportunity Areas
positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality will be considered
premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural Opportunity Area
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has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter, development proposals will
be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within the Landscape Capacity
Study.”
Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural
Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality.
The Proposed Local Development Plan has taken into account the findings of the
Gillespies report by including the majority of the areas identified with capacity as Rural
Opportunity Area Development Management Zone and those not identified with capacity
as Countryside Development Management Zone (PLDP Proposals Maps, Core Doc Ref:
CD012).
S225 - Caroline Younger (01200) - The area noted by the objector is situated on the
eastern side of Loch Beag in an Area of Panoramic Quality (Site map : Production Ref
PD262).
This site is within MA26 of the Mid Argyll and Inveraray Landscape Capacity Study (Part 3)
(Core Doc Ref: CD047). It is shown as being an area that is highly sensitive to change and
with limited capacity to absorb development. Development in the red areas was noted as
not recommended as the open rocky and undulating land which forms the majority of the
site would be too prominent in long views, changing the character of the landscape. The
site proposed by the objector for development is not within one of the identified areas with
capacity in landscape terms for development. The objector has supplied a Landscape
Study undertaken by Landscape Architects. This contradicts the findings of the Council
adopted Landscape Capacity Study. The objectors Landscape assessment makes it clear
that the site is visible from the north (including from Craignish Castle), from the south
(including from a public carpark) and contains no assessment of views from the west
(views from the loch are considered important). The cumulative impact of leaving the
Council adopted Landscape Study orange areas (areas with capacity) in the Area of
Panoramic Quality appears to have been dealt with in the objectors Landscape
Assessment by suggesting removal of these areas (Paragraph 3.2).
The proposal is for small housing development and the PLDP contains a policy framework
against which to assess such proposals in line with the settlement strategy in order to
deliver sustainable development within Argyll and Bute.
The Development Management Zones are key to supporting and delivering the Settlement
Strategy of the LDP. Policy LDP DM 1 establishes the acceptable scales of development in
each of the zones with the boundaries of all the settlements and countryside zones
mapped in the LDP’s Proposal Maps. This site is situated in the Countryside Development
Management Zone where small scale development is encouraged on appropriate infill,
rounding off, redevelopment and change of use of existing buildings. In exceptional cases
development in the open countryside up to and including large scale may be supported on
appropriate sites if this accords with an Area Capacity Evaluation. This site is not
considered to be infill, rounding off or redevelopment. The proposal is not considered to
represent an exceptional case. The proposal is not considered to be supportive of the
Settlement Strategy. The Housing Land Audit (Core Doc Ref: CD009) demonstrates that
there is sufficient housing land identified within Mid Argyll to meet the Housing Needs and
Demand Assessment (Core Doc Ref: CD008) and support the settlement strategy.
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The site is situated within an Area of Panoramic Quality where Policy LDP 3 – Supporting
the Protection, Conservation and Enhancement of our Environment applies with detail in
SG LDP ENV 13 – Development Impact on Areas of Panoramic Quality (APQs). The
landscape issues have been set out in the Councils Adopted Landscape Capacity Study
prepared by Gillespies (Core Doc Ref: CD047).
Given the above it is considered that no change is required to the Development
Management Zone at this location.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The representation proposes a site for three houses within the open countryside in an
elevated position near the south eastern side of Loch Beag. The houses would be reached
via a new access from the B8002. The B8002 is a single track road with passing places
which gives access to Aird. There is no vehicular access to the north-western side of Loch
Beag. The setting of the proposed houses is tranquil with the main visible sign of existing
development being Craignish Castle, located at the head of the Loch.
2. The proposed site is within category MA26 of the Mid Argyll and Inverary Landscape
Capacity Study (Part 3), within an Area of Panoramic Quality and within a Countryside
Zone. It is also within the Coastal Parallel Ridges Landscape Character Type. The
Landscape Capacity Study includes the site in an area not recommended for development.
It advises that the open, rocky and undulating land which forms the majority of the red area
is not recommended for development because it would be too prominent in long views,
changing the character of the landscape.
3. A Countryside Zone is defined in the Glossary to the local development plan as a
development management zone which “frames the area around settlements and wider
countryside; within this zone a co-ordinated and planned approach to development is
appropriate whilst allowing for small scale infill, rounding-off redevelopment and change of
use of buildings to take place on an appropriate basis but not extending the existing
settlement boundary”. Policy LDP DM1 – Development Within Development Management
Zones indicates that in exceptional cases, up to and including large scale may be
supported if this accords with an Area Capacity Evaluation.
4. The representation includes a landscape report which concludes that the proposed
development would not harm the landscape character of Loch Beag and its surrounds and
states that the site should remain as a Rural Opportunity Area. This is on the basis that a
development of one and a half storey cottages would not break the skyline from public
viewpoints and would already be screened by existing birch woodland and topographic
features.
5. Nevertheless, even if such a proposal was considered to be acceptable in terms of its
visual impact, it would introduce built development and associated access into an Area of
Panoramic Quality and within the rural setting of Loch Beag. The proposal would introduce
new development and would conflict with the criteria for appropriate development within
the Countryside Zone and cannot be justified as an exceptional case. The Landscape
Study describes the wider area as having a high sensitivity to change and development is
seen as possible elsewhere at Aird, cottages to the west and in pockets along the road. I
find that there is no reason to change the designation of this small site for three houses to
Rural Opportunity Area.
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6. Moreover, on a wider basis, we have concluded in issue ISS400 above that there is
sufficient housing land with planning permission and allocated as housing sites within the
local development plan to meet the housing needs within Argyll and Bute for the plan
period to 2024.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS233

Minerals Site - Redhouse, Whitehouse

Development plan
reference:

S227 - Redhouse Quarry, Whitehouse

Reporter:
Martin Seddon

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
W K Soudan Ltd (01898)
Provision of the
development plan
Proposals Maps, Mineral Allocation Schedules
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S227 – W K Soudan Ltd (01898) - The former hard rock quarry at Redhouse, North Kintyre
should be given the status of a mineral allocation in the proposed LDP.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S227 – W K Soudan Ltd (01898) - Identify the former quarry as a mineral allocation in the
proposed Local Development Plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The quarry at Redhouse is located close to the settlement of Whitehouse in North Kintyre
(Prod Ref: PD123)
The quarry has been abandoned for an indeterminate period, with materials having been
last extracted in the late 1990’s. Most recently the objector has undertaken some
preparatory consultation, including a screening opinion from Argyll and Bute Council on
proposals to re-open the quarry which was obtained in early 2013. This was based on the
stated extraction of some 100,000 tons of material. However, the supporting information
submitted with the representation on the proposed LDP suggests that the quarry at
Redhouse may have an extractive capacity of upwards of a million tons of material over a
period of 25-30 years which is substantially greater than the previous submission to the
Council based on the extraction of 100,000 tons.
The minerals policy in the Proposed Local Development Plan Supplementary Guidance –
Policy SG LDP MIN 2 (Core Document Ref: CD015) supports additional hard rock quarries
where need is demonstrated. There is an existing quarry at Clachan (Corran Farm) (Prod
Ref: PD124), which supplied Hard Rock for this area. In addition, there are other quarries
within the Mid Argyll and Kintyre area which are considered to be within economic
transporting distance for this market area (Production Ref: PD258).
It is considered that there is currently no demonstrable justification for an additional
allocation for a quarry in this area in terms of need. No Environmental Impact Assessment
has been supplied with the representation to allow assessment of the full impacts, and
given the suggested increase in the scale of operations at the quarry, the previous
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determination by the Council that a full EIA would not be required would need to be
reviewed in light of the suggested tenfold increase in the quantity of materials that would
be extracted.
The current adopted Local Plan (Core Document Ref: CD012) and Proposed Local
Development Plan policy make provision for the appropriate assessment of applications for
new minerals proposals, including criteria relating to need and environmental impacts. The
Proposed Local Development Plan contains a range of minerals allocations sufficient to
meet the needs for the plan period.
Conclusions
Accordingly, the Council recommends no modification to the LDP is required as a result of
this representation.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Local development plan policy LDP 10 – Maintaining our Resources and Reducing Our
Consumption seeks, amongst other things, to ensure that mineral resources are
safeguarded and the need for extraction minimised. In assessing proposals account would
be taken of policy LDP STRAT 1 – Sustainable Development. Detailed guidance will be
contained within the proposed Local Development Plan Supplementary Guidance – Policy
SG LDP MIN 2, which is not a matter subject to this examination.
2. Redhouse quarry is a former hard rock (dolerite) extraction area, partly re-vegetated
and set within woodland. The representation advises that the quarry closed because of
poor access, but that is a matter that has been resolved. The representation seeks
allocation of the quarry as a mineral allocation in the local development plan. The
supporting documentation indicates that the quarry could supply over 1 million tonnes from
3 hectares over 25-30 years as an addition to the area’s mineral reserve. Moreover, a
further 3 hectares to the west would also be available following completion of that
extraction.
3. The council agreed to the removal of 3000 tonnes of dolerite from the former quarry
floor in 2011 under class 66 of the general Permitted Development Order. In 2013 the
council determined under a screening opinion that the extraction of 100,000 tonnes of rock
from the former quarry did not amount to development requiring an Environmental Impact
Assessment. However, no planning application has followed to date.
4. Clearly the allocation of the quarry as an additional mineral reserve of the magnitude of
over 1 million tonnes proposed would be a significant matter requiring a detailed
assessment of need and environmental impact. Although information from statutory
consultees is available it has not been based on such a large scale proposal for re-opening
the quarry.
5. The council considers that that there is currently no demonstrable justification for an
additional allocation for a quarry in this area in terms of need. It has submitted a schedule
of other quarries within the Mid Argyll and Kintyre area which it considers to be within
economic transporting distance for the market area and which may meet demand for the
local development plan period.
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6. The representation explains the situation regarding the quality of the dolerite,
alternative access to the quarry, the potential market for its products and benefits in terms
of local employment.
7. In view of the potential scale of operation regarding the large volume of stone that
could be extracted, likely length of time of operation and potential environmental impacts I
consider that it would be premature to designate the quarry as a mineral allocation at this
time. A detailed appraisal of need and full environmental assessment should be carried
out as a basis for any further consideration of the proposal by the council. Whether a
mineral allocation could be justified is a matter which could be reconsidered as part of the
next local development plan review, allowing time for such a more detailed appraisal to be
carried out.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS300

Open Space - North Connel

Development plan
reference:

S318 - Lora View, North Connel

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Hugh Letford (01900)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S318 - Hugh Letford (01900) - An Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) should be
designated on ground located at Lora View, North Connel. This ground is regularly used for
recreational purposes and is value for its amenity by the residents of this part of North
Connel.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S318 - Hugh Letford (01900) - An Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) should be
designated on ground located at Lora View, North Connel.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S318 - Hugh Letford (01900) - In the current adopted plan Argyll and Bute Local Plan
(Core Doc. CD001) and the Proposed LDP, this site is currently designated as Settlement
Zone (Production No. PD002). This area is currently undeveloped and consists of a
grassed area that is owned and maintained by the Council as amenity ground. OSPAs can
be designated for both their recreational and/or amenity value as detailed in the Adopted
Local Plan and LDP Glossaries. In this specific case, as the area is utilised as an informal
recreational area and also provides significant amenity value to the wider settlement, due
to its undeveloped state the Council, as landowner and the maintainer of the ground,
considers it is suitable for designation as OSPA.
Conclusion
In conclusion, taking into account the characteristics of the identified site, the
representations duly made, and if the Reporter is so minded, the Council would be content
to the designation of this site as an Open Space Protection Area (OSPA).
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. This area is utilised as an informal recreational area and is clearly a valued open space
for residents of North Connel. It is partly included within the settlement zone of North
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Connel and part of it lies outwith the settlement zone; within the countryside zone (see
Production No. PD002). I conclude that it warrants designation as an Open Space
Protection Area.
Reporter’s recommendations:
On Map 4 of the local development plan, designate site outlined in red on Production No.
PD002 as ‘Open Space Protection Area’.
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ISS301

Open Space Protection Area - Oban

Development plan
reference:

S301 - Ardconnel House, Oban Hill

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mrs J Crerar (01677)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S301 - Mrs J Crerar (01677) - The Objector requests that this Open Space Protection Area
(OSPA) should be removed from the full extent of the property at Ardconnell House, Oban
as this ground is private and not functional open space as detailed in Scottish Planning
Policy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S301 - Mrs J Crerar (01677) - he Objector requests that this Open Space Protection Area
(OSPA) should be removed from the full extent of the property at Ardconnell House, Oban.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S301 - Mrs J Crerar (01677) - In the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core doc.
CD001) an Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) is currently designated to include an area
of Oban known locally as the Hydropathic (Production No. PD003). This area is
predominantly undeveloped and consists of a mixture of grassed and wooded areas and
includes the extensive grounds of Ardconnel House. The designation of this site as an
Open Space Protection Area was raised at the Public Local Inquiry associated with the
adopted Argyll and Bute Plan and the Reporter supported this designation (Producton
PD082: PLI Ref 17.1.8).
Part of the OSPA, and Ardconnel House grounds, are also included within the Ancient
Woodland Inventory (Production PD083 - Site Map - Ancient Woodland Inventory). OSPAs
can be designated for both their recreational and / or amenity value as detailed in the
Adopted Local Plan and LDP Glossaries. In this case this OSPA has been designated for a
mixture of reasons, as the area is utilised as an informal recreational area and also
provides significant amenity value to the wider town, due to its undeveloped state.
Ownership status of the land is not a criterion that is material to the designation of land as
OSPA. Many of Argyll’s OSPAs are not in public ownership. Indeed, the remainder of the
ground surrounding Ardconnel House and within the same OSPA is also within private
ownership.
The objector has suggested within their representation that they have some development
aspirations for the land within their ownership but have provided no detailed proposals. As
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such, the Council cannot consider the merits of developing this site against the significant
value of retaining the area as an area of valued open space that enhances the wider
amenity of Oban.
In conclusion, the Council considers that the existing boundaries of the OSPA accurately
reflect the area of ground that has both significant informal recreational and wider amenity
value and so should remain unaltered, as per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Much of the Oban Hill Open Space Protection Area (OSPA) is taken up by mature but
neglected woodland occupying the site of a ruined former hydropathic hospital. The
grounds of Ardconnel House, an imposing Victorian building, occupy less than a third of
the Open Space Protection Area but make a valuable contribution to this important
woodland feature on the Oban skyline. Although the larger area associated with the former
hydropathic hospital is used as an informal recreational area, the grounds of Ardconnel
House are long established private garden grounds, which are subject to regular
maintenance and improvement. Part of the Ardconnel House grounds is included within
the Ancient Woodland Inventory, as are the grounds of the adjoining property to the north,
‘Broomhill’, which is outwith the Open Space Protection Area designation.
2. According to the planning authority, the Oban Hill OSPA has been designated for a
number of reasons; primarily as the area is utilised as an informal recreational area and for
its amenity value, due to its undeveloped state. However, neither of these descriptions
applies to the grounds of Ardconnel House.
3. OSPAs are defined in the Glossary of the local development plan as ‘areas of valued
open space, sports pitches and playing fields’. There is no explicit reference within the
local development plan to relevant policies for such areas although reference is made in
policy LDP 8 to the safeguarding and promotion of sport, leisure, recreation and open
space. Ardconnel House and its grounds do not constitute functional sport, leisure or
amenity open space.
4. Reference is made to the prospect of development on the land attached to Ardconnel
House. Irrespective of the designation of the site as an OSPA, the policy framework in the
local development plan, essentially policy LDP 3, provides adequate protection for the
established woodland on the site, including the area included in the Ancient Woodland
Inventory, from inappropriate development.
5. It is concluded that Open Space Protection Area designation is not relevant to the land
associated with Ardconnel House and that the removal of this site from this designation
would not threaten the landscape value of Oban Hill.
Reporter’s recommendations:
On Map 3B of the local development plan, remove the area edged red on Production No.
PD003 from the Oban Hill Open Space Protection Area.
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ISS302

Development Land - Tiree

S326 - Tiree, All Settlement Zones
Development plan H4013 - Scarinish, Pier Road
Reporter:
S339-S343- Scottish Natural Heritage
Douglas Hope
reference:
(01587)
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S326 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - This objection relates to various
Settlement Zones within Tiree whose boundaries overlap sites designated as Special
Protection Area (SPA), a Local Nature Conservation Site (LNCS) and the RSPB Reef
Reserve. Specifically, the objection concerns the ‘settlement areas’ proposed on the open
areas of the RSPB Reef Reserve (i.e. a) to the north of the “area for action” at the old
airport camp, b) to the north of the existing houses and shop at Crossapol, which is also a
“local nature conservation site” and c) just off the Reef Reserve but within the SPA to the
south of the shop and houses at Crossapol). The objector contends that these areas
should be designated Very Sensitive Countryside due to their biodiversity interests. Also, it
should be noted that the area adjacent to the coast here is on coastal dunes which are at
risk from sea level rise and coastal erosion and contain rubble from old MOD buildings.
In addition, the objector is concerned that the settlement area at Balinoe (west of “Cui
Dheis” on the map) overlaps with the Corncrake SPA (and local nature conservation site)
as do areas at Balephuil and west of the road at Balemartine. There is also an overlap
between settlement areas and the SAC at Cornaigmore. These boundaries should be
revised to avoid these areas i.e. they should be designated Very Sensitive Countryside. An
HRA will be required for those sites potentially affecting Natura sites. These areas also
comprise important machair habitats which hold important numbers of breeding birds and
nationally scarce bee species - colonies of Colletes floralis and great yellow-bumblebees
occur.
S339 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objection concerns The Settlement Zone
identified for Cornaigmore, Tiree which is partly within Tiree Machair Special Area of
Conservation (SAC). This therefore requires assessment as part of the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the plan.
S340; S341 and S342 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Settlement Zones
identified for Cui Dheis, Balemartine and Balephuil, Tiree are partly within Tiree Corncrake
Special Protection Area (SPA). These therefore require assessment as part of the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the plan.
S343 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Settlement Zone identified for Crossapol,
Tiree is partly within Tiree Wetlands and Coast Special Protection Area (SPA). This
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therefore requires assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of the
plan.
H4013 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - This site is adjacent to the tank
farm development and the character of such high density housing is not in-keeping with the
settlement pattern on the island. The area proposed for development has RDC contracts
for corncrake and mitigation would therefore be required. We would suggest that this area
is designated Very Sensitive Countryside (or at most Countryside Zone).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S326 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - The objector considers that
designated sites should not be delineated as settlement zones/ROA and that applying bird
sensitivity /habitat mapping to areas should be undertaken to better delineate these areas
on islands which are vital in ensuring the conservation of important biodiversity. It appears
no HRA has been undertaken for the plan and this should be rectified, taking into account
the potential effects of the ROA and settlement zone areas.
S339 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this plan
(we recommend in this instance that the Settlement Zone boundary is amended to exclude
the SAC).
S340; S341 and S342 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the
HRA of this plan.
S343 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this plan
(we recommend in this instance that the Settlement Zone boundary is amended to exclude
the SPA here, since this is beach).
H4013 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - The objector suggests that this
area is designated Very Sensitive Countryside (or at most Countryside Zone).
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S326; S339; S340; S341; S342 and S343
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040); Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The
Settlement Zone boundaries on Tiree have not been altered in the LDP. They remain as
per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). In addition, Settlement
Zone is a policy zone and not a development site. As such any development proposals
would be subject to all other policies in the LDP and associated Supplementary Guidance
(SG). These policies/SG provide adequate safeguards to designated sites and other
environmental concerns. Following discussions with RSPB with regard to the objections
raised the Council proposes to amend SG LDP HOU1 and SG LDP BUS2 so that they
require development proposals to be accompanied by an ecological assessment within
areas known for bird/habitat sensitivities. The incorporation of this text would reassure
RSPB enabling them to withdraw this element of their objection to the LDP (See RSPB
letter dated 27th Sept. 2013 - Production PD073). The Council is currently working on a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH
concerns.
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H4013 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - This site is designated as a
Potential Development Area (PDA) in the current adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan
(Production No. PD004). There is a particular demonstrable demand for new housing on
Tiree as identified in the Council’s Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc.
CD008). As the adjacent Housing Allocation designated in the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan (Core Doc. CD001) has now been fully developed it is considered pertinent to
‘upgrade’ this PDA to an Allocation to ensure an effective housing supply on the island.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Council considers that the existing Settlement Zone boundaries and
Housing Allocation H4013 should remain unaltered, as per the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan (H4013 was formerly a PDA in this plan) and carried forward in the Proposed
LDP, as the Council considers that there are appropriate environmental safeguards
contained within the LDP policies and SG to protect environmentally designated sites from
development that would have an adverse impact. The Council is currently working on a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH
concerns.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S339-343: All Settlement Zones: Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The assessment of the Settlement Zones for Cornaigmore, Cui Dheis, Balemartine,
Balephuil and Crossapol, as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal of the LDP
concludes that the inclusion of European sites within these settlement zones creates a
‘policy tension’ within the local development plan. In order to remove this ‘policy tension’,
Scottish Natural Heritage has suggested that those parts of the settlement zones that
cover European sites should be altered to Countryside designation, which would remove
the presumption in favour of small scale development as indicated in policy LDP DM1(C).
The council is not averse to this suggestion and I conclude that the settlement boundaries
for Cornaigmore, Cui Dheis, Balemartine, Balephuil and Crossapol should be duly
amended, as shown on the council’s productions 17.3A, 17.5A, 17.7A, 17.10A and 17.11A.
S326 – Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
2. In relation to the RSPB’s objections to the Tiree Settlement Zones, those relating to
Cornaigmore, Cui Dheis, Balemartine and Balephuil would be satisfied by the proposed
amendments to the settlement boundaries suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage, as
would the RSPB’s objection to the inclusion in the Settlement Zone of the area within the
Special Protection Area to the south of the shops and houses at Crossapol. As regards
the objections to the inclusion within the Crossapol Settlement Zone of two open areas of
the RSPB Reef Reserve; principally an area to the north of site AFA 7/2 and an area to the
north of the existing houses, areas that form part of a designated Local Nature
Conservation Site, the council has agreed to amend supplementary guidance so that they
require development proposals to be accompanied by an ecological assessment within
areas known for bird/habitat sensitivities. The incorporation of these changes to SG LDP
HOU1 and SG LDP BUS2 would satisfy the concerns of RSPB in relation to these two
areas of the Reef Reserve (see also Issue ISS310). I, therefore, conclude that no change
is required to the Crossapol Settlement Zone in respect to these two areas of the Reef
Reserve.
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H4013 - Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
3. This allocation does not lie within any designated nature conservation site and is
identified as a Potential Development Area in the adopted local plan. The adjacent
housing allocation in the adopted local plan (the tank farm) has now been fully developed
and there is a demonstrable demand for new housing on Tiree, as identified in the council’s
Housing Needs and Demand Assessment. I, therefore, conclude that the ‘upgrading’ of
this site from PDA to a housing allocation is fully justified. Clearly, any development on the
site will require to meet the requirements of policy LDP DM1 and the associated
supplementary guidance, and other appropriate policies, such as policy LDP 3.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Amend the settlement boundaries for Cornaigmore, Cui Dheis, Balemartine, Balephuil and
Crossapol as shown on the council’s productions 17.3A, 17.5A, 17.7A, 17.10A and 17.11A.
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ISS303

Development Land - Taynuilt

Development plan
reference:

PDA 4004 - Taynuilt

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Airds Bay Estate (00617)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 4004
Airds Bay Estate (00617) - As landowner the identification of PDA4004 is supported,
however in order to facilitate its development, we need to have the boundary of the PDA
extended to the south to include land required to provide access and an early phase of
development. The land included in the extended PDA 4004 boundary should also be
identified as “Settlement Zone” on Map 12 and on the Proposals Map.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The northern part of the site appears to comprise or be
adjacent to woodland (Ancient Woodland Inventory – Type 1a Ancient: of Semi-Natural
Origin.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 4004
Airds Bay Estate (00617) - Whilst we support the identification of PDA4004 in order to
facilitate its development, we need to have the boundary of the PDA extended to the south
to include land required to provide access and an early phase of development. The land
included in the extended PDA4004 boundary should also be identified as “Settlement
Zone” on Map 12 and on the Proposals Map.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The mini development brief for this area should indicate
that housing development here should seek to minimise the loss of woodland, with any
loss being subject to the Control of Woodland Removal Policy. The adjacent woodland
should also be protected (e.g. by a suitable buffer between housing and the trees). A
species survey and protection plan if necessary should also be a requirement of the mini
development brief
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 4004 - Airds Bay Estate (00617); Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This site
(Production No. PD005) is proposed to be designated as PDA 4004 in the proposed LDP.
Access to the site is proposed to utilise the existing track and adjacent land serving the
cemetery from the A85. It is logical to reduce the economic burden on developing this site
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by shortening the length of adopted road that is required prior to any development taking
place and development of the approach to the cemetery, if sensitively sited and designed,
would be acceptable.
Immediately bounding the site to the north is a designated area of Semi Natural Ancient
Woodland and Ancient Woodland Inventory. SNH have suggested that a buffer zone be
required, through the Development Mini Brief that accompanies the LDP to ensure
protection of the trees. The Council has also amended the Mini Brief accompanying this
site that is located within the Argyll and Bute Council Draft Action Programme Jan 2014
(Core Doc CD030) to include a requirement that buffer zone be required to ensure
protection of the trees and a requirement for a species survey and habitat protection plan.
In addition, any development proposals would be subject to all other policies in the LDP
and associated Supplementary Guidance (SG). These policies/SG provide adequate
safeguards to designated sites and other environmental concerns.
Conclusion
In conclusion, taking into account the characteristics of the identified site, the
representations duly made, and if the Reporter is so minded, the Council would be content
to allow PDA 4004 to be extended to include the access and adjacent land as detailed on
the attached plan.
The Council has also amended the mini development brief that accompanies this site in the
Argyll and Bute Council Draft Action Programme Jan 2014 (Core Doc. CD030), with the
introduction of a buffer zone to protect the adjacent woodland and a requirement for a
species survey and habitat protection plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 4004
1. It is proposed to utilise the existing track to the cemetery and adjacent land to provide
access to the proposed development site PDA 4004. The council is content to allow site
PDA 4004 to be extended to include the existing track and adjacent land as detailed on
Production No. PD005. I conclude that the inclusion of this additional land would be
appropriate.
2. In relation to the northern boundary of the site, this abuts woodland designated as
Semi-natural Ancient Woodland on the Ancient Woodland Inventory. In response to the
concerns of Scottish Natural Heritage, the council has amended the mini development brief
to include a buffer zone to protect the adjacent woodland and the requirement for a species
survey and habitat protection plan. The landowner would like to see the site extended very
slightly northwards, to the overhead lines, as shown on the concept layout for the site. I
consider that the detailed design of the proposed development is a matter for subsequent
consideration by the planning authority and conclude that it is not a matter for this
examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
On Map 12 of the local development plan, include the area edged pink on Production No.
PD005 within site PDA 4004 and within the Settlement Zone.
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ISS304

Development Land - Mull

S320 - Calgary, Mull
PDA 6/11 - Craignure - Java
S317 - Between Salen and Fishnish, at
Development plan Forestry Pier
Reporter:
PDA 6/23 - Salen Pier
Douglas Hope
reference:
S329 - Tobermory
S316 - Kinloch, Mull
H4014 - Tobermory
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs A Kelsey (00643)
Mr & Mrs Bowman (01838)
TSL Contractors Ltd (01903)
Torrgorm Developments Ltd (01927)
Aileen Thomson (02086)
John Purvis (02064)
Norman MacDonald (02133)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S320 - Mr & Mrs A Kelsey (00643) - The objectors request that the settlement zone at
Calgary be extended to permit development of 1 or 2 dwellinghouses. They state that this
would not involve a large extension, more a rounding off, adjoining the existing residential
properties and this would have a minimum impact on the character of the settlement and
the surrounding landscape.
PDA 6/11 - Mr & Mrs Bowman (01838) - The objectors request that a site at the western
end of Craignure be allocated in the LDP to permit development, as they are of the view
that the land at Java is largely free from constraints. They state that the site is already well
connected in terms of services and transport links between the ferry terminal and
Tobermory and could easily be incorporated into the existing roads network with minimum
expenditure. The objectors, who run a business on the island, state that they are only too
aware of the difficulties in getting new staff to come to the area due to a lack of appropriate
affordable housing. They therefore wish to have part of their land allocated for housing
including an appropriate percentage of affordable units. The objectors go on to state that
their land would offer an excellent and natural mixed use community facility, housing and
tourism development given its excellent public transport links and sustainable location.
S317 - TSL Contractors Ltd (01903) - The objectors request the designation of a new PDA
for marine related business/industrial use development at disused Gravel Quarry, Nr.
Fishnish, Isle of Mull. They are currently constructing a commercial pier facility at the site
for the export of timber and the import of various other bulk commodities by sea. The
objectors state that it has become apparent that there is a significant requirement for
further marine infrastructure such as a large commercial slipway that would allow boats in
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the 10-25m size range to be removed clear of the water; a small workshop for the repair
and overhaul of mechanical components under cover; and a covered storage facility for
providing controlled dry storage of perishable commodities being shipped on or off the
island, as at present there are no facilities on Mull for commercial boats to be removed
from the water meaning that locally based vessels in the 10-25m size category have to
travel to slipways as far afield as Girvan or Bute for annual maintenance. This obviously
increases costs to the operators and means the island loses out on a potential revenue
stream and the opportunity for employment in this industry. The objector envisages a direct
skilled employment generation level of 5 persons would result from this development. The
objector is of the view that this site is suitable for such a use as it is fairly discreet from the
public road A849 and it is in a remote area well away from any centre of habitation with the
nearest dwelling house approximately 1 km. to the south west.
PDA 6/23 - Torrgorm Developments LTD (01927) - TorrGorm developments are requesting
that PDA 6/23 at Salen, Mull is extended to allow for the development of a touring
campsite. The objector is of the view that the village of Salen is struggling economically
following the closure of two of its main employers and subsequent loss of 31 jobs. The
objector claims that they have a development plan for PDA 6/23 which is based around a
40 pitch campsite and also a later development of pontoons, slipway and moorings with
both developments sharing a hub building which would have office accommodation, toilets,
showers and washing/ drying facilities. They state that conservative figures, taken from
Visit Scotland national occupancy information, indicate that the campsite would attract
around 12,000 visitors per season and if a spend of £75 was achieved per visitor this
would introduce £ 0.9M into the local economy. However, they are of the opinion that PDA
6/23 has been created with insufficient ground to fully enable the Development of a
Campsite, as a large part of the proposed Camping ground is currently out with the PDA.
S329 - Aileen Thomson (02086) - The objector is concerned with the size of development
sites in Tobermory and believes that there are no people currently on the waiting list on
Mull, so questions why there is a need for 120 new houses. She claims that there are no
jobs here except summer tourist employment; the capacity of the school is almost at its
limit and to build these houses and transfer people from other places in Argyll and Bute
would be madness for these reasons. The objector notes that a site in Salen has been
prepared for development and the school there has extra capacity so suggests that
development should take place there.
S316 - John Purvis (02064) - The objector requests that the boundaries of the proposed
Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kinloch, Pennyghael, Mull be amended as the proposed
ROA in this location has, in the objector’s opinion, been incorrectly identified as suitable for
development in the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Mull. The objector is of
the view that the proposed Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) is an area of good quality
grazing and has a beneficial agricultural use and is a prominent site on higher ground, is
visible from the road to both north and south and the trees only provide shelter/screening
for a few hundred meters when passing directly west. Whereas the objector considers that
the land to the west should in fact be designated as an ROA in the Proposed Local
Development Plan as it is of no agricultural use nor is it designated as of special
environmental significance.
H4014 - Norman MacDonald (02133) - Fully supports the allocation of this area (H4014) for
housing as the owner of the land. He states that it will encourage development in a new
area that will not put any pressure on the historic infrastructure of the village of Tobermory.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S320 - Mr & Mrs A Kelsey (00643) - The objectors request the extension of the settlement
zone at Calgary.
PDA 6/11 - Mr & Mrs Bowman (01838) - The objectors request the designation of a new
mixed use allocation for Community Facilities/Housing (affordable and other
tenures)/Tourism.
S317 - TSL Contractors Ltd (01903) - The objectors request the inclusion of a site at
Fishnish Gravel Pit as a PDA for Business / Industrial use.
PDA 6/23 - Torrgorm Developments LTD (01927) - The objector requests that additional
ground to be included within PDA 6/23 to enable the development of a touring campsite.
S329 - Aileen Thomson (02086) - The objector would like to see the development scaled
down to meet forecast housing
needs.
S316 - John Purvis (02064) - The objector requests that the current proposed ROA
designation is transferred to land to the south west.
H4014 - Norman MacDonald (02133) - N/A
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S320 - Mr & Mrs A Kelsey (00643) - It is the Council’s view that the extension of the
Settlement Zone at Calgary (Production PD084: Location Map - S320, Calgary) proposed
by the objectors would be detrimental to the landscape character to the Calgary Bay area
as it would introduce development creep into the landscape above the beach area of
Calgary Bay where at present there is limited visual evidence of development. In addition,
there is adequate undeveloped land located within the existing Settlement Zone at Calgary
to enable windfall development to take place. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that
the Settlement Zone boundary at Calgary should remain as detailed in the proposed LDP.
PDA 6/11 - Mr & Mrs Bowman (01838) - It is the Council’s view that the designation of a
new mixed use Allocation for Community Facilities/Housing (affordable and other
tenures)/Tourism at Craignure proposed by the objectors (Production PD066 : Location
Map - PDA 6/11, Craignure) cannot be justified at the present time as there is adequate
undeveloped land located within the existing Settlement Zone and PDAs at Craignure to
enable windfall development to take place. This includes a small part of the site proposed
for development by the objector which is currently proposed to remain part of PDA 6/11
which can still be developed. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that this site should
remain as Countryside Zone and PDA 6/11 at Craignure should remain as detailed in the
Proposed LDP.
S317 - TSL Contractors Ltd (01903) - The Council only became aware of the potential of
this site (Production PD067: Location Map - S317, Fishnish) at the Proposed LDP stage.
This site was not put forward through the call for sites or at the Main Issues Stage of the
LDP process. This site is one of the few on the island that is considered suitable for such
future development. It lies in a location adjacent to the main road network between the
principle island entry point, Craignure, and Tobermory, the principal settlement on the
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island. It has a consented pier immediately adjacent to the site and is a former industrial
site (quarry). The proximity of the pier and the road, combined with the Council’s view that
the site has the potential to assimilated future development successfully, both in terms of
the function of this area and in terms of landscape impact. Accordingly, the Council would
be content, if the Reporter is so minded, to consider that this site be designated as a
Potential Development Area in the LDP for Business/Industrial Development purposes,
focusing on marine related activities, in an effort to support the overall vision and key
objectives of the plan by assisting the socio economic issues of the Island of Mull, subject
to satisfactory completion of a SEA assessment.
PDA 6/23 - Torrgorm Developments LTD (01927) - It is the Council’s view that the
extension of the PDA 6/23 at Salen (Production PD068 : Location Map - PDA 6/23, Salen)
proposed by the objectors would be detrimental to the landscape/seascape character of
the area around Salen Pier as the topography in this location would lead to any
caravans/tents to be sited in a somewhat elevated position. This would lead them to be
prominent and out of character particularly when viewed from the sea. In addition, there is
adequate undeveloped land located within both PDA 6/23 and PDA 6/18 (which are both
within the objector’s ownership) and the other PDAs and the existing Settlement Zone at
Salen to enable development of the scale and nature proposed to take place. Accordingly,
the Council is of the view that the boundary of PDA 6/23 at Salen should remain as
detailed in the proposed LDP.
S329 - Aileen Thomson (02086) - The Council believes that the objector is particularly
concerned with the proposed housing development levels indicated in the LDP for
Tobermory (Production PD069 : Location Map - S329, Tobermory). With regard to the
housing supply levels detailed in the proposed LDP, the Council has taken the view that for
Mull, the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA) (Core Doc.
CD008), indicated that over a 10 year period there was a requirement for an additional
1,500 homes. This was symptomatic of the high house prices, and high levels of demand,
and high levels of need for affordable accommodation in the years just prior to the
assessment. With the financial crisis of 2008 the Council suspected things might have
changed, particularly on Mull as it had the highest average house prices in Argyll and Bute
and also high levels of second home ownership/purchasers from outwith Argyll and Bute.
Additionally 64 new build affordable housing units had been completed and a further 3
were due for commission since the original survey work was undertaken. We therefore
commissioned an update of the HNDA for Mull in 2013, which whilst not available in time
for the consultation on the Proposed Local Development Plan, is now published (Core Doc
CD019). The updated HNDA for Mull indicates that the need for affordable (social rented)
housing is more or less balanced with supply of social rented properties. In terms of
market housing the HNDA calculation estimates that, in total, around 42 households per
annum will have an unmet requirement or aspiration for market housing across Mull. This
would equate to a demand for 210 new market homes over the next five years. The
biggest demand for market housing appears to be for lower quartile homes, with the upper
market more or less in balance. In order to help meet the requirement for lower quartile
market homes, the affordable housing requirement on Mull would be best met by smaller
first time buyer homes. Accordingly the higher density levels for development sites on Mull
are supported by the updated HNDA. In addition, the Council considers that the projected
decline in total population is a real threat to the viability of the area (including Mull) with a
potential to adversely impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and
efficient service delivery. The overall objective of the Council’s Argyll and Bute Community
Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-2023 (SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011 that has
been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s
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economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of the SOA). This
outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out in the
national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute contribute to
the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome in a number
of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing sites in places
where people want to live. The Council contend that the Housing Allocations and PDAs
proposed in the LDP are the best sites for the delivery of such development in the
settlement of Tobermory a Key Settlement in the plan where larger scale development
supports the plan’s settlement strategy.
S316 - John Purvis (02064) - The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development
(ROAs) Control Zone were originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core
Document Ref CD001). The intention of this zone was to identifying areas outwith the
settlements within which there is a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale
housing development. This includes open countryside locations where appropriate forms of
small- scale housing development will be in tune with landscape character and
development pattern. The ROA Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the
public local inquiry into the local plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the
Rural Opportunity Areas in National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in
part to the lack of a landscape assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Production
PD197: Reporters Findings Chap 3.3). The Council did not agree with the Reporters
Findings in this instance and proposed a way forward to assess and retain some capacity
for open countryside development in these sensitive areas (Argyll and Bute Local Plan –
Post Inquiry Modifications - Statement of Decision on Reporters Findings on Argyll and
Bute Modified Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008, Core Document CD021). The Adopted
Local Plan states “…. Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural
Opportunity Areas positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality
will be considered premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural
Opportunity Area has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter,
development proposals will be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within
the Landscape Capacity Study.” Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the
Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic
Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. The proposed Local Development Plan has taken
into account the findings of the Gillespies reports by including the majority of the areas
identified with ‘potential to absorb development’ as Rural Opportunity Area Development
Management Zone and those identified as ‘not recommended for development’ as
Countryside Development Management Zone (PLDP Proposals Maps, Core Document Ref
CD012). The site referred to by the objector (Production PD070 : Location Map - S316,
ROA – Kinloch, Pennyghael) is located within the wider area detailed as ML3 in the Argyll
and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Mull (Core Doc. CD017). The Council is of the view
that this document accurately reflects the development capacity of this area and so
recommends that the proposed LDP remains unaltered on account of this objection.
H4014 - Norman MacDonald (02133) - The Council welcomes support for this site
(Production No. PD071: Location Map - H4014, Tobermory).
Reporter’s conclusions:
S320 - Mr & Mrs A Kelsey (00643)
1. The site comprises steep wooded ground behind Lime Tree Cottage and any
development on this site would constitute a significant incursion into the surrounding
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countryside. There is no specific requirement for additional housing in Calgary to justify
the inclusion of this additional land within the settlement boundary.
PDA 6/11 – Mr & Mrs Bowman (01838)
2. The site constitutes a large flat area to the west of a woodland plantation alongside the
access to Mull and Iona Community Hospital. A small part of the site, located to the south
of the community hospital access but undefined on the ground, is included within
development site PDA 6/11 for community facilities. The whole site extends to some 8.6
hectares and the designation of the whole of this area for community facilities/housing/
tourist accommodation would be excessive given the undeveloped land existing within the
Craignure settlement zone. I therefore consider that the potential development area
should not be extended at this present time but that, should the undeveloped part of PDA
6/11 not be required for community facilities, consideration should be given to other uses
for that part of the site.
S317 – TSL Contractors Ltd (01903)
3. This site, a former sand pit, lies adjacent to a commercial pier constructed for the
purpose of exporting timber from Mull. It benefits from direct access to the main road
network and would be an appropriate site for marine related commercial/industrial
activities. The council would be content with the inclusion of this site in the local
development plan as a Potential Development Area for business/industrial use, subject to
the satisfactory completion of a SEA assessment, and I agree that this would be
appropriate.
PDA 6/23 – Torrgorm Developments LTD (01927)
4. Site PDA 6/23 is identified for water based tourism/commercial development. Extension
of site PDA 6/23 is requested to enable the development of a camp site as part of the
development of this area. The extension area lies on the eastern side of the A848 Salen
Pier Road, an elevated area where there is evidence of an access road and hardstandings, which appear to be preparatory works for a caravan/camp site. According to the
council, there is no authorised caravan/camping site on the land, although ground
preparation works have been carried out over the past two years. The owner has been
advised to cease works but no formal enforcement action has been taken. A planning
application has been submitted with a supporting masterplan for the development of the
site but has not yet been validated.
5. The area requested for inclusion in PDA 6/23 is highly prominent in views from land and
sea and lacks any screening/planting. Any development of the site would, therefore, have
a major visual impact on the landscape/seascape character of this area. Furthermore,
there are road access issues that require to be resolved before any development is
possible within PDA 6/23. In these circumstances, I consider that site PDA 6/23 should not
be extended in this local development plan.
S329 – Aileen Thomson (02086)
6. This objection relates to the overall quantity of housing development in Tobermory.
According to the updated Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA) for Mull, the
need for affordable (social rented) housing is more or less balanced with the supply of
social rented properties. The HNDA calculated that around 42 households per annum
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have an unmet requirement or aspiration for market housing across Mull; 210 new market
homes over the next five years. The largest demand is for affordable homes by first time
buyers. The council also points out that the projected decline in population is a real threat
to the viability of the area. Consequently, in order to meet the overall objective of the
council’s Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement, a generous supply of land for
housing is desirable in places where people want to live. It is entirely appropriate that
larger scale housing should be encouraged in Tobermory, a Key Settlement, in support of
the council’s community objectives.
S316 – John Purvis (02064)
7. The Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) to the south of the hotel at Kinloch forms part of a
larger area to the east identified in the Gillespies report as having potential to
accommodate development. It is described as being flatter ground, framed by small
groups of mixed deciduous stands of trees, the bright green colours of the managed land
contrasting with the rough moorland colours of the steeper ground. Whilst the ROA is sited
on good quality grazing land, the area to the south west, which the landowner prefers as a
site for the development of one or two houses, is unusable for agricultural purposes.
However, this area, which runs along the hillside above the main road, the A849, is much
more prominent in the landscape.
8. This whole area is identified as an Area of Panoramic Quality with a high scenic quality
and high sensitivity to change. Any limited opportunities for development should,
therefore, be restricted to those parts of the landscape where visual and landscape impact
is minimised. In this case, the area identified in the Gillespies report is more acceptably
located in the landscape than that put forward by the objector.
H4014 - Norman MacDonald (02133)
9. The representation does not raise any unresolved issue that requires to be addressed
through this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
On new map of Fishnish, identify the area edged red on Production No. PD067 as a
Potential Development Area (PDA) site for Business/Industry.
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ISS305

Development Land - Appin

Development plan
reference:

CFR-AL 5/7 - Appin/Tynribbie

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
CFR-AL 5/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that this site appears
at present to be woodland (Scottish Semi-Natural Woodland Inventory: Semi-Natural
Broadleaf)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
CFR-AL 5/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector requests that the plan
should include ‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations
and that for this allocation this factor should be listed, with a requirement that development
of community and recreational facilities should minimise the loss of woodland, with a
species survey and mitigation plan if necessary carried out to accompany any application.
The objector states that any loss of woodland should comply with the Control of Woodland
Removal Policy.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
CFR-AL 5/7 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This site (Production No. PD006) is
designated as a community facility/recreation development in the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan (Core Doc. Ref CD001) and in the proposed LDP. It is not designated SemiNatural Woodland Inventory: Semi-Natural Broadleaf and planning permission for a public
community car park has been granted and implemented on half of the site. Notwithstanding
this, there are some trees within and in the vicinity of the site. The Council therefore has
included a requirement to minimise any loss of woodland within the published Draft Action
Programme (Core Doc Ref CD030) with a species survey and mitigation plan being a
requirement for any application associated with CFR-AL 5/7.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Site CFR-AL 5/7 is identified in the local development plan for community
facilities/recreation. The front part of the site has been developed as a community car
park. The rear part of the site comprises woodland, through which a footpath links with the
footpath/cycle route along the former railway line. According to the council, the existing
woodland is not designated as Semi-Natural Woodland. Nevertheless, there is a
requirement in the Draft Action Programme to minimise any loss of further woodland
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should further development take place. I, therefore, consider that the remaining trees on
the site are sufficiently protected and conclude that no change is required to the
identification of the site for community facilities/recreation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS306

Development Land - Coll

Development plan
reference:

PDA 4009 - Arinagour North, Isle of Coll
S321 - Between Pier and Arinagour, Coll

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Colin N Kennedy (01875)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA4009 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - SNH state that this Allocation is close to
Coll Special Protection Area (SPA) and so requires assessment as part of the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
S321 - Colin N Kennedy (01875) - This objector specifically asked that his representation
be considered in full. He states that the areas of south Arinagour as currently proposed,
coloured pink and classified Settlement Zone including PDA 4/3 are very unlikely to be
developed for various reasons. The main reason being lack of interest due to location. He
states that not a single enquiry has been received over the past ten years regarding any
development of the existing PDA 4/3, while three positive enquiries have been received in
connection with the area he has coloured pink/red on his attached map and a further
positive enquiry has been made regarding commercial development adjacent to the land
North West of the Ferry terminal in relation to a proposed Fish Farm. A further approach
regarding land adjacent to the existing housing scheme for affordable housing was also
made, any further development of affordable housing would be most welcome on the
Island and given the last development in 1991 made provision within the infrastructure for
an extension of the existing road to connect to the road from the ferry terminal which would
facilitate an opportunity for a further car parking facility. A shortage of car parking in the
scheme is currently a major problem.
In support of his request to amend the map as attached, the objector asks for consideration
to the fact that Coll is the only occupied Scottish Island which has no sight from the ferry
terminal of human habitation, this results in potential tourists on the ferry to conclude ColI
is not worth visiting; many Tourists comment on the lack of "anything" on arrival at the ferry
terminal; many declare arriving on the Moon to be similar to arriving at ColI Development of
any sort on Coll would be a much needed boost to the local economy and at this time,
including land in the Local Plan which has an expressed demand should be viewed as a
positive step, rather than retain land which has remained undeveloped over many years.
He goes on to state that while he has attached a map, this is only his view and it may be
those dealing with the matter have a better view and he is content for amendments to be
made should they enhance what he has produced while retaining the general principal.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA4009 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Requests the satisfactory conclusion of
HRA of this plan.
S321 - Colin N Kennedy (01875) - States that the substitution of the land as per his
attached plan would be satisfactory and he asks that his statement above is considered in
its full context.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA4009 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council intends to carry out a HRA for
the proposed LDP prior to its adoption to address the issue raised by the objector.
S321 - Colin N Kennedy (01875) - In the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc
CD001) this site (Production No. PD007) is designated as Sensitive
Countryside/Settlement Zone and the proposed LDP this site is proposed to be designated
as Countryside / Settlement Zone. The area of ground outwith the existing Settlement Zone
that is defined by the proposed LDP is moorland/rough grazing and does not at present
visually or functionally form part of the settlement of Arinagour and is not considered
suitable for development for landscape impact reasons. There is a section of undeveloped
Settlement Zone on the southern boundary of Arinagour within the site requested by Mr
Kennedy. Development of this area would, in principle, be consistent with the proposed
LDP. Development at the pier head for business/industry/tourism is something that the
Council often consider to be broadly acceptable in principle, however the land form and
landscape character of the area around the pier head is not considered to be conducive to
assimilating new development.
Conclusion
In conclusion, taking into account all of the characteristics of the identified site, the
representations duly made, the Council considers that the Proposed LDP remain unaltered
as a result of this objection.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA4009 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. This site has been the subject of assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal of the local development plan and it concludes that the potential development
area would not have a significant effect on the integrity of the Coll Special Protection Area
(SPA). The potential development area does not abut directly the Coll SPA and, given the
extent of the Special Protection Area, which effectively covers the whole of the northern
part of the island, the development of this potential development area would have only a
minor residual effect on the conservation objectives of the Coll SPA. Scottish Natural
Heritage has agreed this should be recorded in the Habitats Regulations Appraisal Record
as a ‘Minor Residual Effect’ and no change is required to the local development plan.
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S321 – Colin N Kennedy (01875)
2. The objector points to the alleged difficulties of developing the potential development
area PDA 4/3, which is identified for housing in the adopted local plan. These difficulties
are noted. However, the suggested alternative site, stretching from the southern boundary
of Arinagour to the ferry terminal, is rough moorland grazing and its development for
housing would be entirely out of character with the built-form of the village. A ribbon of
development along this extremely prominent stretch of road would have a significant
detrimental impact on the landscape character of this part of Coll. I, therefore, conclude
that the identification of this alternative site for housing would not be appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS307

Development Land - Kilmore

Development plan
reference:

PDA 5/133 - Kilmore - Barrans
S335 - Old Kilmore Church

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kilmore Community Council (00008)
Hugh Whittle (02122)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 5/133 - Kilmore Community Council (00008) - Kilmore Community Council object to
large scale development proposals being located in and around the settlement of Kilmore,
and in particular Potential Development Area (PDA 5/133) is objected to on the basis that
the road network is inadequate to support the increase in traffic that would result from its
development; that it would not be safe for children to walk to the school bus pick up point
on the A816 road; the sewerage, electricity, water and telecoms systems are inadequate to
accommodate this development and that construction traffic and noise will be detrimental
to existing local residents.
S335 - Hugh Whittle (02122) - Hugh Whittle objects to the proposed removal of the current
settlement zone designated by the adopted Local Plan at Old Kilmore Church as it is his
view that this area forms a ‘rounding off’ of the existing settlement and is therefore
supported by Argyll and Bute Council development policy. He states that for this reason, its
removal would be contrary to Councils own planning policy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 5/133 - Kilmore Community Council (00008) - The objector states that development
should take place in smaller ‘clachan’ type developments rather than on large single sites
such as PDA 5/133.
S335 - Hugh Whittle (02122) - The objector requests retention of the settlement zone as
identified in the current local plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 5/133 - Kilmore Community Council (00008) - This PDA (Production PD018) is
included within the adopted Local Plan (Core Doc. CD001) and planning permission
(Production PD011 Decision Notice - Ref. No. 10/01289/PPP) has been granted for the
erection of housing development on the site. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that the
issues raised by the community council where fully assess as part of the planning
application process and that it is entirely appropriate that the site remains as a PDA in the
LDP. Notwithstanding this, the Council notes the Community Council’s view that
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development should take place in smaller ‘clachan’ type developments rather than on large
single sites and will consider this during subsequent LDP preparations.
S335 - Hugh Whittle (02122) - Following submission of a planning application for the
development of this site (Planning application 12/01215/PP which was subsequently
withdrawn), members of the community requested that planning officials take a fresh look
at whether this site should be included within the Settlement Zone at Old Kilmore.
Following this review, it was proposed that this part of the Settlement Zone would be
designated as Countryside Zone in the proposed Local Development Plan (LDP).
Subsequently, the objector applied for planning permission for the erection of two houses
on the site. This was considered under the provisions of the existing adopted Local Plan
(Core Doc CD001) as the proposed amendment to the Settlement Zone in the proposed
LDP was subject to this objection. As the site was Settlement Zone in the adopted Local
Plan and there were no other significant material considerations that would warrant refusal,
planning permission was granted for the two houses (Production PD012 – Decision Notice
- Ref. No. 13/00064/PP). Given that there is now planning permission for development on
the site, the Council takes the view that the sites proposed designation as Countryside
Zone in the proposed LDP has been overtaken by events and would have no objection,
should the Reporter be so minded, to it reverting to Settlement Zone in the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 5/133 - Kilmore Community Council (00008)
1. Site PDA 4/133 has been carried forward from the adopted local plan and planning
permission in principle has been granted for a housing development on the site (Ref.
10/01289/PPP). According to the council, the issues raised by the community council in
relation to road access and infrastructure services were considered as part of the planning
application process. I conclude that there are no grounds for removing this site from the
local development plan.
S335 - Hugh Whittle (02122)
2. As planning permission has been granted for the erection of two dwellinghouses on the
site near Old Kilmore Parish Church (site S335), I conclude that the retention of the site
within the Settlement Zone is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Amend the boundary of the Settlement Zone at Old Kilmore Parish Church to include the
area edged red on Production No. PD018.
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ISS308

Development Land - Kilchrenan

Development plan
reference:

S319 - Kilchrenan
H4011 - Kilchrenan

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scott Gibson (01985)
Iain Sinclair (02078)
Finlay & Lorraine McFee (01892)
Maureen Dickson (01859)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S319 - Scott Gibson (01985) requests that a site to the south of the village centre be
designated as Settlement Zone or as a PDA in the proposed LDP as it is near to the
village; is not open countryside as there are sporadic buildings nearby and the
landscape/topography is similar to that within the village. Similar extensions to settlement
zones have been accepted by the Council elsewhere in Argyll and Bute.
H4011 - Iain Sinclair (02078) requests that development of the site should not proceed
unless a culvert under to road is increased in diameter as detailed in the flood risk report
submitted in connection with the planning permission granted on this site.
Finlay & Lorraine McFee (01892) and Mrs Maureen Dickson (01859) request that, despite
the planning permission previously granted and now lapsed, this site revert to a Potential
Development Area (PDA) so that the number of houses permitted on this site would be
reduced to 5, as this is the scale of development permitted in a ‘minor settlement’ by the
existing Local Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S319 - Scott Gibson (01985) request that a site be designated as Settlement Zone or as a
PDA in the proposed LDP to permit the development of this site for housing.
H4011 - Iain Sinclair (02078) requests that the road culvert’s capacity is increased.
Finlay & Lorraine McFee (01892) and Maureen Dickson (01859) request that site H4011
should remain as a Potential Development Area (PDA) within a Minor Settlement as per
the current Local Plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S319 - Scott Gibson (01985) - This site (Production PD013) is currently Sensitive
Countryside zone in the adopted Local Plan and is proposed to be designated as
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Countryside Zone in the LDP (Core Doc. CD001). The site is open in character and its
development would lead to the coalescence of the main settlement area of Kilchrenan and
a small cluster of development of the south east, leading to a ribbon of development
extending along the public road, which would have a negative impact on the landscape
character of the area. In addition, there is sufficient land available within the two adjacent
housing allocations and on windfall sites within the Settlement Zone as defined by the
current Local Plan and the proposed LDP to meet housing demand in this area.
H4011 - Iain Sinclair (02078) - This site is a Potential Development Area (PDA) in the
existing Local Plan (Core Doc CD001) and planning permission for 16 houses has been
granted (since lapsed but fresh application received) on this site (Production PD014 Planning Permission 09-01169-PPP decision notice). Flood risk was fully considered
during the assessment of this planning application and it was concluded in Supplementary
Report No 2 (Production PD015 - Planning Permission 09-01169-PPP Supplementary
Committee report 2) that development is to be restricted to part of the site in order to avoid
any building works within the functional flood plain. The part of the site to be developed is
also subject to a requirement for a sustainable urban drainage system in order to avoid
increasing flood risk off-site during storm events. Neither SEPA nor the Council’s Flood
Alleviation Manager objected to the development of this site in this regard. As such flood
risk is not considered to be a significant impediment to the development of this site.
Finlay & Lorraine McFee (01892) and Mrs Maureen Dickson (01859) are under the
impression that as Kilchrenan is identified as a ‘minor settlement’ in the Local Plan (Core
Doc CD001) and that policy LP HOU 1 in the Local Plan presumes against development in
excess of ‘minor scale’ (i.e. more than 5 houses) in such circumstances and so a planning
application for 16 units on a Potential Development Area should not be approved. It is their
view that given that correspondingly, Housing Allocation H4011 in the proposed LDP which
proposes 16 dwellings, falls within the definition of ‘medium scale’ housing development as
defined by the Local Plan, (i.e. between 6 and 30 dwellings) and the proposal should
therefore be regarded as a departure to policy and inconsistent with the provisions of the
adopted plan.
The Council maintain that Policy LDP DM1 in the proposed Local Development Plan (LDP)
does not override the housing proposals identified in the LDP (i.e. housing allocations and
potential development areas). The restriction of development within ‘minor settlements’ to
‘small scale’ by the effect of policy LDP DM1 is intended to apply to ‘windfall’ sites i.e.
those sites within the settlement boundary arising as prospective development land during
the life of the plan, but not specifically identified for development in the plan by way of
either Housing Allocations or Potential Development Areas (PDA’s). This is reinforced
within the LDP in paragraph 2.6.3, which states that “Policy LDP DM 1 establishes the
acceptable scales of development in each of the zones with the boundaries of all the
settlements and countryside zones mapped in the LDP’s Proposal Maps. It should be
noted that where specific proposals such as Allocations, PDAs or Areas for Action are
defined these would override the general stance towards development for a particular
development management zone.”
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Kilchrenan) with a potential to adversely impact on the
economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall
objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA) (Core Doc
Ref. CD011 - Argyll and Bute Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 20132023) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023 is
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“Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of the
SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out
in the national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute
contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome
in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing
sites in places where people want to live. The Council contend that Housing Allocation
H4011is the best site for the delivery of such development in the settlement of Kilchrenan.
Conclusion
In conclusion, taking into account the representations duly made, the Council is of the view
that the settlement plan for Kilchrenan should remain as proposed in the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S319 - Scott Gibson (01985)
1. Site S319 is an elevated site, open in character. Any development on this site would be
unduly prominent and detached from the main settlement of Kilchrennan. Other sites
within the settlement identified in the local development plan have less impact on the
landscape character of the area and, together with windfall sites within the settlement
zone, are sufficient to meet housing demand in this area. I conclude that the identification
of this site for housing would not be appropriate.
H4011 - Iain Sinclair (02078), Finlay & Lorraine McFee (01892) and Maureen Dickson
(01859)
2. Site H4011 is a Potential Development Area in the adopted local plan. Planning
permission in principle was granted for 16 houses on the site in April 2010. This planning
permission lapsed in April 2013 but was renewed in December 2013 (Planning permission
ref. no. 13/02047/PPP). This planning permission restricts development to that part of the
site outwith the functional flood plan and is subject to the preparation of a sustainable
urban drainage system (SUDS) to avoid increasing flood risk off-site. A minimum of 25 per
cent of the approved dwellings would be affordable homes. The designation of this site for
housing is not incompatible with policy LDP DM1 of the local development plan, which
indicates that only small scale development will be encouraged within villages and minor
settlements since paragraph 2.6.3 of the local development plan makes it clear that
specific allocations over-ride the general stance towards development in particular
development management zones. I conclude that the identification of this site as a
housing allocation is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS309

Rural Opportunity Area - OLI

S302 - Shenevallie
Reporter:
S312 - Blarcreen, Bonawe
Douglas hope
S314 - Cachla, Benderloch
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Lochnell Estate (01656)
Campbell Cameron (00687)
Mrs E Struthers (01731)
Elizabeth Pitcairn Struthers (01745)
Charles Struthers (02081)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the
issue relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S302 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Shenavallie, Benderloch
Lochnell Estate (01656) - The objector requests that a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at
Shenavallie be deleted in its entirety from the Local Development Plan, rather than simply
reduced in size as proposed as it is considered that development here would be
incompatible with the sensitive landscape character of the area and the site would appear
to be ‘ineffective’ as a potential site for housing. The objector questions the quality and
level of detail of the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn and the Inner Isles
and produces their own assessment which concludes that there is no capacity for
development in this location.
S312 Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe
Mrs E Struthers (01731) - This objector requests that a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at
Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe be retained in its entirety as per the adopted Local Plan,
rather than be reduced in size as proposed in the Local Development Plan as they
considered that development of a few houses in this location would be compatible with the
sensitive landscape character of the area. The objector questions the quality and level of
detail of the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn and the Inner Isles and
produces their own assessment which concludes that there is capacity for a limited amount
of housing development in this location.
Elizabeth Pitcairn Struthers (01745); Charles Struthers (02081) - These objectors request
that a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe be retained in its
entirety as per the adopted Local Plan, rather than be reduced in size as proposed in the
Local Development Plan. They base this view on the fact that their family has resided in
this location for over 100 years and they require a new house to retain this family interest.
They previously had planning permission for such a house but this permission has lapsed.
S314 - Campbell Cameron (00687) - The objector requests that two development sites be
identified in the LDP at Cachla, Benderloch on either side of the public road for a total of
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three new houses. The objector has submitted a comprehensive landscape report which
he claims demonstrates that the area has the landscape capacity to absorb this level of
development in a manner that is consistent with the guidelines for development within
SNH's Benderloch Landscape Character area and the Lowland Ridges and Moss
landscape type. The objector is of the view that such development would be consistent
with the areas existing adopted Local Plan Sensitive Countryside Zone (proposed LDP
Countryside Zone) policy.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S302 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Shenavallie, Benderloch
Lochnell Estate (01656) - The objector requests that a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at
Shenavallie be deleted in its entirety and be defined instead as Very Sensitive Countryside.
S312 - Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe
Mrs E Struthers (01731); Elizabeth Pitcairn Struthers (01745) - These objectors request
that a Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe be retained in its
entirety as per the adopted Local Plan.
Charles Struthers (02081) This objector requests that planning permission for a single
house be granted.
S314 - Campbell Cameron (00687) - The objector requests that two development sites be
identified in the LDP at Cachla, Benderloch.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S302 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Shenavallie, Benderloch
Lochnell Estate (01656) - The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development
(ROAs) Control Zone were originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc.
CD001). The intention of this zone was to identifying areas outwith the settlements within
which there is a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale housing development.
This includes open countryside locations where appropriate forms of small- scale housing
development will be in tune with landscape character and development pattern. The ROA
Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the public local inquiry into the local
plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the Rural Opportunity Areas in National
Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in part to the lack of a landscape
assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Reporters Findings Chap 3.3 Development Control Zones, Production PD229). The Council did not agree with the
Reporters Findings in this instance and proposed a way forward to assess and retain some
capacity for open countryside development in these sensitive areas (Argyll and Bute Local
Plan – Post Inquiry Modifications - Statement of Decision on Reporters Findings on Argyll
and Bute Modified Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008, Core Doc CD021). The Adopted
Local Plan states “…. Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural
Opportunity Areas positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality
will be considered premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural
Opportunity Area has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter,
development proposals will be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within
the Landscape Capacity Study.” Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the
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Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic
Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. The proposed Local Development Plan has taken
into account the findings of the Gillespies reports by including the majority of the areas
identified with ‘potential to absorb development’ as Rural Opportunity Area Development
Management Zone and those identified as ‘not recommended for development’ as
Countryside Development Management Zone. This Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at
Shenavallie (Production PD266) is located within the Firth of Lorn National Scenic Area
and is detailed as LN26 in the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn and the
Inner Isles (Core Doc CD049). The Council is of the view that this document accurately
reflects the development capacity of this area and so recommends that the proposed LDP
remains unaltered.
S312 Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe
Mrs E Struthers (01731); Elizabeth Pitcairn Struthers (01745); Charles Struthers (02081) The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development (ROAs) Control Zone were
originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). The intention of
this zone was to identifying areas outwith the settlements within which there is a general
capacity to successfully absorb small scale housing development. This includes open
countryside locations where appropriate forms of small- scale housing development will be
in tune with landscape character and development pattern. The ROA Zone was the subject
of objections and dealt with at the public local inquiry into the local plan. The Reporters
recommended the removal of the Rural Opportunity Areas in National Scenic Areas and
Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in part to the lack of a landscape assessment by a
qualified landscape architect. (Reporters Findings Chap 3.3 - Development Control Zones,
Production PD229). The Council did not agree with the Reporters Findings in this instance
and proposed a way forward to assess and retain some capacity for open countryside
development in these sensitive areas (Argyll and Bute Local Plan – Post Inquiry
Modifications - Statement of Decision on Reporters Findings on Argyll and Bute Modified
Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008, Core Doc CD021). The Adopted Local Plan states
“…. Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural Opportunity
Areas positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality will be
considered premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural
Opportunity Area has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter,
development proposals will be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within
the Landscape Capacity Study.” Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the
Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic
Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. The proposed Local Development Plan has taken
into account the findings of the Gillespies reports by including the majority of the areas
identified with ‘potential to absorb development’ as Rural Opportunity Area Development
Management Zone and those identified as ‘not recommended for development’ as
Countryside Development Management Zone. This Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at
Blarcreen/Kennacraig, Bonawe (Production PD267) is located within an Area of Panoramic
Quality and is detailed as LN22 in the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn
and the Inner Isles (Core Doc CD049). Planning permission has been granted for a single
house within this area (Planning Application Ref. 13/00123/PPP Decision Notice Production PD269) but this does not alter the areas general capacity to successfully
absorb development. The Council is of the view that the Argyll and Bute Landscape
Capacity Study – Lorn and the Inner Isles accurately reflects the development capacity of
this area and so recommends that the proposed LDP remains unaltered.
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S314 - Campbell Cameron (00687) - The Council consider that the submitted landscape
report has merits which could indicate that there is landscape capacity for a total of three
new houses on two small parts of the wider proposed LDP Countryside Zone policy at
Cachla, Benderloch (Production PD268) on either side of the public road. However, the
Council is of the view that this does not demonstrate that the wider area has the general
landscape capacity to absorb development in a manner that is consistent with the
landscape character of the area. It is this wider area view that is required in assessing the
appropriate zoning for areas of ground. The Council is of the view that in this instance the
objector’s development aspirations would be best assessed through the submission of an
application for planning permission in order that his claims that his proposals are consistent
with the Sensitive Countryside Zone policy contained within the existing development plan
can be assessed. The Council is of the view that the proposed Countryside Zone
accurately reflects the development capacity of the wider area and so recommends that
the proposed LDP remains unaltered.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S302 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Shenavallie, Benderloch
1. The Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Shenavallie comprises an essentially low lying
area, fringed and partially containing trees, below Shenavallie farmhouse and associated
buildings. It is identified in the Gillespies report as having a landscape structure of existing
trees into which buildings could be tucked. The general surrounding area comprises rough
pasture interspersed with woodland, with a generally remote and undeveloped character.
Shenavallie farmhouse is situated about 1 km from the public road, accessed by a rough
gated track, and is almost a further 3 kms from Benderloch along a narrow road with
passing places.
2. This ROA is located within the Firth of Lorn National Scenic Area. There is no doubt
that, from a purely landscape capacity point of view, the ROA could accommodate one or
two dwelling houses but, as stated by the landowner/objector, there are many other
considerations before the conclusion could be reached that the site has potential for
development. According to the objector, some parts of the ROA would be undevelopable
because of topography with extensive landform re-modelling required to create
development platforms. Ground conditions are unknown but are likely to involve peat in
some areas and thin soils over rock in others. The lower parts of the area collect run-off
from a wide surrounding area. There are no mains water and drainage services.
3. I conclude that, taking account of the above considerations, the encouragement of
development in this relatively remote location would not be consistent with the sustainable
approach to development in the local development plan, as set out in policy LDP STRAT 1.
S312 Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) at Kennacraig/Blarcreen, Bonawe
4. Approximately half of the site identified by the objector was included in the ROA at
Kennacraig/Blarcreen in the adopted local plan. The area identified in the adopted local
plan has been removed from the local development plan following the assessment by
Gillespies of Rural Opportunity Areas that lay within National Scenic Areas and Areas of
Panoramic Quality. The area comprises a flat area of farmland between the public road
and the coastline and, although there are a number of trees along the roadside, the site is
unduly prominent in views from the public road. The area lies within an Area of Panoramic
Quality and the Gillespies report recommends that the low lying improved pasture around
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Blarcreen should not be developed as there is insufficient tree cover and any development
would be very visible in the wider landscape.
5. It is noted that planning permission was previously granted for a single dwellinghouse to
replace the former Kennacraig dwelling (in 2005), which has since lapsed. A planning
application submitted in 2009 to renew this consent was subsequently withdrawn. More
recently (in September 2013), planning permission was granted for a single dwellinghouse
on the northern part of the site, to the east of Blarcreen House. This site lies close to
Blarcreen House and its development will have minimum impact on the general character
of the Area of Panoramic Quality. However, further development in the more open land to
the south would be far more prominent and I conclude that the identification of this larger
area as having potential for development would not be consistent with the approach in the
local development plan towards the protection, conservation and enhancement of the
environment.
S314 – Campbell Cameron (00687)
6. The two sites identified at Cachla, which together have a capacity for three
dwellinghouses, would extend an existing small group of houses in the countryside north of
Baravullin. The objector wishes to see these two sites identified for housing development
in the local development plan. The purpose of the housing land allocations is to ensure the
provision of an effective housing land supply during the plan period. As such, housing land
allocations relate to the larger proposals rather than individual sites, such as the land at
Cachla. The sites at Cachla are not required to maintain an effective housing land supply
within the overall housing market area and I consider that the allocation for housing of
these small sites at Cachla would not be appropriate. Policy LDP DM1 in the local
development plan supports small scale development on appropriate infill sites and the
rounding off of existing building groups in the Countryside Zone. Any proposal for
additional housing at Cachla would be best assessed against the requirements of policy
LDP DM1 and the associated supplementary guidance.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Remove the Rural Opportunity Area at Shenavallie from the local development plan.
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ISS310

Rural Opportunity Area - Islands

S327 - Luing, All ROAs
Development plan S324 - Coll, All ROAs
Reporter:
S325 - Tiree, All ROAs
Douglas Hope
reference:
S323 - Iona, All ROAs
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Peter Lamont (01728)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S327 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector is of the view that there should be no Rural
Opportunity Areas (ROAs) on Luing as development on green field sites in the rural zones
outside existing population centres should be discouraged and the rule of permitting
development only on previous sites such as ruins and former buildings should be adhered
to. In the long term this will help to hold Council Tax charges from escalating. The Council
strategy should be to concentrate new mass housing and general development at existing
population concentrations as is already being done for example in the Dunbeg corridor and
Glenshellach. A&BC should be encouraged to take the long term strategic and logistic
view. A&B has the most challenging and diverse local authority area in the UK to service
because of the geography of Argyll. The current national financial deficit problems facing
the UK will be felt for a decade or more and A&BC’s aim should be to minimise the
increase in costs of servicing rural areas by discouraging expansion and development onto
remote green field sites.
S324 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that some of the Rural
Opportunity Areas (ROA) on Coll are adjacent to the Special Protection Areas on the island
(Coll [corncrake] and Coll [geese]) and have connectivity with them, especially the ROA
between Arinagour and Gallanach which is used by foraging geese associated with the
SPA to the east. These therefore require assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations
Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
S325 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that a significant extent of
Tiree is identified as Rural Opportunity Areas (ROA). Which area adjacent to or have
connectivity with Natura 2000 sites, especially Tiree Wetlands and Coast SPA. In
particular, areas near Sandaig, Kenovay and Scarinish for example are utilised by roosting
and foraging geese and waders. These therefore require assessment as part of the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan. This should include a cumulative
appraisal as well as assessing individual ROAs.
S325 - RSPB (00040) - A large area of the island is designated as ROA, with some areas
extending into local nature conservation areas. Many of the areas of ROA are actually very
important for biodiversity, with several of them bordering/sharing the functionality of nearby
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designated sites. An HRA will therefore be required for those ROAs potentially affecting
Natura sites. The ROA area on Tiree almost entirely consists of well-managed crofted
grassland with breeding waders, corncrake (Tiree holds 30% of the national breeding
population), wintering Greenland geese and other important biodiversity. If the ROA
designation allows crofters to diversify a little in order aid economic viability there is likely to
be little impact on the environment but if the ROA designation makes it easier for wider
scale development, as is proposed, then the chance of negative impacts occurring is much
greater. We consider much of the ROA area should actually be classed as Very Sensitive
Countryside (or at most Countryside Zone) in consideration of its importance for
biodiversity. We have highlighted areas on MAP2 (attached) which shows areas where we
consider developments, even single house sites/small turbines, could have the potential to
impact on the bird interests present. We therefore consider the ROA designation on Tiree
to be inappropriate, and misleading to potential developers, and object to this element of
the LDP. An HRA should be undertaken and this should take into account the designation
of the ROA areas.
S324 - RSPB (00040) - In relation to the ROAs on Coll, some of these areas are
within/bordering designated sites. An HRA will therefore be required for those ROAs
potentially affecting Natura sites. Many of them share functionality with the designated
sites and hold a similar range of species and habitats including corncrake (9% of the
national breeding population) and Greenland white-fronted geese. This includes the U
shaped area close to Arinagour, large tracts of the north-western block and parts of the
other areas. In addition, one section (the furthest south-west) is situated on an RSPB
reserve. We consider much of the ROA area should actually be classed as Very Sensitive
Countryside (or at most Countryside Zone) in consideration of its importance for
biodiversity. We have highlighted areas on MAP1 (attached) which shows areas where we
consider developments, even single house sites/small turbines, could have the potential to
impact on the bird interests present. We therefore consider the ROA designation on Coll to
be inappropriate, and misleading to potential developers, and object to this element of the
LDP. An HRA should be undertaken and this should take into account the designation of
the ROA areas.
S323 - RSPB (00040) - On Iona, the ROA areas identified hold breeding corncrake. In
recent years, Iona has held up to 50 calling birds (2008), 4% of the national breeding
population. This figure has fallen to only 24 in 2011, however this is still 2% of the UK
population and 3.5% of the Argyll population, so ensuring this habitat is safeguarded is vital
for this species. Iona represents a separate island population and is the north-eastern
outpost of the species in Argyll. Impacts on this species on Iona from development would
represent a serious biodiversity impact. We therefore consider the ROA designation on
Iona to be inappropriate, and misleading to potential developers, and object to this element
of the LDP.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S327 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector wishes that all ROAs on Luing area should be
changed back to Countryside Zone and if there are other examples in the Local Plan they
should be reconsidered too.
S324 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector requests satisfactory conclusion of
the HRA of this plan (which should consider cumulative impact on the SPA and as
mitigation the potential reduction in the extent of ROAs on Tiree, especially when
compared to the extent of ROAs on the other islands, e.g. Mull, Coll).
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S325 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector requests satisfactory conclusion of
the HRA of this plan (considering any likely significant effects in combination as well as
alone).
S323, S324, S325 - RSPB (00040) - We suggest that bird sensitivity data is applied to the
maps in order to delineate those areas on the islands which are vital in maintaining the
biodiversity importance of Argyll. This should result in these areas being re-classed as
Very Sensitive Countryside (or at most Countryside Zone), and not ROAs. It appears no
HRA has been undertaken for the plan and this should be rectified, taking into account the
potential effects of the ROA as highlighted above.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S327 - Peter Lamont (01728) - Rural Opportunity Areas (ROAs) form a critical element of
the Council’s overall Settlement Strategy as detailed in the LDP. This Settlement strategy
does concentrate the bulk of new development within the main towns and key settlements
but also allows smaller levels of development to take place in more rural locations (ROAs)
to support these areas fragile economies. The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas
Development (ROAs) Control Zone were originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local
Plan (Core Doc CD001). The intention of this zone was to identifying areas outwith the
settlements within which there is a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale
housing development. This includes open countryside locations where appropriate forms of
small- scale housing development will be in tune with landscape character and
development pattern. The ROA Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the
public local inquiry into the local plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the
Rural Opportunity Areas in National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in
part to the lack of a landscape assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Reporters
Findings Chap 3.3 - Development Control Zones, Production PD229). The Council did not
agree with the Reporters Findings in this instance and proposed a way forward to assess
and retain some capacity for open countryside development in these sensitive areas (Argyll
and Bute Local Plan – Post Inquiry Modifications - Statement of Decision on Reporters
Findings on Argyll and Bute Modified Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008, Core Doc.
CD021). The Adopted Local Plan states “…. Development proposals located in the open
countryside within Rural Opportunity Areas positioned within National Scenic Areas and
Areas of Panoramic Quality will be considered premature until a Landscape Capacity
Study covering the relevant Rural Opportunity Area has been completed and approved by
the Council. Thereafter, development proposals will be expected to be consistent with the
findings contained within the Landscape Capacity Study.” Gillespies were commissioned
to undertake the Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural Opportunity Zones that lay
within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. The proposed Local
Development Plan has taken into account the findings of the Gillespies reports by including
the majority of the areas identified with ‘potential to absorb development’ as Rural
Opportunity Area Development Management Zone and those identified as ‘not
recommended for development’ as Countryside Development Management Zone. The
ROAs on Luing referred to by the objector are all located within an Area of Panoramic
Quality and referenced as LN68, LN69, LN70, LN71 and LN72 in the Argyll and Bute
Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn (Core Doc CD049). The Council is of the view that this
document accurately reflects the development capacity in terms of landscape impact of
areas LN68, LN69 and LN70. However, at the Main Issues Stage of the Plan, the
Community Council requested that the Council reassess small parts of LN71 and LN72 as
proposed in the in the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn. Following this
reassessment, the Argyll and Bute Council Local Development Plan Potential Additional
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Sites Consultation July 2012 (Core Doc CD050) was undertaken, which proposed that the
ROAs in these locations are proposed to differ from the Argyll and Bute Landscape
Capacity Study – Lorn, in that a small area of high ground in LN71 and an open area of
ground west of Kilchatton are not considered to as being ‘areas with potential to absorb
development’ in landscape terms and so are not recommended for inclusion as ROAs in
the proposed LDP and a small area to the south of the school is considered as being an
‘area with potential to absorb development’ in landscape terms and so is recommended for
inclusion as ROA in the proposed LDP. Accordingly the Council is of the view that the
proposed LDP should remain unaltered.
S324 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council is currently working on a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns.
The Council therefore wishes to retain both allocations within the proposed LDP.
S325 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council is currently working on a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns.
The Council therefore wishes to retain both allocations within the proposed LDP.
S323, S324, S325 - RSPB (00040) - The Council considers that the projected decline in
total population is a real threat to the viability of the area with a potential to adversely
impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service
delivery. The overall objective of the Argyll and Bute Community Plan and Single Outcome
Agreement 2013-2023 (SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the
Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is
built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely
supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community
planning and will also see Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland.
The LDP can assist this overall outcome in a number of ways including providing
opportunities for a supply of land for housing in places where people want to live.
Rural Opportunity Areas (ROAs) form a critical element of the Council’s overall Settlement
Strategy as detailed in the LDP. This Settlement strategy does concentrate the bulk of new
development within the main towns and key settlements but also allows smaller levels of
development to take place in more rural locations (ROAs) to support these areas fragile
economies. The boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development (ROAs) Control
Zone were originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). The
intention of this zone was to identifying areas outwith the settlements within which there is
a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale housing development. This includes
open countryside locations where appropriate forms of small- scale housing development
will be in tune with landscape character and development pattern.
The Council contend that the ROAs are a critical part of the overall settlement strategy for
the Islands development and population retention and are a suitable mechanism for the
delivery of development sites. The ROAs predominantly exist in the adopted Local Plan
and the proposed LDP merely seeks to carry them forward. The exception to this is Iona
where a new Landscape Capacity Study (PD 282) was commissioned by the Council.
This was required in order to increase the development options on the island to ensure
that development choice exists for the continued supply of new housing and community
facilities for the wider socio economic interests of the island, recognising that there is only
one allocation for housing (H-AL 6/6) (4 affordable units) and one Potential Development
Area (PDA 6/27) at Baile Mor. Additional development sites within ROAs as a collective,
are therefore considered critical to the long term development aspirations of this part of
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Argyll.
Rural Opportunity Areas form one of the Development Management Zones identified in
Policy LDP DM1 of the plan, this policy is one of a suite of policies which should be read
together as appropriate, and fall under an overarching policy LDP STRAT 1 – Sustainable
Development, this sets out the sustainable development principles to which the Council will
adhere when considering development proposals, these include “h) Conserve the natural
and built environment and avoid significant adverse impacts on biodiversity, natural and
built heritage resources. This is developed further in Policy LDP 3 – Supporting the
Protection, Conservation and Enhancement of our Environment, with further reference to
supplementary guidance which seeks to protect the natural environment, such as SG LDP
ENV 1.
A Habitats Regulation Appraisal of the proposed Local Development Plan has also been
undertaken, this will identify those areas where further ecological assessment is required
where proposals are likely to have an adverse effect on site integrity of any European
designated sites (SAC and SPA) or any proposed or candidate sites (pSPA and cSAC).
This matter is before the Reporters for consideration under ISS100.
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S327 – ROAs on Luing: Peter Lamont (01728)
1. Rural Opportunity Areas (ROAs) are defined in the ‘Glossary’ of the local development
plan as areas where there is a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale
development, including development in the open countryside. In the adopted local plan,
they cover extensive areas of the Island of Luing, which lies within an Area of Panoramic
Quality. However, following the adoption of the local plan, a landscape capacity study of
Rural Opportunity Areas within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality,
undertaken by Gillespies, recommended drastic reductions in their extent. The report
recommended that the extent of Rural Opportunity Areas on Luing be substantially reduced
(see Core Production CD049, pages 116-123).
2. Following consultation on the results of this study, two opposing points of view were
received. The principal landholder requested the retention of the existing Rural
Opportunity Areas and the Community Council requested a further reduction in the extent
of the Rural Opportunity Areas recommended in the Gillespies report. As a consequence
the council decided to remove two areas recommended in the Gillespies report and extend
the area centred on the school (see Core Production CD50, pages 29-31). As a result,
there are seven Rural Opportunity Areas on Luing in the local development plan: at Port
Mary; at the Fire Station; at Ardinamir; in the vicinity of the school; at Ardlarach; at
Kilchatton; and on the track to Lochan Illter.
3. As the council explains, the intention of Rural Opportunity Areas is to identify areas
outwith settlements, including open countryside locations, where appropriate forms of
small-scale housing development are acceptable in terms of landscape character and the
development pattern. In the case of Luing, two areas that Gillespies considered capable of
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absorbing development; an area of high ground between the Fire Station and Ardinamir,
and an area of ground immediately west of Kilchatton, were considered unsuitable by the
council as they do not fit the development pattern.
4. Following a detailed inspection of the Rural Opportunity Areas, it is considered that two
further areas do not fit the established development pattern on the Island of Luing. The
area identified near Port Mary is accessed via a rough track and is centred on two ranges
of derelict buildings formerly occupied in connection with slate quarrying in the 19th century.
The area is remote from services and the justification for any housing in this location has
long since disappeared. I consider that the encouragement of new development in this
location would not be consistent with the sustainable approach to development in the local
development plan, as set out in policy LDP STRAT 1. The area located in an elevated
position on the track to Lochan Illter, to the north-east of Kilchatton, is solely occupied by a
cattle pen. There is no precedent for housing at this location and a housing development
here would not reflect the development pattern on Luing.
5. Although the objector considers that development on greenfield sites should be
discouraged and that all the Rural Opportunity Areas on Luing should be removed, Rural
Opportunity Areas are now an established element of the council’s policy to encourage
small-scale housing development in appropriate locations in the countryside. This
approach is supported in Luing by the principal landholder and by the community council
and I agree that the removal of all Rural Opportunity Areas from Luing would not be
justified.
S324-325:-ROAs on Coll & Tiree: Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
6. The two Coll Special Protection Areas have Rural Opportunity Areas immediately
adjacent but not within the designated areas. The Rural Opportunity Areas on Coll have
been the subject of assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal of the local
development plan and this assessment shows that, although it is highly unlikely that limited
development of small scale housing would have a detrimental impact on either the bird
populations (geese and corncrake) or their habitats, land within these Rural Opportunity
Areas is important for foraging and breeding habitats. Given the uncertainties about the
likely scale, nature, location and combination of development, it is not possible to be able
to conclude that there would not be an adverse effect on the integrity of European sites
from the identification of these Rural Opportunity Areas.
7. The Tiree Rural Opportunity Areas largely avoid encroaching upon the Tiree Wetlands
and Coast Special Protection Area. However, the qualifying species are spread across the
island. The Rural Opportunity Areas on Tiree have been the subject of assessment as part
of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal of the local development plan and this assessment
shows that, although it is highly unlikely that limited development of small scale housing
would have a detrimental impact on either the bird populations or their habitats, land within
these Rural Opportunity Areas is of high overall importance to the maintenance of viable
populations of species within the adjacent Special Protection Area. Given the uncertainties
about the likely scale, nature, location and combination of development, it is not possible to
be able to conclude that there would not be an adverse effect on the integrity of European
sites from the identification of these Rural Opportunity Areas.
8. Given these uncertainties, Scottish Natural Heritage has suggested two options for
mitigation; the addition of a caveat to policy LDP DM1(D) or the removal of all Rural
Opportunity Areas from Coll and Tiree. The council considers that the removal of all Rural
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Opportunity Areas from Coll and Tiree would represent a significant alteration to the
development management zones and does not support this approach. The council also
considers that the caveat to policy LDP DM1(D) suggested by Scottish Natural Heritage is
un-necessary as there is protection for European sites under policy LDP 3 and associated
supplementary guidance SG LDP ENV2. Nevertheless, in order to recognise the
connectivity between Rural Opportunity Areas and Natura sites, the council has agreed to
produce technical working notes to address this issue. The council has, therefore,
suggested that SG LDP ENV2 be amended with the addition of the following sentence:
‘The council will prepare Technical Working Notes in conjunction with Scottish
Natural Heritage to assist consideration of proposals with connectivity to Special
Protection Areas, particularly for Tiree, Coll, Colonsay and Islay. In such cases,
proposals will only be approved where it can be concluded that they would not
have an adverse effect on the integrity of a SPA’
9. Scottish Natural Heritage is agreeable to this approach. I am satisfied that this
approach provides sufficient protection to the Special Protection Areas on Coll and Tiree
and, therefore, no changes are required to the LDP.
S323, S324, S325 – Coll, Tiree & Iona, All ROAs; RSPB
10. In relation to the RSPB objections to the Rural Opportunity Area designations on Tiree,
Coll and Iona, following discussions between the council and RSPB, the council has
suggested amendments to supplementary guidance so that they require development
proposals to be accompanied by an ecological assessment within areas known for
bird/habitat sensitivities. These suggested changes have enabled RSPB to withdraw their
objection to the Rural Opportunity Areas on Coll, Tiree and Iona (see also Issue ISS302).
Reporter’s recommendations:
Remove the Rural Opportunity Areas at Port Mary and north-east of Kilchatton on the
Island of Luing from the local development plan.
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ISS311

Development Land - Seil

H-AL 5/23 - Clachan Seil
Reporter:
S307 - Clachan Seil
Douglas Hope
S334 - Oban Seil Croft
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

James Cunningham (01751)
Carol Collis (01775)
Keith & Heather MacLean (01825)
Jean Campbell (01837)
Kevin & Fiona Hall (01907);
T Davies (01913)
Helen M Blakney (01791)
Martin Hadlington (02124)
Mr &d Mrs D MacDougall (01798)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 5/23
Housing Need/Demand
James Cunningham (01751); T Davies (01913); Martin Hadlington (02124) - These
objectors have raised concerns over the need for a housing development site in this
location. Their concerns include lack of take up of existing development opportunities,
significant availability of existing houses to buy, there is no affordable access to
employment or facilities and such development cannot be justified in terms of countering
population decline.
Development Scale
James Cunningham (01751); Carol Collis (01775) - These objectors have raised concerns
over the scale of the proposed development stating that it constitutes overdevelopment in
relation to the size of the settlement of Clachan Seil.
Landscape impact
Carol Collis (01775); T Davies (01913); Helen M Blakney (01791); Martin Hadlington
(02124) - These objectors state that this development will have an adverse impact on the
landscape as the site does not round off the settlement; is too large; has poor topography;
is elevated and too steeply sloping; and is highly visible over long distances to allow for
development on this scale to be assimilated into the landscape. It will lead to
suburbanisation and is not in accordance with either PAN 44 (The fitting of new housing
into the landscape) or the Council’s Design Guidance.
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Road Safety
H-AL 5/23 - Kevin & Fiona Hall (01907); T Davies (01913) - The objectors state that the
development of this site will be detrimental to road safety as it will introduce additional
traffic onto the B844 which is a single track road with passing places and is already at
capacity.
Previous Reporters recommendation
H-AL 5/23 - Kevin & Fiona Hall (01907) - The objectors state that the development of this
site is not consistent with the Reporters findings associated with the Public Local Inquiry
into the adopted Local Plan which recommended that this site be removed from the Plan.
Loss of agricultural land
Helen M Blakney (01791) - This objector states that the development of this site will involve
the loss of a valuable agricultural asset.
S307 - Keith & Heather MacLean (01825) - We are applying for ground adjoining Tigh a
Chlachain (Tigh an Truish house) to be included in the proposed Lorne Local Plan. The
ground area is from Tigh a Chachlain down to Morvargh dwellinghouse. The corner of this
ground immediately beside Tigh a Chlachain is already apparently marked in pink.
S307 - Jean Campbell (01837) - The objector seeks to have the currently proposed status
of the piece of ground which she owns changed from 'Open Space Protection' to
'Settlement Zone' to enable the development of a single house. She is of the view that
there are no sound reasons for this ground to be categorised as an 'Open Space
Protection' area as it is now clearly in the middle of a settlement and is surrounded by
development on all sides and it is not realistic to justify this on the grounds of protecting the
visual amenity of Clachan Bridge as there have been a number of houses built recently,
within view of the Bridge and closer to it. the objector also goes on to state that the
development of a single house in this location would not have an adverse impact upon the
landscape setting of the bridge as it would be screened from the majority of viewpoints by
existing trees. She also stresses that there is no public access to this ground whatsoever.
S334 - Mr & Mrs D MacDougall (01798) - The objector seeks to extend the Settlement
Zone boundary at Oban Seil Croft to the properties fence boundary as the objector is of the
view that the current Local Plan does not have a clear defining line and there is no
confusion if the settlement has a recognisable boundary - eg. a fence.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 5/23
Kevin & Fiona Hall (01907); Helen M Blakney (01791); H-AL 5/23 - Martin Hadlington
(02124) - These objectors seek the removal of housing allocation H-AL 5/23 from the LDP.
Carol Collis (01775) - This objector requests that the scale and density of the development
is reduced, the tree belt retained and that no development takes place on high ground
above existing tree belt contour, or on the elevated ground above the cliffy section in close
proximity of the road.
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S307 - Jean Campbell (01837) - The objector requests the removal of the categorization
of this area as an 'Open Space Protection Zone' and the area and its re-zoning as part of a
'settlement zone' with the boundary of the 'Open Space Protection' area being moved north
along the shore by some 50 metres, and moved back towards the B844, leaving an area
some 50 metres back from the shoreline and slightly extending the current pink-shaded
'settlement zone'
S334 - Mr & Mrs D MacDougall (01798) - The objector seeks to extend the Settlement
Zone boundary at Oban Seil Croft.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H-AL 5/23
The Council considers that projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area (including Seil) with a potential to adversely impact on the economy /
wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall objective
of the Council’s Argyll and Bute Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 20132023 (SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government
for the 10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing
population.” (See page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6
national policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will
also see Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can
assist this overall outcome in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply
of land for new housing sites in places where people want to live. This site (Production
PD210) is currently designated as a housing allocation in the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). The site was the subject of Reporters findings associated
with the Public Local Inquiry into the adopted Local Plan which recommended that this site
be removed from the Plan (Production PD211). The Council considered this
recommendation but did not agree with the Reporters Findings in this instance and so
decided to retain the site in the Local Plan as a housing allocation (Statement of Decision
on Reporters Findings on Argyll and Bute Modified Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008,
Core Document CD021, page 104). The issues raised by the objectors are the same as
were considered at the Public Local Inquiry into the adopted Local Plan and by the Council
previously and the Council’s position remains the same, namely that the site is the best site
available for the delivery of housing on the Island of Seil.
S307 - Jean Campbell (01837); Keith & Heather MacLean (01825) - Development in the
area proposed by the objector (Production PD210) is creeping ever closer to the iconic
listed Atlantic Bridge. The Open Space Protection Area in this location has been
designated specifically to protect the setting of this listed structure from further
development, and it is the Council’s view that it should be retained.
S334 - Mr & Mrs D MacDougall (01798) - The Settlement Zone boundary at Oban Seil
Croft (Production PD210) is not proposed for alteration in the LDP. The boundaries follow
contours in this location and define the ‘settled area’. The objectors proposal to extend the
Settlement Zone boundary in this location is not justifiable as the ground in question is
agricultural in nature and does not form part of the settled area on Seil.
Given the above, taking into account the representations duly made, the Council is of the
view that the development plan for Seil should remain as proposed in the LDP.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
H-AL 5/23: Clachan Seil
1. Site H-AL 5/23 is designated for housing in the adopted local plan. The issues raised
by the objectors in relation to the designation of this site in the local development plan are
similar to those expressed at the time the site was previously considered for inclusion in
the adopted local plan, and which were heard at two hearing sessions held by the
Reporters dealing with objections to the local plan. Notwithstanding the Reporter’s findings
that the housing allocation should not be included in the adopted plan, the council retained
the site as a housing allocation. The council remains of the view that the site is the best
available for the delivery of housing on the island of Seil. Nevertheless, site H-AL 5/23 has
failed to deliver any housing since the adoption of the existing local plan in August 2009.
2. The council’s evidence is that the generous supply of land for new housing in Argyll and
Bute as a whole is consistent with the overall objective of the council’s Community Plan
and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-2023 that has been approved by the Scottish
Government, which is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing
population”. In relation to the island of Seil, no evidence of specific housing need has been
advanced by the council and objectors point to the lack of take up of existing development
opportunities, the significant availability of existing houses to buy, the limited availability of
local employment opportunities and the remoteness of shopping, education and social
facilities. They question the need for 10 affordable homes (50% of the site capacity of 20
houses). Concerns have also been raised in relation to the scale of the development
proposed, the visual and landscape impact of any development on this exposed, prominent
site and the inadequacy of the B844 as a means of access to the site from the mainland
and Oban.
3. The Scottish Government’s Planning Circular 6/2013: Development Planning indicates
that in examining issues raised in unresolved representations, Reporters are not tasked
with making the plan as good as it can be but they have a duty to modify those parts that
are clearly inappropriate (paragraph 117). In this case, the evidence provided in the
representations shows that the site is clearly inappropriate for housing development. The
topography of the site is not conducive to the development of affordable housing. Any
housing on the site would be unduly prominent and would have an adverse impact on the
landscape character of this part of Seil Island and could not be considered as small scale
or as “rounding off”. Concerns over the capacity of the road network to accommodate
further housing development remain. There must be serious doubt, therefore, as to
whether this site can deliver housing within the plan period. In these circumstances, I do
not consider that it would be appropriate to endorse the allocation of this site for housing in
the local development plan.
S307 - Jean Campbell (01837); Keith & Heather MacLean (01825)
4. The land to which these objections relate is located within the Countryside Zone in the
local development plan and is identified as an Open Space Protection Area (OSPA).
OSPAs are defined in the Glossary of the local development plan as ‘areas of valued open
space, sports pitches and playing fields’. In this instance, the land is not used as open
space, sports pitches or playing fields.
5. The Open Space Protection Area has been specifically designated to protect the setting
of the iconic listed Atlantic Bridge. However, views of the bridge over the site from the
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public road are fleeting because of the topography of the site. I consider, therefore, that
the Countryside Zone provides sufficient protection for the setting of this listed building.
Policy LDP DM1 indicates that there is a presumption against development that seeks to
extend an existing settlement into the Countryside Zone. Furthermore, policy LDP 3
presumes against development that has a significant adverse effect on the special qualities
or integrity of designated built environment sites such as listed buildings. I consider that, in
this case, the Open Space Protection Area designation is neither necessary nor
appropriate.
S334 – Mr & Mrs D MacDougall (01798)
6. The boundary of the settlement zone in the vicinity of Oban Seil Croft is undefined on
the ground. The boundary suggested by the objector would provide a more defensible
boundary for the Settlement Zone in this location. The small area of intervening land
comprises steep rough ground associated with the croft buildings and I consider that its
inclusion within the settlement boundary would be appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. On Map 2A, of the local development plan, remove site H-AL 5/23.
2. Remove the designation ‘Open Space Protection Area’ from the area edged red on
Production No. PD210 [for the avoidance of doubt, the site remains in the ‘Countryside
Zone’].
3. Amend the settlement boundary in the vicinity of Oban Seil Croft to include the area
edged red on Production No. PD210 within the Settlement Zone.
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ISS312

Development Land - Oban

H4009 - Oban, Ganavan
PDA 5/4 - Oban - Glencruitten
PDA 5/7 - Oban - Glencruitten
Development plan PDA 5/6 - Oban - Longsdale Road
Reporter:
PDA 5/3 - Oban - Longsdale
Douglas Hope
reference:
H-AL 5/6 - Oban - Glengallon 3
CFR-AL 5/5 - Oban Hospital
S306 - Nant Drive, Oban
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Ruari Armstrong (01689)
Robert Martin Kain (01807)
Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692)
John Hyde (01843)
Alison McNab (00268)
Eilidh Betts (01696)
Edythe Bingham (01706)
Derek Coope (01967)
Mrs J Coope (00222)
David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708)
Mrs V A Fowler (01709)
Valerie MacLeod (02029)
Catherine Sunderland (02083)
William J Calder (01713)
Ms E Walton (00227)
Lamont Kenney (01716)
Allan MacKechnie (01717)
Melanie James (02006)
Lorna Stevenson (02080)
D Harper (01718)
Mrs M Wade (01734)
Dr Anne Lorne Gillies (01721)
Mark James (02005)
Trevor J Wade (01735)
K & E Moncrieff (01739)
Sophie James (02007)
Peter S MacDougall (01786)
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765)
Morag Morley (01792)
Mr & Mrs J Heward (01769)
Graham Chadwick (01890)
Jan Roberts (01770)
Adam McCracken (01772)
Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958)
Richard Bingham (01707)
Lorraine McCracken (01773)
Gordon McNab (01789)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H4009
Density
Mrs J Coope (00222), Alison McNab (00268), Lorraine McCracken (01773), Morag Morley
(01792), Mrs V A Fowler (01709), Adam McCracken (01772), Gordon McNab (01789),
Graham Chadwick (01890), Derek Coope (01967), Mark James (02005), Sophie James
(02007) - These objectors considered that the change from 40 units on this site as detailed
in the adopted Local Plan to 100 units in the proposed LDP is inappropriate as they are of
the view that the appropriate density should be 4 dwellings per acre.
Alison McNab (00268), Morag Morley (01792), Ms E Walton (00227), Robert Martin Kain
(01807), William J Calder (01713), Lorna Stevenson (02080), Melanie James (02006),
Catherine Sunderland (02083) - These objectors considered that the change from 40 units
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on this site as detailed in the adopted Local Plan to 100 units in the proposed LDP is
inappropriate as they are of the view that the proposed density would be too high and
constitute overdevelopment.
Infracture - Road capacity/safety including need for footpath
Mrs J Coope (00222), Alison McNab (00268), Ms E Walton (00227), H4009 - Lorraine
McCracken (01773), Morag Morley (01792), Mrs V A Fowler (01709), Adam McCracken
(01772), Peter S MacDougall (01786), Gordon McNab (01789), H4009 - Graham Chadwick
(01890), Richard Bingham (01707), William J Calder (01713), John Hyde (01843), Mr &
Mrs J Heward (01769), Jan Roberts (01770), Lorna Stevenson (02080), Derek Coope
(01967), Melanie James (02006), Mark James (02005), Sophie James (02007), Catherine
Sunderland (02083) - These objectors considered that that the road is unsafe, already at
capacity, not fit for purpose and upgrading is required especially relating to geometry and
width of the road particularly around some of the bends prior to development taking place.
Mrs J Coope (00222), Gordon McNab (01789, Edythe Bingham (01706), H4009 - Graham
Chadwick (01890), Richard Bingham (01707), John Hyde (01843), Jan Roberts (01770),
Lorna Stevenson (02080), Derek Coope (01967), Melanie James (02006), Mark James
(02005), Sophie James (02007), Catherine Sunderland (02083) - These objectors consider
that a footpath is required to be constructed prior to development taking place.
Catherine Sunderland (02083) This objector recommends that a footpath is constructed as
this was a condition of planning permission for the original 40 houses (Planning application
refs. 05/00069/OUT and 09/01451/AMSC.
Alison McNab (00268), Graham Chadwick (01890), William J Calder (01713), Catherine
Sunderland (02083) - These objectors considered that as large vehicles and public
transport find it difficult to access the area that the road is unsafe, already at capacity.
Catherine Sunderland (02083) - This objector is concerned that the road also has the
parking for the Dunollie Castle ruin thus making it more difficult to negotiate.
Alison McNab (00268) - This objector is concerned about inadequate sight lines.
Infrastructure (non-road)
Alison McNab (00268), Morag Morley (01792), Peter S MacDougall (01786), Gordon
McNab (01789), Graham Chadwick (01890) - These objectors consider the water and
sewage infrastructure to be at capacity or inadequate for increased demands.
Impact upon settlement/landscape character
Ms E Walton (00227), Morag Morley (01792), Robert Martin Kain (01807), Graham
Chadwick (01890), Richard Bingham (01707), William J Calder (01713), Catherine
Sunderland (02083), Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958) - These objectors states that such
a development would overwhelm the present settlement or have an impact on the local
distinctiveness of the landscape. They are also concerned about the development of flats
which in their view would change the character of the area.
Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958) These objectors states that flats were expressly
forbidden by the landowner when he sold the land for development.
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Ms E Walton (00227) The objector claims that this would cause degradation of the
countryside and that they make Oban a less attractive place to live.
Reduced quality of life and negative impact on tourism
Ms E Walton (00227), Alison McNab (00268), Morag Morley (01792), Gordon McNab
(01789), Edythe Bingham (01706), Robert Martin Kain (01807), Graham Chadwick
(01890), Richard Bingham (01707), William J Calder (01713), Jan Roberts (01770),
Melanie James (02006), Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958) - These objectors claim that
the proposal would have a negative impact on tourism and would reduce the attractiveness
of the area. They are also concerned that development of this site would lead to their
existing homes being devalued. Other concerns include detrimental impact on cycling and
walking leisure activities within the area.
Wildlife
Ms E Walton (00227), Edythe Bingham (01706), Mrs J Coope (00222), Alison McNab
(00268), Graham Chadwick (01890), John Hyde (01843), Jan Roberts (01770), Andrew &
Fiona Campbell (01958) - These objectors claim that there would be a negative impact on
wildlife, often claiming that many rare species, particularly birds and red squirrels and
general biodiversity would be affected by this development.
Light and noise pollution
Alison McNab (00268), Gordon McNab (01789) - These objectors consider that a
development on the proposed scale would generate light and noise pollution.
Facilities
Ms E Walton (00227), Edythe Bingham (01706) - These objectors state that for the area to
be developed as proposed additional facilities will have to be installed as it is too far from
shops, school or other amenities and hence not an appropriate site.
Edythe Bingham (01706) - The objector states that street lighting would have to be
installed.
Grazing rights
Alison McNab (00268) - This objector states that this site has historical grazing rights.
Young people unable to find employment
Morag Morley (01792) - This objector states that there are no employment opportunities for
young people who will reside in these new properties and the fore mentioned young people
will cause trouble.
PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7, PDA 5/6
Landscape Character
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689), Allan
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MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These objectors all
state that the proposed development of these sites is not sympathetic to the area.
Quality of life
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716) ), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689),
Allan MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These
objectors all state that it is important to preserve our green areas and that this land has
always been designated as a green area, and families have made lifestyle decisions to
settle here based assurances from the Council that the land would not be built on.
Glencruitten is an important leisure area for the residents of Oban. Families can appreciate
the fresh air and beauty of the countryside, walk their dogs, ride their horses, keep fit by
running walking or cycling, and play golf. Glencruitten Golf Club is a very important asset to
the Town both for locals and visitors. They go on to state that the development of these
sites will adversely affect the desirability of Oban as an attractive place to live, and it is
essential to the future development of the town that we can attract people to come and
settle here.
House prices
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716) ), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689),
Allan MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These
objectors state that the building up to 100 new houses will adversely affect existing
Property prices.
Tourism
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689), Allan
MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These objectors
state that the development of these sites will also adversely affect Tourism. Glencruitten in
a beautiful area which is extensively used by visitors to play Golf, horse ride, cycle or
simply to walk and appreciate.
Infrastructure
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689), Allan
MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These objectors
state that the roads from Glencruitten and/or Polvinister into Oban will not support the
number of cars created by the building of 60 to 100 new houses.
David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689), Eilidh Betts (01696) These objectors state that because of their restricted width, poor alignment, and lack of
pavements, the roads are totally inadequate to cope with the large increase in vehicular
and pedestrian traffic generated by the building of a large number of new houses and that
school children in particular could be placed at risk.
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Land condition
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716) ), David M & Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689),
Allan MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - These
objectors state that surveys have shown that much of the land designated for building has
a water table on top of clay, so much of it may not be suitable for housing.
PDA 5/6 - Valerie MacLeod (02029) - The objector is concerned that development of this
site would have an adverse impact upon Wildlife, especially the red squirrels. She is also
concerned that the development of this site would introduce street lights into an area where
at present there are none and about taking away the natural beautiful land around Oban.
She has concerns regarding the where are all the people would be coming from to live in
these houses and where will they work?
H-AL 5/6
Mrs M Wade (01734); Trevor J Wade (01735) - These objectors request that the woodland
south of Balvicar Road be saved for visual amenity and biodiversity reasons.
Trevor J Wade (01735) - This objectors believes that this site acts as a natural sponge that
slows water discharge into Soroba Burn which discharges into Black Lynn.and so the
development of this site lead to the Black Lynn being even more prone to flooding in town.
CFR-AL 5/5
Trevor J Wade (01735) - This objector believes that this site acts as a natural sponge that
slows water discharge into Soroba Burn which discharges into Black Lynn.and so the
development of this site lead to the Black Lynn being even more prone to flooding in town.
In addition, the objectors requests that the stand of trees is south of Balvicar Road be
saved for visual amenity and biodiversity reasons
S306
K & E Moncrieff (01739) - This representee supports the designation of this area as
Countryside Zone in the LDP as they believe that this land is part of the rural environment
and contains several informal paths used by walkers over the years. They are of the view
that development of this land would be a major change to the landscape of the Glencruitten
area and should not be permitted for this reason and as there is no access to this area
from Nant Drive, water and sewage issues are an ongoing problem in this area.
Dr Anne Lorne Gillies (01721) - This objector requests the inclusion of this area containing
33.8 acres in the Settlement Zone for Oban. It is their view that this area is adjacent to the
existing settlement area and although on the other side of the railway line it is near the
proposed route of the Development Road.
The site clearly would not have a detrimental impact on the surrounding landscape and
access could be obtained through ground owned by Drimvargie Properties.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H4009
Remove the allocation
Robert Martin Kain (01807), William J Calder (01713), Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958) These objectors seek to remove the allocation.
Andrew & Fiona Campbell (01958) want the area to be used as a recreational retreat.
Alison McNab (00268) - Requests that the area be zoned as sensitive to prevent any
developments in the future
Reduce the number of units in the allocation.
Ms E Walton (00227), Alison McNab (00268), Peter S MacDougall (01786), Gordon
McNab (01789), Edythe Bingham (01706), Morag Morley (01792), Graham Chadwick
(01890), Richard Bingham (01707), Mr & Mrs J Heward (01769), Jan Roberts (01770),
Catherine Sunderland (02083) - These objectors seek to reduce the number of unit in the
allocation to a maximum of 40 units.
Road improvements
Ms E Walton (00227), Lorraine McCracken (01773), Adam McCracken (01772), Edythe
Bingham (01706), Mr & Mrs J Heward (01769), Jan Roberts (01770), Catherine
Sunderland (02083) - These objectors require road improvements to be implemented.
Units to retain the settlements character
Edythe Bingham (01706), Richard Bingham (01707) - These objectors require any
development to retain the character of the area.
Footpath
Edythe Bingham (01706), Richard Bingham (01707), John Hyde (01843), Mr & Mrs J
Heward (01769), Jan Roberts (01770), Catherine Sunderland (02083) - These objectors
require a foot path providing pedestrian access to Oban to be included in the plan as this
was a condition of the original planning permission.
Infrastructure and facilities
Robert Martin Kain (01807) - Provide upgrades to infrastructure.
Edythe Bingham (01706) - This objector seeks the plan to include a proposal to install
street lighting in the settlement.
Morag Morley (01792) - That the plan allocates a wide variety of community facilities for
the area.
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PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7, PDA 5/6
Mr & Mrs F Tindall (01765), Mr & Mrs Malcolm McPhail (01692), D Harper (01718), Lamont
Kenney (01716), David M And Margaret E McKiddie (01708), Ruari Armstrong (01689),
Allan MacKechnie (01717), Eilidh Betts (01696), Elaine Cameron (01682) - None
requested.
PDA 5/6
Valerie MacLeod (02029) - Leave our natural land undeveloped.
H-AL 5/6, CFR-AL 5/5
Trevor J Wade (01735) - This objector requests that flood attenuation works be carried out
downstream from this site prior to development taking place.
S306
K & E Moncrieff (01739) - This representee requests the retention of the LDP as currently
proposed.
Dr Anne Lorne Gillies (01721) - This objector requests the inclusion of this area in the
Settlement Zone for Oban.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H4009
This site (Production PD212) is an existing Potential Development Area (PDA 5/170) in the
adopted Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). Planning permission for 40 houses (Planning
application refs. 05/00069/OUT and 09/01451/AMSC – Production PD213) has been
granted on this site. As part of the development plan review process at Main Issues Report
stage it was concluded that there should be a general increase in housing density on
development sites. This increase was carried forward for this site and its status upgraded
to housing allocation as the site could be considered effective as planning permission had
been approved. However, the Council acknowledge that the capacity of the existing road
network is such that an increase from 40 to 100 units is likely to cause road safety issues.
This has been confirmed by the Council’s Roads Engineers. Given that it has been
assessed as being acceptable to develop 40 units on this site through the above planning
applications, the Council would have no objection to the reduction in the proposed number
of units from 100 to 40, should the Reporter be so minded.
H-AL 5/6; CFR-AL 5/5; PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7, PDA 5/6
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
viability of the area with a potential to adversely impact on the economy/wealth creation,
workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall objective of the Council’s
Argyll and Bute Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-2023 (SOA) (Core
Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to
2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page
12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities
set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute
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contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome
in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing
sites in places where people want to live. The Council contend that Potential Development
Areas H-AL 5/6; CFR- AL 5/5; PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7, PDA 5/6 (Production PD212)
are suitable sites for the delivery of such development in the settlement of Oban. None of
these sites are subject to flood risk and biodiversity issues are safeguarded through
proposed LDP policies and Supplementary Guidance. Furthermore, these sites are existing
Allocations and Potential Development Areas in the adopted Local Plan. The proposed
LDP seeks to carry these forward in order to increase the development options in the main
settlement of Oban to ensure that development choice exists for the continued supply of
new housing and community facilities for the wider socio economic interests of Oban and
the surrounding area. Additional development sites PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7 and PDA
5/6, as a collective, are considered critical to the realisation of the construction of the Oban
Development Road (DRA 5/3 in the LDP) which is considered of significant importance for
the long term development aspirations of this part of Argyll.
S306
The Council is of the view that the existing Allocations and Potential Development Areas in
the adopted Local Plan that the proposed LDP seeks to carry forward are adequate in
order to increase the development options in the main settlement of Oban to ensure that
development choice exists for the continued supply of new housing and community
facilities for the wider socio economic interests of Oban and the surrounding area. Given
this, the Council is of the view that this site (Production PD212) should be retained as
Countryside Zone as currently proposed in the LDP.
Conclusion
In conclusion, taking into account the representations duly made, the Council is of the view
that the settlement plan for Oban should remain as proposed in the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
H4009: Oban, Ganavan
1. Planning permission has been granted for 40 houses on this site. The council
acknowledges that the proposed increase in the capacity of the site from 40 to 100 units is
likely to cause road safety issues and is content with the reduction of the allocation in the
local development plan to 40 houses. I agree that, due to the potential road safety issues,
the capacity of the site should be reduced to 40 houses.
PDA 5/3, PDA5/4, PDA 5/7, PDA 5/6
2. These Potential Development Areas have all been carried forward from the adopted
local plan in order to ensure a generous supply and choice of new housing in pursuit of the
overall objective of the Council’s Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 20132023. These sites are also critical to the realisation of the Oban Development Road
project, which is considered of significant importance for the long term development
aspirations of the council. In these circumstances, I consider that the Potential
Development Areas should be retained in the local development plan.
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H-AL 5/6; CFR-AL 5/5
3. According to the council, neither of these sites is subject to flood risk. Policy LDP 11
requires all new development to be the subject of a drainage impact assessment and the
protection and conservation of woodland, and biodiversity issues, are safeguarded through
policy LDP 3 of the local development plan. Accordingly, I conclude that these sites should
be retained in the local development plan.
S306: Nant Drive
4. This site is located to the south of the main railway line and vehicular access is
somewhat tortuous through existing housing estates. The site lies outwith the built up
area. The council considers that the Potential Development Areas identified in the local
development plan are sufficient to provide a generous supply of housing within Oban and
there is no need, at the present time, for any additional housing allocations. On this basis,
I agree that there is no justification for the inclusion of this site within the Settlement Zone.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Amend the entry for site H4009 in Schedule 8.4 of the local development plan to read: ‘No.
of Units: 40’.
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ISS313

Development Land - North Connel

AFA 5/6 - Oban Airport
H-AL 5/15 - North Connel - Lora View
MU/AL 5/4 - North Connel - Airfield
Development plan PDA 5/71 - North Connel - Airfield
Reporter:
PDA 5/72 - North Connel - Airfield
Douglas Hope
reference:
PDA 7/74 - North Connel - Black Crofts
PDA 5/76 - North Connel
H-AL 5/16 - North Connel - Achnacree
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Mr & Mrs A McIntyre (01815)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Cath Thomson (02089)
Hilary Adrian (01941)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
AFA 5/6 - Mr & Mrs A McIntyre (01815) - The objector requests that the proposed LDP
includes a site as a new PDA for airport related business / tourism within Area For Action
(AFA 5/6) at Oban Airport.
H-AL 5/15; MU/AL 5/4; PDA 5/71; PDA 5/72 and PDA 5/74 - Scottish Natural Heritage
(01587) - The objector states that these Allocations or PDAs are located within a
Geological Conservation Review Site (Achnaba- Moss of Achnacree) and they are happy
to provide further information on the geological interest of this site to developers and Argyll
& Bute Council.
PDA 5/76
Cath Thomson (02089) - The objector states that part of PDA 5/76 which lies to the north
west of An Feoran is part of a registered croft of which they are the tenant and any
development on this land, including a road to access the land to the north of An Cladach,
would be seriously detrimental to their crofting activity.
Hilary Adrian (01941) - The objector states that the wooded area behind An Cladach
(opposite Wychwood, Ard Grianach, Airlie and part of The Lindon) is most unsuitable for
building on because it has no road access at present, and any new access would have to
be onto the Queen's Brae, which is narrow and on a bend. In addition, she understands
that a grant was provided for the planting of the trees, so she believes it wouldn't make
sense to cut down the trees in order to build.
H-AL 5/16 - Cath Thomson (02089) - The objector states that when planning permission
was granted for 8 houses on this site it caused an enormous amount of upset among the
local permanent residents and refers to a public meeting of September 2008.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
AFA 5/6 - Mr & Mrs A McIntyre (01815) - The objector requests the designation of a new
PDA for airport related business / tourism within Area For Action (AFA 5/6) at Oban Airport.
H-AL 5/15 and MU/AL 5/4 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The plan should include
‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations. For this
allocation this factor should be listed, with a requirement that developers avoid negative
effects on the geological interest of this site.
PDA 5/71; PDA 5/72 and PDA 5/74 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The mini
development briefs should refer to this GCR site and require developers to avoid negative
effects on the geological interest of this site
PDA 5/76
Cath Thomson (02089) - The objector requests the removal of PDA5/76 from the Local
Development Plan.
Hilary Adrian (01941) - The objector requests the exclusion of An Cladach's land from the
PDA.
H-AL 5/16 - Cath Thomson (02089) - The objector requests that the specified area be
changed from Housing Allocation to Potential Development Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
AFA 5/6 - Mr & Mrs A McIntyre (01815) - This proposal to develop this site (Production
PD077 - Location Map - site within AFA 5/6) for the designation of a new Potential
Development Area (PDA) for airport related business / tourism within Area For Action (AFA
5/6) at Oban Airport has only been put forward at the proposed LDP stage of the Plan
preparation process. The Council is of the view that the sites location immediately at the
entrance to the existing airport, combined with the aspirational economic development
associated with AFA 5/6 and PDA 5/71 and 5/72 lends merit to the objectors proposal.
Therefore, should the Reporter be so minded, the Council would have no objection to the
inclusion of this site as a PDA for airport related business / tourism as this would
complement the wider development aspirations in this part of North Connel.
H-AL 5/15; MU/AL 5/4; PDA 5/71; PDA 5/72 and PDA 5/74 - Scottish Natural Heritage
(01587) - These sites (Production PD078 - Location Map - H-AL 5/15; MU/AL 5/4; PDA
5/71; PDA 5/72 and PDA 5/74) are all existing development sites in the adopted Argyll and
Bute Local Plan (Core Doc CD001) which are proposed to be rolled forward into the LDP.
The objector has provided no new evidence that was not available at the time the adopted
Local Plan was in preparation and the Geological Conservation Review Site (AchnabaMoss of Achnacree) has no statutory status. Discussion has taken place between the
Council and SNH on this issue and it is understood that the Geological Conservation
Review Site (Achnaba- Moss of Achnacree) is concerned with geomorphological glaciation
features evident in the wider Loch Etive area. The Council is of the view that there is no
advantage in highlight this issue to developers by way of the Development Factors or
Requirements/Mini Development Briefs as if these sites are developed then it is inevitable
that these features, where located within such sites, will be lost. Mitigation is simply not
possible and alternative sites in the vicinity are likely to have similar issues.
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PDA 5/76 - Cath Thomson (02089); Hilary Adrian (01941) - This site (Production PD079 Location Map - PDA 5/76) is an existing development site in the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan (Core Doc CD001) which is proposed to be rolled forward into the LDP. The
objectors have provided no new evidence that was not available at the time the adopted
Local Plan was in preparation.
H-AL 5/16 - Cath Thomson (02089) - This site (Production PD080 - Location Map - H-AL
5/16) is an existing development site in the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc
CD001) which is proposed to be rolled forward into the LDP. The site also has the benefit
of extant planning permission (Planning Permission Ref. 13/01780/PP – Production
PD081). The objectors have provided no new evidence that was not available at the time
the adopted Local Plan was in preparation or planning permission granted.
In relation to all development sites in North Connel, the Council considers that the
projected decline in total population is a real threat to the viability of the area with a
potential to adversely impact on the economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and
efficient service delivery. The overall objective of the Council’s Argyll and Bute Community
Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-2023 (SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has
been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s
economic success is built on a growing population.” (See page 12 of the SOA). This
outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set out in the
national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute contribute to
the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome in a number
of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing sites in places
where people want to live. The Council contend that the development sites H-AL 5/15; HAL 5/16; MU/AL 5/4; PDA 5/71; PDA 5/72; PDA 5/74 and PDA 5/76 are the best sites for
the delivery of such development in the settlement of North Connel.
Reporter’s conclusions:
AFA 5/6 - Mr & Mrs A McIntyre (01815)
1. The council has no objection to the identification of this site, which is located at the
entrance to the airport, as a Potential Development Area for airport related
business/tourism as this would complement the wider development aspirations in this part
of North Connel. I agree that such a designation would be appropriate.
H-AL 5/15; MU/AL 5/4; PDA 5/71; PDA 5/72 and PDA 5/74
2. These sites are all existing development sites in the adopted local plan. Sites H-AL
5/15, MU/AL 5/4, PDA 5/71 and PDA 5/72 are located between North Connel and the
airport. Much of site PDA 5/74 at Black Crofts is presently in use as a haulage yard. All
the sites are located within a Geological Review Site (Achnaba-Moss of Achnacree). It is
noted that this designation has no statutory status and the council sees no advantage in
highlighting the geomorphological glaciation features of this area by way of the Developer
Factors or Requirements/Mini Development Briefs for these sites since these features are
likely to be much affected by development on the sites. I, nevertheless, consider that
developers and the council be encouraged to consult and liaise with Scottish Natural
Heritage in relation to the development of these sites in due course.
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H-AL 5/16, PDA 5/76
3. Site H-AL 5/16 has the benefit of planning permission for 8 dwellinghouses. The
adjoining site, PDA 5/76, comprises part of a registered croft and an area of woodland
behind the property ‘An Cladach’. Site PDA 5/76 is identified in the adopted local plan. It
is noted, however, that no development has yet taken place and the site has not been
identified as a housing allocation in the local development plan. The objectors have cast
doubt on the effectiveness of this site as a potential development area and have voiced
concerns regarding the impact of any proposals, including the provision of access, on
established woodland. I consider, therefore, that the development potential of the site is
limited and that its identification as a Potential Development Area is inappropriate. The
retention of the site within the Settlement Zone would, however, allow the possibility of
some housing development in accordance with policy LDP DM1, which encourages small
scale development on appropriate sites.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. On Map 4 of the local development plan, identify the area edged red on Production No.
PD077 as a Potential Development Area (PDA) for airport related business/tourism.
2. Delete Potential Development Area PDA 5/76, while retaining the site in the Settlement
Zone.
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ISS314

Development Land - Luing

PDA4010 - Cullipool
Development plan S322 - South of Toberonochy
Reporter:
S315 - Toberonochy
Douglas Hope
reference:
PDA 5/164 - Cullipool - Quarry
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Pamela A Shairp (01701)
Ms L Jenkinson (02008)
Peter Lamont (01728)
Robert & Hilary Latimer (01333)
Berenice Robb (01743)
Ian Malcolm (02027)
Tim Flinn (01780)
Mr & Mrs J McDonald (02037)
Edna Whyte (01784)
Carol Wright (02101)
John Blackwell (01810)
Jean L Alexander (01781)
Hugh May (01813)
Luing Community Council (01835)
D Mcleod (01827)
Phyllis Malcolm (02028)
Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830)
Cully Pettigrew (02058)
Simone Van Dijl (01829)
Pam Baker (01982)
Anne MacQueen (01904)
Derek Bannister (01945)
Vanessa Coulter (01929)
Eleanor M Cadzow (02119)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
South of Toberonochy
S322 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector requests that the coastal field to the south of
present housing in Toberonochy should be changed to Very Sensitive Countryside status
as; otters regularly use a small burn at the south edge of this field that provides a
concealed corridor access for these mammals to the freshwater in Toberonochy quarry; at
least up to the 1980s corn crake were present in this field and could be encouraged again;
and, the un-surfaced access road cannot be widened to take increased traffic and utility
vehicles.
PDA 5/164
PDA 5/164 - Luing Community Council (01835) - Luing CC support the designation of this
PDA in the proposed LDP as it will enable the future use of this site for tourism, heritage
and leisure development.
Quarry – Toberonochy
S315 - Robert & Hilary Latimer (01333) - The objectors request that this land, which is in
their ownership, be designated as a Potential Development Area as in the 2009 Plan only
part of their land was included within the Settlement Zone. In the interests of the future of
the island, they wish to encourage both locally based light industry and tourism and are
intending to apply for planning permission for some small workshops and also for camping
pods for tourists.
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PDA4010 – Cullipool
Significant levels of objection have been received relating to the proposed PDA4010 at
Cullipool and the reasons given by objectors have be grouped into similar topics below :Lack of Community Involvement
Hugh May (01813); Edna Whyte (01784); Tim Flinn (01780); Eleanor M Cadzow (02119);
Pam Baker (01982); Cully Pettigrew (02058); Carol Wright (02101); Vanessa Coulter
(01929); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These objectors were of the opinion that the wider
community were not sufficiently involved in the process that led to the Community Council
requesting the inclusion of this site in the LDP for housing development.
Other Sites/no demand
Simone Van Dijl (01829); Anne MacQueen (01904); John Blackwell (01810); Tim Flinn
(01780); Berenice Robb (01743); Pamela A Shairp (01701); Eleanor M Cadzow (02119);
Derek Bannister (01945); Pam Baker (01982); Cully Pettigrew (02058); Phyllis Malcolm
(02028); Jean L Alexander (01781); Carol Wright (02101); Mr & Mrs J McDonald (02037);
Ian Malcolm (02027); Ms L Jenkinson (02008); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These
objectors were of the opinion that the development of this site should not take place as
there is no real demand for new housing on the island which is demonstrated by the length
of time that properties can remain vacant and that amount of sites that could be developed
but as have not been developed. Particular reference was made to the area of Settlement
Zone immediately to the east of the houses at Fladda, which to date has not been
developed despite there being a planning policy presumption on favour of development on
this site.
Impact on the natural environment
Anne MacQueen (01904); D Mcleod (01827); Hugh May (01813); Peter Lamont (01728);
Pam Baker (01982); Phyllis Malcolm (02028); Ian Malcolm (02027); Vanessa Coulter
(01929); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These objectors were of the opinion that the
development of this site would be detrimental to flora and fauna both on the site and
nearby and so should not be developed. This would include European protected species
such as otters. The proximity of a feature known locally as ‘the pond’ also caused concern
as this area is used for the storage of lobsters.
Impact on landscape/seascape
Simone Van Dijl (01829); Anne MacQueen (01904); D Mcleod (01827); John Blackwell
(01810); Edna Whyte (01784); Tim Flinn (01780); Berenice Robb (01743); Peter Lamont
(01728); Pamela A Shairp (01701); Derek Bannister (01945); Pam Baker (01982); Cully
Pettigrew (02058); Phyllis Malcolm (02028); Jean L Alexander (01781); Carol Wright
(02101); Mr & Mrs J McDonald (02037); Ian Malcolm (02027); Ms L Jenkinson (02008);
Vanessa Coulter (01929); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These objectors were of the
opinion that the development of this site would be detrimental to the panoramic
landscape/seascape quality in this part of Luing and so should not be developed. In
particular, the dramatic views across to Mull, especially from the village shop which
provides a valued tourism service, would be damaged by development of this site. Concern
was also raised that, if this site were to be developed then it would set a precedent for
future developments between the road and the sea which would further damage the
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panoramic landscape/seascape quality of this area.
Flooding
Peter Lamont (01728); Cully Pettigrew (02058); Jean L Alexander (01781); Vanessa
Coulter (01929); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These objectors were of the opinion that
this site would be subject to flooding as it was wet and boggy or due to sea level rising in
the future and so should not be developed.
Erosion
Carol Wright (02101) - This objector was of the opinion that this site would be subject to
erosion and so should not be developed.
Size
Luing Community Council (01835) - The Community Council has requested that this site be
reduced in size forming a rectangular area adjacent to the existing houses at Fladda.
Impact on existing infrastructure
Simone Van Dijl (01829); Anne MacQueen (01904); Hugh May (01813); John Blackwell
(01810); Pam Baker (01982) - These objectors were of the opinion that the development of
this site would be detrimental to existing infrastructure such as the ferry system and lack of
public transport and that the increased costs of living on an island.
Impact on business
Anne MacQueen (01904); Pam Baker (01982); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These
objectors were of the opinion that the development of this site would be detrimental to
business. A feature known locally as ‘the pond’ which is used for the storage of lobsters
was considered vulnerable to pollution from any nearby development and it is considered
that there is a lack of employment on the island for new residents.
Overshadowing
Anne MacQueen (01904) - This objector was of the opinion that the development of this
site would create overshadowing on the adjacent houses at Fladda to the detriment of the
residents amenity.
Legal impediment
Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830) - These objectors were of the opinion that the development
of this site would be contrary to their Feu Disposition which contains classes that precludes
development over part of the site (full details have been provided by the objector).
Landownership
Simone Van Dijl (01829) - The landowner does not support development of this site.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
South of Toberonochy
S322 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector requests that this sites designation is changed
from Countryside status to Very Sensitive Countryside.
PDA 5/164
PDA 5/164 - Luing Community Council (01835) - n/a.
Quarry – Toberonochy
S315 - Robert & Hilary Latimer (01333) - The objectors’ request that this land be
designated as a Potential Development Area.
PDA4010 – Cullipool
PDA4010 - Pamela A Shairp (01701); Peter Lamont (01728); Berenice Robb (01743); Tim
Flinn (01780); Edna Whyte (01784); John Blackwell (01810); Hugh May (01813); D Mcleod
(01827); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830); Simone Van Dijl (01829); Anne MacQueen
(01904); Vanessa Coulter (01929); Ian Malcolm (02027); Carol Wright (02101); Jean L
Alexander (01781); Luing Community Council (01835); Phyllis Malcolm (02028); Cully
Pettigrew (02058); Pam Baker (01982); Derek Bannister (01945); Eleanor M Cadzow
(02119) - Whilst many of these objectors have made statements such as the development
should be moved to ‘elsewhere’, and have often suggested an area of Settlement Zone
which is located to the immediate east of the houses at Fladda and already benefits from a
general presumption in favour of development by way of this zoning, essentially they all
wish this site to be removed from the Proposed LDP.
Ms L Jenkinson (02008); Mr & Mrs J McDonald (02037); Luing Community Council (01835)
These objectors wish to see the size of this development site reduced to a rectangle
adjacent to the existing houses at Fladda.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
South of Toberonochy
S322 - Peter Lamont (01728) - This site (Production No. PD074) is proposed to be
designated as Countryside Zone in the LDP and is currently designated as Sensitive
Countryside in the adopted Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). Countryside Zone carries with it
a general presumption against most forms of development and is the appropriate zoning
for land in the proximity of a Settlement Zone but not required or considered suitable for
development at the present time. The potential for European protected species on this site
merely reinforces the sites ‘countryside’ status. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that
this site is correctly designated as Countryside Zone in the Proposed LDP.
PDA 5/164
PDA 5/164 - Luing Community Council (01835) - The Council notes Luing CC’s support for
the designation of this PDA (Production No. PD075) in the proposed LDP.
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Quarry – Toberonochy
S315 - Robert & Hilary Latimer (01333) - A significant part of this site (Production No.
PD076) is currently designated as Settlement Zone in the adopted Local Plan (Core Doc
CD001) and this designation is proposed to be unaltered in the LDP. Settlement Zone
designation, in principle, permits the development types being sought by the objector. It is
the Council’s view that the remainder of the site has significant access issues and is not
considered as having suitable landscape character to enable the development types
requested to take place. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that this site is correctly
designated as both part Settlement Zone and part Countryside Zone in the proposed LDP.
PDA4010 – Cullipool
PDA4010 - Pamela A Shairp (01701); Peter Lamont (01728); Berenice Robb (01743); Tim
Flinn (01780); Edna Whyte (01784); John Blackwell (01810); Hugh May (01813); D Mcleod
(01827); Keith & Fiona Rogers (01830); Simone Van Dijl (01829); Anne MacQueen
(01904); Vanessa Coulter (01929); Ian Malcolm (02027); Carol Wright (02101); Jean L
Alexander (01781); Luing Community Council (01835); Phyllis Malcolm (02028); Cully
Pettigrew (02058); Pam Baker (01982); Derek Bannister (01945); Eleanor M Cadzow
(02119); Ms L Jenkinson (02008); Mr & Mrs J McDonald (02037); Luing Community
Council (01835) - This PDA (Production No. PD064) was proposed for inclusion in the
proposed LDP following representation and discussion with Luing Community Council. The
intension was to provide a site over and above those currently located within Settlement
Zone that was specifically designated for the delivery of new housing. It was the
Community Council’s view that was a particular lack of availability of specific types of
affordable housing and rented housing that this site could provide that would help the
socioeconomics of the island. Clearly substantial objections to the development of this site
exist within the community and this factor, combined with a lack of demonstrable need to
develop this particular site at the present time, and perhaps most significantly, the fact that
the landowner has withdrawn his support (Production PD065) leads the Council to the view
that it would be content, should the Reporter be so minded, to the removal of this site from
the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
South of Toberonochy
1. In relation to the request to designate the coastal field to the south of Toberonochy as
Very Sensitive Countryside, the inclusion of this area in the Countryside Zone carries with
it a general presumption against development that seeks to extend an existing settlement
into the countryside (see policy LDP DM1(E)). The protection of the biodiversity of the
area is further supported by policy LDP 3(A) of the local development plan. I consider that
these policies, combined, provide sufficient protection for the coastal area south of
Toberonochy.
PDA 5/164
2. The representation by Luing Community Council does not raise any unresolved issue
that requires to be addressed through this examination.
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Quarry – Toberonochy
3. No substantive evidence has been put forward to merit the identification of this disused
quarry as a potential development area for light industry and tourism. According to the
Council, the site has significant access issues and is not considered as having suitable
landscape character to enable the development types requested to take place. It would be
premature to consider such an allocation in advance of any meaningful assessment of the
details of any such proposed development.
PDA4010 – Cullipool
4. In response to the significant number of objections received in relation to the allocation
of this site as a Potential Development Area, including that of the landowner, the council
acknowledges that there is lack of demonstrable need to develop this site at the present
time. In these circumstances, I am satisfied that there are no grounds for including this site
in the local development plan.

Reporter’s recommendations:
On Map 7A of the local development plan, remove site PDA4010 and amend the boundary
of the Settlement Zone to exclude the site from the settlement of Cullipool.
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ISS315

Development Land - Kilmelford

S304 - Kilmelford
S311 - Gap Between PDA 4008 and Village
Development plan
Reporter:
Hall, Kilmelford
Douglas Hope
reference:
PDA4008 - Kilmelford Village Hall,
Kilmelford
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kilmelford Yacht Haven (00609)
Kilninver and Kilmelford Community Council (00009)
Charles Rentoul (01542)
Jane Rentoul (00524)
Ewan G Kennedy (00286)
Peter Stott (00285)
Diane Scaife (01680)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA4008 – Village Hall Field
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524) - These representees support the
designation of PDA 4008 on the basis that a new primary school on this site would be of
huge benefit to the community, along with retirement home. They take the view that many
new houses have been built in recent years and zoning for more and a large number of
children bussed out of village (20ml round trip) to Kilninver school along with the fact that
the new hall has excellent leisure (potential and existing) capability.
Diane Scaife (01680); Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - These objectors request the removal of
this site from the LDP as they are of the view that a large proportion of the PDA comprises
improved agricultural land, which is currently in use for growing fodder for local livestock
and it is vital to preserve as many of these fertile agricultural areas as possible to sustain
the demands for future food or biofuel production. It is also their view that the open vista
afforded by the land enhances this part of the Loch Melfort scenery which they believe is
an important consideration for a region which depends on the beauty of its landscape to
earn its living.
Peter Stott (00285); Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - These objectors request the removal of
this site from the LDP as it is their view that for many years the landowners have been
lobbying successive community councils to promote the development of this site for
houses with alleged linked community benefits. Over the years the latter have been
presented as a football pitch, a gigantic multisport facility, woodland walks, and lately as a
children’s play area. They believe that the landowners simply want to extract a lot of money
from the only part of the holdings which they bought speculatively over the years that they
haven’t already sold. They suggest that the reasons given by the Reporter at the time of
the production of the existing adopted Local Plan remain valid when he ruled against the
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landowners’ application to have the site zoned for development in the existing plan. The
objectors go on to state their opposition to any form of housing development on this site
but state that they would be willing to support the development of a primary school on this
site in principle if there were a proven need demonstrated as primary education is utterly
vital to our small local communities, but that in advance of such a requirement, or some
other genuine community need coming on the scene it is inappropriate to deny the site the
protection that it currently enjoys.
S304 – Settlement Zone
Kilmelford Yacht Haven (00609) - Support this proposed Settlement Zone extension.
Ewan G Kennedy (00286); Peter Stott (00285) - These objectors request that the proposed
extension of the Settlement Zone to the east of Kilmelford Boatyard should be removed
from the LDP as if developed, for as they believe up to three new houses, this would be a
further encroachment on the unbuilt-on head of Loch Melfort, which still presents an
attractive appearance to visitors and residents alike. In addition these objectors state that
the main part of the boatyard site is one of the few areas locally that are designated for
light industrial use and allowing further houses along the entrance to the site would only
inhibit development of that use in future. These objectors are also of the opinion that if the
Settlement Zone was permitted to be extended then this would inevitably lead to the
development of the next field to the east upon which development proposals have
consistently been resisted with the result being ribbon development of the type that is
discouraged by planning policies but often seems to find favour in Argyll.
Peter Stott (00285) - Clarifies his position that if this proposal was for a single house at the
western end of the site then he would support this proposal.
Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - States that when planning permission (Planning permission ref
no. 08/00029/DET) was granted for the house immediately west of this site a condition was
placed on the site to prevent building East of their gable, for the obvious purpose of
preserving the amenity and it would be quite wrong for that to be departed from now.
S311 - Kilninver and Kilmelford Community Council (00009) - Request the creation of a
new Open Space Protection Area between the public road and PDA4008 as this
corresponds with SNH's requirement for visibility of the cairn.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA4008 – Village Hall Field
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524) - These representees support the
designation of PDA 4008.
Diane Scaife (01680); Peter Stott (00285); Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - These objectors
request the removal of site PDA 4008 from the LDP.
S304 – Settlement Zone
Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - Requests the removal of the extension to the Settlement Zone.
Peter Stott (00285) - Requests the reduction of the extent of the land proposed for housing
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on the south side of Loch na Cille adjacent to the boatyard.
S311 - Kilninver and Kilmelford Community Council (00009) - Request the creation of a
new Open Space Protection Area between the public road and PDA4008.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA4008 – Village Hall Field
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Diane Scaife (01680); Peter Stott (00285);
Ewan G Kennedy (00286) - This site (Production PD263) was previously assessed by the
Reporter during the production of the adopted Local Plan as being unsuitable for housing
development (Production PD264). However, there has been significant community support
for the development of this site for Community facilities which culminated in a
representation at the Main Issues Report stage of the LDP production process from the
Community Council requesting the designation of this site in the LDP. The Council has
held a public meeting in Kilmelford on this issue to ensure that interested parties were
aware of how they could participate in the LDP production process. This meeting was well
attended. The recently completed affordable and mainstream housing within the village has
altered the demographics of Kilmelford and has led to an increase in the number of
children traveling to Kilninver primary school which is approximately 7 miles to the north.
This alteration in the population, combined with the extant housing development capacity
remaining on Housing Allocation H-AL 5/21 and community support has led the Council to
form the view that it would be circumspect to designate a site upon which it would be
possible to construct a new primary school should such a development be needed in the
future. This site is considered the best such site in the village as it is located centrally,
adjacent to the major existing community facility of the village hall and close to the majority
of the existing housing in the village and so would not involve the bulk of children crossing
the main A816 road when accessing the site. Accordingly, the Council is of the view that
this site is potentially suitable for community facility development and so proposes to
designate it as a PDA.
S304 – Settlement Zone
Kilmelford Yacht Haven (00609); Ewan G Kennedy (00286); Peter Stott (00285) - The
Council is of the view that this site (Production PD263) has landscape character that is
consistent with Settlement Zone designation. This view is based on the topography of the
site along with its location adjacent to existing housing and the existing boatyard to the
west. The proposed Settlement Zone designation of this site indicates that the Council may
consider development appropriate on this site but is distinctly different from proposing
either an Allocation or Potential Development Area. Any development proposals made in
the future would be required to satisfy all other relevant policies and Supplementary
Guidance contained within the Development Plan. As a point of note Planning permission
08-00029-DET referred to by the objector granted for the house immediately west of this
site does not include a condition to prevent building East of the gable of this new
development (Production PD279).
S311 - Kilninver and Kilmelford Community Council (00009) - This area of ground
(Production PD263) is proposed Countryside Zone in the LDP. The Council is of the view
that this site does not constitute ground used for sport, leisure or recreation or have
significant amenity value to the wider community that requires ‘Open Space Protection
Area’ status. The proposed Countryside Zoning along with LDP policy and Supplementary
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Guidance provides adequate protection from development for the nearby cairn.
In conclusion, taking into account all representations duly made, the Council is of the view
that the settlement plan for Kilmelford should remain as detailed in the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA4008 – Village Hall Field
1. By way of background, this site was omitted from the finalised draft local plan, following
objections to its identification as a Potential Development Area for housing in the
consultative draft local plan. Objections to its exclusion from the finalised draft local plan
as a site for housing were considered by the appointed Reporter, who considered that the
development of houses on this site would extend the ribbon of development along the
Degnish Road, with a consequent adverse visual impact detrimental to the setting of
Kilmelford and the character of the surrounding rural area. The council agreed with this
view and the site is not identified for development in the adopted local plan.
2. Its identification as a Potential Development Area for community facilities in the local
development plan is a response to the community support for a site for a new primary
school as a result of the changing demographic profile of the village and the development
of new housing on the adjoining site H-AL 5/21. Site PDA4008 is located centrally in the
village, close to the village hall and would avoid the bulk of children crossing the main
A816 road. It is agreed that the site would be a suitable site for education facilities. There
are fears, however, that designation of the site as a Potential Development Area for
community facilities might set a precedent for other developments, should a new primary
school not materialise. Should this situation arise, it would be for the council to decide
whether other uses were acceptable on the site, assessed against the circumstances
pertaining at the time.
3. A rectangular area of ground immediately west of the village hall is excluded from the
Potential Development Area. The community council considers that this area should be
identified as an Open Space Protection Area to protect views from the public road of a
cairn, which is located in the field behind and above the village hall. The council considers
that this area of ground does not constitute ground used for sport, leisure or recreation and
is adequately protected from development through its inclusion in the proposed
Countryside Zone in the local development plan.
4. The boundary of the excluded area does not follow any defined features on the ground
and there is no explanation within the submitted documents of the reasoning for the
exclusion of this site from the Potential Development Area. Its inclusion within the
Countryside Zone could be interpreted as providing the possibility of housing on the site
under policy LDP DM1(E), if it was judged to be appropriate infill development. I consider,
on balance, that this area should be included within the Potential Development Area for
community facilities, with the layout and design of any development, including the
protection of the cairn and its setting, the subject of a mini-brief and appropriate
supplementary guidance.
S304 – Settlement Zone
5. I consider that any further (housing) development to the east of the house granted
planning permission at the boatyard in 2008 (Ref. no. 08/00029/DET) would constitute
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ribbon development, with a consequent adverse visual impact on the head of Loch Melfort,
the setting of Kilmelford and the character of the surrounding rural area. The inclusion of
the area east of this house in the Settlement Zone would provide encouragement to
housing development subject to the requirements of policy LDP DM1 and accompanying
supplementary guidance. Accordingly, to avoid any misunderstanding, I consider that the
Settlement Zone in the local development plan should not extend beyond the eastern
boundary of the site of planning permission ref. no. 08/00029/DET.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. On Map 1 in the local development plan, amend the boundary of Potential Development
Area PDA4008 to include the rectangular area immediately west of the village hall.
2. On Map 1 in the local development plan, amend the Settlement Zone at Kilmelford
Boatyard to exclude the area to the east of the site of Planning Permission ref. no.
08/00029/DET (the area edged pink on Production No. PD263).
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ISS316

Development Land - Kerrera

Development plan
reference:

S310 - Kerrera, Pier/Old School House Area

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Dunollie Estate (01752)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S310 - Dunollie Estate (01752) - The objector requests that a site adjacent to the ferry
slipway and former school buildings on the island of Kerrera be designated in the LDP in
such a way as to permit future development in this location to improve the socio-economic
vibrancy of the island through community / business / tourism and residential development.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S310 - Dunollie Estate (01752) - The objector requests that the boundary of the existing
Rural Opportunity Area be amended to include this site or the designation of the site as a
Potential Development Area
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S310 - Dunollie Estate (01752) – The Council only became aware of the potential of this
site (Production ref. PD008) at the Proposed LDP stage. This site was not put forward
through the call for sites or at the Main Issues Stage of the LDP process.
This site which has been put forward by the island’s principal landowner’s factor is one of
the few on the island that is considered suitable for future development. It lies in a location
adjacent to the main public ferry (south) slipway and existing building cluster that has the
potential to enable future development to be assimilated successfully, both in terms of the
function of this area and in terms of landscape impact.
The constrained size of the site and its location, lend itself to a more dense development
than would be consistent with Rural Opportunity Status. Accordingly, the Council would be
content, if the Reporter is so minded, to consider that this site be designated as a Potential
Development Area in the LDP for Mixed Use Development purposes in an effort to support
the overall vision and key objectives of the plan by assisting the socio economic issues of
the Island of Kerrera, a small community, of 33 people lying adjacent to Oban, subject to
satisfactory completion of a SEA assessment.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
S310 - Dunollie Estate
1. The site suggested for designation as a Potential Development Area lies adjacent to the
ferry slipway and associated building cluster and has potential for future development both
in terms of location and landscape impact. The council is content with the designation of
this area as a Potential Development Area for mixed use development in an effort to
improve the social and economic vibrancy of the Island of Kerrera. I agree with the council
that the site has the potential capacity to assimilate development successfully into the
landscape and conclude that the designation of the site as a Potential Development Area
is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Designate the area edged red on Production No. PD008 as a Potential Development Area
for mixed use development.
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ISS317

Development Land - Kames, Kilmelford

S308 - Kames, Kilmelford
S331 - Kames, Kilmelford - ROA West of
Kames
Development plan
Reporter:
S330 - Kames, Kilmelford - Settlement Zone
Douglas Hope
reference:
S333 - Kames, Kilmelford - PDA 5/156
S332 - Kames, Kilmelford - ROA East of
Kames
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Kames Fish Farming (01902)
Charles Rentoul (01542)
Jane Rentoul (00524)
Fergus Gillanders (00436)
Alan Loughray (00914)
Lorna Hill (00836)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S308 - Established Business and Industry Area, Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902) - The objector requests that the area immediately south of
Kames Fish Farming Limited be changed either to Settlement Zone, Rural Opportunity
Area or Established Business & Industry area as it already includes a tied house for fish
farming staff and in the future it may be required for further housing for potential staff
accommodation, since we are developing the hatchery with recirculation.
S330 – Settlement Zone boundaries, Kames
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Alan Loughray
(00914); Lorna Hill (00836) - These objectors request removal of two small areas of
Settlement Zone at either end of the existing housing development as any development in
these locations would be prominent, detrimental to the landscape character of this Area of
Panoramic Quality and both are in areas of valued open space.
S331 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) West of Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902); Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524) - These
objectors have requested the removal of this ROA and its redesignation as Countryside
Zone as more than enough development in the countryside his already consented or has
taken place.
S332 – ROA East of Kames
Alan Loughray (00914); Lorna Hill (00836) - The objector requests that this area of ground
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be redesignated as Very Sensitive Countryside due to it being between the dwellings and
the bad neighbour in reverse.
S333 – Former PDA 5/156 (In Local Plan proposed to be removed in LDP)
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Alan Loughray
(00914); Lorna Hill (00836) - These people support the proposed removal of PDA 5/156 as
proposed in the LDP but Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus
Gillanders (00436); Lorna Hill (00836) request that the designation proposed, Countryside
Zone, be amended to Open Space Protection Area as it is an area of valued open space.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S308 - Established Business and Industry Area, Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902) - Increase the Established Business and Industry Area
around Kames Fish Farming Limited.
S330 – Settlement Zone boundaries, Kames
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Alan Loughray
(00914) - These objectors request removal of two small areas of Settlement Zone.
S331 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) west of Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902); Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524) - These
objectors have requested the removal of this ROA and its redesignation as Countryside
Zone.
S332 – ROA East of Kames
Alan Loughray (00914) - The objector requests that this area of ground be redesignated as
Very Sensitive Countryside.
Lorna Hill (00836) The objector requests the removal of this Rural Opportunity Area both
sides of the A816.
S333 – Former PDA 5/156 (In Local Plan proposed to be removed in LDP)
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Lorna Hill
(00836) - These objectors request that the designation proposed, Countryside Zone, be
amended to Open Space Protection Area.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S308 - Established Business and Industry Area, Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902) - This site (Production PD265) is an existing Established
Business and Industry Area designated by the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core
Doc CD001), and proposed to be carried forward in the LDP, protects the existing business
and industry development in this location. Insufficient justification has been presented to
the Council for a need to designate a new Allocation or Potential Development Area for
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Business and Industry Development around Kames Fish Farming Limited at the present
time.
S330 – Settlement Zone boundaries, Kames
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Alan Loughray
(00914); Lorna Hill (00836) - The Council is of the view that the boundaries of Settlement
Zone at Kames (Production PD265) is correctly delineate the ‘settled area’. It should be
noted that Settlement Zone designation does not indicate that these two areas should be
considered as development sites.
S331 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) west of Kames
Kames Fish Farming (01902); Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524) - The
boundaries of the Rural Opportunity Areas Development (ROAs) Control Zone (Production
PD265) were originally identified in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Document Ref
CD001). The intention of this zone was to identifying areas outwith the settlements within
which there is a general capacity to successfully absorb small scale housing development.
This includes open countryside locations where appropriate forms of small- scale housing
development will be in tune with landscape character and development pattern. The ROA
Zone was the subject of objections and dealt with at the public local inquiry into the local
plan. The Reporters recommended the removal of the Rural Opportunity Areas in National
Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality, due in part to the lack of a landscape
assessment by a qualified landscape architect. (Reporters Findings Chap 3.3, Production
PD229). The Council did not agree with the Reporters Findings in this instance and
proposed a way forward to assess and retain some capacity for open countryside
development in these sensitive areas (Argyll and Bute Local Plan – Post Inquiry
Modifications - Statement of Decision on Reporters Findings on Argyll and Bute Modified
Finalised Draft Local Plan Nov 2008, Core Doc CD021). The Adopted Local Plan states
“…. Development proposals located in the open countryside within Rural Opportunity
Areas positioned within National Scenic Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality will be
considered premature until a Landscape Capacity Study covering the relevant Rural
Opportunity Area has been completed and approved by the Council. Thereafter,
development proposals will be expected to be consistent with the findings contained within
the Landscape Capacity Study.” Gillespies were commissioned to undertake the
Landscape Capacity Studies in the Rural Opportunity Zones that lay within National Scenic
Areas and Areas of Panoramic Quality. The proposed Local Development Plan has taken
into account the findings of the Gillespies reports by including the majority of the areas
identified with ‘potential to absorb development’ as Rural Opportunity Area Development
Management Zone and those identified as ‘not recommended for development’ as
Countryside Development Management Zone. The ROA referred to by the objectors is
located within an Area of Panoramic Quality and so has been subject to the above
process. As a result of the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn and the Inner
Isles (Core Doc CD049) the ROA in question (LN81 in report) has been significantly
reduced in size in the proposed LDP. The Council is of the view that this document
accurately reflects the development capacity of this area and so recommends that the
proposed LDP remains unaltered.
S332 – Ground between Kames Bay and Kames Fish Farm Pier
Alan Loughray (00914) - The Council is of the view that this area of ground is not isolated
from existing development, elevated enough or remote enough to be considered suitable
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for re-designation as Very Sensitive Countryside.
Lorna Hill (00836) - This Rural Opportunity Area does not extend both sides of the A816 in
either the adopted Local Plan or the proposed LDP. This ROA has been subject to the
same process of revision detailed in S331 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) west of Kames,
above. The result of which is that, the Argyll and Bute Landscape Capacity Study – Lorn
and the Inner Isles (Core Doc CD049) the ROA in question (LN80 in report) has been
significantly reduced in size in the proposed LDP. The Council is of the view that this
document accurately reflects the development capacity of this area and so recommends
that the proposed LDP remains unaltered.
S333 – Former PDA 5/156 (In Local Plan proposed to be removed in LDP)
Charles Rentoul (01542); Jane Rentoul (00524); Fergus Gillanders (00436); Alan Loughray
(00914); Lorna Hill (00836) - The Council welcomes the support shown for the removal of
PDA 5/156 from the Plan. However, the Council is of the view that this site does not
constitute ground used for sport, leisure or recreation or have significant amenity value to
the wider community that requires ‘Open Space Protection Area’ status.
In conclusion, taking into account all representations duly made, the Council is of the view
that the settlement plan for Kames should remain as detailed in the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S308 - Established Business and Industry Area, Kames
1. The area of ground to the rear of the existing fish farming business is partially occupied
by a tied house for staff purposes. The objector suggests that this area may be required in
the future for potential staff accommodation. Nevertheless, little justification has been put
forward for the inclusion of this area within the Established Business and Industry Area at
this time. The site lies outwith any recognised settlement and I consider that its
designation as a Settlement Zone would not be appropriate.
S330 – Settlement Zone boundaries, Kames
2. The area to the left (west) of the access to Kames is un-drained boggy ground outwith
the present developed area. The area to the north of the settlement is also outwith the
present developed area and forms part of the adjoining rough ground. It is located on a
prominent headland. Both these sites form part of the countryside surrounding the Kames
settlement, neither is identified for development or forms part of the ‘Settled area’, and I
consider that inclusion of either area within the Settlement Zone is inappropriate.
S331 – Rural Opportunity Area (ROA) west of Kames
3. This small area, the rump of a much larger Rural Opportunity Area shown in the
adopted local plan, comprises rising ground, backed by a woodland plantation, above the
A816. It is totally unrelated to any existing development. The Gillespies report suggests
that there is potential to accommodate development on this area of ground but I consider
that any such isolated development in the countryside would not be characteristic of the
surrounding area and would seriously alter the character of this Area of Panoramic Quality.
Accordingly, I conclude that the retention of this rural opportunity area would be
inappropriate.
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S332 – Ground between Kames Bay and Kames Fish Farm Pier, including Rural
Opportunity Area (ROA) east of Kames
4. In relation to the request that the area between the Kames Bay settlement and Kames
Fish Farm Pier be designated as Very Sensitive Countryside rather than simply
‘Countryside Zone’, it is noted that none of the coastal fringe of Loch Melfort is designated
as such. I do not consider that the location of this area between houses on the Kames
peninsula and the fish farm pier is sufficient justification, in itself, for the designation of this
area as Very Sensitive Countryside. In relation to the proposed Rural Opportunity Area
east of Kames, this area is significantly smaller than that designated in the adopted local
plan. The proposed Rural Opportunity Area is centred on Kames Farm, where planning
permission exists for a farm shop and café, and the conversion of the steading to six
dwellings. I consider that the land in the immediate vicinity of Kames Farm has the general
capacity to absorb small scale development and, therefore, satisfies the criteria for
designation as a Rural Opportunity Area.
S333 – Former PDA 5/156 (proposed to be removed from LDP)
5. The existing potential development area at Kames, identified for housing in the adopted
local plan, has been removed from the local development plan and the area included in the
Countryside Zone. Objectors wish to see this area designated as an Open Space
Protection Area. As intimated by the council, this area of ground does not constitute land
used for sport, leisure or recreation. Its value as open space has been recognised by the
inclusion of the land within the Countryside Zone, where policy LDP DM1 presumes
against development that seeks to extend an existing settlement into the countryside.
Consequently, I consider that designation as an Open Space Protection Area is neither
necessary nor appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. On the Proposals Map for Lorn, remove the two areas identified in the objector’s
Supporting Document SD136 from the Kames Settlement Zone.
2. On the Proposals Map for Lorn, remove the Rural Opportunity Area west of Kames
shown on Production No. PD265.
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ISS318

Development Land - Iona

Development plan
reference:

PDA 6/27 - Iona - Baile Mor

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Pamela Hughes (02001)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 6/27 - Pamela Hughes (02001) - objects to the designation of this site as a Potential
Development Area (PDA) for the following reasons:




The site as on the map cuts off vehicle access to her property St. Ronans.
The site is cut off from the road by the fire station and shop/bed and breakfast.
The site is poorly drained and floods.
The site is a nesting site for the protected corncrake which is also aconsiderable
tourist attraction.

Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 6/27 - Pamela Hughes (02001) - The objector states that “I don't think it is a suitable
development site for housing especially as the new development at the Glebe has been
funded by the council”
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 6/27 - Pamela Hughes (02001) - The site (Production ref. PD009) is currently part of a
larger Potential Development Area (PDA) within the current adopted Argyll and Bute Local
Plan (Core Doc CD001) that has been reduced in size to take into account the
development of the fire station.
Its designation as a PDA means it is inherent that there are constraints that require to be
overcome prior to development taking place. Development proposals for this site would
need to take into account any legal right of access issues to the objector’s property.
Vehicular access to the site can be taken through the fire station site and as vehicular
movements onto and off of the island of Iona are restricted through the use of a pass
system for residents vehicular access issues are less of an issue than elsewhere within
Argyll and Bute.
The site is not located within a recognised SEPA flood risk area (Production ref. PD010).
Any drainage issues within the site will require to be addressed at planning application
stage.
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Corncrake are a European protected species and so should they be present on the site
their disturbance would be unlawful. Whilst the island of Iona is a known and well
documented ‘hot spot’ for corncrake, the Council has no record of them being located
specifically on this particular site. No objection to the designation of this site as a PDA has
been received from SNH.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Council considers that the existing PDA 6/27 and Housing Allocation
H4013 should remain unaltered, as proposed in the LDP, as the Council considers that
there are appropriate safeguards in place contained within the LDP policies and SG to
ensure the appropriate development of this site following the removal of all known
constraints.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 6/27 - Pamela Hughes (02001)
1. This Potential Development Area (PDA) is identified in the adopted local plan for mixed
use/housing. It has been reduced in area to reflect the construction of the fire station on
part of the site. As the council explains, the PDA designation recognises that there may be
unresolved issues that require to be resolved before any development can take place. In
relation to the items referred to by the objector: vehicular access to the site is available to
the west of the new fire station; any drainage issues would be addressed at the planning
application stage; any development would need to take account of the legal rights of
access possessed by the objector; and the biodiversity of the site would require to be
assessed before development could take place. Adequate safeguards are in place within
local development plan policies and supplementary guidance to ensure that the scale and
details of any proposed development is appropriate to the Island of Iona. I consider,
therefore, that site PDA 6/27 should remain as proposed.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS319

Development Land - Easdale Island

Development plan
reference:

S337 - Easdale

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Eilean Eisdeal (00205)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S337 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - The objector requests various amendments to the
Settlement Zone boundary on the island of Easdale. The objector states that in the south
east of the island the settlement zone appears to follow an arbitrary line, through some
cottages/gardens and needs to be addressed/tweaked in order that it makes sense and
relates to boundary features on the ground. The objector also requests a boundary change
to the Settlement Zone adjacent to the land known as the rush and gush (north east of the
island) as it is their view that this line again does not correlate with a physical feature on
the ground and has been squared off on the plan. They also wish to amend the boundary
of this section of Settlement Zone to allow for the possibility of the development of a waste
recycling facility for the island in this location, as they state much of the feedback from
community consultation supports moving the unsightly bins from their prominent harbourside location to a more visually screened location at the Rush and Gush and introducing
recycling facilities on the island in this location in line with the aims and objectives set out
in the Zero Waste Plan for Scotland and LDP10 on page 55 of the written statement. The
objector states that an on-going dialogue with the residents and the council continues in
this regard moving towards a solution. Their view is that the LDP should therefore make
provision for this within the plan and certainly not exclude the possibility of it happening.
They have concerns that SGLDPDEP 1 will be used to impede this and a separate
representation has been made in that regard.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S337 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - The objector requests the amendment of the Settlement
Zone boundary in the north east and south east of the island.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S337 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - The Settlement Zone boundary and potential development
sites on Easdale Island (Production PD208) were subject to Public Local Inquiry as part of
the Argyll and Bute Council Local Plan preparation process. The Reporters findings (Argyll
and Bute Local Plan Reporters Recommendations 17.4.13 - Production PD209) can be
summarised as concluding that the Settlement Zone as identified in the adopted Argyll and
Bute Local Plan correctly represented the extent of the settlement on the island and that
the areas of undeveloped ground both to the south east and the north east should remain
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development free. The Council is of the view that there is no justification at the present
time for altering this stance, given the island conservation area status. Notwithstanding
this, the Council acknowledge that the Settlement Zone boundary does bisect an existing
house on its south eastern boundary and so would have no objection, should the Reporter
be so minded, to the amendment of the Settlement Zone boundary in this location to reflect
the curtilages of the existing houses. Development of a waste recycling facility for the
island has not been justified to date in any specific location on the island and so it is
considered premature at the present time to amend the Settlement Zone boundary to the
north east in this respect.
Reporter’s conclusions:
S337 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205)
1. The Settlement Zone boundary on Easdale Island is rather intricate and, as Eilean
Eisdeal suggests, that shown on Map 35 does not accurately reflect the physical
boundaries of properties on the island. A detailed inspection has revealed a number of
anomalies: the boundary shown, in more detail on Production No. PD208, does not include
all of the dwellinghouses and associated garden ground in the north-east corner of the
village (understood to have been built some 10-12 years ago); it also excludes an area
between ‘Briar Croft’ and ‘An Lionadh’, within which a number of allotments have been
reinstated; and the boundary in the vicinity of the ‘Rush and Gush’ is arbitrarily drawn
(squared-off). I consider that the areas of ground in the north-east and south-west of the
village, referred to above, are integral to the settlement and should be included within the
Settlement Zone boundary.
2. In relation to the boundary in the vicinity of the ‘Rush and Gush’, reference is made to
an on-going dialogue between the residents and the council regarding the relocation of
waste facilities to a more visually screened location at the ‘Rush and Gush’, as an
alternative to their prominent harbourside position, and the development of a re-cycling
facility. The council’s position is that the development of a waste re-cycling facility for the
island has not been justified to date. Discussions on this subject will no doubt continue
between residents and the council but it is not a matter for consideration in this
examination of the local development plan. Therefore, although the present boundary of
the Settlement Zone on this area of slate waste is somewhat arbitrarily drawn, I consider
that there are no grounds for extending the Settlement Zone in this location at the present
time.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Amend the boundary of the Settlement Zone to include the areas of land in the north-east
and south-west corners of the village, hatched red on the attached Map (production No.
PD208A), within the Settlement Zone.
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ISS320

Development Land - Dunbeg

H4007 - Dunbeg 1
Development plan H4015 - Dunbeg 2
Reporter:
DRA 5/2 - Oban - Pennyfuir-Ganavan
Douglas Hope
reference:
H4006 - Dunbeg, Pennyfuir
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Peter Lamont (01728)
Ian Reid (01668)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H4007
Peter Lamont (01728); Ian Reid (01668) - These objectors are principally concerned with
the most western element of this housing allocation, adjacent to the coastline, and the
impact that development of this area will have on the landscape when viewed from the sea.
They consider this stretch of coastline to be wild and unspoilt in character and worth of
preservation in its present state.
H4015
Ian Reid (01668) - The objector states that this proposed area is unnecessarily sprawling,
given its impingement on open countryside. It could and should be more compact if,
indeed, accepted at all.
H4006 and DRA 5/2
Ian Reid (01668) - The objector states that there is no rationale for isolated housing
development in open countryside. It creates a precedent for ribbon development between
Ganavan Sands and Dunbeg and will eventually lead to the conurbation of ObanGanavan-Dunbeg, to the detriment of aesthetic appeal of the (road) approach to Oban
and, hence, represents a threat to tourism by removal of the suddenness of sighting the
town on approaching from the north.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H4007
Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector requests the redrawing of the allocation boundary to
exclude land overlooking the sea.
Ian Reid (01668) - The objector requests that the development area uses topography to
remove its visibility from offshore.
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H4015
Ian Reid (01668) - The objector requests the consolidation of the development area to
ensure minimal footprint.
H4006 and DRA 5/2
Ian Reid (01668) - Remove developments from plan
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H4007
Peter Lamont (01728); Ian Reid (01668) - The Council acknowledges that development of
the most western element of this housing allocation, adjacent to the coastline, will have an
impact on the landscape when viewed from the sea in this location. This area of the
Allocation is proposed to be included within the LDP to allow for a low number of high
value housing plots that will cross subsidise the required infrastructure upgrading costs
together with affordable elements of the wider housing development proposed for the
Dunbeg Corridor, the first phase of which is already under construction. The Council is of
the view that its location, in relatively close proximity to the large commercial buildings to
the north diminishes any visual impact that development would make on the landscape
when viewed from the sea particularly over longer distances.
H4015
Ian Reid (01668) - This development allocation has been delineated to encompass
sufficient ground to enable the volume of houses required to be delivered, along with
service roads, amenity space, formal play spaces and landscaped areas to enable the
creation of a development that is both a desirable place to live with one that can utilise
topography/landform and landscape features to be assimilated into the wider landscape
with minimal impact.
H4006 and DRA 5/2
Ian Reid (01668) - Ground conditions along with existing landscape features such as
woodland, combined with a desire to create a less urbanised character have led to this
particular development being located away from the larger development cluster at Dunbeg.
This site also represents an important economic stepping stone on the route into Ganavan
and the development of PDA 5/26 which is a crucial economic driver for the wider Dunbeg
Corridor Development and wider Lorn.
Conclusion
The principle of development in this area has already been established by the inclusion of
development Allocations and Potential Development Areas in the current adopted Argyll
and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc Ref. CD001). Since the adoption of the current Local Plan
the developers have carried out detailed ground condition analysis and have concluded
that the site boundaries require to be relocated to enable development to proceed (See
Production PD195), hence the revised boundaries/sites proposed in the Proposed LDP. It
should also be noted that the first phase of 50 affordable houses by West Highland
Housing Association is under construction with an access off Kirk Road.
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The Council considers that the Dunbeg Corridor development is a strategically important
development that supports the settlement/spatial strategy of the Proposed LDP in its aim to
facilitate larger scale development to our larger centres of population such as Oban.
The Council further considers that the development of the Dunbeg Corridor is crucial to the
long term socio economic future of Argyll and Bute by providing a generous housing supply
in one of the few areas of Argyll that has grown its population in the last 10 years. The
Council further considers that this development which is supported by the Council’s Lorn
Arc Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) Initiative (See Production PD196 : Lorn Arc Tax
Incremental Financing Business Case, October 2013) will assist the overall objective of the
Council’s Argyll and Bute Community Plan and Single Outcome Agreement 2013-2023
(SOA) (Core Doc Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the
10 years to 2023 is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.”
(See page 12 of the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national
policy priorities set out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see
Argyll and Bute contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland.
The Council contends that the Proposed LDP can assist this overall outcome in a number
of ways including providing for a generous supply of effective land for new housing sites in
places where people want to live. The Council also considers that the development
proposals for the wider Dunbeg Corridor and in particular Housing Allocations H4006,
H4007, H4015 and DRA 5/2 are the best sites available and are necessary for the delivery
of such development in the wider Lorn area. It is further noted that the objectors propose
no suitable alternatives to make up the shortfall of housing land the removal of these sites.
Given all of the above, taking into account the representations duly made, the Council is of
the view that the settlement plan for Dunbeg should remain as proposed in the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
H 4007
1. The Council acknowledges that development on the most western element of this
housing allocation, adjacent to the coastline, will have an impact on the landscape when
viewed from the sea. Site H4007 stretches further west than the housing allocations in the
adopted local plan. The council indicates that the revised boundaries of the proposed
housing sites in the local development plan stem from the detailed ground condition
analysis carried out by the proposed developers. The council also suggests that the
relative proximity of commercial buildings at the Argyll College and Marine Science Centre
diminishes any adverse visual impact the housing development would have on views from
the sea.
2. The coastal fringe from Ganavan to Dunstaffnage is relatively free from development
and site H4015 is set back from the coast behind higher ground. Production No. PD195
appears to show that site H4007 extends beyond the crest of the higher ground to
incorporate the lower slopes leading down to the shoreline. If that is the case, it is
considered that the proposed development would compromise the character of the views
from the sea of this visually unspoiled coastline landscape.
3. It is recognised that the development of the Dunbeg corridor is crucial to the long-term
future of Argyll and Bute and that site H4007 forms an important component of the spatial
strategy for this area. Nevertheless, a key objective of the local development plan is to
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ensure the outstanding quality of the natural environment is protected, conserved and
enhanced (Key Objective E). Accordingly, I consider that the council should amend the
boundary of site H4007 to better reflect the topography/landform of the area and conserve
the character of the western coastline.
H 4015
4. Site H4015 makes good use of the topography/landform and landscape features of the
area in order to minimise the visual impact of the proposed housing development. The
estimated capacity of this site is 349 housing units of which a minimum of 25% would be
affordable housing. There is no evidence to dispute that of the council that the whole of
site H4015 is required to accommodate this number of housing units along with the road
network, formal play areas, amenity open space and landscaped areas.
H 4006 and DRA 5/2
5. Site H 4006 is much reduced in extent from the area identified in the adopted local plan
as a potential development area for housing. The principle of housing within this general
area has therefore been established. The site lies on the eastern side of the newly
established walkway/cycleway and makes good use of the topography and existing
landscape features. Whilst any development on this site is likely to be visible from the
main approach to Oban, the A85, its impact could be reduced by judicial planting on the
intervening ground. I conclude, therefore, that allocation H 4006 is appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Amend the boundary of site H 4007 to exclude the western extremity of the site hatched
black on the attached Map (Production No. PD195A).
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ISS322

Development Land - Dalavich

Development plan
reference:

PDA 5/115 - Dalavich

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA 5/115 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that much of this site
appears to comprise woodland (Ancient Woodland Inventory - Type 1a – Ancient: of SemiNatural Origin) which should be protected from adverse impact should development take
place.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 5/115 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that the mini
development brief for this site should indicate that any tourism/leisure development in this
location should seek to minimise the loss of woodland, with any loss being subject to the
requirements of the Control of Woodland Removal Policy. A species survey and mitigation
plan if necessary should also be required.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 5/115 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This site is located within the village of
Dalavich (Production PD017). The Council only became aware of SNH’s concerns relating
to the development of this site at the Proposed LDP stage. The Council has amended the
mini development brief for this site contained within the Argyll and Bute Local Development
Plan (LDP) Proposed Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc. CD030) requiring any
development on this site to minimise the loss of woodland, with any loss being subject to
the requirements of the Control of Woodland Removal Policy, and requiring a species
survey and mitigation plan if necessary.
Given the above, the Council would contend that this issue has been fully addressed.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 5/115 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The council has agreed to amend the mini development brief for this site, which is a
matter for the council to deal with separately from this examination. This representation
does not raise any other unresolved issue that requires to be addressed in this
examination.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS323

Development Land - Connel

Development plan
reference:

PDA 5/54 - Connel - Camus Bruaich,
Ruaidhe

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Dunstaffnage Estate - Dunbeg (01657)
Connel Community Council (00125)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Proposed LDP for Connel - Connel Community Council (00125) - Support
PDA 5/54 - Connel Community Council (00125) - Support
PDA 5/54 - Dunstaffnage Estate – Dunbeg (01657) - The objector requests that this PDA
is upgraded to an Allocation and that the development types permitted on the site be
amended to include housing and a hotel. The justification put forward is that the PDA’s
character is split into two, bisected by the public road. The area east of the road is
considered by the objector as being suitable for a small number of housing plots and has
used the planning ‘effectiveness’ test to justify this proposal. The area west of the road is
considered by the objector as being suitable for a marina and a Hotel, which would
comprise of a variety of accommodation types from bunkhouse accommodation, lodges
through to hotel bedrooms.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA 5/54 - Dunstaffnage Estate – Dunbeg (01657) - The objector requests that PDA 5/54
in the Local Development Plan be upgraded to an allocation, with the area west of the road
included as suitable for a ‘Marina/Hotel/Other Tourism Accommodation and Leisure’, and
the area east of the road included as suitable for ‘Housing’. The objector states that if this
is not acceptable, then they request that the uses considered appropriate for PDA 5/54 are
widened to ‘Marina/Hotel/Other Tourism Accommodation/Leisure and Housing’
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA 5/54 - Dunstaffnage Estate – Dunbeg (01657) - This site is located on the western
edge of the settlement of Connel, north of the A85 (Production No. PD063). This site is
included (albeit larger) as a PDA for Marina/Golf Course/Leisure in the adopted Argyll and
Bute Local Plan (Core Doc. CD001). This formed one half of a pair of PDAs in the Local
Plan (the other being PDA 5/55) that were intended to enable a relatively large scale
Marina/Golf Course/Leisure development to take place in this part of Connel. Following the
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approval of planning permission 07/00324/DET for an 18 hole golf course, golf clubhouse,
access junction and golf underpass, which was predominantly located within PDA 5/55 but
utilised a significant part of PDA 5/54, the Council took the view that the boundaries of
these two PDAs should be amended and a new allocation created to reflect this planning
permission. Hence, in the proposed LDP, PDAs 5/55 and 5/54 are replaced by allocation
MU4001 for a golf course/housing and a reduced size PDA 5/54 for marina/leisure. Both of
these PDAs are currently owned by Dunstaffnage Estate.
As no planning permission has currently been approved covering the revised PDA 5/54
detailed in the proposed LDP, the Council does not consider it appropriate to upgrade its
status to ‘allocation’ as a masterplan approach to the development of this relatively large
site is considered to be a prerequisite to development taking place. This requirement is
considered to be a constraint to development that warrants the sites PDA status to be
retained.
In terms of amending the development types that would be considered suitable on this site,
the Council is of the view that permitting housing development on the site is not
appropriate as the site is considered to have all the attributes needed to create a
substantial marina/leisure development that would make a significant contribution to the
wider Lorn economy, and that this development potential would be limited due to potential
‘bad neighbour in reverse’ effects should housing be permitted on this site. However, the
objector’s points regarding the possible development of a hotel on this site are accepted.
The Council is of the view that the site is suitable for a marina and a hotel/tourism
accommodation development, which would comprise of a variety of accommodation types
from bunkhouse accommodation, lodges through to hotel bedrooms etc. These two
elements would potential complement each other and could create the wider contribution to
the economy of the area that the Council is looking to encourage. Accordingly, should the
Reporter be so minded, the Council would have no objection to the PDA Use detailed in
the Local Development Plan Schedules for PDA 5/54 being amended from ‘Marina /
Leisure’ to ‘Marina/Leisure/Tourism’.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA 5/54 - Dunbeg (01657)
1. There are no specific development proposals for this site and, therefore, a specific
allocation would not be appropriate. In relation to the request that the potential site uses
should be increased to include a hotel and other tourist accommodation, the council would
have no objection to the description of the potential uses for the site being amended to
read ‘Marina/Leisure/Tourism’, which would include the potential for a hotel and other
tourist accommodation. I consider that there would be merit in increasing the potential
uses on the site to include a hotel and other tourist accommodation related to the proposed
marina development and to the construction of a golf course on the adjoining site, MU
4001.
2. In relation to the request that part of the site should be specifically identified for housing
purposes, it is the council’s position that the whole site is required to create a substantial
marina/leisure/tourism development that would contribute to the wider Lorn economy. In
view of the fact that there is a generous supply of housing land available in Oban and
surrounding area, I consider that there is no justification for the introduction of housing into
the list of potential uses on the site.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
In schedule 8.4 of the local development plan, amend the potential uses for site PDA 5/54
to read ‘Marina/Leisure/Tourism’.
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ISS324

Development Land - Benderloch

H-AL 5/12 - Benderloch - North
Reporter:
S336 - Keils Croft, Benderloch
Douglas Hope
S347 - Land around Boisdale, Benderloch
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Hugh S J MacColl (01910)
James Ferguson (02134)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
H-AL 5/12 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - The objector believes that this development site
should be replaced by a new site (S336) located at Keils Crofts in Benderloch.
S336 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - The objector requests that a new development site for
housing be designated at Keil Crofts, Benderloch. The objector acknowledges that this
proposed site is covered by a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) but is of the view that
clusters of new housing here would have less impact than the development of housing
allocation H-AL 5/12 and be more desirable / deliverable, along with leading to an
improvement of some areas of land where the trees are in poor condition and where the
TPO designation is questionable.
S347 - James Ferguson (02134) - The objectors home "Boisdale" is currently designated
as Countryside Around Settlement in the Argyll and Bute Local Plan and Countryside Zone
in the proposed LDP. He states that given that as this property has been occupied for over
12 years he would like an extension to the settlement boundary to be considered so it falls
within the area of settlement zone. The objector would also like consideration to be given
to increasing the area of settlement further around Boisdale outlined it in blue to reflect the
current settlement pattern that is evident throughout the village of Benderloch.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
H-AL 5/12 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - The objector wishes this site to be replaced by a
new development site (S336) located at Keils Crofts in Benderloch.
S336 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - The objector requests that some of the land within his
ownership be allocated for residential development and potentially tourism.
S347 - James Ferguson (02134) - The objector requests that land surrounding and
including his house be included within the settlement zone of Benderloch.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
H-AL 5/12 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - Housing Allocation H-AL 5/12 (Production PD207)
is designated in the current Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc. CD001). The site is
located adjacent to recently constructed housing development and can be easily serviced.
The site has good access to local services such as the primary school and village shop,
along with a good nearby bus service to Oban. The site has little adverse impact on the
wider landscape setting of the settlement. In all of the factors listed above housing
allocation H-AL 5/12 is considered to score higher and hence be a better option for the
future development of Benderloch.
S336 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910) - This site (Production PD207), if developed would lead
to the extension of the existing ribbon development along the Keil Crofts road, leading
towards coalescence with Benderloch. This ribbon development/coalescence would be
detrimental to the landscape character of the area. In addition, road access to the site is
along a single track road which is less desirable for servicing development sites than twin
carriageway roads. The pedestrian footway along this access road is incomplete, with a
gap at the Benderloch end which introduces potential hazard for pedestrians wishing to
access the services, such as the primary school, shop and public transport network within
the village. The TPO referred to by the objector (Production PD207) is located at the
northern end of the site and contains individual trees and groups of trees that contribute
significantly to the landscape character of the area and warrant protection. Development in
this area is inappropriate. Finally, there are more appropriate sites with better access to
local services and having less landscape impact located within the nearby settlement of
Benderloch. Accordingly, this site is not considered suitable for inclusion within the LDP as
a development site.
S347 - James Ferguson (02134) - The house ‘Boisdale’ and surrounding ground
(Production PD207) is immediately adjacent to the existing Settlement Zone boundary at
Benderloch. The Council consider it to be entirely appropriate given this proximity, and so
would have no objection should the Reporter be so minded to the inclusion of this property
and the immediate surrounding ground within the Settlement Zone of Benderloch. The
further extension of the settlement zone boundary to the north as requested by the objector
is not considered justifiable at the current time.
Reporter’s conclusions:
H-AL 5/12 - Hugh S J MacColl (01910)
1. Site H-AL 5/12 is designated for housing in the adopted local plan. As intimated by the
council, the site lies adjacent to a recent housing development, can be easily serviced and
has good access to local services. The suggested alternative site at Keil Crofts comprises
a stretch of land principally lying along the south side of Keil Road leading from Benderloch
(Site S336). Any development along this road would constitute ribbon development, which
would be totally uncharacteristic of the surrounding area with its croft houses set back from
the public road. Furthermore, Keil Road is a single track road with inadequate pedestrian
provision, and any further development would exacerbate the existing traffic/pedestrian
conflict along this road. The existing allocated site is far more appropriate for housing
development than that suggested by the objector and I consider that there are no grounds
for designating the suggested alternative site at Keil Crofts for housing.
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S347 – James Ferguson (02134)
2. It is agreed that the property ‘Boisdale’ warrants inclusion within the settlement
boundary of Benderloch. The objector has suggested that the whole area within his
ownership should be included, including an area of rough ground situated beyond the
immediate garden ground. However, the inclusion of this ground, which is not in residential
use, would constitute a significant intrusion into the countryside and its inclusion within the
‘settled area’ would not be justified.
Reporter’s recommendations:
On Map 6 of the local development plan, amend the boundary of the Settlement Zone for
Benderloch to include the property ‘Boisdale’ and the immediate garden ground to the
north.
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ISS325

Development Land - Barcaldine

Development plan
reference:

PDA4003 - Sealife Centre, Barcaldine

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
PDA4003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that much of this site
appears to comprise woodland (Ancient Woodland Inventory - Type 1a – Ancient: of SemiNatural Origin and Type 2b Long-Established: of Plantation Origin) which should be
protected from adverse impact should development take place.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
PDA4003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that the mini
development brief for this site should indicate that any tourism/leisure development in this
location should seek to minimise the loss of woodland, with any loss being subject to the
requirements of the Control of Woodland Removal Policy. A species survey and mitigation
plan if necessary should also be required.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
PDA4003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This site is located adjacent to the existing
Sealife tourism and leisure facility to the south of the village of Barcaldine (Production
PD016). The Council only became aware of SNH’s concerns relating to the development of
this site at the Proposed LDP stage. The Council has amended the mini development brief
for this site contained within the Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan (LDP) Proposed
Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc. CD030) requiring any development on this site to
minimise the loss of woodland, with any loss being subject to the requirements of the
Control of Woodland Removal Policy, and requiring a species survey and mitigation plan if
necessary.
Given the above, the Council would contend that this issue has been fully addressed.
Reporter’s conclusions:
PDA4003 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The council has agreed to amend the mini development brief for this site, which is a
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matter for the council to deal with separately from this examination. This representation
does not raise any other unresolved issue that requires to be addressed in this
examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS326

Archaeology - Luing

Development plan
reference:

S313 - Luing, Archaeological Interest

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Peter Lamont (01728)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
S313 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector states that the scheduled fort at Dun
Leccamore, Isle of Luing has some protection but this does not extend beyond the
boundaries of the monument. To the north of the monument are two defensive ditches and
two large stones. These stones most probably marked a signal sight line to a lookout at the
north end of Luing. Their function and how they fit into an interpretation of the
communications on Luing at the time of the two duns (Dun Leccamore and Ardinamir), are
described in an article published in Historic Argyll 2010, the magazine of the Lorn
Archaeological and Historical Society. The importance of this area, in the vicinity of the
proposed signal markers, is that a signal fire hearth is expected to lie within this area. The
signal fire hearth has a good prospect of providing a date for the last use of Dun
Leccamore as a fortification. The objector further states that support for this proposal is
being sought form the West of Scotland Archaeological Service.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
S313 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The objector seeks designation of the ridge area for 100
metres to the north of Dun Leccamore, Isle of Luing as a Site of Archaeological Interest.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
S313 - Peter Lamont (01728) - The site referred to by the objector is located at the
northern end of the Isle of Luing (Production PD194). The Council incorporates scheduled
ancient monuments into the LDP and also recognises the importance of archaeology
through policy LDP 3 and Supplementary Guidance SG LDP ENV 19 and SG LDP ENV 20
which protect these assets. The Council utilises both Historic Scotland and West of
Scotland Archaeology Service (WoSAS) to supply details of the extents of areas that
require protection. Should either of these bodies consider that the issue the objector has
raised merits extension of the area of protection, then they will go through their due
process and then notify the Council of a change in the area which in turn would be lead to
immediate protection through the both LDP policy and SG detailed above.
Accordingly, the Council is of the view that no change is required to the LDP in this
instance.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
S313 - Peter Lamont (01728)
1. In relation to the enlargement of the extent of the designation of this scheduled ancient
monument, this is primarily a matter for Historic Scotland. In relation to the provisions of
the local development plan, policy LDP 3 together with associated supplementary guidance
provides adequate protection for scheduled ancient monuments.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS327

AFA 5/10 – Cuan Sound

Development plan
reference:

AFA 5/10 – Cuan Sound

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)

Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
AFA 5/10 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that this proposal is
within Firth of Lorn Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and so requires assessment as
part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
AFA 5/10 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this
plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
AFA 5/10 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
This Area for Action (Production PD086) has not been altered in the LDP. It remains as per
the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan. In addition, any development proposals would be
subject to all other policies in the LDP and associated Supplementary Guidance (SG).
These policies/SG provide adequate safeguards to designated sites and other
environmental concerns. The Council is currently working on a Habitats Regulations
Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns.
Reporter’s conclusions:
AFA 5/10 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The actions that might have an impact on the Special Area of Conservation qualifying
interest and conservation objectives would be the construction of a fixed link between the
mainland and the Island of Luing. Although this was the subject of a feasibility study a
number of years ago, there are currently no proposals for the provision of a fixed link. The
AFA designation now exists simply to promote the improvement of the existing ferry
service, which would have no impact on the qualifying interest (reefs) or the associated
conservation objectives of this Special Area of Conservation. This designation has been
the subject of assessment as part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal of the local
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development plan and it concludes that the Area for Action would not have a significant
effect on the qualifying interests or conservation objectives of the Firth of Lorn Special Area
of Conservation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS328

AFA 5/11 – Easdale Sound

Development plan
reference:

AFA 5/11 – Easdale Sound

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
AFA 5/11- Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that this proposal is
within Firth of Lorn Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and so requires assessment as
part of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
AFA 5/11 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - Satisfactory conclusion of the HRA of this
plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
AFA 5/11 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This Area for Action (Production PD188)
has not been altered in the LDP. It remains as per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan.
In addition, any development proposals would be subject to all other policies in the LDP
and associated Supplementary Guidance (SG). These policies/SG provide adequate
safeguards to designated sites and other environmental concerns. The Council is currently
working on a Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to
resolve SNH concerns.
Reporter’s conclusions:
AFA 5/11 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The AFA designation refers to the improvement of the existing ferry service over the
short crossing from the mainland. The improvement of this small passenger only ferry or
the service provided, or any works to improve shore facilities for berthing, would not lead to
any degradation or adverse impact on either the qualifying interest or the associated
habitat. This designation has been the subject of assessment as part of the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal of the local development plan and it concludes that the Area for
Action would not have a significant effect on the qualifying interests or conservation
objectives of the Firth of Lorn Special Area of Conservation.
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Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS329

MIN-AL 5/1 - Benderloch

Development plan
reference:

MIN-AL 5/1 – Benderloch

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Breedon Aggregates Ltd (01957)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MIN-AL 5/1 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that there is a
likelihood that badger setts are within the quarry expansion area.
MIN-AL 5/1 - Breedon Aggregates Ltd (01957) - This objector states that the area
currently shown on Map 6 as a mineral designation only takes in existing workings. This
area should be extended to show the full extent of consented sand and gravel workings as
shown on attached plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MIN-AL 5/1 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector requests that the Plan
should include ‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations.
For this allocation this factor should be listed, with a requirement that a badger survey and
protection plan if necessary should form part of the species survey and mitigation plan to
accompany any planning application for extension of the quarry.
MIN-AL 5/1 - Breedon Aggregates Ltd (01957) - This objector requests that Map 6 be
amended to show the consented planning boundary for Benderloch Quarry.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
MIN-AL 5/1 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
This Minerals Allocation (Production PD192) has not been altered in the LDP. It remains as
per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan. Planning permission exists for the extraction of
minerals on this site (Planning permission ref 03/00238/MIN – Production PD193). In
addition, any development proposals would be subject to all other policies in the LDP and
associated Supplementary Guidance (SG). These policies/SG provide adequate
safeguards to designated sites and other environmental concerns. The Council has also
amended the Mini Brief accompanying this site that is located within the Argyll and Bute
Council Draft Action Programme Jan 2014 (Core Doc CD030) to include a requirement that
a badger survey and protection plan if necessary should form part of the species survey
and mitigation plan to accompany any planning application for extension of the quarry.
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MIN-AL 5/1 - Breedon Aggregates Ltd (01957) - This Minerals Allocation has not been
altered in the LDP. It remains as per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Production
PD192). Planning permission has also been approved for the extraction of minerals on this
site (Planning Permission ref 03/00238/MIN/Planning History – Production PD193). Any
modification to this Planning Permission would be considered in terms of consistency with
Supplementary Guidance SG LDP MIN 2.
Given that there is extant planning permission the Council therefore consider that no
change is required to the PLDP in respect of this issue.
Reporter’s conclusions:
MIN-AL 5/1 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. In response to the concerns of Scottish Natural Heritage, the council has amended the
mini development brief for this site to include a requirement that a badger survey and a
protection plan, if necessary, should form part of the species survey and mitigation plan to
accompany any planning application for extension of the quarry. I am satisfied that nothing
raised in the representation in relation to this issue requires to be addressed in this
examination.
MIN-AL 5/1 - Breedon Aggregates Ltd (01957)
2. The planning permission for the extraction of sand and gravel at this site covers a larger
area than that included in site MIN-AL 5/1 (see Production No. PD192) and includes
significant areas of trees and woodland to screen the development. Although the site area
extends to 61.4 hectares, the extraction area is limited to 23.3 hectares in order to secure
screening and long term replacement planting (see Supplementary Document SD080). In
view of the extended period of the planning permission (some 28 years 9 months), and the
uncertainty over the rate of development of the site, which will be determined by market
conditions, I consider that it would be inappropriate to include the whole of the proposed
extraction area within the minerals allocation in this local development plan. The minerals
allocation in the local development plan includes the first three phases of the proposed
operations, programmed for the period up to 2017 according to the council’s report on the
planning application (Production PD193). Phase 4 is identified to be worked between 2017
and 2025. Given that the local development plan sets out a settlement strategy and spatial
framework for how the council wants to see Argyll and Bute develop to 2024, I consider
that it would be appropriate to include the anticipated extent of the sand and gravel
workings for the same period of time within the local development plan allocation.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Extend designation MIN-AL 5/1 to include phase 4 of the proposed workings as shown on
Supplementary Document SD080.
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ISS330

MIN-AL 5/2 – Taynuilt, Barrachander

Development plan
reference:

MIN-AL 5/2 – Taynuilt, Barrachander

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MIN-AL 5/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that there is a belt of
ancient woodland (Type 1a – Ancient: Semi-Natural Origin) runs NW-SE through this area
which has been fragmented in this locality by quarry workings.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MIN-AL 5/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector requests that the Plan
should include ‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations
and for this allocation this factor should be listed, with a requirement that any application
for extension of this quarry should be accompanied by a species survey and if necessary
protection plan, and by a woodland management plan to minimise/compensate habitat
fragmentation.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
MIN-AL 5/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This Minerals Allocation (Production
PD190) has not been altered in the LDP. It remains as per the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan. Planning permission has also been approved for the extraction of minerals on
this site (Planning permission ref 08/02169/MIN – Production PD191). In addition, any
development proposals would be subject to all other policies in the LDP and associated
Supplementary Guidance (SG). These policies/SG provide adequate safeguards to
designated sites and other environmental concerns. The Council has also amended the
Mini Brief accompanying this site that is located within the Argyll and Bute Council Draft
Action Programme Jan 2014 (Core Doc CD030) to include a requirement that a species
survey, and if necessary a protection plan, and a woodland management plan to
minimise/compensate habitat fragmentation accompanies any planning application for
extension of the quarry.
Reporter’s conclusions:
MIN-AL 5/2 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. In response to the concerns of Scottish Natural Heritage, the council has amended the
mini development brief for this site to include a requirement that a species survey and a
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protection plan, if necessary, and a woodland management plan to minimise/compensate
habitat fragmentation accompanies any planning application for extension of the quarry. I
am satisfied that nothing raised in the representation in relation to this issue requires to be
addressed by me in this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS331

MIN-AL 5/3 - Bonawe

Development plan
reference:

MIN-AL 5/3 – Bonawe

Reporter:
Douglas Hope

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Local Development Plan Schedules and Proposals Maps
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
MIN-AL 5/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that this site is partly
within the Bonawe to Cadderlie SSSI; there also appears to be an area of ancient
woodland (Type 1a – Ancient: Semi-Natural Origin) at the SE corner of the allocation within
a potential expansion area and it is adjacent to Loch Etive Woods Special Area of
Conservation (SAC) (qualifying interests include otter) and so should be assessed as part
of the Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
MIN-AL 5/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector requests that the Plan
should include ‘Development Factors’ and ‘Developer Requirements’ for firm allocations.
For this allocation this factor should be listed, with a requirement that any application for
extension of this quarry should not have any adverse effects on the integrity of the SAC
(including otter) or SSSI; be accompanied by a species survey and protection plan; and be
accompanied by a woodland management plan to minimise/compensate loss of woodland.
This objector requests the satisfactory conclusion of HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
MIN-AL 5/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This Minerals Allocation has not been
altered in the LDP (Production PD203). It remains as per the adopted Argyll and Bute
Local Plan. Planning permission has also been approved for the extraction of minerals on
this site (Planning permissions ref 99/01121/MIN/02/01634/VARCON – Production
PD189). In addition, any development proposals would be subject to all other policies in
the LDP and associated Supplementary Guidance (SG). These policies/SG provide
adequate safeguards to designated sites and other environmental concerns. The Council
has also amended the Mini Brief accompanying this site that is located within the Argyll
and Bute Council Draft Action Programme Jan 2014 (Core Doc CD030) to include a
requirement that any application for extension of this quarry should not have any adverse
effects on the integrity of the SAC (including otter) or SSSI; be accompanied by a species
survey and protection plan; and be accompanied by a woodland management plan to
minimise/compensate loss of woodland. The Council is currently working on a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
MIN-AL 5/3 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
1. The consented quarry area abuts the boundary of the Loch Etive Woods Special Area
of Conservation but does not penetrate the boundary. It does not, therefore, directly
impact on the qualifying habitats. There may be impacts related to disturbance caused by
quarry operations affecting otters. However, given the large extent of the Special Area of
Conservation (2,639 hectares), such impacts would be likely to be minimal and difficult to
quantity. This designation has been the subject of assessment as part of the Habitats
Regulations Appraisal of the local development plan, which concludes that the mineral
allocation MIN-AL 5/3 would not have a significant effect on the qualifying interests or
conservation objectives of the Loch Etive Woods Special Area of Conservation.
2. The council has agreed to amend the mini brief for this site to include a requirement that
any application for extension of the quarry should not have any adverse effects on the
integrity of the Special Area of Conservation or SSSI; be accompanied by a species survey
and protection plan; and be accompanied by a woodland management plan to
minimise/compensate any loss of woodland. In these circumstances, I am satisfied that no
alteration to the provisions of the local development plan are necessary or appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS400

Strategic Issue - Housing Land Supply

D414-Housing
D412-Chapter 2 Paragraph 2.8 Delivering
Development plan
Reporter:
an Effective Housing Land Supply that
David Russell
reference:
Meets Local Need and Policy LDP 8 Supporting the Strength of Our Communities
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
CALA Homes (West) (01870)
Suzanne McIntosh (01887)
Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984)
Persimmon Homes (01920)
Provision of the
development plan
Housing Land Supply
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D414 - Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281) - We oppose the housing
allocations in the LDP on the basis of the forecasts for population growth and household
formation. We also oppose the chosen sites for the allocations, the insufficient allowances
for infill in the town and the disregard of adventitious extra sites through changes of use.
Therefore this comment may be seen as an objection to the whole policy of housing, and
the way this issue is handled in the Plan.
In Scotland there is now a major sea change in the imbalances of population growth with a
switch from a long-term North – South imbalance and movement towards a new East –
West dynamic. In 1983-2003 for example, there has been a rise of between 0 and 5% rise
in the various parts of Highlands and Islands Region, and a 5-10% rise in the North East
region, while the West Region which includes Glasgow and N. Ayrshire has experienced
falls of 1% to 10% and the Southwest Region falls of 1% to 5%.
These dramatic changes continue, and are projected to emphasize the East-West split
over the coming years. The projections of population changes show changes in
composition, a key feature being, the proportion of the elderly.
Overall these figures reveal a major decline of population in the western areas nearest to
Helensburgh, and one which changes the shape of the population pyramid towards the
elderly. These figures are supported by the GRO estimates of population in Helensburgh
itself, which is also in decline, from 14,626 in 2001 to 13,660 in 2010, a decline of nearly
7%.
Following this population analysis, the projections for housing are not commensurate with
the demand. A total demand for 9500 housing units and new land for 7450 units must be
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questioned. We are well aware that the council must provide for the likely demand for
housing land, and that the plan figures will defended in terms of the phenomenon of
greater household formation; this is conceded, and is due to more single people needing
housing through longevity and breakup of families. We would emphasize first, the major
factor of population decline; secondly the fact that we as a nation are entering a period of
lower ease of access to credit such as mortgages; and third a movement away from
ownership of property as a form of saving or investment. These are long term factors with
just as much weight as household formation. In fact, it is likely that household formation
itself will be reduced as people seek ways of saving by not buying more separate property.
All of these socio-economic factors are somewhat indeterminate. What we would maintain
however is that to predict a major growth of housing need goes against the evidence in the
area and in the country at large.
The balance of Affordable Housing seems to be lopsided, with only 15 units in Bute and
Cowal, whereas 165 units are to be in Helensburgh. In general, the level of poverty is
greater in remote rural areas (Bute and Cowal) than it is in more urban areas. These
numbers need addressing.
Secondly, the population of pensioners, and especially the over 75 section, is growing
rapidly. Given this trend, the location of housing on the edge of town is wrong. Such
houses are likely to be larger, and to be built with car transport in mind. This is
inappropriate for older people, who seek flats or smaller residences with good access to
the centre of town. The planners should be pressing hard for the relocation of uses such as
car showrooms, out to the edge so as to make way for these residences for a growing
segment of the population.
D414 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group(00167) - The Helensburgh Green Belt Group
(HGBG) refers to the analysis of housing needs, demand and allocations provided by the
Helensburgh Study Group (HSG). In particular it agrees:
a) that the number of houses in the Helensburgh allocations appears to be excessive;
b) that Helensburgh is influenced by two Housing Market Areas (administratively
Helensburgh &Lomond, but in terms of self-containment, a Rhu-Dumbarton-Balloch
triangle) and that reduction in housing allocations for Helensburgh should be made to
recognise the reality of the eastern triangular HMA, even if H&L is retained as the
administrative HMA;
c) that the Council's Housing Need and Demand Assessment has self-proclaimed
approximations and assumptions and is subject regular reassessments so that it cannot be
used as an inflexible basis of 10-year allocations in the Development Plan;
d) contrary to its claim to be "highly flexible", the housing allocations appear not to be and
there are angers in fixing specific sites as housing allocations to year 10 when
circumstances may change;
e) that allocations to year 5 are the most that should be site-specific and the year 10
projections should be through more general indications;
f) that in-town vacant sites and sites due to become vacant are not "windfall" because they
are known and should provide housing allocations;
g) that significant external uncertainties will be resolved in the next two years (especially
the release of 2011 census results for settlements and the outcome of the independence
referendum affecting the Faslane Base) which could have implications for the H&L area, so
that it is premature to make firm allocations now for year 10;
h) that, since the now-public population changes by local authorities show increases in
the east but decreases of about 3% in the west, including Argyll and Bute, the undefined
"generous" add-on of housing numbers to the allocations (of perhaps 20%) may be valid in
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the east, they are not in the west of Scotland and should be much lower or none;
j) that the mere doubling of the 5 year allocations to make a figure for 10 years in table 2,1
on page 21 of the LDP is a disturbing oversimplification;
j) that a "wide choice" of housing is already available in the private sector for many
categories of housing, as demonstrated by estate agent websites which show units of a
types
and prices available in large numbers.
In view of the above, the HGBG considers that site-specific allocations cannot be
made beyond year 5 and that a more flexible, non-site-specific method should apply to
year 10.
D412 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Helensburgh Study Group (‘the Study
Group’) questions the seemingly high proposed LDP housing allocations for Helensburgh
in total, and considers that more could be located
inside the town boundaries.
1. The A&BC Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA) is cited (LDP para. 2.8.2)
as
the basis of the new build housing allocations. The HNDA is commendably open about the
extent to which its calculations depend on assumptions, estimates and approximations. It
states (page 232) : "It is important to note that this assessment is not a definitive "answer"
to the question of housing needs and demand in Argyll and Bute, rather the assessment is
a view of the broad scale of housing issues based on a range of prudent and judicious
assumptions". The difficulty with the Proposed Local Development Plan (LDP) seems to be
that housing allocations get made and mapped for year 10. The LDP states that it seeks to
be "highly flexible" (para. 2.8.4), but if maps record allocated sites to year 10, it is difficult to
see how it is flexible.
2. According to the A&BC Community Services, 75% of the affordable housing need can
be
met in situ - i.e. without new build allocations required.
3. The year 10 figures in Table 2.1 (page 21) of the PLDP are simply double the year 5
data.
That seems to rather an inexact mode of calculation for allocations that will have practical
impact.
4. The PLDP also gives "a wide range of housing choice" as a reason for housing
expansion
around Helensburgh. Internet lists of houses and apartments in the settlements of H&L
show very extensive choice in the private sector, so that aim of choice is already achieved,
except for housing association affordable housing, most of which can be met through
repairs and upgrading.
5. Helensburgh's Housing Market Area (HMA) overlaps with that of Dumbarton and the
Vale of Leven (D&VL). It has been argued in the past that Helensburgh is part of the HMA
of D&VL. For the purposes of this submission, we accept the administrative arrangement
by which H&L is the recorded HMA. However, we suggest that the strong interaction
between Helensburgh and Greater Glasgow, including D&VL, affects the housing reality
and should result in lower housing allocations. As the Arneil Johnston housing report
(2007, page 4) states, "at 59% the Helensburgh and Lomond area cannot be described as
self-contained".
6. The existing facility (Structure Plan, 2000, page 19) for 50 affordable homes in the green
belt has never been taken up, indicating a possible lack of need.
In-town housing for Helensburgh the only allocation for in-town housing in Helensburgh in
the proposed Local Development Plan (LDP) is at the old Academy site (H-AL 3/1 and
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H2007), while all other potential intown possibilities are ignored in favour of Green Belt
sites. This appears to be contrary to Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) sections 80, 81 and
159 among others. Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) para. 80 advises "directing development
towards existing settlements where possible". SPP 81 urges urban capacity studies; SPP
82 deals with infill sites; and SPP 84 points out that in-town housing will "minimise
servicing costs".
SPP 52 describes town centres as "a key element of the economic and social fabric of
Scotland" and refers to a mix of uses, specifically mentioning homes and "integration with
Residential areas". We agree with Sir Terry Leahy's recent statement that town centres
should have "a mix of houses with the shops, community facilities and leisure venues" and
he drew attention to housing that is affordable or sheltered.
SPP para. 159 states that one purpose of green belt is to "direct planned growth to the
most appropriate locations and support regeneration". Although the Study Group accepts
some limited green belt release, we consider that neglecting intown vacant sites in favour
of green belt land on the town fringe of Helensburgh departs from best practice for the
town's regeneration. This is especially so since opportunities exist for "further housing
development within existing settlements, focusing on previously developed land and
conversion of existing buildings and reviewing land currently allocated for uses other than
housing . . to inform the settlement strategy." (SPP para. 81). These would include :
- seven municipal buildings due to be vacated with the opening of the new Council offices
soon at the old Clyde Street School (listed in the Helensburgh Advertiser 25.4.13, page 3);
- the list of vacant or soon-to-be-vacated sites in town listed in 5b below;
- the "broken teeth of Helensburgh" - formerly 3 or 4 storey traditional attached buildings in
the town centre which are now only one storey, but capable of building upwards for flats to
the originally-designed level;
- other vacant sites or sites/buildings which could be converted.
The above are not windfall sites because their existence is known and in most instances
the date at which they will be vacated is well within the LDP housing time span and some
are vacant now.
The Study Group considers that currently vacant sites and sites known to be about to
become vacant are not windfall sites. They should therefore be considered for housing
allocations. The following are reasons.
1. The Oxford Dictionary defines "windfall" in this sense as "a piece of unexpected good
fortune". Its essence is being unexpected.
2. Planning Aid for Scotland (PAS) defines windfall sites as: “Development sites which are
not identified through forward planning processes but become available for various ad hoc
reasons." The LDP is a part of those formal planning processes and should include sites
which do not appear unexpectedly on an ad hoc basis. In other words, known specific sites
cannot be "kept up the sleeve" to become "windfall" later. The PAS definition continues :
"Allowance for a certain level of windfall sites is usually made by planning authorities when
calculating the forward supply of development land for which Development Plans will make
provision." Thus housing allocations should be lowered in recognition that unexpected ad
hoc sites may appear. The Study Group contends that known vacant sites are not ‘ad hoc’
or unexpected.
3. The SPP glossary definition of effective housing land supply (page 55) does include land
"expected to be free of development constraints in the period under consideration, and will
therefore be available for the construction of housing". Thus land which is vacant or is
expected to be available is not windfall.
4. Para. 2.12.1 (page 22) of the Proposed LDP and the glossary (page 89) "definitions" of
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windfall development fail to include the crucial element of being unexpected. The
weakness of their wording is that planners are seemingly granting to themselves the power
to ignore vacant sites (or sites soon to be vacated) even though those sites could be
considered for housing which would support regeneration in the town.
5. The Study Group lists vacant sites or sites known to become vacant in Helensburgh.
They calculate, these could provide for between 100 and 200 housing units depending
upon densities and circumstances, there is also potential for other in-town conversions to
increase in-town residence.
6. The extent of green belt release could be greatly reduced and town regeneration
improved by recognising that these sites are valid housing potential.
D412 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - This submission concerns Housing
Need and Demand, but it is PART 1 of an integrated representation about housing for
Helensburgh and should be read in conjunction with another Helensburgh Community
Council (HCC) submissions on housing : Part 2 on housing proposals in the Plan. The
HCC refers to the Scottish Planning Policy (abbreviated ‘SPP’) paragraphs 66-76 and to
the Council’s Housing Need & Demand Assessment and its Housing Strategy (abbreviated
‘HNDA’ and ‘the Strategy’.
The HNDA and the Strategy figures have limitations. The Plan does not sufficiently state
the extent of uncertainty in the HNDA and the Housing Strategy in para. 2.8.2.. To quote
the HNDA (page 232), ‘It is important to note that this assessment is not a definitive
"answer" to the question of housing needs and demand in Argyll and Bute, rather the
assessment is a view of the broad scale of housing issues based on a range of prudent
and judicious assumptions". HNDA uses terms such as ‘assume’, ‘predicated on’,
‘considered reasonable’, ‘evidence suggests’, ‘require further examination’, ‘it is likely that’,
‘difficult to predict’, ‘estimated’, ‘would suggest’, ‘difficult to engage meaningfully’,
‘projected’, ‘apparent crude surplus’ and so on. Yet these are the foundation of the housing
allocations in the Plan (para. 2.8.2).
The HNDA is based on 2010 data, though some goes back further (e.g. see HNDA, para.
11.3.4). They and the Plan appear not to allow for subsequent changes or data soon to
appear - e.g. the settlement results of the 2011 Census. The data seem not to adequately
include figures for MoD housing or for empty MoD units.
The Housing Strategy assumes (page 22) a decline in A&B population of 1% in the past
decade. Census data, just released, show a decline of nearly 4%. As new data emerge, so
Plan flexibility seems appropriate. (See section 5b below.) While HNDA figures are
reconsidered annually and the Strategy is fully reviewed every 5 years, the Local
Development Plan seems to be making fixed allocations ten years ahead (pages 21 and
67).
Housing estimates are described as ‘generous’, a term that is not defined but, anecdotally,
is taken to be a 20% add-on to allow for growth. The word ‘generous’ is taken from SPP
Paras. 66 and 70) which perhaps reflects rising populations in the east of Scotland.
Recent Census figures for local authorities confirm growth in the east but show Argyll and
Bute diminishing by 3.82% over the past decade. The ‘generous’ element would therefore
not seem to be so justified for A&B.
There is a large amount of housing currently available. The website rightmove.co.uk shows
over 400 houses/flats either for sale or to let in the Helensburgh and Lomond area, but the
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HNDA and Plan do not appear to allow for these in their calculations.
Housing Market Areas (HMAs) are integral to Strategy analyses, and H&L is treated as if it
were a self-contained HMA. However, the H&L area does not adequately meet the criteria
to be Helensburgh’s HMA which is cross-border with West Dumbartonshire. Even if H&L is
taken to be the administrative HMA, failure to allow for our effective HMA distorts
housing figures.
Some Strategy data are expressed A&B-wide, but Helensburgh is distinctively different
from rural A&B. That difference is sometimes not recognised - e.g. proportions of elderly
people which are high in rural A&B but close to national average in Helensburgh.
Housing proposed for Helensburgh seems excessive. In addition to extensive new-build,
the Plan is not flexible enough to allow for change, inter-area differences or the
approximations described in the separate HCC paper on housing need. The HCC raises
the following.
Proposed 665 new-build housing numbers for Helensburgh (1,125 for H&L) are huge, do
not Include existing houses to be renovated, would put strain on services and have not
been sufficiently justified, in the view of HCC. A ‘larger scale growth in Helensburgh’ is
advocated (para. 2.3.2) without adequate explanation in the Plan of why population growth
is needed.
- The Strategy is a 5-year one, but the Plan is using the same base data (HNDA) for 10
Years by simply doubling the 5-year figures (see table 2.1, page 21). Pre-commitment to
specific sites and dearth of flexibility seem unsatisfactory. The term ‘highly flexible’ (para.
2.8.4) seems inappropriate. SPP para. 70 states that planning authorities ‘may’ direct
development to particular locations, though SPP para. 73 requires 5 years effective land
supply at all times.
Therefore two categories of land supply would seem to be appropriate : for 5 years (more
Firmly designated) and for 10 years (less firmly designated).
- No houses have been allocated for the Rosneath Peninsula. Yet we are informed that the
Peninsula is being considered as a self-contained HMA in the future. Failure to include the
Peninsula in the housing allocations should be rectified in the opinion of HCC.
- Proposed housing allocations are insufficiently based on a vision for Helensburgh’s
future. In a separate submission, HCC has drawn attention to the inadequacy of the
description of the town and its future given on page 10 (paras. 2.3.1 - 2.3.2).
- Sites which are vacant or will become vacant have been ignored in the housing
allocations. That is in contradiction to SPP para. 80 which calls for ‘directing development
towards sites within existing settlements where possible’. (For details see 5b below.)
- Insufficient consideration has been given to the revival of Helensburgh town centre in
allocating housing. Although infrastructure improvements are happening, there needs to be
more retail and residential vitality in the town, including more housing in or near the town
centre for elderly, young persons or others preferring access to transport and facilities. See
SPP paras. 57- 61 and PAN 59 (especially page 25). Pushing houses to the periphery is
contrary to in-town revival. (See SPP para. 80.) Also, the Waitrose decision has put further
strain on in-town retail. To counteract further town-fringe retail, HCC supports the proposal
to allocate half of the remaining vacant business area for housing. (See 5b below.)
The HCC reasons for objection to the very high proposed allocations of new-build housing
units for Helensburgh (and for the H&L area) may be summarised as a dearth of
justification, inadequate recognition of the way that Helensburgh differs from the rest of
A&B, insufficient vision for the town’s future, too little consideration of existing and possible
in-town sites and reliance on the convenience of greenbelt incursion contrary to SPP para.
159.
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LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector contends that Council needs to
ensure that evidence has been prepared for the Proposed LDP confirming that they are
establishing a generous housing land supply in compliance with the requirements of the
SPP (as set by the Scottish Government).
The Objector states that the Council is required to maintain a 5 year effective housing land
supply at all times (SPP, paragraph 73). The Proposed LDP presents a housing land
requirement based on the evidence presented in the Argyll and Bute HNDA (paragraph
2.8.2). This equates to 9,590 homes over the next 10 years or 959 homes per annum. This
housing land requirement accords with SPP, paragraph 70. CALA Homes (West) (The
Objector) supports the Council in adopting this housing land requirement of 9,590 homes
over the Proposed LDP period.
In order to accord with SPP, the Council needs to prepare a housing land audit. This is the
method to measure whether a supply of effective land for at least 5 years is being
maintained at all times (SPP, paragraph 75). This will ensure that a continuing generous
supply of land for house building is being provided.
The Council needs to assess the allocations prior to the LDP Examination in order to
determine the effectiveness of allocations, seeking guidance from the house building
sector where appropriate. This is in accordance with guidance set out in PAN 2/2010.
CALA Homes (West) (the Objector) supports the Council in identifying 7,450 homes for
allocation over the Proposed LDP period.
The objector states that maintaining a 5 year Effective Land Supply at all times SPP
requires the LDP to allocate land on a range of sites which are effective or capable of
becoming effective to meet the housing land requirement up to Year 10, ensuring a
minimum of 5 years effective land supply at all times.
The objector states that in order to evaluate whether the allocations would be sufficient to
maintain a 5 years land supply at all times, the Council must programme the expected
annual delivery from proposed allocations with the effective land supply and test whether
this meets the housing land requirement. This work and evidence should form part of the
Council’s finalised position for the LDP Examination through a Housing Land audit.
The Council therefore needs to implement a policy mechanism to ensure that a 5 year
housing land supply is maintained at all times as well as identifying a mechanism to
measure compliance and ensure an effective housing supply at all times.
D412 - Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - The effectiveness of the land supply is questioned in
the light of the allocated number of units falling short of the required number and the overreliance on windfall sites to make up the shortfall.
The tables of housing sites do not identify those sites which have been carried forward
from the last plan, those which have been allocated for in excess of 10 years nor given an
explanation of why they have not come to fruition within that plan period.
An in-depth analysis of the reasons for an underperformance on sites coming forward to
development stage has not been provided in the LDP or referred to yet this is critical to
achieving the vision in the plan and reversing the trend of population decline.
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In the light of the current economic climate sites of over 80 to 100 units are not attracting
investment/ builders throughout Scotland and by the very nature of their size are ineffective
as a result. There is no consideration of this fundamental in the plan.
No reference is made to the costs and impact of infrastructure delivery on the effectiveness
of sites. In order to provide a robust means of addressing population decline a more in
depth analysis of the housing allocations and an exploration as to why sites have not come
forward needs to be undertaken as a matter of urgency.
D414 - Mike MacKenzie MSP(00984) - Housing is important as it has a direct bearing on
the most significant and fundamental problem that Argyll and Bute suffers from which is
population decline. This in itself reduces economic activity and compounds the long term
trend of socio-economic decline which in turn leads to even greater population loss.
Insufficient housing allocations within the planning system have been extensively
documented for some years as being an impediment to economic and population growth
and sustainability and have been identified as a particular problem in rural areas. (UK
Barker Report, SG Firm Foundations report, MacKay Report, SP Rural Affairs Committee
Report, The Rural Housing Question, (Satsangi, Gallent and Bevan)). For this reason there
is a SG requirement to make provision within LDPs for a generous and effective housing
allocation.
The Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan indicates a housing allocation sufficient for
7450 units over 10 years. It is suggested that this is enough to help reverse population
decline but is below the figure of 9590 suggested in the Councils own Housing Needs and
Demand Assessment (HNDA). There is a suggestion that this will be made up by better
utilisation of empty stock but this seems unrealistic and it is unclear what policy
mechanisms could effectively achieve this. It is acknowledged that this represents a
significant increase over what was suggested in the Main Issues Report.
The Councils Local Housing Strategy (LHS) indicates a growth in households due to a
national tendency towards smaller households. The LHS suggests a 2.6% growth over the
next decade an estimate which is well below the Scottish average. It is not clear why this
should be the case. General Registers of Scotland suggest a Scottish average of around
9.2% over the same period and 23% over the period 2010- 2035. GRoS suggest only a 1%
increase in households for Argyll and Bute over the period 2010-35. If this become reality
then a very difficult and painful future awaits Argyll and Bute, and Argyll and Bute Council
because economic performance and population will continue to spiral downwards and
there will be consequent reductions in the Council’s budget.
It is necessary for the LDP then to ensure that lack of and cost of housing does not inhibit
population growth in order to at least maintain parity with the rest of Scotland. This parity
must be achieved no matter how well the general economy performs. The background to
this is not good. The last decade (2001-2011) saw a shortfall of housing in Argyll and Bute
by comparison with the Scottish average of approximately 1130 houses, with only 2938
actually built. Only 3 of these years were post credit crunch and the remainder were
therefore at the height of the housing boom. There is no credible explanation for this
underperformance except an overly restrictive planning regime in terms of both policy and
practice.
Keeping pace with the rest of Scotland will (according to GRoS figures) require an increase
in housing in Argyll of around 3812 units over the period of this LDP although GRoS
suggest the population increase will be higher in earlier years and slow down thereafter,
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suggesting a greater housing requirement in the early years. Given that the LDP is
predicated on the LHS and that the LHS assumes only a 2.6% household growth which
equates to only 1077 households, then presumably delivering the necessary 3812 houses
will require significantly more housing allocations than are currently identified in the LDP. A
pro-rata calculation would suggest a much larger number than is feasible, however, this
logic suggests a significantly larger allocation than the current LDP allows.
The LHS strategy is heavily predicated on the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment
(HNDA). This also assumes that that the need will be for only a 2.6% increase of
households and fails to take into account hidden demand in its various guises. It is also
heavily reliant on existing and historical local housing market trends without any analysis of
whether these represent any element of market failure. For example many communities
have reached the critical point of decline whereby the Council recently (2011) proposed
closing 26 (one third of its primary schools). This represents hard evidence of both market
and policy failure and there is no evidence in the LDP of any policy initiatives designed to
counteract this.
It is also necessary to ask how much of the current housing allocation proposed in the LDP
is truly effective. It is not possible to answer this with reference to the LDP nor the
associated documents , since insufficient information is provided to allow this analysis, and
no robust critical evaluation of the effectiveness or failure of previous housing policy seems
to have been undertaken.
Examination of the LDP maps reveals that many allocations included from previous
development plans seem to have been included, some of which have remained
undeveloped for many years. An analysis should be undertaken to identify allocations not
built on for more than ten years, for whatever reason, and these should be excluded from
the effective supply. A further analysis should be undertaken to examine which of the
included allocations can only be unlocked with very significant infrastructure investments
and may therefore be non-viable in the current economic climate. Another layer of analysis
is required which looks at marketability of allocations which can only be developed by the
private sector, acknowledging current economic and financial constraints. Unless this is
done and involves genuine consultation and input from relevant stakeholders, the housing
allocations cannot be said to be genuinely effective. A further problem is that many
allocations are locked up in sites for 30 houses or more where the size of development
alone suggest that these sites may not be viable. There is also a question over the
distribution of the allocations since they do not seem to fully align with identified Housing
Market Area (HMA) demand nor with the need to maintain the socio-economic
sustainability of particular communities. Primary school viability is only one aspect of this.
Examination of the maps seems to merely represent general slight increases to settlement
areas for many of the smaller settlements and villages and many have no increased
allocations. Instead there is a heavy concentration of allocations around the main towns
and especially the Dunbeg Corridor. This indicates a centralising trend around main towns
and a corresponding lack of allocations necessary to maintain viable communities in rural
areas.
D414 - Persimmon Homes (01920) - Having reviewed the 2012 Draft Housing Land Audit
and the Proposed Local Development Plan, it is clear that although Argyll & Bute Council
claim to have a five year effective housing land supply, it is not one which can be
considered to be flexible and/or generous. Focusing allocations in specific settlements
does not provide the range and choice to encourage housebuilders to invest in the
peripheral areas of Argyll & Bute to encourage economic sustainability, nor does it provide
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the flexibility which Scottish Government has sought as part of Scottish Planning Policy.
The Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA) projected a need
and demand for 9,500 housing units over a ten year period. The LDP states that it will
provide sufficient units to cover 7,450 housing units of this requirement and that the
remaining 2,050 will be provided through “bringing empty properties back into use or house
adaptations”.
This proposal completely negates the requirement to provide the number of units set out
through the HNDA and it is considered totally unrealistic that 2,050 housing units will be
created through bringing empty properties back into use or through housing adaptations.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D414 - Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281) - These figures require a major
change in the size of the allocations of new housing, and a commitment to review the
population figures and plan accordingly. Also, a review of the geography of the allocations,
with a view to reducing the impact on the Green Belt. This should be combined with a
greater effort to find more residential space in or near central Helensburgh, so as to
reinvigorate this area. We think a key feature must be the firm positive emphasis on the
centre of town, to complement other measures in the Chord project.
D414 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - a) Create a system of flexibility in the
allocations of land for housing so that, although housing to year 5is site-specific,that for
year 10 is recognised but not defined on maps. That would appear to meet the criteria
given in section 73 of Scottish Planning Policy.
b )In part, relate the housing need and demand for the Helensburgh strip to the housing
need
and demand of Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven, thereby reducing the overall housing
allocations in H&L.
c) Separate out the housing need and demand for the Rosneath Peninsula which, by the
Proposed Local Development Plan, has no housing allocations at all.
d) Assess the vacant in-town sites and those known to become vacant in the period
covered by the Proposed Local Development Plan, in accord with section 80 of Scottish
Planning Policy. HGBG agrees with the Study Group submission on section 2.12.1 which
argues that these are not "windfall" sites ..
e) Halve the number of houses for H&L projected for year 10 in table 2.1 (page 21) and the
table of housing allocations on page 67. For the reasons above, that would still meet the
criterion of "generous" supply mentioned in paragraphs 66 and 70 of the Scottish Planning
Policy (2010).
f) Include a new section in the Local Development Plan about means to increase
residential provision in and close to town centres.
g) Accept the allocations for the old Academy site. Accept the now-reduced housing
allocation for Cardross, though perhaps with reduced density. Accept the two Blairvadach
sites for housing but reduce density.
h) Divide the large part (about 5 ha.) of the business site to the east of Helensburgh which
remains vacant into two parts, the part nearest to Waitrose to be allocated for housing to
prevent further retail incursion and to protect in-town retail.
i) Reduce the extent of Green Belt incursion substantially. However, HGBG would
appreciate the opportunity to discuss which specific parts of the Green Belt should not be
allocated for housing.
G) Meet with us to discuss the above.
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D412 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166) 1. Substantially reduce the number of houses for H&L projected for year 10 in table 2.1
(page 21) and the table of housing allocations on page 67.
2. Reference to a “generous” supply mentioned in paragraphs 66 and 70 of the Scottish
Planning Policy (2010) and elsewhere might be recognised as (a) not defined, (b) not
obligatory, (c) open to being quite low for a local authority which has a diminishing
population, as the 2011 Census results for local authorities show for Argyll and Bute, West
and East Dunbartonshire and Inverclyde.
3. While still accepting the administrative arrangement that H&L is designated as our HMA,
reduce the housing allocations for the Helensburgh corridor to make allowances for
housing of Dumbarton and the Vale of Leven.
4. Introduce housing allocations for the Rosneath Peninsula which, by the Proposed Local
Development Plan, has no housing allocations at all. Reduce allocations for Helensburgh
by that number.
5. Create a system of flexibility in the allocations of land for housing so that, although
housing to year 5 is site-specific, that for year 10 is recognised but EITHER not defined on
maps OR defined on maps with a different colour or designation from the year 5
allocations. That would appear to meet the criteria given in section 73 of Scottish Planning
Policy.
6. Assess the vacant in-town sites and those known to become vacant in the period
covered by the Proposed Local Development Plan, as outlined in the Study Group
representation on in-town housing.
7. Since our proposals would imply a reduction of allocations outside the current town
boundaries, we would be pleased to discuss where green belt retention would be most
appropriate, especially at site H 2004 on Map 4 which is the second largest allocation for
the whole of Argyll and Bute and the largest in H&L.
8. We ask that it be acknowledged that the proposed 665 new-build houses for
Helensburgh is excessive in total and should be reduced. We also refer to our other
submissions which urge more in-town housing and less green belt incursion.
If A&BC has carried out an urban capacity study dealing with the categories of vacant and
adaptable sites mentioned in 5a above, we are not aware of it. If it has not been done, the
Study Group urges its rapid completion so that it can be included in the 5-10 year housing
plan. These would help to provide for housing need and demand, meet the criteria of SPP
52, 80, 81, 82, 84 and 159 and (perhaps especially important) help to revive the town
centre.
Some of the Helensburgh sites which are currently vacant or expected to be vacant are
listed below, with estimated numbers of houses that might be allocated to them. Those
housing estimates are based on medium-density assumptions. There may be other sites
as well.
The addition of those numbers of housing units to the allocations given on page 67 of the
PLDP and a counterpart reduction of allocations from Helensburgh’s green belt would
enable the HSG to withdraw its objection.
• Derelict vacant flats at Jutland Court : potential 40 housing units
• Currently being vacated Council depot above Hermitage Park : potential 10 houses
• Vacant site at north-east of Churchill Estate (Note 1 below) : potential 25 / 30 houses
• Vacant site at Hood Court (currently subject to a planning application for 12 flats)
• Half of vacant business site (Note 2 below) : potential 70 houses
• Aros Road site (Note 3 below) : potential 12 houses or more
• Vacant MoD flats uphill from Aros Road (Note 4 below) : 40 housing units or more
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• Seven soon-to-be-vacated Council offices (unknown potential number of housing units)
Between them, depending on circumstances, use of vacant land might amount to between
100 and 200 housing units, thereby reducing pressure on the green belt around
Helensburgh.
Note 1. The vacant site at the north-east corner of the Churchill Estate has, seemingly,
been leveled for housing (two levels) but the current Local Plan designates it as Greenbelt.
However, there is no current defensible boundary, whereas the Garrawy Glen and stream
to its east would provide a defensible boundary. It is not used or tended. The HSG
assumes it belongs to the MoD, but (as its present Greenbelt designation shows) that does
not preclude redesignation for housing. Access would be simple. It is suggested that the
woodland to its west and south should be retained as an Open Space Protection Area.
Note 2. Please see the separate Study Group representation entitled “Helensburgh
business site”.
Note 3. Aros Road is in Rhu. This site is allocated in the current Local Plan for 30 houses,
but we understand that it has been removed from the PLDP due to a gas pipe running
through it. However, the HSG assumes that this would not preclude some housing. That is
why 12 housing units has replaced 30 in the assessment above, but 12 is a guess.
Note 4. Over 40 (the HSG is unsure of the precise figure) apartments have stood vacant on
this MoD site for many years. The Study Group assumes that they could either be
refurbished or replaced, whether for military or civilian use.
IN ADDITION : please see the separate Study Group representations on housing listed at
the head of this submission.
Conclusions. The Study Group considers that the above are not windfall sites but should
be included in the housing allocations. There may be other similar sites we have not
identified.
1. Para. 2.12.1 (page 22) of the Proposed LDP and the glossary (page 89) re-define
windfall development sites as “Development sites which are not identified through forward
planning processes such as this LDP but become available unexpectedly for various ad
hoc reasons. Sites known to be vacant or known to become vacant during the 10 year
span of this Plan are not windfall sites.”
2. Institute an urgent but thorough urban capacity study (as advocated in SPP para. 81) for
Helensburgh in order to include the sites and means to provide in-town residential facilities
for the benefit of the town. The Study Groupʼs separate submission on in-town housing
might contribute to that procedure.
3. Include the vacant and about-to-be vacant in-town sites in the allocations.
4. Reduce the extent of proposed green belt incursion accordingly.
D412 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The HCC proposes the following.
1. Delete the words ‘larger scale growth’ from the fourth bullet point of para. 2.3.2 of
the Plan’s written statement and replace it with ‘moderate and restrained growth in keeping
with the fundamental character of Helensburgh’. Then greatly reduce the number of
allocations, especially those outwith the current Helensburgh town boundary. See the HCC
representation headed ‘Housing proposals in the Plan’. HCC would be pleased to discuss
specifics.
2. Since housing allocations are based on a range of assumptions and uncertainties and
since the Plan itself aims to be ‘highly flexible’ (para. 2.8.4) and ‘under annual review’, a
much more tentative approach might be taken regarding the land allocations. While there is
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a requirement to have a 5-year effective land supply (SPP para. 73) the allocations for 10
years in the Plan need modification and an element of flexibility to respond to changing
circumstances rather than site-specific delineation. The HCC is willing to enter discussions
about how this might be achieved. A mechanism must be found to avoid the excessive
land designations currently offered in the Plan.
3. Table 2.1 on page 21 requires to be modified in the Helensburgh and Lomond row. It is
noted that the Year 10 figures are simply a doubling of the year 5 figures which is a crude
estimate, especially when the base HMA data are so uncertain. It may be better to
remove the Year 10 figures and add a statement below that credible numbers cannot be
identified that far ahead.
4. The Housing Allocations numbers of units for H&L on page 67 are similarly open to
question and should be decreased substantially. See the HCC representation headed
‘Housing proposals in the Plan’. HCC cross-refers to the Helensburgh Study Group’s
representation on housing.
1. Delete the words ‘larger scale growth’ from the fourth bullet point of para. 2.3.2 of the
Plan’s written statement and replace it with ‘moderate and restrained growth in keeping
with The fundamental character of Helensburgh’. Adjust table 2.1 (page 21) and the
allocations (page 67) downwards considerably.
2. While there is a requirement to have a 5-year effective land supply (SPP para. 73) the
allocations for 10 years in the Plan need to be less site-specific and an element of flexibility
to respond to changing circumstances introduced. The HCC is willing to enter discussions
about how this might be achieved.
3. Carry out an urgent assessment, in conjunction with local community organisations, of
intown sites which are currently vacant or which are known to become vacant in the 10year span of the Plan. This would accord with SPP para. 80. The HCC offers the following
as preliminary (not exhaustive) list with which such an investigation might start. (i) A&BC
office land which will become vacant when offices are consolidated at the Clyde Street
School site. (ii) Depot at the top of Hermitage Park and Walker’s Rest which is almost
entirely unused (iii) 42 empty housing units at Jutland Court. (iv) More than 40 empty
housing units on Smuggler’s Way. (v) Aros Road site, allocated in the current Local Plan
for 30 houses but, we understand, unsuited to that number due to a gas pipe. Thus a lower
number of houses (perhaps 12) on that site. (vi) Site seemingly leveled for housing (two
levels) at the north-east corner of the Churchill Estate, currently greenbelt, but illogically so
according to the Helensburgh Green Belt Group which has previously recommended its
use for housing in accordance with the current Structure Plan para. 3.19. (vii) NOTE: HCC
supports the allocation of the old Academy site, the two parts of the Blairvadach area
already designated, and, with possibly less density, the modified Cardross allocation,
noting that the allocations have already been reduced by one-third in December 2012.
4. Other in-town options to be considered in such an investigation might include vertical
development where previous 3 or 4 storey buildings are now single-storey (‘broken teeth’),
greater facility to convert unused or charity shops to residential use, and other means
doubtless known to planners. Also use of part of the large vacant business site for
residential purposes, to protect town centre retail. HCC cross-refers to the Helensburgh
Study Group’s representation on housing.
LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector recommends that a new Policy is
inserted into the as follows
LDP HL1 – HOUSING LAND FLEXIBILITY
The Council shall maintain a five years’ effective housing land supply at all times to meet
the housing land requirement of 9,500 housing solutions over a 10 year period. This will be
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monitored by an annual housing land audit. For this purpose the Council may grant
planning permission for the earlier development of sites which are allocated or phased for
a later period in the LDP.
Other sites for housing development proposals within the Development Management
Zones may granted planning permission to maintain a five years’ effective housing land
supply if allocated or phased site cannot be developed earlier. These new housing
developments need to meet the criteria set out in Policy LDP DM 1.
The Objector further recommends that the following amendments are made to Paragraph
2.8.4 after “Argyll and Bute”
“Policy LDP HL1 sets out the mechanism to maintain a 5 year effective land supply at
alltimes.”
And, the addition of the words “through a housing land audit” after the word “review”
D412 - Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - Consideration should be given to the above.
D414 - Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984) - None stated.
D414 - Persimmon Homes (01920) - In order to facilitate the ‘Central Challenge’ and
deliver ‘Sustainable Economic Growth’, as set out in the LDP, further allocation of housing
land is required in conjunction with commercial partners who are able to assist with the
delivery of key infrastructure.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
D414 - Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281); D414 - Helensburgh Green Belt
Group (00167); D412 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166); D412 - Helensburgh
Community Council (00135); D414 - Persimmon Homes (01920) - The Housing allocations
made in the plan have been informed by the Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand
Assessment (HNDA). Paras 67 to 69 of SPP (see core document CD007) confirm that the
Scottish Government expects HNDA’s to provide the evidence base for defining housing
land supply targets in local housing strategies and allocating land for housing in
development plans. The Argyll and Bute Housing Need and Demand Assessment (see
core document CD008) has been approved as robust and credible, by the Scottish
Governments Centre for Housing Market Analysis. SPP para 67 also advises that where
the housing need and demand assessment is considered robust and credible by the
Scottish Government, the approach used will not normally be considered at the
development plan examination.
The approved housing need and demand assessment indicates that there is a need for
9500 housing solutions over a ten year period, the methodology used to determine this
followed the recommendations of the Centre for Housing Market Analysis, and has
included surveys to assess the needs of existing and newly forming households, an
assessment of the housing market and cross tabulation with census and GROS outputs.
The assessment that the plan should seek to make provision for up to 7450 new housing
units, has included an allowance for those existing households whose need could be
addressed through in situ alterations, and also takes into account the responses the
consultation on the Main Issues Report which indicated that the Council should seek as far
as practicable to meet in full the assessed requirements. The ten year period reflects the
time required to address the back log of housing needs identified in the HNDA, and is
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consistent with the requirement in SPP that a minimum of 5 years housing land supply
should be available at all times, where as a result of the timescale of LDP process a
minimum of an additional 2-3 years supply is advised. This approach also helps to give
greater long term certainly to green belt boundaries as advocated in SPP para 162 (see
core document CD007).
The HNDA has also looked in detail at the proportion of affordable and market housing
required in each of the councils 9 housing market areas. These Housing Market Areas
have been defined following analysis of the local housing system across Argyll and Bute
and remain the same as those accepted by the reporters at the inquiry in to the Argyll and
Bute Local Plan (see production PD199 chapter 2.4). In the context of Argyll and Bute the
HNDA assessment of housing market areas reveals that Helensburgh and Lomond is one
of the most self contained. There are a number of factors which determine the level of
need for affordable housing, and while average household incomes in Bute and Cowal may
be lower than Helensburgh and Lomond, so are average house prices, this means that a
greater proportion of households are able to meet their needs in the market in Bute and
Cowal than Helensburgh. This combined with the greater availability (increased turnover)
of existing social rented homes means that new build requirement for affordable homes in
Bute and Cowal is much less than Helensburgh.
While it is acknowledged that the proportion of the population over 75 is increasing, many
are choosing and are able to live in their existing homes for longer, while some may seek
smaller more easily accessible homes in the centre of town, the opportunities to deliver
these, are limited. The Housing Land Audit (see core document CD009), identifies that for
Helensburgh and Lomond as a whole the capacity of both large and small scale windfall
opportunities is 179 units, of these, 50 are within the Helensburgh settlement area. There
will no doubt be other opportunities for further windfall development (such as the some of
the sites identified by the objectors) in the Helensburgh area during the lifetime of this plan,
however the rate at which these might emerge cannot be predicted. If they do come to
fruition then these windfall sites are a bonus which add to the flexibility of the plan and
can help to contribute to ensuring a generous supply of housing is available. However,
windfall sites by their very nature cannot be relied upon so there is therefore a need to
make additional allocations in locations that are, or can be made accessible by a variety of
means.
LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The Council will comply with the SPP to deliver an
effective five year housing supply at all times. The Council already does this through
specific housing numbers identified on clearly identified Allocations, PDAs and windfall
development within acceptable sites within the Development Management Zones. The
Council has published a Housing Land Audit in March 2013 and has consulted with
Developers (see core document CD009). This document shows clear programming for
housing land release and the Council is committed to reviewing this document annually to
ensure that an effective housing land supply is continuously delivered throughout Argyll
and Bute. Homes for Scotland has not objected to the Housing Land Audit, and it has been
agreed by the Scottish Government (see Core Document CD048) and by the largest
housebuilders operating in Argyll and Bute (M and K Macleod see CD053). The council
can see no value to adding an additional policy statement as proposed by the Objector or
amend Paragraph 2.8.4 of the plan’s Written Statement to refer to the new policy.
In terms of the proposed addition of the words “housing land audit” in Paragraph 2.8.4 the
Council would be content, if the reporter was so minded, to include a reference here to the
housing land audit as it would add clarity to the intentions of the plan.
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Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - The Council does not accept the Objectors arguments with
regard to the effectiveness of the housing sites. The Council has conducted a Housing
Land Audit (see core document CD009) and consulted with the housing industry and the
Scottish Government with no objections raised. Allocations, some partially implemented
have been carried forward from the current Local Plan (see core document CD001) which
is standard planning practice given the current plan is still considered to be up to date.
These Allocations have been clearly identified in the plan as they retain the same
reference number with new allocations having new distinct references given to them.
The carrying forward of allocated housing sites that have not been fully developed into a
future plan is normal planning practice where the council still considers these sites to be
effective. The Council has committed to undertaking a Housing Land Audit on an annual
basis to measure the sites’ effectiveness. This information will be used to undertake future
reviews of the plan and bring forward additional sites where necessary to maintain an
effective housing supply.
The Housing Land Audit together with the published allocation schedules in the Written
Statement and the published Draft Action Programme contains considerable information on
a wide range of sites ranging from a single dwelling unit to sites with a capacity in excess
of 100. At the Main Issues Report (MIR) (see core document CD013) Stage the issue of
increasing density on appropriate sites was put forward to help with economies of scale
and making best use of available land and this received strong public support. This
resulted in a number of sites having a higher density applied in the Proposed LDP
including a number of sites being taken forward from the current Local Plan.
The Council also does not agree that larger sites are failing to be implemented and the
objector has provided no evidence to substantiate this claim. Argyll and Bute has helped
take forward larger sites of over 80 houses in numerous locations including Lochgilphead
(former high school site and at Baddens) and with the Oban settlement area. The phased
development of sites at Dunbeg Corridor (50 houses on site with a further 25 committed at
this stage) has started with infrastructure support committed through the agreed LornTIF.
The Council considers therefore the availability of the Housing Land Audit that will be
renewed on an annual basis provides the in depth analysis of the housing allocations
requested by the objector (01887) and as such considers that no amendment be made to
the Proposed LDP.
Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984) - The Scottish Government recognises the importance of
housing provision in Local Development Plan’s and requires housing land provision within
them, to be informed by a Housing Need and Demand Assessment (HNDA). The Scottish
Governments Centre for Housing Market Analysis (CHMA), oversees the preparation of
HNDA’s by local housing authorities. HNDA’s are required to be signed off by CHMA as
robust and credible, once they have been signed off as such then the outputs from this are
not normally subject to inquiry. The Argyll and Bute HNDA (see core document CD008)
has been approved as robust and credible by the CHMA. The figure of 9590 contained in
the HNDA is the number of households who are projected to have a need or demand for
housing over a 10 year period. This figure does not take into account, the number of
households who can have their requirements met by the existing housing supply either
through re lets or resale of existing housing. The policy of reduction of HNDA need is quite
explicit in both HNDA & Local Housing Strategy(LHS) and was approved by Scottish
Government & CHMA – up to 75% of unmet need does not require new build solutions and
the last 2 years of implementing LHS have upheld this, with substantial reduction in
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homeless figures and also a drop in waiting list. The figures identified for the housing
allocations in the LDP takes these into account, and are more than generous.
The LHS/HNDA does not prescribe levels growth or set any kind of target for population or
household increases. They do however, consider the levels of household growth indicated
by GROS/NRS, and it is these figures which were used in both the HNDA and LHS. The
General Registers of Scotland figures for population and household projections are
estimates and reflect a wide range of demographic indicators. The Local Development
Plan has little control over these indicators, and in particular, the attribution of migration in
and between authorities in Scotland.
The HNDA included a specially commissioned household survey and does take in to
account various types of hidden demand, calculations for newly forming households, rolled
forward for 10 years, expressed demand from existing households and hidden households
are also included in the calculations, as is demand from in-migration. Housing does have
an important role in sustaining and generating growth, but other factors are perhaps more
important, such as birth rates and mortality, or a healthy economy and employment
opportunities. Reference to the Councils 2011 consultation exercise in relation to school
closures does not equate to housing market or housing policy failure. The schools
included in the consultation exercise were in a wide variety of communities, some of which
had a wide range of housing allocations and opportunities within them, while other
communities had fewer.
We have conducted a housing land audit (see core document CD009) of all of the existing
and proposed housing allocations. The audit provides a programme for the delivery of
sites, and this has been prepared in conjunction with the owners/developers of sites
included within it. Factors such as the availability of infrastructure are taken in to account
in the audit, as is the general marketability of sites. In identifying allocations and the size
that individual allocations should be, the plan has had regard to, and sought to balance,
the opportunities provided by the physical characteristics of the land, size of settlement,
demands of infrastructure and servicing, potential for economies of scale, and capacity of
the local construction industry; in a way which provides opportunities to meet the housing
needs and demands of Argyll and Bute in the most effective manner.
The HNDA identifies 9 Housing Market Areas (HMA’s) across Argyll and Bute. These
HMA’s have been accepted by the CHMA as the basis for the HNDA and have been
signed off as robust and credible. The LDP seeks to make the required levels of provision
as far as possible within each HMA. In making provision across each HMA, the LDP has
sought to build upon the socio-economic strengths of communities, for example by
identifying key rural settlements where there are generally a broad range of facilities,
services, and employment opportunities available, and reflect the proposed settlement
strategy which seeks to promote a sustainable development pattern.
The decline in economically active populations is not confined to rural areas. Those rural
areas which are identified as economically fragile in the LDP, are those which have been
identified by Highlands and Islands Enterprise. The LDP seeks to provide a positive
framework for sustainable economic development throughout the plan area, and within the
Economically Fragile areas SG LDP BUS 5 allows for a variation in the scales of
development considered acceptable.
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Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The housing land requirements proposed in this plan derive from the housing need and
demand assessment undertaken by the council. The assessment has been certified by the
Scottish Government’s Centre for Housing Market Analysis as both credible and robust.
Scottish Planning Policy confirms that the housing need and demand assessment is to
provide the evidence base for allocating land for new housing in development plans. While
the assessment for Argyll and Bute does contain a range of assumptions, Scottish
Planning Policy also confirms that where the housing need and demand assessment has
been certified as robust and credible, the approach used is not normally to be considered
at a development plan examination. I have identified nothing in the submitted
representations which would justify me doing so as an exception.
2. I note that the proposed plan has identified that among the key challenges in achieving
its overall vision for Argyll and Bute is the urgent need to reverse static or falling
populations in its main towns and key settlements, as well as in the smaller rural
communities. As noted in the representations, there is a continuing trend towards smaller
household size for both demographic and social reasons. Therefore in those areas which
do not secure an increase in the housing stock through new house building, the fall in the
resident population is likely to continue. I am therefore satisfied that the scale of the
housing land allocations is generally justified throughout Argyll and Bute, including in the
Helensburgh and Lomond area.
3. However this would not prevent the plan being modified to delete, or amend, particular
sites which have been allocated for housing development, where it is found through this
examination that the allocation in the proposed plan is either wholly, or partly,
inappropriate. Similarly, if the omission of a site is found to be inappropriate following
examination of its merits, then it would also be possible to recommend that the plan should
be modified to include it. The option raised of allocating sites within the built-up area of
Helensburgh, instead of allocating greenfield sites beyond the built-up area, is addressed
below. The suggestion of allocating land for housing development on the Rosneath
peninsula, instead of some of those around Helensburgh, might have been justified
depending on the appropriateness of specific sites, but none are before me in this
examination.
4. Scottish Planning Policy also confirms that local development plans, in those areas
such as Argyll and Bute where there is no strategic development plan, should allocate a
range of sites which are effective or capable of becoming effective to meet the identified
housing land requirements up to year 10 beyond the predicted year of plan adoption, to
ensure a minimum of 5 years effective land supply at all times.
5. However the housing need and demand assessment found that the backlog of need for
affordable housing by 2018/19 would be 4,440, but confirmed that this does not translate
into a requirement to build 4,440 new houses, as a substantial proportion of this need can
be met by a range of other interventions. I therefore accept that, in not catering for the
whole of the assessed backlog housing need, the scale of the housing land allocations in
the proposed plan is both appropriate and sufficient.
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6. In addition, from the 2013 housing land audit prepared by the council, I am satisfied that
when combined with the land already allocated for housing, or for which planning
permission for housing has been granted, the new housing allocations in the proposed
plan on sites which are capable of becoming effective in delivering housing completions
are sufficient to ensure that the assessed housing needs and demands within Argyll and
Bute can be met. The audit included an assessment of the likely effectiveness of each
site, and was the subject of consultation with owners and with Homes for Scotland.
7. As shown in Core Document 048, the five years’ effective housing land supply, which is
for 4,946 houses, comfortably exceeds the plan’s requirement for 3,725 houses, while the
established housing land supply for 8,435 houses is also sufficiently generous to
accommodate the plan’s requirements for 7,450 new houses across Argyll and Bute. The
record of house completions over the previous five years, which is set out in the housing
land audit, confirms that the majority have been from sites within settlements and also from
windfall sites rather than sites allocated in the local plan. This provides significant
additional re-assurance regarding the adequacy of the housing allocations in this plan,
whether or not the site at Geilston Farm, Cardross is deleted, as is recommended at Issue
ISS107.
8. I also accept the council’s evidence that current economic circumstances are not
precluding the development of large sites. It would therefore not be appropriate to exclude
them from the plan.
9. However Scottish Planning Policy confirms that the use of brownfield sites is preferable
to the development of greenfield sites. I agree that the availability and likely effectiveness
of such sites should be given priority, and should be allocated for housing development in
the local development plan if so justified. I therefore sought information from the council
regarding the potential housing sites within the built up area of Helensburgh which were
identified in the representations above.
10. It is clear that it would have been appropriate for some of these to have been identified
as potential housing allocations during the process of preparing the plan to enable that
opportunity to be assessed and for the community and neighbouring residents to be
consulted. As planning permission for housing has already been granted for one of these
sites, it is likely that it and perhaps others would then have been included in the plan as
land allocated for housing. In the absence of such an assessment and community
engagement having been undertaken, it would not be appropriate for me to recommend
modifying the plan at this stage, despite the priority which should be given to the redevelopment of brownfield sites.
11. Nonetheless it is apparent that these sites are still likely to contribute to meeting Argyll
and Bute’s identified housing need and demand, albeit that this contribution is classified as
being derived from ‘windfall’ developments.
12. Although I have recommended at Issue ISS107 that the housing allocation proposed
at Geilston Farm, Cardross should be deleted from the plan, in view of scale of the housing
allocations elsewhere, and the confirmed scope for the continuation of a significant
contribution to housing completions from windfall sites, I am satisfied it is not necessary for
me to identify further greenfield sites for housing development to replace it.
13. However it is appropriate that the plan should include a commitment to maintaining a
five years’ effective housing land supply, in accordance with Scottish Planning Policy and
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as a means of securing the aims of this plan. Policy LDP 8 should therefore be modified to
include it, and the associated text at paragraph 5.5.3, which is mirrored at paragraph 2.8.4,
should also be modified to confirm the role of the annual housing land audit in fulfilling this
commitment.
14. The use of higher housing density assumptions on allocated sites, although indicative
and not prescriptive, is generally appropriate. This reflects trends in practice as well as the
need to secure more effective use of land, and it avoids unnecessary greenfield release
which can result from likely densities being under-estimated.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. In Policy LDP 8, after the first paragraph inserting the following new paragraph: “The
council will maintain a five years’ effective housing land supply at all times.”
2. At paragraph 5.5.3, line 5, and also at paragraph 2.8.4, line 5, inserting “through an
annual housing land audit” after ‘review’.
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ISS401

Strategic Issue - Key Rural Settlements

Development plan
reference:

Strategic Issue - Key Rural Settlements

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281)
Allan Macaskill (00264)
Cairndow Community Council (00120)
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 2: Settlement and Spatial Strategy
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281) - The Objector is opposed to the concept of
Key Settlements in the plan be utilised as growth centres as opposed to 1970s planning
concept that sought to retain local services in at least one village or community in the face
of a falling population. In particular, the arrangement of those on the Kilcreggan Peninsula
seems to be misguided. First, the Objector contends that there are too many of them,
including Cove, Kilcreggan, and Rosneath, with Garelochhead on the border. This looks
dangerously like declaring all the villages of the area to be Key, which defeats the idea of
collecting resources and investment.
Allan Macaskill (00264) - The Objector contends that Key Rural Settlements are missing
including Ellenabeich, Balvicar, Kilchrenan, Kilmelford, Dalavich, Connel, North Connel and
Bridge of Orchy.
The objector also points out that smaller settlements in Mid Argyll have been included as
Key Rural Settlements even though they are smaller.
Cairndow Community Council (00120) - Expression of support for the inclusion of
Cairndow as a Key Rural Settlement in the plan.
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust (01257) - Expression of support
for the intention to steer significant new developments to particular areas, including the
local Key Rural Settlements including Cove and Kilcreggan (see Paragraph 1.6.2 of the
LDP Written Statement).
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281) - The objector requests either the
explaining of the role of these settlements and the difference in meaning from the original
applied many years ago, or, preferably, going back to this original understanding which
would entail reduction in number of Key Rural Settlements and attention to their
geography, so as to make them the central settlement in a group which is reducing in the
provision of services, and provide a "strongpoint" where these services will continue.
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh and District Civic Society (00281); Allan Macaskill (00264) - The concept of
Key Rural Settlements is not related to the 1970s planning concept the objector refers to in
his objection. The concept of Key Rural Settlements (originally termed Rural Renaissance
Settlements) was consulted on as part of the Main Issues Report (MIR) (Core Doc. Ref.
CD013) and this received widespread support from people who responded to the
consultation. The opportunity to object to the inclusion or omission of settlements was at
the MIR stage and letters of representation were submitted for the settlements identified by
objector (00264) and there were no objections for the inclusion of key settlements in the
Helensburgh and Lomond area. In terms of Kilmelford the community objected to the
inclusion of this settlement as a Key Rural Settlement and as a consequence of this the
settlement was removed from the list. Other communities such as Cairndow held votes on
whether their community should be included as a key rural settlement and we have taken
account of this to inform the plan. See representation (00120).
The settlements referred to by objector (00264) Ellenabeich, Balvicar, Kilchrenan,
Kilmelford, Dalavich, Connel, North Connel and Bridge of Orchy (all in Lorn) all scored low
on the matrix established to inform the contents of the MIR. No representations were
made to have them included at the MIR stage by their respective communities and
consequently they have not been included. It should be noted that development will still be
possible in these communities but generally at a smaller scale which is generally more
suited to their capacity to accommodate additional growth.
Key Rural Settlements are "small settlements that offer a range of services and some
potential for up to medium scale growth, including delivery by masterplans and or
community led action plans." They were selected using a matrix that scored each
settlement for suitability on capacity to absorb additional development, presence of
affordable housing, key rural services and sources of employment land or buildings.
(Monitoring Report CD046, para 3.46) In these settlements up to medium scale
development is permitted provided it satisfies all relevant policies and supplementary
guidance of the LDP.
The idea behind the identification of Key Rural Settlements is to try to help focus more
significant growth in communities with some capacity to successfully absorb new
development and at the same time help sustain rural services that are under pressure of
being lost and help stop the drift of our rural population to the Main Towns and Key
Settlements.
The Council considers that the objectors have not provided any compelling evidence or
credible alternative to change the stance towards the Key Rural Settlements which is
considered by the Council to be a key part of the settlement strategy that was fully
consulted on at the MIR stage of the plan process. Consequently, the Council cannot
support any amendment to the plan based on these objections.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I am satisfied that the settlement strategy of seven development management zones
provides an appropriate framework for encouraging sustainable development across Argyll
and Bute which will help to tackle the challenges identified in the plan and will support
delivery of its vision for the area.
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2. In identifying key settlements and key rural settlements, the council has based its
decisions on the evidence of existing facilities and of new opportunities, and has consulted
and taken account of local opinion. No detailed evidence has been provided to this
examination which would justify removing any settlement from a particular category.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS402

LDP 6 - Supporting the Sustainable Growth of Renewables

LDP 6 - Supporting the Sustainable Growth
Reporter:
of Renewables
David Russell
(See also representations made to LDP 5)
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Coriolis Energy (01968)
E.ON Climate Renewables (01932)
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129)
SSE (02128)
Infinergy (01915)
Scottish Power (02127)
RWE npower Renewables (02126)
RES UK and Ireland Ltd (01007)
Banks Renewables (01905)
PI Renewables (01934)
RSPB (00040)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Argyll Raptor Study Group (01928);
Damon Kenneil (02011)
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations
(01118)
Helensburgh Study Group (00166)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Mr & Mrs Metcalfe (01748)

Mrs GH Dalton (01520)
Moira McClymont (02035)
Andrew Russell (02070)
Agnes Wilkie (02099)
Cameron McClymont (02033)
Phil Connor (01963)
John Cowan (01973)
Alan Tait(02084)
Connel Community Council(00125)
Julie Harper (01785)
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland
(00375)
Iain R Alexander(01755)
David Bridge (01774)
Tony Dalton (00837)
C & J Haxton (01993)
Iain Logan (02020)
Kathryn Logan (02022)
Brian Sculthorpe (02051)

Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
General Policy and Wind Map Objections
Coriolis Energy (01968) - In paragraph 185 of SPP local authorities are directed to ‘ensure
that the development plan or supplementary guidance clearly explain the factors that will
be taken into account in decision making on all renewable energy generation
developments’. In paragraph 4.11.4 of the LDP 6 justification the LDP sets out that the
while the Council supports the growth of renewables there is a need to protect and
conserve other aspects of the landscape, natural and built heritage and communities from
‘potential adverse impacts as a result of proposed renewable energy developments’.
This wording is inconsistent with national planning policy guidance and the general
recognition that it is ‘significant adverse impacts’ that must seek to be avoided or mitigated
through the further growth of renewable energy development. Elsewhere in the LDP written
statement reference is made to ‘significant adverse impacts’. It is important in policy
interpretation terms that there is a consistent policy approach for assessing levels of
impacts or effects introduced through wind energy development.
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LDP 6 - E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - Objection to LDP 6 on the basis that the SPP
actually requires spatial frameworks to be prepared for developments over 20 MW
generating capacity (rather than referring to
turbine height), albeit authorities may incorporate wind farms of less than 20 MW in their
spatial frameworks if considered appropriate. It is therefore queried why such an
approach, based on turbine height, has been used. The policy then notes that the spatial
strategy identifies:
- Broad Areas of Search;
- Protected Areas; and
- Potentially Constrained Areas.
These definitions/terminology differ from that identified within SPP and the PPSF. The
corresponding definitions are:
- Areas of search (stage 3 of the PPSF)
- Areas requiring significant protection (stage 1 of the PPSF); and
- Areas with potential constraints (stage 2 of the PPSF).
The Wind Farm Policy Map defines these areas and is available on the council’s website.
However, the map should form an integral part of the statutory LDP, and specifically the
Written Statement rather than the Supplementary Guidance. This requirement is stipulated
within the PPSF where it makes reference to Circular 1/2009 Development Planning. E.ON
considers that the most appropriate place to situate the map would be at pages 40/41 of
the Written Statement and reference to the map should also be explicitly made within
policy LDP 6.
It is also requested that the methodology relative to the spatial framework and the
associated map be fully explained within this section of the LDP. In this respect, the PPSF
deals with the preparation of spatial frameworks. It states that "Stages 1, 2 and 3 will
normally be map based." Such a map based approach would be very useful in
understanding the methodology employed by the council on a step-by-step basis. Further
commentary and suggestions in relation to the approach taken and how it relates to the
PPSF is provided below.
Section 4.11 of the Written Statement is the justification for policy LDP 6. It is considered
that the justification should make reference to the Scottish Government’s commitment
and associated targets in relation to generating 100% of Scotland’s electricity demand
equivalent by 2020. This should also note that on 30 October 2012 a new interim target
was announced and renewable generation should account for the equivalent of 50%
of Scottish demand by 2015. Both targets should be noted within the LDP.
LDP 6 – PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind Ltd (02129); SSE (02128) - The
objectors’ contend that the drafting of this policy is of a significant concern. The drafting of
the policy is found to be contrary to the policy advice within SPP, despite the stated
recognition at para 4.12 of the proposed LDP that the policy is drafted in accordance with
SPP.
The policy explicitly provides support for development proposals where there are no
significant adverse effects" on a number of environmental resources as referenced within
the policy. At paragraph 187 of SPP it states that a "planning authority should support the
development of wind farms in locations where the technology can operate efficiently and
environmental and cumulative impacts can be satisfactorily addressed" (emphasis added).
This particular part of SPP does not provide any form of presumption against development
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that would result in a significant adverse environmental effect. The test set out within SPP
is whether environmental effects can be satisfactorily addressed (paragraph 187).
Considering the vast number of planning decisions on commercial scale wind energy
development proposals (both at Local Authority and Scottish Government level) it is clear
from those planning decisions that a development proposal is capable of being found in
accordance with SPP whilst still resulting in significant adverse environmental effects. The
SPP policy test is whether such effects are acceptable or not. On this basis, the policy
drafting is considered to be inconsistent with SPP and the statement at paragraph 4.12 of
the LDP in that the policy conforms to SPP is unacceptable. In short, it is unrealistic to
require wind energy developments to have no significant adverse effect on landscape
character and visual amenity. Significant adverse effects will almost inevitably arise and
their presence does not automatically imply that the effects will be unacceptable.
LDP 6 - Infinergy (01915) - This policy states that the Council will support renewable
energy development where they are consistent with sustainable development and it can be
adequately demonstrated that there is no significant adverse effect upon environmental
receptors. As per the commentary provided in relation to Policy STRAT 1, it is misleading
to state that it must be demonstrated that there are no significant adverse effects before
support can be given. This is especially pertinent when considered alongside paragraph
4.11.1 of the Proposed LDP, where it is stated that "the Council is keen to ensure that
Argyll and Bute continues to make a positive contribution to meeting the Scottish
Government’s targets for renewable energy generation".
It is also acknowledged that the Council has prepared a spatial framework strategy for
wind energy development of over 50 metres in height to blade tip. It is understood that
this 50 metres is based upon findings contained within the Argyll and Bute Landscape
Wind Energy Capacity Study, however we believe that this merits a more detailed
explanation.
LDP 6- Scottish Power (02127) - The objector welcomes the clear support stated for
renewables but we note that the test applied is can be adequately demonstrated that there
is no significant adverse effect. This test, along with Policy LDP 3 and SG LDP REN 3,
would set a very high barrier to many forms of renewable energy development, on and
offshore. We suggest that the test applied should be where environmental and cumulative
impacts can be satisfactorily addressed as laid out in SPP paragraph 187. We would also
suggest a specific statement of support for community renewables (see comments to LDP
5).
LDP 6 - RWE npower Renewables (02126) - RWE NRL are supportive of these policies as
they recognise the importance of the onshore wind farm industry in contributing to the
success of the local economy in the Argyll and Bute Council area. Whilst wind farm
proposals should be given consideration on an individual basis, it is important to
acknowledge the economic advantages of a growing regional renewable energy industry.
Equally, it is important to provide a justified and transparent policy framework for
determining applications for onshore wind farms, in order for these economic advantages
to be realised, in particular through addressing the issues we have raised in relation to the
Wind Farm Policy Map. We recommend that these economic policies should be a key
consideration in determining planning applications for wind farms, as development of
onshore wind is an important element in the ongoing success of the economy in the Argyll
and Bute Council area.
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LDP 6 - RES UK and Ireland Ltd (01007) - RES finds Policy LDP6 generally supportive of
renewable energy development there are some important contentions with the Scottish
Government’s national planning policy guidance we would wish to highlight.
1. The policy identifies two classes of search area for turbines based on height at 50m-80m
and >80m.
This would appear to be based on the referenced "Argyll & Bute Onshore Wind Landscape
Capacity Study" (LCS) and whether the landscape can accommodate this height of
turbine. Such an assessment should be made during the development management
process whereby the LCS would be a material consideration for the determination of
planning applications.
2. The Council’s spatial framework for wind farms generally accords with Scottish Planning
Policy’s (SPP) three staged approach, as supplemented by the online guidance. However,
there is one important contention in respect of the "Areas Requiring Significant Protection"
which are in accordance with the land use designations specified in SPP with the exception
of the inclusion of SNH areas of search for wild land. Based on the current SPP policy we
would therefore object to the inclusion of SNH areas of search for wild land within the
Areas Requiring Significant Protection.
3. In accordance with SPP’s three staged approach land use designations relating to
historic environment, regional and local landscape and natural heritage, tourism and
recreational interests, communities, aviation and defence interests and broadcasting
installations should be considered in Potentially Constrained Areas. It would appear that
the draft LDP has taken a more broad brush approach which goes beyond such
designations and that there are some areas within proposed Potentially Constrained Areas
that could alternatively be included within areas of search. The policy focuses on guiding
developers towards broad areas of search. However, areas excluded from the broad areas
of search which are considered ‘potentially constrained’ may not be constrained as per the
SPP’s three stage approach and thus should be subject to assessment for acceptability
through the development management process.
4. The policy states "for all wind farms, regardless of scale, the issues raised by the
following must be satisfactorily addressed". It is unclear to what ‘satisfactorily addressed’
means. With all large wind turbine projects there will always be some form of
environmental impact and it is for the determining body to decide if those impacts are
acceptable for the development proposed. It is not reasonable to require all individual
impacts of a development to be ‘satisfactory’ or neutral as may be the council’s intention by
‘satisfactorily addressed’.
LDP 6 –Banks Renewables (01905)
The reasons for the height criteria chosen are not clear and appear somewhat arbitrary.
We are concerned that such an approach is overly prescriptive and can oversimplify the
highly technical nature of wind turbine developments where other attributes such as
numbers, capacity or most crucially design in the landscape should be given consideration.
This is contrary to SPP and we would urge you to change this policy (and the
supplementary guidance) to acknowledge that height alone should not be used to presume
acceptability of location in your spatial development strategy for wind farms. Every
proposal should be judged on its own merits.
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Landscape Capacity Study
We are concerned that disproportionate emphasis is being placed on the Argyll and Bute
Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study dated March 2012 prepared for the Council and
SNH by Carol Anderson and Alison Grant, Landscape Architects.
With regard to site specific proposals, too much significance may be placed on the overall
"capacity" that has been assigned to each Landscape Character Type as expressed in the
section entitled Guidance on Development. Statements such as "there is no scope
to accommodate the large typology in this character type" are necessarily generalised to
apply to the overall area of the LCT but in our view the danger is that could be
read as definitive judgements without looking closely enough at the detailed factors which
underlie this conclusion. On the other hand, the "Sensitivity Assessment" section
for each LCT, which includes a more fine grained level of analysis, picks up relatively
effectively and efficiently much of the variation in landscape and visual sensitivity and
value which occurs across each type. While it is acknowledged that it is not intended to
apply at site specific level, this information is at a much more appropriate level to contribute
to the "appraisal of individual wind farm and wind turbine proposals" and we believe that
this should be clearly explained and emphasised.
Application to Spatial Strategy/Framework
We also wish to flag up that landscape capacity is only one of a number of aspects which
need to be taken into account into consideration when drawing up the proposed spatial
framework and there is a risk that the existence (and content) of the Study may lead to
landscape capacity being given undue emphasis.
In this regard it is worth noting that landscape capacity is not explicitly identified as a
constraint or consideration in the updated 2012 Scottish Government guidance
"Process for preparing spatial frameworks for wind farms"
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource0040/00400726.pdf)
In addition, this document includes the statement that "Areas of search ought not to be
reduced in extent by factors beyond those identified in the SPP three-stage approach. It
would be inappropriate for example to restrict areas of search on the basis of a perceived
sensitivity to wind farm development in locally significant non-designated natural heritage
areas. Such considerations are more appropriately dealt with at development management
stage where mitigation might be possible through careful siting and design."
The section above which we have highlighted in bold type applies to the great majority of
the Landscape Character Types in Argyll and Bute outwith the National Park and National
Scenic Areas and the subsequent sentence emphasises our previous point regarding
landscape sensitivity being more appropriately dealt with at a project proposal level. The
same guidance identifies matters relating to regional and local landscape and natural
heritage designations as Stage 2 constraints where proposals will be considered on their
individual merits against identified criteria. This again reinforces our view that landscape
sensitivities are in themselves an inappropriate category of criterion with which to define
"no-go" areas for specific development typologies.
We believe that landscape sensitivities should only be used at Stage 2 to inform the criteria
against which individual proposals will be assessed.
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LDP 6 - RSPB (00040) - Objection to the policy as the broad areas of search for
windfarms and wind turbine development are based principally on an Argyll-wide
landscape assessment and not potential impacts on biodiversity. It appears the map does
not consider bird sensitivities outwith designated sites, despite important species and
habitats occurring throughout Argyll and Bute and policy SG LDP ENV1 stating that
consideration should be given to a broad range of species.
Further details of our objection are contained within our response to SG LDP REN 1 on a
separate form.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - It is unclear how the extent of the Broad Areas of
Search have been informed by the Capacity Study Particularly their boundary and extent.
For example, in Kintyre the Capacity Study refers to specific sensitivities at the northern
and southern ends of the interior hills. Constraints/ sensitivities include the more complex
knolly hills south of Lussa Loch (Southern Kintyre) and development affecting the hill
edges which is relevant to Northern Kintyre. Similarly, for example, the Broad Area of
Search at Knapdale extends to the coastal edge and the NSA boundary where there is
likely to be heightened sensitivity. It is also unclear how cumulative impacts will be taken
into account. There are often issues of large scale wind energy development impinging on
adjacent small scale, more sensitive character types and the coast. Although the
sensitivities of each landscape character type and its relationship to adjacent areas is
taken into account in the Capacity Study; the sensitivity of adjacent character types and
their sensitivity to, for example, the effects of large scale turbines in close proximity will not
be apparent from this Windfarm Policy Map and may be open to misinterpretation.
The Broad Areas of Search for both >80m and 50-80m turbine tip height are too large in
terms of the Capacity Study, which clearly states that the restriction of the landscape being
impacted on should dictate the height of turbines, not the location of the turbines. Hence
the peripheral parts of these two policy zones are unlikely to be able to sustain this size of
wind turbines on landscape grounds due to impacts on neighbouring landscape character
areas.
The Protected Areas have not included consideration of any areas where the cumulative
impact of existing and consented wind farms limit further development, in line with Scottish
Government advice on locational strategies for wind energy. This in turn could affect the
extent of Broad Areas of Search. Account should be taken of offshore wind energy
developments in the assessment of cumulative landscape impacts.
There is a need to consider how this policy map will be reviewed and updated, especially in
the light of any further wind farm consents.
The Broad Areas of Search do not take into account the potential constraint of birds,
particularly golden eagle. A golden eagle core territory should be considered a Potentially
Constrained Area. In addition, you should be aware that the Habitat Regulations were
reviewed in 2012 and under Regulations 3A(8), 3A(2), 3A(3) and 3A(6) new duties were
introduced in relation to wild bird habitat which have implications for Local Authorities. In
short the amendments include;
- The objective is the preservation, maintenance and re-establishment of a sufficient
diversity and area of habitat for wild birds in Scotland in implementation of Article 3 of the
Wild Birds Directive (including by means of the upkeep, management and creation of such
habitat, as appropriate), having regard to the requirements of Article 2 of that Directive.
- In considering which measures may be appropriate for the purpose of securing or
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contributing to the objective in paragraph (3), regard may be had to economic and
recreational requirements.
- So far as lies within its powers, a competent authority must use all reasonable
endeavours to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats of wild birds in Scotland.
These various activities are largely “wider countryside” in nature and sit alongside
measures being taken within the network of Special Protection Areas. As such proposals
will need to be screened for likely significant effect on wild bird habitats in addition to the
existing Habitat Regulation provisions in the HRA. We note that the wind farm map
currently only takes into account landscape constraints.
LDP 6 - Argyll Raptor Study Group (01928) - Concerned that the map may be interpreted
by some developers as an invitation to consider development and does not show some
obvious ecological constraints such as core ranges for Golden Eagle and White Tailed
Eagle. We are also particularly concerned about the potential loss of open upland habitat,
and are also concerned that insufficient importance is being given to other upland raptors
of high conservation concern, and believe that more importance should be attached to
LBAP.
LDP 6 - Damon Kenneil (02011) - Objection to the wind farm policy map on the grounds
that it opens the way for more applications that take no account of the fact that areas,
previously designated as unsuitable, are included. The objector asserts that the map fails
to take into account the damage to the landscape, and thus the damage to the local
economy that ill thought out development of windfarms, particularly in the Northern part of
Kintyre, would cause. The map also encourages applications from organizations that are
motivated by financial gains, to such an extent, that the damage to the quality of life, for the
people living in the areas, is ignored.
LDP 6 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Reference to existing marine planning policy
Although not covered by the Proposed LDP, the National Marine Plan and the Offshore
Renewable Energy Plans being developed by the Scottish Government ought to be
referred to in this policy given the potential impacts on :- the environment locally; other land
uses; and, more particularly, aquaculture. The potential conflicts between marine
renewables and aquaculture development ought to be managed through proper planning
mechanisms, including the LDP.
LDP 6 - The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - Greater protection is needed for
wild land and local designations.
Helensburgh Green Belt
LDP 6 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - The Helensburgh Study Group (‘the Study
Group’) supports lines 3 to 10 of section 4.11.4 of the Proposed Local Development Plan
which refers to ‘protecting and conserving our outstanding environment’ and most, but not
all, of Policy LDP 6 on page 40 of the Written Statement. It also notes the discussion of
wind turbines in the Supplementary Guidance, including SG LDP REN 2 concerning wind
turbines up to 50 metres high (SG page 43). The Study Group has read the conclusions of
the Argyll and Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study of March 2112, especially
pages 38 - 45 and Character Type Key Map - 5. Open Ridgeland.
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With regard to possible proposals for wind turbines close to Helensburgh, there appears to
be tension between the above and the terms of Policy LDP 3 on page 27 of the LDP
Written Statement, categories (A) through to (D). Also, the amount of new evidence
emerging concerning the inefficiency of wind turbines, their shorter-than-claimed effective
life, the additional release of carbon dioxide when constructed on peat soil and other data
questioning the value of wind turbines has presumably emerged since the wording of the
A&B Council’s Proposed LDP was drawn up. The Study Group recognises the difficulties
of preparing a Local Development Plan section which is subject to rapidly changing
evidence. Yet it considers that adaptation would be appropriate.
LDP 6 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The objector states that the arguments
against wind turbines close to settlements are increasing and the special significance of
the two main hills behind Helensburgh has been emphasised by the Ironside Farrar Report
on Green Belt landscape (pages 16-17) as integral to its setting. Controversy is also
increasing about subsidies to local communities close to wind farms helping to impose
adverse impact on neighbouring communities.
LDP 6 - Connel Community Council (00125) - Connel Community Council requests that the
area of land to the north of Loch Etive and to the south of Loch Creran which is currently
designated on the wind farm policy map as a Potentially Constrained Area be designated
as a Protected Area.
Connel CC believes that the importance of this landscape to the visitor experience when
travelling through Lorn by road, rail, boat or when landing at Oban Airport cannot be
overstated. Given the importance of the tourist economy to Oban, Lorn and Connel the CC
believes that no windfarm or wind turbine development should take place in this area and
that the best way to ensure that this is achieved is for the land to be designated as a
Protected Area within the LDP.
Loch Awe Area
LDP 6 - Mr & Mrs Metcalfe (01748); Iain R Alexander (01755) - Objection to the Wind Farm
Capacity Map and areas of search for wind farms relating to Loch Awe and Lochavich for
reasons below. Bearing mind that Landscape study states ‘There is no scope to
accommodate the large typology in this character type, and scope to accommodate
medium size typologies is likely to be limited to areas where they would not intrude into
skylines overlooking Loch Awe, or into key views to and from the Loch, its islands, historic
features and panoramas of the mountains’ – nonetheless, Loch Awe and surrounding
areas are being viewed by developers as having capacity for very large wind farm
developments despite the existence of three, two of which have applications pending for (in
essence) large and potentially damaging extensions i.e. Ardconnel for An Suidhe from
RWE and Musdale for CarraigGheal from Infinis. Effects if approved, will be to further
industrialise the increasingly vulnerable ridges, lower sides and wider environments of
Loch Awe. Costs to this area from losses of habitat, sensitive environments and to the
tourist economy would rapidly become unsustainable. Already the previously unbroken
skylines are lost to the moving intrusion of An Suidhe and Carraig Gheal turbines, as are
areas of natural beauty, and increasingly important sensitive habitats.
LDP6 4.11.4 states:- ‘Whilst the council seeks to support the further development of
renewables throughout Argyll and Bute There is also a need to take a sustainable
approach by protecting and conserving our outstanding environment, including our
landscape and protected species, our local communities and other sectors of our economy
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from potential adverse impacts as a result of proposed renewable energy developments’.
As maps on pages 15 & 39 show Loch Awe as a ‘Tourism Development Area,’ that
statement conflicts completely with the designation of both sides of Loch Awe Broad Areas
of Search on the windfarm policy map. Attention must be also be given to losses due to
FCS plantations and activities. These are badly underestimated as impacts for Loch Awe
are already being felt from the policy of granting exclusive rights of search to major wind
power developers throughout the FCS estates. Due to permitted development rights, FCS
avoid certain areas of normal planning requirements for access roads to wind farms
through FCS land. This ‘avoidance’ affects public participation issues.
Lochavich is fully subject to Type 7 constraints, and should be re-classified as Type 7a,
with the glen & the Inverliever Ridge being included in a Protected Area due to its
compatibility with the Type 7a definition of Craggy Upland with Settled Glens, together with
that of areas with a more complex landform, e.g. irregular craggy ridges, steep slopes,
narrow valleys and areas with a particularly intricate pattern of lochans and rocky knolls
which would be highly sensitive to all development whether sited directly within these areas
or nearby. Community Benefit offers attached to applications used not be a material
consideration, but such offers are now commonly made public before or together with
applications, so the ability to resist this appears to have vanished with the planning system
being left poorer as a result. Pressure on those Councillors with the ability to overturn
planning decisions, is obvious. As claims surrounding emissions savings and benefits can’t
be quantified or proven, where does this leave the validity of either offering or expecting
communities to accept such payments? At best it provides very questionable short term
gain - but in the long term, pain from construction of excessive numbers of developments.
Public Health: The UK Government is a signatory to the Rio Declaration which requires the
Precautionary Principle to be invoked where there is uncertainty about the safety and
wellbeing of human kind, animals and plant life. Compliance with this legal duty would
mean the prohibition of wind turbines near to people’s dwellings and the introduction of a
wide buffer zone until such time as the scientific evidence confirms there is no risk to
human health. Under present Broad Area of Search, and within current and proposed
plans, the Community of Dalavich and others are expected to endure the unavoidable sight
and sound of turbines, as any consented within the nearby Wind Farm Policy Map Broad
Area of Search will nearer than those already only too visible. This raises the problems of
property blight, negative tourism effects and most importantly, the increasingly documented
and reported adverse health effects to near neighbours from wind turbines. Direct links
below will help to demonstrate reasons for concern:- see this link for full appreciation of
issues driving the longer term pathophysiology.
Sound energy of all frequencies are potentially damaging to health from long enough and
high enough dosage of exposure. What aren’t known, are current household exposures
from existing developments. Frey Haddon Report Tissue changes with ILFN exposure
Internoise 2012 conference Clear evidence exists for night time noise, both audible (ie
greater than 200 Hz) and low frequency noise (20 - 200Hz). Acousticians agree re levels of
disturbance/annoyance than higher frequencies at the same SPL. Also existing is Steven
Cooper’s 1985 later evidence that wind turbine generated infrasound can travel 10 km,
measuring emissions 8km from the out of sight but audible 3MW turbines. Those acoustic
emissions were clearly measured. Therefore a more robust adherence to the precautionary
principle is required, especially in respect of human health. Ignoring information/known
facts could open a liability for damages in the future. Internationally recorded adverse
effects relating to both human and animal physiology should be recognised within PLDP3.
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Reports attached:- Health Canada Comments (Peer reviewed) Sept.7. 2012.
Wind turbine noise and health: Special issue of Bulletin of Science, Technology &
Society Horse Evidence. T.Curto Wind Turbines.
Inverliever ridge: Lochavich is fully subject to Type 7 constraints and should be reclassified as Type 7a with the glen & the Inverliever Ridge being included in a Protected
Area. Its compatibility with the Type 7a definition renders it highly sensitive to all
development whether sited directly within these areas or nearby. Lochavich hosts a British
Geological Survey Seismology station, chosen for its particular suitability, requiring ring
fencing from seismic disturbance for a minimum radius of 10 kilometres. Such stations are
of national importance for earthquake monitoring. Argyll is a known ‘hot spot’ for
earthquakes (strongest recorded Scottish Earthquake- Argyll. 1880. Mag.5.2) Hence our
need for such monitoring. The existence of this station is therefore a material
consideration/constraint for wind farm applications within or on the fringes of the 10
kilometre zone - affecting the planned Infiniss. 36 Musadale proposal and extension to
Carriag Gheal wind farm. Protection for the landscape, sensitive habitats and other
considerations of communities and households within this radius would result.
The designation ‘Area of Local Landscape Importance’ which applied to Lochavich and the
Inverliever ridge has been removed, but all the conditions leading to a refusal of a previous
wind farm application remain, being magnified with the cumulative effects of CarraigGheal
and An Suidhe developments. The Inverliever ridge is marked as a Potentially
Constrained Area within a Broad Area of Search but developers will be led to believe that
this can be safely ignored due to confusing maps.
The landscape Study Appendix Report and the Guidance on Development confirm that the
steep slopes, small hills, and skyline ridges forming the immediate backdrop and setting to
Loch Awe, Loch Avich and its settled fringes should be avoided for new wind farm
developments. This is totally incompatible with the Windfarm Policy Map. It is also beyond
unacceptable to inflict this permanent level of uncertainty/stress upon anyone, especially a
vulnerable resident known to be suffering from MND.
Impacts are important when considered in relation to areas of natural heritage interests.
E.g. where the impact of a wind farm within a preferred area is completely beyond the
capacity of Another adjacent and/or sensitive area to accommodate such as the Inverliever
ridge. Removal of the Broad Area of Search from the PLDP is further justified as it shares
characteristics with Stacain/Glen Shira. Our representations to this Consultation will
hopefully help to produce an improved LDP.
LDP 6 - Mrs GH Dalton (01520) - The objector was under the impression that after
commenting on the draft local plan consultations that I attended in Lochgilphead that the
Inverliever ridge was safe from windfarm developments. Scottish Power was refused
permission in 2005 as their application for 16 turbines on this ridge broke the planning
regulations. I attended the Kilchrenan and Dalavich community council meeting on 2 April
2013 where maps from the Council’s website were displayed. The colour codes are
confusing and it’s not clear which shade of pink indicates an area of Broad Search or area
of Potential Constraint. It appears the Council have changed the original designations of
Loch Awe and the Inverliever ridge as this area was last described as Very Sensitive
Countryside and a local landscape of Importance. The landscape has not changed so why
has its designation?
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These gentle uplands that frame Loch Awe – Avich are rich in their peatlands, known
territory for support raptors and lochans for the divers. It is an accessible area for tourists
to enjoy on foot, bicycle or car. The John Muir Trust in November 2012 reported in a
survey that 26% of tourists won’t return to areas with wind farm developments. It is
important to protect these areas from development as the heights of turbines increase and
therefore would be even more out of scale, imposing and intrusive.
The established wind farms on Loch Awe side are already having a greater visual effect on
the communities than first anticipated. The cumulative effect on more development will turn
this area into an industrial zone and have an unacceptable adverse effect on communities
and homes. The objector states that they were approached by the British Geological
Survey and asked if we would be prepared to become a possible broadband recording
station for earthquake monitoring. Their tests proved satisfactory and we now have their
equipment installed on our land. One of the reasons they came here was that there were
no wind farms nearby. This is vital monitoring information for the MOD and earth
movements requires a peaceful area. The outlying homes and communities of people who
live in this area now face the increasing push by developers to grab land where they can.
We will lose confidence in our Councillors if they slip in their duty to protect us, the
economy and the landscape.
Tony Dalton (00837) - I find the Council's windfarm policy is inconsistent with many other
policies and contradictory to the Landscape Study [LS] on which it is based.
Any emphasis is mine. Quotes in index and indented are taken directly from the Proposed
LDP or the LS.
1/ Natural, Historic & Cultural Environment.
a The Environmental Assessment [EA] is absolutely correct in stating at 2.3.7:
The environmental 1 and Bute is one of its key assets, b) 3.1 of the Written Statement
[WS) confirms this:
Argyll and Bute's natural environment, including our biodiversity, geodiversity, soils and
landscapes, is recognised by a wide range of stakeholders as being truly outstanding, both
in diversity and quality, and is protected through established European and UK
legislation, national and local planning policies.
c) POLICY LDP STRAT 1 (p 7) states, among others, development principles
to:
h) Conserve the natural and built environment and avoid significant adverse impacts on
biodiversity, natural and built heritage resources ;
i) Respect the landscape character of an area and the setting and character of settlements;
k) Avoid having significant adverse impacts on land , air and water quality.
All of these are encapsulated on page 6 of the WS as KEY OBJECTIVE B:
To ensure the outstanding quality of the natural , historic and cultural environment is
protected, conserved and enhanced;
2/ Areas of Search contradictory with point 1/.a) SG LDP REN 1 (p 19) defines Broad
Areas of Search within which proposals will be generally supported subject to addressing
satisfactorily all other material considerations.
Loch Awe & Lochavich are included on the Windfarm Policy Map [WFPM] in Broad Areas
of Search, even though the Landscape Study on which the policy is based states
'There is no scope to accommodate the large typology in this character type, and scope to
accommodate medium size typologies is likely to be limited to areas where they would not
intrude into skylines overlooking Loch Awe, or into key views to and from the Loch , its
islands, historic features and panoramas of the mountains'.
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Any windfarm bordering Loch Awe will intrude into skylines, as is becoming increasingly
obvious with the existing windfarms, which are far more intrusive than projected.
: Development should be sited to avoid the steep, predominantly wooded slopes which
provide an immediate backdrop and setting to Loeb Awe and its settled fringes and to Loch
Avich .
: Potential cumulative effects with existing wind farm development at A'Chruach, An
Suidhe, CarriagGheal and BeinnGhlas particularly on views from Loch Awe and Loch
Fyne.
: New wind farm developments should be sited to avoid intrusion on prominent skylines
seen from open sections of Loch Awe . [Appendix pp 98-100]
b ) Policy LDP6 (p 40) - Supporting the Sustainable Growth of Renewables.
The Council will support renewable energy Developments where these are consistent with
the principals of sustainable development and it can be adequately demonstrated that
there is no significant adverse effect , including cumulative impacts , on local communities,
natural and historic environments , landscape character, visual amenity and are compatible
with adjacent land uses.
There are four existing windfarms of BeinnGhlas, CarriagGheal, Stachain & An Suidhe,
and three more major proposals at Ardchonnel, Musdale & Glen Lonnan . Under any
possible interpretation of LDP6 there would be massive significant adverse cumulative
impacts on the landscape character & visual amenity, on local communities and on the
natural and historic environment .
3/ Lochavich& the Inverliever Ridge Quite why Lochavich is classified as Type 7 - Craggy
Upland - is unclear, as it is so obviously fits the definition Type 7a - Craggy Upland with
Settled Glens:
This landscape forms a series of deep glens, some of these containing narrow lochs, and
areas of more expansive craggy plateau. Scale varies with the contained glens having a
generally small scale accentuated by the often intricate pattern of broadleaved woodland,
pastures and settlement and with scale increasing in the more extensive and open plateau
areas which are generally densely forested.
Lochavich also accords with:
Areas with a more complex landform, for example irregular craggy ridges, steep slopes,
narrow valleys and areas with a particularly intricate pattern of lochans and rocky knolls
would be highly sensitive to all development whether sited directly within these areas or
nearby.
Lochavich is also fully subject to the Constraints of Type 7 :
The backdrop of steep slopes, small hills and skyline ridges which provide the immediate
setting to the settled and farmed fringes of Loch Awe and to the less settled Loch Avich
area.
Development should be sited to avoid the steep, predominantly wooded slopes which
provide an immediate backdrop and setting to Loch Awe and its settled fringes and to Loch
Avich.
Potential cumulative effects with existing wind farm development at A'Chruach, An Suidhe,
CarriagGheal and BeinnGhlas particularly on views from Loch Awe and Loch Fyne.
Lochavich should be re-classified as Type 7a, with the glen & the Inverliever Ridge being
included in a Protected Area .
4/ Historic Built Heritage
a) This (p 25 - 3.2) correctly states: Argyll and Bute also enjoys a rich and immensely
varied cultural and historic built heritage…. all make their unique contribution to our way of
life that once lost cannot be replaced.
b ) SG LDP ENV 19 - Development Impact on Scheduled Ancient Monuments - states:
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There will be a presumption in favour of retaining, protecting, preserving and enhancing
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and their settings . Developments that have an adverse
impact on Scheduled Ancient Monuments and their settings will not be permitted unless
there are exceptional circumstances'.
c ) Map page 30: in the Loch Awe area there about 20 Scheduled Ancient Monuments & a
similar number of Listed Buildings. In Loch Avich are two Scheduled Ancient Monuments,
one a crannog and one the 14thcentury ruins of what is probably the first Campbell-built
castle. A windfarm on the Inverliever ridge would severely adversely impact the historic
setting of these monuments scheduled for their national importance. Showing Lochs Awe &
Avich as Broad Areas of Search for windfarms is totally inconsistent with LDP ENV19 .
5/ The economy
a) LDP 5 (p 37) Focussing regeneration activity and promoting environmental
enhancement; and by safeguarding existing industrial and business areas for employment
uses .
b) LDP6 4.11.4 (p 40p) Whilst the council seeks to support the further development of
renewables throughout Argyll and Bute there is also a need to take a sustainable approach
by protecting and conserving our outstanding environment, including our landscape and
protected species, our local communities and other sec tors of our economy from potential
adverse impacts as a result of proposed renewable energy developments.
c) Maps on pages 15 & 39 show Loch Awe as a 'Tourism Development Area' - hardly
compatible with both sides being designated Broad Areas of Search on the windfarm policy
map.
d) Research by the John Muir Trust showed :
- 36 per cent of people would be "less likely to visit a scenic area with a large concentration
of wind farms".
-2 per cent said they would be "more likely" to visit if there were a proliferation of turbines
in the area.
- 37 per cent said the Scottish Government should prioritise protecting scenic wild land
from large commercial wind farms, even if this means that there is less opportunity to
develop wind power in those areas.
Argyll depends on tourism; if 37% of visitors stayed away our economy would be
devastated. This is inconsistent with 'protecting .. other sectors of our economy'.
6/ Human health
LDP3 (p 27): In all development management zones, Argyll and Bute Council will assess
applications for planning permission with the aim of protecting conserving and where
possible enhancing the built, human and natural environment. An approach based on the
precautionary principle will be adopted towards development proposals where there is
uncertainty over the impact a development proposal would have on the built, human or
natural environment .
Sound energy of all frequencies has the potential to be damaging to health if the exposure
is long enough and the dose high enough. There is a growing & authoritative body of
evidence of the health risks to humans from windfarms sited too close to houses, as
detailed in Dr
Hanning & Professor Evans' paper in the BMJ of March 2012. In replying to peer reviews
of it they commented: 'we are firm in our assertion that the evidence for harm at distances
and noise levels permitted under current regulations in most jurisdictions is such that
regulators should take notice and initiate research.'
Professor Evans further commented on the BMJ website:
'wind developers rely on increases in background noise with increased wind speed to mask
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turbine noise. Because of low frequency content and impulsive nature of wind turbine
noise. it is not masked by ambient noise and is audible 10- 15dB below background'.
'Factories are not permitted with noise emissions which are certain to impair the sleep of
local inhabitants. We know of no good reason why wind turbines should not be subject to
the same regulation. It is simply not good enough to exhort people to close their windows
and wear ear plugs. All governments seek to limit noise from all sources and we see no
reason why wind energy should be exempt.'
The UK Government is a signatory to the Rio Declaration which requires the Precautionary
Principle to be invoked where there is uncertainty about the safety and well being of human
kind, animals and plant life. Compliance with this legal duty would mean the prohibition of
wind turbines near to people's dwellings and the introduction of a wide buffer zone until
such time as the scientific evidence confirms that there is no risk to human health. The
precautionary principle should now be obligatory for any wind power development and
PLDP3 needs to emphasise this. The PLDP (A&BC Environmental Health Department)
should fully recognise the internationally recorded adverse effects relating to both human
and animal physiology. If A&BC do not fully apply the precautionary principle, especially to
human health, they would be ignoring known facts and potentially be liable for damages.
7. British Geological Survey Seismology station:
a) The British Geological Survey has a Seismology station on our land in Lochavich which
requires ring fencing from seismic disturbance for a minimum radius of 10 kilometres. The
stations are of national importance for earthquake monitoring in addition to providing data
for the MoD on nuclear activity.
b) Such stations have very specific needs for accurate measurements, including suitable
rock strata, a quiet location with no nearby wind farms, power and broad band access. It is
becoming increasingly difficult for the BGS team to find suitable locations for these stations
so the need to protect established sites becomes an obligation on A&BC.
d) This station is now a material consideration for wind farm applications within or on the
fringes of the 10 kilometre zone. Such an area will also afford badly needed protection for
the landscape, sensitive habitats and other considerations of communities and households
within this radius.
Mr & Mrs C & J Haxton (01993) - We wish to voice our concern and disappointment that
hills around Loch Avich and Loch Awe have been reclassified as ‘Broad Areas of Search’
within the Argyll & Bute Proposed Local Development Plan – Wind Farm Policy Map,
whereas previously that were designated ‘Potentially Constrained Areas’. An earlier
application for a windfarm on the Inverliever ridge between the two lochs was refused
because the site was deemed unsuitable and we would reiterate that this is still the case.
The Loch Avich and Loch Awe area is one of great scenic beauty and it attracts many
visitors for its peaceful location and sense of solitude. There are already a number of
operational and proposed windfarms within the area – An Suidhe, CarraigGheal,
BeinnGhlas, Musdale and Ardchonnel. Even if you believe that one windfarm in isolation
has minimal visual impact, the concentration of so many windfarms in such a small area
cannot have anything other than a significant and highly detrimental impact. Both locals
and holidaymakers come here to enjoy the stunning views and explore the unspoilt, remote
places that still exist in this part of Argyll - something that will be lost forever if further
windfarm developments are approved.
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We therefore feel strongly that Loch Avich and Loch Awe and their surrounding hills should
be marked as ‘Protected Areas’ within the Argyll & Bute Proposed Local Development Plan
– Wind Farm Policy Map in order to prevent further developments in these locations. This
will ensure that the local economy continues to benefit from the tourists drawn here by the
outstanding landscape.
Kintyre Wind Policy Map Objections
LDP 6 - Moira McClymont (02035) - Objection to the wind farm policy map referred to in
LDP6. The broad area of search in Kintyre is too large and compromises the development
pattern which has already been established and approved on the Kintyre peninsula. The
map includes area specifically referred to in the 2012 Argyll and Bute Wind energy capacity
study as being unsuitable for wind farm development, areas highly visible from all tourist
access routes to the peninsula which has a fragile economy more and more dependent on
tourism. If approved it will result in an increase in speculative development applications
which will result in a significant number of working hours devoted to preparing, examining,
reviewing, processing these applications.
LDP 6 - Agnes Wilkie (02099) - Objection to the wind farm policy map referred to in LDP6
and SG LDP REN1 (Wind farm and wind turbine development over 50 metres). The broad
area of search in Kintyre is too large and does not accord with the Argyll & Bute Wind
Energy Landscape Capacity Study which specifically refers to the “more complex smaller
scale hills and occasional narrow glens on the fringes of this broad upland plateau” as
being unsuitable for large wind turbines. The “views to the mountains of Arran from the
B8001” are also mentioned as a constraint.
LDP 6 - Cameron McClymont (02033) - Objection to the wind farm policy map referred to in
LDP6 and SG LDP REN1 (Wind farm and wind turbine development over 50 metres). The
broad area of search in Kintyre is too large and does not accord with the Argyll & Bute
Wind Energy Landscape Capacity Study which specifically refers to the “more complex
smaller scale hills and occasional narrow glens on the fringes of this broad upland plateau”
as being unsuitable for large wind turbines. The “views to the mountains of Arran from the
B8001” are also mentioned as a constraint.
The wind farm policy map should clarify matters not reintroduce the possibility of
development to areas already indicated as unsuitable. Generally the new wind farm policy
map opens up the whole area of the Kintyre to speculative planning applications that if
approved will destroy the natural beauty and tourism industry throughout the area.
Applications will swamp the local planning departments and SNH and will dominate the
lives of all those effected.
LDP 6 - Phil Connor (01963) - The wind farm policy map is designed to identify areas
where A+BC believe wind farms are sustainable and suitable for development. The broad
area of search for turbines greater than 80m stretching down the spine of Kintyre is one
such area. I would support wind farm development in this area as long as the few residents
are not plagued by developments too close to their properties. I would go further and
suggest that the Authority should actively try and match developers with land-owners in
order that developments are carried forward as efficiently as possible. However, the map
fails in its' purpose by identifying large areas in Kintyre which are 'potentially constrained'.
What does this statement mean and how does it help to guide developers and prevent
them from wasting huge sums of money on failed planning applications and how does it
give residents in these areas the peace of mind that their quality of life and property values
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are not going to be ruined by developments too close to where they live. The 'potentially
constrained' area alongside the B8001 is one such region and is the site of the proposed
Freasdail development. Areas like this should be protected because they are important
tourist routes, the B8001 is extremely busy, particularly in the summer with tourists from
the Arran Ferry and the Carradale road. This area is ideal for tourist development and
would be ruined by the presence of a windfarm.
LDP 6 - John Cowan (01973) - I strongly feel that there should be a complete moratorium
upon any wind turbine developments larger than 20Kw situated anywhere south of
Campbeltown and the A843 to Machrihanish. Otherwise, if we allow industrialsized
turbines absolutely everywhere, then what are we protecting? South Kintyre and the Mull is
a major historical landscape and a developing tourist destination. Both sides in the wind
farm debate can quote statistics supposedly proving their point of view as regards effects
upon both tourism and residents. But, when it comes down to it, it is surely wrong to allow
turbines to appear upon absolutely all of our precious scenery? Let us have some areas
designated as allowable for wind turbines, whilst others are kept free. The rest of Kintyre is
already covered – there is only this one bit left!
LDP 6 - Andrew Russell (02070) - I am very concerned about the considerable extension
to the area in North Kintyre in which windfarm development could be permitted. The new
category "Broad Area of Search" appears to replace the earlier categories of "Sensitive"
and "Very Sensitive" Countryside and the contrast in direction of policy, from one of
extreme caution - fully justified in my view - to one of encouragement for proposals, as
indicated in supplementary guidance SG LDP REN1.
The pattern of windfarm development in Kintyre is now well established, with turbines set
well back from the downward sloping escarpments, on the highest ground, and there is still
plenty of undeveloped land of this type. The new category, "Broad Area of Search" for
machines over 80 metres in height includes ground of a completely different character,
including not just the higher ground but also extending to land sloping generally
downwards towards the sea, and towards the Skipness Road in the north. The area in this
category is far too large.
Furthermore, the 2012 Argyll & Bute Wind Energy Capacity Study, on which the ink is
barely dry, emphasises the need to protect the “more complex smaller scale hills and
occasional narrow glens on the fringes of this broad upland plateau” as well as the “views
to Arran from the B8001”. The new windfarm map includes areas specifically referred to in
the document as being unsuitable for this kind of development. Residents like us are
naturally confused and concerned by such a radical contradiction in policies, over such a
short time.
The new category would include the site of the highly controversial Freasdail Windfarm,
now under consideration by the planning authority. In addition to objections from my
household (which are even more valid in respect of the new map), SNH has commented
on Freasdail "that the scale and design of the proposal cannot be accommodated in this
sensitive pivotal location at the north end of Kintyre without significant adverse impacts.”
The letter also repeats my pint above that “the introduction of Freasdail will compromise
the development pattern which has been established on the Kintyre peninsula.”
I would refer you to the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) accompanying the Freasdail
proposals. Though drawing bizarre conclusions from its own analysis, the analysis
acknowledges significant, in some cases very significant, adverse effects on a whole range
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of sensitive receptors along the length of West Loch Tarbert, particularly on the north shore
where we live. These include the ferry route down the entire loch and all exposed lengths
of the Kilberry Road. SNH has also commented on the potential adverse effects on these
sites in trenchant terms. The point I am making is that if Freasdail attracts these comments
and objections, so do large parts of the new Broad Area of Search in North Kintyre. The
plan contravenes existing policies in such a fundamental way that one wonders whether
the left hand in the planning authority knows what the right hand is doing. It is not as
though existing policies are old or outdated, either.
In summary, I ask that the Broad Area of Search in North Kintyre in the new draft Local
Plan is reviewed and made to shrink back from the sensitive downward sloping land on
both sides of the peninsular, and from land where turbines are close to and visible from
coastal settlements. Generally the plan should accord with what is already established,
with Cour being the northern marker for Windfarm developments, and projects being
confined to the higher ground. This will avoid further divisive and unnecessary conflicts
over planning applications on unsuitable sites.
Alan Tait (02084) - The wind farm policy map on the existing Local Plan 2009 shows only a
small broad area of search within the Kintyre Peninsula. The proposed new wind farm
policy map significantly increases the broad are of search which includes virtually the
whole back bone of the Kintyre Peninsula. Under policy LDP6, the council will broadly
support renewable energy developments within broad areas of search. In the case of
Kintyre these wind turbines could have a tip height greater than 80 metres. In my mind this
policy change would lead to a significant increase in wind farms in the Kintyre region.
Which would have a major detrimental effect on tourism, wildlife and landscape.
Julie Harper (01785) -I object to the proposed windfarm development plan. The map shows
a huge increase in the Broad Area of Search since the plan of 2009. Virtually the whole
spine of the Kintyre Peninsula is included. This proposed policy of allowing turbines with a
tip of over 80 meters will have a significant detrimental effect on the beautiful, scenic
landscape and as a result badly affect tourism, investment in the area, local businesses.
The Kintyre Peninsula attracts people because of the lovely scenery and the proposed
wind farm development would destroy this. I thought we wanted to attract more people to
the area not put them off coming. In my opinion the scale of this development would be a
disaster for Argyll and Kintyre in particular.
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - The Campbeltown-Tarbert search area
risks becoming a continuous skyline of towers when seen from northern Arran. Issues of
cumulative impact will be important here.
David Bridge (01774) - I wish to object to the wind farm policy map which is referred to in
LDP6 and SG LDP REN 1 as it applies to Kintyre. The broad area of search is too large.
I consider that the Wind Farm Policy Map (about which there has been no previous
consultation) is unacceptable as it applies to Kintyre. The area shown as a broad area of
search for machines over 80 metres in height is far too large and ill-defined in respect of
landscape features. It could be argued that there are already quite enough wind farms
existing or consented in the peninsula. This broad area of search will bring about a
plethora of applications. Despite the current local plan have preferred areas of search for
wind farms there has been a rash of proposals over the last year including some which are
incredibly poorly - sited.
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The supplementary guidance (SG LDP REN 1) states that proposals will generally be
supported in the areas shown. Yet in the 2012 Argyll and Bute Wind Energy Capacity
Study there is specific reference to the "more complex smaller scale hills and occasional
narrow glens on the fringes of this broad upland plateau" as well as the "views to Arran
from the B8001". The map includes areas specifically referred to in the document as being
unsuitable.
A subsequent letter of objection from Scottish Natural Heritage to a proposed wind farm
also refers directly to land included in the broad areas of search in Kintyre: "We also advise
that the scale and design of this proposal cannot be accommodated in this sensitive pivotal
location at the north end of Kintyre without significant adverse impacts". The letter also
states that "the introduction of Freasdail will compromise the development pattern which
has been established on the Kintyre peninsula."
Scottish Planning Policy (189) says that planning authorities should set out a spatial
framework for wind farms. Surely including such areas already found unsuitable for
landscape or other reasons will create applications which will waste time for developers
and public authority officers. The guidance is also contained in other government guidance
notes. The point of a policy map is to clarify matters not to reintroduce uncertainty where
conclusions have already been reached.
The damaging effect of highly visible wind farms on the Kintyre peninsula is contrary to
Scottish planning policy and to the provisions of both the existing and proposed local plan.
In the supplementary guidance SG LDP REN 1 Wind Farm and Wind Turbine
Development over 50 metres there is specific reference to issues which must be
satisfactorily addressed, including "Landscape and townscape character, scenic quality,
and visual and general amenity" as well as "important tourist facilities, attractions or
routes". The map includes areas which would have severe negative impacts on these.
The broad area of search in Kintyre includes many parts of the peninsula which are very
visible from the national scenic area of Arran.
In the SPP guidance provided for preparing spatial frameworks for wind farms in stage 2
suggests that areas with potential constraints should be identified. Matters relating to
(amongst others): regional and local landscape and natural heritage designations; tourism
and recreational interests" are specifically mentioned. The broad areas of search in
Kintyre conflicts with this guidance.
Iain Logan (02020) - Although the RhunahaorineSSSI and the roosting lochs are protected,
the area between these sites is not. The geese have to make daily flights between these
two areas and I would like to see this flight area given the same level of protection.
Reason: To help protect the EC protected Greenland White Fronted Geese and to avoid
any expensive controversy should councillors support an application in this area that is
likely to be challenged by the European Commission.
Kathryn Logan (02022) - With regard to the Wind Farm Policy Map, I would like to see the
following changes:
1 The broad area of search in Kintyre should be narrowed so that the surrounding coastal
area from Westport to Tarbert, categorised as "Potentially Constrained Areas", should be
4500 metres wide i.e. the area of search should be limited to the spine of Kintyre. The
constrained area should also include the Kintyre glens, egBallochroy Glen and the tourist
route between Kennacraig Ferry Terminal and Claonaig Ferry Terminal.
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Justification: To avoid adverse visual impact and adverse changes to the landscape
character when wind farms are sited too close to the coastline eg as withTangy wind farm.
2 In North Kintyre, the area from Rhunhaorine to the hill lochs, i.e. from the coastal feeding
grounds of the over-wintering Greenland white-fronted geese, east and north- east to their
roosting lochs [protected under the Ramsar convention], should be categorised as
Protected Areas.
Justification: To protect the regular flight paths of the geese between their feeding grounds
and their roosting lochs.
Brian Sculthorpe (02051) - The existing Local Plan 2009 Wind Farm Policy Map shows
only a small 'Broad Area of Search' within the Kintyre Peninsula (yellow on map). The
Proposed Wind Farm Policy Map dramatically increases the 'Broad Are of Search' to
include virtually the whole spine of the Kintyre peninsula. Under Policy LDP6 the Council
will broadly support renewable energy developments within 'Broad Areas of Search'. In the
case of Kintyre these wind turbines could have a tip height of greater than 80 meters. This
proposed policy could lead to a significant increase in wind farms in Kintyre with
detrimental effects on tourism, environment and landscape.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 6 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - None stated see above.
LDP 6 - E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - LDP Recommended Change 2: Policy LDP 6
should refer to the Wind Farm Policy Mapand the map should be fully integrated into the
LDP’s Written Statement. Details ofthe methodology for preparing the map should be
provided, ideally via a three-stage map based approach.
LDP 6 - PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind Ltd (02129); LDP 6 - SSE (02128) - In
order to achieve a position whereby the policy would be in accordance with SPP, as well
as the Scottish Governments wider renewable energy policy framework, it is recommended
that the word 'unacceptable' is placed before the word "significant" within the 5th line of the
policy.
LDP 6 - Infinergy (01915) - None stated see above.
LDP 6 - Scottish Power (02127) - None stated see above.
LDP 6 - RWE npower Renewables (02126) - RWE NRL have the following suggestions to
improve the usability of this Map as a working policy document.
The Wind Farm Policy Map should include background mapping in order for the
different areas to be accurately defined. Without a background map the Map is a weak
working document for both wind farm developers and members of the public.
We suggest that the Map boundaries are ill defined, in part due to the absence of
background mapping, but also due to the scale used which lacks detail. We suggest that
that the finalised Wind Farm Policy Map should have background mapping at a helpful
scale, and be more detailed.
We suggest that once published the Wind Farm Policy Map should be available in GIS
format, in order for this to be a usable working document.
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LDP 6 - RES UK and Ireland Limited (01007)
1. Turbine heights should not be controlled in such a prescriptive manner; the landscape
and visual capacity for each project should be assessed as part of the development
management process, whilst considering the "Argyll and Bute Onshore Wind Landscape
Capacity Study" (LCS).
2. SNH areas of search for wild land should not be included within the areas requiring
significant protection. In addition, SG LDP ENV 9 should be amended so that development
within or adjacent to wild land should only be resisted by the Council where the effects on
the wild land are considered unacceptable for the development. It is for the determining
body to decide if those effects are acceptable or not considering all aspects of the
development. It is suggested that the following is incorporated into ENV 9 (as is currently
included at ENV 13) ‘unless it is adequately demonstrated that any significant adverse
effects on the wild land are clearly outweighed by social, economic or environmental
benefits of national or regional
importance’.
3. The spatial framework should be reconsidered in terms of the potentially constrained
areas identified, increasing the areas of search in some locations andat the very least give
recognition that sites within ‘potentially constrained areas’ will be determined upon their
own merits and the development tmanagement process used to assess whether a project
is acceptable, rather than a prejudice to development from the outset. Not taking this
approach may potentially cause confusion with the public and give false impressions as to
what areas might be developed.
4. It should be considered that it is for the decision maker to decide and justify on whether
those effectsof a development are acceptable in the planning balance. The wording
"satisfactorily addressed" should be removed.
LDP 6 – Banks Renewables (01905) - The second paragragh should be changed to say
over 50 metres and up to around 130 metres to tip. Reference to SG LDP REN 1 should
also be reworded to say the same.
Wind Farm Policy Map and its key also need changed to reflect this.
LDP 6 - RSPB (00040) - None stated see above and objection to SG LDP REN 1
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Broad Areas of Search should be consistent with
the advice contained in the Capacity Study.
There should be a cross-reference to the paragraph in the Capacity Study which explains
how this study should be used and its limitations. It should be made explicit that any map
can only be indicative, given the variation of sensitivity within landscape character types
and the constantly changing cumulative situation which will need to be re-evaluated.
To reflect the guidance in the Capacity Study, the extent of the Broad Areas of Search
should be graduated on the periphery in terms of colour from the Potentially Constrained
Zone with a reduced area of solid pure >80m and 50m - 80m zone colour. Alternatively
there should be a clear statement in the key to the map that the capacity for wind turbine
size is dictated by area of impact and not location, so the Broad Areas of Search are likely
to be smaller than depicted in the map.
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A statement should be included that Broad Areas of Search have not taken into account
any bird sensitivities (whether or not qualifying features of Special Protection Areas
elsewhere) which may in practice be a constraint on development. In particular any Golden
Eagle Core Territories located within the Broad Areas of Search should for policy purposes
be regarded as a Potentially Constrained Area instead.
We recommend the wind farm map is reviewed to take account of wild bird interests. In
doing so you may find the 2006 RSPB/SNH report Bird Sensitivity Map to provide
locational guidance for onshore wind farms in Scotland a useful tool to add the wild bird
constraint to the wind farm map. This will result in a map that guides developers to areas
which not only fits in with the Argyll & Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study (2012)
but also brings this part of the plan in line with the revised Habitat Regulations.
LDP 6 - Argyll Raptor Study Group (01928) - None stated.
LDP 6 - Damon Kenneil (02011) - Exclude from the map all parts of Kintyre North of
Tayinloan, and all parts of Knapdale between Kilberry and Torinturk.
LDP 6 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Reference to existing marine planning policy
Reference to relevant marine policy in Policy LDP 6
LDP 6 - The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - Local designations should also
be Protected Areas.
LDP 6 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166) - Suggested addition 1: Reference might be
made to frequency of viewing of wind turbines. While supporting the protection of wild
areas, the LDP might add that countryside close to main settlements is especially sensitive
because of the frequency with which turbines would be seen every day if they are visible
from near and in towns. That would be in keeping with the European Landscape
Convention (to which the UK is a signatory), with the Scottish Landscape Forum’s report
(2007) and with pages 16-17 of the Ironside Farrar Green Belt Landscape Study for Argyll
and Bute Council (2010).
Suggested addition 2: Give recognition to emerging new evidence and modify the LDP by
adapting the Wind Farm Policy Map area behind Helensburgh and Rhu to be entirely pale
blue (Protected Areas). Also, it is suggested that the land north of Rhu and Helensburgh up
to the boundary of the National Park, from Aldownick Glen in the west to the main road
from Helensburgh to Loch Lomond in the east be designated as Greenbelt and Local
Nature Conservation Site.
Suggested addition 3: More emphasis should be given to the matter of visibility of turbines
from other areas and authorities such as from across the Clyde and from the National
Park.
Suggested addition 4: The Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland has recently
Proposed adoption of "substantial" visual buffer zones between wind turbines and
protected areas such as National Parks, local landscape areas, Greenbelts and a list of
other valued land. That might be considered as a general policy by Argyll and Bute
Council.
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LDP 6 - Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - 1. At present most of the land behind
around Helensburgh and Rhu is designated as "Protected Area" (pale blue). It is proposed
that all land around and besideHelensburgh and Rhu be designated as "Protected Area".
2. Reference might also be made to the frequency-of-viewing test. Due to astute lobbying
as well as sound arguments, the move to protect wild areas has gathered pace. While
supporting that, we consider that it has overshadowed the extent to which turbines are
viewed by many people daily on sites close to settlements. Frequency of viewing might be
added to Policy LDP 6 as a strong criterion for refusing wind farms.
We support the policy advocated by the Association for the Protection of Rural Scotland to
adopt substantial visual buffer zones between wind turbines and protected areas such as
Green Belts
That might be included in Policy LDP 6, but with a minimum (but not a maximum) distance
between turbines and protected areas. That minimum might be 10 km.
ATTACHMENT: Attached to this submission are copies of pages 1 and 3 of the April2013
edition of the HGBG newsletter Greenery (No. 37) which are relevant to thistopic. They
assess the rapidly changing evidence about wind turbines and the potential relevance to
proposals for Helensburgh.
LDP 6 - Connel Community Council (00125) - Designation as a Protected Area on the wind
farm policy map of that area between Lochs Etive and Creran which is currently shown as
a Potentially Constrained Area.
Loch Awe Area
LDP 6 - Mr & Mrs Metcalfe (01748); Iain R Alexander (01755) 1. Removal of areas of search for wind farms around Loch Awe & Lochavich due to
adverse risks to health & environmental impacts.
2. Protection for existing BGS seismic monitoring stations from new wind farms within a
10km radius.
3. Revision of effects from permitted development applications by FCS for access routes to
wind farm developments.
LDP 6 - Mrs GH Dalton (01520) - Change the designation of the Inverliever ridge form a
potential constraint area within the Broad Area of Search to a Protected Area and enlarge
to each side of the actual ridge.
LDP 6 - Moira McClymont (02035) - Revise the area of search in line with the already
approved Argyll and Buteenergy landscape capacity study.
LDP 6 - Andrew Russell (02070) - I would like to see the Broad Area of Search in North
Kintyre made much smaller, so as to exclude land generally visible from coastal
settlements and from the Skipness Road. Land sloping generally down to the sea on either
side of the peninsular should be excluded. Cour should be the northern marker for
Windfarm development, and sites between it, Beinn an Tuirc and Deucheran Hill be used
as a model for future projects.
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LDP 6 - Agnes Wilkie (02099) - The wind farm policy map should clarify matters not
reintroduce the possibility of development to areas already indicated as unsuitable.
LDP 6 - Cameron McClymont (02033) - Wind farm policy map should be removed or
substantially revised
LDP 6 - Phil Connor (01963) - Change the Wind Farm Policy map to show areas for
development and increase the amount of protected areas around tourist routes and
properties. 'Potentially constrained' is a ridiculously vague statement which helps neither
developers or residents.
LDP 6 - John Cowan (01973) - None Stated see above.
LDP 6 - Alan Tait (02084); Julie Harper (01785); David Bridge (01774); Brian Sculthorpe
(02051) - A significant reduction in the size of the broad area, and turbine tip height
allowed on the Kintyre Peninsula as set out in the wind farm policy map.
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - The northernmost limits of the two
northern search areas should be drawn further south to increase the buffer between them
and the wild and mountain landscapes to their north and east.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Coriolis Energy (01968) - Policy LDP 6 states that the Council will support renewable
energy developments where these are consistent with the principles of sustainable
development and it can be adequately demonstrated that there is no significant adverse
effect. As such the policy is entirely consistent with the objectors interpretation of SPP.
Para 4.11.4 refers to potential adverse impacts in a generic sense, it will be the planning
assessment against Policy LDP 6 which will determine whether potential impacts are
significant adverse impacts or not.
E.ON Climate Renewables (01932); Infinergy (01915); RES UK and Ireland Limited
(01007) - Para 189 of Scottish Planning Policy (see core document: CD007) states
“Authorities may incorporate wind farms of less than 20 megawatts generating capacity in
their spatial framework if considered appropriate.” In the context of Argyll and Bute taking
to account both existing and potential renewable energy developments, and the Argyll and
Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study (WECS) (see core document: CD032)
which was used to develop the windfarm policy map the Council considered it appropriate
to extend the spatial framework to include proposals for windfarms which could have
outputs of less than 20 megawatts, as it considers that the impacts (particularly cumulative)
are influenced by turbine height, and number of turbines, and not the output from them.
E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - The wind farm policy map forms part of the proposals
maps for the Proposed Local Develepment Plan, and therefore forms an integral part of the
Local Development Plan as required by SPP Para 189.
The methodology for the spatial framework as detailed in the windfarm policy map is as set
out in paragraphs 189 to 191 of SPP and follows the approach as set out in the online
guidance: Process for preparing spatial frameworks for wind farms (see production:
PD087). In the interests of brevity the methodology is not set out in the LDP, although
reference to the LDP maps such as Our Outstanding Natural Environment, and Growing
our Economy Together will confirm the methodology used.
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The Council is keen to ensure that Argyll and Bute continues to make a positive
contribution to the renewable energy targets set by the Scottish Government and this is
stated in para 4.11.1 of the plan. However, these targets have changed from time to time,
and are set at a national level, acknowledgement of specific national targets for particular
periods of time, would add little to the positive framework set by the plan. Indeed the
online guidance: Process for preparing spatial frameworks for wind farms (see
production:PD087) states “No renewable energy targets have been set for local authority
areas and judgments about the proportionality of an authority’s contribution to the
achievement of national targets are not a relevant consideration”.
PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind Ltd (02129); SSE (02128); Infinergy (01915);
Scottish Power (02127) - The Council does not agree with the objectors assertion that
significant adverse effects will almost inevitably arise, nor that Para 187 to 191 of Scottish
Planning Policy seek to promote wind farm developments regardless of significant impacts.
Para 187 refers to “where….environmental and cumulative impacts can be satisfactorily
addressed” but it also refers in its concluding sentence to “the location of turbines should
be considered carefully to ensure that the landscape and visual impact is minimised. Para
190 refers to the extent of constraints and the factors which should be satisfactorily
addressed to enable development to take place, and Paragraph 191 which refers to areas
of search where there are no significant constraints still recognises that within these areas
site may be constrained by other natural heritage interests, including habitats of high
nature conservation value. Accordingly it is considered that SPP seeks to avoid windfarm
developments which would have a significant impact, and that where significant impacts
are identified through an EIA process that these are mitigated, such that their impacts are
no longer assessed as significant.
Scottish Power (02127) - The Council is keen to support community renewable
development initiatives and will seek to promote this through its renewable energy action
plan, however, the impacts on the wider environment from a community renewables
scheme is no different than a commercially promoted one. In planning policy terms it is
therefore not considered appropriate to make a distinction between the type of ownership
of proposed turbines.
RWE npower Renewables (02126); RES UK and Ireland Limited (01007) - The Council
welcomes the general support expressed for the Wind Farm Policy Map, the map has been
developed in accordance with SPP paras 189 to 191 and following the advice contained in
the online guidelines published by the Scottish Government. The protected areas
comprise the international and national designations such as SPA, SSSI and National
Scenic Areas, the Broad Areas of Search are those areas outwith the protected areas
which the Argyll and Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study (WECS), (see core
document: CD032) had identified as of medium sensitivity to large scale wind turbine
development , and the Potentially Constrained Areas include those landscape typologies
which the WECS assessed as being of high-medium or above sensitivity to large scale
wind turbine development, plus those landscape typologies which were of medium
sensitivity, but were included within a Tourism Development Area as defined by the
proposed local development plan. Tourism being one of the factors which the Scottish
Government’s online guidance requires to be taken into consideration when preparing
spatial development plans for wind turbines. In so doing the Council has sought to
recognise the significant economic contribution which both the renewable energy industry
and the tourist industry make to the economy of Argyll and Bute including the economic
advantages that sustainable growth in both of these industries can provide. This approach
is recognised in policy LDP 5 which seeks to support the development of new industry and
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business which helps deliver sustainable economic growth where both tourism and
renewables are identified as main potential growth sectors as well as the renewables policy
LDP 6. Supplementary Guidance also provides further advice on the factors which the
Council will take into consideration when assessing planning applications SG LDP REN1
and SG LDP REN 2 being the most relevant to wind turbine developments (see Core
Document: CD015) and confirms that proposals outwith Broad Areas of Search will be
subject to assessment for acceptability through the development management process. It
is SG LDP REN 1 which refers to "for all wind farms, regardless of scale, the issues raised
by the following must be satisfactorily addressed", and this follows the form of wording
recommended by the Reporters following the last Local Plan inquiry (see production:
PD277).
LDP 6 - RES UK and Ireland Limited (01007) - The identification of Areas Requiring
Significant Protection follows the methodology advocated in SPP 2010. The Council has
specifically not included SNH areas of search for wild land in this process. Closer
examination of the extant of existing international and national designations such as SPA,
SSSI, and National Scenic Areas and SNH’s proposed areas of search for wild land, will
reveal that those areas proposed as wild land in Argyll and Bute are almost entirely
comprised of one or more, of those designations which SPP para 189 states should be
used to define protected areas.
LDP 6 –Banks Renewables (01905) - In order to inform the assessment of wind turbine
applications and to guide the preparation of policy on such developments the Council
commissioned a landscape capacity study, the study assessed the sensitivity of
landscapes to accommodate four different windfarm/wind turbine typologies, these being
differentiated in terms of height of turbine to blade tip. The Argyll and Bute Landscape
Wind Energy Capacity Study (WECS), (see core document: CD032) seeks to develop an
approach to wind turbine developments which recognises the effect which cumulative
impacts, can have on the capacity of areas to accommodate them. By adopting an
approach based on scale of turbine relative to scale of landscape, and promoting a
consistent correlation between the two, greater capacity to accommodate them can be
achieved. This is reflected in the wind farm policy map which accompanies the Proposed
Local Development Plan, where the extent of the Broad Areas of Search for wind turbines
over 80 metres is greater than the broad areas of search in the Windfarm Policy Map which
accompanies the adopted Local Plan, and with an additional area identified, adjacent to
the Knapdale National Scenic area as a broad area of search for turbines between 50m
and 80m high.
The three stage approach advocated in SPP states in para 190 that planning authorities
should consider areas designated for their regional and local landscape or natural heritage
value, as well as tourism and recreation interests, and likely impacts on communities; it is
these factors which the council has taken in to consideration when designating the
potentially constrained areas.
LDP 6 - RSPB (00040); Scottish Natural Heritage (01587); Argyll Raptor Study Group
(01928); The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - The methodology for the
spatial framework as detailed in the windfarm policy map is as set out in paragraphs 189 to
191 of SPP and follows the approach as set out in the online guidance (see production:
PD087). The findings of Argyll and Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity Study (WECS),
(see core document: CD032) was one of the factors which was taken in to consideration in
defining the Broad Areas of Search, with those landscape typologies identified as medium
sensitivity or lower for turbines over 50 metre and over 80 metres to tip height, considered
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suitable for inclusion, further sieve mapping of potential constraints as advised by SPP
and online guidance (such as Tourist Development Areas)was then applied. In addition
those areas which have designations forming the criteria for identification as protected
areas are also excluded. This means that the Broad Areas of Search do not correspond
exactly with the landscape typologies identified as of lower sensitivity in the WECS, and
are smaller in extent. The windfarm policy map is intended to provide strategic guidance to
potential windfarm developers, any proposed development would be subject to much more
detailed assessment, including consideration against the more detailed landscape
sensitivities and descriptions contained within the WECS, where impacts on adjacent
landscape character types would be taken into consideration.
The windfarm policy map has sought to indicate where there are currently operational or
consented wind farms, the issue of cumulative impacts is currently under further
consideration, and the Council has commissioned a study which will help to inform this in
due course. The windfarm policy map will be reviewed and updated as part of the LDP
review process, in advance of this a Cumulative Impact Study and associated mapping
could be approved by the Council as a Technical Appendix, to be taken into consideration
when applications for windfarm/wind turbine development are made.
Neither the SPP or the on line guidance (see core document: CD007) permit areas of
search to be limited by the presence of non-designated natural heritage interests, which
are considered to be more appropriately dealt with at development management stage,
where mitigation measures might be appropriate. The duties of the Habitat Regulations
with regard to wild bird habitat will be addressed by the Council through its Habitats
Regulation Appraisal of Plans process, and are supported in this plan through Policy LDP 3
(see core document: CD012).
LDP 6 - Damon Kenneil (02011) - The Windfarm Policy Map reflects the advice and
guidance contained within SPP and the Scottish Governments Online guidance. It has
sought to recognise the importance of tourism to the Argyll and Bute economy by excluding
those areas identified as Tourism Development Areas in the Local Development Plan from
the Broad Areas of Search, as such an approach is permitted by the SPP. Much of the
acceptability of any development is based on individual design and sighting, the
supplementary guidance which accompanies this plan provides more detailed policies
which allow an assessment of these to be made as part of the development management
process.
LDP 6 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - While the draft National
Marine Plan and draft Offshore Regional Locational Guidance for marine renewables have
been considered when developing the Proposed LDP, these documents are still
undergoing public consultation by Scottish Government and are therefore not yet finalised
and approved. The only reference that can be added to section 4.12 (Policy LDP 6) is
Sectorial Marine Plan for Offshore Wind Energy in Scottish Waters, published in 2011
(Reference - BLUE SEAS – GREEN ENERGY A Sectorial Marine Plan for Offshore Wind
Energy in Scottish Territorial Waters (2011)). In terms of managing potential conflicts
between marine renewables and aquaculture development through proper planning
mechanisms, the LDP SG AQUA 1 considers the potential for new aquaculture
development to impact on areas of marine renewable resource or renewable development.
It would be for future regional marine plans to manage the potential conflict from marine
renewable development affecting aquaculture development or resource.
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LDP 6 - Helensburgh Study Group (00166); Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The
Local Development Plan policy on renewables and the Windfarm Policy Map reflects the
advice and guidance contained within SPP and the Scottish Government’s online
guidance. This specifically does not allow for additional constraints or buffer zones to be
identified beyond protected areas as advocated by the study group (00166). Many of the
issues raised concerning the acceptability of any specific development is based on
individual design and siting, and the supplementary guidance which accompanies this plan
provides more detailed policies which allow an assessment of these to be made as part of
the development management process, however issues such as efficacy of turbines in
terms of output or operational lifespan are not matters which the planning process is
designed to adjudicate.
Connel Community Council (00125); Mr & Mrs Metcalfe (01748); Mrs GH Dalton (01520);
Moira McClymont (02035); Andrew Russell (02070); Agnes Wilkie (02099); Cameron
McClymont (02033); Phil Connor (01963); John Cowan (01973); Alan Tait (02084); Julie
Harper (01785); The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375); Iain R Alexander
(01755); David Bridge (01774); Tony Dalton (00837); Mr & Mrs C & J Haxton (01993); Iain
Logan (02020); Kathryn Logan (02022); Brian Sculthorpe (02051) - The council has
developed the renewable energy policy and the WindfarmPolicy Map in accord with the
SPP and online guidance from the Scottish Government. It has taken into account those
factors which the SPP and online guidance recommend be used when preparing a spatial
strategy for windfarms with regard to the identification of Protected Areas, Potentially
Constrained Areas, and Broad Areas of Search. Some of the issues raised, such as the
efficacy of turbines, and their effect on public heath are beyond the scope of the planning
system or the LDP process. Many of the issues raised by objectors have been taken in to
consideration as far as they are able, or are more appropriately dealt with through the
development management process, where detailed assessment of impacts can be
assessed, and alternatives and mitigation measures can be fully explored. The
Supplementary Guidance (see CD016) which accompanies this plan contains more
detailed policy guidance which can be used to assess proposals for wind turbine
development together with other material considerations such as the detailed technical
advice on landscape provided by the Argyll and Bute Landscape Wind Energy Capacity
Study(core document: CD032).
Conclusions
In view of all the above the Council recommends that no modification to the proposed LDP
be undertaken as a result of these objections made to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. A new version of Scottish Planning Policy was published in the course of this
examination. It re-iterates the Scottish Ministers’ strong support for additional electricity
generation from renewable sources. However, the detailed approach which it indicates
should be taken in development plans, particularly in defining a spatial framework
identifying those areas that are likely to be most appropriate for onshore wind farms, differs
in significant respects from that endorsed in the previous version of Scottish Planning
Policy which was current when the proposed local development plan was prepared.
2. I therefore invited all those who had made representations on this issue to submit their
observations on the implications which arise from the new Scottish Planning Policy for this
aspect of the local development plan.
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3. While a number referred to particular concerns, some, including the council, pointed out
that the approach which had been adopted to preparing the plan’s ‘wind farm policy map’
was now inconsistent with Scottish Planning Policy, as were the three categories of areas
identified through that approach. So the map in the proposed plan shows ‘Broad Areas of
Search’, ‘Protected Areas’ and ‘Potentially Constrained Areas’, whereas Scottish Planning
Policy now states that the spatial framework should identify ‘Areas where wind farms will
not be acceptable’, ‘Areas of significant protection’, and ‘Areas with potential for wind farm
development’.
4. As noted above, some of the factors to be taken into account in preparing the spatial
framework are also different. For example these now include the areas of wild land shown
on maps published by Scottish Natural Heritage in 2014, whereas there is no reference to
green belts, or to ‘areas where the limits of cumulative impact have been reached’, as
being relevant criteria for that purpose.
5. In its observations, the council stated:
“The publication of the new SPP in June 2014 means that both the policy LDP6 and the
Wind Farm Policy Map as proposed are no longer consistent with the latest Government
Policy in relation to renewables.
With regard to policy LDP 6, this is a strategic policy which seeks to provide a positive
framework to support the assessment of proposals for renewable energy developments. It
is considered to be generally consistent with the aims of SPP 2014, however some of the
terminology used in the policy would require to be amended to reflect those used in SPP
2014. In particular, reference in the second paragraph of LDP 6 to a spatial development
strategy would require to be changed to Spatial Framework. The references to Broad
Areas of Search, Protected Areas, and Potentially Constrained Areas in this paragraph, will
also need to be replaced with: Areas where wind farms will not be acceptable, Areas of
significant protection, and Areas which may have potential for wind farm development.
The wind farm policy map currently referred to in the Local Development Plan Written
Statement as spatial development strategy, will need to be re-formatted as a spatial
framework adopting the methodology set out in Table 1, Spatial Frameworks, of SPP
2014. These new categories of area will require amendments to be made to the Wind
Farm Policy Map if it were to be included within the proposed local development plan as a
Spatial Framework.
The methodology for developing spatial frameworks as set out in table 1 of SPP 2014
makes reference to a number of criteria for the identification of areas of significant
protection including the 2014 SNH map of Wild Land Areas; and mapping of carbon rich
soils, deep peat, and priority peatland habitat currently being prepared by SNH, which were
not available at the time of preparation of the LDP’s Wind Farm Policy Map. The SPP also
introduces community separation for consideration of visual impact as one of the criteria to
be used in the identification of areas of significant protection. This requires planning
authorities to determine the extent of this area (up to 2km) based on landform and other
features restricting views out from settlements. The Local Development Plan identifies 151
settlements and further survey work will be required in order to identify the appropriate
visual envelope around settlements.
The work required to develop the Spatial Framework for wind farm developments will take
some time, and is considered likely to give rise to a number of mapping changes to the
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Wind Farm Policy Map. Consequently the council considers that the map may require to
be removed from the Local Development Plan, and would propose that a new Spatial
Framework be progressed as part of a suite of new supplementary guidance on renewable
energy reflecting paragraphs 152 to 174 of SPP 2014. In addition to the Spatial
Framework, the council would also undertake to review the existing proposed
supplementary guidance policies on renewable energy developments. These would be
published along with the Spatial Framework and consultation carried out on them in order
that they be progressed as statutory Supplementary Guidance as soon as practicable,
following adoption of the Local Development Plan.
To reflect SPP 2014 and to provide criteria against which wind farm developments may be
assessed in the interim whilst the Spatial Framework and revised Supplementary Guidance
policy is developed, modification of Policy LDP 6 with revised terminology in line with Table
1: Spatial Frameworks and those criteria advocated in para 169 of SPP may be
appropriate. Additionally in order to address the environmental, landscape, and cumulative
impact considerations referred to in paragraphs 163 and 169 of SPP 2014, the council
also considers reference Technical Note such as the Argyll and Bute Wind Energy
Capacity Study, and forthcoming Cumulative Impact Studies in LDP 6 could be made. An
example of a possible modified LDP 6 policy which the council considers may be
appropriate is attached. This has been reviewed in terms of the requirements of SEA and
HRA and it is believed the same conclusions as those assessed would apply.”
6. I agree that this course of action is now both necessary and appropriate to ensure that
the proposed plan properly reflects the current approach advocated by Scottish Planning
Policy. Given that this will entail the deletion of the wind farm policy map from the local
development plan, and that the replacement spatial framework will be prepared on a
different basis and be the subject to separate community engagement before its adoption
as supplementary guidance, it is no longer appropriate for me to address the specific
concerns which relate to that map or to the basis for its preparation. However it will be
appropriate for the planning authority to take these into account in preparing the revised
spatial framework.
7. It does remain appropriate, however, for me to address those concerns raised in
representations which relate to the terms of Policy LDP 6 and its associated text. I do so in
the context of the revised wording of the policy suggested by the council in its further
submission to me, as set out below:
“The Council will support renewable energy developments where these are consistent with
the principles of sustainable development and it can be adequately demonstrated that
there is no significant adverse effect, including cumulative impacts, on local communities,
natural and historic environments, landscape character, visual amenity and are
compatible with adjacent land uses.
The Council has undertaken to prepare a spatial framework for wind farms and wind
turbine developments over 50 metres high in line with SPP 2014. This will identify:
 Areas where wind farms will not be acceptable
 Areas of significant protection
 Areas which may have potential for wind farm development.
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All applications for wind turbine developments will be assessed against the following
criteria:
• net economic impact, including local and community socio-economic benefits such
as employment, associated business and supply chain opportunities;
• the scale of contribution to renewable energy generation targets;
• effect on greenhouse gas emissions;
• cumulative impacts arising from all of the considerations below;
• impacts on communities and individual dwellings, including visual impact, residential
amenity, noise and shadow flicker;
• landscape and visual impacts, including effects on wild land;
• effects on the natural heritage, including birds;
• impacts on carbon rich soils, using the carbon calculator;
• public access, including impact on long distance walking and cycling routes and
those scenic routes identified in the NPF;
• impacts on the historic environment, including scheduled monuments, listed
buildings and their settings;
• impacts on tourism and recreation;
• impacts on aviation and defence interests and seismological recording;
• impacts on telecommunications and broadcasting installations, particularly ensuring
that transmission links are not compromised;
• impacts on road traffic;
• impacts on adjacent trunk roads;
• effects on hydrology, the water environment and flood risk;
• the need for conditions relating to the decommissioning of developments, including
ancillary infrastructure, and site restoration;
• opportunities for energy storage; and
• the need for a robust planning obligation to ensure that operators achieve site
restoration.
Development proposals are also expected to be consistent with all other LDP policies and
Supplementary Guidance (SG) and Technical Notes where relevant. In particular, SG LDP
Renewables provides further details on how we will assess proposals for renewable energy
developments and associated infrastructure connected with the delivery of this policy.
SG LDP Renewables will include:
Spatial Framework for Wind Farms;
Heat mapping;
Supplementary Guidance Policy on the following:
- Wind Farm and Wind Turbine Development over 50 metres high.
- Wind Turbine development up to 50 metres high.
- Other (Non-Wind) Forms of Renewable Energy Related Development;
And may also include Supplementary Guidance on
– Spheres of Influence related to Offshore renewable energy
– Lorn Arc Offshore renewable energy related investment area.”
8. The thrust of Scottish Planning Policy remains one of seeking that development plans
should provide positive support for renewable energy developments while having due
regard to their impacts. I consider that this is clearly reflected in the suggested revised
terms of Policy LDP 6 which provides support where it can be adequately demonstrated
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that there is no significant adverse effect, including cumulative impacts, on local
communities, natural and historic environments, landscape character, and visual amenity
and are compatible with adjacent land uses.
9. I agree that it is also appropriate, as the council has suggested, that the revised policy
should reflect the considerations now listed in Scottish Planning Policy as being among the
criteria which are likely to be taken into account in assessing specific proposals. The
policy also makes clear that the effects of particular proposals on bird interests, as part of
the natural heritage of Argyll and Bute, require to be taken into account, as would the
effects on local residents and communities, valued local landscapes and seismic
monitoring stations, all of which have been referred to in representations.
10. However, in relation to applications for particular proposals, it will be for the decision
maker to assess the acceptability of any of these, or other, effects, and this should be
reflected in the wording of the policy. A minor change to the wording of the policy (that
there ‘would be’ no unacceptable significant adverse effect, rather than that there ‘is’ no
significant adverse effect) would also clarify that account would be taken of any actions or
measures to address any such effects which are incorporated as an integral part of a
specific scheme.
11. To avoid confusion, I consider that it would be more appropriate for the fourth
paragraph of the ‘Justification’ text to reflect the terms of the policy, by referring to
protecting against ‘unacceptable significant adverse effects’ rather than ‘potential adverse
impacts’. I find that there is no need to modify any of the other ‘Justification’ text in section
4.11, other than to reflect the appropriate approach to the role of supplementary guidance
(see Issue ISS615 and the modifications recommended there).
12. I note that the new version of Scottish Planning Policy does not repeat the previous
statement that a "planning authority should support the development of wind farms in
locations where the technology can operate efficiently and environmental and cumulative
impacts can be satisfactorily addressed". It now states that: “Development plans should
seek to ensure an area’s full potential for electricity and heat from renewable sources is
achieved, in line with national climate change targets, giving due regard to relevant
environmental, community and cumulative impact considerations.” I consider that the
suggested revised Policy LDP6 is consistent with that approach.
13. I am also satisfied that it remains appropriate for the council’s strategy to focus on the
number and height of the turbines in a proposed development, rather than on its potential
output in terms of electricity generation. Although the benefits can be reflected in its
generating capacity, the scope for potentially significant adverse effects relates principally
to the height and number of turbines. I note that this approach is consistent with the latest
version of Scottish Planning Policy, which confirms that it is for the development plan to
indicate the minimum scale of onshore wind development to which their spatial framework
is intended to apply, and cites an example in a national park which refers to developments
of more than one turbine of over 30 metres in height. There is no evidence before me to
indicate that it would be inappropriate for the spatial framework for Argyll and Bute to relate
to wind turbines of a height other than over 50 metres.
14. Given the supportive policy of the proposed plan, reference to the Scottish
Government’s target for renewable energy generation is not required, as that is a national
target and is also one that has been evolving. There is no support in Scottish Planning
Policy, however, for the benefits and effects arising from community wind farm projects to
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be assessed on a different basis from other developments, simply on account of the nature
of their ownership.
15. In line with the latest version of Scottish Planning Policy, the new spatial framework to
be prepared as supplementary guidance should incorporate wild land, as shown on maps
published in 2014 by Scottish Natural Heritage, within ‘areas of significant protection’. In
assessing the merits of any particular wind farm proposal made in the meantime, the
location within an identified area of wild land would therefore be an important material
consideration.
16. On the other hand, areas designated for their regional and local landscape or natural
heritage value were factors which the previous version of Scottish Planning Policy had
stated were to be taken into account in identifying ‘Areas Requiring Significant Protection’.
They are not referred to in the latest version and are therefore unlikely to be included in the
spatial framework other than as ‘areas with potential for wind farm development’. Neither is
landscape capacity identified as a criterion to be used in preparing the spatial framework.
However the suggested revised Policy LDP6 would still require all applications for wind
turbine developments to be assessed in relation to their impact on the landscape and on
natural heritage interests, including birds.
17. Supplementary guidance, once adopted, forms part of the development plan along
with, but not as part of, the local development plan. The latest version of Scottish Planning
Policy requires that the spatial framework should be part of the development plan, but does
not specify that it should be part of the local development plan. I am therefore satisfied
that the pragmatic approach suggested by the council for its preparation and adoption as
part of supplementary guidance is appropriate.
18. As the national and regional marine plans are yet to be finalised, I accept that it is not
inappropriate that this version of the local development plan does not include direct
references to them in relation to offshore renewables. The relationship between marine
and terrestrial planning will be important for managing potential conflicts between offshore
renewables and aquaculture development, and my conclusions at Issues ISS602, ISS607
and ISS614 are also relevant to this matter.
19. The latest version of Scottish Planning Policy retains, for spatial frameworks, two
kilometres as the maximum separation distance from cities, towns and villages, although
these are now to be restricted to those which are identified on the local development plan
with an identified settlement envelope or edge. I note that none of the broad areas of
search identified on the proposed wind farm policy map were within any part of the
Helensburgh and Lomond area. The extent to which ‘areas with potential for wind farm
development’ may be identified there will emerge through the preparation of the revised
spatial framework which is to form supplementary guidance. It is not the role of this
examination to consider the merits or otherwise of particular proposals.
20. The Scottish Government’s priority and support for the growth of renewable energy
generation, and the expectations on the planning system, are clearly set out in Scottish
Planning Policy. Subject to minor amendments, the suggested revised policy is consistent
with that approach, and its commitment to the preparation of a spatial framework as part of
supplementary guidance will ensure that the provisions of the development plan as a whole
are up-to-date and consistent with Scottish Planning Policy. While providing strong
support for onshore wind farm developments, it also confirms that these should take place
in appropriate locations and recognises that there are a range of potentially significant
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adverse impacts which should be avoided and could give rise to particular local concerns
which may prevail.
21. The amended references to supplementary guidance which I have recommended
within this policy are consistent with those modifications recommended at Issue ISS615 for
other parts of the local development plan.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. Deleting the Wind Farm Policy Map
2. Replacing Policy LDP 6 with:
“The Council will support renewable energy developments where these are consistent with
the principles of sustainable development and it can be adequately demonstrated that
there would be no unacceptable significant adverse effects, whether individual or
cumulative, including on local communities, natural and historic environments, landscape
character and visual amenity, and that the proposals would be compatible with adjacent
land uses.
A spatial framework for wind farms and wind turbine developments over 50 metres high in
line with Scottish Planning Policy will be prepared as supplementary guidance. This will
identify:




Areas where wind farms will not be acceptable
Areas of significant protection
Areas which may have potential for wind farm development.

All applications for wind turbine developments will be assessed against the following
criteria:
• net economic impact, including local and community socio-economic benefits such
as employment, associated business and supply chain opportunities;
• the scale of contribution to renewable energy generation targets;
• effect on greenhouse gas emissions;
• cumulative impacts arising from all of the considerations below;
• impacts on communities and individual dwellings, including visual impact,
residential amenity, noise and shadow flicker;
• landscape and visual impacts, including effects on wild land;
• effects on the natural heritage, including birds;
• impacts on carbon rich soils, using the carbon calculator;
• public access, including impact on long distance walking and cycling routes and
those scenic routes identified in the NPF;
• impacts on the historic environment, including scheduled monuments, listed
buildings and their settings;
• impacts on tourism and recreation;
• impacts on aviation and defence interests and seismological recording;
• impacts on telecommunications and broadcasting installations, particularly
ensuring that transmission links are not compromised;
• impacts on road traffic;
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• impacts on adjacent trunk roads;
• effects on hydrology, the water environment and flood risk;
• the need for conditions relating to the decommissioning of developments, including
ancillary infrastructure, and site restoration;
• opportunities for energy storage; and
• the need for a robust planning obligation to ensure that operators achieve site
restoration.
Further information and detail on matters relating to the growth of renewables, including a
spatial framework for onshore wind energy developments, will be provided in
supplementary guidance.”
3. In the first sentence of paragraph 4.11.4, replacing ‘potential adverse impacts’ with
‘unacceptable significant adverse effects’.
4. At section 4.12, amending the reference to Scottish Planning Policy from paragraphs
182 to 185, to paragraphs 152 to 174.
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ISS600

Policy LDP - STRAT1 – Sustainable Development

Development plan
reference:

Policy LDP - STRAT1 – Sustainable
Development

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
E.ON Climate Renewables (01932)
PI Renewables Ltd (01934)
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129)
CALA Homes (West) (01870)
Scottish Power (02127)
Fiona Baker (01895);
Infinergy (01915)
SSE (02128)
Coriolis Energy (01968)
Provision of the
development plan
Policy LDP - STRAT1 – Sustainable Development
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP STRAT 1 - E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - The objector contends that a new
additional criterion should be considered that refers to an in-principle support for
development of wind farms in locations where the technology can operate efficiently and
environmental and cumulative impacts can be satisfactorily addressed on a proposal
specific basis. This would be in general accordance with paragraph 187 of SPP.
LDP STRAT 1 - PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind Ltd (02129); SSE (02128) - The
objectors contend that in terms of policy criterion E, it is recommended that there should
not be a policy presumption against the use of locally important good quality agricultural
land but that the presumption should be against development that would sterilise good
quality agricultural land. The Objector recommends that this is integrated within a redrafting of this policy criterion.
LDP STRAT 1 - CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector contends that this policy
needs to acknowledge that sustainable development, accessible by public transport, can
be delivered equally on both brownfield and greenfield land. Accessibility is about location
and not the nature of the site to be developed.
Sustainable development is about locations which have walkable distances to local
services and amenities (1,600m or no more than 20 minute walk) and the presence of bus
services within 400m of the new development.
LDP STRAT 1 - Scottish Power (02127) - The objector contends that clarity is required on
the commitment to "avoid the use of locally important good quality agricultural land". In
particular, we would point out that an onshore windfarm typically takes no more than 2% of
total land within its boundaries, but can add significantly to the economic sustainability of
an agricultural unit. We also note and welcome in principle the requirement to complete a
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sustainability check list. But we would argue that the draft checklist is flawed in that it
addresses only local issues. This would automatically prejudice projects which are
designed to produce national/international environmental and social benefits such as large
scale renewable energy development whose prime purpose is to mitigate climate change.
A checklist which examined local, regional, national and international aspects of
sustainable development would be more valuable. (These comments also apply to Policy
LDP 10 - Maximising our resources and reducing our consumption).
LDP STRAT 1 - Fiona Baker (01895) - The Objector contends that this policy is
contravened by the proposals for Helensburgh and Lomond in particular points b, c, e, g, h
and i. The LDP does not avoid agricultural land or avoid recreational space or respect
landscape character and built environment.
LDP STRAT 1 - Infinergy (01915) - The objector contends that part (e) of the policy states
that Argyll and Bute Council are to adopt avoiding "the use of locally important good quality
agricultural land" as a determination consideration. We would seek a caveat to this, as
whilst preserving good quality agricultural land is important, it must be weighed up against
competing needs and as such ‘locally important’ land should not necessarily be given
precedent over development which might be in the national interest. Further, it is not stated
or cross-referenced to what constitutes "locally important good quality agricultural land".
Whilst we do not disagree that important agricultural land should be preserved, we believe
that simply because a seemingly arbitrary classification is awarded to it, this should not
preclude its development where appropriate.
The objector further contends in relation to part (h), this contains one of a number of
instances throughout the Proposed LDP and the Supplementary Guidance relating to the
use of the term "significant adverse effects". Part (h) states that Argyll and Bute Council
would adhere to the principal of avoiding "significant adverse impacts on biodiversity,
natural and built heritage resources" when considering development proposals. Whilst this
is perhaps an understandable stance to take, the word ‘significant’ should not be employed
within a planning context. Given that many developments, wind energy in particular, will be
supplemented by EIA, then the inevitable consequence of an Environmental Statement
(ES) is that some effects will be significant, particularly relating to landscape and visual
assessment. This is inevitable given that an ES provides evidence based on the ‘worst
case’ scenario, and in landscape and visual terms this is based on an assumption that the
visual impact of a wind farm is negative when in fact the concept is subjective.
In this regard it is worth noting Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning Act (Scotland)
1997, which states that a decision by the Planning Authority must be made in
accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations suggest otherwise.
This suggests that in essence, the skill of the planner should be to weigh up the
competing positive and negative aspects of any development proposal and apportion an
appropriate weight to these aspects when making a decision.
As such, the use of the term ‘significant’ within Policy LDP Strat 1 and throughout
The Proposed LDP and Supplementary Guidance is misleading and when taken in the
context of EIA does not allow a planner to comply with the spirit of Section 25 of The
Town and Country Planning Act (Scotland) 1997.
LDP STRAT 1 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The objector contends that in Paragraph 1.6.1 of
the LDP Written Statement an additional central challenge facing Argyll & Bute should be
included - ‘help support the transition to a low carbon economy’.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP STRAT 1 - E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - The Objector recommends that
Policy LDP STRAT 1 should make reference to an in principle support for development of
wind farms in locations where the technology can operate efficiently and environmental
and cumulative impacts can be satisfactorily addressed.
LDP STRAT 1 - PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind Ltd (02129) - The objector
requests that the presumption should be against development that would sterilise good
quality agricultural land and that this is integrated within a re-drafting of this policy criterion.
LDP STRAT 1 - CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector recommends that criterion b)
of this Policy is amended as follows
Criteria b) Make efficient use of available vacant and/or derelict land including appropriate
buildings or make efficient use of greenfield land in an accessible location close to existing
facilities and infrastructure.
The objector further recommends that the following concluding sentence is added to this
Policy as follows: The Council will consider the development of both brownfield and
greenfield sites so long as it meets the sustainable development principles set out in this
policy and accords with other relevant LDP polices.
LDP STRAT 1 - Scottish Power (02127) - The checklist needs to examine local, regional,
national and international aspects of sustainable development would to make it more
valuable.
LDP STRAT 1 - Fiona Baker (01895) - None stated.
LDP STRAT 1 - Infinergy (01915) - The objector requests an amendment to point (e), or
justificationtext which states:
"Avoid the use of locally important good quality agricultural land (inserting appropriate
cross reference to definition of locally important) unless there is considered to be an
alternative land use which offers equal or greater sustainablebenefits".
The objector further requests that within Policy LDP STRAT 1, the words "significant
adverse impacts" are removed and replaced by "unacceptable effects". This should apply
to the Proposed LDP and Supplementary Guidance in their entirety.
LDP STRAT 1 - SSE (02128) - The objector contends that the presumption should be
against development that would sterilise good quality agricultural land.
LDP STRAT 1 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The objector requests that in Paragraph 1.6.1 of
the LDP Written Statement an additional central challenge facing Argyll & Bute should be
included - ‘help support the transition to a low carbon economy’.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
E.ON Climate Renewables (01932) - The Council does not wish to address the needs of
specific developments through LDP STRAT 1. Detailed policy advice for on-shore wind is
dealt with through LDP Policy 5 and 6 together with associated SG. (Core Documents
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CD012 and CD015)
LDP STRAT 1 - CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The Council is keen to encourage a
sustainable approach to development, and while it accepts that sustainable locations can
be those which are accessible by public transport, and are within walking distance to local
services and facilities, however, it considers that for the most part, brownfield sites are
more likely to meet these criteria than greenfield locations. Land is a finite resource, and
previously developed brownfield land should where possible be considered in advance of
greenfield sites.
LDP STRAT 1 - Scottish Power (02127) - The Council considers that LDP STRAT 1 and its
associated criteria takes into account local, regional, national and international impacts and
as such cannot support any amendment to the policy as a result of this representation.
LDP STRAT 1 - Fiona Baker (01895) - The Council rejects the arguments put forward by
the Objector in terms of STRAT 1 and criteria b, c, e, g, h and I in relation to the
development proposals for Helensburgh and Lomond.
Taking each criteria in turn the Council has a presumption in favour for development in the
settlement areas subject to the satisfaction of all relevant policies and SG of the Proposed
LDP. This includes taking forward new development on derelict sites and the re-use of
derelict buildings. The need to identify locations on greenfield sites adjacent to the
boundary of existing settlements has been done in order to fulfil the housing requirements
as set out in the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc. Ref:
CD008) that has been formally approved by the Scottish Government. The inclusion of
these allocations will help to grow the main population centres of Helensburgh and
Cardross that have a range of services available including retail, schools, health centres,
libraries etc. All of the allocations in the plan are within easy walking distance of these
types of facilities and close to public transport corridors including rail lines/stations and bus
routes. The allocations are also located in locations where adequate infrastructure is in
place for water and sewerage facilities and avoid designated sites for nature. In addition,
the chosen sites respect the landscape character of the area, avoid areas at risk of
flooding and achieve sufficient economies of scale to deliver much needed affordable
housing in the local area.
In terms of criteria e) wherever possible the Council has tried to avoid the loss of good
agricultural land but when considering new development. For example, housing
Allocations in Helensburgh and Lomond are located on the brownfield Hermitage site, the
Helensburgh Golf Course, the former Dobbie’s garden centre site at Ardencaple and at
Blairvaddach utilising a predominately brownfield site and historic house. There are
however insufficient sites available in the Helensburgh and Lomond area to meet the
requirements of the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (Core Doc. Ref:CD008) and
regrettably a number of greenfield sites with current agricultural use are required to be
allocated for housing. LDP STRAT 1 consequently seeks to take a balanced view taking
all of the criteria listed when decisions are taken on the acceptability or otherwise of a
proposal. On this occasion the Council made the decision that in order to help achieve a
number of the Key Objectives of the plan including A and F together with meeting the
requirements of our agreed housing targets with the Scottish Government,locally important
agricultural land will have to be developed on this occasion.
LDP STRAT 1 - Infinergy (01915); SSE (02128); PI Renewables Ltd (01934); Burcote Wind
Ltd (02129); SSE (02128) - The Council wishes to point out that LDP STRAT 1 does not
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include the words presumption against and can see no advantage in referring to the term
“sterilise” in criteria e) that deals with agricultural land. The Council is also mindful of the
limited amount of land taken up through on shore wind energy developments and also
acknowledges that the development of on-shore wind can help support the viability of
agricultural units in Argyll and Bute. That said, the Council cannot support any amendment
to e) on the basis of this objection.
LDP STRAT 1 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The Council considers that the inclusion of the
words “reducing our carbon footprint” is sufficient with regard to the challenges we face in
delivering sustainable development as such cannot support any amendment to LDP
STRAT1 as a result of this proposed objection and suggested amendment to the LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The specific wording of this policy, which states that when considering proposals the
council shall adhere to the specified principles, conveys a stricter approach than the one
set out in the associated text, and in the planning authority’s response to these
representations. It appears to me that the thrust of this policy is to ensure, in the interests
of sustainable development, that developers should seek to align their proposal with each
of these potential indicators of sustainable development, and to confirm that the planning
authority will use that same framework to assess the merits of each proposal.
2. However the proposed plan, by incorporating a specific policy relating to renewable
energy developments, recognises that securing developments which will help to achieve
the ‘key challenges’ which are also set out in the plan, such as reversing population
decline, meeting housing needs, and mitigating the impact of climate change, may involve
supporting developments which are not wholly consistent with every one of these
indicators where adverse impacts are judged not to be significant. I agree that the plan’s
own proposals for housing around Helensburgh, and in other locations, illustrate this. (See
Issues ISS100 to ISS123 for the examination of specific unresolved issues relating to the
Helensburgh and Lomond area.)
3. Given the statutory duty on planning authorities, when determining applications for
planning permission, to have regard to other material considerations as well as to the
relevant provisions of the development plan, I consider that the wording of Policy LDP
STRAT 1 is inappropriately restrictive and, therefore, potentially mis-leading. Accordingly
I consider that it should be modified. This should not make it less effective.
4. Given the role of Policy LDP STRAT 1, it would also be inappropriate to include any
additional criteria in this policy which would relate specifically to renewable energy
developments. I am also satisfied that there would be no need to amend the principle
regarding the use of locally important good quality agricultural land, or to confirm explicitly
that developments on greenfield sites may be found acceptable. I also find that the
reference to avoiding significant adverse impacts on biodiversity, natural and built heritage
resources is appropriate and does not require to be altered.
5. I consider that in highlighting the principle of maximising the opportunities for reducing
our carbon footprint, the policy already provides for benefits which are of a national or
international scale to be taken into account.
6. The plan already identifies “mitigate and adapt to the growing impacts of climate change
in an affordable way at local level” as one of the key challenges facing Argyll and Bute.
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However, the suggested reference also to helping to support the transition to a low carbon
economy would be appropriate in highlighting the implications for the local economy. This
would be consistent with Scottish Planning Policy and the National Planning Framework.
7. I consider that the use of supplementary guidance to provide advice for developers on
the preparation of sustainable development checklists is appropriate and that the reference
in paragraph 1.8.2 is sufficient.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. Modify Policy LDP STRAT 1 by replacing the first sentence with: “In preparing new
development proposals, developers should seek to demonstrate the following sustainable
development principles, which the planning authority will also use in deciding whether or
not to grant planning permission: ”.
2. Modify paragraph 1.6.1 by inserting “to support the transition to a low carbon economy;”
after “…population;”
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ISS601

LDP – DM1 - Development within the Development Management
Zones

Development plan
reference:

LDP – DM1- Development within the
Development Management Zones

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129)
CALA Homes (West) (01870)
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375)
George Paton (01776)
Sportscotland (01865)
Scottish Power (02127)
SSE (02128)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167)
Scottish Sea Farms (00920)
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
RSPB (00040)
(See also Strategic ISS402 that deals with objections raised to renewables)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129) - Insofar as this policy addresses 'Very Sensitive Countryside'
BWL supports the position that renewable energy related development is to be encouraged
within Very Sensitive Countryside. The objector also considers that Area Capacity
Evaluations would not be appropriate to undertake for wind energy development that is
subject to Environmental Impact Assessment.
CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector contends that this policy needs to
acknowledge the requirements set out in Scottish Planning Policy (SPP). SPP requires
local development plans to …identify the housing land requirement and allocate a range of
sites which are effective or capable of becoming effective to meet these requirements up to
year 10 beyond the predicted year of plan adoption, ensuring a minimum of 5 years
effective land supply at all times. Local development plans outwith city regions should also
provide an indication of the possible scale and location of housing land up to year 20
(paragraph 73). Further, planning authorities should ensure …supply of effective land for
at least 5 years should be maintained at all times (paragraph 75).
SPP also requires that green belt …inner boundaries should not be drawn too tightly
around the urban edge, but where appropriate should create an area suitable for planned
development between the existing settlement edge and green belt boundary (paragraph
162). The Council therefore needs to acknowledge SPP’s policy requirements in setting
out the policy framework in Policy LDP DM1.
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - The objector contends that it is
inconsistent to describe areas as ''very sensitive countryside" with, as stated in the
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glossary, "extremely limited ability to successfully absorb development" but then to state
that within such areas "encouragement (my emphasis) shall be given to" renewable energy
and telecommunication development, even with the weasel qualification "on appropriate
sites".
George Paton (01776) - The objector contends that the inclusion of the sentence "There is
a presumption against development that seeks to extend an existing settlement into the
Countryside Zone." is unnecessary and it removes the test of appropriateness otherwise
available when assessing development against policy LDP DM1 (E). If the sentence is to
be retained it is therefore becomes incumbent on the Planning Authority to publish the
criteria against which settlement boundaries are assessed and defined.
This assessment and application needs to be undertaken and published for all settlement
boundaries. This assessment would then demonstrate that the defined boundaries are
justifiable, defendable and also illustrate what visual or environment harm would be caused
by development outwith the defined boundaries. The inclusion of the above sentence
removes the ability of any prospective developer to challenge the settlement boundary line
without being given the defence "is it where it is", all boundaries need to be clear and well
defined. Clarity and openness of the decision process is required.
Sportscotland (01865) - The objector considers that clause (F) applying to very sensitive
countryside should be amended to allow for outdoor sport and recreation development
compatible with and requiring a specific location within this zone. This would bring the
policy into line with the policy intent of the SPP which advocates a positive approach to
new development in rural areas and the need to encourage growth and diversification. It
would also bring the policy into line with the approach taken in clause (G) of Policy DM1
which recognises the locational needs of some forms of outdoor sport development in the
green belt, another sensitive zone. We do not propose that all forms of outdoor sport
development will be appropriate in the very sensitive countryside but do consider that
some types of development will be compatible.
Scottish Power (02127) - Expression of support
SSE (02128) - Expression of support with the caveat that the ACE process should not
apply to on shore wind developments.
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The objector contends that there is a problem
regarding wind turbines. Latest evidence suggests that they are inefficient, have a life of
less than the 25 years originally assumed, require mounting maintenance after 10 years,
release carbon dioxide in construction and installation (especially on peat soil), are getting
ever larger in height, are multiplying in worrying numbers are increasingly criticised for
adverse effects on landscapes, and a range of other adverse aspects, while alternative
forms of renewable energy are improving. The wording of Policy PDP DM 1, sub-section
(F) regarding Very Sensitive Countryside is closely similar to that in the 2002 Structure
Plan's STRAT DC 6. Yet circumstances have altered greatly since 2000, as indicated
above. It is no longer logical to retain wind turbines in a category that claims to be very
sensitive. There may be reason to reconsider telecommunication masts as technology
increases, but we do not have sufficient evidence to make a recommendation. The
objector refers to their separate submission on renewable energy.
Expression of support for the Green Belt designation.
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Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) Representations have identified that Policy LDP DM1 should make reference to
aquaculture development.
RSPB (00040) - LDP DM 1 F (i) – objector suggests that more detail/guidance is needed
here on what type/scale of renewables development would be appropriate and what
assessments would be required to be submitted with any planning applications as
opportunities for sustainable development are likely to be limited.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129) - None stated see above
CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector recommends that criterion G) of this Policy is
amended as follows
(vii) Housing development on the edge of settlements where it can be demonstrated that :
There is existing housing need and demand;
A 5 year effective land supply is not maintained at all times;
The development is in a sustainable and accessible location;
The development is in scale and kind to the existing built environment;
The inner boundary of the Green Belt is tightly drawn against the settlement edge; and
Provides essential infrastructure to make the site effective.
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - Remove (F)(i) and (F)(ii) from DM l
George Paton (01776) - The removal of the sentence in question.
Sportscotland (01865) - Clause (F) should be amended to add an additional sub clause (iv)
small scale outdoor sport and recreational development.
Scottish Power (02127) - None stated
SSE (02128) - None stated
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - It is suggested that the words "(i) Renewable
energy related development" be removed from Policy LDP DM1, sub-section (F) and be
replaced by "(i) Renewable energy related development other than wind turbines."- or
some other wording that meets the reasons given.
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - There
should be a reference to aquaculture development in Policy LDP DM1.
RSPB (00040) - See above
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Burcote Wind Ltd (02129) - The ACE process is not and will not be, applicable to on shore
wind proposals.
CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The Council has published a Housing Land Audit (HLA)
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(Core Doc Ref. CD009) and consulted with the housing industry on it with no objections
received. The HLA contains a full breakdown of the programming for all development sites
in the LDP including windfall sites. The HLA will be updated each year and where it is
demonstrated that the Council is not maintaining an effective five year supply of housing
land additional land will be brought forward on a fully justified basis. Given this the Council
considers that the proposed amendment to policy DM1 as suggested by the objector would
undermine the settlement strategy that has been clearly set out in the LDP and also
remove the certainty that the LDP offers to local communities, infrastructure providers, Key
Agencies and indeed other Developers when they are making their investment decisions.
Consequently the Council can see no merit in amending the LDP due to this objection.
The Mountaineering Council of Scotland (00375) - The Council recognises that there are
some types of development which have a specific locational or operational need, such as
telecommunications developments and also renewable energy schemes. Proposals for
such developments will also require to be assessed against the other policies of the plan
including LDP 3, LDP 5, and LDP 6 and the Windfarm Policy Map as appropriate.
George Paton (01776) - The Council does not agree with the objection raised by (01776).
The settlement boundaries in the proposed LDP have been informed by the current Argyll
and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc. Ref. CD001) that clearly identifies settlement boundaries
for each settlement. These settlement boundaries were identified by qualified planners
taking into account key features of the settlement including its settlement pattern, presence
of natural features and defensible boundaries. The settlement areas identified are often
generous to allow for new development at an appropriate scale and the restriction placed
on development adjoining the settlement edge provides considerable certainty in the
decision making process and deters applications based on continued rounding off
arguments that can sometimes lead to undesirable forms of development such as ribbon
development.
The Council is committed to regular review of the Local Development Plan as per statutory
guidelines. As part of this process (call for sites stage) developers, landowners and their
agents have the ability to include sites for development that could involve the expansion of
a settlement boundary. Where a site has not been included by the Council in its role as
Planning Authority there is also a right to object to the plan at the MIR and Proposed LDP
stage. Objector (01776) has done this and his objection is currently being dealt with in
Issue ISS021.
Sportscotland (01865) - The Council acknowledges that outdoor sport and recreation takes
place in the Very Sensitive Development Management Zone very often with no need for a
planning consent or any form of development for example hill walking or mountain biking.
The Council also acknowledges that it has listed possible developments in (F) that are
associated with the natural resources of the area such as renewable energy.
Consequently, given the Council is supportive of the sustainable growth of tourism and
associated recreational activity such as hill walking etc. the Council would be content, if the
Reporter was so minded, to include the amendment to Clause (F) to add an additional sub
clause (iv) small scale outdoor sport and recreational development as suggested by the
objector. The Council considers that this will aid the clarity of the plan and better support
Key Objectives B and D.
Scottish Power (02127); SSE (02128) - The ACE process does not apply and would not be
applied to the assessment of proposals for on-shore wind farm development.
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Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - The objector’s opinion on the merits of on shore
wind would be better addressed at a national level and not through the LDP process. That
said, the Council still considers that it is appropriate to mention the possibility of on shore
wind being sited in the Very Sensitive Development Management Zone as it often is
associated with upland and mountain areas where there is sufficient wind to make a wind
farm economically viable. These zones where established through the Structure Plan
(Core Doc. Ref. CD034) and the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc. Ref. CD001) and
not changed in the Proposed LDP.
Siting on shore wind farms in the Very Sensitive Countryside Development Management
Zone, which the Council acknowledges, has limited capacity to successfully absorb
development is subject to strict control and site selection that is informed by landscape
capacity studies, all relevant policies (LDP 5 and 6) and Supplementary Guidance of the
plan (SG LDP REN1 and 2) together with the Wind Energy Proposals Map that forms part
of the LDP’s Proposals Maps. A number of objections to these policies and the wind
energy proposals map are being dealt with under Strategic Issue 402.
The Council considers that these Policies and SG together with the wind energy Proposals
Map are the principal tools to help determine planning applications for on shore wind and
not the presence of the Very Sensitive Development Management Zone. On shore wind
development does on occasion happen in this zone given the presence of wind resource
and the Council considers that it would be disingenuous of the plan not to acknowledge
this in LDP DM 1. Consequently the Council can see no merit in amending the plan to take
account of the objections raised by (00167).
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Policy LDP DM1 guides development within Development Management Zones which cover
land and not marine waters. In relation to aquaculture related development this policy can
therefore only guide onshore aquaculture development.
The Council considers that part F (iii) of Policy LDP DM1 identifies exceptions for
development within Very Sensitive Countryside or Isolated Coast which could apply to
development which directly supports aquaculture as an established activity. In view of the
foregoing the Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
RSPB (00040) - The Council considers that the detail of what is or what is not appropriate
for renewable energy is dealt through LDP 6, the Wind Farm Policy Map and associated
SG. (F) (i) in Policy LDP DM 1 simply states that renewable energy developments might be
considered acceptable in Very Sensitive Areas on appropriate sites as they correspond to
upland areas where most renewable energy developments are proposed. (H) of LDP DM
1 states that Developments are also subject to all other policies and supplementary
guidance of the Local Development Plan.
Consequently, the Council does not consider that an amendment of this policy should be
made on account of these representations.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I agree that it may appear contradictory that Policy LDP DM 1 should identify ‘Very
Sensitive Countryside’ as one of seven development management zones, but also
specifically encourage renewable energy and telecommunications developments within it.
However both forms of development often require to be in rural locations, and the policy
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makes clear that encouragement is only to be given for such developments on appropriate
sites. The need for the plan to make policy provision for potential further onshore wind
energy developments is consistent with Scottish Planning Policy, remains relevant, and is
principally addressed by Policy LDP 6 (see also Issue 402).
2. I agree that, where proposals for wind energy developments are the subject of
environmental impact assessment, it would not be appropriate for an area capacity
evaluation to be undertaken as well. However, as I note that the planning authority does
not intend to require such an evaluation in those circumstances, I consider that this should
be clarified in a footnote.
3. The plan’s approach to the allocation and release of housing land is set out at Policy
LDP 8, and addressed at Issues ISS400 and ISS610. In these circumstances I do not
consider that it is necessary or appropriate to introduce additional elements relating to the
same topic into this policy.
4. I am satisfied that the policy in relation to developments within the countryside zone is
appropriate. It provides an appropriate degree of certainty regarding settlement
boundaries over the plan period by setting a presumption against extensions of settlements
into the countryside, while countenancing small-scale developments on sites which roundoff existing settlements. Extensive consultation has been carried out by the council in
relation to the proposed plan, and this examination provides the opportunity for the merits
of representations seeking to amend the settlement boundaries to be considered before
the plan is adopted. However a minor modification to the first sentence of section (E) is
required to clarify that it refers to appropriate infill, rounding off and re-development sites.
5. I agree with Sportscotland that section (F) should be modified to clarify and confirm that
forms of outdoor sport and recreation will generally be encouraged in the very sensitive
countryside where they require a specific location and the nature of the development or
activities would be compatible with its particular attributes of that location.
6. While, as the council suggests, sub-section F(iii) of the policy can be interpreted as
including aquaculture related developments as among those which may be encouraged
within very sensitive countryside, I consider that it would be appropriate for the wording to
be modified to make this intention clear for those who may have an interest in such
developments.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify Policy LDP DM1, by:
1. Amending the first sentence of Section (E) to read: “Within the Countryside Zone up to
small scale on appropriate infill, rounding off and re-development sites and changes of use
of existing buildings.”
2. Adding an additional footnote in relation to section (F) to read: “An Area Capacity
Evaluation (ACE) will not be required for renewable energy related developments which
are the subject of environmental impact assessment.”
3. In sub-section F(iii), inserting “aquaculture, “ after “agriculture,”.
4. Adding a fourth sub-section to section (F), to read: “(iv) Small scale development
related to outdoor sport and recreation.”
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ISS602

Aquaculture

Chapter 1 – Introduction
Development plan Chapter 2 - Settlement and Spatial Strategy Reporter:
Chapter 4 – Creating a Sustainable and
David Russell
reference:
Growing Economy Together
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Sea Farms (00920)
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Provision of the
Chapter 1 – Introduction
development plan
Chapter 2 - Settlement and Spatial Strategy
to which the issue
Chapter 4 – Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy Together
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Recognition that LDP covers marine waters for aquaculture
development
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The LDP
identifies itself as a ‘land use planning document’ and does not identify that the plan and
the Council’s role as a planning authority also covers aquaculture development extending
into the marine area out to 3 nautical miles.
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Referencing relevant documents, policies and strategies
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) Representations ask that the LDP make reference to a number of national and European
policy documents and strategies which are considered important to setting the context for
aquaculture development.
CHAPTER 2 (D428) - Reference to economic importance of aquaculture
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Both
representations identifying that there is no reference in Chapter 2 of the LDP to the
importance of aquaculture to the future economy of the Oban Lorn and the Isles and the
Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands planning areas.
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Sustainability checklist
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The
requirement for medium and large scale development to complete a Sustainability checklist
is identified in paragraph 1.8.2 in Section 1 of the Proposed LDP. Objectors have stated
that medium and large scale should be defined in this paragraph.
CHAPTER 4 (D430) - Aquaculture Industry Locations
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The ‘Growing Our Economy’ spatial
diagram on page 39 of the LDP identifies ‘Key Aquaculture Industry Locations’. The
representation states that it is not clear whether these locations represent existing
developed or undeveloped sites or suggested locations where new aquaculture
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development would be encouraged.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Recognition that LDP covers marine waters for aquaculture
development
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Include
appropriate reference in Chapter 1 (Introduction) to the fact the LDP also deals with
aquaculture development in the marine environment.
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Referencing relevant documents, policies and strategies
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - That
reference is made to relevant UK documents including the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010; ‘A
Fresh Start’ The Renewed Strategic Framework for Scottish Aquaculture, The National
Food and Drink Policy and UK Marine Policy Statement and relevant European policies
and strategies such as 'Building a Sustainable Future for Aquaculture' (European
Commission COM (2009)162). The references to UK and European documents should be
made in Chapter 1 (paragraphs 1.3.6 & 1.3.8) of the LDP and UK documents in the Policy
LDP 5.
CHAPTER 2 (D428) - Reference to economic importance of aquaculture
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Sections
2.4 and 2.5 of the Proposed LDP should refer to the importance of aquaculture to the
future economy of the area.
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Sustainability checklist
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - A clear
definition of ‘medium’ and ‘large’ scale development to be identified.
CHAPTER 4 (D430) - Aquaculture Industry Locations
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Clarification on what ‘Key Aquaculture
Industry Locations’ are.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Recognition that LDP covers marine waters for aquaculture
development
While the LDP (see Core Document CD012) does include policy relevant to marine
aquaculture development it is acknowledged that it would be worthwhile identifying that the
LDP also covers aquaculture in the marine environment in Section 1 of the LDP.
The Council would be content in the interests of clarity, if the Reporter was so minded, to
amend paragraph 1.1.1 to – ‘The Argyll and Bute Local Development Plan (henceforth
referred to as the LDP) is a planning document focussing on land use and aquaculture
development in marine and fresh water, that sets out a settlement strategy and spatial
framework for how the council wants to see Argyll and Bute develop to 2024 and beyond,
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excluding the area of Argyll and Bute covered by the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National
Park that has its own plan.’
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Referencing relevant documents, policies and strategies
Paragraphs 1.3.6 and 1.3.8 are designed to identify the main national strategies and
policies and international legislation which is relevant to a range of economic sectors, not
just aquaculture. Policy LDP 5 covers a wide range of economic sectors and the Council
does not consider it appropriate to reference every relevant policy document for each
sector in the justification of this policy.
The Council considers that the individual UK and European policy documents which are
requested by objectors to be referenced in the LDP would be more appropriately
referenced in the relevant Supplementary Guidance(SG) (see Core Document CD015), in
particular LDP SG CST 1 and LDP SG AQUA 1. These SG documents already reference
the majority of these documents.
Issue ISS607 recommends an amendment to paragraph 1.3.6 of the Introduction to include
the Marine (Scotland) Act, as relevant national legislation which the LDP has taken
account of and an amendment to make reference to the UK Marine Policy Statement in the
justification of Policy LDP 4.
In view of the foregoing the Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
CHAPTER 2 (D428) - Reference to economic importance of aquaculture
If the Reporter is so minded, the Council would be content with the inclusion of the
following statement to paragraphs 2.2.1, 2.4.1 and 2.5.1 in order to more clearly define the
economic importance of aquaculture in Bute and Cowal; Oban, Lorn and the Isles; and Mid
Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands – Potential for sustainable growth of a well established
aquaculture industry including marine sites, and supporting onshore hatcheries and
processing.
CHAPTER 1 (D425) - Sustainability checklist
Section 1.8.2 of the LDP identifies the requirement for a sustainability checklist to be
completed for medium and large scale development. The representations from objectors
ask for medium and large scale to be defined in relation to aquaculture development. As
the planning application information requirements for aquaculture development are detailed
and most finfish development requires EIA it is not intended for the Sustainability Checklist
to apply to aquaculture development. The Council therefore recommends no modification
to the proposed LDP in relation to definition of scale for aquaculture development.
CHAPTER 4 (D430) - Aquaculture Industry Locations
The ‘Key Aquaculture Industry Locations’ identified in the ‘Growing our Economy’ diagram
on page 39 of the LDP are showing where the industry is focussed at present and so
represents areas where developed and to a lesser degree undeveloped sites exist. The
Council agrees that the diagram is not clear in this respect, and in the interest of clarity
would be content, if the Reporter was so minded, to amend the key for Aquaculture to
‘Existing Key Aquaculture Industry Locations’.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. As the local development plan has provisions relating not only to land use but also to
aquaculture, I agree that this should be reflected in the introductory paragraph.
2. I consider that including reference to the suggested wide range of documents of
relevance only to aquaculture would not be appropriate as the policy of Scottish Ministers
is that local development plans should be succinct. At Issue ISS607 I have recommended
a modification to paragraph 1.3.6 of the Introduction to include the Marine (Scotland) Act,
as relevant national legislation which the local development plan has taken into account.
The scope for making reference to other documents within the proposed supplementary
guidance relating specifically to aquaculture, such as the UK Marine Policy Statement, will
be a matter for the council itself.
3. I agree that the spatial strategies set out in the plan for three of the four areas (Bute
and Cowal; Oban, Lorn and the Isles; and Mid-Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands) should
include reference to the potential contribution of the aquaculture industry to sustainable
growth and the local economies in recognition of its existing role and its potential for
expansion.
4. The council has confirmed that it does not intend that the ‘sustainable checklist’ referred
to in paragraph 1.8.2 would apply to proposals for aquaculture developments. This is
because the planning application information requirements for aquaculture development
are detailed and most finfish developments require to be the subject of environmental
impact assessment. In these circumstances and to avoid any confusion, I consider that it
is appropriate that this should be confirmed in an addition to paragraph 1.8.2.
5. In the interests of clarity I also agree that the key to the ‘Growing our Economy
Together’ diagram on Page 39, which shows where the industry is focussed at present,
should refer to these as ‘existing key aquaculture industry locations’.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. In paragraph 1.1.1, first sentence: replacing “... is a land use planning document that
sets out …” by “… is a planning document, focusing both on land use and on aquaculture,
that sets out…”.
2. At the end of paragraphs 2.2.1, 2.4.1 and 2.5.1, add the following sentence: “There is
also potential for supporting the sustainable growth of the well-established aquaculture
industry, through both new developments within marine sites and associated hatcheries
and processing.”
3. Add the following sentence to paragraph 1.8.2: “As the planning application
information requirements for aquaculture development are detailed and most finfish
development requires environmental impact assessment, it is not intended that the
sustainable checklist will apply to aquaculture development.”
4. In the key to the ‘Growing our Economy Together’ diagram on page 39: Insert
“Existing” before “Key Aquaculture Industry Locations”.
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ISS603

LDP PROP 1 - The Settlement Plans

Development plan
reference:

LDP PROP 1 - The Settlement Plans

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Euan MacLachlan (01170)
David & Janice Cowan (00287)
Provision of the
development plan
The Settlement Plans
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP PROP 1 - Euan MacLachlan (01170) - General expression of support for the policy.
LDP PROP 1 - David & Janice Cowan (00287) - Objection to large scale housing proposed
for the green belt in Helensburgh and Lomond. The Objectors contend that this will be a
grave misjudgement of strategy. How can such a strategy assist to revitalise the currently
deteriorating town centre and make full use of the many potential housing and retail
developments currently existing within the town centre envelope.
How can such a strategy have been created when you indicate that the predicted
population of this area will decrease from 26,050 in 2010 to 24,850 in 2023 and that there
are a large amount of unsold properties in the area?
The objectors also draw attention to “the potential disaster which could hit the area in 2014
if the Scottish people vote for a nuclear free independent Scotland.”
The objectors contend that none of these real situations, which have been very well
understood for the past five years, have been embraced in the Proposed Local
Development Plan.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP PROP 1 - David & Janice Cowan (00287) - The objectors request a Local
Development Plan which addresses these important
matters.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
LDP PROP 1 - David & Janice Cowan (00287) - The level of allocations in the LDP for
Helensburgh and Lomond has been determined by the housing needs identified through
the Argyll and Bute Housing Needs and Demand Assessment that has been endorsed by
the Scottish Government (Core Doc. Ref. CD008). This document identifies a need for
1,200 units to be provided during the plan period in the Helensburgh and Lomond area
which is being achieved in the plan through the identification of a network of housing
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Allocations, PDAs and windfall development in all of the development management zones.
While the Council acknowledges the negative population trends for Helensburgh and
Lomond the Council wishes to counter these trends by providing a generous supply of new
housing land within the settlement boundaries on previously used sites wherever it can and
elsewhere on greenfield locations that are adjacent to the existing settlement boundary,
close to public transport and active travel routes and also key public and private facilities
such as schools and retail facilities. The Council notes in Oban Lorn and the Isles that this
area’s population has grown by 6% in the same period as Helensburgh and Lomond’s
population has fallen. The Council considers that one of the main reasons for this has
been a historic and sustained constrained land supply as a result of the Green Belt’s
boundary being tightly drawn around the settlements of Helensburgh, Rhu, Cardross and
Shandon.
The Council considers that the projected decline in total population is a real threat to the
economic and social viability of the area (including Helensburgh and Lomond that has
experienced the sharpest falls in population) with a potential to adversely impact on the
economy/wealth creation, workforce availability and efficient service delivery. The overall
objective of the Council’s Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan (SOA) (Core Doc
Ref. CD011) that has been approved by the Scottish Government for the 10 years to 2023
is “Argyll and Bute’s economic success is built on a growing population.” (see page 12 of
the SOA). This outcome is in turn entirely supportive of the 6 national policy priorities set
out in the national guidance on community planning and will also see Argyll and Bute
contribute to the national outcomes for Scotland. The LDP can assist this overall outcome
in a number of ways including providing for a generous supply of land for new housing
sites in places where people want to live through the proposed LDP. A stable and growing
local population will also help sustain Helensburgh’s Town Centre which the Council is
investing in excess of £6 million in public realm improvements (through CHORD) with
further funds allocated to refurbish the former East Clyde Street Centre for Council offices
and regenerate the pier with flood defences, new community facilities, improved car
parking and retail space (See Production Ref. PD088 – Helensburgh Pier Masterplan).
Helensburgh and its neighbouring communities have real potential for growth to assist in
meeting the overall objective of the SOA. The lack of available land to allow the building of
new housing at a larger scale has been a significant factor in the current population decline
and this LDP proposes to tackle this by having sufficient housing allocations to meet our
housing needs and contribute to retaining and growing our population.
The location of these allocations have also been guided by a Green Belt Landscape
Capacity Study (Core doc. Ref, CD036) and are supported by private developers who
responded for a call for sites to inform the contents of the Main Issues Report (MIR) (Core
Doc Ref. CD013) and then the Proposed LDP. The plan also supports the redevelopment
of windfall sites as suggested by the objectors but these are too limited to meet all of our
housing needs.
The people of Scotland are not voting for a “nuclear free” independent Scotland in 2014
they are taking part in a national referendum that concerns the question over whether
Scotland will become an independent country or remain part of the United Kingdom. The
question over the future of the Faslane Base has yet to be determined and while the
current Scottish Government have published their intensions to remove Trident from
Faslane by 2020 this will be subject to a further decision on whether the people of Scotland
wish to agree to this or not. The Scottish Government have also identified Faslane to be
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the home of the Scottish Navy in the event of a yes vote in the independence referendum.
Again, this will be subject to future decisions outwith the scope of this LDP.
In any case this LDP will be reviewed by 2019 (prior to 2020) in line with current legislation
requirements and that this will provide a further opportunity to revise the plan in terms of
housing supply.
Conclusion
Given all of the above and the fact the objectors have not provided any alternative to the
delivery of providing a sustainable future for Helensburgh and Lomond the Council cannot
support any change to the Proposed LDP based on these objections.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The representation submitted by Euan MacLachlan does not raise any unresolved
issues which require to be addressed through this examination.
2. I consider that the spatial strategy which envisages the release of some greenfield sites
around Helensburgh for housing and for business and industrial development is consistent
both with the council’s stated vision for Argyll and Bute and with addressing one of the key
challenges which it has identified. This relates to an urgent need to reverse the population
decline of some of the main towns and key settlements, including Helensburgh.
3. As the average household size across Scotland continues to decrease, those towns
where new houses are not being built are likely to experience a falling population.
Uncertainties will inevitably remain, and can often be reflected in fluctuations in both
national and local housing markets and in the number of houses available for sale at any
one time. The effects of the outcome of the referendum on Scottish independence is one
of those uncertainties.
4. However, especially when combined with the types of investment in town centres now
currently evident in Helensburgh, new developments on greenfield sites can help both to
retain a town’s existing population and to attract new residents to live there. In turn, a
growing population would help to support and encourage investment in a town’s
businesses, facilities and services. Helensburgh enjoys considerable locational
advantages as a place to live, and I consider that the approach adopted in the plan
represents an appropriate response to the vision and the challenges outlined in it.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS605

LDP PROP 3 - The Proposed Potential Development Areas

Development plan
reference:

LDP PROP 3 - The Proposed Potential
Development Areas

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146)
John Whiston (01833)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
LDP PROP 3 – The proposed Potential Development Areas
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - Comment recorded regarding the
PDAs in Tarbert “We look forward to seeing the “mini-briefs” for the PDAs when they are
available and hope that they will indicate how their development will link in with the
adjacent Housing and Business allocations, as well as the Areas For Action to the north
and south of the town of Tarbert.”
John Whiston (01833) - The objector contends that the identification of Potential
Development Areas runs contrary to the certainty which is sought through the Plan-led
system. The purpose of consulting upon and promoting a Local Development Plan is to
allow those parties who will be affected by development proposals in the Plan to comment
on the proposals and to know what land will come forward for what type of development
over the life of the Plan.
It is clear from the Plan that PDAs are not required to meet the effective land supply
requirement as this is done through the proposed Allocations. It is not, therefore, clear
what status PDAs are to have. Are they only to be developed once the proposed
Allocations have been built out? If that is the case then LDP PROP 3 requires to make this
clear and to specify the circumstances in which the land will be released.
The objector is concerned that development briefs have not been prepared for each PDA
and that there is a risk that PDAs are given development plan status through adoption of
this LDP without members of the public having been given the opportunity to comment
upon the use or range of uses considered appropriate, the constraints that need to be
resolved or the main LDP policies and supplementary guidance that will be taken into
account if these sites are to come forward.
The objector further contends that none of the PDAs can therefore be included in the LDP
at this time as the definition of Potential Development Areas on page 87 of the Plan makes
it clear that insufficient work has been done at this stage to be able to confirm that these
sites are appropriate for development.
Identification of the sites and the current wording of the related policy will consequentially
give the PDAs a "preferred" status for development purposes which is inappropriate when
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the issues have not been clearly explored through the LDP examination.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector contends that PDAs in the current Local
Plan are viewed as equivalent to gaining outline planning permission (planning permission
in principle). Therefore there is resistance later by developers to carrying out further
surveys etc. to establish whether planning permission can be granted, especially as
regards the possible presence of protected species. This text does explain that constraints
exist for PDAs and that mini development briefs apply for each PDA site which presumably
set out development factors and developer requirements, such as the need for protected
species surveys and mitigation plans. However given past difficulties in regard to PDAs
and protected species, we believe specific mention should be made of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - None stated
John Whiston (01833) - The Objector seeks the removal of the Potential Development
Areas and related Policy LDP PROP 3 from the LDP. Failing that, full information requires
to be exhibited for each of the PDAs and time given to objectors to comment thereon.
Furthermore, Policy LDP PROP 3 then requires to be amended to specify the
circumstances in which the PDAs will be released for development and when.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector requests that a sentence be added after
need to be taken into account as follows:- Identification as a PDA does not for example
remove the need for a species survey and if necessary mitigation plan to accompany a
planning application where the site habitat is considered likely for protected species to be
present.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council) (00146) - The Council notes the comments from
(00146) and will continue to work with the Community Council to bring forward
development in Tarbert in a co-ordinated way.
John Whiston (01833) - The Potential Development Areas (PDAs) are a concept that has
been carried forward from the current Local Plan (Core Doc. Ref: CD001). The Council
makes it clear in Paragraph 2.11.1 that “PDAs are areas where the specific development
opportunities may be supported through the life of this LDP where known constraints can
be overcome.” The PDAs help provide considerable certainty in the plan by identifying the
potential uses clearly in the schedules of the Proposed LDP’s Written Statement for each
of the Council’s four administrative areas in a similar manner to the Allocation Schedules,
the Areas For Action and Traffic/Road Development Actions. These schedules have all
been subject to public comment and objection over a three month period, including by
individuals, groups and the Key Agencies such as SEPA and SNH. The Mini briefs will
also be published prior to the adoption of the plan for a six week period to allow plan
stakeholders to comment on their content with regard to identified constraints. The Mini
briefs for the PDAs have been informed by comments received during the three month
public consultation on the proposed LDP. Once known constraints have been overcome
PDAs can be developed prior to Allocations. The Council notes that the objector (01833) is
also objecting to PDA 1002 that is being dealt with under issue ISS025.
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PDAs are all subject to these constraints being satisfactory addressed together with all
relevant policies and SG of the LDP before they are considered to be effective. There are
31 new PDAs in the proposed LDP with the remainder being carried forward from the
current Local Plan.
The PDAs have proved highly useful in helping to deliver a generous supply of housing
and business land that supports the aims of the Scottish Government and the Council as
expressed in the Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan. (Core doc. Ref: CD011) in
terms of delivering the document’s overall key objective of achieving sustainable economic
growth and reversing population loss. The PDAs also allow for a co-ordinated approach to
development of a particular area as all PDAs are subject to requiring a masterplan to
inform their development when a detailed consent only covers part of the site in question.
This ensures that the best use of the land is made.
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council makes it clear in Paragraph 2.11.1 that
“PDAs are areas where the specific development opportunities may be supported through
the life of this LDP where known constraints can be overcome.” They do not have outline
planning status and have never been treated in this manner by the Council. PDA mini
briefs have been prepared for all PDAs and included in the Draft Action Programme that
has been subject to six weeks of consultation after being informed by comments received
during the prosed plan stage including comments by SNH. To comply with SG
requirements the mini briefs will also be subject to a further six week public consultation
prior to the adoption of the proposed LDP. Where requested the need for additional
surveys or taking into account protected species have been included in the mini brief. The
PDAs are a valuable tool to bring additional flexibility in the land supply for Argyll and Bute
and also supports the Scottish Government’s call for a generous supply of developable
land. Consequently, the Council can see no justification for any amendments to Paragraph
2.11.1 of the LDP Written Statement.
Conclusion
The PDAs have proved highly useful in helping to deliver certainty and a generous supply
of housing and business land that supports the aims of the Scottish Government and the
Council as expressed in the Single Outcome Agreement/Community Plan. (Core doc. Ref:
CD011) in terms of delivering the document’s overall key objective of achieving sustainable
economic growth and reversing population loss. The Council has committed to publish the
mini briefs for the PDAs prior to the adoption of the plan and this should address objector
(01833) concerns. Given all of the above the Council proposes to make no modification to
the Proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The representation submitted on behalf of the Tarbert and Skipness Community Council
does not raise any unresolved issues which require to be addressed through this
examination.
2. I agree that the identification of potential development areas (PDAs) inevitably brings an
element of uncertainty. That is recognised and is inherent in the title. However the
selection of these areas has been the subject of detailed assessment and consultation,
and is explicit in confirming that there are specific constraints which require to be
addressed prior to any development proposals being approved or undertaken.
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3. I do not consider that this is akin to granting planning permission in principle. The
planning authority would not be precluded from refusing to grant consent in the event that
the effects of a particular proposal were found to be unacceptable, or if a constraint
remained unresolved.
4. These designations are already being used in the existing local plan, and I accept the
council’s view that this has proved beneficial in promoting appropriate development and
introducing an important additional element of flexibility into the provision of the housing
land supply. I consider that it is also consistent with this plan’s broader strategic objective
of seeking to reverse population decline in Argyll and Bute and in supporting rural
development. I have not identified any evidence or change in circumstances which would
justify departing from, or amending, this approach. Specific concerns have been raised in
representations about particular potential development areas, and these are addressed
separately in this report on their individual merits.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS606

Policy LDP 3 – Supporting the Protection, Conservation and
Enhancement of our Environment

Policy LDP 3 – Supporting the Protection,
Reporter:
Conservation and Enhancement of our
David Russell
Environment
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Isle of Coll Community Council (00002)
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
Scottish Power (02127)
Sportscotland (01865)
Infinergy (01915)
Mr & Mrs P S Metcalfe (01748)
Mrs G H Dalton (01520)
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167);
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Provision of the
development plan Policy LDP 3 – Supporting the Protection, Conservation and
to which the issue Enhancement of our Environment
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector contends that Clause (D) of Policy LDP 3
states that development proposals will not be supported where they have a significant
adverse effect on the special qualities or integrity of designated sites. This does not tally
with policy wording in Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) (Core Doc. Ref: CD007) for
international and national designated sites (i.e. Natura 2000, Ramsar, NSAs, SSSIs,
NNRs) which refers instead to avoidance of adverse effects on site integrity or special
qualities (see paragraphs 134 and 137 of SPP).
Isle of Coll Community Council (00002) - Coll Community Council requests that Argyll and
Bute Council include the words "Dark Skies" in policy LDP3 and that the Council adopts
the Lighting Management Plan as a supplementary guidance note.
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - The objector suggests text is added to
support developer contributions towards projects which contribute towards national and
local biodiversity objectives. This approach would be consistent with Section 126 of SPP
which highlights that ‘where possible, planning authorities should seek benefits for species
and habitats from new development including the restoration of degraded habitats’. The
objector considers that this is essential as ‘sustainable economic growth’ is a key element
of the plan however the impacts of this development may not always be possible to
mitigate on site as a planning condition. Contributions towards enhancement work off site
may be required and would meet the tests set out by Planning Circular 1/2010. See also
our comments on SG LDP PG1.
Scottish Power (02127) - The Objector supports the broad aims of this policy but as
worded it does not, in our view, adequately address the central challenge described above.
A strict interpretation of this policy would be that it lays down a set of absolute tests which
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would in effect rule out development which might be of significant benefit in achieving
economic growth without assessing the relative merits of development against adverse
impacts, nor would it allow for mitigation (which is specifically allowed for in EIA
regulations), derogation or compensation. It also gives little guidance relating to how to
balance short term adverse environmental impact against long term environmental
benefits.
We also consider that this policy needs to be stress tested against Policy LDP 5
(Supporting the sustainable growth of our economy) which states that the Council will help
deliver economic growth ... by taking full account of the economic benefits of any proposed
development ... SPP paragraph 6 states that the planning system has a critical balancing
role to play when competing interests emerge in the consideration of future development.
It is essential to recognise that planning issues, by their very nature, will often bring
differing interests into opposition and disagreement and the resolution of those issues will
inevitably disappoint some parties. The planning system cannot satisfy all interests all of
the time. It should, however, enable speedy decision making in ways which are transparent
and demonstrably fair. The objector does not feel that LDP 3 does not adequately reflect
this balancing role.
Sportscotland (01865) - We note the reference to the precautionary principle in this policy.
It is essential that a fully understood and consistent approach is taken to the application of
the precautionary principle. To this end we recommend that a definition of the
precautionary principle and how it will be applied is given in the development plan. We
support the advice of paragraph 132 of the SPP which clarifies that the principle should
only be applied to nationally or internationally significant landscape and natural heritage
resources
• clarifies its application only where there is sound evidence for believing that significant
and irreversible damage will occur
• stresses the need for its application to be justified
• highlights the requirement to look at modifications to a proposal which could negate the
need to apply the precautionary principle.
We support the advice of the SPP on the precautionary principle and that the principle
should not be used to unnecessarily impede development and that where the principle is
applied, i.e. on the basis of uncertainty, research should be commissioned to remove that
uncertainty. We do not consider that uncertainty forms a strong basis for decision making,
especially in the longer term.
It should also be noted that the precautionary principle was developed to apply to the
natural environment; it is not clear therefore how applicable the principle is to the built or
human environment as detailed in the policy?
Infinergy (01915) - The objector contends that the phrasing of Policy LDP 3 is immediately
negative and presumes against development, stating "a development proposal will not be
supported when it". We believe that this is counter-productive to encouraging sustainable
development which is outlined as a main objective of the policy, and as such is contrary to
SPP paragraph 33, which states that "planning authorities should take a positive approach
to development".
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Part (B) of Policy LDP 3 states that "a development proposal will not be supported when it
does not protect, conserve or where possible enhance the established character and local
distinctiveness of the landscape". As per our comments in relation to Policy LDP Strat 1,
the way in which this policy is worded may potentially discriminate against wind energy
development. Although great effort is employed in designing a wind farm so that effects
are kept to a minimum, there are effects inherent to the construction and operation of wind
farms upon visual amenity. The valency of such effects is open to interpretation, however
as stated for the purposes of EIA this must be assessed as being negative. Therefore, to
presume against a development because, despite significant effort to design a wind farm in
accordance with good practice, it does not ‘protect’ the landscape and visual amenity of the
area (in some opinions) is ultimately unjust. We believe that the negative wording of the
overall policy contributes to this, and instead it may be more prudent, pro-development and
in accordance with SPP paragraph 33 if part (B) of Policy LDP 3 was worded in a way
which suggests that ‘there would be a presumption in favour of development where the
established character and local distinctiveness of the landscape is respected’. In relation
to the long list of supplementary policies to LDP 3, although the rationale for containing
multiple policies as supplementary guidance may be taken as a de-cluttering exercise, in
reality it leads to a confused reality whereby multiple documents require to be referenced
simultaneously.
The objector believes it would be easier if several of the policies contained within the
Supplementary Guidance document were transferred into the Proposed LDP for
ease of reference. Of these policies listed within Policy LDP 3, many would be expected to
form part of a Local Plan or LDP, such as those concerned with ecological impacts of
development proposals, and we see no reason for ‘relegating’ them to another document.
We are pleased to see that paragraph 4.3 of page 35 of the Proposed LDP cites
renewables as a major growth sector supported by the LDP. It further states that "it is
imperative for the LDP to take a more flexible approach to ensure that economic
opportunities can be fully realised". However, this positive aspiration is somewhat
negated by what we interpret as a negative and restrictive Policy LDP 3.
As per the ‘Key Actions’ contained within section 4.8 of the Proposed LDP we are
welcoming of Argyll and Bute Council’s intention to update and implement the Argyll and
Bute Renewable Energy Action Plan, and we hope that it may borrow from the positive
aspirations contained for renewable energy within the Proposed LDP. However in the
intervening period and beyond, despite the LDPs explicit support for renewables, as per
our comments throughout this representation we believe that policy could do more to assist
in this aim.
Mr & Mrs P S Metcalfe (01748) - See Renewables Issue ISS402
Mrs G H Dalton (01520) - See Renewables Issue ISS402
Helensburgh Green Belt Group (00167) - Expression of support.
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Policy LDP3 should include a
reference to balancing considerations, such as the social and economic benefits of
development, which might outweigh a significant impact on the built, human and natural
environment.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Objector requests that to avoid confusion Clause
(D) should be sub-divided between (i) international and national, and (ii) local designated
sites, with the policy wording for the former being that a development proposal will not be
supported when it has an adverse effect etc., with the policy wording for the latter being
that a development proposal will not be supported when it has a significant adverse effect
etc.
Infinergy (01915) - The negative wording of the overall policy contributes to this, and
instead it may be more prudent, pro-development and in accordance with SPP paragraph
33 if part (B) of Policy LDP 3 was worded in a way which suggests that ‘there would be A
presumption in favour of development where the established character and local
distinctiveness of the landscape is respected’.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council considers that this proposed amendment
to the policy at (D) as suggested by the Objector (01587) would not alter the intention of
the policy statement but rather aid its clarity in terms of dealing with international/national
sites and between locally designated sites. The Council would have no objection, if the
Reporter was so minded, for this amendment to be made with (D) being amended to read
(D) has an adverse effect, including cumulative effect, on the special qualities or integrity of
international and national designated natural and built environment sites.
And the creation of a new clause (E) in Policy LDP 3 that states:
(E) has a significant adverse effect, including cumulative effect, on the special qualities or
integrity of locally designated natural and built environment sites.
Isle of Coll Community Council (00002) - The Council does not consider amending the plan
at Policy LDP DM 3 to include the term “dark skies” is appropriate. The Council notes and
is supportive of Coll being awarded dark skies status and this will instead be
communicated to the development management staff to take into account this issue when
planning applications are being considered on the island of Coll.
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - The council does not consider that this
policy is the right place to insert requirements for planning gain relating to the natural
environment. The Council takes the view that it is more appropriate to deal with any
planning gain where the specific circumstances of each case can be addressed through
the planning application process rather than through the establishment of fixed policy
requirements which may or may not be appropriate in all circumstances.
Sportscotland (01865) - The element referred to in policy LDP ENV 3 (Core Document
CD012) is “An approach based on the precautionary principle will be adopted towards
development proposals where there is uncertainty over the impact a development proposal
would have on the built, human or natural environment.”
Scottish Ministers have stated in Paragraph 79 , Circular 6/2013 Development Planning
that they expect LDPs to be concise. There is no requirement to restate Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP) within the Local Development Plan, an approach which would not be in
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accordance with the desire for more concise documents. The SPP does not contain a
definition of “precautionary approach” as it is a well understood principle derived from the
Rio declaration on environment and development 2005, which relates to the environment.
The SPP does not state that the precautionary principle should “only” be applied to
international and national significant landscape and natural heritage resources. The SPP
highlights the cases where the precautionary approach should be used. A local planning
authority has the right to formulate locally relevant policy. The built environment and
communities are considered to be important within the SPP and in particular within Argyll
and Bute which relies heavily on tourism and the quality of the environment, both built and
natural, in terms of the economy. It is therefore considered appropriate to include these
elements within this policy. The Supplementary Guidance contains more detail on the
application of this policy.
The SPP is a material consideration and it is stated in the proposed LDP para 3.8 that this
policy conforms to the SPP. The SPP makes it clear that “The precautionary principle
should not be used to impede development without justification.” The LDP also makes it
clear that delivering sustainable economic growth is the central challenge for Argyll and
Bute (SPP,Para 1.6). Therefore, no modification is proposed as a result of this
representation.
Mr & Mrs P S Metcalfe (01748) - See Renewables Issue ISS402
Mrs G H Dalton (01520) - See Renewables Issue ISS402
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The Council considers that this
balance is already provided by other LDP policies that would also need to be considered
for any development proposal, including other relevant economic policies such as Policy
LDP 5. Accordingly the Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP as
account of this representation.
Infinergy (01915), Scottish Power (02127) - The Local Development Plan seeks to provide
a framework for the assessment of proposed developments, often this framework is
supplied by a number of polices, and the decision making process seeks to strike a
balance between these. In addition to policy LDP 3 other policies of the plan would need
to be taken in to consideration for any development proposals such as LDP 5 and LDP 6,
in relation to renewable energy developments as appropriate, as a whole, the plan policies
enable a balance to be struck regarding the positive, neutral or negative aspects which
may be associated with any proposed development.
The aim of policy LDP 3 is to protect conserve or where possible enhance the built, human
and natural environment. The policy provides an overarching view of how the Council will
seek to do this; in essence the policy seeks to ensure that development proposals do no
harm to those aspects of the built, human or natural environment which are recognised as
important in Argyll and Bute. The Supplementary Guidance which accompanies the plan,
details those aspects of the built, human and natural environment which are considered
important in Argyll and Bute, and provides more detail as to how the aims of policy LDP 3
are to be delivered. The Council has sought to produce a concise Local Development Plan
and has therefore included many of the more detailed aspect of policies as supplementary
guidance. It does not accept that such an approach results in a confused reality, as clear
reference is given in the Local Development Plan policies as to which parts of the
Supplementary Guidance link to the relevant policy. Accordingly the Council considers no
modification to the plan is necessary as a result of these representations.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I consider that the wording of criterion D of the policy, as far as it relates to international
and national sites, should be consistent with the level of protection afforded by the habitats
regulations, European directives and Scottish Planning Policy. Therefore the policy should
be amended to confirm that when it has not been ascertained that they will not avoid
adverse effects, including cumulative effects, on the integrity or special qualities of
international or nationally designated natural and built environment sites, development
proposals will not be supported. In the case of locally designated sites, I agree that it is
appropriate that the policy should still confirm that development proposals which do not
avoid significant adverse effects, including cumulative effects, will not be supported.
2. I am satisfied that this policy, which sets out support for the protection, conservation
and enhancement of the environment, provides an appropriate basis for seeking developer
contributions in respect of particular development proposals, where doing so would also
meet the tests for planning obligations set out in circular 3/2012. It may be appropriate and
useful for the council to provide further information on this aspect in the supplementary
guidance which is to be prepared in connection with this policy.
3. I do not agree that this policy would prevent the planning authority from taking account
of mitigation, derogation or compensation, where this is appropriate, or the benefits which
particular development proposals could generated. Policies LDP 5 and LDP 6 may also be
relevant for particular proposals, and I am therefore satisfied that this plan provides the
council with an appropriate policy framework to assess the balance between potentially
competing interests, and between the specific benefits and disadvantages, on a case by
case basis.
4. The Isle of Coll’s ‘Dark Skies’ status is not in itself a planning or other statutory
designation. However the council has confirmed that it intends to take this into account
when considering planning applications. I therefore consider that it would be appropriate
that this should be reflected in the local development plan, and I conclude that this policy
should be amended to confirm the intention to protect the darkness of the island’s night
skies.
5. I agree that the wording of the policy could be interpreted as indicating a rigid
application of the precautionary principle irrespective of the degree of uncertainty and the
scale or nature of the potential effects of a proposed development. Accordingly I conclude
that the wording should be amended to better reflect the council’s stated intentions.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. Modify section (B) of the second paragraph of Policy LDP 3 to read as follows:
“(B) does not protect, conserve or where possible enhance:
i) the established character and local distinctiveness of the landscape and
seascape in terms of its location, scale, form, and design; and,
ii) the “Dark Skies” status of the Isle of Coll.
2. Replace section (D) of the second paragraph of Policy LDP 3 with:
“(D) has not been ascertained that it will avoid adverse effects, including cumulative
effects, on the integrity or special qualities of international or nationally designated
natural and built environment sites.”
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3. Insert a new clause (E) in the second paragraph of Policy LDP 3, stating:
“(E) has significant adverse effects, including cumulative effects, on the special
qualities or integrity of locally designated natural and built environment sites.”
4. Modify the first sentence of the third paragraph of Policy LDP 3 to read as follows:
“Where there is significant uncertainty concerning the potential impact of a proposed
development on the built, human or natural environment, consideration will be given to the
appropriate application of the precautionary principle, consistent with Scottish Planning
Policy.”
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ISS607

Coastal Development and Marine Planning

LDP 4 – Supporting the Sustainable
Development of our Coastal Zone
Development plan Chapter 1 – Introduction
Reporter:
Chapter 3 – Protecting, Conserving and
David Russell
reference:
Enhancing Our Outstanding Environment
Together
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (00981)
SportScotland) (01865)
Scottish Sea Farms (00920)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
POLICY LDP 4 – Supporting the Sustainable Development of our Coastal Zone
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)



Consider that the items listed in paragraph 3.9.5 of Policy LDP 4 are key issues rather
than criteria and that this should be clarified in the policy.
List of ‘other relevant documents’ identified in Policy LDP 4 should include forthcoming
Regional Marine Plans.

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (00981) - Support expressed for the references to
the Argyll and Clyde RBMP Area Management Plans and the reference in 3.9.5 for
applications for coastal development to meet criteria relating to flood risk and ecological
status.
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)



Policy LDP4 should set out the principles for locational guidance in any aquaculture
supplementary guidance, as required by Scottish Planning Policy.
Policy LDP 4 should contain references to the Draft National Marine Plan, UK Marine
Policy Statement and other relevant policy documents.

CHAPTER 3 – Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding Environment
Together
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
 List of ‘other relevant documents’ identified in Policy LDP 4 should include forthcoming
Regional Marine Plans.
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Relationship between marine and terrestrial planning
Sport Scotland (01865) - In relation to Policy LDP 4 and supporting SG (SG LDP CST 1),
Sport Scotland question whether there is a need for a more specific policy and guidance on
the interaction between marine and terrestrial planning. Such a policy could consider the
impacts on the terrestrial environment from marine development, including coastal
landscapes, coastal processes and access. The representation states that Sport Scotland
are unsure whether such policy consideration is needed in the LDP or whether this should
be covered by policy in forthcoming regional marine plans.
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118); Scottish Sea Farms (00920) - The LDP
can guide only aquaculture development in marine waters, but future regional marine plans
will guide not only aquaculture planning decisions but also all other decisions by public
authorities on activities at sea. The Council will be obliged to determine aquaculture
planning applications according to the LDP and appropriate marine plans unless relevant
considerations indicate otherwise. The existence of two plans for fish farm development
raises two concerns:
(i) Potential for conflicting policy between the LDP and the appropriate marine plans and;
(ii) Risk of an uneven playing field between fish farming and other marine development if
the different standards are applied in the marine plan and in the LDP.
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)



Reference should be made in paragraph 1.3.6 of the Introduction to the LDP, to the
Marine (Scotland) Act which requires local authorities to make decisions on applications
in accordance with the relevant marine plans.
Suggest the final sentence of paragraph 3.5 is updated to reflect the importance of the
marine environment in a European context, not just the UK. The marine environment
includes areas of search for SACs and SPAs, as well as proposed MPAs. This
paragraph should stress the fact that any development in coastal locations should be
sustainable.

Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
POLICY LDP 4 – Supporting the Sustainable Development of our Coastal Zone
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)



Clarification that items listed are key issues not criteria. Item ‘(k) Marine Planning’
should be changed to ‘Demonstrates compliance with the relevant marine plan’.
Identify forthcoming Regional Marine Plans under ‘Other relevant documents’ in Policy
LDP 4.

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (00981) - None stated
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)



LDP to set out principles for locational guidance in any aquaculture supplementary
guidance.
Policy LDP 4 should contain references to the Draft National Marine Plan, UK Marine
Policy Statement and other relevant policy documents.
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CHAPTER 3 – Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding Environment
Together
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - Update paragraph 3.5 of Chapter 3 to
reflect importance of marine environment in a European context and stress the fact that
any development in coastal locations should be sustainable.
Relationship between marine and terrestrial planning
Sport Scotland (01865) - Content with whatever decision the Council makes.
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118); Scottish Sea Farms (00920) - The
Proposed LDP to set out how any policy conflicts should be resolved and, to ensure a level
playing field between aquaculture and other offshore activities, do so by giving preference
to policies in the marine plans, once they have been adopted.
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040) - Reference should be made in paragraph
1.3.6 of the Introduction to the LDP, to the Marine (Scotland) Act which requires local
authorities to make decisions on applications in accordance with the relevant marine plans.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
POLICY LDP 4 – Supporting the Sustainable Development of our Coastal Zone
a) Policy criteria
It is the Council’s view that the list in paragraph 3.9.5 of the proposed Local
Development Plan (Core Document CD012) are criteria and not ‘key issues’ and
therefore no change is required.
b) Setting principles for Aquaculture SG
This objection from SSPO/Scottish Sea Farms focusses on the Scottish Planning Policy
(SPP) (Core Document: Ref CD007) requirements for marine aquaculture. Policy LDP4
covers development on land and not marine aquaculture, although would be relevant to
onshore fish farms, oyster farms or land-based infrastructure to support aquaculture.
The SPP requirement for spatial guidance is therefore not relevant to this policy. It is
however relevant to Policy LDP 5, which does set out the principles for which SG may
give further guidance and identifies relevant SG (see core document CD015) which
provide the mechanisms for delivery of this policy.







If the reporter is so minded, the Council recommends the following changes to Policy
LDP3 in order to provide greater clarity on the principles for relevant SG and to improve
clarity over which LDP policy sets the framework for Aquaculture Development:
Remove reference to SG AQUA 1 in the policy wording
Move text from paragraph 3.9.6 into the policy wording
Remove list of ‘Other relevant documents’ from policy as covered by new policy text
(3.9.6)
Make clearer reference to the fact that the Coastal Development Strategy is in
preparation and not yet complete.
Refer to development criteria and spatial strategy of SG LDP CST 1 in policy and
remove paragraph 3.9.5 of justification.
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c) Reference to UK Marine Policy Statement and Marine Plans
The Council will need to take account of the National Marine Plan (CD028), which is
consistent with the UK Marine Policy Statement and any future regional marine plans
when making planning decisions which may affect the marine environment. Therefore,
if the reporter is so minded, the Council is content in the interests of accuracy to amend
Policy LDP 4 to replace ‘marine spatial plans’ with ‘National Marine Plan and
forthcoming Regional Marine Plans’ to the end of the last sentence of the policy (See
Core Document Supplementary Guidance CD015 - SG Schedule shows coastal policy
SG LDP CST 1 as amended by Council ).
d) Definition of Coastal Zone
The Council has incorrectly defined the ‘Coastal Zone’ in this policy, which was
mistakenly taken from a description of the geographical area to be covered in a Coastal
Development Strategy which is currently in preparation. The area defined for this
strategy extended to 1km inland to allow a consistent approach to presentation of maps
and data but was not intended to be a hard and fast definition of a coastal zone and
therefore a definition of a zone within which Policy LDP 5 applies.
The influence of the coast can penetrate far in land in some areas and not so in others.
In terms of assessing individual development proposals adjacent to the coast, planning
officers will make a judgement as to whether Policy LDP 5 applies. Considerations in
determining the landward limit of the coastal zone will include the extent to which it is
affected by coastal processes, the intervisibility between land and sea, and the potential
for development to adversely affect the special qualities of the coast.
Proposed LDP representations on PDA 1002 (Issue no. ISS025) highlight uncertainty
as to when Policy LDP5 applies and the Council would not like any confusion to remain.
If the reporter is so minded the Council would be content with the following change to
the definition of the Coastal Zone in Policy LDP5 and would subsequently amend SG
CST 1 (see Core Document CD015) to correct this error and improve clarity over when
this policy would apply.
Coastal Zone definition in policy – Strip of land between Mean Low Water Springs
(MLWS) and a maximum of 1km landwards. In many cases the coastal zone will
extend only a short distance inland, and this distance depends on the extent to which
the land is affected by coastal processes, the intervisibility between land and sea, and
the potential for development to adversely affect the special qualities of the coast.
Whether this policy applies to a particular development application is at the discretion of
the Council’s Planning Department.
CHAPTER 3 (D429) – Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing Our Outstanding
Environment Together
In response to the requested modification of paragraph 3.5, the Council considers that
there is no need to state that development has to be sustainable as this is inferred by the
second last sentence of this paragraph. The Council would be content in the interests of
clarity, if the reporter was so minded, to amend the last sentence in paragraph 3.5 to read ‘Similarly the marine environment is one of the richest in terms of biodiversity in the UK and
Europe, in order to reflect the importance of marine environment in a European context.
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Relationship between marine and terrestrial planning
a) Consideration of land-based impacts from marine development
The Council does not consider it appropriate for the LDP to include policy which
considers land-based impacts from marine development, with the exception of marine
aquaculture development which is under planning control. The SG (see Core
Document CD015) chapter on Aquaculture Development (SG LDP AQUA 1) considers
and identifies potential land based impacts from marine aquaculture development. The
forthcoming Coastal Development Strategy as SG, will consider this relationship and
will identify potential land based impacts that could result from marine development
which the Council would wish to see considered in the development of Regional Marine
Plans and relevant marine licensing decisions. In view of the foregoing the Council
recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
b) Policy conflict between LDP and marine plan policies
The Council considers that it is more appropriate for the Coastal Development Strategy
(in preparation) as SG, to provide guidance on how any policy conflicts between the
LDP and relevant marine plans will be addressed.
Scottish Government thinking has progressed since publication of the Proposed LDP
with a draft Marine Planning Circular (Core Document: Ref CD029) published for public
consultation in (August 2013) which provides specific guidance and additional clarity on
the relationship between marine and terrestrial planning, as defined in the Marine
(Scotland) Act (Core Document: Ref CD026). The most relevant paragraphs of this
document (13; 22; 32 & 33) clearly identify a two-way process where both planning
processes work together to deliver consistent policy where possible and plans that are
equally compatible with each other.
The Council does not agree that preference should be given to marine plan policies.
Marine plans and LDPs have an equal footing and Argyll and Bute Council will work
with marine planners to ensure marine plans and policies are consistent with our own
policy and where issues arise agreement will be reached and our own SG can be
amended if appropriate. In view of the foregoing the Council recommends no
modification to the proposed LDP.
c) Reference to Marine (Scotland) Act
The Proposed LDP has taken account of the Marine (Scotland) Act (Core Document:
Ref CD026) which is particularly relevant to aquaculture development. The Council
therefore would be content in the interests of accuracy, if the Reporter was so minded,
for the amendment suggested by objector (00040) to be made, with the second
sentence of paragraph 1.3.6 being amended to read:
The LDP also takes account of planning advice notes (PANs), other national strategies
including the government’s economic strategy and relevant national legislation such as
the Climate Change (Scotland) Act (2009), Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004
and Marine (Scotland) Act (2010).
Conclusion
The Council would be content to include the above amendments to the Proposed LDP,
if the Reporter is so minded, as they are not considered to be a material change in
policy direction, but have been accepted in order to bring additional clarity to and
improve accuracy of the LDP.
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Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that the representation submitted by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
advises of its support for certain provisions of the proposed plan, and does not raise any
unresolved issues which require to be addressed through this examination.
2. Paragraph 3.9.5 (and also paragraph 3.9.4) concerns the proposed supplementary
guidance which is to be prepared in relation to a coastal development strategy, which will
include a spatial framework. These are to provide additional information and guidance in
relation to the support for the sustainable development of the coastal zone which is set out
in Policy LDP 4 of the local development plan.
3. The statutory role of supplementary guidance is restricted to the provision of information
and guidance, and not the setting of criteria with which proposals are required to comply.
Once adopted, the supplementary guidance will form part of the development plan. In
determining any relevant planning applications the decision maker will be required to have
regard to the contents of that supplementary guidance, as well as to other provisions of the
development plan and any other material considerations.
4. However, the wording of these paragraphs appears to have the effect of incorporating,
as part of the policy of the local development plan, the contents of the, as yet, unadopted
supplementary guidance. In this context, I agree that the use of the term ‘criteria’ is
inappropriate, and that both paragraphs should be amended to clarify and reflect the role
of the supplementary guidance in providing additional information and guidance.
5. I agree that the requirement to take account of the national marine plan and future
regional marine plans when considering proposals which may affect the marine
environment should be reflected more accurately in this part of the plan.
6. The council has confirmed that it intends that Policy LDP4 deals with onshore
developments in the coastal zone, and that marine aquaculture comes under Policy LDP5.
I consider that this should be clarified in the wording of the policy, and agree that the
reference to the proposed supplementary guidance on aquaculture development should be
removed from this policy to avoid confusion.
7. With regard to land based impacts from marine developments, I note that the council
considers that the proposed supplementary guidance on a coastal development strategy
will consider potential land based impacts from marine aquaculture development. In the
current absence of the approved national and regional marine plans which will provide a
spatial framework for future activities in marine areas, and in the absence of any specific
suggestions for changes from Sportscotland in its representation, I consider that there is
insufficient evidence to recommend any modifications to this aspect of the plan at this
stage.
8. I accept that the need for planning permission to be obtained for marine aquaculture
developments does differentiate these from other marine developments or activities. It will
be the Marine Planning Circular which will address the relationship between the marine
and terrestrial planning regimes. The published draft circular states that:
“The Scottish Government expects that, in time, regional marine plans, and
any supplementary plans or guidance associated with them, will provide the principal
spatial framework for decisions about the location of new aquaculture development.
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In doing so, regional marine plans will need to take account of the pre-existing
terrestrial development plan and any spatial framework, and of the impact of any
new aquaculture development on terrestrial planning objectives. This shift of spatial
planning for aquaculture from terrestrial to marine planning should take place in a
manner and time to be agreed between terrestrial and marine planning authorities.”
9. While it may have been possible for the council to introduce into the proposed local
development plan a spatial framework for future aquaculture development in marine areas
around Argyll and Bute, it did not do so and no such framework has been suggested in the
submitted representations. This matter will therefore now await the forthcoming regional
marine plans.
10. Given the nature of the relationship between marine and terrestrial planning, I agree
that it would be appropriate that the introduction to the plan should confirm that the Marine
(Scotland) Act 2010 is one of the elements of national legislation which has been taken into
account.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. Amending paragraph 3.9.4 to read:
“3.9.4 A Coastal Development Strategy will be prepared as supplementary guidance.
It will show, through a range of indicators, where coastal development may, or may
not, be acceptable, and the types of development that might be accommodated. It will
also identify a spatial framework to provide a sequential order of preference for the
different Development Management Zones, as defined in Policy LDP DM1.
2. Replacing the first part of paragraph 3.9.5, up to the word ‘criteria’, with:
“To assist the council in supporting the sustainable development of the coastal zone,
proposals for coastal development on land should demonstrate how they relate to the
spatial framework and the regard which has been paid to the relevant indicators
identified within the supplementary guidance. These indicators may include:”
3. In Policy LDP 4, under ‘Other relevant documents’, adding: “Forthcoming regional
marine plans”.
4. In paragraph 3.9.6: replacing “marine spatial plans” with “the national marine plan and
forthcoming regional marine plans”.
5. In the first sentence of Policy LDP4: inserting “onshore proposals for” after “support”.
6. In Policy LDP4: removing the bullet point reference to the proposed supplementary
guidance “SG LDP AQUA 1 – Aquaculture Development”.
7. In the second sentence of paragraph 1.3.6: adding “the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010,”
after “relevant national legislation such as”.
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ISS608

LDP 5 - Supporting the Sustainable Growth of Our Economy

Development plan
reference:

LDP 5 – Supporting the Sustainable Growth
of Our Economy

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146)
Scottish Power (02127)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (00040)
Scottish Sea Farms Ltd (00920)
RWE npower Renewables (02126)
David Bridge (01774)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP 5 – Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Welcomes the Council's
support for the fish farming industry as expressed in Section 4 and Policy LDP 5.
Page 35. Para. 4.3 contains the first reference to food and drink industries so the definition
of this "(includes agriculture, aquaculture, fishing and whisky)" should appear here.
LDP 5 – Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - Tarbert and Skipness
Community Council consider Tarbert to be a key tourist destination, not only because of
the wide range of services but also because of the newly repaired, community-owned royal
castle and the expansion of the harbour for pleasure craft. The Community Council
understand that appreciate that official figures do not necessarily show this as few
establishments are registered with Visit Scotland. Figures from the harbour board show
that the growing number of pontoons now attract 3,500 visiting boats a year (i.e. approx
10,500 people) plus a further 1,000 sailors for the Scottish Series. Also there are 115 boats
permanently moored here by people from outwith the area. Between Easter and
September 2012 the counter installed at the newly-repaired castle of Robert the Bruce
showed 40,000 visitors. Some of these will have come down the same way and be counted
twice and some, of course, will have been local. An adjusted figure is 14,000 visitors to the
castle during the season.
Tarbert Community Council fully supports the proposal for a Tourism Development Area in
and around Tarbert and Skipness as well as the West Loch.
LDP 5 David Bridge (01774) - The objector contends that the Tourism Development Areas
should include the central part of Kintyre as the Kintyre Way crosses it several times and is
an important and growing tourism asset. These “wild” areas are as important as the coastal
fringe to visitors.
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LDP 5 – Scottish Power (02127) - Scottish Power supports this policy. They suggest,
however, that there should be specific support for community businesses, including
community renewable energy projects. They state that this form of development has
proved to be very successful in harnessing economic growth to support the retention and
growth of our population. This would also support LDP Policies 6, 8 and 10. Scottish
Power also point out that any community benefit funds (normal practice for onshore
windfarms and supported and encouraged by Argyll and Bute Council) are not material in
planning terms.
Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The objector states that the small reference in
the LDP to tourism in Argyll & Bute in general and Helensburgh and Lomond in particular is
inadequate and does not do justice to the important contribution this sector makes to the
economy and employment of Argyll and Bute.
The objector considers that the LDP takes little no account of the wide range of the varied
tourist offerings across. The objector considers that Helensburgh and its surrounding areas
should be differentiated from the rest of Argyll and Bute.
Reasons for the importance of tourism have been highlighted, including:




Failure to make new investment and build on existing economic strengths causes
decline, stagnation and decay.
Tourism brings trade to accommodation providers, local retailers, restaurants, cafes
and other local businesses. It does not challenge the town’s essential character and
brings money directly to the town.
Tourism touches many facets of the local economy creating jobs at all levels.
Helensburgh’s tourism offering in many ways is different from elsewhere in Argyll &
Bute. (On the edge of the Scotland’s largest conurbation, proximity to the National
Park, established attractions, town centre shops, basic tourism, growing network of
local paths giving many miles of safe walking and cycling.

RSPB (00040) - The words ‘but must be balanced against environmental impacts’ should
be added to the end of this paragraph. The importance of the area’s environment to
tourism should be emphasised, particularly wildlife tourism on islands such as Mull. The
objector suggests a wording change to ‘well-sited, environmentally sustainable renewable
energy related development’ in the first sentence. It is important that Spheres of Influence
and Key Ports are properly assessed, as well as offshore development.
RWE npower Renewables (02126) - Expression of support. Recommend that these
economic policies should be a key consideration in determining planning applications for
wind farms, as development of onshore wind is an important element in the on-going
success of the economy in the Argyll and Bute
Council area.
Scottish Power (02127) - Support expressed for this policy. We would suggest, however,
that there should be specific support for community businesses, including community
renewable energy projects.
This form of development has proved to be very successful in harnessing economic
growth to support the retention and growth of our population.
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Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 5 – Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Definition of food and drink
required.
Scottish Sea Farms Ltd (00920) - Definition of food and drinks industry made available
LDP 5 – Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - The Community Council
suggest the Council add a star to the Map on Page 39 of the Written Statement indicating
that Tarbert has a Key Tourist Attraction.
LDP 5 David Bridge (01774) - The addition of the central Kintyre Area as a Tourism
Development Area.
LDP 5 – Scottish Power (02127) - None stated see above.
LDP 5 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - Much greater recognition be given in
the LDP to the importance tourism makes to the overall economy of Argyll and Bute.
Helensburgh and Lomond current and potential tourist offering is so distinct that it should
be given its own section within the LDP.
RWE npower Renewables (02126) - None stated.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
LDP 5 – Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The Council considers that
food and drink is a well-recognised industry in Scotland including aquaculture but to strictly
define it in terms of what it contains could give rise to problems and for that reason the
Council considers that there should be no definition in the plan.
LDP 5 – Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - The Key Tourist Attractions,
shown as stars on the “Growing our Economy Together” Diagram in the Written Statement
were derived from information in the Visitor Attraction Monitor 2009 prepared for Visit
Scotland (Production Ref PD278). Their purpose is to highlight the tourism resource
across the area and they were used, in part, to derive the boundaries of the Tourism
Development Areas which have related policy in the PLDP and Supplementary Guidance.
In themselves they do not have any related policy. Tarbert is situated within a Tourism
Development Area. Given the evidence of the scale of the attractions, supplied by the
Community Council, the Council would be content, if the Reporter was so minded, to add
an icon to the economy map on page 39 of the Written Statement to indicate Tarbert as a
Key Tourist Attraction.
LDP 5 David Bridge (01774) - The Tourism Development Areas (TDA) are defined in the
“Growing our Economy Together” Diagram in the Written Statement and referenced in
policy LDP 5 - Supporting the Sustainable Growth of our Economy. Tourism is a key
industry in Argyll and Bute recognised in the Economic Development Action Plan, Single
Outcome Agreement [Core Document Refs CD037 and CD011) and the LDP (Core
Document Ref CD012) as a main potential growth sector. The Tourism Development
Areas are supported by a promotional policy in Supplementary Guidance SG LDP TOUR 3
Promoting Tourism Development Areas (Core Document ref CD015). This policy seeks to
encourage high quality tourism development, focussing on areas of existing infrastructure.
This meets with Key Objectives D and E of the LDP. The TDA were derived from mapping
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of the Key Tourist Attractions and levels of existing tourism and other infrastructure.
The Kintyre Way is an important asset, noted in the Core Path Plan (Core Doc CD057), but
in the location indicated, along the spine of Kintyre, is not being specifically promoted for
significant built tourism development, such as hotels. Non designation of this area would
not preclude applications for development for tourism nor further development of the route.
Proposals both within or outwith the TDA require to be assessed against the policies in the
development plan.
It is noted that the objector has also raised issues in terms of the Wind Farm Map in the
same area, which has been dealt with under ISS 402 LDP 6 – Supporting sustainable
growth of renewables.
LDP 5 – Scottish Power (02127) - The Council makes no distinction between community
and commercial on shore wind as they are both assessed equally in terms of the plan’s
wind farm map, policies and SG as required by the SPP (Core Doc Ref CD007). More
detailed responses with regard to objections received to Policy LDP 6 Supporting the
Sustainable Growth of Renewables is dealt with in Strategic Issues ISS402 and ISS609.
LDP 5 – RSPB (00040) - The Council considers that there is no need to add additional
words here as the plan does seek to balance environmental, social and economic needs
by requiring to take into account all relevant policies and SG of the plan. Any additional
text will simply lead to a larger document which is against the thrust of Government
guidelines on the length of any plan. Argyll and Bute’s key Ports are already established
and have no need for further assessment. Offshore development will be properly
assessed as and when proposals come forwards. The spheres of influence do not give
any presumption in favour of renewable energy applications in the areas covered by the
spheres.
LDP 5 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The importance of tourism to the
economy of Scotland is recognised in the Government’s Economic Strategy (Core Doc Ref
CD056) and Scottish Planning Policy (Core Document Ref CD007). The particular
significance of this sector for Argyll and Bute is noted in the Single Outcome Agreement
(Core Doc Ref CD011) and the Economic Development Action Plan (Core Doc Ref
CD037). The Main Issues Report; Monitoring Statement (Core Document Ref CD046)
highlights the degree of importance of this sector within Argyll and Bute. The PLDP sets
out 5 potential main growth sectors of which one is tourism. (Core Doc Ref CD012).
Tourism is supported in policy LDP 5 in the PLDP which also links to 3 further
Supplementary Guidance policies.
The distinctive importance of Helensburgh and Lomond as a visitor destination is
specifically noted in Chapter 2 of the PLDP para 2.3.2 (Core Doc ref CD012), related to its
proximity to the Glasgow conurbation, its outstanding natural and built heritage, its role in
tourism relating to being adjacent to the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park
and as a day tripper destination and the green networks. Helensburgh and Lomond Area
contains a Tourism Development Area as identified in the “Growing our Economy Together
Diagram” in the PLDP.
It should also be noted that the information supplied by the community council in their
representation will also help inform the formation of specific tourist strategies for the
Helensburgh and Lomond area and specific actions for the local Economic Development
Action Plan that the Council is currently working on.
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Consequently, to ensure that the PLDP remains a focussed and effective document, a
balance is required in terms of the detail included. It is considered that tourism is dealt with
effectively by the plan and that the specific local characteristics relating to Helensburgh
and Lomond have been highlighted within the PLDP.
RWE npower Renewables (02126) - These policies and associated SG are a key
consideration in the determination of applications for windfarms as are all other relevant
polices and SG of the PLDP.
In view of the above it is considered that no modification is required to the Local
Development Plan.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I do not consider it necessary for the local development plan to contain a definition of
the food and drinks industry, albeit that fish farming and aquaculture are clearly important
elements of it.
2. As it is clear from the evidence submitted by the community council that Tarbert is an
important tourist attraction, I agree that it would be appropriate to identify it on the relevant
map as one Argyll and Bute’s ‘key tourist attractions’.
3. The Kintyre Way is an important asset to tourism by providing access to attractive open
countryside, some of which is relatively remote. However I do not consider that it would be
appropriate to identify it on the relevant map in the local development plan as being itself a
tourism development area in which development proposals would be encouraged, although
significant parts of the route are already within delineated tourism development areas.
4. It is Policy LDP 6 which relates specifically to renewable energy developments, and
while there is no explicit reference to community businesses and community projects, I am
satisfied that both policies provide a sufficient and appropriate framework for supporting
them.
5. The proposed plan identifies Helensburgh as one of Argyll and Bute’s many key tourist
attractions. Each has its own attributes, problems and potential. I do not consider that it
would be appropriate for the plan itself, which is for the whole of Argyll and Bute, to seek to
differentiate each, or to single out Helensburgh in particular. The policy itself provides
sufficient support to enable the needs of each to be addressed appropriately, and the
specific potential of the Helensburgh area is recognised in the plan at paragraph 2.3.2.
6. The representation submitted by RWE npower Renewables in relation to this policy
does not raise any unresolved issues which require to be addressed through this
examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by adding Tarbert as one of the Key Tourist Attractions shown on the map
on page 39.
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ISS610

LDP 8 - Supporting the Strength of Our Communities

Development plan
reference:

LDP 8 – Supporting the Strength of Our
Communities

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
CALA Homes (West)) (01870)
Suzanne McIntosh (01887)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
LDP 8 – Supporting the Strength of Our Communities
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector contends that Council needs to
ensure that evidence has been prepared for the Proposed LDP confirming that they are
establishing a generous housing land supply in compliance with the requirements of the
SPP (as set by the Scottish Government).
The Objector states that the Council is required to maintain a 5 year effective housing land
supply at all times (SPP, paragraph 73). The Proposed LDP presents a housing land
requirement based on the evidence presented in the Argyll and Bute HNDA (paragraph
2.8.2). This equates to 9,590 homes over the next 10 years or 959 homes per annum. This
housing land requirement accords with SPP, paragraph 70. CALA Homes (West) (The
Objector) supports the Council in adopting this housing land requirement of 9,590 homes
over the Proposed LDP period.
In order to accord with SPP, the Council needs to prepare a housing land audit. This is the
method to measure whether a supply of effective land for at least 5 years is being
maintained at all times (SPP, paragraph 75). This will ensure that a continuing generous
supply of land for house building is being provided.
The Council needs to assess the allocations prior to the LDP Examination in order to
determine the effectiveness of allocations, seeking guidance from the house building
sector where appropriate. This is in accordance with guidance set out in PAN 2/2010.
CALA Homes (West) (the Objector) supports the Council in identifying 7,450 homes for
allocation over the Proposed LDP period.
The objector states that maintaining a 5 year Effective Land Supply at all times SPP
requires the LDP to allocate land on a range of sites which are effective or capable of
becoming effective to meet the housing land requirement up to Year 10, ensuring a
minimum of 5 years effective land supply at all times.
The objector states that in order to evaluate whether the allocations would be sufficient to
maintain a 5 years land supply at all times, the Council must programme the expected
annual delivery from proposed allocations with the effective land supply and test whether
this meets the housing land requirement. This work and evidence should form part of the
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Council’s finalised position for the LDP Examination through a Housing Land audit.
The Council therefore needs to implement a policy mechanism to ensure that a 5 year
housing land supply is maintained at all times as well as identifying a mechanism to
measure compliance and ensure an effective housing supply at all times.
LDP 8 – Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - The objector questions the effectiveness of the land
supply in light of the allocated number of units falling short of the required number and the
over-reliance on windfall sites to make up the shortfall. In addition, the tables of housing
sites do not identify those sites which have been carried forward from the last plan, those
which have been allocated for in excess of 10 years nor given an explanation of why they
have not come to fruition within that plan period.
An in-depth analysis of the reasons for an underperformance on sites coming forward to
development stage has not been provided in the LDP or referred to yet this is critical to
achieving the vision in the plan and reversing the trend of population decline.
It is considered that in the light of the current economic climate that sites of over 80 to 100
units are not attracting investment/builders throughout Scotland and by the very nature of
their size are ineffective as a result of the economic climate. There is no consideration of
this fundamental in the plan.
In addition, in relation to infrastructure delivery, costs and impact on the effectiveness of
sites no reference is made.
LDP 8 – Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - SNH seek a symbol for Green networks on the
Main Towns in the Strengthening our Communities map that accompanies the LDP8 policy
on p.49.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The objector recommends that a new Policy is
inserted into the as follows
LDP HL1 – HOUSING LAND FLEXIBILITY
The Council shall maintain a five years’ effective housing land supply at all times to meet
the housing land requirement of 9,500 housing solutions over a 10 year period. This will be
monitored by an annual housing land audit. For this purpose the Council may grant
planning permission for the earlier development of sites which are allocated or phased for
a later period in the LDP.
Other sites for housing development proposals within the Development Management
Zones may be granted planning permission to maintain a five years’ effective housing land
supply if allocated or phased site cannot be developed earlier. These new housing
developments need to meet the criteria set out in Policy LDP DM 1.
The objector further recommends that the following amendments are made to Paragraph
2.8.4 after “Argyll and Bute”
“Policy LDP HL1 sets out the mechanism to maintain a 5 year effective land supply at all
times.”
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And, the addition of the words “through a housing land audit” after the word “review”
LDP 8 – Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - In order to provide a robust means of addressing
population decline a more in depth analysis of the housing allocations and an exploration
as to why sites have not come forward needs to be undertaken as a matter of urgency.
LDP 8 – Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - SNH seek a symbol for Green networks on the
Main Towns in the Strengthening our Communities map that accompanies the LDP8 policy
on p.49
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
LDP 8 – CALA Homes (West) (01870) - The Council will comply with the SPP to deliver an
effective five year housing supply at all times. The Council already does this through
specific housing numbers identified on clearly identified Allocations, PDAs and windfall
development within acceptable sites within the Development Management Zones. The
Council has published a Housing Land Audit in March 2013 and has consulted with
Developers (Core Doc. Ref. CD009). This document shows clear programming for
housing land release and the Council is committed to reviewing this document annually to
ensure that an effective housing land supply is continuously delivered throughout Argyll
and Bute. The council can see no value to adding an additional policy statement as
proposed by the Objector or amend Paragraph 2.8.4 of the plan’s Written Statement to
refer to the new policy.
In terms of the proposed addition of the words “housing land audit” in Paragraph 2.8.4 the
Council would be content, if the reporter was so minded, to include a reference here to the
housing land audit as it would add clarity to the intentions of the plan.
LDP 8 – Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - The Council does not accept the objector’s
arguments with regard to the effectiveness of the housing sites. The Council has
conducted a detailed Housing Land Audit (Core Doc Ref CD009) and consulted with the
housing industry and the Scottish Government with no objections raised. Allocations,
some partially implemented have been carried forward from the current Local Plan (Core
Doc. Ref. CD001) which is standard planning practice given the current plan is still
considered to be up to date. These Allocations have been clearly identified in the plan as
they retain the same reference number with new allocations having new distinct references
given to them. The same is applicable for PDAs.
The carrying forward of allocated housing sites that have not been fully developed into a
future plan is normal planning practice where the council still considers these sites to be
effective. The Council has committed to undertaking a Housing Land Audit on an annual
basis to measure the sites’ effectiveness. This information will be used to undertake future
reviews of the plan and bring forward additional sites where necessary to maintain an
effective 5 year housing supply at all times.
The Housing Land Audit together with the published allocation schedules in the Written
Statement and the published Draft Action Programme 2014 (Core Doc. Ref. CD030)
contains considerable information on a wide range of sites ranging from a single dwelling
unit to sites with a capacity in excess of 100. At the Main Issues Report (MIR) (Core Doc.
Ref. CD013) Stage the issue of increasing density on appropriate sites was put forward to
help with economies of scale and making best use of available land and this received
strong public support. This resulted in a number of sites having a higher density applied in
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the Proposed LDP including a number of sites being taken forward from the current Local
Plan.
The Council also does not agree that larger sites are failing to be implemented and the
objector has provided no evidence to substantiate this claim. Argyll and Bute has helped
take forward larger sites of over 80 houses in numerous locations including Lochgilphead
(former high school site and at Baddens) and within the Oban settlement area. The
phased development of sites at Dunbeg Corridor (50 houses on site with a further 25
committed at this stage) has started with infrastructure support committed through the
agreed Lorn TIF.
The Council considers therefore the availability of the Housing Land Audit that will be
renewed on an annual basis provides the in-depth analysis of the housing allocations
requested by the objector (01887) and as such considers that no amendment be made to
the Proposed LDP on account of this objection.
LDP 8 – Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Green Networks are to be mapped in
Supplementary Guidance that has not yet been prepared. The detailed locations of the
Green Networks are as yet unknown and will be subject to full consultation, including with
SNH, in due course. It would be inappropriate to identify locations in the LDP in advance of
this.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. Matters relating to the adequacy of the proposed plan’s housing land supply, the
commitment to maintaining a five years’ effective housing land supply at all times, the role
of the housing land audit, and housing densities are addressed at Issue ISS400, where
modifications to Policy LDP 8 and its associated text are recommended.
2. As the location of the ‘green networks’ is not yet known, I agree that their inclusion on
the map on page 49 would be premature. However I note that reference to the preparation
of management plans for green networks is included at paragraph 3.6 as one of the
environmental theme key actions to be undertaken during the plan period.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications (but see Issue ISS400).
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ISS611

LDP 9 - Development Setting, Layout and Design

Development plan
reference:

LDP 9 - Development Setting, Layout and
Design

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)

Provision of the
development plan
LDP 9 Development Setting, Layout and Design
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP 9 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The objector contends that Argyll &
Bute Council’s Sustainable Design Guidance is a widely acclaimed document which takes
Scottish Government policies on building layout and design and applies them across A &
B.
Tiree apart, however, the Council document is one size fits all and fails to recognise the
wide range of different settlements within A&B many with their own design heritage and
characteristics. To fill this gap for Helensburgh HCC has produced its own Helensburgh
Design Statement and Helensburgh Landscape Statement which translate Scottish
Government and the Council’s design guidance policies into the design characteristics it
wishes to see for the town – architecture which is distinctive, varied and which integrates
with the local landscape etc.
Helensburgh was a New Town in the early 19th century and its legacy today is an
outstanding array of Victorian and Edwardian buildings along with significant Art Nouveau
and Arts & Craft work. Bland, developer led, “could be anywhere” uniformity in style and
detail is not part of this heritage. The common language running through them is that they
are within an architectural tradition incorporating a range of styles, materials and
ornamentation that sits comfortably within its own local and West of Scotland landscapes.
Many of Scotland’s finest architects of the time have left their mark on Helensburgh William Leiper, A.N. Paterson, Alexander “Greek” Thomson, Sir Roland Anderson, John
Honeyman, M. H. Baillie Scott, Robert Wemyss and William Spence. Charles Rennie
Mackintosh’s world renowned masterpiece, the Hill House. Is Helensburgh’s crown jewel.
What makes Helensburgh unique is its combination of architectural scale and variety within
a fine south facing landscape setting over the River Clyde. The distinctive street grid
pattern contrasts with the “country park” ambience of the private gardens and wide tree
lined streets. For these reasons the area surrounding the Hill House and an extensive part
of upper Helensburgh were awarded Conservation Areas status in 1971 and 1994.
Unfortunately most post 1918 development has not maintained this tradition. Rather than
individual plots being developed singly developments in Helensburgh have tended to be of
a larger scale and developer led. What they have put up has been uniform and bland. It is
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rarely distinctive and is of a “could be anywhere” design. It is clear for all to see that it has
proved impossible for the planning authorities to secure a standard of design excellence
from developers which carries forward the heritage of past and applies it to developments
of today. On the other hand where buildings have been developed singly or in small
numbers they often do have a stand out quality of design excellence about them.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 9 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The objector recommends that to turn
around the erosion of its design excellence A&BC produces a separate Sustainable Design
Guide for Helensburgh. This to be based on SG LDP Sustainable Setting and Design
Principles of new Housing in Settlements and SG Argyll & Bute Sustainable Design
Guides.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
LDP 9 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The Council notes the comments
submitted by the objector (00135) but would like reassert our view that the very diversity of
the architecture in Helensburgh does not lend itself to a specific design guide. As the
objector refers to in his submission to the Proposed LDP the Council has prepared specific
design guides for particular locations such as Tiree (Core Doc. Ref CD039) and the Ross
of Mull where there is a distinct architectural identity that can be followed i.e. Tiree’s black
house and its modern variations.
That said, the Council’s design policy (LDP 9) and SG, including our suite of award
winning, generic design guides (Core Doc Ref. CD039) call for a “high standard of
appropriate design” to be applied throughout Argyll and Bute with specific advice offered
on aspects such as dealing with large and small scale residential, incorporating renewable
energy and undertaking works in the context of the historic environment. The Council will
continue to apply this policy and the SG together with national design policy to
Helensburgh taking full account of designated sites such as Helensburgh’s two outstanding
conservation areas but does not see the merit of taking forward a specific design guide for
the town.
Given all the above the Council does not see any merit in an amendment to the plan being
made through this objection.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. From the evidence submitted by the community council and from my own site
inspections it is apparent that Helensburgh’s reputation derives both from its locational
advantages and from its historic street pattern combined with a wide range of high quality
buildings, many of which were designed by renowned architects. However there is not a
standard or characteristic design of ‘Helensburgh building’ which should be replicated or
imposed on new developments, whether on gap sites or on greenfield extensions to the
town. Indeed, the new secondary school and supermarket are striking examples of
modern architecture which make their own contribution to the town.
2. In these circumstances I consider that Policy LDP 9 provides an appropriate framework
within which the expectations that developers should meet are clearly set out in terms of
the setting, layout and design of development. While not prescriptive, the need to have
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regard to the site’s context, setting and surroundings is emphasised, and would apply
equally to the development of sites in and around Helensburgh as it would to sites in other
towns and villages in Argyll and Bute.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS612

Policy LDP 10 - Maximising Our Resources and Reducing Our
Consumption

Development plan
reference:

Policy LDP 10 – Maximising Our Resources
and Reducing Our Consumption

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Coriolis Energy (01968)
SEPA (00981)
Scottish Water (00988)
Provision of the
development plan Policy LDP 10 – Maximising our Resources and Reducing our
to which the issue Consumption
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP 10 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The objector contends that the policy context of
Paragraph 6.1 of the Written Statement seeks to ensure that carbon sinks (i.e. peat lands)
are protected. Policy LDP 10 details that the Council will support all development proposals
that seek to maximise (renewable) resources where they ‘avoid the disturbance of carbon
rich soils’. Clear reference is required at this point linking the statement to the detailed
policy contained in SG LDP ENV 11 ‘Protection of Soil and Peat Resources’, which sets
out to clarify this statement further.
LDP 10 - SEPA (00981) - The objector seeks the removal of the reference to “Area Waste
Plans” in the action “To support the development of the area Waste Strategy by examining
its land use implications and the subsequent investigation of the identification of sites for
appropriate facilities.” Identified on page 54 of the LDP Written Statement.
LDP 10 - Scottish Water (00988) - Whilst Scottish Water has no objection to the contents
of this section, we do however feel it appropriate that some reference be made to the likely
onshore impact on water demand and waste water requirements of any offshore
aquaculture activities relating to the farming of fish and crustaceans.
Although these activities are predominantly concerned with the usage of sea water in their
daily operations, in certain instances the amount of fresh water used in the processing of
such foodstuffs can be significant. Similarly, strict controls on the resulting effluent, which
has the potential to enter the public waste water network, re in place.
We would suggest that an additional statement to remind developers involved in such
activities that it is imperative that they contact Scottish Water as early on in their proposals,
wherever relevant, to ensure sufficient capacity exists and the maximisation of network
capacity to accommodate any resulting demand.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 10 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - Include a direct reference in Policy LDP 10 to SG LDP
ENV 11.
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LDP 10 - SEPA (00981) - Replace “Area Waste Plans” with “Zero Waste Plan”.
LDP 10 - Scottish Water (00988) - See above.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The Council agrees with the objector (01968) and, if the Reporter is so minded, would be
content if SG LDP ENV 11 (CD015) is referenced in Policy LDP 10 – Maximising Our
Resources and Reducing Our Consumption in the interests of clarity and accuracy.
The Council agrees with the Objector (00981) and if the Reporter is so minded, would be
content with the substitution of the words “Area Waste Plan” with “Zero Waste Plan” in the
third action identified on page 54 of the LDP Written Statement in the interests of accuracy.
The Council does not agree that it is appropriate to specifically mention aquaculture
activities in terms of the impact on both water supply and waste water and the requirement
to consult with Scottish Water in this high level policy or supporting justification. This point
is adequately covered by the 4th bullet point in LDP 10. More detailed supplementary
guidance covers aquaculture activities. SG LDP 6 addresses water conservation issues.
Consultation arrangements are already in place with the Key Agency.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I agree that, as this policy seeks to avoid disturbance of carbon rich soils, it would be
appropriate for further information and guidance in relation to the protection of soil and peat
resources to be made available in supplementary guidance. Policy LDP 10, if modified as
recommended at Issue 615, would enable the council to do so as part of the
supplementary guidance relating to ‘addressing climate change’.
2. There is no specific reference on Page 54 of the proposed local development plan to
‘area waste plans’. It is apparent that the Scottish Environment Protection Agency is
seeking to ensure that the council uses the correct term in preparing supplementary
guidance related to Policy LDP 10. As this examination is restricted to the plan itself, that
would be a matter for the council to deal with separately.
3. I consider that the requirement set out in the policy, which seeks to minimise the impact
on the water environment both in terms of pollution and abstraction, is sufficient and that
specific reference here to aquaculture is neither necessary nor appropriate.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS613

LDP 11 - Improving our Connectivity and Infrastructure

Development plan
reference:

LDP 11 - Improving our Connectivity and
Infrastructure

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Canals (01926):
Scottish Government (01930)
Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146)
Scottish Water (00988)
J M Harrison (00247)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
LDP 11 - Scottish Canals (01926) - The objector states that the Map – Improving our
Connectivity Pg. 63 should highlight the Crinan Canal in the key as an important piece of
infrastructure in addition to being recognised as part of a Sea Kayak Trail which Scottish
Canals support.
LDP 11 - Scottish Government (01930) - The Proposed Plan includes a map on page 63,
Chapter 7 entitled ‘Improving our connectivity’. It includes a ‘proposed vehicle ferry route’
and ‘improved passenger ferry route’ between Campbeltown and Ballycastle. The
Proposed Plan text does not refer to this route and it is not included within any Policy or
within the Action Programme or Supplementary Guidance, therefore details surrounding
the delivery of the new and improved routes are unknown.
The Scottish Government has published the Scottish Ferry Services Ferries Plan (20132022): The Ferries Plan, which outlines the strategic guidance for the provision of ferry
services in Scotland over the next 10 years. A proposed new vehicle and improved
passenger ferry route between Campbeltown and Ballycastle are not included within The
Ferries Plan.
The Proposed Plan includes a map on page 63, Chapter 7 entitled ‘Improving our
connectivity’. The map includes references to ‘improving strategic roads’ and ‘improving
railways’ with the map highlighting trunk road and rail lines and some local roads within the
entire Council area. This representation refers to the trunk roads and rail lines elements
only. The Proposed Plan text does not refer to these improvements and they are not
included within any Policy or within the Action Programme or Supplementary Guidance,
therefore details surrounding the nature, delivery or the funding of any improvements to the
strategic road and rail network are unknown.
LDP 11 - Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - Verbatim Comment:
We are pleased to see both Kennacraig and Claonaig ferry terminals on the map as
"Enhanced Vehicle Ferry Terminals" but suggest that the road between them be
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considered as a "Strategic Road" requiring Improvement.
LDP 11 – Scottish Water (00988) - Support, but would like additional text in paragraph 7.5
on page 59 of the Written Statement to reinforce SW commitment to providing additional
capacity.
LDP 11 – J M Harrison (00247) - A specific Supplementary Guidance document is required
to enable A&BC to control adequately the development of electricity transmission
infrastructure.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
LDP 11 - Scottish Canals (01926) - The Map – Improving our Connectivity Pg 63 should
highlight the Crinan Canal in the key as an important piece of infrastructure in addition to
being recognised as part of a Sea Kayak Trail which Scottish Canals support.
LDP 11 - Scottish Government (01930) - The Scottish Government recommends that the
inclusion of a ‘proposed vehicle ferry route’ and ‘improved passenger ferry route’ between
Campbeltown and Ballycastle should be removed from the ‘Improving our connectivity’
map on page 63, Chapter 7. The Proposed Plan provides misleading information to the
public and stakeholders as it does not provide any detail on the delivery or funding of the
proposed and improved ferry routes anywhere within the Proposed Plan, yet their wording
and inclusion within the map strongly suggests that they will be provided.
The Scottish Government recommends that the inclusion of reference to ‘improving
strategic roads’ and ‘improving railways’ should be removed from trunk roads and railways
on the ‘Improving our connectivity’ map on page 63, Chapter 7. The Proposed Plan
provides misleading information to the public and stakeholders as it does not provide any
detail on the nature, delivery or the funding of the improvements within the Proposed Plan,
or that any such work would require to be discussed and approved by Transport Scotland.
Yet, the inclusion of this wording within the map strongly suggests that widespread and
unknown improvements to the trunk road and rail network will be provided.
LDP 11 – Scottish Water (00988) - Add additional text to paragraph 7.5 on page 59 of the
Written Statement as follows:
“It is Scottish Water’s commitment that it will provide strategic capacity to meet the needs
of domestic growth within the region and throughout Scotland and that a Ministerially
approved mechanism for triggering such investment exists.”
LDP 11 – J M Harrison (00247) - A specific Supplementary Guidance document is required
to enable A&BC to control adequately the development of electricity transmission
infrastructure.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
LDP 11 - Scottish Canals (01926) - The Council would be content, if the Reporter was so
minded, to amend the connectivity map to include the Crinan Canal.
LDP 11 - Scottish Government (01930) - The Council has included details on key
infrastructure improvements relating to both road and rail in its Draft Action Programme
that has been sent to the Scottish Government for further comments.
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The Council would like to point out that there is a clear committed programme of
investment by the Scottish Government to improving the Trunk roads. For example,
continued investment on the A83 and the Rest and be thankful; the removal of a single
carriageway at Pulput Rock (A82); the Crianlarach by-pass etc. The Council would like to
refer the Reporter to the published NPF3 (Core Doc. Ref; CD040) that contains a number
of references to the improvement of the key trunk roads entering Argyll and Bute including
the Trunking of the A83 to Campbeltown.
The Council also wishes to retain the Ballycastle link within the plan as this remains an
aspiration of the Council. The Council wishes to point out that a link to Adrossan (summer
only) for vehicular traffic has now been established and a passenger link has been
established between Campbeltown and Ballycastle. The Council acknowledges that the
Ballycastle vehicular ferry link has no committed funding but wishes to still retain this
aspiration in the connectivity map given its importance to the people of Kintyre and beyond.
The Council would be content, if the Reporter is so minded to include the words
“aspirational” in the key of the Connectivity Map to acknowledge that funding has not yet
been secured to make the Campbeltown to Ballycastle vehicular ferry link a reality but
remains a key aspiration of the Council.
LDP 11 –Tarbert and Skipness Community Council (00146) - The proposed Local
Development Plan identifies a number of Enhanced Vehicle Ferry Terminals including
those at Portavadie, Craignure, and Fionnphort without identifying corresponding
Improving Strategic Roads designations. The Councils aspiration towards improved ferry
terminals therefore is not reliant upon corresponding improvements to roads linking such
facilities.
The Council considers no change is required to the LDP as a result of this representation.
LDP 11 – Scottish Water (00988) - The Council would be content, if the Reporter is so
minded to the suggested additional wording provided by Scottish Water and that it be
added to paragraph 7.5 of the Written Statement as outlined above.
LDP 11 – J M Harrison (00247) - The issue of electricity transmission lines is a matter for
the Scottish Government under Section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989, rather than for the
local planning authority. The preparation of detailed statutory planning guidance within the
LDP on this issue is therefore inappropriate. There are policies within the LDP and
Supplementary Guidance that address the impact of development within sensitive
landscape designations (Core Document LDP CD012 and SG (CD015) LDP ENV 2, SG
LDP ENV4, SG LDP ENV9, SG LDP ENV12, SG LDP ENV13 ) Additional SG would
require to be identified in the LDP. However, if it emerged that additional guidance was
necessary this could be achieved through non statutory planning guidance which does not
have the same requirements.
The Council considers no change is required to the LDP as a result of this representation.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. The Crinan Canal is an important item of transport and recreational infrastructure. The
Scottish Government has re-emphasised the importance it attaches to developing the role
of canals in its policy document ‘Making the most of Scotland’s canals’. In view also of
Scottish Canals’ intended investment in the range of projects and proposals related to the
Crinan Canal referred to at Issue 212, I consider that its inclusion on the ‘Improving Our
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Connectivity’ map is justified.
2. I do not find the inclusion of the Campbeltown to Ballycastle ferry route on the
‘Improving our Connectivity’ map to be misleading, given the council’s stated aspirations
and the history of ferry services on this route. The proposed plan is not required to set out
details regarding delivery and funding. This also applies to the references to ongoing
improvements to the strategic road and rail networks.
3. While the map on page 63 does identify both the Kennacraig and Claonaig ferry
terminals as "Enhanced Vehicle Ferry Terminals", evidence has not been provided to
justify also identifying the road between them as a strategic road requiring improvement.
4. For the benefit of all those with an interest in future developments, I agree that it would
be appropriate to amend the wording of paragraph 7.5 of the plan to reflect Scottish
Water’s ongoing commitment to providing strategic capacity in water and drainage
infrastructure to meet the needs of domestic growth in Argyll and Bute as well as in the rest
of Scotland.
5. I do not consider that it would be appropriate for the local development plan to indicate
that supplementary guidance in relation to electricity transmission lines is to be prepared,
as this matter is at present dealt with by the Scottish Ministers under the terms of the
Electricity Act 1989.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. On the map ‘Improving Our Connectivity, on page 63: including a map notation for the
Crinan Canal with a reference to “Enhanced Canal Facilities” in the Key.
2. In paragraph 7.5: replacing the second sentence with “Significant recent investment by
Scottish Water reflects its ongoing commitment to providing strategic capacity in water and
drainage infrastructure to meet the needs of domestic growth in Argyll and Bute as well as
in the rest of Scotland.”
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ISS614

Protection of Marine Areas Suitable for Aquaculture

Chapter 1 - Policy LDP STRAT 1 (D427)
Chapter 4 – Creating a Sustainable and
Growing Economy Together (D431)
Development plan Chapter 6 – Maximising Our Resources and Reporter:
Reducing Consumption Together (D432)
David Russell
reference:
LDP 10 – Maximising our Resources and
Reducing Our Consumption (LDP10
MARINE)
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Chapter 1 - Policy LDP STRAT 1 (D427)
Chapter 4 – Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy Together
Provision of the
(D431)
development plan
Chapter 6 – Maximising Our Resources and Reducing Consumption
to which the issue
Together (D432)
relates:
LDP 10 – Maximising our Resources and Reducing Our
Consumption (LDP10 MARINE)
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
1. POLICY LDP STRAT 1 should include reference to the need to avoid the sterilisation of
part of the marine area that may be suitable for aquaculture development as a sustainable
development principle which supports material planning considerations of food security and
socio-economic benefits, reflecting policy commitments set out in the UK Marine Policy
Statement.
2. Safeguarding parts of the marine area most suited to marine aquaculture development
should be listed as a Key Action for the Economy in CHAPTER 4 and referred to in the list
of ways the LDP will enable sustainable growth of the renewables sectors in CHAPTER 6
(Maximising our Resources and Reducing Consumption Together).
3. In the context of sustainability, food security, and the economic and social benefits that
arise from aquaculture development, the safeguarding of prime marine areas where
aquaculture is most suited is considered as important as safeguarding mineral resources
or good quality agricultural land. This should be included in POLICY LDP 10.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
1. Include reference in POLICY LDP STRAT 1 to the need to avoid sterilisation of parts of
the marine area that may be suitable for aquaculture development.
2. Add new bullet point to paragraph 4.8, ‘To safeguard from inappropriate development
those parts of the marine area most suited to aquaculture development.’ Refer to the need
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to safeguard marine areas suitable for aquaculture in paragraph 6.2 (page 53).
3. Add new bullet point to POLICY LDP 10, ‘Safeguarding those parts of the marine area
most suited to aquaculture development.’
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The above responses are asking the Council to safeguard marine areas that are suitable
for aquaculture from other types of development which may impact on marine aquaculture.
While the Council agrees that safeguarding aquaculture resource is as important as
safeguarding tourism assets, mineral resources or avoiding good quality agricultural land
where we can, the LDP cannot seek to protect marine aquaculture development or
resource from other types of marine development which are not controlled by planning.
The Council therefore concludes that it would be more appropriate for this aspiration to be
considered through the development of future regional marine plans. The UK Marine
Policy Statement (Core Document: Ref CD025) referenced by the objector identifies
considerations that should be taken by marine planning authorities when developing
marine plans and not planning authorities when developing Local Development Plans. In
view of the foregoing the Council recommends no modification to paragraph 4.8 of the
proposed LDP.
The LDP can seek to protect existing aquaculture development from new development
requiring planning permission, through consideration of effects on other activities and
seeking to protect the ecological quality of coastal waters which support aquaculture
development. Policy LDP 10 already states that development proposals should minimise
impact on the water environment and therefore the Council recommends no modification to
this policy. This is further supported by SG (see Core Document CD015), specifically
Policy SG CST 1 – Coastal Development which states that:
(I) No part of the development will have an adverse impact on existing development and
activity; and
(K)‘The proposal will not adversely affect natural coastal processes or water quality or
result in deterioration of the overall ecological status of coastal and transitional water
bodies as classified by SEPA under the Water Framework Directive’.
In relation to comments on Policy LDP STRAT 1 and Chapter 6 (page 53) the Council, if
the Reporter was so minded, would be content with the following amendments which help
complement and clarify the existing policy protection as stated above in Policy LDP 10 and
Policy SG CST 1:



Amend the last bullet of LDP STRAT 1 to include ‘....impacts on land, and the water
environment’.
Change 7th bullet in paragraph 6.2 of Chapter 6 to – ‘Protecting important open spaces,
safeguarding our better agricultural land from development and protecting the
ecological quality of coastal waters.’

Reporter’s conclusions:
1. In Scotland, the town and country planning legislation has no role in regulating
activities in marine areas beyond the mean low water mark, except in respect of marine
fish farming developments for which there is a requirement to obtain planning permission.
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2. It will be the role of the national and regional marine plans to assess the competing
and/or complementary requirements of different activities and conservation interests in
marine areas, and thus identify the most appropriate locations for aquaculture
developments.
Rather than the town and country planning acts, it is the licensing requirements under the
Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 which provide the means to avoid sterilising those parts of the
marine area that may be suitable for aquaculture development.
3. In advance of these marine plans being finalised, it is also not possible for the local
development plan to confirm which are the most suitable areas for aquaculture
development.
4. In the context of its necessarily restricted role, the provisions of Policy LDP 10 provide
useful protection for aquaculture developments by requiring onshore developments to
minimise their impact on the water environment. However I agree that this would be better
reflected by Policy LDP STRAT 1 referring to ‘the water environment’ rather than ‘water
quality’ in the final sustainable development principle. However, I am satisfied that there is
no need to amend paragraph 6.2 to insert reference to the protection of the ecological
quality of coastal waters, as that is already addressed at paragraph 3.9.5.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify Policy LDP STRAT 1 by replacing the final sustainable development principle (k)
with: “Avoid having significant adverse impacts on land, air and the water environment.”
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ISS615

General Comment - Plan Complexity

Development plan
Reporter:
General Comment – Plan Complexity
David Russell
reference:
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
D404 - David & Janice Cowan (00287)
D404 - Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984)
D404 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205)
D404 - Suzanne McIntosh (01887)
D404 – Derek Prestwell (02062)
Provision of the
development plan
Proposed Local Development Plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D404 - David & Janice Cowan (00287) - These objectors contend that the plan is much too
detailed and complex for the layperson to readily understand and that it is also a hugely
time consuming exercise which makes accurate and meaningful feedback extremely
difficult.
D404 - Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984) - This objector states that the problems in providing
a meaningful and strategic response to the Argyll and Bute Local Plan (LDP) are many and
manifest. It is his view that the document is largely subjective and it is therefore difficult to
relate to specific outcomes; it is written in fairly dense planners jargon which makes it
inaccessible and difficult for anyone other than professional planners to scrutinise
effectively; and, in order to properly understand the LDP, it is necessary to read a multitude
of other referenced documents which are similarly inaccessible. He goes on to state that
this prevents meaningful engagement and thus fails as a consultation exercise, except
perhaps at the most local level, which is assisted by referencing the local maps and since
Scottish Government policy is to move towards a plan led system and to encourage
meaningful consultation and positive engagement in the preparation of Local Development
Plans, then it fails the test of meeting this basic policy requirement of LDPs.
D404 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205); Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - Taking the proposed LDP in
the round and looking at the documents as a whole we find that they have become
unworkably large. We appreciate that the area to be covered is extensive in terms of the
plans but question why there is a written statement of intent, plus a separate proposals
map and the SPG doc. The SPG doc appears to focus very much on control rather than
how the Planning Authority is to achieve its aims in the vision statement in the plan. As
such the plan to our mind has become so large that it is becoming unworkable.
We are well versed in using development plans daily from all over Scotland and feel that
this point has to be made. A more streamlined plan will be read and understood as a key
planning tool in achieving your vision by many more people that the plan in its current form.
D404 – Derek Prestwell (02062) - The objector contends that the population of A&B is
falling and economic and population increase should be made a priority with each planning
application determined on its merits removing the situation where targeted land suddenly
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increases in value and more importantly it increases the flexibility for planning officers and
the planning department.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D404 - David &d Janice Cowan (00287) - None stated.
D404 - Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984) - None stated.
D404 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205); Suzanne McIntosh (01887) - Consideration should be given
to a more visually based document and more streamlined text.
D404 – Derek Prestwell (02062) - The objector requests the removal the maps and zoned
areas or if this is not possible double at least the size of available land for housing and
economic development as a mechanism for promoting growth.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
D404 - David & Janice Cowan (00287); Mike MacKenzie MSP (00984); Eilean Eisdeal
(00205); Suzanne McIntosh (01887); D404 – Derek Prestwell (02062) - The Council does
not agree with these objections to the Local Development Plan (LDP) (CD012). The issues
that are required to be included within a LDP to cover an area as large and varied as Argyll
and Bute are many and complex. That said, the Council has made every effort to slim
down the content of the plan to make it an accessible, easy to follow, document for all
stakeholders. Where planning jargon has been used it has been explained in the Plan’s
glossary and the Council note that no specific examples have been provided by the
objectors to illustrate their points in relation to the plan’s complexity and furthermore, no
specific modifications have been suggested to improve the plan’s clarity or reduce the
detail of its contents.
Planning is a plan led system used to make decisions about the future development, and
the use of land in our towns, cities and countryside. Development plans should be
deliverable, up-to-date and set out a long-term spatial strategy, including policies and
proposals that provide greater clarity for stakeholders on how planning outcomes can be
achieved. Section 15 of The Town and Country Planning Act (Scotland) 1997 Chapter 8 as
amended by The Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006 (Core Doc Ref; CD041). requires LDPs
to contain a spatial strategy, this being a detailed statement of the planning authority's
policies and proposals as to the development and use of land. Outside SDP areas (which
is the case for Argyll and Bute’s LDP), LDPs must also contain a vision statement. Vision
statements should provide a realistic expression of what the plan area could be like in 20
years time and a useful springboard for the spatial strategy of the plan. Planning
authorities may also include any other matters in the plan that it considers appropriate.
Section 15(4) of the Act allows LDPs to contain any maps, diagrams, illustrations and
descriptive material the planning authority think appropriate, but regulation 8 requires the
inclusion of a proposals map to illustrate the plan's policies and proposals spatially and
allow the specific location of proposals to be accurately identified.
Planning therefore considers where development should happen, where it should not and
how development affects its surroundings. The system balances competing demands to
make sure that land is used and developed in the public's long-term interest. This is done
in the LDP through a series of proposal maps, policies and supplementary guidance.
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The LDP settlement strategy seeks to deliver sustainable levels of growth by steering
significant development to our existing settlements, where the bulk of our essential
services, employment opportunities, community facilities and infrastructure assets are
available.
The LDP settlement and spatial strategy clearly sets out where new development of
different scales should be and should not be located which provides people with certainty
in making their investment decisions on making a place their home or creating employment
opportunities. The plan recognises the importance of sustainable economic development
in attracting more people to live in Argyll and Bute and has included a number of new
initiatives from the current Development Plan to enable further economic development.
They include the creation of: Tourism Development Areas where major new tourism projects are guided to in the
plan;
 Economic fragile areas where appropriate development of any scale that can be
demonstrated to have significant economic or social benefits is supported;
 Renewable energy spheres of influence where recognition is given that the plan
may have to change to respond to developments in the off shore renewable
industry, subject to formal amendment;
 Five strategic business areas (Faslane; Lochgilphead, Kilmory; Machrihanish;
Sandbank; and Dunstaffnage, Dunbeg) where larger scale industrial growth is
expected and taken forward through a masterplan approach;
 The implementation of the Lorn TIF project;
 The implementation of the Maritime Change Project;
 The implementation of CHORD (area regeneration and town centre enhancement
schemes for Campbeltown; Helensburgh, Oban, Rothesay and Dunoon);
 The enhancement of essential infrastructure including our ports, ferries, roads, air
links, water and waste water treatment, digital connectivity and electricity grid.
The LDP also sets out over 330 development sites (Allocations and PDAs) in the
Proposals Maps and Written Statement schedules that highlight opportunities for new
development to take place including business and industry, tourism, mixed use, minerals
and housing sites.
Not having the maps as requested by the objector would mean the authority cannot comply
with regulation 8. Doubling the size of development areas without any form of justification
or associated action programme to help achieve growth on that scale would be
undeliverable and unsustainable.
The Council therefore considers that the LDP, as proposed, has a clear and succinct vision
that informs its 9 key objectives, which in turn informs the spatial and settlement strategy
for each of our 4 administrative areas, 5 key policy themes and the 11 policy statements
that help deliver the vision and key objectives that have been determined, through
extensive consultation, to address the main issues we collectively face.
The Council recommends no modification to the proposed LDP.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I consider that, for Argyll and Bute, a local development plan will inevitably display a
significant degree of complexity. This is due to the scale and diversity of its area, and the
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range of development opportunities and issues which require to be addressed. In these
circumstances I consider that the council’s approach to the formulation of this plan is an
appropriate one, combining a range of common policy themes which apply across Argyll
and Bute together with a more focused and detailed approach to specific issues and
proposals for development in each of the four sub-areas which have been identified.
2. In adopting this approach, the local development plan has also been prepared
consistent with the statutory requirements, except in one respect which has added to the
apparent complexity. This is the way in which the local development plan relates to
supplementary guidance. I invited the council to submit further observations to me on this
matter and I have taken these into account.
3. It may be a source of confusion that the statutory definition of the ‘development plan’
has been amended to include not only the local development plan but also any adopted
supplementary guidance which has been prepared in connection with that plan. However
that supplementary guidance is not part of the local development plan.
4. I consider, and the council has confirmed, that this relationship is incorrectly reflected in
the statement at paragraph 1.2.3. Under the heading “What does the Argyll and Bute
Local Development Plan Contain?”, it states that “In addition the LDP contains
Supplementary Guidance (SG) – that sets out in more detail how our planning policies will
be applied together with additional technical guidance”.
5. The legislation provides for a planning authority to adopt and issue supplementary
guidance in connection with the local development plan, but that supplementary guidance
may only deal with the provision of further information or detail in respect of policies or
proposals set out in that plan, and then only provided that those are matters which are
expressly identified in a statement contained in the plan as matters which are to be dealt
with in supplementary guidance.
6. There are different procedures for publicising and considering representations on
proposed supplementary guidance, and for adopting it. There is also no provision for
proposed supplementary guidance to be examined in conjunction with the examination of
the proposed local development plan.
7. This also means that supplementary guidance cannot be adopted before the local
development plan has been adopted, and the terms of the policies and proposals of the
local development plan cannot anticipate the detailed content of any supplementary
guidance, as it is open to being changed before it too is adopted.
8. I consider that it is inappropriate for the policies or proposals of the local development
plan to state that development proposals should be consistent with the terms of
supplementary guidance, as the role of supplementary guidance in the consideration of
planning applications is governed by Section 25 of the Act, and should not be subsumed
within the local development plan.
9. In these circumstances I consider that the wording of the plan as far as it relates to
supplementary guidance should be modified to reflect the correct statutory position. It is
also unnecessary for each policy to state that development proposals will also be subject
to all the other policies of the local development plan and to supplementary guidance, as it
is already a statutory requirement to do so where these provisions are relevant to the
development being proposed. In relation to Policy LDP 6, I have addressed these matters
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in my recommendations at Issue ISS402.
10. The adequacy of the housing land allocations is addressed at Issue 400. These are
intended to assist in reversing the decline in the population of Argyll and Bute, and the
statutory requirement for the local development plan to contain maps which show these
proposals provides an important degree of certainty for communities, landowners and
developers which should assist both in guiding and securing new developments.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by:
1. Deleting Paragraph 1.2.3 and inserting the following sub-section:
“1.3 SUPPLEMENTARY GUIDANCE
Where specifically identified in relation to policies or proposals in the plan,
supplementary guidance will be prepared, adopted and issued to provide the further
information or detail specified in relation to those policies or proposals.”
2. In Policy LDP DM1: deleting section ‘H’.
3. In paragraph 2.7.1: replacing the final sentence with: “All development in all of the
zones will also be considered in relation to all other policies of the local development plan
and supplementary guidance, where these are relevant.”
4. In Policy LDP 3: deleting everything after the first sentence of the paragraph after
section ‘D’, and replacing it with: “Further information and detail on matters relating to the
natural environment, landscape, and the historic environment will be provided in
supplementary guidance.”
5. In Policy LDP 4:




Deleting the second sentence of the first paragraph, together with the second
paragraph and its associated bullet points, and replacing these with: “Further
information and detail in relation to a coastal development strategy and other
matters relating to coastal development will be provided in supplementary
guidance.”
Moving the listed of other relevant documents to a note, outwith the shaded policy
section.

6. In paragraph 3.9.4:



Replacing “sets out” with “will set out” in the first sentence.
Replacing “It also identifies…” with “It will also identify…” in the second sentence.

7. In Policy LDP 5: deleting everything after the bullet points at the end of the first
paragraph, but retaining the final paragraph as far as “fragile areas”, and then adding a
new paragraph to read as follows: “Further information and detail will be provided in
supplementary guidance in relation to support for business and industry, including the main
potential growth sectors of marine and coastal, tourism, renewables and forestry
developments.”
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8. In Policy LDP 7: deleting everything after the fourth paragraph and replacing it with:
“Further information and detail on matters relating to retail developments and to changes of
use to and from shops will be provided in supplementary guidance.”
9. In paragraph 4.13.3: deleting the phrase “together with SG that provides more detail on
how retail applications will be assessed”.
10. In Policy LDP 8: deleting everything after the first paragraph and replacing it with:
“Further information and detail will be provided in supplementary guidance on the following
matters:











General housing development, including affordable housing provision and special
needs access;
Housing green-space;
Residential caravans and sites;
Sport, leisure, recreation and open space;
Key rural services;
Community plans and new or extended crofting townships;
Planning gain;
Enforcement action;
Departures from the local development plan;
Bad neighbour development.”

11. In paragraph 5.5.7: deleting “in SG”.
12. In Policy LDP 9:



Replacing the first part of the first sentence, as far as “following criteria:-” with:
“The council will require developers and their agents to produce and execute a high
standard of appropriate design in accordance with the following criteria:-”
Deleting everything after the sentence “Energy efficient design and sustainable
building practice is strongly encouraged.” and replacing it with: “Further information
and detail will be provided in supplementary guidance in relation to sustainable
siting and design, and to shopfront and advertising design principles.”

13. Modifying paragraph 5.7.2 by:



Deleting the first and final sentences.
Deleting the first part of the second sentence, up to “that”.

14. Deleting paragraph 5.7.7.
15. In Policy LDP 10: deleting everything after the bullet points following the first
paragraph, and replacing it with: “Further information and detail will be provided in
supplementary guidance in relation to the following matters: resources and consumption;
addressing climate change; minerals; renewable energy; and sustainable design.”
16. In the fifth bullet point of paragraph 7.7: deleting the text after “champions best
practice.”
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17. In Policy LDP 11:




Replacing the seventh bullet point with: “maximum and minimum car parking
standards are applied”.
Replacing the ninth bullet point with: “standards for drainage, sewage, waste water
and water supply are applied”.
Deleting everything after the bullet points following the first paragraph, and replacing
it with: “Further information and details will be provided in supplementary guidance
in relation to the following matters: transport, including core paths;
telecommunications; and infrastructure.”

18. In paragraph 7.8.8: deleting the text in the second sentence after “... associated
infrastructure”.
19. In the Glossary’s definition of ‘local development plan’: deleting “linked to
supplementary guidance”.
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ISS616

Chapter 3 Protecting, Conserving and Enhancing our
Outstanding Environment Together

Chapter 3 Protecting, Conserving and
Reporter:
Enhancing our Outstanding Environment
David Russell
Together
Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Development plan
reference:

RSPB (00040)
Scottish Water (00988)
Provision of the
development plan
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
RSPB (00040) - With regard to Paragraph 3.4 the objector states that quite how the LDP
will facilitate the LBAP is unclear as the focus seems to be on protecting sites, species and
habitats from impacts rather than delivering positive measures and outcomes for
biodiversity and this should be clarified.
With regard to Paragraph 3.6 the objector suggests an additional objective is added to
consider potential cumulative impacts of windfarms on the natural environment to ensure
the delivery of sustainable renewable energy development.
Scottish Water (00988) - Support
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
RSPB (00040) - See above
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
RSPB (00040) - The Council seeks to implement the LBAP (core doc ref:CD042) in
numerous ways including ensuring it is taken into account through the planning application
process and application of relevant policies, designated sites for nature and associated
SG. There is also a list of actions not objectives in paragraph 3.6 which include actions
that help facilitate the LBAP. The Council would be content however to add an additional
action at paragraph 3.6 to reflect the fact the Council is preparing a cumulative impact
study regarding on-shore renewable energy that will be in place prior to the adoption of the
LDP, as follows:-.
“To prepare a cumulative impact study for on shore wind renewable energy”
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I consider that it is not necessary for further detail to be provided within the text to
explain how the council intends to facilitate the local biodiversity action plan, but it would be
appropriate to refer to the council’s intention to prepare a prepare a cumulative impact
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study for on-shore wind renewable energy as one of the key actions to be undertaken by
the council and its partners during the period of the plan.
2. The representation submitted by Scottish Water raises no unresolved issue which
requires to be addressed in this examination.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify paragraph 3.6 by adding an additional bullet point to read:
“To prepare a cumulative impact study for on-shore wind renewable energy.”
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ISS617

Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy and
Supplementary Guidance

Development plan
reference:

Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial
Strategy and Supplementary Guidance

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
RSPB (00040)
Eilean Eisdeal (00205)
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 2 The Settlement and Spatial Strategy and Supplementary
to which the issue Guidance
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D407 - RSPB (00040) - This objector is concerned that a precedent is set for the
development of offshore wind in a location that has not been through HRA. They state that
the current wording suggests that an offshore wind project will be acceptable at this
location and that potential effects on European sites (onshore and offshore) therefore need
to be considered as part of the HRA of the LDP to ensure compliance with the
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended).
D407 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - The objector states that the diagram appears to include
Seil but not Easdale in its tourism development area annotation and request clarity on
whether it is intended to include Easdale. They go on to state that the success of the
island’s village hall activities and local businesses is dependent on tourism and so they are
of the view that the annotation should also include Easdale.
D407 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector states that there is no symbol on
the Spatial Strategy maps for green networks for the Main Towns (see Policy SG ENV 8
and supporting text in the Supplementary Guidance).
The objector states that paragraph 2.7.1 provides supporting text for the policy (LDP DM1)
of Development Management Zones but that they are concerned that Natura 2000 areas
are sometimes zoned within the Countryside Zone (CZ) rather than Very Sensitive
Countryside (VSC) since in practice they should receive the highest level of protection
within the plan. They note that the policy also states that all other policies will apply, and
this will include for example Policy LDP3 but believe that paragraph 2.7.1 should include
some explanation of the basis for identifying CZ and VSC (which they presume is primarily
linked to topography and remoteness) and should reinforce for Natura 2000 sites in
particular that any development proposal must satisfy the Habitats Regulations.
The objector makes reference to paragraph 2.11.1, stating that in their experience on past
occasions under the current Local Plan it has been evident that the zonation of an area in
the plan as a Potential Development Area (PDA) is viewed as equivalent to gaining outline
planning permission (planning permission in principle). The objector states that therefore
there is resistance later by developers to carrying out further surveys etc to establish
whether planning permission can be granted, especially as regards the possible presence
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of protected species. The objector acknowledges that this text does explain that constraints
exist for PDAs and that mini development briefs apply for each PDA site which presumably
set out development factors and developer requirements, such as the need for protected
species surveys and mitigation plans, however given past difficulties in regard to PDAs and
protected species, they believe specific mention should be made of this.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D407 - RSPB (00040) - The objector suggests re-wording of this section to ensure
consistency with SPP i.e. take account of the fragility of the island economies and the
areas outstanding natural environment to ensure that any offshore renewables energy
proposals that come forward are sustainable. They would like it noted that these areas
(Inner Hebridean Islands) equate with the areas of the highest biodiversity importance and
highest density of designated sites within Argyll and Bute and accommodating the
emerging offshore renewables industry may not be achievable without significant impacts
on biodiversity.
The objector is of the view that the LDP should highlight the uncertainty in the location of
future offshore wind development and be updated based on the outcome of the
consultation on the Sectoral Plans and the map on page 39 shows Tiree & Coll, Islay etc
within a large renewables sphere of influence. They state that the specific map for Mid
Argyll (page 16) seems to lack these zones, whereas the Oban Lorn and the Isles maps
show them (pages 14 & 15) which should be rectified.
The objector requests that paragraphs 2.4.2 & 2.5.2 be reworded to reflect national policy
on renewables (SPP paragraph 184) which highlights the need to ‘guide development to
appropriate locations’. The objector states that SSP paragraph 11 emphasises the
statutory duty on development plans to contribute to sustainable development , reading ‘A
greener place with community led smaller scale renewable energy projects and suitably
located larger scale commercial wind, wave and tidal projects’.
The objector also suggests that the addition of an objective to recognise the contribution of
the area’s outstanding natural environment to tourism and therefore its importance to
supporting the long-term sustainable economic growth of these areas.
D407 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - Consideration should be given to a more visually based
document and more streamlined text.
D407 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The objector requests that text is added to
paragraph 2.7.1 along the lines of "Since the division between Countryside Zones and
Very Sensitive Countryside is based on topography and remoteness (or whatever criteria
are in fact more relevant) rather than the sensitivity of natural, built and cultural heritage
features, it is essential that wherever located, any development proposal should comply
with policies relating to the protection of our outstanding environment. In particular any
development proposal that would have a likely significant effect on a Natura 2000 site will
be subject to a Habitats Regulations Appraisal as well as an Area Capacity Evaluation (see
Policy SG LDP ENV 2)".
The objector requests that in paragraph 2.11.1 that a sentence be added after "need to be
taken into account" as follows "Identification as a PDA does not for example remove the
need for a species survey and if necessary mitigation plan to accompany a planning
application where the site habitat is considered likely for protected species to be present".
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Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
D407 - RSPB (00040) - Renewable energy spheres of influence have been identified
where recognition is required that the plan may have to change to respond to
developments in the off shore renewable industry, subject to formal amendment. It carries
no presumption in favour of renewable energy development either off shore or on shore but
rather recognises that formal changes to plan may have to be made at some future date to
deal with changing requirements in terms of infrastructure provision or to accommodate
additional population. Off shore renewable energy is at its early stages and subject to
change and uncertainty. For example, the recent decision by Scottish Power Renewables
to delay the Argyll Array off Tiree to a period considerable beyond the lifespan of this LDP.
Nevertheless, the Council considers it important to raise these possibilities in the plan
which supports the Council’s Renewable Energy Action Plan (Core Doc. Ref CD043) and
will correct the error on the MAKI spatial map that omitted the sphere of influence from the
Campbeltown area (the specific map for Mid Argyll (page 16 of the Written Statement)).
Consequently, the Council can see no merit in altering the fifth objective of 2.4.2 and 2.5.2
to reflect national policy on renewables as this is dealt with elsewhere in the plan that deals
with renewable energy i.e. LDP 6 and associated SG. The council intends to publish SG on
the Spheres of Influence that will take account of the issues raised by the objector and will
be subject to further consultation.
In terms of 2.4.2 and 2.5.2 the Council considers that these bullet points are aspiration in
nature in terms of the spatial strategy for each area and are not policy statements.
Renewable energy developments are dealt with by policy LDP 6 and associated SG where
they determine renewable energy developments on the basis they will be sited on
appropriate locations. Both Lorn and Mid Argyll, Kintyre and the Islands already enjoy a
high number of tourists visiting our outstanding natural environment. Consequently we see
no need to establish an additional bullet point here to recognise this fact.
D407 - Eilean Eisdeal (00205) - While the Council fully recognises that Easdale has an
important tourist function the Council does not intend to recognise the island as a Tourism
Development Area as it is unlikely that the island has capacity for a major new tourism
development. That said, the Council remains supportive of smaller scale developments on
the island for tourism such as the hall which also serves as a valued community asset.
D407 - Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - The Council would be content , if the Reporter
was so minded, to add a symbol on the spatial strategy maps to show green networks for
each of main towns. This will be taken forward through SG.
The Very Sensitive Countryside Zone boundaries have not been altered in the LDP. They
remain as per the adopted Argyll and Bute Local Plan (Core Doc CD001). The Countryside
Zone proposed by the LDP is an amalgamation of both the Countryside Around Settlement
Zone and the Sensitive Countryside Zone as designated in the adopted Local Plan. Both
Very Sensitive Countryside and Countryside Zones are policy zones which set out a
general stance for development and are not development sites. As such any development
proposals would be subject to all other policies in the LDP and associated Supplementary
Guidance (SG). In particular, Policy LDP3 and associated SG provide significant protection
for the natural environment, generally, and adequate safeguards to designated sites such
as Natura 2000 sites. Therefore, the Council considers that the existing Very Sensitive
Countryside and Countryside Zone boundaries should remain unaltered in the Proposed
LDP, as the Council considers that there are appropriate environmental safeguards
contained within the LDP policies and SG to protect environmentally designated sites from
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development that would have an adverse impact. The Council is currently working on a
Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in consultation with SNH to resolve SNH
concerns.
All PDAs within the LDP are accompanied by Mini Development Briefs that outline
additional requirements that must be addressed for development proposals to be
considered. SNH have identified many specific Allocations and PDAs where they have
wish additional information such as species surveys/mitigation plans to be required. These
have been included within the Mini Development Briefs. In addition, all development
proposals, including those made for Allocations and PDAs are subject to all other policies
in the LDP and associated Supplementary Guidance (SG). In particular, Policy LDP3 and
associated SG provide significant protection for the natural environment, generally. The
Council takes the view that amending the text as requested by SNH is therefore
superfluous.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I accept the council’s explanation for the references in paragraphs 2.4.2 and 2.5.2 to
potential future offshore renewable energy developments. They are neither proposals nor
policy statements. Such developments would be addressed in the national and regional
marine plans.
2. I agree that, in the absence of Easdale having apparent capacity for major new tourism
development, it would be inappropriate to include the island as a tourism development area
although this would not preclude support for smaller scale developments for tourism.
3. Scottish Natural Heritage’s concern about the lack of a symbol on the spatial strategy
maps is addressed at Issue ISS610, and its concern regarding Potential Development
Areas is addressed at Issue ISS605.
4. I accept that the terms of Policy LDP 3 provide the appropriate safeguards for Natura
sites, and I note that the boundaries of these sites are shown as international designations
on the map of “Our Outstanding Natural Environment” on Page 39. Specific concerns have
been addressed through the revised habitats regulations appraisal of the proposed plan,
including a number of specific modifications arising from its findings. In these
circumstances I consider that to be sufficient and also conclude that it is not necessary to
amend the boundaries of the “Very Sensitive Countryside” zone in relation to Nature 2000
sites.
5. However the revised habitats regulations appraisal has highlighted a need to clarify that
the ‘visions’ which are set out in the plan for each of the four areas are not policies, and
that the spatial strategy maps are indicative and aspirational. In that context, any
associated projects will be subject to the necessary assessments, including a Habitats
Regulations Appraisal where that is necessary. I consider that this should be confirmed
through an addition to the text after paragraph 2.1.3.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the plan by inserting the following paragraph after paragraph 2.1.3:
“The visions are not policies, rather they are an expression of what the four areas of Argyll
and Bute could be like in 2024. The spatial strategy maps are indicative and aspirational
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only. Detailed proposals where relevant are either included in the local development plan,
or are under the control of other bodies. In all cases, projects forming part of these spatial
strategies will be subject to the necessary assessments, including a habitats regulations
appraisal where that is necessary.”
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ISS618

Chapter 1 Introduction

Development plan
reference:

Chapter 1 Introduction

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
RSPB (00040)
Helensburgh Community Council (00135)
Coriolis Energy (01968)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 1 Introduction
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
D406 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - This objector states that within
the first three paragraphs on page 1 of the LDP the text should make it clear that the Plan
is prepared under the terms of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, as
amended by the Planning etc. (Scotland) Act 2006, and, once adopted, that it must be
reviewed every five years. This is important legal and contextual information about the
requirements of the legislation and the status of the Plan.
This objector goes on to state that Paragraph 1.4.2 should refer to the requirements of
Section 25 of the T&CP (Scotland) Act 1997. i.e. "...the determination (of planning
applications and any other determinations under the planning acts) shall be made in
accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise."
This objector states that Paragraph 1.5 should refer to known, imminent, policy and
legislative changes, eg. the Draft National Marine Plan, the Draft National Planning
Framework 3 and the current Review of Scottish Planning Policy, all of which could require
changes to be made to the Proposed Plan before adoption.
This objector states that Paragraph 1.6.2 should state that achieving growth will depend
not only on 'land supply' but also on the adoption, adherence to, and consistent use of,
policies and guidance designed to deliver good decision making.
D406 - RSPB (00040) - This objector states that paragraph 1.3.8 indicates that the whole
of Argyll and Bute is a designated site of international importance. The objector suggests
minor re-wording to ‘Argyll and Bute is an important area for biodiversity and includes
designated sites of international importance and as such....’
The objector suggests also highlighting Areas of Search for SACs and SPAs, as well as
proposed MPAs, which will need to be considered for any offshore consents, which in turn
influence development proposals (and consents by Argyll and Bute Council) onshore.
The objector contends that section 1.6 is very focused on economic growth and fails to
recognise that protecting and enhancing the environment is fundamental to achieving
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sustainable development, whereas Scottish Planning Policy (SPP, paragraph 33)
recognises that the protection and enhancement of the quality of the natural and built
environment as an asset for that growth, not an afterthought. The objector therefore
suggests that re-wording is required to emphasis this.
This objector states that Objective D refers to ‘sustainable assets’ however does not
mention natural heritage assets such as golden eagles, corncrake etc. which are also
important for the long-term sustainability of the local tourist economy and these should be
included.
This objector states that Policy LDP Strat 1 – part H – should also refer to ‘enhancement’
as well as conservation of the natural environment (in line with SPP paragraph 33). They
also suggest reference is made to the protection of peat as an important carbon store in
line with Section 230 of SPP.
This objector welcomes the need for a sustainability checklist detailed in paragraph 1.8.2
by developers but suggests examples of what constitutes ‘exceptional circumstances’
should be given.
D406 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - NB : Throughout this representation
Helensburgh Community Council (HCC) use the terms Helensburgh, the Helensburgh
Corridor (Cardross-Shandon) and Helensburgh & Lomond (H&L) will be used. They are not
interchangeable as some issues and concerns raised in this representation we see
applying to Helensburgh alone, some to the Helensburgh Corridor and some to H&L as a
whole.
The key recurring theme throughout the HCC representation is that the draft LDP does not
recognise the position of Helensburgh (and Lomond) within Argyll & Bute (A&B) in the
manner that HCC wish. The objector is of the view that in many instances, the draft LDP
reads as a one size fits all document, treating A&B as a single entity and while individual
settlements elsewhere in A&B have their own concerns and opportunities those for
Helensburgh are of a different scale and magnitude from elsewhere. They state that it is
often reported Helensburgh and Lomond occupies just 3% of the land area of A&B and has
just under 30% of its population; that Helensburgh is by far the largest town in A&B,
developed as a commuter town for Glasgow it faces east it has long been part of the
greater Glasgow conurbation - for transport, health, higher education, hospital care,
arts/sport/leisure, major retail shopping and much more; and also its economy is radically
different from other Key Towns in A&B:
The objector goes on to state the following:- Around 50% of its working residents do so out with the town, mainly in Greater Glasgow
- It enjoys historically low unemployment.
- RN Faslane/Coulport contains Scotland’s single biggest industrial complex and one of
Europe’s largest military bases. The RN’s Maritime Change Project will expand significantly
both the military and civilian workforce there and this will have a major economic knock on
impact on Helensburgh & Lomond (H&L), and elsewhere.
- Its tourist offering and potential is very different from the rest of A&B based around large
numbers of day visitors.
- Helensburgh is seen as one of Scotland’s most beautiful and desirable towns in which to
live with easy road and rail access to Glasgow, quality housing, a wonderful landscape
setting and a rich heritage famous sons and daughters (Helensburgh Heroes).
HCC supports KEY OBJECTIVE A stating Helensburgh should press ahead with its town
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centre regeneration programme, in particular with its Masterplan for the Pier Site Area.
(see F below)
HCC comments regarding KEY OBJECTIVE E are that the protection of Helensburgh’s two
Conservation Areas and its surrounding Green Belt is paramount, they must be managed
in a way that they are preserved and enhanced at every opportunity and the production of
a Management Plan for the Conservation Areas is long overdue.
HCC comments regarding KEY OBJECTIVE F are that economically active individuals and
families require high quality housing of a design and layout which is distinctive and varied,
but which also sits well with Helensburgh’s outstanding architecture and local landscape.
HCC are of the view that Could-be-anywhere, off the shelf, developer-led design is
inappropriate and would be counter productive as it would not be consistent with realising
Helensburgh’s development potential or the need to attract and retain dynamic individuals
in the 20-35 age group. The objector states that in this context initiatives such as Gareth
Hoskins EXPO housing concept for the old Academy sites should be grasped at every
opportunity.
HCC believe that highlighting these distinguishing features argues for Helensburgh/the
Helensburgh Corridor (Cardross – Shandon) /Helensburgh & Lomond in planning terms as
different from the rest of A&B; not for the sake of being different or to argue for any kind of
special treatment, but because they are different and their unique position within A&B has
to be recognised and given far greater emphasis in the draft LDP than is there at present.
HCC state that they have argued in the past for the unique position of Helensburgh/the
Helensburgh Corridor /H&L as a whole to be recognised and treated as such in A&BC key
strategic and policy documents but that this has always been turned down, mainly on the
grounds if this was agreed/conceded then the other three administrative areas might well
argue for the same. HCC believes that they should be.
HCC state that in terms of area A&B, with a coastline longer than that of France, is one of
the largest councils in Scotland and it has many island communities with their own special
own economic and other requirements and potential. HCC are of the view that this variety
and diversity should be recognised throughout the LDP, in particular in Key Policy Theme
– Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy Together with each of four areas being
treated and written up separately. HCC feel that this would give much greater clarity and
focus to their future development as the LDP would be become a much more practical and
usable document with residents and businesses (existing & start-ups) able to identify with
and engage with it in realising the development potential and opportunities of their area
and locale.
D406 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The Objector states that it is commendable that the LDP
recognises that a Key Challenge for planning is to, ‘address the impacts of climate change
in everything we do and reduce our carbon footprint’ (KEY OBECTIVE I) but goes on to
say that in 1.6.1 an additional central challenge facing Argyll & Bute should be included ‘help support the transition to a low carbon economy’.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
D406 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - None requested
D406 - RSPB (00040) - The Objector requests that the text within Paragraph 1.3.8 be re607
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worded to read ‘Argyll and Bute is an important area for biodiversity and includes
designated sites of international importance and as such....’
The Objector requests that Policy LDP Strat 1 – part H – should also refer to
‘enhancement’ as well as conservation of the natural environment (in line with SPP
paragraph 33).
The Objector requests that reference is made to the protection of peat as an important
carbon store in line with Section 230 of SPP.
The Objector requests that examples of what constitutes ‘exceptional circumstances’
should be given relating to sustainability checklist requirements.
D406 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The LDP is written on an Area by Area
basis.
D406 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The Objector requests that in paragraph 1.6.1 an
additional central challenge facing Argyll & Bute should be included - ‘help support the
transition to a low carbon economy’.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
D406 - Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Every attempt has been made
to reduce the length and complexity of the proposed PLDP to ensure that it is retains clarity
and focus. The Council is of the view that these proposed additions are superfluous.
D406 - RSPB (00040) - The Council does not see in any value of changing paragraph
1.3.8 as it is of the view that it is clear as it is.
The Council is of the view that the objector’s suggestion that the LDP also highlight Areas
of Search for SACs and SPAs, as well as proposed MPAs is premature at the present time.
If and when these designations come to pass then the LDP policies and SG are sufficient
to ensure their protection.
The Council is of the view that the LDP when read as a whole places significant emphasis
on protection of our environmental assets and that that these proposed additions are
superfluous.
The Council has no objection to the amendment of this policy LDP STRAT 1, should the
Reporter be so minded, so that part H – also refers to ‘enhancement’ as well as
conservation of the natural environment.
The Council is of the view that the LDP when read as a whole places sufficient emphasis
on the protection of peat as an important carbon store in line with Section 230 of SPP. This
is achieved through Policy LDP3 and associated SG LDP ENV 11.
The Council is of the view that the Objector’s requests that examples of what constitutes
‘exceptional circumstances’ should be given relating to sustainability checklist
requirements is superfluous.
D406 - Helensburgh Community Council (00135) - The LDP does recognise the unique
characteristics of Helensburgh and Lomond by creating a specific spatial approach for the
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area in the plan together with identifying settlement plans for each settlement and also
identifying the Green belt which is unique to this area.
While the Council recognises the issues raised by the Community Council and notes the
support expressed for some of the key objectives of the plan it cannot agree to writing the
plan on an area by area basis as this would make the plan to complex and lengthy. It
would also be against the stance of the Scottish Government which calls for LDPs to be
succinct as possible and deal with the main issues for the area with additional detail
contain in supplementary documents that support the LDP.
The Council considers therefore the LDP strikes the right balance with addressing the
different issues faced by our diverse communities while at the same time creating a
document that focuses attention on the main points of difference and key actions to
address identified challenges we face. Consequently the Council considers the plan
identified the unique characteristics of Helensburgh and cannot support any change to the
LDP based on this objection.
D406 - Coriolis Energy (01968) - The Council does not object, should the Reporter be so
minded, to the addition of the phrase ‘help support the transition to a low carbon economy’
in paragraph 1.6.1.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I consider that the ‘Introduction’ to the plan already provides sufficient explanation and
context, and that the additions suggested by the Scottish Salmon Producers Association
are not necessary. However a minor re-wording of paragraph 1.3.8 could usefully clarify
that it is not the whole of Argyll and Bute which is an internationally important area for
biodiversity.
2. I agree that it would be premature and therefore inappropriate to identify areas which
may be included within areas of search for new special areas of conservation or special
protection areas.
3. The proposed plan, including at section 1.6 and at Key Objective E, provides
appropriate support for both the protection and the enhancement of the natural
environment, but I agree that this should be reflected also in the terms of Policy LDP
STRAT 1 h). I am satisfied, however, that Policy LDP 3 already provides sufficient and
appropriate protection for peat resources.
4. Introducing references to golden eagles and corncrakes in relation to Key Objective D
would not be appropriate as that objective is focusing on the environment in which
competitive businesses, entrepreneurship and innovation can thrive. Protection of the
natural environment is addressed in Key Objective E.
5. I consider that it is not the purpose of the local development plan to illustrate examples
of sustainability checklists, and therefore to introduce them would be inappropriate.
6. The local development plan does not provide great detail with regard to Helensburgh
and its surrounding area. However, as already discussed at Issue ISS610, I find that the
proposed plan strikes an appropriate balance by setting out a separate spatial strategy and
specific development allocations for Helensburgh and Lomond, as well as for the other
three areas, but also identifying key challenges, objectives and policy themes which apply
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across the whole of Argyll and Bute.
7. I agree that supporting the transition to a low carbon economy is part of the central
challenge in delivering sustainable economic growth, and that this should be reflected in
paragraph 1.6.1.
Reporter’s recommendations:
1. Modify paragraph 1.3.8 by replacing “Argyll and Bute is an internationally important area
for biodiversity ….” with “Argyll and Bute contains many internationally important areas for
biodiversity …”
2. Modify paragraph 1.6.1 by inserting “to support the transition to a low carbon economy;”
after “to help retain and improve essential services;”.
3. Modify Policy LDP STRAT 1 h) by replacing “Conserve the natural and built
environment ….” with “Conserve and enhance the natural and built environment …”.
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ISS619

Chapter 4 Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy
Together

Development plan
reference:

Chapter 4 Creating a Sustainable and
Growing Economy Together

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Sea Farms (00920)
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 4 Creating a Sustainable and Growing Economy Together
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - These
objectors state that ‘Food and Drink’ industries, which include aquaculture, are defined in
paragraph 4.4 of the Proposed LDP, but first referred to in paragraph 4.3. They ask for the
definition to be moved to paragraph 4.3.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - Definition
of ‘Food and Drink’ industries to be made available.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The term
‘Food and Drink’ is used in a number of Chapters of the LDP and is first referenced on p6
(Objective D) and then on page 17 (2.5.1) (CD012). This sector is well recognised and the
Council considers it potentially problematic to provide a detailed definition of a sector which
could include new industries in the future. The first reference on page 6 does identify
aquaculture as one of the key industries that currently make up the ‘Food and Drink’ sector
in Argyll and Bute and therefore the Council recommends that a definition is not required.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I am satisfied that the explanation of the food and drink sector given within paragraph
4.4 is not inappropriate, and it is unnecessary to transfer it to paragraph 4.3.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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ISS620

Chapter 7 - Improving our Connectivity Map

Development plan
reference:

Chapter 7 - Improving our Connectivity Map

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587)
Provision of the
development plan
Chapter 7 - Improving our Connectivity Map
to which the issue
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector states that in relation to the ‘Improving
Our Connectivity’ Map (page 63) a number of the proposals/enhancements/improvements
for travel and transport shown on this map may need to be assessed as part of the
Habitats Regulations Appraisal (HRA) of this plan, e.g. –
•Enhanced vehicle ferry terminal at Cuan Sound (Firth of Lorn SAC)
•Enhanced passenger ferry terminal at Easdale Sound (Firth of Lorn SAC)
•Enhanced airport at Islay (Laggan SPA)
•Enhanced airport at Colonsay (Oronsay and South Colonsay SPA)
•Enhanced airport at Tiree (Tiree Wetlands and Coast SPA and Tiree Machair SAC)
•Enhanced airport at Coll (Coll [corncrake] SPA)
•Proposed long distance walking route across South Mull (Mull Coast and Hills SPA)
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Scottish Natural Heritage (01587) - This objector requests the satisfactory conclusion of
HRA of this plan.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
The Council is currently working on a Habitats Regulations Appraisal for the LDP, in
consultation with SNH to resolve SNH concerns.
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. I note that the revised habitats regulations appraisal now takes into account these
elements of the proposed plan which are shown on the ‘Improving or Connectivity’ map on
page 63. That appraisal has identified one amendment which is required to the
penultimate bullet point in paragraph 7.7 relating to aerodromes which is required to
ensure that the plan would not have an adverse effect on the integrity of any Nature 2000
sites.
2. The modification would confirm that future action to support and develop the Argyll and
the Isles Air Services and aerodrome infrastructure in Oban, Coll and Colonsay would be
subject to there being no adverse effect on the integrity of any European site.
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3. I agree that this amendment is necessary to ensure that the plan is consistent with the
requirements of the habitat regulations, and I therefore conclude that it should be made.
Reporter’s recommendations:
Modify the penultimate bullet point in paragraph 7.7 by inserting “(subject to no
adverse effect on the integrity of any European site)” after “Oban, Coll and Colonsay”.
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ISS700

Chapter 9 Glossary, Key Environmental Features/Definition of
Aquaculture

Development plan
reference:

Chapter 9 Glossary, Key Environmental
Features/Definition of Aquaculture

Reporter:
David Russell

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including reference
number):
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766)
Scottish Sea Farms (00920)
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118)
Provision of the
development plan Chapter 9 Glossary, Key Environmental Features/Definition of
to which the issue Aquaculture
relates:
Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s):
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The objector contends that the
designation of ‘Key Environmental Features’ would be strengthened in the glossary with
further wording in the definition.
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The
'Glossary' should contain a definition of 'Aquaculture'.
Modifications sought by those submitting representations:
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The objector requests that the words
“Any pressure to develop these features will be resisted.” should be added to the definition
of Key Environmental Assets
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The
'Glossary' should contain a definition of 'Aquaculture'.
Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority:
Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (01766) - The Council rejects this argument
put forward by the objector as the correct place to establish a policy stance is within the
clearly identified policy statements and supplementary guidance of the LDP where key
environmental features such as ancient and semi natural forest, SSSIs, LNRs and suchlike
are duly considered. Creating an additional policy statement in the glossary has the
potential to add confusion to both the LDP and the planning process and should be
avoided. The Council requests that this proposed amendment be rejected by the Reporter.
Scottish Sea Farms (00920); Scottish Salmon Producers Organisations (01118) - The
Council would be content in the interests of clarity, if the Reporter was so minded, to
include the following definition of aquaculture in the Glossary.
“Aquaculture - The artificial rearing and husbandry of aquatic organisms; fish, shellfish and
seaweed. Aquaculture development currently under planning control includes marine and
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freshwater finfish or shellfish farming; and onshore development such as hatcheries,
depuration facilities and land based salmon farms.”
Reporter’s conclusions:
1. It would be inappropriate to include a policy statement within the glossary. The role of
the glossary is to define specific terms. Key environmental features are given appropriate
protection by Policy LDP 3.
2. More information regarding aquaculture may be provided through supplementary
guidance in relation to marine and coastal development, but I do not consider that it is
necessary to include a definition of aquaculture within the glossary of the plan itself.
Reporter’s recommendations:
No modifications.
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